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Notebooks With High-Flying Pt
The paths of dashing young scientist Dakota Smith and independent journalist Lexa Kirk,
drawn by seemingly mysterious forces, recently converged in South Dakota. There they made
amazing discoveries: the Nomad notebooks and the astonishing little HandBook'" from
Gateway 2000! Now their sworn
mission is to carry the news to the far
corners of the world.
"The sky's the limit!" Dakota praises
the new Nomads. "These systems are
every bit as powerful as their desktop
counterparts! I can actually do serious
computing on land, at sea or in the air!"
The Nomad's patented power
management system delivers soaring
battery life - over six hours from a
single battery on the 25MHz 486DX
system. And it has one of the biggest
and brightest notebook screens in the
industry.
And Lexa takes off with her
HandBook, smaller than a notebook but
larger and more functional than a palmtop- a real PC in miniature fonn! "It's a totally new
category of portables, and I feel as if this little machine were designed especially for me! " she
smiles, with her head in the clouds. "The HandBook is so small and feather
light; yet it has a truly usable keyboard and display, a real hard drive, and
the capability to transfer files back to my editor. I can travel with it
and not even know I'm carrying it!"
"Once again, Gateway is in the pilot's seat," Dakota adds.
And, as he and Lexa fly off into the wild blue yonder with their
message, we know in our hearts that the saga of Gateway 2000
will continue....
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610 Gateway Drive• P.O.Box 2000 •North Sioux City, SD 57049-2000 • 605-232-2000 •Fax 605-232-2023
All prices an<l configurations arc subject lo l:h;mgc withou t no1icc. Prices do 110 1 include shipping.
© 191!2 Gate way 2111111. Inc. HandBook and ricldMouse are 1rademarks of Gaieway 2111111. Inc.
All brands an<l product names arc 1radcmarks or rcgi s1crcd 1radcmarks of !heir r~sp:ctivc rnrnpa 11ics.

~rformance

From Gateway 2000!

~HANDBC>C>K
• Weight 2.75 Lbs. (HandBook & Battery)
• Dimensions 5.9" x 9.75" x 1.4"
• 4.5Hr.* NiMH Battery, I.25 Lb. AC Adaptor/Charger,
6.5" x 2.5" x 1.5"
• Traveling Weight 4.0 Lbs. (HandBook, Battery &AC Adaptor/Charger)
• C & T®Processor, 286-Class Performance
• IMB RAM upgradeable to 3MB
• 40MB Hard Drive
• Backlit 7.6" Double-Scan CGA Screen, 640 x400 Resolution
• I Parallel/ I Serial Port
• 78-Key Keyboard, I0 I-Key Emulation, Inverted TCursor Pad
• MS DOSC.S.O, File Transfer Software & Serial Download Cable
• Introductory Bonus Pack
• Carrying Case

$1295
Optiom: FieldMou.11•pointing derice. 2.400hps11wde111,alkaline ha11ery pack,portahleprinter,
rnmho unit (3.5" drire with Sl'l'ial port and parallel port), extra !wlleries
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•

Weight 5.8 Lbs. (Nomad & Battery)
Dimensions 8.5" x I I" x 1.8"
6-Hr. * NiCad 5.7Ah Battery
14.4-0z. AC Adaptor/Charger, 6.12" x 2.25" x 1.5"
Traveling Weight 6.7 Lbs. (Nomad, Battery &
AC Adaptor/Charger)
Backlit 10" VGA Screen, 640 x480 Resolution , 64 Gray Scale
Simultaneous Video
I.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive
I Parallel/ I Serial Port
External Video & Expansion Bus Ports (Ports are Full Size)
79-Key Keyboard, I0 I-Key Emulation, Inverted T Cursor Pad
FieldMouse'" Pointing Device
MS DOS 5.0 & Windows'" 3.1

NOMAD 325SXL • $1995
25MHz, 386SXL, 4MB RAM , 80MB Hard Drive

NOMAD 420SXL • $2695
20MHz, Intel®486SXLP, 4MB RAM, 80MB Hard Drive
NOMAD Optiom: 2,40019,600 hp.1· modems,portahle printl'I', numl'J'ic
keypad, Token Ring or Ethernet inte1ji1ces, SCSI in1e1j(1ce, 111e111my upgrades ,
exerntire rnrrying rnse, extra halll'l'ies
*Balll'l'Y /ije n·as 111ea.111red ming PC Magazinc's8a111•ry Rnl/(/mrn Test with
ma/Jled. Results may l'({/',I'.

/)(!11'£'1' 111a1wge111e11t

NOMAD 425DXL • $3495
25MHz, Intel 486DXLP, 4MB RAM, 120MB Hard Drive
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Solaris:
So Easy It Catit
Be
•
Increase Personal And
Workgroup Productivity.

Power Made Simple.
Imagine making the power of 32-bit sys
tems easy to use. Imagine networks that not
only tie together individuals, they make
groups more productive. Imagine com
puters united by aconsistent environment.
Imagine running today's favorite programs while gaining
access to tomorrow's applications.
Imagine no more. Solari? system software makes
distributed computing as simple as stand-alone computing,
while bringing the power of UNIX®and SVR4 to users-easily.
Maybe that's why Solaris is the world's most widely used 32-bit
computing solution.

The Network At Your Fingertips.
The Solaris solution starts with technology from Xerox that
sparked the idea for the Macintosh® user interface, making
Solaris as easy to use as any PC. But, because Solaris was
created with group productivity in mind, it does much more.
Solaris breaks the isolation of personal computing by
bringing network resources to the desktop. Want to send that
chart to a color printer in another building? It's easy.Want to
render that 3D image on a Cray in the next state? It's easy.
Solaris allows objects, like files, to be dragged and dropped on
fonction icons, such as a printer, for instant action.With
Solaris, the network is at your fingertips.

Solaris also includes 15 tools that enhance
group productivity. Among these is
Multimedia Mail, which can send any type of
file-applications, audio, video, graphics
in a mail message. The Workgroup Calendar Manager serves as
an on-line personal and group calendar that makes scheduling
meetings with people next door or on the next continent easy.
What's more, Solaris offers over 4,000 solutions including
Lotus 1-2-3,Ashton-Tate dBase and WordPerfect. And SunSoft
has an easy way for you to try these applications. It's Catalyst"'
CDware''.' With CDware, you can t111 more than $250,000 of soft
ware from your desktop. Solaris offers more options for produc
tive work than any other 32-bit environment. Now, that's easy!

.

The Time Is Now.

·: "\; :· Don 't wait for your PC to grow up. It's time to see for
· · · yourself how easy it is to access the power of Solaris.
Call now for a free version of CDware and the names of our
OEM partners who can give you a guided tour of Solaris.
1-800-227-9227, Ext. 123. See you there.

~SunSoft
~
A Sun Microsy stems . Inc . Busin ess

0 1992 Sun ~he~~- !nc. ,I.JI 11i:l1t> 1"5!:'!\l.'li. l'rn11-.I ln \}i(L'M...Su n. Sun ~lk."l'O'))'Sltll!I. ti~ Sm Jor:o. Sun~l. S11l:m\. C:!ta~~ :u-l t:l>11"are:m~ lr.l&m:ukso1 n1:bkn.'.I tr.11lmu1ksti :;un ~l~!>ltms. l.11c t:~IX ~ 11~<1~n...i l'.J11einJ1k ci Ll"'!X S~)1o.'111s !.:il!Ol':tlor16. lnc. ~!Xinlell!11~ 1~! 11:?.i.'fl~•i:lfl[>k Compulef S!'ARC ()3
~n.'1tr.iAman>rl~l'Altt: lntL'111Jllou31 lnc;. l'ro&Jm;tdringSl'ARClr.Um100areb~'llu(I003n an:h1kc1uredt~d~~th~Su11 ~licnlS))\l!UIS. lnc.Allj111d11C1S:bklrump3llfnJ1111:sarett:~ot ~n1!tt:11ic11utlisul1h•~rn...~l!O'.lnc>:mll!i.
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BEYOND DOS
Exorcising the A20 Poltergeist

ABOUT THE COVER
A hypercube is an arrangement of parallel
processors that minimizes the time required to
send a message from one processor to another.
Balancing communications requirements and
processing power, the hypercube represents a
vital step along the road to the teraFLOPS
machine.

ASK BYTE
Reclaiming lost disk space;
extending computer life; and
spelling-checker problems.
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The Right Profile
Timing DOS file access;
debugging Unix code; and getting
remi 1~der; on the Mac.
-
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We slash interface
development time across
DOS, UNIX, POSIX, VMS...
(and we can prove it!)
C-Programmers:

See for yourself how
Vermont ViewsTM
can help you create
powerful user
interfaces~whatever

your environment!
If you want to create sophisticated
user interfaces-and save tremendous
time and effort doing it-Vermont
Views is exactly what you need.
Vermont Views isn't just a com
mon interface package. It's a deep,
flexible, menu
driven screen
designer supported
by a C library of
over 580 functions.
It lets you create
the ultimate user
interfaces for
complex database applications-in
a fraction of the time it would take
to code them yourself!
With Vermont Views, you create
screens interactively. Designing is fast,
and creative. And changes-both tiny
adjustments and huge reworks-are
incredibly easy.
Pull-down menus, window-based
data-entry forms with tickertape or
memo fields, scrollable form regions,
choice lists, context-sensitive
help ... All these interface objects
(and more) are immediately
accessible. And with Vermont Views,
even terminal-based applications can
have the elegant features usually
found only on micros.
©Copyright 1991
Vermont Creative Software

Fast prototypes,
faster applications.
With most systems, you have to
throw away your prototypes when
coding begins. But with Vermont
Views, prototypes become the actual
applications!
Menus, data-entry forms, and all
screen features are usable in the final
applications without change. So not
only do you avoid creating code
from scratch once, you don't have
to do it twice!

It's the

universal solution.
Vermont Views
operates completely
independent of hard
ware, operating
system, and database.
Any interface you
create can be ported
easily among DOS,
UNIX, POSIX, and VMS.
You can use Vermont Views with
any database that has a C-language
interface (including Oracle, Informix,
db_Vista, and C-Tree). You can run
it on PCs, DEC, NCR, HP, AT&T,
and other systems. You don't have
to pay runtime fees or royalties.
And full library source is
available, too.
What's more, your DOS
applications can have full
mouse control, and work in

graphics as well as text modes!
Don't take our word for it-put
Vermont Views to the test. Call or
fax now for your personal, free
demonstration kit. Or order Ver
mont Views with our 60-day,
money-back guarantee.
Either way, you'll see immediately
that Vermont Views is a cut above
the rest.

Call for your
FREE demo kit!

800-848-1248

Vermont
Creative
Software
Pinnacle Meadows
Richford, VT 05476 USA
Phone: (802 ) 848-7731
FAX: (802) 848-3502

(Please Mention
"Offer 339")

~consider anew

you can leavewe

Because well
enough just might
not be good enough
anymore.
Because new
Microsoft®Excel 4.0
MicJVsoft Excel 4.0,
C.
"{ "X T, d
,,. • th
spretuJs1zee1forw111tiows.
iOr vvln OWS lS e
ultimate refinement ofa powerful,
easy-to-use spreadsheet.
Because you could be get
ting your day-to-day spreadsheet
tasks, not to mention more amaz
ing number-crunching feats, done
faster. And more easily.
We're talking about one-step
just-about-everything here.
Take a feature like Autofor
mat: with just a clickofyour mouse,
it applies one of14 sharp-looking,
professionally designed formats
to your worksheet.
Or considerAutofill, which
intelligently helps you build your
worksheets. For example, when
you type January in a cell, Autofill
automatically enters February,
March, April-as many (or as few)
months ahead as you designate.
JB

!lie

Shortcut menus are anoth
er innovation.When you click the
right mouse button, a menu ap
pears on-screen next to whatever
you're doing, offering you all the
options that sensibly relate to the
task at hand.
Wizards are step-by-step
guides that take you through com
plex tasks, like charting, or creatC
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The Scenario Manager is apowe1f11/ analysis tool that lets you easily create
and save multiple "what if" scenarios, then instantlyPJVduce nice-looking
summary reports. (Which makes you look nice, too)

ing summary tables from a data
base,with incredible ease.
And with new Drag and
Drop, all you do is highlight the
area you want to move,"grab" it
with your cursor, and drag and

"Sec your resc/Jcrfordctaifs. 'Offergood on/yin the 50 United States through 9/30/92. For infon11ati<m oidy: /11 Canada, call (800)563-9048: outside the 50 United States. call (206) 936-8661. © 1992 Microsoft Corpomtion.Alf rights reserved. Pri1

drop it to wherever you want it on day money-back guarantee:
Bynow, you mayagree with
your screen. It's that simple.
We've also made the Toolbar us that new Microsoft Excel 4.0
customizable.
Plus, it has
handy new
features, such
as a Spelling
Checker and
AutoCenter,
Whl•ch lets you
center text over multiple columns for Windows is the ultimate refine
with a single click ofyour mouse~ mentofone-step-power-with-ease.
Investedalotoftimein,,..~---- ~;~ Wonderinghowtoup
Lotus®
?That'snoproblem. ~r ~~
)" grade?Checkoutthe
You can learn using what L(c. O 'fJ,_.';i;-\) caption underneath
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Microsoft
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.cel
also
reads
.c.,A'
saw th•lS.
and writes your Lotus files. And it
runs your macros-unmodified. It
even comes with a convenient 90
Thegalleryof90chart types includes rotating3-Dcharts, along with surface, radar and pictureclzarts.
It looksgreat here. It's even moreimpressiveonyourscreen.

==-----

Even upgrading is easy. It's $129for lotus 1·2·3or Borland' Quattro' Pro users!
Call TIS at (800)323·3577, Dept. Y61. to orderyours. Orseeyo11rlocal software reseller.

the USA Microsoft is aregistered tmdemark and Windows is a trademark <f Microsoft Co1pomtio11. lot11.s aid 1·2·3areregistered tmdemarks iflotus Deuelopmr.11/Corpomtion. Borla ml and Quattm are registered trademarks cf Borland fnleniatio11af. Inc.

EDITORIAL
DENNIS
ALLEN

ETHICS OF
ELECTRONIC INFORMATION

ave you ever had information at your fingertips
that you knew you shouldn't have? In case you
haven't, consider this: Information that's not
yours shows up on your computer-maybe from
the network or the E-mail or conferencing sys
tem. Right away you recognize that the information is
not yours, but you also recognize that it might be valuable
to you.
For the moment, at least,
New methods of
you face the dilemma of
whether you should use the
transferring information
unauthorized information in a
gainful way or miss the op
still retain the attributes
portunity for the sake of ethics.
And don't make any armchair
of privacy and ownership
proclamations of virtue unless
you have actually been in that
situation. As with most life experiences, when it hap
pens, even the most clear-cut solutions become sudden
(y complicated.
I know, because some of the people on the BYTE
staff-including me-recently experienced it. Here's
what happened:
Until recently, the BYTE editors in our main office
and in our bureaus used a private conference on BIX
(formerly known as the BYTE Information Exchange,
an on-line conferencing system). We used it to commu
nicate everything from deadlines to highly confidential in
formation. It seemed like a good idea to use BIX since
BYTE owned and maintained the BIX equipment and
conferencing files. Or at least, BYTE did own BIX until
February of this year.
We sold BIX to a company called General Videotex
Corp., with an agreement that BYTE could continue us
ing its private BIX conference-another good idea, or
so it seemed. Somewhere along the way, a competing
magazine started a separate private conference for its
staff on BIX. We would not even have known about the
other magazine's private conference had it not been for
what happened.
One day, two of BYTE 's editors found themselves
abruptly and mysteriously "joined" to the other maga
zine's private conference. The two editors who found
themselves in this predicament had no idea why they
were suddenly privy to a competitor's confidential dis
cussions. There they were, nonetheless, two BYTE jour
nalists with clandestine information at their fingertips.
Now you have to keep in mind that the training of a
journalist-any good journalist-includes snooping

H
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around and digging up information that most folks don't
know. So it's hard to imagine any journalist who would
not be curious as to what was in those conference files.
The truth is that neither editor read the files, but the sto
ry doesn't end there. To their credit, both people resisted
the nearly primordial journalistic urge to uncover some
tidbit of otherwise hidden information, and they prompt
ly removed themselves from the other magazine's con
ference. There was one last loose end to tie up.
While everyone was enjoying a pat on the back for
having successfully demonstrated their integrity, I learned
that some of the covert files had been downloaded and
stored on a disk (files are often downloaded from BIX au
tomatically). Up to this point, the two staffers had made
the tough decisions, and now it was my turn. I was asked
quite simply, "Do you want the disk?"
I had the disk destroyed without so much as a glimpse
of what the files held. But there was a moment, those
fleeting seconds as my mind churned the question I had
been asked, in which I considered the alternative. Prob
ably anyone in my place would have been tempted as
well, because that's the nature of humans.
Thinking of electronic information differently from,
say, a personal letter at the post office is natural. The in
tangible character of electronic information makes the
attributes of privacy and ownership somehow seem less
real. So we often take for granted how, for exam pie, we
might react to someone reading private E-mail. Yet do
ing so is no different from opening a sealed envelope
that's been stolen from the post office.
At BYTE, we learned the importance of having poli
cies for dealing with other people's electronic infomrntion.
So we 're implementing clear rules as to how privacy and
ownership of electronic information are to be handled
at BYTE.
What would the people at your company do? With
out specific policies that deal with these situations, there's
no way to know for sure.

-Dennis Allen
Editor in Chief
(RIX name "dal/en")

Unleash the power of the C
with Borland C++
The C++ you can rely on!

Professional C programmers are choosing
object-oriented C++ because they know it
increases productivity. And the C++ they're
10' choosing is from
Borland. Borland°'
C++ &Application
Frameworks gives
you amazing code
reusability, extensi
bility and easier
maintenance. With more than 650,000 copies
ofBorland's C++ products in use, Borland
C++ sets the standard.

• Precompiled headers
• Windows Development Environment

• ObjectWindows'" for Windows
• Turbo Vision'" for DOS
• Complete source code for both Application
Frameworks and the runtime library
• Borland C++ 3.0

•
•
•
•

Borland C++ 3.0 includes:
• Full C++ with templates
• ANSI c
• Global optimizer

DPMI support
ObjectBrowser™ visually displays classes
EasyWin'" converts DOS apps to Windows
Resource Workshop to create Windows
dialogs, menus, bitmaps, icons and more
• WinSight'" message tracking utility
• Turbo Debugger°' for DOS and Windows
• Turbo Profiler'" for DOS and Windows
• Object-Oriented Turbo Assem. ler4' . , , .

r-----------------------

CandC++ for DOS andWindows
Borland C++ &Application Frameworks is the
#1 choice ofprofessional C and C++ program
mers for Windows and DOS application
development. The third-generation C++
compiler fully supports the AT&T CFRONT
3.0 standard C++, including templates! The
powerful C compiler fully implements the
INFQ ANSI C standard. And
the Application Frame
works dramatically
reduce your development
time with sleek user
interfaces and high-level
objects that bolt right on
to your application with
1
-1 -9- -9- - just a few lines of code.

Borland C++ & Application
Frameworks includes:

t ,

1, ; 1 ·• .Borlandmakes your transition
· '
1
from Cto C++ easy!
,·
:
Borland has created two video training packages, complete with workbook and
I
sample source code that you can plug right in to your program. And now with
your order, you can get one FREE (retail value $99.95). If you buy Borland C++
($495 suggested retail price*), you'll receive the World of C++ video training
I
package absolutely free. If you buy Borland C+ + & Application
Frameworks ($749 suggested retail price*), you'll get World of
ObjectWindows for C++ FREE.
:
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The #1-selling database

automatically selects the fastest
method to rehieve your data.
Smmter because you can create
tables, forms, repo1ts, gue1ies, and
menus in record time-without
programming.

c!BASE®is the #I-selling relational
database in the world. It offers the
most complete set of tools for devel
opers and users to access and managE
their c01vorate data.
Today, more than three milhon peo
ple use it to build applications that
help them run their businesses and
maintain a competitive edge. And
with the world's largest community ol
trainers, consultants, and acid-on soft·
ware extensions, it's little wonder that
c!BASE is the standard for corporate
applications development. Now, new
c!BASE IV version 1.5 makes it
smmter than ever to go with #1.

What's new in dBASE IV v1.5:

-

New! Version 1.5 is here

Now there's an easier-to-use, faster,
and more powerful c!BASE. It's
packed with the features you've
asked for most, making it smmter
than ever to use the world's #1 PC
database.

Advanced design tools
build applications faster

Working smarter is faster
0PT IM IZAT I 0N With new c!BASE IV,

I

TECH ND

you get the job clone
faster because you
work smmter. Sma1ter
because new IQ!"' opti·
mization technology

Sma1ter because you get 40
different work areas for
easier manage1
oflarge apphca
tions. Plus
mouse suppo1t for
finge1tip access to
an enhanced RUN !unction to run
popular DOS applications from with
in c!BASE, and comprehensive multi
user capabilities. All ofwhich means
you maintain tight data integ1ity,
more flexibility and more support
than ever before.

Open

c!BASE IV's easy-to-use Control
Center comes complete with an
innovative set of design tools, includ
ing rep01t, form, and label generators
that help you create your applications
~uicker. And the Control Center's
open architecture makes it easy to
enhance or customize your own appli
cations by inco11Jorating thircl-pmty
acid-on products available for c!BASE.

Copyright© 1992 Borland International, Inc. All rights reseNed. dBASE. dBASEIV, Borland. and Ashton- Tate are registered trademarks of Borland International. Inc. Bl 1571
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Faster applications
development
The industry-standard dBASE lan
guage comes ''~th a host of improve
ments that speed development:
• Integrated debugger and a built-in
applications generator
• .to.fore than 40 new commands,
functions, and keywords
Template Language now included
• C language-like low-level file VO
• IBM® SAA-compliant SQL
• Advanced BLANK suppmt

100°/o commitment
to dBASE
Now that it's from Borland, your
investment in dBASE is secure.
dBASE gives you all the benefits of
complete compatibility and applica
tion pmtability that come with the
database standard. And Borland is
the acknowledged database teclmol
ogy innovator, so you're on the \\in
ning team for the long haul. Get
dBASE IV vLS today. You'll see why
it's smmter than ever to go with #1.

Get NEW dBASE Ill
v1.5 today and
receive more
than S250 in
"'0"n-••~
additional software,

.

FREE!

I

I

See your dealer or call now
1-800-331-oan, ext. 8414.
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In Canada, call 1-800-461-3327.
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Purchase clBASE IV v1.5 before September 30, 1992, and Borland
give you
Central Point Soltwcue. 's Backup and Anti-Vims programs.fi·ee.*That's a sug
gestecl retail value of $258.
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Check DOS disk size required:

51/4"

dBASE IV v1.5Serial#: _ _ __

3 1/2"

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nami:

Company:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address:

(We cannot ship to P.0 boxes.)

City/State/Province

Zip/Postal Code· _ _ __

COMPLETE this coupon, ATTACH a copy at your sales receipt (or a copy at purchase order and billing invoice} AND ENCLOSE $9.DD
U.S. for shipping and handling (check or money order payable to Borland lnternalional, Inc .}.

Send to: Borland's Pro Pack Offer, P.O. Box 7243, San Francisco, California 94120-7243.

'Oller good in U.S. and Canada only on dBASE IV vl. 5 purchases bet\·1een June 1 and Sep lember 30. 1992. Only original coupons will be accepted
No responsibility is assumed for lost. late, misdirected. or destroyed mail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Subject to all local, state, and lederal
regulations. Void where prohibi led. Offer not valid !or Upgrades, Competitive Upgrades, LAN Packs. Volume Packs. or any other Borland promotion
except dBASE IV vl Sproducts. Distributors and resellers not eligible ta participate. Cen tral Point is a registered trademar k of Central Poinl Sofl ware.
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Borland's Turbo Pascal is the fastest
way from inspiration to application
Jump start your Windows or DOS application
with object-oriented Turbo Pascal
When you're inspired to write a program, you want to
spend your time developing code that solves your prob
lems. Not hours and hours writing common routines for
event handling, data management or user interface.
Now, you can jump start your applications develop
ment for either Windows or DOS by programming with
the world's #1 Pascal compiler, Turbo Pascal.®

Application frameworks speed you along
Now you can take advantage of the power of application
frameworks to boost your productivity and cut develop
ment time. ObjectWindows:" the application framework
included in Turbo Pascal for Windows, gives you a robust
graphical user interface with pull-down menus, overlap
ping windows, mouse support and more in just a few
lines of code. Turbo Vision;" included with Turbo Pascal
6.0 for DOS, delivers a great-looking user interface in a
character-based environment.

Borland's Turbo Pascal family of products
spans the range of programming needs
select one that's right for you
DOS

Entry
level

TUHBO PASCAL 6.0
11ith:
• Turho Vision
application fra111ework
• Easy Integrated Devclop
111enl E111iron111enl (IDE)
• I11 line asse111hler
• Fast m111pilatio11
• S111a1t linker
Just $l4!l.!J5•

TUHBO PASCAL
PHOFESSIONAL 6.0
"ith all the great features of
Professional Turho Pascal 6.0, plus:
• Turho Debugger~
• Turho Asse111hler®
• Turho Profiler'"
• Turho Dri1·e'" high-capacitv
co111piler
$2!)!).!) 5 •

WINDOWS
FOH WINDOWS l.5
\\ith:
• OhjectWimlows
application fra111ework
• Windows-hosted IDE
• Visual Hesource Editors
• Turho Debugger for
Windows
• Co111pilatio11 at 85,000 lines
per 111inute
• \\'imlows CHT that con
1·erts DOS progra111s to
Windows
• Color synt<l'' highlightin~

Supports
MS·Windows 3.1

See your dealer today or call now,
1-800-331-0877, ext. 5459
In Canada, call 1·800·461-3327
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Two Steps Forward
response to 'Two Steps Forward, One
IannStep
Back" ·(May), first, ordering is not
issue for the relational data mode. The

Two Steps Forward,
· One Step Back
...

.._............ ............. . . ..fl!.. '1,Jlf/,;

.... ~ .... ~

theory does not prohibit anyone from sort
ing the data. Rather, the issue is that order
ing of rows should not have any impact on
the table or on the result of a query.
Second, ordering rows as a formatting
feature is available in almost all relational
database products. As an analytical user,
you may request it by adding ORDER BY
to your query. Again, with or without
ORDER BY, your output should be the
same, except for the ordering of rows. However, if you are
implementing a relational database system, you should
worry about how to organize your data space so that your
product does not search through the entire data space for a
single record.
Finally, one major obstacle to the relational model's be
coming user friendly is how one looks at the real world
through the relational view. The relational model deals
with relationships, not entities that most people are accus
tomed to. To tell someone that John, Mary, Loren, and
Sam are members of a family is much easier than to say
that <Smith, John>, <Smith, Mary>, <Smith, Loren>, and
<Smith, Sam> are relationships (tuples) of the "Family
Member" relation (table). However, tuples and tables give
the relational model the querying capability to which no
other data models have even come close.
Stanley Wang
Bel/core
Piscataway, NJ

- ~.-·- ·,._,,-

Kinder, Gentler Computing
e would like to respond to Maureen
Caudill's "Kinder, Gentler Comput
ing" (April). Specifically, we would like to
comment on the "Hearing It Talk" section of her article.
At York, we have developed a nonsegmental-based
speech-synthesis system that does not rely on the more
traditional methods of targeting and "gluing" together
phonemes . Our system uses the same synthesizers as cur
rent systems (e.g., DECtalk, MITalk, DECvoice, and
KlattTalk) but drives them with linguistically determined
parameters. This system produces "natural-sounding"
speech that cannot be differentiated from real speech
under·strictly controlled listening tests.
We would like to contact the author. Please advise a
suitable route.
Dr. R. P. Fletcher
University of York
York, UK.

W

Readers can write to Maureen Caudill c/o BYTE. See the
information box below for BYTE's mail and Internet
addresses. - Eds.

Kudos Revealed

Pen Skeptic

udos to Tom Thompson for "Mac Programming Re
vealed" (April). Now that some form of desktop en
vironment has finally reached the masses, it is time to de
mystify desktop programming. Thompson's article was a
good step in that direction.
Kenneth L. Kashmarek
Eldridge, IA

F

K

Windows Goes Real Time
'm surprised that BYTE published "Windows Goes
IDOS/Windows
Real Time" (April). The authors suggest running
under iRMX and then processing several
programs at once. That's four layers of code, without
Windows, that the processor must go through to accom
plish the end result. With Windows, it's five. I would
think that only a souped-up 386 or 486 could do the job.
The reason the article mentioned iRMX is that Win
dows has no memory protection in any mode. Memory
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Address correspondence
to Letters Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458, send B!Xmail do "editors," or send /111ernet Mail to
letters@bytepb.byte.com. We edit letters for length and clarity.
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protection is the overriding factor in creat
ing a real-time multitasking environment.
Only OS/2 reduces the levels of code the
processor has to sift through to get the
processor to react in anything near real
time, and it does have memory protection.
Michael F. Niemi
Burnsville, MN

or years we have been moving toward a computer inter
face that replaces multiple keystroke commands with a
single mouse-click. Now the proponents of pen-based com
puters would have us replace a single click (the letter a, for
instance) with multiple pen strokes-and there is no guar
antee that the pen strokes will be interpreted correctly. It
seems to me that the whole idea of pen-based input is to be
able to record something that can't be input from the key
board or selected from a menu. I know there are applica
tions out there for pen-based computers, just as there are for
voice input, but they're not for the average user.
Roger H. James
Wallingford, CT

FIX

II
We inadvertently left Digital Arts out of BYTE' s May Re
source Guide on 3-D rendering software. Digital Arts' ad
dress and telephone and fax numbers are: 4531 Empire
Ave., Suite 229, Burbank, CA 91505, (818) 972-2112; fax
(818)972-2115.•
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The only personal computer designed from the very first chip to work the way people work.
That's why Peter Lewis of The New York Times wrote the Macintosh is simply "better than DOS or Windows." Thats
why Byte wrote, "If you use a GUI to keep your computing tasks sorted out, the Mac does it best..." Thats why JD.
Power and Associates ranked Apple the #1 Personal Computer Company in Customer Satisfaction Among Business
Users~ There's no personal computer on earth quite like it. And none more imitated. The affordable, compatible,
connectable Macintosh personal computer. The power to be your best:'
Then there's Macintosh:

Macintosh from Apple.
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Walking the Tightrope: Apple Tends
to Its Garden While Paving New Roads
pple's strategy, which first started shaping up in late 1990, is paying divi
dends. At the start of the decade, Apple had many obstacles to overcome: a rel
atively small customer base, an overweight portable, narrow distribution channels,
and computers that many users thought were too expensive. Almost a year and a half
later, the company has done very well with its Mac Classic, Mac LC, and Power
Book families, and it now offers high-end 68040-based Quadras as well.
According to John Sculley, Apple's chaim1an and CEO, the Mac continues to
gain market share, a fact that he said was largely due to the successful low-end and
portable offerings. Sculley said that during the four th quarter of 1991 , 58 percent of
Mac sales were to noncomputer and DOS users. Apple's unveiling of working pro
totypes of its PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) hand-held devices shows that the com
pany can develop revolutionary products while tending to its existing product lines.
At Apple's World Wide Developers conference, Sculley was unusually candid
about the company's future, saying that this year you can expect to see Macs with
internal multimedia CD-ROM drives, more 68040-based Macs with DSPs (digital
signal processors), a Mac color notebook, and more communications products for
the PowerBooks. The last plan stems from positive response to the bundling of
AppleTalk Remote Access software with the Mac notebooks.
By the end of 1993, Apple expects to introduce the first of the PowerPC RISC
computers, which will at first run the Mac OS, not the object-oriented operating sys
tem code-named Pink. Apple is ahead of schedule on porting its system software to
the PowerPC, Sculley sa id. For workstations in general, Apple plans to push the Mac
as a standard in the Unix marketplace. Sculley also outlined the five software foun
dation technologies that the company will leverage as it moves into the next century:

A

•A new WorldScript technology will be included in a reference version (7.1) of
System 7.0 and will display and process 2-byte, complex non-Roman lan
guages, such as Chinese and Korean, as well as Arabic and Hebrew .
• QuickDraw GX, formerly the New Imaging Architecture, will supply new ty
pography, imaging, and print capabilities to support a media and publishing in
dustry expected to be worth $1.3 trillion by the year 2000. Printing will be sim
plified, and any Mac application will have the ability to display a document
properly, regardless of whether the computer has the original fonts.
•The OCE (Open Collaborative Environment) will consolidate mail services and
support document transactions with electronic-signature validation and im
proved work flow . OCE will extend Apple's reach into the telecommunications
market, which the company estimates will be a $1 trillion industry by 2000.
• AppleScript, a batch-style language, will let users automate repetitive tasks and
customize operations among several applications using intelligent software
agents.
• QuickTime, now about a year old, will be extended to Unix systems, Windows,
and OS/2, and will support MIDI and text-to-speech generation.
Sculley admitted that Apple now manages several lines of business, but he said
that walking this tightrope is necessary if the company wants to remain a player in
the computer industry. Apple is investing in anticipated high-growth sections of the
industry. At the same time, it is working on projects to attract even more people who,
to the Apple way of thinking, have never used a computer.
-Tom Thomp s on
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NANOBYTES
A day after announcing its Hyper
Sparc chip set, Cypress Semicon
ductor announced that it is moving
its U.S. assembly operation off
shore to stream
line its manu
facturing
operations. The
company also
said it will lay
off about 200
workers. Cy
press president

T. J. Rodgers
attributed the
workforce reduction largely to the
wide gap in labor costs between
U.S. manufacturing and assembly
operations that are based else
where. He noted that when the
company originally set up its U.S.
assembly in 1984, it incorporated
a high degree of automation to
offset the difference between the
U.S. ' s $10-per-hour labor cost and
the 50 cent-per- hour overseas
cost. Since then, he said, competi
tors' offshore plants have become
fully automated yet still pay low
wages. Rodgers said the company
can no longer afford the extra
$8 million required per year to
keep its assembly operation in Sili
con Valley. 0
In June, just five weeks after re
leasing the Windows version, Mi
crosoft released Excel 4.0 for the
Mac, the first major application to
support AppleScript. Microsoft is
reportedly working on an Apple
Script-compliant version of Word
for the Mac as well . D
An example of QuickTime 's
growing acceptance is the
announcement by Apple and Sili
con Graphics that QuickTime has
been licensed for the fndi~o work
station. This will let Iris worksta
tions author three-dimensional an
imations for use on Macs. 0
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There are no hidden costs. There are no cards to buy for networking, file sharing, sound,
video or peripheral support. Thats why Computer Shopper magazine said, "Let's not be coy: If you want the best GUI
money can buy, get aMacintosh." Thats why MacltEek said, "Apple has shown that it can be technologically brilliant and
price competitive at the same time." And thats why JD. Power and Associates ranked Apple the #1 Personal Computer
Company in Customer Satisfaction Among Business Users~ Theres no personal computer on earth quite like it. And none
more imitated. The affordable, compatible, connectable Macintosh personal computer The power to be your bese
Then there's Macintosh~

Macintosh from Apple.
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High-Stakes SPARC Showdown
ith the introduction of its next-gen
eration RISC processor, Cypress
Semiconductor has launched itself into a
high-stakes battle with Texas Instruments
to win the loyalty of SPARC workstation
manufacturers and users. Because Sun Mi
crosystems is expected to corral a large
portion of the initial offering of Tl's new
Viking SuperSparc RISC processor for
use in the modular-CPU desktop Sparc
station IO, Cypress may find an eager cus
tomer base among SPARC clone vendors.
At press time, TI said that the first
Viking chips will go only to executive
members of SPARC International and this
drew a howl of protest from the consor
tium's associate members. Depending on
how quickly Cypress can ramp up pro
duction of its HyperSparc chip set, Cy
press may find a hungry market for its

W

chips. Cypress expects to start sampling
its chip set next month and reach volume
production in the fourth quarter.
Cypress's 64-bit HyperSparc chip set,
rated at 70 SPECmarks and 133 MIPS in
its 66-MHz version, achieves its perfor
mance levels using a 64-bit data path and
a superscalar, superpipelined architecture
that supports multiprocessing. The new
modules are pin- and function-compatible
with Cypress's first-generation CYM6000
Sparcore uniprocessing and multiprocess
ing modules. In 1993, Cypress intends to
start sampling 80-MHz HyperSparcs, with
anticipated performance improvements
reaching 85 SPECmarks and 166 MIPS.
Cypress projects ratings of 101 SPEC
marks and 200 MIPS for the I 00-MHz
version.
-Patrick Waurzyniak

Quorum Takes Legal Action Against Apple
uorum Software Systems (Menlo Park,
Q CA)
has brought legal action against
Apple to counter what it called "unsup
ported allegations of patent and copyright
infringement." Quorum says that letters
from Roger Heinen, Apple's vice presi
dent of Macintosh software architecture,
accused Quorum of inf ringing Apple's in
tellectual property rights and then revoked
Quorum's privileges as an Apple partner.
Quorum officials said that the compa
ny's complaint seeks redress for Apple's
accusation that Quorum, in helping ISVs
(independent software vendors) migrate
their Mac-compatible applications tooth
er platforms, induced those ISVs to vio
late licensing and confidentiality agree

ments with Apple.
The complaint centers on Apple's alle
gation that Quorum Latitude, a cross-plat
form compatibility tool that lets Mac-com
patible applications run on other computer
platforms, violates Apple patents and copy
rights. Quorum says that Latitude relies
solely on the use of Motif or Open Look
for pull-down menus and uses Adobe Dis
play PostScript or SunSoft News for screen
rendering and thus does not infringe Ap
ple's patents or copyrights.
Quorum has asked the U .S. District
Court for the Northern District of Califor
nia to rule that Quorum has not infringed
any copyrights or patents of Apple.
-Larry Loeb

Tandy and Motorola Pipe Up on PDA
indful of the intense coverage that
Apple has received on its PDA (Per
sonal Digital Assistant), which won't be
available to the public for a few months,
several other companies are jumping on
the vapor-hardware bandwagon.
Tandy says it will work with Casio
Computer of Tokyo, Japan, to design a
new family of personal information pro
cessors. Tandy and Casio will be joined
by Geo Works (Berkeley, CA), which will
supply its GEOS (Graphical Environment
Object System) operating environment
with pen extensions, and Palm Comput
'ing (Menlo Park, CA), which will supply

M
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its applications software. Tandy officials
said it's too early to talk about product de
tails, pricing, and expected availability.
But when, earlier this year, Geo Works an
nounced its plans to ship pen extensions by
the end of the year, it said the environ
ment would be targeted at 8088-and 8086
based systems costing less than $500.
Also, Motorola and Korea's Samsung
Electronics announced plans to develop
and market a pen-based palmtop comput
er with wireless-communications capabil
ity. Motorola will disclose fu11her details at
Comdex in November.
-Dave Andrews

Sun Microsystems is going out of
its way to distance itself from the
rest of the SP ARC pack with its
new workstation based on Texas
Instruments" Viking SuperSparc
CPU. In mid-May, the company
announced its
new desktop
workstation,
the Sparcsta
tion 10, aver
sion number
that is itself
quite a leap,
considering
that the previ
ous model
was the
Sparcstation 2. "SuperSparc is an
absolute breakthrough in terms of
work done per megahertz," said
David R. Ditzel, director of the ad
vanced systems group at Sun Mi 
crosystems Laboratories. "We're
getting performance that ex
ceeds ... [that of] machines outside
our class." Sun officials claim that
even they were surprised by the
performances of the machines. D
Among the features of the Sparc
station 10 and Sun Microsystems'
new SuperSparc-based servers is
built-in ISDN capabilities, which
the company says it added in re
sponse to requests from its cus
tomers in Europe and Japan. D
Long rumored to be developing a
386 clone chip, IIT (Integrated
Information Technologies) re
vealed that it has set its sights
even higher. Cofounder and presi
dent Chi-Shin Wang said IIT is
working on a 486-class processor
that may also incorporate some of
the company's multimedia tech
nologies. With its 486 project,
Wang said, "we want to integrate
multimedia into the CPU. People
could care less about MIPS. They
care more about applications
functionality ." D

Apple has released the Quadra
950, which boasts a 33-MHz
68040 processor and a 25-MHz
1/0 bus. D
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Then there's Macintosh~ PowerBook:· The one notebook designed from the beginning for anywhere/anytime computing. The
trackball is built into the keyboard. Palm rests make it extraordinarily comfortable to use. Thats why Byte said, "These new Macs with
their ability to read DOS floppy disks, transparently connect to an office's AppleTalk network, and print to fax, make on-the-go
computing easier and more productive than ever." That's why PowerBook was the only personal computer to make the Product of the
Year lists of Business week, Fortune and hlfo World And the only notebook computer to be named one of the Best Designed Products
of tl1e Year by Time. Thats why J.D. Power and Associates ranked Apple the #1 Personal Computer Company in Customer Satisfaction
Among Business Users~ The affordable, compatible, connectable PowerBook personal computer. The power to be your besr

Macintosh from Apple.
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The IEF™works. For Aetna.
For RhOne-Poulenc Rorer.
The success of Texas Instrutnents
I-CASE product is proven-in the field.
There is an integrated CASE
product that works. It works
now ...and it works well.
The IEF™, or Information
Engineering Facility™, is in use
now by successful companies,
large and small, all over the
world.

Major gains in
productivity, quality,
and maintainability.
Productivity gains in initial
development are hard to
measure, but reports of 2-to-1
improvements are fairly com
mon-and some go as high as

environments (MVS/DB2 under
TSO, IMS/DC and CICS) since
early 1988. Now you can de
velop systems in OS/2 and
automatically generate for DEC/
VMS and some UNIX plat
forms. TANDEM, Microsoft®
WINDOWS, and more UNIX
will be available soon.

Developers give IEF
highest rating in
COMPUTERWORLD.
COMPUTERWORLD

5-to-l.
Quality improvements are
dramatic. Users are getting
more of what they need to run
their businesses. Systems get up
and running easier and faster.
As for maintenance, a
Gartner Group study showed
that, even back in 1990, more
than 80% of IEF developers
were getting gains of from
2-to-1 to 1O-to-1.

Now, develop on PC
and generate for
DEC/VMS, UNIX.
TANDEM, WINDOWS
available soon.
The IEF has generated applica
tions for IBM mainframe

among all I-CASE
products in the study, particu
larly in the areas of application
quality, programmer productiv
ity, and value for the dollar.

New tutorial provides very
fast, friendly IEF training.
We believe our new Rapid
Development Tutorial is a
breakthrough in CASE training.
We gave it the broadest possible
beta test-more than 100
companies participated. Devel
opers were able to learn to build
systems with the IEF more
quickly than ever before-some
in as few as five days!

© 1992 Tl.
Information Engineering Facility and IEF are tra demarks of Texas Instruments.
Other product names listed are the trademarks of the companies indicated.
2300 15-R2

Special "Starter Kit" offer
combines new tutorial and
full-capability PC toolsets.
The new IEF Starter Kit will
give you everything you need to
start building systems with
I-CASE on your OS/2 PC.
Along with the tutorial, the
kit includes our standard OS/2
PC analysis, design and con
struction toolsets as well as
testing and code generation in
C. (A COBOL compiler is
optional and priced separately.)
There's also 90 days of "hot
line" support.
The kit is priced at $10,000
(limit one per customer com
pany). That's about one-half the
regular cost of the toolsets . .
If you're not convinced that
the IEF can work for you, here's
a chance to see for yourself-at
a special low price and (with the
new tutorial) in a very short
time.

To order an IEF Starter Kit,
or for more information,
call 800-527-3500.
Government purchasers, please
reference GSA #GSOOK92AGS5530

.TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

Target. Rolls-Royce.
Canadian Airlines. Sony.

"Our first major project was a mission-critical
system for our Managed Care operation.
Conventional development would have taken
2-3 years .. .with the IEF, we built the first
release in only 13 months. The IEF is now our
company CASE standard."
Richard F. Connell
VP, Information Technology
AETNA

"MERLIN is mission-critical-the most far
reaching business systems initiative we've
ever undertaken. Over 400 transactions are
in"production, with 800 more to be added in
the next three months. We could not handle
this scale and complexity without IE/IEF."
Wal Budzynski
Head of Operations, Systems/Computing
· Rolls-Royce Aerospace

"With previous methods, we would have had
to compromise on an 'okay' 10-screen Lease
Accounting system . With the IEF, our users
got everything they wanted-an outstanding
40-screen system-in the same time. They
are requesting the IEF for all future systems."
Tom Jeffery
Sr. VP, Information Systems
Target

"The IEF offers dramatic improvements in
productivity, yet it's easy to learn. One
example: We trained 23 developers, including
18 new hires, and then completed a large
order processing system-300 transactions
-all in only 20 months."
Venkat (Vinnie) Tiruviluamala
Director, CPC/CPPC Information Systems
SDNY Corporation

"We used an IEF frequent flyer template to
build our 'Canadian Plus' system . A major
redesign, estimated at 4-6 months using
previous methods, took less than a month .
Now we're providing better customer service,
and maintenance costs are greatly reduced ."
Bill Palm
President, Canadian Technology Services
Canadian Airlines

"Our new Customer Order Services Marketing
Information System-over 500 transactions
and 250 entities-is in production. Quality is
excellent and our users are very pleased.
Dedicated people armed with the IEF advan
tage have made COSMIS a success."
James R. Engle
Director, Systems and Programming
Rhone-Poulenc Rorer

"Your new IEF tutorial was a way to quickly
become familiar with the IEF and see how
the IEF will allow quality systems to be built
very quickly. I feel I now know how to build
systems using the techniques described."
Roger Strand
Application Development Consultant
First Federal Lincoln

"The IEF tutorial is very well done. I feel
comfortable with this software and I have
acquired the skills to build simple systems.
The tutorial is a very fast and effective means
of evaluating the capabilities of the IEF."
Margaret Kubaitis
Research Programmer, IS&S
University of Illinois

"The IEF tutorial is put together very well and
quickly illustrates how to construct a system
using the IEF. It gives one the basics to start
getting the job done. I feel I am prepared
now to build simple systems using the IEF."
K. E. Peacock
Data Administrator
City of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
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Wireless Data Communications
for Service Workers

G

ranite Communications (Amherst,
NH) thinks that vertical markets like
the hospitality, health care, and other ser
vice industries can benefit from wireless
communications without having to take
the Windows for Pen Computing or Pen
Point route. The Granite Links system is
based on the company's YP5 hand-held
personal data communicator, which the
company says offers two-way communi
cations of up to 1000 feet via spread-spec
trum RF signals at one-third the price and

The Granite links system is hased on a
hand-held personal data communicator.

one-quarter the weight of competing wire
less technologies. The company is now
signing up V ARs (value-added resellers),
system integrators, and other developers
willing to develop end-user applications
that will run on the YP5.
Pierre Dogan, CEO of Granite Com
munications, says a typical system will in
clude many workers carrying the commu
nicators, which transmit and receive data
from a PC-connected central base station
via spread-spectrum RF signals. Dogan
said the Granite Links system supports
data transmission of 121,000 bps and op
erates in the 902- to 928-MHz range. The
company will probably also offer versions
of the YP5 with packet-radio capabilities.
Dogan says his company is targeting
niche applications-not general-purpose
computing needs-with the Granite Links
system. An example of a typical applica
tion Granite envisions is the one recently
announced with Micros Systems (Belts
ville, MD). Micros Systems will purchase
YP5s and write software for the commu
nicators so that restaurant staff can quick
ly beam orders into the kitchen instead of
having to physically carry them.
-Chris Gr ierson

It's ADA Time: Have You Checked Your PCs?
he ADA (Americans with Disabilities
Act), which bans discrimination against
qualified persons with disabilities, goes
into effect on July 26 for companies con
sisting of 25 or more employees. For many
businesses using computers, the ADA has
widespread implications, especially for
companies using hardware and software
that's inaccessible to persons with dis
abilities.
The ADA calls for businesses to pro
vide "reasonable accommodation" for their
disabled workers and applicants, which
may include providing assistive technol
ogy such as speech synthesizers, braille
printers, telecommunications devices,
voice recognizers, and adapted keyboards
and switches. Unfortunately, not all hard
ware and software is compatible with adap
tive technology.
In the area of operating systems, access
varies widely from one platfonn to anoth
er. DOS is one of the most accessible op
erating systems for persons with disabili
ties. The Mac also offers much in the way
of accessibility. But Windows is only par
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tially accessible, depending on the nature of
the disability. Currently, Windows doesn't
offer speech-access programs for blind
users, although there are access systems
for persons with hearing and motor im
pairments. Unix is also fairly inaccessible,
unless you use a DOS or Mac terminal to
access the system.
IBM is making Windows talk through
the company's experimental Screen Read
er for OS/2 and PM (Presentation Manag
er). By the time you read this, it should also
be able to make Windows applications talk.
Berkeley Systems, which already sells the
Mac-based Outspoken program for blind
people, hopes to have a beta-test version of
a Windows screen reader by 1993.
Admirable though these efforts may be,
many observers believe the industry has
not responded quickly enough to these prob
lems of access. The issue has a bright side,
however: As long as accessibility is con
sidered in the design stages of a program,
making software accessible to persons with
disabilities is a relatively trivial task.
-Joseph J. Lazzaro

Hewlett-Packard has developed
two lines of products based on its
proprietary ink-jet technology that
uses print heads to spray tiny dots
of ink onto plain paper. The com
pany announced affordable (under
$2000) plain-paper fax machines
and color printers (under $5000).
HP says its new color printers are
the first plain-paper ones to sup
port 300-dpi resolution. D
Making up for lost time, CA
(Computer Associates) has found
Windows to be an ideal point of
increased access to the millions of
PC users the mammoth firm had
once overlooked. With the compa
ny's recent purchase of Nantucket
Software still being finalized, CA
chairman and CEO Charles B.
Wang announced in May that CA
has acquired Within Technologies'
Realizer, the
Windows
based graphical
BASIC devel
opment envi
ronment re
cently honored
with a 1991
BYTE Award
of Merit. With
CA 's marketing muscle, Realizer
should cause more trouble for Mi
crosoft's Visual Basic. D
Now that IBM has pushed OS/2
2.0 out the door, executives say
the company is developing multi
media and pen extensions to the
operating system. D
In response to IBM's announce
ment that it will preinstall OS/2
2.0 on PS/2 Models 56 and 57,
Microsoft has developed an inte
grated package of Windows 3.1
and DOS 5.0 for PS/2s. Windows
3.1 & MS-DOS 5.0 for PS/2 was
designed specifically for new
PS/2s and will not operate on oth
er machines. A similar package,
Windows 3.1 & DOS 5.0 for cus
tomers who buy from PC manu
fr.:turers that don't preinstall Win
dows on their PCs, is available to
PC manufacturers only. D

HP's PaintJet XL300. Now, brilliance doesn't require genius to install.
At last. A300 dpi color printer
that's as easy to add to your
system as a LaserJet.

IUSlllESS USE OF COLOR

C 1992 Hcwlctl·Pac\cmi Company •suggested U.S. list pMoo. Adobe a ml
Po.~1S!:riptan- ~~~-'' tradcmark.o;of Adobe Systems. nc. in lhe U.S.
and other l!J~ n!I1 1!\o. tin C;umda cnll l-800·387-3867, E.xt. :Jl1i8. l'E 12205

Vivid color has never been so
simple. The new PaintJet XL300
inl\jet printer gives you laser
quality color graphics, text, and
the compatibility ofI-IP LaserJet
printers. All for the remarkably
low price ofjust $3,495:"
The PaintJet XL300 has Laser Jet
compatibility built right in. The
same typefaces. The same page for
matting. It also has PC/Macintosh
auto-switching, so users in a mixed
environment can share. And, just
like a LaserJet, the PaintJetXL300
becomes network-ready with
optional I-IP JetDirect interface
cards.

Get laser-quality printing on a
choice of media that includes plain
paper and transparencies. Or add
Adobe"PostScript"'for access to
even more graphics applications.
See how easily the PaintJetXL300
can bring color to your system.
Call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 3158
for a free print sample and the
name of the authorized I-IP dealer
nearest youJ
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Look whatS at the heart
Take a closer look at some of the best
notebook computers and it's easy to see

that eliminates long boot-up and shut-down sequences. If

Stop-and-Go Battery Life'

why the prognosis is so good-they

you're interrupted,
the Intel SL holds

each have an Intel SL microprocessor.

your place and

The Intel SL gives each of these unique

puts your entire

notebooks a leg up, because it was designed specifically

system into sus

for the stop-and-go world of mobile computing.

pended animation,

For example, the Intel SL has an instant on/off feature
orpor.111un. Thc l nld Inside tn!:\ n. l111dJK6 and l hc SL Jogo<i rc lr:u.lcmarl;s of \u td Corpurn lion. !1111!1 SL
mk oprrn.:l!ssors in this ad arc larger lhan actual size. "'PC World Re port. Fd:iruary llJ 92. lb ~ ctl on u~cr pro !i lc ~ wit h
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power man;igcmcm

k ~1urc_...
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Average 386 SX
4.8 hours

Intel SL
8.3 hours

using virtually no

of all the best notebooks.
power and significantly extending precious battery life.
The Intel SL is a more highly-integrated micro
processor, which means lighter, more feature-rich note
books that come in speeds up to 25 MHz. No wonder
major manufacturers are prescribing the Intel386'" SL
microprocessor as a cure for traveling hassles.
Call 1-800-228-4549 to receive more information
and a complete list of Intel SL-based notebooks.

Then watch for notebooks with the Intel SL. Because
nothjng else is worth looking into.
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IBM Unveils Tiny Little Transistors
n an announcement that further extends
the capabilities of conventional silicon,
IBM researchers say they have made the
world's smallest transistors, with a size
that's just 1/75,000 of the cross section of
a human hair. According to Shalom Wind,
research staff member at IBM's Thomas J.
Watson Research Center in Yorktown
Heights, New York, the tiny transistors
could eventually result in the mass pro
duction of 4-Gb DRAMs.
The size of the minimum features in to
day's state-of-the-art processors ranges
from 0.5 micron to I micron, but the size
of the minimum features of the new de
vice is just 0.1 micron, or I00 nanome
ters. The new transistors are of the size at

I

IBM's experimental tiny transistors.

NANOBYTES

which electronic devices in general would
be expected to exhibit physical properties
predicted by quantum theory, but Wind
said that the new IBM devices do not ex
hibit these quantum effects. Researchers
are exploring various ways to exploit quan
tum effects to develop ultradense and ul
trafast devices. But for now, while research
continues, the exploitation of quantum ef
fects in real applications remains specu
lative.
That is not to say that IBM's tran
sistors are ready for mass use just yet.
According to Wind, the electron-beam
nanolithography fabrication technique
used in the experimental transistor can
produce about 20 to 50 chips per hour
not nearly enough for mass production
needs.
"For production purposes, we'd need a
tool that can make many wafers per hour,
with each wafer having hundreds of
chips," he said. "[The mass production
solution] may occur in the electron beam
tool, or not; we don't know. We anticipate
x-ray lithography could be the potential
manufacturing technique that may be able
to produce devices like this." According
to Wind, whatever the production tech
nique that is used for mass distribution,
end users should not expect to see chips
that use the transistors before the first
decade of the twenty-first century.
-Dave Andrews

On-Line Service Offers
Electronic Information Shopping Mall
fter a six-month market-building phase, eel via on-line contracts, and claims a per
AMIX (American Information Ex centage of the purchase price for each sale.
change), which operates as an electronic
AMIX and Xanadu, the unreleased hy
information shopping mall where customers pertext-based system for sharing unstruc
can buy and sell information, is now ac tured information in a workgroup envi
tively recruiting subscribers from the pub ronment, are both part of Autodesk's
lic sector. An Autodesk subsidiary, AMIX
Information Business Unit, so it's not sur
(Palo Alto, CA) was founded in 1986 by
prising that AMIX offers a basic form of
the late Philip Salin, who envisioned an · cross-referenced navigation and lets you
electronic farmer's market where buyers post documents in multip le markets.
AMIX's form of cross-referencing is not
and sellers could meet on an equal footing
to exchange information and money.
as granular as the word-to-word type of
With AMIX, information sellers and
linking promised by the Xanadu project.
software developers-anyone with a doc General manager Marc Stiegler declined to
ument, list, software patch, or software say what role Xanadu might play in AMIX.
In discussing the possibility of systemwide
program that someone else can use-can
post electronic bulletins that offer a brief AMIX keyword searches based on hyper
text links, Stiegler said, "The real answer is
description or excerpt of the particular file.
Buyers can post comments about a product to provide a better structure, and for that, I
that others can view. AMIX monitors and can talk about Xanadu another day." •
-Amanda L. Waterfield
bills each transaction, which is conduct-

A
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Sun Microsystems has hired away

Guy "Bud" Tribble, one of the
cofounders of Next Computer and
chief develo per of the NextStep
object-orient
ed operating
system. The
move will
place Tribble
as vice presi
dent of Sun
soft, the Sun
Microsys
tems' soft
ware subsid iary.
Before working at Next, Tribble
worked at Apple with Steve Jobs,
who was cofounder of the compa
ny. After Jobs was forced out of
Apple, he persuaded Tribble to
write the system software for a
new scholar's workstation that
was unveiled to the world in 1988
as the Next Cube.
According to a statement by
Jobs, Tribble left after he got a
"no confidence" vote in March
from Next's senior executives,
who didn't want him to become
general manager of Next's new
software division. Tribble had re
portedly been on leave of absence
from Next for four out of the pre
vious nine months. Tribble said
that he joined Sun for "the oppor
tunity to work with innovative
and end-user environments and
get them on an awful lot of desk
tops ." Next management appears
unfazed by the move: The compa
ny says NextStep 3.0 should be
gin shipping by the time you read
this. 0
General H. Norman Schwarzkopf
(U.S., Ret.), speaking to a group
of networking professionals, as
serted that "in four months we put
more communications in the Gulf
than was [installed] in Europe in
40 years." The problem with inter
operability, Schwarzkopf told the
Interop audience, "is organization,
not technology. Organizations feel
threatened [by interoperability].
You need to overcome the per
ceived threat." •

Unleash 32-bit Power!
WATCOM C9.0/386 lets you exploit the two key 32-bit
performance benefits. The 32-bit flat memory model
simplifies memory management and lets applications address
beyond the 640K limit. Powerful 32-bit instruction processing
delivers a significant speed advantage: typically at least a 2x
speedup.

You Get:
.,. 100% ANSI and SAA compatible: C9.0/386 passes all Plum Hall
Validation Suite tests
.,. Extensive Microsoft compatibility simplifies porting of 16-bit code
.,. Royalty-free run-time for 32-bit DOS, Windows and OS/2 apps
.,. Comprehensive toolset includes debugger, linker, profiler and more
.,. DOS extender support for Rational, Phar Lap and Ergo
.,. Run-time compatible with WATCOM FORTRAN 77/386

32·bit DOS support includes the DOS/4GW 32-bit DOS extender by
Rational Systems with royalty-free runtime license
.,. Virtual Memory support up to 32Mb

The Industry's
Choice.
Autodesk, Robert Wenig, Manage1; AutoCAD for Windows:
"At Autodesk, we're using WATCOM C/ 386 in the development
of strategic new products since it gives us a competitive edge
through early access to new technologies. We also highly
recommend WATCOM C/ 386 to third party AutoCAD add-on
(ADS and ADI) developers."

Fox Software, David Fulton, President: "FoxPro 2.0 itself is
written in WATCOM C, and takes advantage of its many superior
features. Optimizing for either speed or compactness is not
uncommon, but to accomplish both was quite remarkable."

GO, Robert Can; Vice President of Software: ' . After looking at the
32-bit Intel 80x86 tools available in the industry, WATCOM Cwas
the best choice. Key factors in our decision were performance,
functionality, reliability and technical support."

IBM, john Soyring, Director ofOS/2 Software Developer Programs:

32·bit Windows support enables development and debugging of
true 32-bit GUI applications and DLI:s.
.,. Includes licensed Microsoft SDK components

"IBM and WATCOM are working together closely to integrate these
compilers with the OS/2 2.0 Programmer's Workbench."

Lotus, David Reed, Chief Scientist and Vice President, Pen-Based

32·bit OS/2 2.0 support includes development for multiple target
environments including OS/2 2.0, 32-bit DOS and 32-bit Windows
.,. Access to full OS/2 2.0 AP! including Presentation Manager
• Integrated with IBM Workframe/2 Environment
AutoCAD ADS and ADI Development: Everything you need to
develop and debug ADS and ADI applications for AutoCAD Release 11

Novell's Network c for NLM's SDK includes C/386

Applications: "In new product development we're working with
WATCOM C because of superior code optimization, responsive
support, and timely delivery of technologies important to us like
p-code and support for GO Carp's. PenPoint."
Novell, Nancy Woodward, V.P. and G.M., Development Products:
"We searched the industry for the best 386 C compiler technology
to incorporate with our developer toolkits. Our choice was
WATCOM."

1-800-265-4555
COMPllTEI

CCMPUml

LANGL.ltGE LANGUAGE
~~
~

The Leader in 32-bit Development Tools
415 PhillipSlreel.Wa !erloo, Ontario. Canada. Telephone: (519) 886-3700. Fax: (519) 74 7-4971 . 'Pr ice does nol include lreighl and
taxes where applicable. Authorized dealers may sell for less. WATCOM Cand Lightning Device are trademarks olWATCOM Systems
Inc. OOS/4G and OOS/16M are trademarks of Rational Syslems Inc. Other trademarks are the properties al their respective owners.
Copyright 1992 WATCOM Products Inc.
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Others made their
computers compatible
with ours.
We made ours more
compatible with you.

Making computers work better with each other is one
thing. Making them work better for you is a whole
different story.That's what HclpWareM is here for, and it's
yours with every IBM PS/2"' computer.
IlclpWarc is a full range of services and support
unmatched in the industry, and IlclpCenter is at the
center of it all. Call 1800 PS2-2227 with any PS/2, DOS or
OS/2"' question Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
your time zone, and you'll get a specially trained IBMer
whose only job is to answer your questions. And that's just
the start.
IlclpWarc gives you everything from new education
centers nationwide and new ways to make buying a PS/2
even easier to a new 30-day quibble-free return policy, plus
a host of other offerings. Quite simply, the most-the best
-service and support you can get.
Aftcr all, you've got the hardware and software.
Without help, you could be nowhere.

Introducing
IBM HelpWare for PS/2.
•
•
•
•
•

A full range of services and support nobody else can touch.
HelpBuy:M trade-ins, leases, loans, money-back guarantee.
HelpLeam:M in-person, in-depth, hands-on education centers.
HelpCenter:forfast, thorough answers, call 1800 PS2-2227.
A host of other offerings available, yours with every PS/2.
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APair of Paradoxes
STAN MIASTKOWSKI

Borland keeps the PC

It's easy to fall into a morass of mixed meta
phors when you start talking about the current
database pot boiling
state of PC-based database managers. They may
not be glamorous, but they are the workhorses of
with Paradox 4.0 am
the computer world.
Considering what's happening to the market,
an apt metaphor might be to say it's largely
come down to a battle of the behemoths. Bor
land bought Ansa (Paradox's original developer) several years ago and last year
bought Ashton-Tate, subsequently coming out with a new version of the venerable
dBase IV. Earlier this year, the stakes got even higher when Microsoft announced
plans to acquire Fox Software (the maker of FoxBase).
If you thought these acquisitions would calm things down in the PC database mar
ket, think again. Borland has fired a double-barreled blast at Microsoft by rolling out
two new versions of Paradox. I spent a great deal of time with prerelease versions
of both.
Paradox 4.0 represents an incremental evolution of the Paradox standard, albeit
with a few pleasant surprises. Paradox for Windows (I'll call it ParaWin) is a new
and unique animal.

A New Face
With Paradox 4.0, Borland has walked the fine line necessary when upgrading a ma
jor application with a large installed base. You must keep a large measure of com
patibility with earlier versions and integrate new functionality and features without
alienating current users. There was, however, a large surprise when I first started
Paradox 4.0: a new interface. The long-familiar Lotus 1-2-3-style menu has been
replaced with the more contemporary look and feel of drop-down menus (see

1

screen I). Even better, you can now use a
mouse with Paradox. And there's more,
including scrollable and sizable windows.
If you'd rather not eschew the old in
terface, there is a way out. The main drop
down menu has an Interface option that
puts everything back in the familiar inter
face. You can't use the mouse in the old in
terface, however, nor can you view data
in scrollable and sizable windows.
You'll find many new features and im
provements in Paradox 4.0. Borland claims
the biggest improvement is speed. Because
the version I tested was an early beta ver
sion with embedded debugging code, it
wasn't fair to run benchmarks. Borland
claims that in the release version, most op
erations will run two to three times faster
than in Paradox 3.5 because of tuned code,
better memory allocation, and faster disk
1/0 and caching. The company also claims
network performance will increase dra
matically.
What else is new? PAL (Paradox Ap
plication Language) has many additions,
primarily supporting event-driven pro
gramming and the new interface. PAL is
indeed powerful, but the basic power of
Paradox remains its ability to let you do
a great deal of work without making the
time-and-expertise investment to become
an accomplished PAL programmer.

Making Connections
Among all the new features and improve
ments, it wasn't difficult to find a person
al favorite. A new field type called Memo
holds a vi11ually unlimited amount of data,
either text or binary. (Normal fields are
limited to 255 characters.) To keep the
size of your database reasonable, Paradox
4.0 uses a unique system. Only the first
255 characters of a memo are stored with
in the database. The remainder is stored
in a memo file with a different extension.
To work in a Memo field, you enter a spe
cial memo editor that includes the ability to
import data from other sources.
You can search the Memo field just like
the rest of the database. I used it to import
and store reams of material garnered from
BIX. It adds a new dimension to an old
database friend.

Made for Each Other

Screen 1: Paradox 4.0 has a new user i11te1face with dro1J-dow11111c1111s.
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Paradox users have been waiting years for
a Windows version. Now I know why it's
taken so long. Para Win is no quick-out
the-door port of the DOS version to the
GUI environment. It's a from-the-ground

NEWS
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up rewrite that's designed to take advan
tage of today's graphics-oriented envi
ronment. ParaWin is an impressive piece
of programming art, and it may well re
define what a graphics-oriented applica
tion should be.
Now thatl've made that statement, I
should explain what the big deal is. Way
down deep, ParaWin is built around Bor
land's ILE (Interbase Local Engine), a set
of core code that you can expect to see
eventually in all Borland' s database prod
ucts. ILE is file format independent and
extensible, working directly with files in a
number of formats.
Here's another acronym. ILE is the key
toParaWin's OOUI (Object-Oriented User
Interface), letting the package handle nu
merous objects beyond your garden-vari
ety Numeric, Alphanumeric , and Date
fields found in most databases. ParaWin
has added Memo fields (just like those in
Paradox 4.0). There's much more. Win
dows is, after all, a graphical environment,
so you can link to Windows bit-map
(.BMP) files and integrate graphics into
· your database.

IMPRESSIONS

arioJa louti

terois volitans

Magnification
Justification
Color
Font
Record 7 of 30 records

View

Screen 2: The Memoj/elds in Paradox for Windows support BLOB fields to store
binary data such as graphics images.

The BLOB
Two additional types of objects that you
can include in a Para Win database are
unique indeed. The first is the BLOB (Bi
nary Large Object) field, which I inks bi
nary files to your database (see screen 2).
It doesn't take long to see th.at the possi
bilities are nearly endless. Besides the
mundane ability to link documents (or even
executable files) to your database, you can
link audio or even video if your PC is mul
timedia-ready. Second, the OLE (Object
Linking and Embedding) field, a special
ized form of a BLOB field, takes advan
tage of Windows 3.1 ' s OLE capabilities.
The number of advanced features in
ParaWin is simply stunning. ParaWin is
designed to handle large amounts of data,
make the data easily accessible, and protect
the data. Borland has done extensive work
on maintaining referential integrity. There
are also validity checks at field and do
main levels. ParaWin lets you do extreme
ly complex data modeling with multiple
complex databases. You can do something
as weird as a one-to-many-to-many-to-one
data relationship.
The object orientation of ParaWin ex
tends throughout the package. The Para
Win desktop contains numerous tools for
organizing files and databases as working
objects and for setting up forms and re

ports. You pick and choose objects and
graphically indicate the interrelationships.
ObjectPAL is ParaWin's object-orient
ed visual programming language. Unfor
tunately, the version that I tested didn't
have it available. From the documenta
tion, it appears to strongly resemble Bor
land's ObjectYision applications devel
opment system.

Keeping It Compatible
What about compatibility? ParaWin can
access all existing Paradox tables. It can
also run existing PAL programs from with
in Windows. And therein lies the, well ,
paradox of Paradox for Windows. Even
though at first glance it looks like a com
pletely different animal, you can get up
and running with Para Win in a matter of
minutes. An experienced Paradox user can
ease into the new features.
With both dBase and Paradox under its
corporate wing, Borland easily takes the
title of market leader in the PC database
sweepstakes. But Microsoft ' s acquisition
of Fox Base means that things will quick
ly become interesting. I'm forced to re
turn to metaphors. Paradox 4.0 is the gen
eration of a workhorse, highly tuned for
handling scads of data and getting loads
of work done with a minimum of fuss.

ParaWin has incredible power and ability
hidden under its refined exterior, setting
new standards for what a GUI-oriented
program should be. We now come to the
ultimate paradox. Microsoft Windows has
given Borland the showcase environment
for the application of the future. •

Stan Miastkowski.former BYTE senior ed
itorfor new products, is a freelance writ
er specializing in computer technology
and news. He can be reached on BIX as
"stanm."

THE FACTS
Paradox 4.0
$795

Paradox for Windows
(price not yet available)
Borland International, Inc.
1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box 66000 I
Scotts Valley, CA 95067
(408) 438-8400
fax: (408) 438-8696
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It's completely rational.
Microsoft· CIC++ 7.0 now in
cludes the Wmdows·· operating sys
tem version 3.1 SDK. For only $139,
it's hard to believe this development
kit is so complete. We're talking all
the latest technology programmers
have told us they want.
But you're still skeptical. You're
asking yourself what is missing?
Well, here's an admittedly long-wind
ed list of what's included.

Object linking and embedding.
Great for creating applications that
share diverse types of data, like text
and graphics. An application that
supports OLE can cooperate with
other OLE applications, even those
from another vendor.
Pen computingAP!s. Everything
you need to create compelling appli
cations for the next generation of
pen computers. There are over 300
pages of documentation that give
you the basic elements of Wmdows
for Pen Computing.
Multimedia AP!s. Our newest
media control interface. You can in
corporate animation, audio andvideo
capability using third party devices
and drivers. (It's the next best thing
to virtual reality.)
Windows Debugging verswn.
Traps the most troublesome UAEs
and helps you create more stable,
robust applications. Contains GDI,
KERNEL, and USER modules.
GUI Setup Toolkit. It will make
hammering out a custom Wmdows
based setup program as simple as
writing a script file.
lvficrosoft Foundatwn Classes.
Now you can use the same building
blocks we're using to build future
versions of the Wmdows operating
system. A rich set of 60 recyclable
object classes provides logical order
to more than 500 functions of the
Wmdows APL Menus, GDI, OLE
1.0 and advanced diagnostics sup
?/(/t1:::~~~7~~.,;~/::t:::;rC~(tj

port are included. Tasks such as
registering Wmdows' classes, build
ing message loops, and managing
device contexts are automatic.

Sample code. Over 75,000 lines.
Zoomin. A nifty tool for magni
fying portions of a screen to help
identify paint problems and other
screen-related issues.
Heapwalker. Examine the glob
al heap and local heaps used by ac
tive applications and dynamic-link
libraries in your system.
Editors. And plenty of them.
Dialog Editor lets you add, ·modify,
and delete custom controls as you
design and test dialog boxes on
screen. Image Editor modifies icons,
bitmaps and cursors. Font Editor
alters existing faces and creates
new ones. Hotspot Editor creates
and edits hypergraphics or bitmaps
in one or more hotspots.
Spy Tools. Pssst. They make
it possible to monitor Mouse, input/
output from Wmdows, DDE and
other messages between one or
more Wmdows-based applications.
You can also examine message
parameter values.
Stress. Allows you to consume
system resources for low-resource
stress testing. Acquirable resources
include the global heap, user heap,
GDI heap, disk space and file han
dles. (Less job stress for you.)
Wdeb386. Now test and debug
dynamic link libraries and Wmdows
based applications running in stand
ard or 386-enhanced mode.
Multi-resolutl.On bilmap compiler.
Combine color and monochrome
bitmaps with different resolutions
into a single graphic.
Help Compiler. Create Help sys
tems for applications that will take
advantage of the new Wmdows 3.1
Help engine. Both context-sensitive

and topical searches of Help files.

Compiler features. Unrestrict
ed pre-compiled headers for speedy
throughput. Explicit or automatic
inlining of any C/C++ code for fast
er executions. Compressed code
for size reductions.
CodeView"Debugger. This win
dow-oriented debugger is a power
ful, easy-to-use tool for analyzing
MS-DOS"or Wmdows-based pro
gram behavior. Test the execution
and examine data all at the same
time. Display any combination of
variables-global or local-while
you halt or trace a program's exe
cution.Versions for dual and single
monitor debugging, even in a win
dow, are supported.
Source Profilers. Optimize the
performance of all your MS-DOS
based or Wmdows-based applica
tions. Analyze your program to find
code inefficiencies.
Whew! If you were to get all of
this separately, it would cost many
hundreds of dollars. And definitely
will in the very near future.
Because the response has been
so enthusiastic, we've extended
your chance to get this upgrade for
$139. But only for a limited time.
That includes over 5,000 pages of
C/C++ 7.0 documentation plus the
entire Wmdows 3.1 SDK online
documentation. We'll also throw in
a free copy of Qualitas· 386-Max~
for MS-DOS-based development.
And if you want the Wmdows
3.1 SDK documentation in hard
copy (over 5,000 pages), it's yours
for an additional $150.
Look. You can defy the logic of
thinking programmers everywhere
and pass up this historic offer. Or
you can call your reseller. Or just
call us at (800) 992-3675.

MiclOsoft·

mayvmy. Cfft•rgrmd m1(v in tlu.· SO Unitc·d States. ©1992 MicmsQff Cmpomticm. 1\11 nJ,:lit.~ n·.~m1cd. / 1ri11tcd in the USA Customrrs insidr the SO UHitt·d States. mil (800) 992-3675 beticeen 6:30AiW mu!5:30 PiH p5

It defies logic.

r i11formutio11 011/y: Out:irfo flw:iO U11ill·d Statr.~. mil (206) 936·,\lfilil. /11 Ca11111/a, m/J (800) 56:1-90./8. ,\.Ticm'iii/t. Co1fr\/fr11· m11/ MS·DOS ml' n·gi.~lnnl tmdf·11wrks and Wi11dmrs is a lm1lmrark o/Mirm.w.ft Corpomlion. Qualila.~ 1:~ a rr;!isfi'rrd tmrlrmark and
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Users:\bur
e
Introducing
new
dBFast;M
The first and
only
dBASE™
compatible
database and
dBASE/X-Base language for
Windows. It's the fastest,
smartest and easiest way
for millions of users and
developers to join the
~. •
Windows revolution.
...~~!'i..
Graphical, colorful dBFast
will bring new life to all of your
dBFast

m
1 9 9 2

dBFast helpsyou create powerful, graphical database applications quick{y and easi{y with
pull-down menus, check boxes, radio buttons and even bitmap images.
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Your applications will real{y come to ljfe
with multiple colors andJonts.

you create new dBASE
programs quickly and easily.
Unlike other Windows
development systems that force
you to learn a new language,
dBFast allows
"
dBASE,
Fox and
••

existing dBASE programs.
Clipper developers
•· •
Liven them up with multi
to use the lanI
ple, movable windows, pull
guage they already
down menus, check boxes, dia
know with more than 200
log boxes, radio buttons, push
extensions and an interactive
buttons and bitmap pie- :~;f:B editor, compiler and linker.
tures.
::::· ~
And full industry standard
dBFast also helps
~~- ODE and DLL protocols allow

your programs to communicate
with other Windows applications.
So call 1-800-CALL CAI
and we'll rush you a free Demo
Disk.
Call right now.
After all, haven't you waited
long
enough? GOMPUTER®

J'ISSOCIATES
Software superior by design.

dBRlsf

©Computer Associates International, Inc., I Computer Associates Plaza, Islandia NY 11788-7000. All trade names referenced herein are trademarks r:i their respective companies.
dBASE is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate Corporation.
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Coherent Grows Up
BEN SMITH

The $100 Unix clone is

Even though Mark Williams Co. has been ship
ping its $99.95 Unix clone, the Coherent oper
now a 32-bit operating ating system, since 1990, it hasn't been more
than a toy. But with the release of Coherent 4.0,
system that looks
you can have a real 32-bit operating system. It
not only looks and feels like Unix, it also can
and feels like Unix
build and run real 32-bit application programs.
I found the beta version I looked at to be a very
usable operating system, albeit with some drawbacks.

Big Binaries
The previous version, Coherent 3.0, could compile and run only small-model pro
grams (i.e., instruction space of 64 KB and data space of 64 KB). Despite this lim
itation, Coherent 3.0 sold tens of thousands of copies. After all, all the Unix utili
ties worked well, it was multitasking, and it could handle several simultaneous
log-ins over serial lines. If nothing else, Coherent 3.0 made a cheap UUCP E-mail
server. It even had RSW's rdb database system available.
Coherent 4.0 breaks the memory-model barrier. Because the new version is a 32
bit operating system, the limitations of segmented memory models no longer apply.
The kernel, the compiler and libraries, and some of the commands use 32-bit native
mode. Also, the binary file fomiat is COFF, which means that you can move binaries
back and forth between Coherent 4.0 and other Unix systems that are both COFF
and Intel-based (e.g., SCO Unix, ESIX, and Interactive Systems). Some restrictions
apply, however, because Coherent doesn't implement all the system calls.

For the User
Coherent includes over 200 commands and utilities familiar to Unix users. It has two
command shells, the Bourne shell and the Korn shell. It has two screen editors, Mi
croEmacs (a limited and smaller version of the configurable and self-documenting
programmer's editor that is very popular with computer science students and prac
titioners around the world) and el v is (a vi clone that is included but not supported
by Mark Williams).
Also included are b e , the arbitrary precision calculation program, and awk, the
report calculator and formatter. Version 4.0 even has an implementation of the
text-formatting programs nroff and troff, along with the macro library ms.
There are tar and epio for backup and transfers with removable media and UUCP
and Kermit for file transfers with other systems. And you can spawn subshells and
run background processes.
Version 4.0 adds the ability to have multiscreen sessions; I toggled between
several virtual terminal screens, running different applications in each. I was able
to run binaries created with the old version, with recompiling. I appreciated sever
al important new utilities, including elm (a modern user interface to Unix mail).
Being familiar with the genre of freely available Unix software, I couldn't help
but notice that much of what I saw in Coherent was not developed by the pro
grammers at Mark Williams. This does not mean that the programs are not
sophisticated or of high quality. In the months to come, most of the GNU utilities
will probably be available for Coherent, including gee (GNU C compiler), bash

(Bourne Again Shell), and per l (Practical
Extraction and Report Language, aka
Pathologically Eclectic Rubbish Lister),
thanks to people like Esa Ahola of Atlanta,
Georgia.

For the Programmer
Coherent has library and system calls for
building complex application programs,
including interprocess communications
with shared memory, semaphores, and
message passing. For memory manage
ment, there is demand paging and virtual
memory.
Coherent contains all the tools for seri
ous application programming, not the least
of which is the well-known Mark Williams
C compiler, as well as yacc and lex (for
lexical analysis and compiler-type pro
gram design). It also has a debugger (al
though it's somewhat primitive) and adds
utilities for converting programs from the
earlier (286) version to version 4.0. You
can get BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, and
C++ from third-party publishers.
These programming tools (and Unix
like developer's environment) are espe
cially important to Coherent because few
commercial application programs have
been ported to the system. The value of
an operating system begins with the value
of the applications that run on it. Coherent
is an extremely economical and flexible
environment for building stand-alone mul
titasking and multiuser applications, such
as those that VARs (value-added resellers)
create for their customers. Because Co
herent is so much like Unix, there is little
that a Unix programmer will find unfa
miliar in this product. A comparable Unix
system with the developer's tools costs at
least I 0 times as much.

The Drawbacks
Coherent is not Unix. Because it isn't even
Posix-compliant, it shouldn't be expected
to behave exactly like Unix. Don't be sur
prised when your Unix Bourne shell scripts
don't behave exactly as they do on a Unix
system. In fact, you will find that most of
the options to the commands don't exact
ly match those on any modem Unix sys
tem. There is a strong similarity between
Coherent and Unix 7, from back in the
1970s. This is predictable, since much of
the code that makes up the modern ver
sions of Coherent dates back to the previ
ous decade.
One further drawback is in the perfor
mance of some programs. Despite the great
AUGUST 1992 • BYTE
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reputation of Mark Williams C compilers,
they are optimized more for small size
than for speed. The Dhrystone benchmark
ran significantly better under DOS and
even SCO Unix than it ran under Coherent.
There are some other problems as well.
Since there is not yet any networking soft
ware for Coherent, you must use floppy
disks or a file transfer utility like Kermit or
UUCP to move files back and forth be
tween different systems.

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
Despite the performance hit and the many
inconsistencies between modern Unix and
Coherent, I think that Coherent 4.0 has a
lot going for it. I found that the on-line
(man pages) and the 100-page printed doc
umentation is clear and complete.
In the 386 Unix arena, it is not uncom
mon to pay thousands of dollars for a full
system with development tools and find
that something you have taken for granted
as being part of any Unix system is not

~-,
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there. Coherent doesn't let you down this
way, having just about everything.
What you won't find is networking (oth
er than UUCP). And you won't find the
X Window System. All you get is ugly,

THE FACTS

Coherent 4.0
$99.95

System requirements:
640 KB of RAM and I 0 MB of disk
space.
Mark Williams Co.
60 Revere Dr.
Northbrook, IL 60062
(800) 627-5967
(708) 291-6700
fax: (708) 291-6750
Circle 1178 on Inquiry Card.

old character-based application tools. But
you will find support for screen controls
(the curses and termcap libraries).
Mark Williams hopes to have the net
working tools out by the end of this year.
Coherent's requirements are tiny com
pared to Intel-based Unix. You need only
640 KB of memory (compared to 4 MB)
and 10 MB of disk space (compared to 40
MB). The price of $99.95 for the full sys
tem compares to over $800.
With the low cost of 386 systems and
memory, you can build a very useful, mul
tiuser, multitasking solution to an office
automation problem without learning a
new operating system (if you are familiar
with Unix). And the environment will cost
less than a PC-based video game. •

Ben Smith is a testing editor/or the BYTE
lab and the author of Unix Step-by-Step
(Howard W. Sams, 1990 ). You can con
tact him on BlX as "bensmith" or on the
Internet at ben@bytepb.byte.com.

DATA COMPRESSION LIBRARIES™

__,

PKWARE's®Data Compression Libraries TM allow software developers to add data compression
technology to software applications. The application program controls all the input and output
of data allowing data to be compressed or extracted to or from any device or area of memory.
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• All Purpose Data Compression Algorithm Compresses Ascii or Binary Data Quickly with
similar compression achieved by the popular PKz1P software, however the format used by
the compression routine is completely generic and not specific to the PKZIP file format.
• Application Controlled I/0 and memory allocation for extreme flexibility.
Adjustable Dictionary Size allows software to be fine tuned for Maximum Size or Speed.
• Approximately 35K memory needed for Compression, l 2K memory needed for Extraction.
• Compatible with most popular Languages: C, C+ +,Pascal. Assembly, Basic. Clipper. Etc.
Works with any 80x86 family CPU in real or protected mode. $295.00
• No runtime royalties.

- - RUNNING OUT OF EXPENSIVE DISK SPACE?

PKz1p can help! PKz1P compresses your files to free up disk space and reduce modem
transfer time. You can c~mpress a single file or entire directory structures with a single
command. Compressed files can be quickly returned to their normal size with PKurtZIP .

Software developers can reduce the number of diskettes needed to distribute their product by
using PKz1p . Call for Distribution License information.

The included PKZIP utility lets you store
compressed files as a single self-extracting
.EXE files that automatically uncompresses
when run. Only $47.00

'

9025 N. Deerwood Dr.
Brown Deer, WI 53223
(414) 354-8699
® Fax (414) 354-8559
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A company offirsts.
Not only was NEC the first
to introduce the fastest
spinning CD-ROM readers,
we also introduced the

first monitor color
conJrol system and
theflrst active
matrix color
notebook.

CsC

Compulers and Cammunlcatlons:

Call 1-800-NEC-INFO. (In Canada: 1-800-343-4418.) Or via fax, call NEC Fa st FaclS~"l 1-800-366-0476. Request J.3766 for CD-ROM. •Single session disc only.

Looks like someone just discovered
CD-ROM with MultiSpin
1

:

The fastest-spinning readers ever. The

-

c

Intersect'" CDR-74 and 84, only from NEC. Now
they not only have the ability to access large

amounts of information quickly and easily, but they provide
you with endless Multimedia possibilities as well.
In fact, our MultiSpin technology can transfer data at a rate of 300 kb/sec.
That's double the speed of any other CD-ROM reader. And, we have designed
our readers to play back video without any pauses or lapses in motion.
But what happens to audio? Do human voices sound more like beings
from another planet? Does music sound like a record being played at
the wrong speed? Absolutely not. The amazing thing about MultiSpin tech
nology is its ability to transfer data at twice the speed, while maintain
ing the standard 150 kb/sec rate for audio tracks.
Simply put, NEC's Intersect'" CDR-74 and 84 with MultiSpin'" are the
speed champs of CD-ROM. What's more, our CD-ROM readers cover
a full range of price and performance needs.
Choose from our external CDR-74 or internal CDR-84, with double
dust doors and socketed firmware features. Or, if portability interests
you, choose our CDR-37. All meet MPC Marketing Council guidelines
for Multimedia computing, are Photo CD capable* and · fully
QuickTime'" compatible.
So next time you hear the words CD-ROM,
MultiSpin:· And remember: it's hot, it's fast, it's
only from NEC. And you don't want to be the
last on your block to get one.

Because + is the way you want to go.

Circle 127 on Inquiry Cord.
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Keeping in Step
with Windows
JON UDELL AND TOM THOMPSON

CorelDraw 3.0 and
Adobe Illustrator 4.0
have some impressive

With Windows upgraded to version 3.1, appli
cations are also being upgraded to keep step.
Two graphics packages that do so admirably
are CorelDraw 3.0 and Adobe Illustrator 4.0.

CoreIDraw 3.0

new features

Core!Draw 3.0 weighs in at a whopping 23 MB.
The core illustration tool gains a host of fea
tures, as well as new charting, presentation, and image-editing tools.
Longtime Core!Draw users will have a field day with version 3.0. An over
hauled user interface employs free-floating "roll-up" tool palettes to manage the ex
panded feature set. Wherever possible, direct manipulation replaces menu or dia
log-box interaction. Corel has abolished the split-window approach to editing and
previewing, because version 3.0 can edit rendered objects directly.
Text handling becomes much more powerful. Text objects now sport a cursor, so
you can add and delete characters directly. To change attributes-the point size or
CorelDRAW! -SAMPLE .COR
I
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emphasis of an "artistic" text object or the
justification of framed text-you can park
the text roll-up on-screen and tweak the
object interactively. When you fit text to a
path, CorelDraw links the two objects, so
if you edit either the text or the path, the
two readjust dynamically.
The blend tool, which interpolates a se
ries of intermediates between two objects,
can now follow a path (see screen I). Three
dimensional extrusion now supports a
movable light source; interactively adjust
able depth, orientation, and perspective;
and solid or gradient fills on the extruded
surfaces. Complex drawings can now be
divided into multiple named layers. Bit
map support improves with new import/
export filters for GIF and Targa. In addi
tion, although it wasn't available in the
beta version I looked at, the toolkit will
include a stand-alone image editor called
CorelPhoto-Paint.
Corel has jumped headfirst into OLE
(Object Linking and Embedding). Corel
Draw 3.0 has client and server capabili
ties, and that's a happy combination. On
the client side, OLE enables CorelDraw
to lean on other applications that supply
vector and bit-map graphics. Because its
forte is graphics, the program also works
well as a server. It feeds OLE clients data
types they can usefully render-metafiles
and bit maps.
Some interesting synergies emerged as
I explored CorelDraw's OLE features.
When I embedded a Paintbrush bit map
in a Corel drawing, for example, I found
THE FACTS

CorelDraw 3.0
$595

Sysrem requiremenrs :
A 386, 486, or PS/2 with a hard
drive, a Windows-supported VGA
monitor, and a mouse or tablet.
Windows 3 .1 is required for True
Type fonts.
Corel Systems Corp.
1600 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada KI Z 8R7
(613) 728-8200
fax: (613) 761-9176
Screen 1: Core/Draw 3.0' s blend tool works dynamically, so if you change the path,

you don't need to change the blend.
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that Corel' s stretch .operation left the bit
map unchanged. The interplay between
Paintbrush's bit editing and Corel's non
destructive effects editing hints at the sort
of cooperation that OLE can support.
TrueType support is the other notable
Windows 3. I enhancement. The first beta
version still used the old WFN fonts, but
Corel will move to TrueType in the final
release. Font-editing capabilities now en
compass TrueType, letting me create my
own TrueTypc characters by exporting
Corel vector art to a font file, which I then
installed and tested using Windows Write.
Corel's marketing message resounds
with phrases like "all-in-one solution" and
"value-packed," and I can't disagree with
that. But I do a lot more illustration than
charting or presentation, and it's the core
product 's vastly improved power and ease
of use that really make my day.
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Adobe Illustrator 4.0
An early glimpse of Illustrator 4.0 shows
that Adobe plans to recapture the PC graph
ics market. The new version has a lot go
ing for it in this attempt, and it starts with
all the features found in the Mac and Next
versions. Illustrator 4.0's color support can
handle the growing number of 16- and 24
bit displays appearing for Windows, and
the software is souped up for high perfor
mance on 32-bit systems. To achieve this
performance boost, the code uses the flat
address-space mode found on the 386 and
486 processors.
I installed copies of a beta version of
Illustrator 4.0 on two 33-MHz 486-based
machines with 16-bit display adapters. Il
lustrator 4.0 requires a new 32-bit version
of Adobe Type Manager, which is includ
ed. Also bundled in are a color separator
application, TypeAlign (an application that
lets you manipulate text outlines for special
effects), and 40 Adobe Type I outline
fonts. Through the end of this month, Il
lustrator 4.0 comes bundled with Stream
Line 3.0, an auto-tracing tool that traces
color images to produce artwork composed
of Bezier curves and color-filled objects.
Mac and Next users will feel right at
home with Illustrator 4.0 for Windows.
The program's layout is virtually identi
cal across the three platforms. At the bot
tom of the drawing window is a status line
that provides bits of important informa
\i \)\\ as you proceed with your drawing.
The tool-palette window can be a fixed
window at the screen's left, or it can float
anywhere on-screen. Mac users will like

+
Selection

Screen 2: Illustrator 4.0 lets you edit your artwork in the Preview mode, modifying
your work on the fly.
the program's equivalent keystrokes: I was
delighted to discover that I could edit my
artwork in the Preview mode, and I could
modify the artwork on the fly with all the
colors and masks on-screen (see screen 2).
Also new is the magnifying glass tool's
"selective zoom" feature: You drag a mar
quee around the area of interest, and just
that area appears enlarged in the window.
I was able to import BMP, PCX, and
TIFF images as templates by tracing the
imported image by hand with the drawing
tools, with Illustrator's auto-tracing tool
or Streamline. The program also handles
a variety of import/export formats (e.g.,
CGM, DRW, Macintosh PICT, and Win
dows Metafile).
To test cross-platform compatibility, I
copied several illustrations I had drawn
on the Mac to lllustrator 4.0. The Win
dows version had no difficulty working
with the Mac files or files moved from the
Next computer. Nor did the Mac have any
problem opening and editing the files made
by Illustrator 4.0.
Illustrator 4.0 lacks some features I'd
like to see, such as a decent implementa
tion of gradient fills or layer controls. I'm
not saying Illustrator 4.0 is flawed, though;
PC users will be glad to get their hands on
its feature-rich set of tools. •

THE FACTS

Adobe Illustrator 4.0
$695

System requirements:
A 386- or 486-based PC with 4 MB
of RAM, a VGA adapter, and Win
dows 3.0 or higher.
Adobe Systems, Inc.
1585 Charleston Rd.
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039
(800) 922-3623
(415) 961-4400
fax : (415) 961-3769
Circle 1180 on Inquiry Card.

Jon Udell is a BYTE senior technical edi
tor at large. You can contact him onBIX as
"Jude/I" or on the Internet at judel/@bytepb
.byte.com. Tom Thompson is a BYTE
senior technical editor at large and an as
sociate Apple developer. You can contact
him on BIX as "tom thompson" or on Ap
plelink as "T.THOMPSON."
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Your upgrade
Introducing Intel
OverDrive"' Processors.
With built-in upgradability
we promised you room for the
future. Room for more power.
Well, the future has arrived.
Presenting a revolutionary new

i486'"SX-20 System
category of single-chip
Performance: Microsoft now, and soon for
Word for Windows*
upgrades: Intel
all 486 systems and
I.SOX
OverDrive Processors.
beyond.
The easiest, most cost
Just pop in a
I.OX
~
new
OverDrive
effective way to add
~
.~
0.5X
Processor and you'll
even more power to
~
improve overall
your system-for
a.ox Without
With
i486 SX system
lntel486'"SX PCs
OvcrDrivc
OverDrive

~

©1992 lnlel Corporation. lntel486, i486 and OverDrive are trademarks of Intel Corporation. *Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

just checked in.
performance by up to 70
percent. Added perfor
mance that will benefit
over 50,000 compatible
software applications.
And that goes for
today's demanding Wmdows
software, too.

In fact, by adding an
Intel OverDrive Proces
sor, your 486 PC will even
run multiple Wmdows
applications faster.
To check in to the
OverDrive Processor, see your
local computer dealer now.
Circle 114 on Inquiry Card.

Or for a detailed brochure, call
1-800-538-3373, ext. 98. And hurry.
The vacancies are filling fast.

intel.
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Back It Up, Windows
t is ironic that one of the
Ishould
things every computer user
do-backing up-is

J ~ C :\

among the most tedious, un
pleasant tasks to complete.
That's doubly true for Win
dows users, who typically
have to enter DOS to back up
their systems.

Back -It fo r W ind ows,
from Gazelle Systems, aims
to make backing up files so
easy that you'll do it without
thinking. Like Norton Back
up for Windows, Back-It is a
real Windows application.
Nearly everything can be done
with just the mouse, from set
ting preferences to selecting
files. Back-It includes a sched
uler that sits in the background and kicks
off backups at times and dates you pre
select.
I ran a prerelease version of Back-It.
The utility's interface is classic Windows
style, with a few twists. Probably the most
commonly seen interface element is the
file-selection dialog box, and Gazelle did
a good job of designing it. For the most
common backup tasks, this dialog box re
duces file and directory tree selection to
a few simple and obvious actions. The box
is presented in the traditional split view,
with the left side showing the directory
structure, and the right side showing the
files in the currently selected directory.
Tagging can be done on either side, and
an entire branch can be tagged by selecting
it and clicking on the Branch button.
You can sort the file view by a number
of useful criteria. In a useful twist, Back-It
lets you specify inclusion and exclusion
lists based on wild cards; the lists are used
to automatically tag files, and separate lists
can be applied at volume, branch, and di
rectory levels. For many backups, a good

up for Windows. Through a
DOS device driver, Back-It sup
4, 176 02/08/91
•
~ OLOFSRES RSL
ports both floppy controller
4 ,08 0 11/15/91
H~ AlDIMRES RSL
1,315 05/27/92
J 0:. ALDUS
1111
based and dedicated controller
J ~ OLOUSH
BPX
35,710 02/08/91
based tape drives. Your specific
51 12/18/90
J ~ Al OU SH HFO
3'10,992 02/08/91
J0:. ALOUSHOD UPX
drive
must be directly support
5. 824 02/08/91
J C!. ALDUHRES RSL
ed. Tapes can be formatted from
11,688 11/08/91
J 0:, ALDI/Pl SR RSL
within Back-It, and the program
includes useful tape-oriented
functions like retension and se
curity overwrite.
To save media, Back-It ap
Volume
Branch
Dire dory
plies compression on demand.
It also has its own verification
and error-correction schemes
(which can be disabled). Final
ly, backups can be directed to
any DOS device, so you can
back your system up to a net
work server or create an archive
set of lists is all the selection that ' s need
file that can be copied to other systems
ed. You can, however, tag or untag indi
and unpacked by Back-It.
vidual files once Back-It applies its auto
Overall, Back-It for Windows is an easy,
matic selections. My one complaint with relatively full-featured backup program
the file-selection dialog box is that groups of for Windows. I found it much easier to
files cannot be drag-selected and tagged.
use than Norton Backup for Windows, al
Back-It's installation adds a background though it has fewer options for advanced
task to your WIN.IN! file that watches the users. Since backups are something you
clock and fires off backups automatically must do anyway, I figure you may as well
according to a schedule. Schedules are make it as easy as possible. Back-It fills
built easily enough from within Back-It, that bill better than anything I've seen yet.
and they can be either full or "modified
-Tom Yager
files only" backups. You can stack your
entire backup scheme into the scheduler,
THE FACTS
directing that certain hard drives get
backed up to certain floppy drives, that
Back-It for Windows
full backups get done every Friday, and
$99.95
so on. When Back-It's scheduler kicks in,
it pops up a requester whenever it needs a
GazeUe Systems, Inc.
disk or tape change. A running backup dis
305 North 500 West
plays an icon whose title changes to re
Provo, UT 8460 I
flect the percentage of the backup com
(801) 377-1288
pleted so far, and a requester pops up to
fax: (801) 373-6933
let you know that the backup is finished.
Circle 118 1 on Inquiry Card.
Back-It's suppmt for tape drives is much
more complete than that in Norton Back0

AST's Premium Exec Offers Affordable Portable Color

T

he past few months have seen the in
troduction of several color notebooks.
While portables with active-matrix screens
offer brighter displays and faster cursor
response than notebooks with passive-ma
trix screens, they also cost more. Prices
for passive-matrix notebooks are now
threatening the $3000 barrier. These low46 BYTE • AUGUST 1992

er-cost color notebooks are getting close at
tention from Windows users who want to
take their WYSIWYG applications on the
road . Competition is sure to get even
fiercer in this notebook category.
AST Research's new Premium Exec
386SX/25C color notebook is a good ex
ample of this competitive trend. I had my

evaluation unit foronly a few weeks when
the company changed its pricing strategy
for the notebook and reduced the suggest
ed retail price on all versions of the unit by
18 percent. With monochrome versions of
the 60-, 80-, and 120-MB versions of the
notebook just $300 less than the color ver
sions, AST has reduced the gulf between
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NOW WITH HP LASERJET®lll & POSTSCRIPT®EMULATIONS!
CONVENIENT SPEED
•
•
•
•
•

Your continuous form printout stays in proper sequence
No tray limitation,· print an entire box ofpaper at atime
Line printer output and speed, with laser print quality for half the price
8.5" x 11 "paper for easy filing and binding
Featuring Intel's i960™ RISC microprocessor for enhanced performance

FLEXIBLE
• Works in HP or Postscript environments
• Ideal for LANs because it autoswitches emulations
• 100% HP font compatibility including lntellifont®
fntellitont. i960. PostScrilll. HP and LaserJet are traden!Drks of
o/liers ana do not belono to Output rectmo/ogy CorfJOlation

OUTPUT

NOW

UNDER
$5,500

800-468-8788
Circle 130 on lnauirv Card.

'ECHNOLOGY N 2310 Fancher • Spokane, WA 99212
CORPORATION Telex:#15-22690UTPUTSPOK FAX (509) 533-1280
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color and monochrome portables to a hop.
The Premium Exec weighs 7 pounds
and sports a 9-inch diagonal VGA display
with two backlit CCFT (cold-cathode flu
orescent tube) panels. My unit had 4 MB
of RAM (expandable to 8 MB) and an 80
MB hard drive. Like other passive-matrix
color notebooks I've seen, it was some
times difficult to pick up the cursor when
running Windows applications, especially
paint programs. However, when you use
this or a similar system to generate color
business presentations or spreadsheet
charts, you will be loath to return to a
monochrome system.
AST's notebook runs on a standard
386SX processor and nickel-cadmium bat
teries. The company says you can expect to
run the notebook for 2~~ hours when it's
fully charged. But when I left the system
plugged in while I worked on it and then
ran it on batteries alone, the charge dura
tion went down to about an hour.
I found the notebook's 82-key keyboard
comfortable and easy to work with. I ran
Windows applications using a standard
mouse and Microsoft's Ballpoint minia
ture trackball. In spite of the difficulty I

IMPRESSIONS

screens-which may not happen for a year
or more- passive-matrix technology will
offer the only low-cost portable color so
lution. Although AST's Premium Exec
doesn't offer the power-saving features
that some other notebooks offer, it is a
solid low-cost entrant into the expanding
color notebook market.

-D. L. Andrews
THE FACTS

'

Premium Exec 386SX/25C

with a 60-MB hard drive, $3295;
with an 80-MB hard drive, $3595;
with a 120-MB hard drive, $4095
sometimes had in picking up the cursor,
both devices worked well.
The notebook has one proprietary ex
pansion slot for adding a modem. In the
back of the system, there are standard se
rial, parallel , external VGA monitor, and
six-pin PS/2 connectors. I was disap
pointed to find that the system does not
have sleep or suspend/resume modes.
Until screen manufacturers can improve
the yields in manufacturing active-matrix

AST Research, Inc.
16215 Alton Pkwy .
P .O. Box 19658
Irvine, CA 92713
(800) 727-1278
(714) 727-4141
fax: (714) 727-9355
Circle 11 82 on Inquiry Card.

Norton Desktop for DOS: Utilities for the Masses
he historical shortcomings
of DOS have made us wit
ness to years of watching file
and disk management products
leapfrog one another with ev
ery new version. But if Syman
tec has its way, relatively un
sophisticated non-Windows
users will never look elsewhere
(or shop separately) for a file
manager, menuing system,
data-recovery program, and
several other tools. They'll just
buy Norton Desktop for DOS.
Norton Desktop for DOS is
Symantec ' s $I 79 front end to the best
functions of Norton Utilities, Norton Anti
Virus, Norton Commander, and Norton
Backup. (Version 2.0 of Norton Desktop
for Windows started shipping in April.)
While the just-shipped version for DOS
that I saw cannot quite match the Windows
product in drag-and-drop dexterity, the in
terface resembles that of Windows closely
enough to get the job done and allow for an
easy switch later if you so decide.
It's easy to guess that operating Norton

T

Desktop centers around a Windows-like
desktop of resizable windows, drive icons,
pull-down menus, and dialog boxes.
Sym<:ntec 's expectation, of course, is that
you ' ll auto-load Norton Desktop and dou
ble-click on your mouse on user-defined
menus to launch your applications. This
is nothing new. Where Norton Desktop
strives to earn a permanent line in your
AUTOEXEC.BAT file is in the degree of
customization it offers.
Beyond installation, the program's flex-

ibility begins with the many
available options fortweaking
the desktop to your liking. A
choice of long versus short
pull-down menus is a start;
even better is the ability to take
out options you or your work
group will never use. If you're
upgrading from Norton Com
mander, you can opt to switch
the desktop interface to that of
Commander-at some loss of
feature accessibility. And if
you'd like to change the role
of the clickable buttons lining
the bottom of the screen (numbered on a
par with the function keys), you can re
place F2 through F9 with any available
command.
If you do this, however, you hamper
Norton Desktop 's drag-and-drop capabil
ity. This feature lets you click o n a file or
a directory and drag its graphical repre
sentation to another location-provided
the destination is displayed in a file or
a tree window-or even onto a button it
self to edit, print, move, copy, or delete.
co111i11u ed
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PRICES CUT

AGAIN!

Dhe results are final-

all those
thoroughbred "favorites" outdistanced by a simple,
determined, black-and-white cow.
There's a big payoff for you if you picked Gateway 2000.
You get a qualit y, high-performance system with the number
one customer satisfaction and reliability ratings in the
industry, according to PC Maga:ine readers in the 1992
service and reliability survey.

You get oldfashioned, personal
service from friendly ,
Midwestern people. And
you get the best price in the
industry, too! How can you beat
that? You can 't!
Browse through our annual
summer fun ad. New this month
is our HandBook portable, plus
several great software offers for
Gateway 2000 customers. Then
give us a call. When you put
your money on
Gateway 2000,
you're guaranteed to
come out a winner.

,

GATEWAY 2000 NOTEBOOKS
PuT You IN RACING FoRM
The Nomad Series
Our small, lightweight Nomad notebook computers let you take desktop computer perfor
mance anywhere you go. Nomad models come with VGA graphics, a FieldMouse'" (portable
pointing device), built-in floppy drive, and an 80 or l20MB hard drive, depending on the model.
A patented power-management system gives you hard-to-beat battery life benchmarks - over
six hours of operation from a single battery on the 25MHz 486DX system!
The Nomads have a bright, crisp, backlit, 10-inch triple supe11wist VGA screen - resolution
is 640 x 480, 64 gray scale, on the LCD. With simultaneous video, you can also display on an
external monitor.
All these fcaturrs ... and the Nomads arc made in the U.S.A.!

Nomad 325SXL 1 $1995
25M Hz, 386SXL processor I 4MB RAM I 80MB hard drive

Nomad 420SXL 1 $2695
20MHz, Intel® 486SXLP processor I 4MB RAM I 80MB hard drive

Nomad 42SDXL 1 $3495
25MHz, Intel 486DXLP processor I 4MB RAM I l20MB hard drive

For The Power User On The Go
Nomad Combo 1 $3995
Since the Nomad 425DXL has all the power of a 486DX desktop system, it's the ideal
po1table/desktop combination system! Save with this combo package!
Combo Highlights: Nomad 425DXL I 15" CrystalScan l572FS color monitor I program
mable 124-key Any Key"' keyboard

The HandBook "'
If you like to travel light, you can't go wrong with the HandBook. It weighs only 2.75
pounds and measures roughly 6 x 9 inches - smallerthan this magazine! Yet it has 286-class
performance and real PC features including a bright, backlit screen, a bonafide 40MB hard drive
and a comfo11able keyboard (no chiclet keys). Downloading information from your HandBook
to your office computer is easy with the serial cable and file transfer software provided.

HandBook 1 $1295
For The Executive On The Go
HandBook Combo 1 $3995
Combine the portability of our HandBook with the power of our 33MHz 486 desktop system
with communication capabilities - and you have a terrific combo, Gateway value-priced!
Combo Highlights: HandBook with 2,400 bps external modem and communication software
I 33MHz 486DX system with l20MB IDE hard drive I TelePath'" fax/modem package

•••••••• •••
GAIN THE
WINNING EDGE WITH
486 PERFORMANCE
Gateway's powerful 486 models give you the winning margin 1
And when you recap our new price reductions and compare
feature-for-feature against the other runners, you'll find you won't
· even have to play your hunches -Gateway 2000 is the odds-on favorite.

25MHz 486SX

1 $1895
At $1,895, our 486SX/25 is the hottest
value on the market. With this system,
you get 486 technology, including an 8K
internal cache and burst mode, at a 386
price. And besides being faster than any
386 on the market, the 486SX/25 is
upgradeable to 50MHz if you need
increased performance in the future.
System Highlights: 4MB RAM I 120MB
Western Digital IDE hard drive I
ATI'" Graphics Ultra I 14"
CrystalScan 1024NI VGA
color monitor, up to 1024 x
768 non-interlaced resolution
I desktop model is standard

33MHz 486DX
$2395

I

We recently increased
performance and lowered the price
of our best-selling, award-winning
486DX/33 by adding an AT! Graphics Ultra
video card with a graphics coprocessor. At
$2,395, the price/performance ratio on this machine is hard to beat. Plus, it's an upgradeable PC.
You 'II be able to switch to 66MHz later this year. System Highlights: 64K cache RAM
I 4MB RAM I 200MB Western Digital IDE hard drive I AT! Graphics Ultra I 14" Crysta!Scan
1024NI VGA color monitor, up to 1024 x 768 non-interlaced resolution
I desktop model is standard

' 
----

-· ···· ···
SOMHz 486DX2 1 $2695
Gateway 2000's new 486DX2/50 systems, ISA and EISA, incorporate Intel's speed doubler
technology. The internal core of the DX2 processor executes at 50MHz while communicating with
the external memory bus at 25MHz. Our benchmarks show a 35% increase in performance over a
33MHz 486DX PC.
The high-performance AT! card is standard on the 486DX2/50 as well, plus this system incorpo
rates our new RIDE technology for faster disk operations. RIDE stands for Rapid Integrated Drive
Electronics. RIDE technology takes advantage of our new
system BIOS that allows the drive to transfer bigger data
blocks at one time. Our Coretest benchmarks show large
0 (
block disk-to-memory operations are over 30% faster with
RIDE. For example, you'll notice the increased performance
whenever you type WIN at the system prompt, or when you
double-click on an icon in Windows. It's much faster. Our
product marketing director claims the 486DX2/50 with the
AT! video card and RIDE is the fastest personal computer
he's ever used!
System Highlights: 64K cache RAM I 8MB RAM
I 200MB Western Digital IDE hard drive with RIDE BIOS
I ATI Graphics Ultra I 14" CrystalScan I024NI VGA
color monitor, up to !024 x768 non-interlaced resolution
I desktop model is standard

EISA SYSTEMS
Our product line includes two EISA systems 
a 33MHz 486DX and a 50MHz 486DX2. Both EISA
systems now come standard in a floor-standing tower model,
and include large, fast SCSI drives and EISA SCSI
controllers. RAM cache is expandable to 256K. The
486DX/33 EISA will be upgradeable to 66MHz later this year.
System Highlights: I28K cache RAM I 8MB RAM I 340MB Maxtor'~ SCSI hard drive
I 32-bit EISA SCSI controller I 16-bit Diamond Speedstar Plus SVGA graphics with IMB
I 14" CrystalScan I024NI VGA color monitor, up to I024 x768 non-interlaced resolution
I floor-standing tower model is standard
486DX/33 EISA I $3795 (Upgradeable to 66MHz later this year.)
486DX2/50 EISA I $3695
Gateway 2000 systems come fully configured with all the performance features you want, including
two floppy drives, a programmable 124-key AnyKey keyboard, a Microsoft'~ mouse, MS DOS'~ 5.0.
Windows"' 3.1 and your choice of one application software option. See the back pages of this ad for
complete configurations and information about software options, upgrades and peripherals.

+++++

+++++++
TuEGATEWAY
TEAM Is BEHIND
You ALL THE WAY
T here's a full team of dedicated service professionals
standing behind your Gateway 2000 system. In fact , a
recent PC Maga:i11e reader survey proved Gateway the clear
winner in service and reliability. We whizzed past all the
contenders when PC owners were asked, "How likely would
you be to buy the same brand system again?" The survey
also rated Gateway Number-One in overall system
reliability, and we were in the Top Five for tech support and
repair service.
Whenever you call our sales number, you get a friendly,
human voice - a helpful representative to provide you with
information. In our customer support department, we have
over 200 people on-line to supply free technical support for
the life of your machine. They' re experienced, rigorously
trained and tested and ever patient, friendly and helpful.
You'll see why we say "you've got a friend in the business"
at Gateway 2000.
In our company mission statement, one of our stated
objectives is to exceed customer expectations in quality,
service and value. This objective is a personal challenge to
each of us at Gateway. We know how important service is
to you, which is why we're constantly striving to provide the
best in the business.

GATEWAY

2000 ADDS A ·FREE SOFTWARE BONUS

Choose Your Free Software Option
With the purchase of any Gateway 2000 mini desktop, desktop
or tower computer system, you receive your choice of one
application software option at no additional cost. We'll install your
software on your hard drive, optimally configured for your system
and Windows, and provide master diskettes and manuals. You may
also purchase a second application software option, pre-installed, at
extremely competitive prices.
Installation and setup errors are responsible for over one-third
of all software problems. You can eliminate that possible source
of problems by purchasing your system from Gateway with soft
ware pre-installed, tested, and ready to run the moment your
system arrives. Add that advantage to the hard-to-beat prices,
and Gateway is the only logical choice for PCs and software!

Option #3-Microsoft
PowerPoint for Windows'"2.0
I Easy-to-use desktop presentations

program creates high-quality overheads
and 35mm slides

Option #4-BorlantfE'
Paradox 3.5

PARADOX

I The award-winning database

from Borland

Choose on,<' of the following application software options:

Option #1-Microsoft Excel
for Windows"' 4.0
I New version of this powerful
spreadsheet, includes online help
for Lotus /-2-J®users

Option #5-The Entrepreneur Pack
I Includes the latest Windows versions of Microsoft Works':'

integrating word processing, spreadsheet, and database in one
easy-to-use program; Microsoft Publisha,"' for creating page
layouts; Microsoft Money,"' to help you write checks, set
budgets, track expenses; PLUS an Entertainme/l/ Pack with
eight games, including Tetris•

-

; · -

Option #2-Microsoft Word
for Windows"'2.0
I Best-selling word processor for
Windows. New version 2.0 adds
online help for WordPe1ject®users

,.

Peripherals

Option #6
The Windows
Programmer Pack

The 15-Inch
CrystalScan 1572FS

I Includes everything you
need to create programs
for Windows: Microsofi
Q11ickC.fiir Wi11(/011'.f
Wi1u/01l'S Co111rol
Oe\'l'/oj1111e111Kir'."
Wi111/011's Helf' Co111j1i/d" and
Wi1/(IO\l'S Progrw1111u•rs' Online Refrrencc'."

Option #7-Microsoft Project for Windows '"3.0
I Flexible and easy project
management program
, ,~ ... ; ' . .

NOTE: If you would rather replace
an option with Micro.11ifi Ojficr'.' it

is available for S175. This package
includes Wordjiir Wi11(/011'.1, [red
and P01l'trPoi111.

1-
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New! Second Applications
At Great Prices!
The following applications are only available with the
purchase of a system, pre-installed. or to Gateway customers.

You ·11 enjoy your new
Gateway 2000 computer even
more if you choose the new
15-inch CrystalScan color
mnnitor option. The CrystalScan
I 572FS has a flat, square. non
glare screen to reduce distortion
around the corners and provide
edge-to-edge display area.
The CrystalScan 1572FS is an upgrale
option only with the purchase of a 386DX or 486 system
for an additional $195.

The Gateway 2000 TelePath"'Fax/Modem
The Gateway 2000 TelePath is a 14,400 bps mode, V .32bis,
with 9.600 bps fax capability. The TelePath comes with WinFax
Pro:" Crosstalk"' for Windows, Qmodem '" and a free 30-day
basic services CompuServe® membership - all for only S195 !
I Fax mode: V.17. V.29 and V.27ter
I Data mode: VJ2bis, VJ2. V.22bis, V.22, V.21, Bell 2I2A
and !In. Y.42 and MNP 2-4 error correction, V.42 bis/MNP 5
data compression

Central Point ' Anti -Virus 1.2 For Windows I $75
Central Point Backup"'7.2 for Windows I S75
The Norton Desktop'" 2.0 and Prisma Your Way 2.0
For Windows I 595

These of/C'rs include fill' ide111irnl ajljllirnrio11s cm1flli11ed in
rerail jlackages /1111 11·i// 1101 i11cltu/e r/Je n•rail ho.r. You gel
al/ 11wsrn diskl'lles and 11u1111111/s. s/Jri11k-11Taj1j1ed a111/
packaged i11 a GalC\l'ay 21100 ho.r.

Included With Every System:
• One-year limited warranty • .10-day money-back guarantee •
Lifetime toll-free technical support • Free on-site service to
most locations (fiwrorr .1enfrc 011/r fiir 1wrchooksl • Free
bulletin buard tcclrniL·al support• C.O.D. terms and major credit
cards ilonmcd • Net JO-day credit terms and leasing options
available to qu<ilil.icd rn1rnncrcial rns101ncrs

Sorrr - II'<' sell jltrijllll'rals 011/r il'ilh r/Je p11rclwse of
a Garc1rar 2000 srsrc·111. or ro people 11'/Jo are a/r('(!dr
Garc•11·ar 2000 rnsro111ns. Forji1sfc•s1 .H'ITice, call ow 11c·11·
din·c1 li11c/iir1/1c Co111po11e11/ Add-011 Division : 800-252-3333.
Please lwre row rns11m1n I0 lw111/r 11'/Jen you call.

'

GATEWAY 2000 WINNERS C.IRCLE
HANDBOOK"'

NOMAD 325SXL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

286 Class Perfo rmance
1 1\lf~ RAM upgradeable to 3MB
40MB Hard Drive
Backlit 7.6" CGA Screen
Size 5.9'' x 9.75 " x 1.4", 2.75 Lbs.
4.5-Hr.'' NiMH Baue1y & AC Pack
I Parallel/I Serial Pon
78-Key Keyboard
MS DOS''' 5.0. File Transrer
Software & Serial Download Cabl·
I lmroductory Bonus Pack
I Carrying Case

NOMAD 420SXL

1 25M Hz, 386SXL Processor
1 4MBRAM
I I.44MB 3.5" Drive
I 80MB IDE Hard Drive
I Backlit IO" VGA Screen, 64 Grays
I Simultaneous Video with 256K
I Size 8.5" x 11" x 1.8", 5.8 Lbs.
1 7-Hr.* NiCad Baltery & AC Pack
I I Parallel/ I Serial Pon
I 79-Kcy Keyboard
I Fie ldM ouse'" Pointin£ Device
I MS DOS®5.0 &Wi1;dows"' 3.1

$1295

I 20M Hz. Intel®486SXLP Processor
1 4MBRAM
I I.44MB 3.5" Drive
I 80MB !DE Hard Drive
I Backlit 10" VGA Screen. 64Grays
I Simultaneous Video with IMB
I Size 8.5" x 11 " x 1.8". 5.8 Lbs.
I 6-Hr* NiCad Ballery & AC Pack
I I Parallel/I Serial Pon
I 79-Key Keyboard
I Field Mouse Pointing Device
I MS DOS5.0 and Windows 3. I

I 25MHz. Intel 486DXLP Processor
1 4MBR AM
I I.44MB 3.5" Drive
I 120MB !DE Hard Drive
I Backlit IO" VGA Screen, 64 Grays
I Simuhaneous Video with IM B
I Size 8.5" x 11" x 1. 8". 5.8 Lbs.
I 6-Hr. * NiCad Ba1tery & AC Pack
I I Pa rallel/I Ser ial Pon
I 79-Key Keyboard
I FieldMouse Pointing De1ice
I MS DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.I

$3495

$2695

$1995

NOMAD 425DXL

D ESKTOPS ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

25MHz486SX

25MHz 386SX
I Intel 386SX Processor
1 4MBRAM
I 1.2MB & I.44MB Drives
I SOMB I7ms IDE Cache Drive
I 16-Bit SVGA with 5I2K
I 14"Crysta1Scan I024
Color VGA Mo ni tor
I I Parallel/2 Serial Pons
I 124-Key AnyKey'" Keyboard
I Microsori"'Mouse
I MS DOS 5.0 and Windows 3. I
I Choice orApplication Solhvare

I Intel486SX Processor
1 4MBRAM
1 I.2MB & I.44MB Drives
I i 20MB 15ms IDP Cache Drive
I ATl'"Graphics Ultra Video
1 J4 "Crysta1Scan102 4Nl
Color VGA Monitor
I I Parallel/2 Serial Ports
I 124-Key Any Key Keyboard
I Microsoft Mouse
I MS DOS 5.0 and Windows 3. I
I ChoiceorApplication Software

$1495

$1895

SOMHz 486DX2

SOMHz 486DX2 EISA

I Intel 486DX2 Processor
1 64K Cache RAM
I SMBRAM
I I.2MB & I.44MB Drives
I 200MB 15ms IDP Cache Drive
I AT[ Graphics Ultra Video
1 14"Crysta!Scan I024NJ
Color VGA Monitor
I I Parallel/2 Serial Pons
I 124-KeyAnyKey Keyboard
I Microsort Mouse
I MS DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.1
I Choiceo rApplication Sortware

$2695

l intel 486DX2 Processor
I I28K Cache RAM
I SMBRAM
1 J.2MB & I.44MB Drives
I 340MB I5ms SCSI Cache Drive
1 32-Bit EISA SCSI Controller
1 16-B it SVGA with IMB
1 14" CrystaJScan 1024NI
Color VGAMonitor
I J Parallel/2 Serial Ports
I 124-Key AnyKeyKeyboard
I Microsoft Mouse
I MS DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.1
I Choice or Application Solhvare
I Tower Model is Standard

*EnhancedIDEil'ir/i //IDE (Rapid
Inrcgrmcd Dril'c Elffrrrmics)

8 0 0

$3695

5 2 3

I Intel 486DX Processor
1 64KCache RAM
1 4MBR AM
I 1.2MB & I.44MB Drives
1 200MB 15ms IDP Cache Drive
I ATl Graphics Ultra Video
1 14"CrystalScan 1024NI
Color VGA Moni tor
1 1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
I 124-Key AnyKey Keyboard
• MicrosoftMouse
I MS DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.1
I Choice or Application Software

=

iWii

$2395
OTHER SYSTEMS
I Other systems u1our product line:
16MHz 386SX, 20MHz 386SX.
25MHz 386DX, 33MHz 386DX.
33MHz 486DX EISA. Call for details
and pricing.
' Ba11er.1· lij(• iras lll<'ll.\llrc'd using

PC Magazine's Ball<'n' Rn1nlmr11 Test
1ri1/i pmr<'r 1111111ag<'lll<'lll<'lllliil£'d. Ac t11al
r£'snlts mar rarr d<'p<'111ii11g 011
rn11fig 11ratio11 a11d applirn1io11s.
All pric<'S a11d crmjignratio11.1 ar<'
.\11/J ject to d1<111g<' irit/10111 1101ic<'. Pric<'S
do 1101 includ<' sliippi11g. Co1111>r111<'/I/.\.
p£'riplwmls a11d .w/i11·arc• ar<' sold 011/r
1rit/i th<' p11rr/ias<' <f a S.".\1£'111. or 10

c11sto11u'r.\· 1rlw already mrn

Ga/£'\1'cJ.\'

2000 s1·st<'lllS. Som<' /i111i1a1ions applr.

2 0 0 0

610 Gateway Drive • P.O. Box 2000 • North Sioux City. SD 57049-2000 •605-232-2000 • Fax 605-232-2023
Sales Hours:7am- 10pmWeekdays. lJam-~pm Saturdays !CDTJ
© 199! (;il!nnir ~(lfJtl. /111 ·. 1\11rf\'cr. ll1111c/JJ1,11L rfrtd,Ho 11sc11nil 'f'eld'111/1e1rctn1d1'11hll'L1 r1(<;11t<'1nn :r11 Hl. f11< ·. /111,·li ., c1tr11dr111ar/..1 1{1111..t c·1 1r11111'11ti1111.
.
,.\// otlu:r fli·al/(ls and 1w11d11c11w111c.\· 11n· trad1'111 11rb 111· f(t:i\/('fc'd rradc·11wrt1 ~~{tlwir l'<'S/ll'r'lll'I' (·11111po11il' J.
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Compared with Norton Desktop for Win
dows, the process is understandably less
smooth. (And the "Delete" button is no
trashcan icon.) Nevertheless, non-Win
dows users should appreciate this no-non
sense alternative to clicking on the File
menu.
Norton Desktop goes beyond typical
DOS-shell application launching with
menus you can create (or have the pro
gram auto-build), edit, and organize into
workable groups. Among the network fea
tures, you can limit users' access to appli
cations, have the computer reboot the PC
upon exiting the program to prevent
novices from accessing DOS, and pass
word-protect individual menu items.
Another handy feature, which was in
troduced by Traveling Software's LapLink
Pro, is PC-to-PC file transfer. Accom
plishable via parallel or serial ports (seri
al only if transferring the file transfer boot
strap to a PC without it), you can connect
two stand -alone PCs or have network

I M PRESSI 0 N S

clients access a PC connected remotely to
your server.
Where the product disappoints, you can
THE FACTS

Norton Desktop for DOS
$179

System requirements :
DOS 3. I or higher, 640 KB of
RAM, a hard drive with 7 MB of
free space (2.5 MB for limited in
stallation), and a modem if using
Norton Mail.

Symantec Corp.
I 020 I Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
fax: (408) 253-4092
Circle 1183 on Inquiry Car d.

understand Symantec's logic. Printer
drivers, for instance, are limited to an
ASCII dump and a few variations of both
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet II and Post
Script. (For others, you 'must manually en
ter control codes.) However, keep in mind
that you'll do most printing from the ap
plications you launch. And while virtual
ly all the features of Commander, Anti
Virus, and Backup are included here,
anyone familiar with Norton Utilities will
find much of that package's functionality
lacking here. The company clearly had to
draw the line somewhere.
Symantec is the first to admit that the
program is not intended for the power user.
But considering the integrated function
ality of utilities that together would oth
erwise list for about $600, neither is Nor
ton Desktop for the power spender. Think
of it: over $400 less for a GUI front end
that lacks the features many users will nev
er miss. •

-Ed Perratore

Your Choice of Keyboard Monitor Switches
Access multiple computers with a single keyboard and monitor
to cut equipment costs, save valuable space, and end clutter

Typical Application
CPUs/Servers

1

2

3

4

IS

"••······
· ••

···-~~.!!
10

11

12

Manually controlled unit

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Switch by keystroke, from front panel, or RS232 port
Twoorfourportsperunit
Cascade units to support up to 255 CPUs
Supports monochrome, EGA, and VGA
Includes keyboard booting for 286, 386, and 486
Includes RS232 and PS/2 mouse interface
LEDs display selected CPU and CPU power-on
Scan function switches among CPUs automatically

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple pushbutton operation for quick selection
Four, eight, or twelve ports per unit
Daisy-chaining connects unlimited number of CPUs
Compatible with EGA, VGA, Macintosh, Sun, and others
Optional keyboard booting for 286, 386, and 486
Optional RS232 or PS/2 mouse interface
PCB construction for high reliability and low crosstalk
Rack mount, matrix, and customized units available

Keyboard controlled unit

Other Rose products: Print servers, printer sharing units,
print buffers, keyboard monitor extenders, video splitters.
All Rose products are US-made and have a 1-yearwarranty.

~) ROSE

Make the Rose Connection

~JI ELECTRONICS

10850 Wilcrest Drive • Houston, Texas 77099 • Phone (713) 933-7673 • Fax (713) 933-0044

1-800-333-9343

Circle 1SO on Inquiry Card.
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Expandable
Unix System

<lard features include 4 MB of
RAM, a 40-MB hard drive,
five ISA expansion slots,
DOS 5.0, and a I 0 I -key key
board. A standard-size ver
sion is also available.
Price: $1399.
Contact: CMS Enhance
ments, Inc., 2722 Michelson
Dr., Irvine, CA 92 715, (714)
222-6000; fax (714) 549
4004.

T

he Wyse Series 6000i
Model 640 Unix multi
user system supports up to 32
users. Based on the 33-MHz
486 processor, the system in
cludes a 387-compatible math
coprocessor, 8 MB of RAM
(expandable to 16 MB), 8 KB
of internal cache memory,
and a 128-KB external cache.
The modular tower system
provides space for expansion
via three mass-storage
shelves for half- and full
height drives and six avail
able ISA expansion slots. A
320-/525-MB cartridge tape
drive, a 1.44-MB floppy
drive, and a 420-MB SCSI
hard drive are standard equip
ment. The unit has separate
fans for the mass-storage and
card areas.
Price: Base model, $9625.
Contact: Wyse Technology,
Inc., 34 71 North First St., San
Jose, CA 95134, (800) 438
9973 or (408) 473- 1200; fax
(408) 473-2080.
Circle 1271 on Inquiry Card.

A 486SLC
in a Notebook

P

C Brand's 25-MHz
486/SLC Notebook com
puter uses the Cyrix-based
486SLC microprocessor. De
signed to handle memory-in
tensive applications, the unit
has 2 MB of RAM, expand
able to 16 MB .
Standard features of the
486/SLC Notebook include
an 80-MB IDE hard drive, a
1.44-MB floppy drive, a sus
pend/sleep mode, and a pro
prietary 16-bit expansion slot
for a 2400-bps data or fax
modem. The unit has a
nonglare, paper-white VGA
screen with 640- by-480,pix-
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Circle 1273 on Inquiry Card.

Low Access Times
Are Key

T

The Series 6000i Model 640 Unix multiuser system provides
more than 2 GB ofdisk space.
resolution that supports 32
shades of gray. Interfaces in
clude two serial ports, a par
allel port, an external VGA
color monitor port, an exter
nal keyboard adapter, and an
expansion connector.
Price: $1995.
Contact: PC Brand, Inc., 405
Science Dr., Moorpark, CA
93021, (800) 722-7263; fax
(800) 722-7392.
Circle 1272 on Inquiry Card.

Local-Bus Logic
on a Riser Card

T

he Anybus slim-line
upgradable 486SX/20
computer removes the local
bus logic from the mother
board and puts it on a riser
card. The card plugs into a

CMS-patented SuperSlot,
which lets you upgrade your
486 by plugging add-on and
enhancement cards into the
riser card, which is designed
to accept as many as three
cards. You can mix cards
from different vendors for a
customized configuration.
The Anybus system 's
motherboard is designed to
support 169-pin and future
Intel Over Drive products, and
it has an optional local-bus
video adapter that uses A Tl's
68800 Mach-32 chip. Stan

he Key486-50 and
Key486-33 EISA Pow
erServers feature Smart
Cache 's 68000 microproces
sor and dual-bus architecture.
The units all ow simultaneous
CPU, cache, and disk data
transfer for effective access
times of less than 0.5 ms.
Engineered to keep pace
with growing LANs, the
servers have 8 KB of built-in
cache memory and a 487
math coprocessor, and they
are upgradable to Intel's dual
speed CPU. You can install
up to 16 MB of cache memo
ry and 64 MB of RAM.
Each server has I 0 drive
bays, two cooling fans, a 14
inch Viewsonic 6 noninter
laced Super VGA color mon
itor, and a Super VGA card
with I MB of RAM. The
Key486-50 comes with a
700-MB tape backup unit,
and the Key486-33 has a 250
MB tape backup unit.
Price: Key486-50 with a
675-MB hard drive, $6995;
Key486-33 with a 340-MB
hard drive, $4795.
Contact: Keydata Interna
tional, Inc., 111 Corporate
Blvd ., South Plainfield, NJ
07080, (800) 486-4800 or
(908) 755-0350.
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Card.
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Optical Drive
Has Hard Drive
Speed

A

650-MB rewritable opti
cal drive that runs at a
hard drive speed of 3600 rpm,
Pinnacle Micro's PM0-650
uses the company ' s newly
developed optical hard drive
mechanism. The advanced
split optic design produces an
optic head that is one-third
the weight of original optic
heads, for an effective access
time of 19 ms. The drive's di
rect-seek method eliminates a
step in the data-seeking pro
cess.
The PM0-650's controller
has a SCSI connection, a 20
MHz data processor, and a
synchronous data transfer rate
of I .4 MB in sustained mode
and 4.2 MB in burst mode.
The unit's dust-resistant de
sign helps provide a mean
time between failures of
30,000 hours. Unix operating
systems see the plug-and-play
drive as a standard removable
hard drive, letting you use
commands such as mount,
unmount, and format to
access it.
Price: Mac-, Sun-, and Sili
con Graphics--compatible
version, $3995; PC-compati
ble version, $4195 .
Contact: Pinnacle Micro, I 9
Technology, Irvine, CA
92718, (800) 553-7070 or
(714) 727-3300; fax (714)
727-1913.
Circle 1275 on Inquiry Card.

DAT Drives
Gobble Up Data

T

wo DAT (digital audio
tape) subsystems are now
available from Tecmar. The
DATaVault4000, packaged
with Tecmar's QTOS backup
software, is designed fo r
stand-alone systems and peer
to-peer networks; the ProLine
DATaVault 4000 is packaged
with the company's ProServe
4.0 V AP or NLM software

The PM0-650's split optic design results in an ultralight optic
head that has a fast seek time.
for Net Ware server-based
networks.
Both drives provide an av
erage of 4 GB and a maxi
mum of 8 GB of storage ca
pacity. The average backup
speed of the drives is 20 MB
per minute, with a maximum
speed of 40 MB per minute.
The drives use 4-mm DAT
cassettes.
Price: DATaVault 4000,
$5395; ProLine DATaVault
4000: VAP version, $5695;
NLM version, $5995.
Contact: Tecmar, 6225
Cochran Rd., Solon, OH
44139, (800) 624-8560 or
(216) 349-0600; fax (216)
349-0851.
Circle 1276 on Inquiry Caret

External Bernoulli
Drives Use
PC Power

T

wo 90-MB Bernoulli
drives for ISA-based PCs,
the Bernoulli PC Powered 90
and the Bernoulli PC Pow
ered 90 Pro, receive power
from your computer through
the bus adapter card included
with the drive. The 2X- by

6X- by I OX-inch external
drives are both fully compati
ble with all 90-MB Bernoulli
disks and read 44-MB
Bernoulli disks.
Both systems include an
adapter board, a 90-MB Gold
Standard disk, and software.
The Pro drive's data-com
pression software provides a
180-MB backup mode with
its data-compression soft
ware. Additionally, the Pro
drive has a 32-KB on-drive
cache memory and a 20
Mbps data transfer rate. Nor
mal effective access time of
the Pro drive is 18 ms; when
used with the caching soft
ware, the effective access
time decreases to 9 ms.
Price: Bernoulli PC Powered
90, $713; Bernoulli PC Pow
ered 90 Pro, $855.
Contact: Iomega Corp., 1821
West 4000 South, Roy, UT
84067, (800) 777-6179 or
(80 I) 778-1000.
Circle 1277 en Inquiry C.nl.

LI•htwei.,.t
Drives of

at a speed of 1.25 MBps and
have a typical seek time of
19 ms.
The drives use Vision Log
ic's IDS interface controller
and Area l's 900G glass drive.
Vision Logic says that the
glass media technology in the
drives makes them I 0 times
more durable than standard
aluminum-based drive media.
The 2- by 5- by I -inch drives
plug into the parallel.rort of
yoor computer.
Price: 40-MB model, $399;
80-MB model, $599; 120
MB model, $799.
C~ntact: Vision Logic, Inc.,
283 East Brokaw Rd., San
Jose, CA 95112, (408) 437
1000; fax (408) 437-1719.
CiPCle 1278 on Inquiry Card.

Removable
Magneto-Optical
Drive

T

he Laserdrive LD-320
3~-inch magneto-optical
drive works with both PCs
and Macs. The removable,
rewritable drive is available
in internal and external con
figurations.
Designed for easy portabil
ity, the LD-320 has a capacity
of 128 MB, an average seek
time of less than 45 ms, an
embedded SCSI connection,
and ISO standard compatibil
ity. The drive can also read
ROM disks.
Price: External drive, media,
and software, about $2995.
CMttact: Laser Magnetic
Storage International Co.,
4425 ArrowsWest Dr., Col
orado Springs, CO 80907,
(7l9) 593-7900; fax (719) •
599-8713.
CU.Cle 1279 on Inquiry Card.

GI•••

A

family of 8-ounce
portable plug-in hard
drives, the Vision Portable
Drives are designed primarily
for notebook and other
portable computers. The pre
formatted drives transfer data
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Real-Time Images

Local-Bus Data
Caching

T

T

he Series 400 VL475I and
VL475S caching disk
controllers for the local bus
comply with the Opti local
bus design and the proposed
VESA specifications. The
Windows 3.1--compatible
controllers support up to I 6
MB of RAM cache.
The VL475I supports up to
four IDE hard drives and has
a data transfer rate ranging
from I 9.5 to 33 MBps. The
VL475S supports seven
SCSI-2 devices for up to I 2.6
MB of mass storage and is
compatible with the ASPI
(advanced SCSI protocol in
terface) support embedded in
versions of the Unix operat
ing system.
Both controllers support
disk mirroring and use stan
dard 256-KB, I-MB, and 4
MB SIMMs for easy cache
expansion. A hot-fix feature
automatically tests for bad
tracks that threaten data and
rewrites the data to another
track. Each controller also au
tomatically identifies the disk
drive to which it is attached,
determining operating param
eters such as size, head count,
and sectors.
Price: $795 each.
Contact: Alpha Research
Corp., Park North Building,
Suite I 20, 8200 Mopac Expy.
N, Austin, TX 78759, (512)
345-6465; fax (5 I 2) 345
6496.
Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card.

The VL475 is a caching controller/or the local bus.

JPEG Image
Compression

T

he Series-H365 Accelera
tor Board runs Alice
JPEG Image Compression
software on PS/2 systems.
Typical compression and de
compression speed for the
board is 750 KBps, which en
ables compressed images to
be displayed faster than their
originals.
The full-length expansion
board uses the TMS320C5 I
DSP (digital signal processor)
and an SGS Thomson
IMSA I 2 I discrete cosine
transform processor. The
board is available with from
32 to 128 KB of DSP memo
ry and has a programmable
security key and a ful Iy
JPEG-compatible bitstream.
The Series-H365 is com
patible with Alice JPEG Im
age Compression products
that run under DOS, Win
dows, OS/2, and Sun OS;
thus, any image compressed
with an Alice product can be

Racer II shows
the current test
operation on a
seven-segment
numeric display to
alleviate binOI)'
decoding.
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retrieved by any other Alice
product regardless of plat
form, operating system, or
environment.
Price: $1595.
Contact: Telephoto Commu
nications, Inc., I 1722 Sorren
to Valley Rd., Suite D, San
Diego, CA 92121, (619) 452
0903.
Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card.

Portable
Test Card

A

second-generation half
size troubleshooting card
with on-board diagnostics
that relay component-level
error messages, the PC-com
patible Racer II comes with
512 KB ofBIOS ROM for
use with 386 and 486 mother
boards. Additional new fea
tures on the plug-in card in
clude a power-on self test, an
improved testing methodol
ogy, support for EGA and
VGA, and the ability to moni
tor power-supply voltages.
Racer II displays the current
test operation on its numeric
display and a pass/fail test re
sult on its on-board LEDs. It
supports individual test selec
tion.
Price: $649.
Contact: Ultra-X, Inc., 2005
De La Cruz Blvd., Suite 115,
Santa Clara, CA 95050, (800)
722-3789 or (408) 988-472 I;
fax (408) 988-4849.
Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card.

he Eagle, a two-board
real-time image-process
ing system, has a built-in
VGA display and a frame
grabber that lets you transfer
multiple 640- by 480-pixel 8
bit images. The images are
processed in real time at 30
frames per second. You can
display the images at 60 Hz
noninterlaced on a standard
VGA monitor. In addition to
the eight planes of VGA im
age storage, the display has
nondestructive VGA overlay
planes in either color or gray
scales. Software support is
provided by the Eagle Tool
box, a C or Pascal callable
library.
Price: $8495.
Contact: Univision Tech
nologies, Inc., 3 Burlington
Woods, Burlington, MA .
01803, (6 I 7) 22 I -6700; fax
(617) 221-6777.

Circle 1283 on Inquiry Card.

Low-Cost Speed

T

he Mach 512 VGA, a Su
per VGA adapter with
built-in accelerated functions,
has a maximum expansion
capability of 512 KB . Able to
support resolutions of up to
1024 by 768 pixels in 16 col
ors, the card displays 256 col
ors at resolutions of 640 by
480 pixels and 800 by 600
pixels at a refresh rate of up
to 72 Hz. Drivers for the card
include AutoCAD releases 9,
IO, and I I; Lotus 1-2-3; Win
dows 3.x; Word 5.0; and all
VESA modes.
Price: With 512 KB, $89.
Contact: STB Systems, Inc.,
1651 North Glenville, Suite
210, Richardson, TX 75081,
(214) 234-8750.
Circle 1284 on Inquiry Card.

SUMMER
SPECIALS!

SKYTEK*FAX
Send and receive faxes at your network station. Fax
documents from your favorite software. Insert
graphics, signatures. letterhead, coversheet. Preview
before sending. Phonebook and journals for in/out
faxes. Simple to use. SkyTek*FAX*Share
maximizes fax and network productivity NetWare/
MHS/Windows/PCL compatible Single. 8or
unlimited-user versions available.
Single User
List: $350
Ours: $299
1-8 Users
List: $750
Ours: $639
FAXcctem#: 1002-0201

TSRific
The multilingual tool for TSR
development. TSRific is the
toolkit you need for developing
memory efficient and reliable
TSRs. It takes just one function
~<1£,.
call to turn your program into a
powerful TSR. Swaps to XMS, EMS , or disk. Saves/
restores text and graphics. User definable Hotkey.
Automatically handles interrupt conflicts. No
royalties.
List: $99
Ours: $89
FAXcetera#: 2089-0018

ObjectCraft™

--_  -}I;

;;,,~~
Best way to do Ctt: Visually
Instead of spending hours
writing cryptic Ctt,
- - - • --.. - ......... ... • !:'.
ObjectCraft lets you build
programs visually, by
"drawing" your program's objects, interface, and flow
on the screen. You can test your system out in an
interactive diagram, then have it converted to ready
to-compile Ctt code in seconds. Supports Borland,
Glockenspiel, Zortech and Microsoft Ctt compilers.
List: $399
Ours: $319
FAXcetera#: 2297-0001

-

Zinc 3.0 Competitive
Upgrade
Zinc 3.0 features include single
source support for MS Windows
3X. DOS graphics and DOS text a
wider range of window objects
for Windows and DOS, built-in data validation and
more than 1300 pages of documentation.
Upgrade from any Cor C++ Interface tool to Zinc
Interface Library 3.0 (w/source code) for...
List: $500
Ours: ,SJO!r NOW $200
FAXcetera#: 2807-0001

Iconic Query™

You have enough to remember ~
as it is. Remembering aquery t~
language is just one more
thing to clutter up your mind.
Luckily, there's Iconic Query.
You can access your database without having to
learn aquery language  simply by clicking on
representative pictures. Without even being fam iliar
with computers, you can sit down and begin forming
queries with 10.
List: $290
Ours: $209
FAXcetera #: 1798-0009

GUARANTEED
BEST PRICES*
Snouid¥OUsee oneontllese RrDilucts
listed at alowerprice manothitr :adin
tnis magazine. CALLUS! We'll match
the grice, and still oiler our same ~ua!Lly
serviceandsuJ!p.ort!

Terms of offer:
• Ollergoodthrough August31, 1992
• Applicable to pricing on current

versions of software listed.
" August issue prices on ly.
"* Olferdoesnotapplytowardsobvious
errorsincompetitors' ads.

* Subject to same terms and
conditions

Clarion Prof.
Developer
Afully equipped development
system for producing PC
applications Includes an appl ication
generator for creating screens, windows, tables,
menus, and reports. Also contains Report Writer, a
powerful ad-hoc query utility Speed, flex ibility and
ease-of-use give you the power to create much richer
programs, in afraction of the time.
List: $845
Ours: $625" NOW $475
FAXcetera#: 1862-0002

KPWin Gold V2.0
Acomplete Windows develop
ment environment. Combines
visual design with high -level OOP
programming. Users can call the
Windows API. including the
Multimedia and Pen functions,
and access DLL functions at the pointer level.
Includes hypertext and expert systems capabilities.
Add -in toolkits provide access to most database
formats via SOL. Fast, flexible and easy-to -learn.
List: $549
Ours: $359
FAXcetera#: 1474-0006

lnstant-C 5.0
The lnstant-C professional
programming environment
integrates the edit-compile-link
test cycle ii one powerful, high
performance tool. It combines an
incremental comp iler and linker with automatic
static and runtime error detection (e.g., use of
uninitialized pointers, source level debugging,
interactive Cexpression evaluation, and support of
programs up to 16MB.
List: $495
Ours: $449" NOW: $325
FAXcetera#: 1067-0001

Call Programmer's Paradise Today!
And mention this ad when placing your order!

Corporate: 800-422-6507
(CORSOFT Oivision)

Circle 120 on Inquiry Card.

Developers, we 're here to serve you.
Programmer's Paradise offers the world's
largest selection of software development
tools andutilities atguaranteedI ow prices.
If you don'tsee whatyou want, calI us! And
don'tforgettoaskforour free comprehen
sive catalog.
Intel 386/486 C
Code Builder Kit
Double your DOS application
performance. Address 4
gigabytes of memory. The CCode
Bui lderrM,V1.1 Kit contains
Microsoft-and ANSI-compatible
C tools and produces 32-bit applications compatible
with DOS, Windows, and OS/2. Compatible with
386MAX, EMM386, OEMM-386, and NETROOM. Works
with Microsoft and Borland assemblers. 60-day money
back guarantee. Royalty-free.
List: $695
Ours: $415
FAX cetera #0429-0001

386/486 Development
In tel 386/486 CCo de Builder 415
Lahey EM/325.0
10 15
Ph ar Lap 3861DOS-Extender 439
WATCOM C9.0/386
719
Zortech Ctt Devel. 3.0
CALL
Basic
dB/Lib Pr ofessional
179
GF ABasic
199
MSBasic PDS
349
Pro Bas 5.0
169
Q+EDatabase/VB
89
Rea lizer
319
Visual Basic
129
Visual Basic Com p. Upg d.
99
Visual Basic Pro.Tlkt SPECIAL! 99
Visual Basic & Tlkt Bundle 228
C/C++ Compilers
BorlandCtt
w/Tools.h++ (Bundle)
Borland Ctt & A.F.
w/Tools.h++ (Bundle)
Instant C
Microsoft C/Ctt 7.0
Competitive Upgrade
MS QuickCforWindows
Turbo Ctt
for Win dows

325
425

NEW VERSION ! Next generation of
industry standard C/Ctt development
tool for Windows. The easiest. fastest
way to create Windows apps, just point
and cl ick. New architecture uses
Switch-lt™Code Generation Modules
for generating ANSI C, MFC Ctt or OWL Ctt code. among
others. Award winning Visual Prototyper lets you test the
look &feel and make changes on the fly TrueCode technology
ensures that user code is preserved during code regenera
tion. Generates Windows .EXE w/fully commented Cor Ctt
source. CUA &SAA compliant.

List: $995
Ours: $695
FAX cetera #2602-0003
CCommunications
BreakOu t II
CAsynch Manager
CComm Toolkit
Essential Comm
Greenleaf Commlib
Gr eenleaf ViewComm
OuickComm
SilverComm CAsync

199
165
129
259
28 7
319
119
189

599

325
299
134
139
69
105

Microsoft Visual
Basic & Prof. Toolkit

Contains and builds on the Visual Basic [lrJ~!!i~
1.0 programming. Adds programming
tools and more than 20 powerful con
trols, resulting in a sophisticated sys
tem that gives quick access to charting,
multiple document interfaces !MOil. object linking and
embedding (OLE). tables, and pen an dmultimedia capabili
ties. Additional controls help you create 3-D interface com
ponents, design dialog boxes, and include multi-state but
tons.
MS Visual Basic w/Prol. Tiki.
List: $495 Ours: $228
MS Visual Basic Comp. Upg. w/Tlkt List: $398 Ours: $195
FAXcctcm # 1269-0037
BUNDLE OF THE
MONTH:

Borland C+ + 3.1
and Tools.h++
Special Bundle Oller! Borland C++ now supports all of
the advanced features of MS Windows 3.1. including
Object Linking and Embedding (OLE). multimedia, pen,
and TrueType fonts. Rogue Wave Tools.ht+ is a class
library that builds on the template technology found in
Borland C++. Together they provide everything you need
to build the fastest applications for Ctt.
Borland Ctt & Tools.ht+
List: S794 Ours: 5425
Borland C++ w/A.F. & Tools.h++
List: S104B Ours: 5599

I

International: 9118-389-9228
Customer Service: 908-389-9229

CScreens
C-scape
CAL
CWindows Toolkit386
17!
Greenleaf Data Windows 31!
Instant Windows
41!
Island Pro Pak
48'
QuickWindows Ad vanced 14
VG Screen
12
Vitamin C
33

509

C-Application Generators
CASE:W Corporate
899
dANALYST GOLD
99
Logic Gem
99
PRO-C
99

I

WindowsMAKER
Professional 4 .0

C- Additional Products
C-Doc
MKS LEX & YACC
PC Lint
Phar Lap 2861DOS-Extender
C++ Libraries/Utilities
CttViews
Codebase 4.5
Greenleaf Comm++
Object Cratt
obiect-Menu
Poet
Rogue Wave Math.ht+
Rogue Wave Tools.h++
Style
Tier
Win++
Zinc 3.0
Zinc Competitive Upgrade

11

1\
1(
4:

4·
2!
1~

3f
2'
3
21
21

ers! ·

larion Personal
larion Prof. SPECIAL!
lipper
iataBoss 3.5
BASE IV
oxPro
oxPro Distribution Kit
'aradox
l+E Database Library
i&R Code Generator
l&R Report Wrtter
ayWhat!
iilverClip/Fox SPCS

Windows Dev. (contl

Operating Sys/GUI

latabase Development
71
449
511
549
519
489
CALL
519
179
179
119
45
159

59
65
99
49
139
99
99

OR DOS
MSOOS
MS Windows
Upgrade

OSl11.0
Upgrade
Windows Teach

Pascal
Topaz
Turbo Pascal for Windows
Turbo Pascal Professional
Turbo Professional

89
175
109
99

Dan Bricklin's
Demo II

~ulti Edit Professional

:liekEditor
'edit Plus
ahey F77-EM/315.0
~S FORTRAN
VATCOM FORTRAN 77/8.5

169
CALL
139
CALL
154
149
1015
535
349
449

:lraphic Libraries
laby Driver 11
ILACKHAWK dGT
ssential Graphics GUI
ssential Graphics Kernal
raf/Dri>le Plus Dev.
rap~lcs·MENLI

XEffects 1.0
XGraphics
XText1.0
alo Professional
:ON-TOOLS
nageMan
lenuet
GL
3L10, 3D
1ctor Image Libra1y

List: $895

Ours: $719

FAX cetera #1683-0001

99
1549

GUARANTEED BEST PR ICES*
Should you see one of these products listed at alower price in another ad in this
magazine.CALLUS! We'll match the price, and still offer our same quality service
and support!

Terms of offer:
• Offer good throughAugust 31, f 991
• Applicable to pricingon current
versions of software listed.
• Augustissuepricesonly.

• Offer does not apply towards obvious

errorsincompetilors'ads.
• Subjecl to same terms and condition s

HALO Image File
Format Library
(HIFFL)
Prototyping

:oRTRAN
~hey F77L

65
319
105
135
199
119
115
65
79
59

Ours: $215

:ditors

•vcs Editor

Develop and debu g 32- bit
applica tions for ex tended DDS,
Windows, and OS/2 2.0 with the
most complete 32-bit C develop
ment package available. Includes
the royalty-fr ee DO S/4GW DO S
extender by Rati onal Systems.
components from MS Windows SOK, compiler, li nker,
debugger, profiler, plus numerous development tools.
Supports oth er industry standard 32-bit DOS extenders.
CreateADS ApplicationsforAutoCAD or embedded systems
development.

Utilities
386MAX
Bar Code Library
Blue MAX
INSTALIT
MKS Toolkit
No11on Utilities 6.0
Opt·Tech Sort/Merge
QEMM386
Sitback for Windows
SpinRite II SPECIAL!
Alpha RPL
Lattice RPG

FAXcetera. #0233-0003

Irie!
0

WATCOM C 9.0/386

105
449
395
449
695
165

Additional Languages

Experience for yourself why 30,000
people have made Demo II 3.0 the
\eadin~ tool for producing program
prototypes, demonstrations, andtu
torials. Demonstrate commerci al software topotential
customers without shipping live software. Produce
effective tutorials that interactively teach products.
Create Computer BasedTraining for a fraction of the
cost of dedicated CBT authoring software.
List: $249

ObjectVision
RoboHelp
Smalltalk V/Windows
SQA: Robot for Windows
WindowsMAKER Professional
zApp

119
159
109
149
169
189
179
179
115
179
179
359
179
85
CALL
179

inkers/Profilers
.TUnk/Plus SPECIAL! 1/2 OFF! 148
linker- NEW VERSION!
169
Link86 +
335

Dan Bricklin's Demo II
Show Pa1tner FIX

115
355

Version Control
COOAN
PVCS Config. Builder
PVCS Version Mgr !DOS & OS/1)
TUB

359
109
699
109

Windows Development
COOEPAOforWindows SPECIAL! 59
dBFast Windows
395
lnstallSHIELO
369
Magic Fields
CALL
MS Test
179
Norton Desktopfor Windows CALL

Make DOS and Windows applica
tionsinstantly compatiblewith hun
dredsof graphicsand imaging prod- '1
ucts. HIFFLadds image file reading
andwritingto applications, therefore
savingyouaperson-yearof development time. Supports
TIFF, PCX, BMP, and HALOCUT. BorlandCtt, Turbo C,
Turb oCtt, and Microsoft C.
D0 S
Windows

List: $249
List: $349

Ours: $179
Ours : $249

FAXcetera #1045·0010

Phone Orders
Mon-Fri 8:30 AM-8PM EST. Sat 930-2:30 EST. We accept MC. Visa, AMEX. Domestic shipments.
please add $6 per itemfarshipping/handling. Items which weigh fifteen poundsor more will be
charged at actual UPS ground rates. Domestic COD shipments, pleaseadd $4. Rush se1vice ava ilable
Mai I or FAX /International Orders/ Domestic Purchase Orders Phonenumber required.
Returns Subject to $25 processing chargeper product
FAX ,"''''"' (9081389-8173 Call from your FAX telephone and follow the instructions to
recei ve more information on the prn.ducts featured above!
Corporate Accounts Call COR SOFT, our corporate sale sdivision. Ask about volume purchase
agreements.
•All prices subject to change without notice.

CORPORATE (CORSOFT): 800 422-6507
Circle 120 on Inquiry Card.
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Get a LANlord
for Your Network

Ethernet LAN adapter in
cludes drivers for Unix, Net
W are, and LAN Manager.
The I 0-Mbps adapter features
32 KB of shared static RAM
cache packet-buffer memory.
An all-surface-mount card,
the EISANet 3490E uses a
National DP83902 network
interface controller with an
integrated I OBase-T
transceiver.
P r ice: $495.
Con tact: Cache Computers,
Inc., 46600 Landing Pkwy.,
Fremont, CA 94538, (5 IO)
226-9922;fax(510)226
9911.

L

ANlord, an integrated
software system for man
aging your LAN, lets you
monitor and manage in real
time your LAN and worksta
tion activity, as well as work
station hardware, software,
and configuration data. LAN
lord provides the network
manager with ongoing pro
files of each workstation on
the LAN and prevents prob
lems by anticipating them.
The system uses an OS/2
server to automatically col
lect, store, and update alert
data and network statistics
through a central database.
An SNMP-based agent is lo
cated on each workstation to
filter and transmit informa
tion defined in the object
management information
base. LANlord allows any
network Windows worksta
tion to serve as the manage
ment console; as many as 16
consoles can access the LAN
lord server at once.
Price: Starts at $999.
Contact: Microcom, Inc.,
500 River Ridge Dr., Nor
wood, MA 02062, (800) 822
8224 or ( 617) 551 - 1000; fax
(617) 551-1968.
Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card.

Two Wireless
LANs

T

he FreePort Wireless
LAN has an IEEE Ether
net architecture and is SNMP
compliant. Based on unli-

LANlord lets you proactively manage your LAN by alerting
you when thresholds are violated.
censed spread-spectrum ra
dio, FreePort sums the eight
strongest radio signals to
eliminate multipath interfer
ence.
FreePort consists of a hub
with an antenna, transceivers
with a multiuser interface op
tion, and SeePort network
management software. Sys
tem throughput is as high as
5.7 Mbps, and transmission
distance is as far as 260 feet.
As many as 256 active users
on as many as 62 wireless
transceivers can use the sys
tem at any time, easily con
necting with wired LANs.
The system, transparent to
existing networks, is compat
ible with all Ethernet LANs.
Price: Hub, starts at $4695;
transceiver, $995; SeePort
software, $2395.
Contact: Windata, Inc., lO
Bearfoot Rd ., Northborough,
MA 01532, (508) 393-3330;
fax (508) 393-3694.
Circle 1286
on Inquiry Card.

irLAN, a IO-Mbps wire
less Ethernet LAN, con
sists of two tranceivers and a
hub. Able to run transparently
across all Ethernet platforms
and media, FirLAN allows
seamless integration into ex
isting wired LANs.
The ET300 transceiver has
a 90-foot range and supports
up to 29 Ethernet connec
tions. An extended-range
ET330 transceiver has a
range of 300 feet. The EH360
hub covers a 90-degree area
and supports as many as 250
transceivers.
Price: ET300, $1400; ET330,
$1750; EH360, $3950.
Contact: A. T. Schindler
Communications, In_c.,
I 02-21 Antares Dr., Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada K2E 7T8,
(613) 723-1103; fax (613)
723-6895.

F

Circle 1287 on Inquiry Card.

A Single Solution
for Ethernet

A

n EISA card that sup
ports I OBase-2, I OBase
5, and IOBase-T Ethernet, the
EISANet Model 3490E EISA

FreePort operates
seamlessly
with existing
wired LANs.
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Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card.

A Do-It-Yourself
LAN

T

he peer-to-peer Positive
NetWork System is de
signed to be installed by non
technical people. The system,
a Net Ware Lite Pack, is fully
upgradable toNetWare, with
tools that let the end user con
figure, install, and manage
the LAN.
Positive NetWork consists
of a worksheet, a videotape,
and an installation disk that
performs basic system-analy
sis tasks, such as interrrogat
ing the hardware to determine
its configuration. The sys
tem's graphical screens have
dialog boxes that instruct
how to properly configure
network cards.
Price: $399.99; add-on kit,
$199.99.
Contact: Positive Corp.,
9174 Deering Ave.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311, (818)
341-5400; fax (818) 718
2938.
Circle 1289 on Inquiry Card.

IfYou Need PCsThat CanTake It,
TakeThisToYourMailbox.
For free information about Texas Micro PCs, send in this card; FAX this card to
1- 713-933-1029; or for immediate attention, call 1-800-627-8700.
I l'URCH,\SE COMPUTERS FOR:

N,\~IE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

D Internal company use D Resale D Both
SOLUTIONS YOU l'ROVIDE: - - - - - -- - - - - 

,\Pl'LICATIONS YOU ,\RE RUNNING: - - - -- - - 

PROCf:SSl1R

D 38fl D 486 D O thc.-r

TITLE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

CO~ll '1\ N \' - - - - - - - - - - - - -

PHONf: -

-

-

_ --

- - - - - -- - - - -- - - 

CUN l'IGUl~.\TIUN:

D Rackmount D 13cnch/ti csktop
D Tower D Industrial workstation D Car. :s

ADDRl:.'S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

D Heat D Dusi D Shock
D Vibration D fault tolerant D 01her

<

rENT,\TI VE PURCH,\SE TIME rR ,\M E: D One mcn1h
D Three months D Six months D Over s i., months

'1"1111: - - - -

IMl'Olff,\NT Sl'EC JFIC,\TJONS:

I J"Y

--- -

- - - - l l\' _ _ __
B 8 92

Attention Resellers: Customize ForYourCustomers.
As a reseller, you know that you can't simply squeeze
solutions to fit your customers' needs. At Texas Micro,
we'll work with you to bring customized, rugged solu
tions to your customers. We've been doing it for years
for some of America's biggest corporations. We offer:
• Custom and standard solutions for specialized
markets such as factory automation, telecommuni
cations, medical, maintenance and field sites, and
harsh office environments.
• A regional network of field application engineers for
design, integration and support.

• A complete, one-stop source for CPUs, option cards
and peripherals.
• Custom BIOS development, which we file for
quick reordering.
• Custom chassis designs with custom, screen-primed
front panels.
Give us a chance to assess your
needs. Mark the "Resale" box on
the card above and we'll send you
complete reseller information.

- rrus

l l lMICRD

For Immediate Attention, Give Us A Call At 1-800-627-8700.
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To Hell And Back: Texas Micro Systems Are BuiltTo
Withstand TheMost Demanding Environments.

lN THE ARCTIC AND IN THE
DESERT, a "Big 3" U.S. auto
maker uses Texas Micro PCs in
every test car in temperatures
ranging from 140° desert heat
to -50° arctic co ld.

ON THE WORLD'S LARGEST
, customized Texas
Micro PCs speed transactions by
functioning as two systems with
two monitors, two keyboards
and two operators.

IN REMOTE NORTHEASTERN
U.SA STEEL MILL PLANTS,
ruggedized rackmount Texas
Micro PCs are mounted next to
molten steel foundries to monitor
and control various processes.

IN A HARSH ENVIRONMENT, AN ORDINARY PC

tests, we shake, bake and beat them like theres no tomor
row. Because with an ordinary PC, there may be none.

IS A DEAD PC. A lot of PCs do well to survive a desk
top. But on the production floor or in the field, the dust,

OUR PCS ARE THE BEST BECAUSE THEY'RE

heat, vibration and traffic can finish an ordinary

BUILT FOR THE WORST. We design our 286, 386

lfYouNeedA
PC That Will Go
Through Hell,
Get One Thats
Been There.

and 486 systems using rugged
design techniques that give them
up to three times the life expect
ancy of other PCs.
Our passive backplane, for
example, gives you instant access
to plug-in CPU cards and compo
nents, reducing Mean Time To
Repair to under 10 minutes.
We shock~mount the drives
within our nickel-plated, all-steel
chassis to withstand vibration.
We implement VLSI and PAL
technology to increase component
reliability. And we use positive
airflow filtration to reduce contam
ination and system heat.
STRONG SUPPORT IS OUR
STRONG SUIT. We provide toll
free technical assistance and a

PC-and your operation-in a hurry. Even if your PC has

regional network of field application engineers. We also

to withstand hell, your business doesn't have to. As long

customize PCs to meet your particular specifications.

as you're using ruggedized PCs from Texas Micro.

FIND OUT WHAT OUR PCS ARE REALLY

OUR PCS TAKE A BEATING FROM THE

MADE OF. Call us for complete product information
and specifications. Or send in the attached card.

FORTUNE 100. In fact , 70 of them put Texas Micro

But don't delay. The·path

PCs through the wringer every day, in everything from

And we don't spare our PCs, either. During factory

• 14 option slots, 3 drive boys
• Nickel-plated, steel chassis
•

100,000 hr. M TBf•powersupply

• Complete fr ont panel occeuibility

• 14" VGA Muhisync monitor

Ruggedized Benchtop

• 9 option slots, 2 d-ive boys

• 10 option slots, 2 drive bays

•
•
•
•

• Nickel-plated, steel chassis
• 100,000 hr. MTBF"' power supply

NEt'v\A.-4 compliant
100,000 hr. M TBF"'powersupply
CRT/ CPU in one unit
VGA monitor

Ask A Few Tough Questions: 1-800-627-8700.
Ai

trade names referenced ore

h:!

service mark, trademark a registered trademark

c:i

TEXAS

l l lMICRO

intentions.

Ruggedized Worlula1ion

Ruggecized Raclcmooot

-

way to hell is paved with good

industrial applications to severe office environments.

the respective manuf acturer. •Mean Time Between Fa ilure.

Circle 169 on Inquiry Card.
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Extra small footprint

WordPerfect users re
dowsnoma er
Portland: 92% ofWordPerfect usersfotmd
Microsoft Word for Windows easiertoleam.

Washington, DC. : 72% ofWordPerfect
usersformd Microsoft
Word for Windows easier to learn.

Dallas:88% ofWordPerfect users pm/erred Microsoft
Word for Windows over WordPerfectfor Windows.

Los Angeles: 72% ofVlordPerfec/ users, ifgiven a choice, w0ttld buy
Microsoft Word for Windows over WordPerfect for Windows.

The 1992 Coast-toThe 1992 Word Challenge is over.
And as you can see, the results
speak for themselves. WordPerfect" for
DOS users all over the country preferWord
forWindows"' for everyday word proces
sing tasks. Over the past two months, the
National SoftwareTesting Labs visited 10
different cities to askWordPerfect users
to compare WordPerfect for Windows and

Microsoft"Word for Windows side-by-side.
WordPerfect users were amazed at how
Word put them one step away from accom
plishing everyday word processing tasks
with, in many instances, one simple click
ofthe mouse. They found it that easy:
The tour was not only fun, but it def
initely confirmed twovery strong hunches
weve had for some time. One,WordPerfect

0/ft·rgood/orcum:m licrnsccs u/ Won/Prrfcct, 1\-111/ti:Uatc~ ''"1mJStm;" 1WS• Word for i\lSIJOS' mu/ DispluyWrile~ Pli'aseullou:2·4 wecks/u dc/i11c1y 11po11 rcm'plo/ ordcrbyAlicrosoft. Of/i:rcxpirc~s 9/:KJ/92 Li mit one Per customer. Rtsellcr prices moy1:ary: Callfor1Pt
Corpomtion. All rights rr.sm.wd. Pnl1tcd in lite USA /1-ficmsofl isa rt'J.'islm 'd trademark a ml Wim/11wsi~a trademark o/MicrorPft Corpo1t1 fitm. H'brdPer/ectisa regislcn~ lrodcmark ofWon/Prrft'CI Corp.
0

fer __·crosoftWord for
~--t state theyfe in.

St. Louis: 71% ofWordPerfect users
preferred Microsoft Word for Windows over
'M!rdPerfeet for Windows.

Clu'cago: 68% ofWordPe1fect users, ifgiven
a choice, would buy Microsoft Word for
Windows over WordPerfect for Windows.

Sall Lake City: 76% ofWordPerfect users
preferred Microsoft Word
for Windows over WordPerfect for Windows.

Minneapolis: 88% ofWordPerfect
usersfell that Microsoft 'M!rd
for Windows was the easiest In use.

Atlanta: 74% ofWordPerfectusersfe// that
Microsoft Word for Wi11dows was the easiest to use.

New lvrk: 80% ofWordPerfect users
tlzin/1 that Microsoft
Word for Windows iseasierto use.

=:oastWord Cballenge.
users prefer Word for Windows for every
day word processing tasks. And two, air
ports sell some very tacky souvenirs.
Butyou can see for yourself. Sim
ply call us for a free "Word Challenge Kif'
Included is a videocassette highlighting
the actual test, and interviews with
WordPerfect userswho took the challenge.
Also in the kitare the files you need to test

Word on your own. Call (800) 323-3577,
Department HA4. We think once you get a
chance to judge for yourself, you'll no
doubtwanttotake advantage ofour special
$129 upgrade offer.*
No matter what state you're in.

MiClosoft·
Making it easier

11ir1·me11ts. Of{erj,'OOd 011/y in the 50 U11ited States. 'forcceiue 011ly t/w NSTL test results: /,, the U11iledStates,call (8(J()),123·3577. Dr pt. HA4. Fer i11jonnati1111 only: /11 Ca11ada. calf (8()())563-90·18: orilsidt• thr US. and Cmwda. call f2<Hi1 9.'Ui·Rfitil. © 1992 Micmsoft
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WHAT'S
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•

CONNECTfVITY

Document
Imaging for
Notebooks

Remote Control
for Procomm Plus

B

L

aserFiche Notebook, an
advanced document
imaging program, lets you
quickly download text,
charts, graphs, forms, and
photographs from your Net
Ware network to your note
book PC. Requiring at least a
286 computer with a mini
mum of2 MB of RAM and a
40-MB hard drive, Laser
Fiche Notebook automati
cally converts scanned docu
ment images into word
processing text. Able to index
every word in a document via
computer-assisted coding
technology, the software lets
you retrieve a document by
searching for any word in the
document.
Price: $495.
Contact: Compulink Man
agement Center, Inc., 370
South Crenshaw Blvd., Suite
El06, Torrance, CA 90503,
(310) 212-5465; fax (310)
212-5064.
Circle 1290 on Inquiry Card.

Two V.32bis
Modems

Q

uickComm's Spirit
modems, available as in
ternal half-cards and external
models that connect to the se
rial port, support data
throughput of up to 57,600
bps. The V .32bis devices fea
ture CCITT Y.42bis MNP
level 5 data compression and
MNP levels 2 through 4 error
correction.
The modems include adap
tive line speed, automatic
speed negotiation at connec
tion, and extended AT-com
mand-set compatibility. The
internal modem has a 16550
universal asynchronous re
ceiver/transmitter for en
hanced serial buffering be
tween it and the computer
and uses a single printed
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laserFiche Notebook lets you download graphs and charts
from a network to your notebook PC.
circuit for low power con
sumption.
Price: Internal modem, $299;
external modem, $359.
Contact: QuickComm Co.,
2290 Ringwood Ave., Suite
K, San Jose, CA 95131, (408)
956-9145; fax (408) 956
1345.
Circle 1291 on Inquiry Card.

T

he 3220 Plus syn
chronous/asynchronous
high-speed-dial modem from
Motorola Codex supports
synchronous transmission
rates of from 1200 bps to
14.4 Kbps and asynchronous
transmission rates of from
300 bps to 38.4 Kbps, en
abling it to operate in two
wire dial applications.
The Y.32bis modem has
Y.42 LAP-Mand MNP level
4 error correction and
Y.42bis and MNP level 5
data compression; it works
with leased- and dial -li ne
products. A remote configu
ration capability lets you re
configure the modem via AT
commands at unattended re- ·
mote sites. You can also auto
matically reset the modem to
predefined configurations.
Price: $795.
Contact: Motorola Codex,
20 Cabot Blvd., Mansfield,
MA 02048, (508) 261-4000;
fax (508) 337-8004.
Circle 1 292 on Inquiry Card.

Adapt Ethernet
for Locallalk

C

onnect as many as six
LocalTalk devices, such
as printers, to your Ethernet
network with the EtherWrite
hardware adapter. Available
in coaxial and 1OBase-T ver
sions, the adapter has en
hanced network security fea
tures that provide individual
password-controlled access to
the devices.
EtherWrite's auto-config
ure capability senses the ex is
tence ofLocaITalk devices
that are connected to the
adapter's LocalTalk port, let
ting you tum on the adapter
and connected devices in any
order. You can upgrade the
adapter's operating soft
ware-stored in a flash
EPROM-by downloading it
from a Mac on your network.
Price: $695.
Contact: Compatible Sys
tems Corp., P.O. Box 17220,
Boulder, CO 80308, (800)
356-0283 or (303) 444-9532;
fax (303) 444-9595.
Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card.

last Remote Control for
use with Procomm Plus
seamlessly runs inside Pro
comm Plus to let you remote
ly control another PC. The
software, which requires 640
KB of RAM, adds itself to
Procomm 's dialing directory
by automatically editing the
dialing-directory database
file. The package includes the
software module for the host
PC that gives callers control
over the remote machine. The
included Blast file transfer
protocol gives you PC-to-PC
file transfer capability.
Price: $69.
Contact: USRobotics, Inc.,
8100 North McCormick
Blvd., Skokie, IL 60076,
(800) 342-5877 or (708) 982
5010.
Circle 1294 on Inquiry Card.

An Ethernet Card
for the Mac llsi

T

echWorks' Ilsi Ethernet
Card for the Mac Ilsi in
corporates National Semicon
ductor's Sonic chip set and
proprietary driver software.
Available for thick, thin, and
1OBase-T Ethernet, the card
has a pass-through slot for
expandability, two LEDs that
indicate network status and
link integrity, and an FPU
socket for advanced mathe
matical functions. The card
uses OMA to transfer data di
rectly into system memory.
Price: Starts at $279.
Contact: TechWorks, Inc.,
4030 Braker Lane W, Suite
350, Austin, TX 78759, (800)
688-7466 or (51 2) 794-8533;
fax (512) 794-8520.
Circle 1295 on Inquiry Card.

When your reputation's Phar Lap Software: Chosen 10 to 1 over
,. al_I other DOS extenders. Here's why:
at stake•••
We know how much work you put
Less than
Brand
a
new
into building your product Why use
Dangerous
Dangerous
inferior tools that often create more
XMS, DPMI
XMS, VCPI
problems than they solve? With a
United
Limited
lbrary support
library support
Pharlap DOS-Extender, you know
Linited
Less than 50 pages
you're getting industzy-leading,
market-tested tools that have worked
ShaHer the 640K barrier and build
multi-megabyte DOS applications.
reliably for thousands ofdevelopers.
Other DOS extenders simply can't
No more suffering with overlays
or EMS.
measure up. Let Phar lap show you
what a DOS extender should be.
Other DOS extenders can let
yea

Build multi-megabyte DOS P.rograms
with Phar Lap's DOS·ExtenClerSl

common programming errors cause
system crashes.

2861 DOS·Extender™ - it's never been so easy! With our 2861DOS-Extender and your
Microsoft CIC++, Borland C++ or Microsoft Fortran compiler, you've got all the tools you'll need to quickly and
easily build multi-megabyte protected-mode applications - often by simply relinking without making source
code changes. Now you can build protected mode applications that access up to 16 megabytes of memory on
any DOS-based 80286, 386, 386SX, or i486 PC - without changing development tools! 2861DOS-Extender is
also compatible with both Borland's Turbo Debugger and Microsoft's linker and CodeView debugger.
3861 DOS-Extender™ - the ultimate in 32·bit power. 3861DOS-Extender turns DOS into a
true 32-bit operating system with a flat, 32-bit address space. Your program can access all the memory
available in the machine - up to 4 gigabytes! 3861DOS-Extender runs on any DOS-based 80386, 386SX, or
i486 PC, and has been used in over 800 applications, including AutoCAD 386 and IBM's Interleaf Publisher. It
is backed by a full complement of 32-bit languages, including C, C++, Fortran, Pascal, Ada and Assembler.
Phar Lap Software, Inc
With true 32-bit performance, you can finally build workstation-class applications for the PC.
Trademark holders: 2861DOS·Extender"', 3861DOS.Extender"' · Phar lap Software, Inc.; Interleaf P blisher™- Interlea~
Inc.; Windows"' -Mierosoft Corp.; DESQview"' -Quarterdeck Office Systems. Registered trademark holders: Pha~ Lap
-Phar lap Software, Inc.; AutoCAD0 -Autodesk, Inc.; Borland°, Turbo Debugger"-Borland Intemaliona!, Inc.; IBM"IBM Corporalion; CodeView•. Microsoft", MS.DOS' -Microsoft Corp.
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Circle 138 on Inquiry Card.

60 Aberdeen Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
617-661-1510
FAA 617-876-2972

A few dot-matrix printers
offer you scalable fonts.
A few,color. But no other
printer offers you scalable
fonts ... color... and Panasonic"'
Quiet Technology.
Put our KX-P2124 and
2123 to work and
you'll get the
flexibility of Adobe
Type Manager"'
and scalable
fonts ... you'll add
dramatoyour
documents with
our optional color kit... and
you 'll hear very little, indeed.
Put any of our other
Quiet Technology printers to
work and
you can
o P T 1 o N accom
plish whatever your needs.
From our 2123, a budget
minded 24-pin with Adobe
Type Manager* and optional

JdDt

color...to our 2624 wide
carriage business printer with
ATM*, ... to our 9-pin 2180 with
6 near letter quality fonts and
optional color.
All with the kind of features
that made Panasonic printers
the leaders of the industry.
Such as multiple paper paths,
EZ '"Set control panels, and a
two-year limited warranty on
parts and labort.
The Panasonic 2000
Series Quiet Technology
Printers.
Call us for more informa
tion: 1-800-742-8086. Or visit
your Panasonic dealer.
ts ee your dealerforwarrantydetails.
•A TM and Adobe Type Manager are registered
trademarks of Adobe. Adobe ATM for use with
Microsoft• Windows'" 30 or higher. Available on
selected printers only.

Panasonic
Automation~
Ott1ce

The KX-P2123, a 24-pin with ATM* and color option.

The KX-P2180, a 9-pin with color option. ATM* not available.
..___
r

The KX-P2624, a24-pin with ATM*. Color option not available.
PQ9.SY

Circle 131 on Inquiry Card.

NEWS
WHAT'S

NEW

•

PROGRAMMING

SOFTWARE
all standard modes of graph
ics adapters (up through 1024
by 768 pixels by 256 colors)
and is backward compatible
with other Genus toolkits.
Price: $249; with source
code, $599.
Contact: Genus Micropro
gramming, 2900 W ilcrest,
Suite 145, Houston, TX
77042, (800) 227-0918 or
(713) 870-0737; fax (713)
870-0288.

Use Stacks for
Developing
Unix Programs

T

he MetaCard application
developer lets you use
reusable software stacks in
building Motif programs and
hypermedia documents. With
MetaCard's simple scripting
language and interactive
tools, you can create GUis,
commands, or full-fledged
applications.
MetaCard supports Motif
interface controls such as
push buttons, menus, scroll
bars, and floating palettes.
The system's text-editing
tools let you build programs
with automatic scrolling and
search and sort support.
The system runs on Sparc
station, Sun-3, DECstation,
HP 9000/300, and SCO Open
Desktop systems.
Price: $495.
Contact: MetaCard Corp.,
4710 Shoup Place, Boulder,
co 80303, (303) 447-3936.
Circle 1296 on Inquiry Card.

Gpf GUI Builder
for 05/2 2.0

A

ccording to its developer,
Gpf 2.0 completely sup
ports OS/2 2.0's new (PM)
Presentation Manager Work
place Shell GUI and provides
improved menu-creation ca
pabilities. Gpf uses a point
and-click approach to GUI
development and then gener
ates 16- or 32-bit C code.
You can incorporate the new
PM Workplace Shell user
controls, including the spin
button and drag and drop,
within your GUI designs.
Price: $995.
Contact: Gpf Systems, Inc.,
P.O. Box 414, 30 Falls Rd.,
Mood us, CT 06469, (800)
831-0017 or (203) 873-3300;
fax (203) 873-3302.
Circle 1297 on Inquiry Card.
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Circle 1299 on Inquiry Card.

MetaCard's Rapid Development functions let you use an
object-oriented approach in building Unix programs.

OOP Tools for
MIS Applications

P

owerBui lder 2.0 provides
an object-oriented archi
tecture for creating main
stream business applications.
The Windows-based system
supports such features as in
heritance, encapsulation, and
user-defined objects, and also
lets you program with Win
dows objects, functions, and
events, including OLE (Ob
ject Linking and Embedding),
DOE, DLL, and MDI (Multi
ple Document Interface)
calls. PowerBuilder includes
SQL (Structured Query Lan
guage) database portability
and management functions
and capabilities.
PowerBuilder is available
in three versions for many
different RDBMSes (relation
al database management sys
tems). The Standard Edition
supports Gupta SQLBase and
XDB; the Premium Edition
supports Microsoft/Sybase
SQL Server, Oracle, and

Hewlett-Packard's
ALLBASE/SQL. There's
also a Micro Decisionware
DB2 edition, as well as sepa
rate versions of Power Base
that support additional
database interfaces and server
connections.
Price: Standard Edition,
$1495; Premium Edition,
$3995; DB2 Edition, $3895.
Contact: Powersoft Corp., 70
Blanchard Rd ., Burlington,
MA 01803, (617) 229-2200;
fax (617) 273-2540.
Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card.

Genus Upgrades
PCX Toolkit

T

he latest release of the
PCX Toolkit includes
over 100 routines and 10 util
ities that you can use to dis
play, save, scale, and manipu
late PCX graphics. The
developer says that version
5.0 can be used with bit
mapped graphics from any
program. Some functions that
the program provides are
. slide-show creation, screen
capture and conversion, im
age scrolling and sizing with
in windows, and printing of
black-and-white images.
PCX Toolkit 5.0 supports

Spiff Up Those
Mac Programs

T

ired of making embarrass
ing mistakes in your Mac
intosh programs? SoftPolish
tests the quality of your user
interface elements to identify
mistakes such as incorrect
capitalization in menus, in
complete icon families, and
misspelled words in dialog
boxes. The program makes
more than 50 tests on re
sources that contain visible
elements of the Mac user in
terface. It also performs hun
dreds of additional tests for
resource validity and comes
with an English dictionary
(additional spelling libraries
are available).
The developer says that
SoftPolish lets you add in
support for new resources.
The program is independent
of any programming lan
guage or environment, and it
lets you examine individual
files, folders, or entire disks.
Price: $295; international
spel ling libraries, $49 each.
Contact: Language Systems
Corp., 441 Carlisle Dr., Hern
don, VA 22070, (800) 252
6479 or (703) 478-0181; fax
(703) 689-9593.

Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card.

Accelerated Database Performance
Compared to conventional relational databases, retrieval
of records can be 10-2G-even 50 times faster with
Raima Data Manager from Raima Corporation.

Propelling The Biggest Names In Business
Companies like General Motors, Hewlett-Packard, IBM,
Eastman Kodak, Rockwell and others are using Raima
Data Manager in their competitive environments.
Today's most critical, most demanding applications
demand the high performance of Raima Data Manager.

Powerfully Efficient Leading-Edge Technology
Raima's combined technology merges the flexibility of
relational databases with the lighkling speed and efficient

-_]_Data Man~M
The High Performance DBMS
Specifications

storage of the network model. With the program written
entirely in C, you can "fine-tune" the Rairna Data Manager
engine for optimum performance in any application.

Put Yourself In Fast Company
Give yourself the competitive edge of Rairna Data Manager.
• Speed-faster access to data
• Portability-supports most environments
• Royalty-free-increase your profits
• Source code availability-total programming flexibility
• Full Raima support services-including training
Whether you're writing a stand-alone DOS application,
or one for UNIX accessing thousands of records, Raima
Data Manager will put your application on the fast track.
Race to the phone and call for more information!
In the U.S. or Canada, call:

1-800-DB-RAIMA

In Washington state or international, call: (206)747-5570

Relational B-tree indexing. Network data model. Relational SQL query and report writer. Single & multi-user. Automatic recovery. Built-in referential integrity.
Supports: VMS, QNX, ULTRIX, UNIX System V, Berkeley 4.2, AIX, SunOS, SCO, MS DOS, MS Windows, and OS/2. Most C Compilers and LANs supported.

Raima Corporation 3245 146th Place S.E., Bellevue, WA 98007 USA (206)747-5570 Fax: (206)747-1991
International Distributors: Australia: 61 2419 7177 Belgium: 32 2 734 9818 Estonia: 7 142 328 287 Finland: 358 080405350 France: 33 I 46 09 27 84 Germany: 49 7022 34077; 49 214 91051
Italy: 39 49 829 1285 Japan: 81 33 865 2140 Mexico: 52 83 49 53 00 The Netherlands: 31 2159 46814 Norway: 47 2 38 48 88 Russia: 7 812 292 7210 Singapore: 65 334 0061 Sweden: 46 13 111 588
Switzerland: 41 64S17475 Taiwan: 886 2 512 3277 Turkey: 90 I 152 OS 16 United Kingdom: 44 992 500919 Copy,igh• 0 /991 RaimaCo'P"'"''""· ""''"'"'"'"""I. Pl1,,o.- 0 ..1.·LaFul/m,
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; .The Big Easy.

Future Database Consultant

FutureAuthor

Future Entrepreneur

most advanced and powerful Windows tech
It's that easy.
Introducing the friendliest, easiest,
nology in the industry.
biggest family of Windows software yolill ever
Literally hundreds of dazzling push but
tons, floating windows, pull-down menus, pop
meet.
The CA Family of Windows software.
up dialog boxes, colors, fonts and graphics, all
Covering virtually every category from
designed with the same basic goals: Making
your computer a lot friendlier - and your life a
accounting to database to word processing to
graphics, CA Windows software sets
CA-dBFast
Ch Compete!
CA-Textor
·the standard for ease of use.
If you can click a mouse, CA
Windows software can help you
~::;:tll work smarter, faster and
:l~aJJ.I more efficiently than you ever
Breathe new life into CA-Textor'.5'" seallt'.5 as.friendly as a MeetCA-UpToDate,'" Advanced algcrithms
~: thought possible.
o/ddBAfEappswith ableJonts, tableedi- spreadsheet, but
theeasiestandmost andswnninggraph
CA-dBFast's™color- tor and customizable you can view and
co/oifu/ ooy to man- ics make it the most
Underneath the simple, user Ju/windows,
buttoo/bar mean it's
modeluptol2dimen- age time, people and eflicientandJriend
tons, dialog boxes
never been easier to sions if data with
resources throughliest prqject manager
friendly interface lies some of the
andbitmappicwres. write like a pro.
new CA.Compete!"' outyour company.
in the business.

Future Executive

Future PrqjectManager

little easier.
Behind all of these wonderful Windows
stands the world's leading software company,
Computer Associates.
With service and support that goes
around the clock and around the world, CA is
the software company that more than 95% of

~ r G~-.1
,.._..

...

FutureArtist

the Fortune 500 depend on.

Dial 1-800 CALL CAI Today
For AFree Demo Disk.
So, pick up the phone right nowand order
a free Demo Disk that will
show you just how
easy it is.
Demo Disk
It's the
Windows software
that anyone can

Free
[JI

Paint, drawand re
Creating a brand
Making vivid 3-D pie Create stunning
touch masterpieces new imageJoryour
charts is now a piece slide shows in secwith 24-bit color.
se!fis a breeze with ef cake. ChooseJrom ond~ with pre8-bit gray-scale.
12 chart rypes, plus designed templates,
powerful toolsJor
toolboxesandant1" image conditioning hundre~ efvibrant or importgraphics
aliased text control. and color reduction. colorsandJonts.
and scanned images.

ope~nd we (AOMPUTER®

Balancing the books
has never been sim
pier. It's theaccount
Ing sqftware that's
perfectJor almost
any small business.

mean
anyone.

J4ssOCIATES

Software superior by design.

©Computer Associates International. Inc.. One Computer Associates Plaza, Islandia, NY 11788-7000. All product names referenced herein are trademarks of their respective companies.
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Make 1·2·3 See
into the Future

filing system lets you com
bine scanned files and soft
ware-generated documents
(including spreadsheets)
within a single file folder.
When using Imara with a
fax board or modem, you can
store incoming faxes in Imara
folders. Imara also lets you
send faxes from within the
application.
Price: $295.
Contact: Imara Research
Corp., 111 Peter St., Suite
804, Toronto, Ontario, Can
ada M5V 2Hl , (416) 581
1740; fax (416) 581-1605.

F

orecastGFX is a Lotus
add-on that lets you use
your spreadsheet data to per
form time-series, multiple-re
gression, and descriptive
statistics analyses. A full set
of diagnostics, including
Mean Squared Error, Mean
Absolute Percentage Error,
and F-statistic, provide de
sired levels of confidence.
You can generate forecasts
based on up to 300 historical
observations and I 0 vari
ables.
Price: $165.
Contact: Intex Solutions,
Inc., 35 Highland Cir., Need
ham, MA 02194, (617) 449
6222.
Circle 1301 on Inquiry Card.

One-Write Plus
Gets Upgraded
ersion 3.0 of OWP (One
Write Plus) Accounting
Works is a bundle of pro
grams that provide a variety
of small-business accounting
tools. The accounting and
payroll programs are avail
able as individual products,
and most of the changes to
the OWP line lie within the
accounting system, OWP Ac
counting.
New OWP Accounting
features include improved au
dit trails and single-report
transaction histories, cus
tomized income comparison
reporting, and the ability to
display checking transactions
across all modules. Version
3.0 of OWP Accounting lets
you add general ledger ac
counts on the fly and pro
vides date and time-stamped
reporting, as well as a built-in
screen saver.
Price: OWP Accounting,
$129.95; OWP Accounting
Works, $199.95.
Contact: Meca Software,

V
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ForecastGFX lets you see your fore casted data and graphs
on the same screen.

A New Take on
an Old Theme

Inc., 55 Walls Dr., Fairfield,
CT 06430, (800) 388-8000 or
(203) 256-5000; fax (203)
256-5159.

N

Circle 1302 on Inquiry Card.

Day-Timers Go
Electronic

A

n agreement between
Slate Corp. and Day
Timers, Inc., has resulted in
an electronic version of the
popular personal organizer.
DTPS (Day-Timer Pen
Scheduler) runs under the Go
Corp. PenPoint and Microsoft
Windows for Pens operating
systems and provides all the
functions (and then some) of
the traditional Day-Timer.
In addition to the Day
Timer's calendar and to-do
list features, DTPS adds a
notepad and an address book.
Capabilities that only elec
tronic ink can provide include
on-the-fly indexing, which
lets you select part of any
page, attach an index cate
gory, and later search for it in
a matter of seconds. Another

pencentric tool, Tiny Text,
lets you save information
(e.g., maps or private data)
on-screen in very small text
and then enlarge it as needed.
DTPS's notebook lets you
jot down and annotate notes,
maps, and sketches. The
notebook's gallery view lets
you see up to nine pages si
multaneously. You can store
standard address information
in the address book and then
copy or move that informa
tion to other sections of the
organizer. The calendar lets
you view your schedule in a
variety of formats. The to-do
list adds copy, prioritize,
delete, and note-taking func
tions to the basic listing tool.
Price: $195.
Contact: Slate Corp., 15035
North 73rd St., Scottsdale,
AZ 85260, (602) 443-7322;
fax (602) 443-7325.
Circle 1303 on Inquiry Card.

lmara Lite
Includes
Imaging Tools

I

mara Lite integrates docu
ment handling, imaging,
and fax processing within a
Windows-based personal pro
ductivity program. The Imara

oteTaker does exactly
what its name suggests;
it runs under PenPoint and
turns your pen computer into
an electronic notepad. Note
Taker offers tools that will be
familiar even to the most in
experienced computer user.
Highlighters, scissors, pens,
and erasers perform the same
tasks in the NoteTaker envi
ronment as they do on your
desktop. NoteTaker exceeds
your notepad in its ability to
create space and locate key
words and documents.
The program's graphics ca
pabilities allow you to export
your free-form sketches to
TIFF, BMP, WMF, and PICT
formats. The Shape Expert
tool converts your hand
drawn lines, circles, and
squares into perfectly formed
shapes.
Price: $145.
Contact: Ink Development
Corp., 1300 South El Camino
Real, Suite 201, San Mateo,
CA 94402, (415) 573-6565;
fax (415) 573-5167.
Circle 1305 on Inquiry Card.
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3. Phenomenal 3D rendering.
Capabilities that used to come only
with AutoShade* are now built into
AutoCAD* Release 12. And hidden line
removal is up to 100 times faster
4. AutoCAD SQL Extension (ASE)
allows you to access data in standard
database management systems via
SQL. ASE provides commands for ma
nipulating external nongraphic data
and linking it to graphic entities in
AutoCAD drawings.
5. Region Modeler creates intel
ligent 2D models. Allows you to quickly
create 2D shapes with holes and com
plex boundaries. Automatically finds
area, perimeter and inertial properties
of a region.
6. Automatic timed save at user
selected intervals.
7. Now you can use PostScript*
typefaces in AutoCAD drawings.
8. You can also import PostScript
files into AutoCAD, and plot them.
9. New boundary polygon com
mand surrounds an area with a closed
polyline automatically.
10. New Fence or Polygon window
crossing selection feature speeds selec
tion of entities in dense and complex
areas of drawings.

11. No Main Menu! You now enter
directly into the AutoCAD drawing edi
tor, where you can perform standard
file handling and configuration opera
tions, as well as work on your drawing.
12. Dramatically improved entity
selection speed in large drawings.
13. Nested entity dimensioning.
Entities within blocks or external ref
erences are now easily dimensioned.

14. Locked layers feature prevents
accidental modification of drawing
data.
15. PostScript output feature lets
you enhance AutoCAD drawings by
using PostScript-compatible imaging
programs.
16. Release 12 and Release 11 draw
ings are forward and backward
compatible.
17. Support for 255 individual pen
widths for laser and electrostatic
plotters
18. You can plot without leaving the
drawing editor (And without losing the
UNDO file.)
19. Now you can import TIFF, GIF
and PCX raster images into your
drawing.
20. GripEdit feature allows interac
tive editing of selected entities without
running a command.
21. PickFirst feature lets you select
entities prior to executing a command.

existing geometry and includes exten
sive algebraic and geometric functions.
27. New ALIGN command lets you
move and rotate entities in 2D or 30.
28. 3D ROTATE command rotates
entities about an arbitrary 3D axis.
29. 3D MIRROR command mirrors
entities on an arbitrary 3D plane.
30. CHANGE command enhance
ments simplify entity property modifi
cations, such as elevation, color, layer,
linetype and thickness.
31. Advanced, multipoint tablet cal
ibration allows compensation for map
projections or stretched drawings.
32. Platform-independent menus
and dialog boxes that follow operat
ing system standards. So AutoCAD
works like other programs on your
computer:
33. An improved graphical in
terface makes the power of AutoCAD
more accessible to everyone.
34. Cascading pull-down menus
that put more power at your fingertips.

40. Enhanced CONFIG command
allows for configuring AutoCAD from
the drawing editor.
41 . New dialog boxes give you con
trol of dimension variables and styles.
42. Dimension dragging feature
provides visual feedback while creating
dimensions.
43. RECTANGLE command now
allows you to create a rectangle with
just two screen picks.
44. Enhanced Write Block com
mand helps developers maintain
"smart" drawings (entity handles).
45. Enhanced command transpar
ency lets more commands be used
inside other commands.
46. Transparent "Object Filters" dia
log box allows more fle xible definition
of selection sets.
4 7. ZOOM Window is now the
default.
48. DXFIX utility reads Rl2 DXFN
files and translates them into RlO files.

22. Improved external references.
You can attach, reload or bind Xreffiles
while the "master" is being edited.

35. Pop-up menus at the cursor
location for often-used items.

49. New COMPILE command com
piles shape files, font files and Type I
PostScript fonts.

23. Enhanced hatching. Automati
cally hatch bounded areas with a single
pick

36. Screen menu is automatically
updated to reflect the currently run
ning command

50. Now you can fill closed poly
lines with PostScript patterns for ex
tremely high-quality output.

24. New continuous polyline line
types facilitate contour mapping and
other applications.

37. Shift and Control key combina
tions allow you to invoke more com
mands with your mouse and digitizer
buttons.

51. Network users can view and
plot AutoCAD drawings without using
server authorization.

25. Programmable dialog boxes can
be customized for your particular
working environment or by third-party
application developers.
26. AutoCAD's new integrated cal
culator performs calculations based on

38. Single mouse click-and-release
action for selecting pull-down menus.
39. Automatic Drawing Conversion.
Full support for any drawing created by
any version of AutoCAD.

52. Database-specific drivers link
AutoCAD and external nongraph ic
databases, such as dBase~ Paradox~
Oracle* and others.
53. Create New Drawing command
now allows you to start with an unnamed

•
drawing or specify a prototype drawing
54 . OPEN command presents
"Open File" dialog box to simplify load
ing of existing drawings.
55. SAVE AS command now changes
the current drawing name to new name
specified.
56. END and QUI T commands

prompt you for a file name when
exiting an unnamed drawing, to pre
vent you fram losing data.
57 . Several AutoLISP® enhance
ments, including much faster loading of
LISP routines.
58. A wide range of new and en 
hanced system variables, especially
created for the power user
59. DD Modify command allows for
interactive editing of entity parameters.
60. New Units Control dialog box
shows all units, angles and direction
values on-screen as well as precision
settings.

61. New special context-sensitive
help dialog boxes allow you to browse
through available help files.
62. New View Control dialog box
allows selecting with a pick instead of
typing in view name.
63. You can plot AutoCAD drawings
as bit map fi les in PCF, TIFF, TGA and
GIF formats. You can even automati
cally FAX your drawings to a subcon
tractor or client.
64. 24-bit, true color rendering is
supported by appropriate hardware.

65 . PostScript fi les can be brought
in as outlines or fully rendered images.

67. Mirrored blocks can now be
exploded.

66 . Modify Ent ity dialog box en
ables you to edit an entity'.s properties
directly.

68. List and load standard AutoCAD
SHX fonts as well as Adobe Type 1 Post
Script fonts from dialog box.

But Either One Of These Alone
Makes It Worth The Price.
1. Something every AutoCAD® .user has been wait
ing for: new technology that virtually eliminates
regens. A new built-in 32-bit display list permits pans
and zooms without regens. So you can spend your- time
editing your drawing, instead ofwaiting for regens.
2. The plot quickens. Now
you get WYSIWYG plot
preview, on-the-fly plot
device selection and
the ability to save
plot configurations.

M®
AUTODESK

69. New op ti on allows a box to
be drawn around dimension text
automatically
70. Insert a text string before or
after dimension text automatically
71. Configuring for ADI® drivers has
never been easier, with the new feature
that displays all drivers in the ap
propriate menu when configuring
AutoCAD.

72. HP Laserjet legal-size paper out
put is now supported by a new, im
proved device driver
73. ADS applica tions can now be
compiled by inexpensive "real mode"
compilers; no need for costly develop
ment tools.

74. AutoLISP and ADS can now be
used to drive the PLOT command.
75 . Linetype scaling adjusts to view
scale in Paper Space.
76-174. Unfortunate!}\ we're out of
space_But you get the idea. Release 12
is the most significant enhancement
of AutoCAD ever. Its improved per
formance will pay off for every
AutoCAD user So the cost of an
upgrade can pay for itself in a
couple of weeks.
If you're still not convinced, call
your Authorized AutoCAD Dealer
Your dealer can give you an even more
complete list of the new features. And
tell you what you need to do to up
grade. If you need more information or
the number of your nearest dealer, call

1-800-445-5415, ext 770.
Outside the U.S. and Canada fax
415-491-8303.

© 1992 Autodesk, Inc. Aurndesk, the Aumdesk logo, AutoCAD, AumLISP. ADI and AutoShade are registered trademarks of Autodesk. Inc. AurnCAD Development System (ADS) and DXF
are trademar~s of Autodesk, Inc. All other product names are trademarks of their respective holders.
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Model Motion
Experiments

I

nteractive Physics II uses
the laws of physics to guide
you in designing models of
objects in real motion. The
Macintosh program lets you
create any number of objects,
define the motion parameters
(e.g., mass, elasticity, and
charge) for each object, apply
environmental factors (e.g.,
gravity or air resistance), and
run the experiment. You can
display the resulting data in
graphs, meters, or tables.
Interactive Physics II sup
ports System 7.0 features
such as Publish/Subscribe
and QuickTime. You can
view and save motion experi
ments as movies and then ex
port the movies to other
QuickTime-compatible appli
cations. The upgrade also
provides many new modeling
tools; including pulleys, actu
ators, equation-based forces,
and custom forces.
Price: $399.
Contact: Knowledge Revo
lution, 15 Brush Place, San
Francisco, CA 94103 , (415)
553-8153; fax (415) 553
8012.
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card.

Autodesk Ships
Molecular
Modeler

H

yperChem is Windows
based modeling software
for building, analyzing, and
manipulating 3-D molecular
structures. By incorporating
chemical-property rules, Hy
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According to its developer,
Stylos/Markup is compatible
with any CAD format and
supports many graphics file
formats, including Auto
CAD 's DWG, TIFF, PCX,
and BMP.
Price: $895.
Contact: Stylos Develop
ment Corp., 5725 Paradise
Dr., Suite 160, Corte Madera,
CA 94925, (415) 927-7623;
fax (415) 927-0653.
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This screenfrom Imeractive Physics II shows the effect that the
mass of the rider's body and the motorcycle.friction, gravity,
and speed create as the biker drives down a step. If handlebars
had been added to the cycle, the rider could have compensated
for the extreme bending ofback, knees, and elbows.
perChem lets you experiment
with the reactivity of
molecules, evaluate chemical
pathways and mechanisms,
study and animate the dy
namic behavior of molecules,
and construct proteins and
nucleic acids. The program
provides amino acid and nu
cleotide residue libraries.
Other HyperChem tools let
you perform classical and
semi-empirical quantum me
chanical computations or cal
culate single-point energy
values.
HyperChem's presentation
options let you display your
chemical structures as sticks,
filled spheres, dot surfaces, or
overlapping disks. Once
you've built a chemical struc
ture, you can render it, rotate
it, and align it along x, y, or z
axes.

HyperChem's built
in amino acid and
nucleotide libraries
let you build
proteins and nucleic
acids by sequence
• • • • • • • • • • • based editing.
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Price: $3500.
Contact: Autodesk, Inc .,
2320 Marinship Way, Sausa
lito, CA 94965, (415) 332
2344; fax (415) 331-8093
Circle 1307 on Inquiry Card.

Get Instant
On-Site
CAD Feedback

S

tylos/Markup lets CAD
users make alterations to
drawings and designs while
in the field. The redlining ap
plication is intended for use
on pen-based systems, and it
runs as an add-on to existing
CAD packages.
You can open your CAD
files within either the Pen
Point or the Windows for
Pens environment, make
notes or changes to the draw
ing as needed, and then save
the new data as a file 1ayer.
When you reopen the file on
your desktop computer, you
can merge or eliminate the
on-site changes. The pro
gram's communications ca
pabilities let you send
changes to your desktop
bound source files via modem.

Travel the
Heavens from
Your Desktop

S

eeing stars on your PC
doesn't necessarily mean
gazing at the typical celestial
screen saver. With The_Sky
for Windows, you can search
the heavens for up to 270,000
stars and deep-sky objects.
The_Sky provides point
and-click identification of as
tronomical objects and, ac
cording to the developer,
plots screens in less than 1
second, even without a math
coprocessor. This speed lets
you dynamically scroll and
zoom through the sky. You
can do on-screen plotting of
constellation lines and bound
aries or perform time skips to
show planets in motion. By
clicking on two known
points, you can use the pro
gram as a telescope to identi
fy unknown points.
Price: Level I ( 10,000 ob
jects), $99; Level II (45,000
objects), $129; Level III
(272,000 objects), $199.
Contact: Software Bisque,
912 12th St., Suite A, Gold
en, CO 8040 I, (303) 278
4478; fax (303) 278-0045 .
Circle 1309 on Inquiry Card.
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Obsolescence is a
thing of the past. ,
l

Investment Protection. The last thing you want your next PC to be is obsolete. So Zseries offers an

unprecedented range and economy of upgradeability to protect your investment. Change a single chip
or an entire module. Enhance performance, add memory or stack drives. You can even upgrade your
black-on-white notebook display to active-matrix color. And watch the value of your investment grow.

You've got
connections.
Integrated Connectivity. The next level of PC productivity lies in networking. And Z series sets the

standard for Integrated Connectivity with Novell® NetWare~ Microsoft® LAN Manager'" and Banyan®
VINES® client shells pre-installed. Ethernet®-compatible High-Speed-Communications pipes. And
we're already thinking about what comes next. It's all part of Thinking Ahead.

Z•SfATION~

Full line of
EISAandISA

desktops
with easy
and eco
nomical up
grade paths.
2-slot system
shown.

Introducing
Zseries.
Your future
is built in.
The Zseries of desktop and notebook PCs and servers isn't just fresh thinking. It's a whole new way
of thinking. It views PCs as a long-term investment, and has the vision to protect it. It makes future
changes part of a master plan. It's called Thinking Ahead.

Z•NOTE'"

Voted
BEST Of
COMDEX.

Shown with
industry
acclaimed
READVDESK '"

port repli
cator for
instant access
to peripherals.

consistency of component design for streamlined support and constant productivity in a changing
world. Thinking Ahead means you won't have to rethink your investment. Ever.

Call 1-800-472-3699, ext. lOZ We'll be glad to send you more information about the Z series. We
know that sooner or later you'll come around to our way of thinking. It's called Thinking Ahead.

~

liY
ZENITH

DATA

SYSTEMS

A Bull Company

ThinkingAhead

Z•VISJON'"
Z•SERVER'"

•

scalability
and balanced

•

performance
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Full line of
VGA/SVGA

l

monitors.
including
multi-sync

network

and nat

servers.

screen

The awkward years
are behind you.
Easy To Use. Finally. This is the PC as it oug ht to be. You're up and running in minutes. The con
nections are self-configuring. MS-DOS® 5.0 and Microsoft Windows'" 3.1 are optimized and pre
installed, the mouse is included, the upgrades are literally a snap and unlimited support is toll -free.
Even the manuals have been simplified. We know you need to focus on the growing demands of
your work rather than on your tools. So we made it easy.

It's a

grand design.
Design & Ergonomics. Someone had to do it. Someone had to make growth and change part of a
grand design. An elegant vision that appeals to the eye as well as the intellect. It begins with crisp,
cool aesthetics that invite interaction all across the Zseries landscape-and it extends to a careful

Z•SPORT'"

Z• NOTE

Affordable

Daybright

SX notebook

black-on- white

with signili

display

cant cxpan

upgradeable to

sion oplions

active-matrix

using AT

color.

docking unit.

>

Processor/MHz

Z•SPORT

Z•NOTE

Z•STATION
ISA
EISA

i386"SX/25

i386SL/20

i386SX/25

i486SX/20

i486SX/25

i486°SX/20

i386SL/25

i486SX/20

i486DX/33

i486DX/33

i486SX/25

i486DX2/50

i486DX/50

i486SX/25

Z•SERVER
EISA

i486DX/33

Storage

Memory
(Standard/ Max)

Video

Pre-installed
Operating Systems
Integrated
Connectivity

Upgrade Options

60, 85. 120Ml3"

2/8 Ml3"

60, 85. 120Ml3"

120, 200, 400Mll
80, 120.
200, 400Mll
4-8"/128Mll

300. 400. 500Ml3'
(up to eight)

2-4'/12Mll

4/ 64Mll

4-8"/192Mll

VGA display up to

VGA display up to 64 gray

Integrated SVGA@ I 024x768

lntegrat~d

64 gray scales

scales or active malrix color

resolutillll with 16 colors.

resolutiun with 16 colors.

Upgradeable to 256 colors.

Upgradeable to 256 colors.
MS-DOS 5.0'

4/12M13"

MS-DOS 5.0 with APM

Nit\

Memory, HDD. Coprocessor

MS-DOS 5.0 with 1\l'M.

MS-DllS 5.0

Microstll'l Windows 3.1

Microsoft Windows 3.1

SVGA@ I 024x768

Novell NetWare. Microsoft

Novell Net Ware. Microsoft

Novell Net Ware. Microsoft

LAN Manager, Banyan

LAN Manager. Banyan

VINES client shells

VINES client shells

LAN Manager. Banyan
VINES, SCO'" UN1x•··

pre-installed

pre-installed

Video display, Memory, 1310S.

CPU. 1\lcmc11y. 1310S, FDD.

CPU.Cache, 1310S. HDD.

HDD, FDD. Coprocessor

HDD. Coprocessor. O\'erDri\'C'"

FDD. Coprocessor. O\'CrDrive

processor. Windows accelerator processor. SCSI streamer and

Mouse

Logitech TM TrnckMan"

Optional

module (W:\M). SCSI module.

DAT tape drives. CD-ROM

SCSI tape backup. SCSI hard

drive. LAN boards. Serial

dri1·e

port boards

Microsort 'l\ vo- button

Optional

Nit\

Nit\

Portable

Battery Life

Weight
Optional
Peripherals

2 or 2.5 hours under

4 - IO hours under Premier

1\PM"

System Management 1...
(Y, less in color)

6 or 6.2 lbs:

5.9 or 6.5 lbs:

N/1\

N/1\

AT Docking Unit

READYDESK

NIA

Nit\

3 slots AT compatible

port replicator

2 half-height drive bays

Ill
.
.

ZENITH

DATA

SYSTEMS

A Bull Company

Thinking Ahead.
"Dependent upon spccilk mcdcl
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1 DMIS/DIP
2 :J Programmer/Syslems Analysl
3 D Adminstration!Management
4 Dsa1es/Marke1ing
5 D Engineer/Scientist

Name
Tille
Company

or software?

6 001her

8. What is your level of management
responsibility?

Address

7

City

Slate

Phone

Product Category
Information
Circle lhe numbers below for
information on the entire calegory
of products you're interested in.
Hardware
Accessories/Supplies
Add-in Boards
Bar Coding
Communications/Networking
Computer Systems
Data Acquisition

1
2
3
4
5
6

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258

259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283

284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308

309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333

334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358

7
8
9

208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Software
Business
CAO/CAM
Communications/Nelworking
Dala Acquisition
Dalabase

25
26
27
28
29

435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460

461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486

487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507

508
509
510
511
512

513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538

384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408

591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608

609
610
611
612
613
614
615

616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640

641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665

666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690

691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
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0 No

Educalional
Engineering/Scienlilic
Enterlainment
Graphics
Macintosh
Mail Order
Malhematical/Slatislical
Miscellaneous Software
On-Line Services
Operating Systems
Programming Languages/
Tools
Security

Inquiry Numbers 766-947
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564

565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590

766
767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791

792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817

818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843

844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868
869

870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895

741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765

948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959

960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972

973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997

998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022

1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047

1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072

I

Shareware
Software Duplication
Spreadsheets
Unix
Utilities
Windows
Word Processing

30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39

General
Books/Publications
Recruitment
Miscellaneous

40
41

42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Inquiry Numbers 1123-1304
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921

922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947

1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
11 40
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148

1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174

1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200

1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226

1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252

1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277
1278

1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304

1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435
1436
1437
1438
1439
1440
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454

1455
1456
1457
1458
1459
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1466
1467
1468
1469
1470
1471
1472
1473
1474
1475
1476
1477
1478
1479

lnqwry Numbers 1305-1479

Inquiry Numbers 948·1122
716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740

20 0 51-99
210100or more

1B Cl 1-25
19 0 26·50

O Please send me one year of

9 D Professional

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD,
Dealer, Consultant)?

19
20
21
22
23
24

Inquiry Numbers 591-765
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383

:l Sen!or·level
0 Middle-level

Multimedia
Printers/Plollers
Programmable Hardware
Scanners/OCR/Digitizers
Tape Drives
UPS

Inquiry Numbers 409-590
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

8

10 D Yes

Disks & Optical Drives
Oisketles/Ouplicalors
Fax Boards/Machines
Graphics TabletstMce/
Pen Input
Keyboards
LAN Hardware
Laptops & Notebooks
Mail Order
Memrny/Chips/Upgrades
Miscellaneous Hardware
ModemstMultiplexors
Monitors & Terminals

Inquiry Numbers 52-233
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Zip

Fax

Inquiry Numbers 234-408

El\ITE m~

D. What operating systems are you
currently using? (Check all that apply)
12 0 PCIMS·DOS
15 0 Unix
13 :l DOS+ Windows
16 :l MacOS
14 :J 0512
17 0 VAXNMS
E. For how many people do you
Influence the purchase of hardware

1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097

1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122

1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
1326
1327
1328
1329

1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354

1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1361
1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377
1378
1379

1380
1381
1382
1383
1384
1385
1386
1387
1388
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1395
1396
1397
1398
1399
1400
1401
1402
1403
1404

1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
14 14
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429
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USER'S COLUMN
JERRY
POURNELLE

MULTIMEDIA MEDLEY
ast week we went to New York City, in part to
see my publishers, but mainly to take part in a
Japanese-American friendship celebration. While
the U.S. and Japan are to some extent trade ri
vals, we're both Pacific Rim nations. Whether
we like it or not, we have to get along, especially now that
the European Common Market is expand ing into a real
trade rival. We may think of Japan as a threat, but the
Dutch own more of the U .S. than Japan does; mean
while, Japan recently lost something like half their cap
ital value in a stock-market crash. As to their investment
policies, a great deal more than half of their investment in
high-technology production facilities-which create high
paying jobs-has been spent in the U.S.
Certainly they do things there a bit differently from us.
His Excellency the Japanese ambassador to the United
Nations pointed out to Roberta that there are only 1500
lawyers in all of Japan. "We consider it dishonorable not
to come to an agreement without going to court," he ex
plains. Maybe we could learn something from them.
Meanwhile, back in Chaos Manor, the stuff has been
piling up as usual.

L

Parallel Ports
Depend on it, if I ever get a turn as dictator, certain peo
ple will suffer. The mikado sought to let the punishment
fit the crime; so will I.
At the moment, my particular candidates for poetic
justice are the designers of the board-mounting mechan
ics for PCs. For the past half hour, I have been lying
on the floor alongside my tower-configuration Cheetah
486/33.
The job seemed simple enough. A few months ago I
discovered that the parallel port on Big Cheetah was
output only, so I couldn't use it for LapLink Pro com
munications. It wasn't a fatal defect, but it was annoying.
Fortunately, STB Systems sent me one of their Dual Se
rial/Parallel I/0 boards: two serial ports and a two-way
parallel port on one half-size board. It was that latter fea
ture that snowed me: I just couldn't get that half-size
board to install properly. Of course, it didn't help that
the only empty slot is between two much larger boards.
The moral of the story is that I really ought to have
laid the Cheetah on its side, rather than trying to work on
it standing up. Oh, well. Eventually I got it done, and all
the ports work just fine, but I would like to find and beat
senseless the designer of that board-slot system. Its, the
oretical purpose is to comply with FCC "radiation stan
dards"; the effect is to waste a lot of time and energy.
ILLUSTRATION: STEVEN T URK © 1992

The reason I needed a two-way para! le I port is that
I'm setting up two new machines, and I don't want to
go through installing all the software from floppy disks.
It's far easier to let LapLink Pro do its thing. When you
have 40 MB of stuff to transfer from one machine to an
other, it saves a lot of time if you can use the parallel
ports.
Now, before someone writes to tell me I'm doing
something illegal, re
member what I do. T he Stepping up to
publishers will send me
extra copies of their soft multimedia can be
ware to test on more than
one machine, but that as easy as buying
costs them more than just an upgrade kit
having me copy it over,
so no one objects. Clear
ly, I am not recommend
in g software piracy. If
you 're actually running
two copies of the same
software at the same
time, you're violating
both law and ethics; but
we all know that.

Video Boards
While I was down there
replacing the serial/par
allel board, I removed
STB 's Wind/X video
board. There wasn't any
thing wrong with it. It
has worked fine for a
few months now and has
been fa st enough and
good enough. However, I
just got a pair of the lat
est ATI Technologies
Graphics Ultra boards hot off the production line, and I
wanted to see if they worked in my Cheetah 486/33.
My first Graphics Ultra boards didn't. They worked
fine in a Cheetah 486/25, but when they were put into the
486/33, they wouldn't even let the machine boot up. ATI
dithered about that, but it turned out those were engi
neering samples rushed to me for testin g. While they
worked in some 33-MHz systems, they wouldn't work in
the Cheetah with its zero wait states.
I still have the older ATI board in the Cheetah 486/ 25,
AUGUST 1992 • BYTE
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Circle 117 on Inquiry Card
(RESELLERS: 118).
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Silicon
Graphics

~

Personal IRIS
• 40/30, 35

c:QJ

• 40/RPC Indigo

• 40/20, 25

e

Professional IRIS ·
• 40/40, 50, 70, 80, 85

~

Power IRIS
•I RIS Crimson

• 4E>/120, /2xx, /3xx, /4xx

Q

All Ki ngston memory
enhancements are individwa lly tested, fully wanra nt
ed and 100% compatib le.
For information on our
workstation products call:

.J::

1-800-835-2545
For PCs call 1-800•835·6575 ·
Ph . n4-435-.2667
Fax 714-435-2618
East Coast 5~ 6-673-6300
Manufactured by

'4filJ!ft~lgJ!
17600 Newhope Street
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
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which is the machine Larry Niven uses
to load all the A TI drivers. Their installa
when he's here to work on ournovels. The tion program has a few confusing mes
board has performed splendidly-so well sages-at one point it asks what subdirec
that it impressed Niven. When we finished tory you want when in fact you don't want
The Gripping Hand (the title our publish one at all (the proper response to that is a
ers like for the sequel to The Mote i 11 God's carriage return)-but all in all, the instal
Eye), I wearied of having 30 different
lation went smoothly.
chapter files in Q&A Write. Q&A Write is
Next thing was to program the Graphics
just great for text creation, but it's not so Ultra board. Many video boards use jump
hot for editing, and it's plain awkward for ers to determine what the start-up mode
editing and printing a complete book.
for the board will be; the Graphics Ultra,
I used Word for Word to translate and however, uses PROM. If you have one of
ended with the entire novel in a single Mi the few dozen monitors listed in their set
crosoft Word for Windows file. (More on up program, it's all extremely simple. Alas,
that later.) That has become the master the Flex Scan isn't one of those, meaning
file. Thus, when Roberta, and later David that I had to do a custom setup. That re
Stern (our editor at Simon & Schuster), quired Nanao's manual, which is pretty
made some very apt editorial suggestions, dense. Also, the Graphics Ultra setup is
reasonably complicated, and ATl's manual
I wrote the changes into that Word file.
isn't all that clear, either. I ended up calling
Niven had to review those changes, and
thus he saw Word for Windows on the big ATI technical support, which is very good.
Actually, though, almost everything they
21-inch Hitachi monitor driven by the
told me was more in the nature of con
Graphics Ultra board. I had the book in
the CG Times Windows font, and Niven firming guesses I had already made than in
telling me anything really new. On the oth
loved it.
The odd thing was that it looked much er hand, their software warns you when
nicer on that machine than on my own. I you go to a custom setup that you can dam
thought this surprising because my ma age or destroy your monitor by using this
chine has the Nanao FlexScan T560i mon program; this is sufficiently intimidating
itor, which is newer than the Hitachi and that I suspect they get a lot of calls from
has a higher refresh rate. In theory, it ought · people who want some reassurance. The
to produce better screen images. A puz remedy for that is to put more monitors
zlement. Read on; the explanation is illu into their standard monitor list, and they're
doing that.
·
minating, or at least it was for me.
It took about an hour, but eventually ev
erything was set up properly, and I could
First Glitch
The Graphics Ultra board seemed to work bring up Windows.
just fine in the Cheetah 486/33, for both
DOS and Windows. Whatever the prob Bit Maps and GUI
lems I had with the earlier engineering I have been running Windows at 640- by
models, A TI production boards have no 480-pixel resolution. It means the desk
problems with very fast no-wait-state 486 top is pretty crowded, but that didn't seem
to be a big problem, and many of the pro
machines. Then I put in the ATI floppy
disk, logged onto drive A, and typed IN grams I. was running were DOS applica
STALL. The machine trundled for a mo tions (e.g., Q&A Write), which have char
ment, flashed the message "please be sure acter-based fonts rather than bit maps.
that you have the Ultra Accelerator in Character-based fonts are the same no mat
stalled," and returned me to DOS. Nothing ter what screen resolutions you set; but
I could do would let me run their installa that isn't true for Windows fonts.
At 640- by 480-pixel resolution, most
tion program. Double-plus ungood.
bit-mapped fonts are thin and not very at
It was, of course, the middle of the night.
I sent a fax to ATI and went to bed. Next tractive on-screen. At 800 by 600 pixels,
morning, I had a return fax : the problem is they aren ' t much better; but at I024 by
768 pixels, they start looking very good
a clash between QEMM 6.02 and the ATI
indeed. That's particularly true of the CG
ROM system. Both Quarterdeck and ATI
are aware of it; alas, neither has got around Times font: at 640 by 480 pixels in 12
point size it looks anemic, but the same
to documenting the problem.
The fix is to put into the QEMM386 size at 1024 by 768 pixels is robust-at
.SYS line in CONFIG .SYS the exclusion tractive enough that Niven mentioned it.
I'm told that 1280 by 1024 pixels looks
statement X=COOO-C7FF and reboot. That
will take care of the conflict. Alas, it will even better, but I wouldn't know: I haven't
also mess up your loads into high memo been able to get that to work. It's supposed
to, but when I try to install it (with the
ry, so you should run Quarterdeck's Opti
COOO-C7FF area excluded), I get odd split
mize again.
That clone, all was well, and I was able images when I invoke Windows. I make

HERE ARE TEN GREAT REASONS TO SELECT THE INDUSTRY'S BEST,
THE TURBO-COO[" 300 AND TURBO-COOLTM 450.
1. 50% TO 100% MORE POWER

The more power, the better! Our high-capacity
units start drive motors with ease, run cooler,
last longer, and allow for future expansion.

2. BUIIT-IN LINE CONDITIONING
Turbo-Cool power
INPUT VOLTAGE (MIN)
supplies won't skip 100V - - - - ,- - - 
a beat when the line 95V
90V
voltage sags.Their
85V
wide input range
(85-135V, I 70-270Y)
ORDINARY
TURBO-COOL
and heavy-duty input
POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY
components protect your
PC and irs data from sags, surges and spikes.

3. FCC-BAND VDE-B LINE FILTER
A dual-stage EMI filter keeps electrical noise
well below agency standards.

4. INDEPENDENT REGULATION
Turbo-Coal's superior independent-regulation
design keeps output voltage tolerances 20
rimes righter rhan rhar of an ordinary

power supply. This exceptional srabiliry
improves hard drive reliability during critical
access periods.

5. ULTRA-CLEAN DC OUTPUT
A dual-stage ourpur filter ensures rhar sensitive
computer chips receive pure, low-ripple power.

6. PROTECTION CIRCUITRY
Our unirs offer rhe most complete protection
from dangerous overvolrage, overcurrent,
and short circuit conditions.

7. THERMASENSE"' COOLING FAN
The Turbo-Cool 300 features ThermaSense,
our high-capacity,
ThermaSense fan
55
thermostatically/
50
controlled, variable- _ 45
speed fan. Ir's ideal! ~ '°
High-performance
~ 35
systems operate up to "' 30
25
35° cooler while
50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
standard ones run
Air Temperature {°F)
as much as 75% quieter.

8. UL/CSA/TUY APPROVAI.S
Our high-capacity units are safety approved
by nor only UL, bur also by Canada's CSA
and Germany's srricr TUY.

9. TWO-YEAR WARRANTY
Turbo-Cools are designed and rested for
MTBFs of over 100,000 hours. They come
with a no-hassle 2-yearwarranty and a
30-day money-back guarantee.

10. GREAT VALUE
Loaded wirh premium features, a Turbo-Cool
power supply will upgrade the performance
of your PC or LAN file
server at a retail cost
uf only 55¢ to 80¢
perwarr. You'll be
powered by a unit rhar
is popular with award
winning PC manufacturers
and recommended by experts
Turbo·Cool 450
such as the PC Magazine Advisor!

/Ill POWER & llllllllllli, 11111.
5995 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008 • (619) 931-5700 • (800) 722-6555 •Fax (619) 931-6988
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no doubt that ifl really wanted the higher
resolution, I could probably get it by using
the installation program to fine-tune the
match between the video board and the
FlexScan monitor for that resolution. But
I'm happy enough with what I have.
1
The reason fonts look better at higher
resolutions is obvious once you think about
it: at 640 by 480 pixels, the fonts have a
very small matrix of pixels (8 horizontal by
18 vertical) to work with. At 1024 by 768
pixels, they have enough that they can

make a fair attempt to put on-screen what
you will see on paper; the more pixels, the
better it looks.

The Word Struggle
Clearly I've adopted Word for Windows as
my editing word processor, and it's likely
that after we get Niven a new 486/50 with
a 20-inch FlexScan monitor and a Graph
ics Ultra board running Windows 3.1, we' ll
go to Word for creating books as well. I'm
still looking for a thesaurus program as

Move toWmdows,
staywith the VAX,.
KEAtenn VT420
Features

Extensions Networks Benefit.a Help Do
Extensions

" ISO and atlribuUI tro\lpped cc lore
"VT'340 block mode le loal Iedltln<J
" IBM and ANSI grepl11C5
"Hleto111 buffer
"ASCII and Super l!irmlt file
" On 5'r'lll'I uoer 'outton6

trll"*°

vlnterpntive ~ipt lan5uoge
"DOE client and $8rwr e.uppoft

VT emulation under Windows
KEA has VT emulation and connectivity products for your PC: KEAterm
VT emulation for MS-Windows; .ZSTEM VT emulation for MS-DOS and
SCO UNIX; thelbwerStation VT layout keyboard for your PC; and KEAlink
network products for connecting to your VAX or UNIX host
Te~ (604)431-0727

Fax: (604)431-0818

Orders: 1-800-663-8702
KEA Systems Ltd..3738 North Fraser Way, Unit IOI. Burnaby, BC. Canada V5JSGL
~10llA$TSt'ENS1IDMt >.l '1Pls,_..UJ.~l!AW..,.,_tm.~U111LMIU,io.,.,.~11UA!r>1...,Ll4

Allod.ttlitud udllftlllocl .......... ~.~1:.-.....t.ol\Mtr~ .. """"'
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good as Word Finder and a dictionary as
good as Definitions Plus that will work
with Word for Windows. With Q&A Write
and those, I can press Control-FI 0 to get
the thesaurus list for any word and Alt-D to
get the dictionary definition of a word-in
cluding words that pop up in Word Finder.
I don ' t often use those features, but
when I do want them, I want them badly.
I understand there are versions that work
with Word for DOS. I'm told that Word
Star ships an American Heritage Dictio
nary for Windows that works with Word,
and I'll have to try it; but what I really want
is the Word Finder/Definitions Plus com
bination I already have with DOS. Sigh.
The Word for Windows learning curve
is steep. It helps if you keep the fol low
ing firmly in mind: Word is object-orient
ed and believes each paragraph is an ob
ject. Formatting becomes easier when you
understand that, as I learned in doing in
dentations. When we converted from Q&A
Write, each paragraph had several spaces
to indent the first line. As long as those
spaces were there, it was very difficult to
use Word properly. Fortunately, Word can
search for a paragraph marker (Ap, and it
looks like that, not Control-p but caret-p)
and for any white space (Aw, same rule).
Thus, if you tell Word to substitute Ap for
ApAw, you will, after a while, eliminate all
white space at the beginning of each para
graph.
Incidentally, if you do that with a very
large document, you will get a message
that says you have done too many edits,
and you must save your document. Un
fortunately, I simply followed that in
struction and did the substitution again.
The third iteration of that locked the
machine up so thoroughly that it required
a hardware reset, crashing everything.
Amazing!
After I reset and reloaded Windows, I
found the file was intact as of the previous
save and did the substitution again. I got
the same message aga in, and this time
it not only saved the file but closed and
reloaded the file each time I got the mes
sage_ On a 486/33 that doesn't take very
long, even on a 130,000-word novel; and
it fixed the problem. About four more it
erations of substituting Ap for ApAw did
the job, and now I have pretty good control
over formatting.
My next step is to learn about section
markers to divide my document into
chunks, particularly to divide the "front
matter" (e_g., title page, instructions to the
printer, dedication, and dramatis personae)
from the rest of the book, yet keep the
whole mess in one master file . I haven't
mastered that, but I'm gaining on it. Inci
dentally, I find that the Windows Cardfile

The only Windows™ statistics
package you'll ever need.
#1 for DOS and Windows

Rated "the best general-purpose
statistics program" for the PC by
SoftwareDi,gest®, SYSTAT for DOS
is nowjoined by SYSTAT for Win
dows. This addition to the SYSTAT
family takes full advantage of
Windows, with pull down menus,
dialog boxes, sizable windows, and
the ease of use you expect in a
Windows package.
SYSTAT for Windows runs in
standard and 386 enhanced modes
and can take advantage of Win
dows advanced memory manage
ment. No matter how large or
complex your.analysis is, you can
use SYSTAT.
SYSTAT delivers a balance of
power and simplicity. It lets you
analyze and manipulate data

NEW

SYSTAT®for WINDOWS

with a comprehensive range of
advanced statistical procedures,
and present your results with
stunning graphics.

SYSTAT offers the most
advanced multivariate general lin
ear model available for Windows.

Just point and click

No other statistical or graphics
package can produce all the scien
tific and technical graphs that
SYSTAT can-nor surpass its ease of
use. Graphics capabilities include:
• histograms
• single, multiple, stacked, and
range bar graphs
• single and grouped box plots
• stem-and-leaf diagrams
• pie charts
• scatterplot matrices
• 3-D data and function plots
• contour plots
• control charts
• maps with geographic projections
• Chernoff faces
• complete color spectrum
• log and power scales
• confidence intervals and ellipses
• linear, quadratic, step, spline,
polynomial, LOWESS, expo
nential, and log smoothing

SYSTAT is a full-fledged Windows
application. Just point and click.
SYSTAT's QuickStat™ buttons give
you simple, single-click shortcuts
to common statistical analyses.
More statistics, from the basic
to the most sophisticated

Afull range of univariate and
multivariate statistics-from t tests
to multidimensional scaling. With a
few clicks you can turn most sta
tistics into graphs and perform:
• multiway crosstabs with log
linear modeling
• nonparametric statistics
• principal components and
factor analysis
• cluster analysis
• time series
• nonlinear estimation
• correlation matrices
• means, effect, and dummy
models
• post hoc tests

The most graphics

A compatible family of products

Whichever you choose-SYSTAT
for Windows, SYSTAT for DOS or
both-you'll enjoy the most power
ful statistics and scientific graphics
software available for the PC.
For more information, special
offers for current users, and demo
disks, call:

708-864-5670
For Windows circle 166,
For IBM/DOS circle 167.

SVSTAT
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program works just fine for compiling the
cast of characters.

Portable Mice
One consequence of keeping The Grip
p(ng Hand master file in Word for Win
. dows was needing to have Windows run
ning on my portable machines. That's not
difficult. At the moment, Roberta carries a
Texas Instruments TravelMate 3000 Win
S X, and I have the Zenith Mastersport
386SL. Both run Windows 3.1 nicely, al
though they work only in 640- by 480
pixel mode.
I used LapLink Pro to transfer the files,
incidentally testing the new STB Dual Se
rial/Parallel board for Big Cheetah; it
worked fine. LapLink Pro comes with .PIF
and .ICO files, so it installs in Windows as
easily as it does into DOS.
Now I had to choose mice, or rather
trackball substitutes: Logitech's Track
Man Portable or Microsoft's Ballpoint
Mouse. For test purposes I carried both.
The Mastersport came with a Ballpoint,
and Windows uses Microsoft MOUSE
.SYS, so that had a head start. The Ball
point trackball has a well-designed mount
ing system, with thumbscrews that will

hold it onto any keyboard-laptop or desk
top. It's good enough that I've been tempt
ed to mount one on my Northgate Om
niKey keyboard (if you don't have an
OmniKey, you don't know what you're
missing) and be done with it; the main rea
son I don't is that I still like the "Dove
soap" mouse, which just plain looks and
feels good.
The Ballpoint is well designed, with the
triggers conveniently placed, and is easy to
get used to. Frankly, if I didn't write this
column, I wouldn't have tried another.
Then I got the TrackMan Portable.
The TrackMan installs just fine. In fact,
all I did was unplug the Ballpoint, plug in
the TrackMan, and turn on the Master
sport. If Windows noticed any difference,
it hasn't told me yet. The TrackMan has
three buttons, and MOUSE.SYS expects
only two, but that's no problem. When run
under MOUSE.SYS, the middle Track
Man button does nothing. If you want all
three buttons active, Logitech supplies
mouse drivers for that.
The TrackMan's action is, I think, just
a little smoother than the Ballpoint's; but
do notice the tentative way I put that. One
thing is certain: it's very smooth and pas

itive. The finger actions for left and right
mouse buttons are quite different for the
two devices.
With the TrackMan, you use your
thumb to mash the "right" button, which is
actually on the left side of the ball. That
sounds confusing, but it isn't, and the ac
tion is quite natural. With the Ballpoint,
you use the first two fingers, about the
way you would with a regular mouse;
however, because the left and right keys
are pretty close together, you do have to be
careful. On the gripping hand, it's easier to
mash both buttons at once with the Ball
point.
Finally, the mounting system for the
TrackMan has the advantage of being flat,
making it easier to close the top of the lap
top with the mouse mount still attached.
But it's not as positive as the Ballpoint's
mount, and it's easier for the TrackMan
to accidentally become detached from the
mount (and the mount from the laptop
case). The Ballpoint can be attached at
several angles; the TrackMan at only one.
However, I always set the Ballpoint to
about the same angle the TrackMan uses,
so that's hardly a big point. ·
My conclusion is that I don't have one.
conrinued

WINSLEUTH GOLD™

WinSleuth Gold is the first tutorial/analysis/diagnostic program
specifically written to operate under Windows 3.0/3.1. A newly
enhanced graphical user interface makes WinSleuth Gold the
easiest WinSleuth to use, EVER
Novice and advanced users will appreciate WinSleuth Gold's
access to low-level information and functions. WinSleuth Gold can
actually test and evaluate memory chips, serial and parallel ports,
the video adapter and other vital system components. New users
will find the on-line help facility valuable as a learning aid.
WinSleuth Gold helps make complex aspects of computing such
as IRQs, hard disk drives and video easier to understand.
TuneUp is now more comprehensive in its analysis and not only
can make performance-enhancing suggestions, but with a set of
NEW 'smart editors', can make changes to system settings
automatically that improve Windows operation!
Installation
Assistant is a partner in the frustrating task of installing new
hardware. With Report Generator send hardcopy to the printer,
or an ASCII file for import into your database manairer.
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IEISA

The Only Game In Town
EISA UTILITIES MAKE THE JOB
SIMPLE

For EISA, there is only one
player to consider-AMI.
Whether it's motherboards,
BIOS, utilities, or SCSI
host adapters, AMI is
the singlesource
for advanced EISA
technology.

AMI designed and
developed the EISA
Configuration Utility
to make configuring
EISA products a snap.
Run the ECU and select
the auto configuration option,
or modify the 110 ports, inter
rupts, or OMA settings as you desire .

ADVANCED EISA & MODU
LAR CPU MOTHERBOARDS
With AMI leading the way in EISA
motherboard designs, you will benefit
from bulletproof performance and proven
reliability.
• EZ-Flex- Anew modular CPU design
offering easy upgrades to future
technology.
• Enterprise II-Aproven EISA per
forme1~ popular for critical applications.

THE LEADING
EISA BIOS

EISA ADD-ON CARDS
The F'ast Disk EISA SCSIHost Adapter,
with a
combination
of 16 MB
cache, and
intelligent
:386SX l/O management, is the fastest SCSI
host adapter on the market today. 1.Dok to
AMI forother EISA cards in the nearfuture.

AMI is the worldTHE AMI DIFFERENCE
wide standard for
AMI's expertise covers the entire EISA
BIOS. AMI's EISA BIOS provides the
environment. With research, engineering
reliability,compatibility, and features
~
and support functions under one roof,
you desire. Plus, it's compatible
AMI is unmatched in knowledge
with AMI's BIOS Configura~--::...
and support. Call AMI, and
--.
tion Utility, providing
you will understand why
on-site customization
AMI's "monopoly" on
for the Integrator
EISA makes it the
or OEM.
only game in town.

- 

-

AMI
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SINGLE SOURCE TECHNOLOGY

AMERICAN MEGATRENDS, INC.
800-U-BUY-AMI or 800-828-9264, 404-263-8181, fox 404-263-9381
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Join the New Imaging
Revolution

Either of these is plenty good enough, and
I doubt you'd be unhappy whichever one
you get. I love it when two companies fight
to keep me happy.

It's a Miracle

10:00
Shoot
The new Canon RC-570 Still Video Camera
records 25 electronic photos on a reusable
2-inch video floppy disk. No film or processing.
No waiting. No waste. The 3X zoom lens and
450-line frame video resolution ensure superior
image quality. Speed, portability, ease of use, and
direct playback to a TV monitor make the RC-570
an ideal imaging tool.

10:12
Process
Canon digitizers allow still video images to be
easily input to Macintosh®, PC, or NeXT'"
computers. Integrate graphic files into
applications like DTP, Databases, Multimedia
and Presentations. You can even
record from your computer back to
video floppy with our Electronic
Still Presentation systems.

10:1../5
Present
Use the RC-570 still video camera
connected to a TV monitor to
deliver impressive computer
generated presentations directly frorr
your video floppy disk. No
computers. _No slides. No projectors.
No hassles. That's Revolutionary!

~~

-• ·

_ n'"6'1>W:

e1992 Cano11 USA, Inc. S1il Video System Division,One Canon Plaza, lake Sucooss. NY 11042
Brand and Produet names are trademarks of their respective holders.
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Learn more about this revolution:
call 1-800-221-3333 ext. 313,

cano11
Circle 84 on Inquiry Card.

The Miracle Piano Teaching System con
sists of a well-designed keyboard with
speakers and headphones, a rather inge
nious "footpedal," cables to connect the
keyboard to your PC, and some really nifty
software for teaching you how to trans
late musical notes into finger movements.
Now, the keyboard hasn't the musical
quality of a Steinway, and the software is
no substitute for a good music teacher. But
anyone serious -about learning to play the
piano will find that The Miracle plus in
structions will get you further, faster, than
lessons and practice alone will ever do.
Among other things, The Miracle makes
piano practice a lot less painful: the soft
ware prompts you on what to do and keeps
track of how well you did it.
The integration of software and hard
ware is amazing. You can, for instance,
adjust the volume on the keyboard either
with a hardware device on the keyboard
itself or with the mouse on-screen. You
can cause the keyboard to play notes by
mousing around or by pressing the keys.
The keyboard connects to your com
puter through a serial port. There's also a
MIDI. If you connect through the MIDI,
you can get software that lets you record,
edit, and play music with the keyboard.
The keyboard has its own speakers, but it
will also connect to external speakers or to
your stereo system. I keep threatening to
write an opera; this has certainly moved
me closer to being able to do it.
Do understand, this is a semiprofes
sional system. You can certainly buy bet
ter-sounding keyboards with more com
plex capabilities, and if you learn to play
well enough that you want to do profes
sional concerts, you 'II certainly want to
. get something better. Of course, the some
thing better will cost you several times as
much as The Miracle.
Serious music teachers should look into
The Miracle; the system isn't going to take
the music teacher's job away, just make
it a great deal easier, letting the teacher
concentrate on fine points. The Miracle
will take care of most of the basics and
provide motivation for practice to boot.
I suspect this thing is going to just fly off
the shelves. The Miracle Piano Teaching
System gets a User's Choice Award. High
]y recommended.

Multimedia
Multimedia right now is Iittle more than a
catchphrase that doesn't stand for much,

I
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INTRODUCING MICRO-CAP IV.™
MORE SPICE. MORE SPEED.
MORE CIRCUIT.
PC-based circuit analysis just became faster.
from SPICE 2G.6 models plus extensions. Compre
More powerful. And a lot easier. Because
hensive analog behavioral modeling capabilities.
MICRO-CAP IV is here. And it continues a
Amassive model library. Instant feedback plotting
12-year tradition of setting CAE price/
from real-time waveform displays. Direct schematic
performance standards.
waveform probing. Support for both Super and
Put our 386/486 MICRO-CAP IV to work,
Extended VGA.
'and you'll quickly streamline circuit creation,
AC Analysis
And the best is still less. At $2495, MICRO-CAP
simulation and edit-simulate cycles- on circuits as large as
outperforms comparable PC- based analog simulators- even
10,000 nodes. In fact, even our 286 version delivers a quantum
those $5000 + packages- with power to spare. Further,it's
leap upward in speed. Because, for one thing, MICRO-CAP IV
available for Macintosh as well as for IBM PCs.Write or call
ends SPICE-file-related slowdowns; it reads, writes and
for a brochure and demo disk. And experience firsthand
analyzes SPICE text files and MC4 schematic files. It also
added SPICE and higher speed- on larger circuits.
features fully integrated schematic and text editors. Plus an
interactive graphical interface- windows, pull-down menus,
mouse support, on-line HELP and documentation - that
1021 S. Wolfe Road
boosts speed even higher.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Now sample MICRO-CAP IV power. It comes, for example,
(408) 738-4387 FAX(408) 738-4702
Circle 157 on Inquiry Card.
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but the concept is valid: the integration of
visuals, sound, and your computer system
to produce things that none of them can
do alone. There isn't yet a great deal of
software designed to take advantage of
multimedia, but now that there's a rea
sonable standard, that's coming.
There are several ways to get multime
dia. The least expensive way is to get the
various components-a 386 or higher ma
chine, a CD-ROM drive, and a good sound
card with a MIDI-and put it all together.

In fact, that ' s no bad way to do it. You
can get inexpensive CD-ROM drives all
over the place, and sound cards are easy
enough to come by.
You could also get the Creative Labs
Multimedia Adaptation Kit, which con
tains nearly everything you 'II need: to wit,
a Sound Blaster Pro card with a MIDI, a
game port, and a SCSI port to drive a CD
ROM; a CD-ROM drive; and software.
Alas, it is "nearly" everything. When we
went to install the kit in our Gateway 2000

ARE YOU SPENDING
TOO MUCH TIME
DRAWING FLOWCHARTS?
YOU NEED FLOW CHARTING TM 3.

D

Every day, professionals worldwide save time
and money using Flow Charting 3. It's fast,
efficient, easy to use, and always produces
presentation-perfect charts and diagrams.

0

With Flow Charting 3's built-in flexibility,
you can create customized charts using a
variety of shapes, lines, and text
placed where you want them.
Plus, Flow Charting 3 is now available in a
LAN version. Making it easy to share files and set
up work groups for specific projects.
And it's backed with free technical support and a
90-day no-risk guarantee. So if you're spending too
much time drawing charts, call for a free demo and
see for yourself what makes Flow Charting 3 the
best-selling flowcharting software.

See your dealer today! Or for a
free interactive demo disk,call
1-800-525-0082, ext. 112

PA111JN &PA111JN

Softwa r e Corporat i on

International: 408-778-6557, ext. 112
Novell is a r egistered trademark

or Novell, Inc.

Excellence in charting rile Jlow of ideas!

Patton & Patton Software Corp. 485 Cochrane Circle, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
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486/50, we discovered that the kit con
tains an internal drive. That isn't a real
problem in thatthere is room for the drive
in the Gateway; but, alas, there are neither
rails nor screws with the CD-ROM drive,
so it was physically impossible to install it.
I. thought I might be able to find the
proper screws around here somewhere,
but no; they're not standard. I found one
screw taken out of an older computer that
matched the size and pitch of the mounting
holes, but it wasn 't long enough; besides,
I am not going to install a CD-ROM drive
with one screw.
By next month that should be fixed, and
I'll be able to report on the Creative Labs ·
CD-ROM drive.

Corel Blockbuster
I also have the Corel Blockbuster CD
ROM package. The package I have con
tained an external Toshiba drive, a SCSI
card, cables (including a SCSI termina
tor), software, instructions, and the CD
ROM version ofCorelDraw 2.0.
The CD-ROM installs simply enough.
The instructions are clear, and the soft
ware installs itself like a miracle. There
was only one problem: after everything
was done, it wouldn't work. The Corel
package installs the Microsoft DOS ex
tensions known as MSCDEX, but when
AUTOEXEC.BA T tried to run MSCDEX
.EXE, nothing happened. Then the mes
sage "Incorrect DOS Version" appeared.
I looked for instructions on what to do.
Nothing. What about a README.TXT
file? None. I fired off a fax to Corel. Then,
on a hunch, I looked through the software
again; a file called README.CD told me
what I should have remembered-that
MSCDEX doesn't know about DOS 5.0.
The remedy is spelled out in detail on the
README.CD file and involves running
SETVER. Once that was done, the CD
ROM drive came right up.
MSCDEX is very large and reduces
DOS memory something awful, so I took
time out to install Quarterdeck QEMM
6.02. QEMM automatically makes EMS
memory available to anything that needs it.
Inserting the switch /E into the MSCDEX
command line causes MSCDEX to load
itself up in EMS memory. The Gateway
2000 has plenty of upper memory.
Once QEMM installed itself and ran
Optimize, I accessed the CD-ROM disk
drive and got a pleasant surprise. That CD
ROM is fast! Now true, it's operating on
the Gateway 2000 486/50, which is easily
the fastest machine in the house; but the
CD-ROM drive itself is also very fast. The
result is that pictures just leap onto the
screen.
The Corel SCSI card will run more than

PC WON'T BOOT? KICKSTART IT!

PC DIAGNOSTICS MADE EASY

Don't replace your motherboard, use KickStart 2'".
When serious hardware problems occur, nothing gets
you up and running as fast. KickStart 2 measures
powerwithin2.5% on all four voltages, shows
Power-On Self-Test(POST) failure codes, and
features on-board ROM-based diagnostics allowing
you to determine and remedy the problem quickly,
easily, and inexpensively!

You don't need to betechnical to use PC Probe™.
With clear, intuitive, pull-down menus and 206 pages
of on-l ine help, troubleshooting your PC is truly
MADE EASY!

Built-in serial and parallel 1/0 allows for testing
remote via modem, CJ simply logging results to a
remote terminal, printer, or laptop. You can configure
your own test routines and store them in KickStart 2's
battery backed-up CMOS RAM for quick future use.
On-board switches, LEDs, and digital displays allow
complete control over testing in systems lacking
video or disk.

'The number of tests KickStart 2 can perform is mind
boggfing .. IF THE KICKSTART 2 CAN'T FIND
THE PROBLEM, IT PROBABLY EXISTS IN YOUR
HEAD, not inthehardware."
Rich Santafesa, Computer Shopper
"KickStart 2system diagnostics board helps users
check out virtually every aspect of aPC's hardware
system... THE BOARD IS A WORTHY INVEST·
MENT /or computermaintenance."
David Claiborne, PC Week

PROFESSIONAL LEVEL
PC TROUBLESHOOTING

KickStart 2is the ultimate SECURITY CARO, too.
With two levels of password protection and pre-0/S
activation, you can confidently prevent unauthorized
use of your PC.

LandmarkService Diagnostics"'isideal for
professionals requiring the most exhaustive
diagnostic test capabilities.

Includes serial and parallel loopback plugs and the
LandmarkJumpStart'" AT ROM BIOSfor testing
ATsthatdon't issuePOSTcodes. KickStart 2works
independent of your operating system. You can use it
onDOSor UNIXsystems. CALL for current
pricing.

Service Diagnostics is not
just asingle product, but a
complete LINE of products.
It's comprised of software,
hardware, and firmware so
you can choose the best
"tool" for the job.

With Alignlt'"you can clean, diagnose. and align
your floppy drives in minutes without ascope.
Patented technology requires only ascrewdriver to
perform ANSI-accurate alignments (.3 mils)
Align It is ideal for corporate users with multiple PCs.
The GOLD STANDARD feature allows you to align all
your PCs to the same in-house standard, guarantee
ing that all your floppies are perfectly interchangeable
between PCs! Available in 3.5" or 5.25" for both high
and low densities. CALL for current pricing.

PC Probe runs over 150 tests including; motherboard
and CPU, memory, video cardand display, keyboard,
COM ports, floppy driveand controller, harddrive
andcontro ller, andmore. Includes VirusCure,
LandmarkSpeed Test, AT SetUp & loopback
plug s. CALL for current pricing!

EOITORS'
CHOICE
August 1990

();era/I. Service Oiagnos/ics.
When your PC won't boot,
T/'e Kil was /lie bes/ perfatmer
you're running aservico
you'll needROM POST
department. SERVICE
firmware, aplug-in chip that OIAbNOSTICS IS NOT AN
OPTION, IT'S A
virtually"jumpstarts" the
NECESSITY ..
system to determine what's
Bill aBrien. PC Magazine
wrong. And, when your
printer isn't working, you
won't know whether it's theLPTport, cable, CJ printer
without hardware, like our loopback plugs (which
together with our software completely test the COM
ports).

THE 5 MINUTE SOLUTION TO
FLOPPY DRIVE FAILURE

And, you don't have to be handy with ascrewdriver to
make PC Probe pay for itself. Just by providing a
diagnostic report toyour service and repair shop,
you'll save money andreceivequicker service.

To provide you acomplete troubleshooting resource,
Service Diagnostics is offered in single modules or in
"kits." Components include; CPU-specific software
(PC, XT, AT, 386/486, PS/2), ROM POSTS (PC, XT,
AT) and floppy alignment disks (35" and 525').
All the Service Diagnostics softwaremodules are
available in self-booting versions for use with non
DOS operating systems like UNIX.
Service Diagnostics is powerful and flexible.
Hundreds of tests can be performed on your mother
board, memory, video, COM ports,floppy and hard
drives, printer, and more CALL for a customized
quote on the kit thafs right for you!
Circle 164 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 165).

SLASH HARD DISK
SET-UP TIME
If you install, upgrade, or maintain hard drives. then
you need DiskBase'". It'll save you boat-loadsof
time and money by putting the exact hard disk
information you need at your fingertips... whenever
you need it.
DiskBase reveals 12 technical specs on over 2500
hard disk drive models and 8technical specs on over
220 controllers. Once you've located the correct hard
disk model, you can instantly bring up aIisling of all
compatiblecontrollers. CALL for current pricing!

• Toll Free Tech Support
• 90 Day Money Back Guarantee
• Federal Express Shipping

CALL(800)683-6696
FAX (813) 443-6603 • lnt'I (813) 443-1331

nIANDMARK
RESEARCH INTERN ATIO NAL COR PORATION
703 Grand Central Street • Clearwater.FL 34616
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one CD-ROM drive. For the heck of it, I
connected up the Pioneer Minichanger to
the daisy chain. It worked just fine. The
result is neat: I have seven CDs available.
Next, I put the Sound Blaster Pro board
into the Gateway 2000. I did this with a
little trepidation. When we first got the
Gateway, we tried an older Sound Blaster
Pro board in it, and that didn't work. Clear
ly the machine was too fast for the board,
because speech came out garbled and mu
sic very fast with dead spots in it. The
board I just put in came from the multi
media kit (the one that contained a CD
ROM drive but no rails), and it works just
fine. The multimedia upgrade kit also con
tains Windows 3.1, but that came with the
Gateway 2000, so I didn't need to install it.
With the Corel Blockbuster CD-ROM
drive, Windows, and Sound Blaster Pro
with a MIDI, I have a very fast and pow
erful multimedia machine.

Tandy 4033 LX
The simplest way to get multimedia is to
go to your local Radio Shack and buy a
Tandy 4033 LX. You get a 386/33 PC with
a mouse, a 100-MB hard drive, and 4 MB
of RAM; a Sound Blaster Pro/SCSI drive

controller board with a MIDI and a game
port; and the same CD-ROM drive you
get with the Creative Labs Multimedia
Adaptation Kit. My 4033 LX came with
Windows 3.0, but if you get one now,
you'll get version 3.1. You also get inte
gration software and a CD-ROM with a
bunch of multimedia demonstrations, some
extremely impressive.
The Tandy 4033 LX is a solid machine.
We've bashed it around a bit without caus
ing any problems at all. Tandy's techni
cal support varies in quality depending on
where and how you got your system, but
ultimately it's quite solid, and there are
Radio Shack outlets all over the place. If
you live in West Misery, Radio Shack may
well be the closest high-tech shop.
There are two things you'll want to do
with the 4033 LX. First, add some memo
ry. The 4033 LX uses standard SIMMs,
and the manual explains how to bring your
system up to 16 MB. You may not need 16
MB, but I strongly recommend you go for
8 MB; Windows and multimedia eat mem
ory like mad. Second, get hold of a Cyrix
math chip and install that. I don't insist on
the Cyrix chip, but that will certainly work.
I've got Cyrix math chips in several ma

1987-88-90

1990-91

U.S. Delivery $3.00
Foreign Delivery $4.00

U.S. Delivery $6.00
Foreign $8.00
Canada & Me xico $6.50

1987

1988

January

1989

1990

1991

Gateway 2000 486/50
I don't have time for a full report on this
machine; let me just say that I have reason
to believe it 's the fastest machine in the

BYTE BACK
ISSUES FOR SALE

1992

The above prices include postage in the US. European customer
please refer to Back Issue order form in the Internatio nal
Advertising section of the book.

'
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February

chines, both here and at other test sites,
and I've never heard a negative report.
The 4033 LX manual explains the instal
lation, and if you pay attention to what
you're doing, you should have no trouble
at all with it.
With a math chip and more memory,
you will have a machine that is at least
as good as any 386 I have here at Chaos
Manor, and the multimedia integration of .
the Tandy 4033 LX is well worth having.
You won't have as fast a CD-ROM drive
as the one that comes with Corel Block
buster; but it will be fast enough.
The manuals are a bit thin but under
standable, and I didn't look for any infor
mation I didn't find. The keyboard is de
cent; I'm spoiled by my OmniKey, so I
may not be the right judge of keyboards.
The fact is, though, Tandy has produced a
solid, well-integrated machine and greatly
simplified the setup; it's a good way to get
into multimedia without hassles. Recom
mended.
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MINUTEMAN TAKES CHARGE IN
OVER 1000 JCPENNEY STORES.
Every time JCPenney sells
a pair of jeans, a toaster or
a bottle of perfume, MINUTE
MAN takes charge. That's
because more than one
thousand JCPenney stores
rely on MINUTEMAN UPS
systems to back up power to
their point-of-sale systems.
Everyday your company
relies on its voice and data
communications equipment
to stay productive. Unfortu
nately, the electricity that
powers these vital systems
is not reliable.
Blackouts, brownouts,
spikes, surges and even
lightning strikes are
common in most business
environments. And the high

MINUTEMAN'S Intelligent
Power Master Series:
• PM600 - $579
• PM1250 - $1049
• The intelligent power
boost feature allows for
normal input to the
computer during
extended brownouts of
up to -12% without
draining the batteries
• True sinewave
• Continuous protection
from surges and spikes

cost of losing vital informa
tion and productivity due
to power outages and
surges calls for preventive
measures.
Power requirements
can be confusing. And your
company has unique
needs that often require

one up with help from

custom solutions.

.
.
.
..

MINUTEMAN PRODUCTS:
On-line and standby UPS
300VA to 10KVA
Shutdown software for
every available operating
system

l\IIINUTEMAN.

JCPenney Co.,
Inc. changed its
operations from
the olu POS systems to the
new PC-based technology,
relying on PC platforms for
point-of-sale and in-store
support. And they back each

"There was a violent surge
in one of our stores," says
Patefield. "Ifwe didn't have
the MINUTEMAN unit, it
probably would have
seriously damaged all of our
point-of-sale equipment.
"The key was
the switch-over
time from AC
to battery; " says
Patefield. "It
really has the
best continuity
of the UPS
systems we
evaluated. Also, the price
was very favorable. When
you're installing them in as
many locations as we are, the
pricing was very attractive."

Circle 132 on Inquiry Card.
© 1992 Para Systems, Inc ., 1455 LeMay Drive,

Carrollton, Texas 75007 (214) 446·7363 (214) 446-9011 lax

•

Automatic voltage
regulators
Surge suppressors
Global Socket Series 
compatible with all major
plug patterns
Two year warranty

Call our toll-free POWER
HOTLINE now for your free
Power Protection Guide.

.(800) 238-7272
®·

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES

Reduced prices
up to 36%
Call for complete price list.
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house. I had no trouble installing Sound
Blaster Pro and the Corel Blockbuster CD
ROM drive. It came with Windows 3.1; I
added QEMM 6.02.
This will probably become Robert a 's
Windows machine. More another time,
but you can be sure I won't set her up with
a machine I don't have confidence in.

VisSim 1.1
There are many dynamic simulation pro
grams for the Mac. There had been a few

such programs in CP/M days, and a few of
them-TutSim comes to mind- were
translated to the PC. But there just weren ' t
many nonlinear simulation programs for
the PC, and those had confusing interfaces.
The Mac made it a lot easier to do simu
lations and show results, and most of the
best dynamic simulation software is still on
Macs only.
Then came Windows, and 1 don't ex
pect it will be long before we get a lot of
good simulation programs for PCs.

VisSim is one of the first I've seen. It's
pretty good, but you have to study the man
ual; it' s not as intuitive as I'd like.it to be.
On the other hand, it works, and you can
learn it. And once learned, it's a power
ful tool.
Dynamic simulation is one of the most
exciting developments in the small com
puter world. Anyone interested in science
and engineering will learn a lot from just
playing around with nonlinear simulations.
They're also fun.
VisSim comes with a bunch of ready
made simulations you can use as models.
I wish it came with Jay Forrester's World
Dyna mics built in: it's not that I'm much
enamored of his model, but that model is a
good starting point for world simulations,
and VisSim is flexible enough to allow
you to get into the equations and change
things.
This is the way to learn about model
ing and sensitivity to assumptions. I can't
emphasize strongly enough that the best
way to understand what you're modeling is
to get in there and just pla y around with
variables and initial conditions.
The professional version of VisSim is
pretty expensive, although if you need it,
you'll need it bad. I think there 's also a
student version that's more reasonably
priced, for people who just want to muck
around learning the simulation game.

The Virus Scene

HOW TO EXTEND
YOUR CAD POWER
With Generic CADD, you can put the power and productivityof CAD on every desk. From
engineering to manufacturing to tooling and more, Generic CADD allows you to view,
edit, export and print your valuable AutoCAD* designs, or sketch design concepts. Generic
CADD software runs on standard PCs, Macs, and laptops, utilizing existing hardware.
At $495, it's the economical way to extend your CAD power. To learn why over 300,000
people are using Generic CADD, call 1-800-228-3601.
INFO
Ask for Info Pak #A30.
t.llllON~ ·

f "UOWt-,

~®AUTODESK

•

L..2....lL..!.

GenencCADD

Ve1s1o n 5.0

*Generic CADIJ 6.0and Generic f...\l>D for Macintosh 2.0 - load 11at in~ A1110C\l>.DWG dr.1wi11g fi b dii'l'CI ~'. <:opyriglu 199! i\ul()(bk !Mail Pr1xlucts
All ri):hl~ n.~Ol'tl. Generic C\JJD is a r~ste~d trademarkof Alll od ~k IMail Products. A11toC\I>. Aut1xlt'S k. :md the i\tllcxle>k logo a1e n!gislered
in the U.S. Patent :md Tr.tdt'1 11ark <ifice hy Aulcxlesk. Inc. Mad11111.1 h is a n·gistrn1l trarJemark of1\pple.
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Circle 104 on Inquiry Card
(RESELLERS: 1OS).

I haven ' t time to do this justice, but just
be warned. There 's a chap calling himself
Dark Avenger who is very, very good. He
has released source code for generating
"stealth" viruses. The upshot is that it's
going to be a lot harder to detect viruses
out there, since his source code makes it
easier for less talented people to write
them.
Get yourself a good virus-detection sys
tem and make sure you get frequent up
dates. I'm still recommending Dr. Sol
omon's Anti-Virus Tool Kit. W hate ver
you get, use it.

Winding Down
As usual, there's far more going on than
I have time or space to report. Windows
makes possible more and better software.
Visual Basic with the Crescent Tools
makes it possible to turn out incredibly
sophisticated software in a very short time.
I hope to have a lot more to report on that
Real Soon Now.
There are some new versions of older
good stuff. Bell Atlantic has Thinx 2.0;
Thinx is the Windo ws object-oriented
database I reported on last year. If you
haven't seen it, try to see a demonstration;
it could be just what you need. This is a

rnsiness and government pro
iew and analyze data with
spreadsheets, databases and occasionally
in business graphics packages. While
these types of software work well when
displaying statistical data,
they arc blind to impor
tant geographical
information such as market
potential by sales
territory, distri
bution coverage
by product, or
customer loca
tions by ZIP code
or street address.

And when we say important, we mean
mission critical. For example, Atlas
S'?Jiirare can help business professionals
answer "what if" and "show me where"
questions for optimizing sales te1Tito
ries, targeting customers, and select
ing ideal site locations. Government
professionals can use Atlas S'?Jtirare
for everything from political redistricting to land-use planning
and public safety analysis.
Without 11 tlas S'?Jiirare
decision makers often
overlook important geographic information and
allocate resources inef
fectively.

1ltlas S'?Jiirare'" is changing that. By link
ing data from spreadsheets, databases
and even other applications - on your
PC or Macintosh" - you can now add
the important geographical dimension to
your information system.

Atlas S'?Jtll'are programs come equipped
with built-in data management capabili
ties, map flle importing and a generous

•

ln C:u1>11 l.1, {.·,lll .J.16 ·6cH .-l l (l6
In the UK, c.11\ 4- -81-994- -2780

lo G1·rmam, \.Olli 49-228-62: .73 -82
In Austr.1\i.~. c.111 61-3-866- 1766

1-...'~}-~"'E o_,,

base map and data sampler from our
comprehensive library
containing over 75
gigabytes of
geographic
flies, business
statistics and
demographic
data.

Atlas Sr:.fiware comes in a variety of
"flavors" to suit your specific needs and
supports MS DOS®, MS Windows"' and
Macintosh operating systems.
So if you're ready to add a dynamic new
dimension to the way you use informa
tion, like 25,000 other Strategic Mapping
customers, call us for a free Desktop
Mappin9 Guidebook and demo disk. We'd
be happy to map out a plan for you.

Phone: (408) 985-7400
8

~~-~
. ~ ~ ~.-m*~5-wlili'-!~•i lil -~!~~5:lili'!=~-i.....il l(~l! ! m~~:s~iiiii1!!
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very flexible and powerful program.
The orchid of the month goes to Syman
tec/Norton technical support; several read
ers report good experiences. I'm still look
ing into Norton Desktop for Windows.
There's no questioning that it makes using
Windows a bit neater and more conve
nient. If you use Windows a lot, it's like
ly to be worth the price; and Symantec has
a reasonable upgrade policy, so when they
improve that Desktop-and they will
you can get the improved version at rea
sonable cost.
The computer book of the month is Bri
an Livingston's Windows 3 Secrets (IDG
Books, 1991) yet one more time; there's a

new edition that deals with version 3. I.
Reading this book may not make you an
expert, but you can pretend to be one.
The book of the month is Little Dorrit
by Charles Dickens, a novel about, among
other things, government inefficiency. It's
set in then ineteenth century, but the Office
of Circumlocution has a strangely mod
ern flavor, and the bureaucrats Dickens
shows us could have come right out of
modern Washington.
Next month, the Amiga scene: a new
Amiga an-ived last week. More on multi
media and a whole bunch of CD-ROMs,
including CorelDraw (it's wonderful).
Also, with any luck, this will be the month

I really get started on networking Chaos
Manor.•

Jeny Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer who ·
also earns a comfortable living writing
about computers present and future. Jerry
welcomes readers' comments and opin
ions. Send a self-addressed, stamped en
velope toleny Pournelle, c/oBYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458. Please put your address on the let
ter as well as on the envelope. Due to the
high volume of letters, Jeny cannot guar
antee a personal reply. You can also con
tact him on BIX as "jenyp. "

ITEMS DISCUSSED

American Heritage Dictionary,
Windows Edition .... ..... ............ .....$49
WordStar International, Inc.
201 Alameda del Prado
P.O. Box 6113
Novato, CA 94948
(800) 227-5609
(415) 382-8000
fax: (415) 883-1629
Circle 1146 on Inquiry Card.

Corel Blockbuster
CD-ROM Kit... ..............$1295- $1395
CorelDraw 2.0 CD· RO M ........... $795
Corel Systems Corp.
1600 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada KlZ 8R7
(613) 728-8200
fax: (613) 761-9176
Circle 1147 on Inquiry Card.

Dr. Solomon's Anti-Virus
Tool Kit 5.56 .......... ................. $149.95
Ontrack Computer Systems
6321 Bury Dr., Suites 15-19
Eden Prairie, MN 55346
(800) 752-1333
(612) 937- 1107
fax : (612) 937-5815
Circle 1148 on Inquiry Card.

Gateway 2000 486/50 ......... .......$2995
Gateway 2000
610 Gateway Dr.
North Sioux City, SD 57049
(800) 523-2000
(605) 232-2000
fax: (605) 232-2023

Multimedia Adaptation Kit... .$849.95
Creative Labs, Inc.
1901 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(800) 998-5227
(408) 428-6600
fax: (408) 428-6611

Circle 11 50 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 11 54 on Inquiry Card.

Graphics Ultra
with 512 KB ..... ........ .. ...... .... ....... $599
with I MB .... .. .. .. ..... ............ .. .. .... $799
ATl Technologies, Inc.
3761 Victoria Park Ave.
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada MI W 3S2
(416)756-0718
fax: (416) 756-0720

Tandy 4033 LX .... ............... ......$5499
Tandy Corp.
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX76102
(817) 390-3011
fax : (817) 390-2774

Circle 1151 on Inquiry Card.

Microsoft Ballpoint Mouse ........ $175
Microsoft Windows 3.1 ......... $149.95
Microsoft Word
for Windows 2.0 ......... .... ........... ..$495
MS-DOS 5.0.................... ..........$99.95
Microsoft Corp.
I Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
fax : (206) 883-810 I
Circle 1152 on Inquiry Card.

Dual Serial/Parallel ............ ..... .. ...$69
STB Systems, Inc.
1651 North Glenville, Suite 210
Rich ardson, TX 75081
(214) 234-8750
fax: (214) 234-1306
Circle 1149 on Inquiry Card.
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Circle 1155 on Inquiry Card.

Thinx 2.0 ................... ......... ..... ..... $199
Bell Atlantic Corp.
Thinx Software Division
13100 Columbia Pike
Silver Spring, MD 20904
(800) 688-4469
Circle 11 56 on Inquiry Card.

TrackMan Portable ..... ...............$169
Logitech, Inc.
6505 Kaiser Dr.
Fremont, CA 94555
(800)231-7717
(510) 795-8500
fax: (510) 792-8901
Circle 11 57 on Inquiry Card.

The Miracle Piano Teaching
System ........... ...... .. ...$379.95-$499.95
The Software Toolworks
60 Leveroni Court
Novato, CA 94949
(415) 883-3000
fax: (415) 883-3303

VisSim 1.1 .................................. $1195
Visual Solutions, Inc.
487 Groton Rd.
Westford, MA 01886
(508) 392-0100
fax : (508) 692-3102

Circle 11 53 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1158 on Inquiry Card.
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If something can go wrong, it will.
That's a law so fondamental, it's practically built into every brand of computers
on earth. Fortunately, you've told us how to make it better.
In the course of millions of conversations with our customers, we discovered what
bothers you about buying and owning computers. One theme was sounded over
and over: It's not just a great computer you want; it's what we can do to make sure
you'll get the most out of your computer.
Based on miUions of
coniersations with
our customers,
ue' ie made dramaric
additions to our
services to help you
get the most out of
your computer.

So we studied every area where we could help, from hardware to compatibility,
from telephone response to service. The result was some fairly dramatic changes
at Dell to make computing easier now, and in the foture .
We added new services and specialists so you can get faster help. We involved our
suppliers and software developers to find new ways to ensure compatibility. Most
important, in the three key areas where you want assurances-compatibility, quick
answers and fast service-we're offering something completely foreign to other
computer companies: guarantees.

HOW CAN A COMPUTER BREAK MURPHY'S LAW? We started with
state-of-the-art technology. Integrated 1024 x 768 VGA support, for instance, is
~·re

offering
something no other
computer company
offers: guarantees.

included on all Dell"' desktop systems-even our entry-level i386'"SX system. For
BIOS upgrading, all i486'" systems have FLASH EPROMs. The SmartVu'" diagnostic
display and programmable reset switch are standard on both the mid-sized and
floorstanding systems. And to make sure you get exactly what you want, every
system can be custom-configured to your specifications.
We've also implemented what we call the "total ownership experience'.' We added
specialists to help you with each step you take in owning a computer, from

faery DeU i486
system has FLASH
EPROMs far easy
BIOS upgrading.

purchasing to set-up to servicing to upgrading. You can expect quick answers from
our unique Getting Started Helpline~ custom integration services, award-winning
phone support, and our 24 hour-a-day TechFax'" lines for system information.

IRON CLAD GUARANTEES. We know you want your Dell system to be
compatible with new products in the future. We know you want quick answers to
your questions. And we know you want fast service.
So we guarantee you'll get all of it. This isn't a promise, it's a guarantee. You can
read about the guarantees in the following pages.
They should make everybody happy. Except maybe our competitors. And Murphy.

Del.L.
soo,545,7133
WHEN CALLING, PLEASE REFERENCE #11 E73. IN CANADA. CALL800-668-3021.
HOURS' 7AM-9PM CT MON-FRI, BAM- 4PM CT SAT, IOAM -JPM CT SUN.

DELL325SX
i386NSX, 25 MHz SYSTEM

DELL 486P / 25
i486SX, 25 MHz SYSTEM

• 2MBRAM , ' •
• 80 MB (1 7ms) HARD DRIVE
•VGA COLOR MON!10R
(14;' 640 x 480, .39mm)
• ONE FLOPPY DRIVE (3.5'' OR 5. 25")
• MS-DOS"' 5.0

• 4MBRAM
• 120 MB (17 ms) HARD DRIVE
•SUPER VGA 1024i MONITOR
(14;' 1024 x 768, .28mm)
• ONE FLOPPY DRIVE (3.5" OR 5.25")
• MS-DOS5.0

NOW ONLY $1,149

NOW ONLY $1,899

LEASEO: $43/MO.

LEASE: $70/MO.

DELL 4860/ J3
i486'"DX, 33 MHz SYSTEM
• 4MBRAM
• 230 MB (I6 ms) HARD DRIVE
• ULTilASCAN'" 15FS MONITOR
(15;' 1024 x 768 NI, .28mm)
• ONEFLOPPY DRIVE (3.5''0R5.25")
•MS-DOS5.0

NQW ONLY $2,749
LEASE: $102/MO .

..

DELL 486P./3) .
..
i486DX, 33 MHzSYSTEM
• 4MBRAM
• 170 MB (17 ms) HARD DRIVE
• SUPER VGA 1024i MONITOR
(14:' 1024 x 768, .28mm)
'• ONEFLOPPY DRIVE (3.5" OR 5.25")
•MS-DOS5.0

NOW ONLY $2,199.
LEASE: $81/ MO.

'

,"'I\

DELL48QD/50
i486DX2, 50 MHzSYsTEM

• 230 MB (16 ms) HARD DRIVE .
• ULTRASCAN 15FSMON!10R
(15 h 024 x768:NI, .2811;m)
• ONE FLOPPY DRIVE (3.5" OR 5.25")
•MS-DOS5.0

NOWONiY$3,149
LEASE: $117 /MO.

DELL325NC
i386SL, 25 MHz SYSTEM
ii4MBRAM

'°~60MB (19 ms) HARD DRIVE
• VGA COLOR PASSIVE-MATillX
' LCD (9;' 640 x 480)
• 7.1 LBS. INCLUDING BATfERY
• 3-HOUR BATIERY LIFE
. • MS-DOS 5.01
.• MICROSOFT"' WINDOWS'" 3.1 /
~· MICROSOFT BALLPOINT" MOUSE

. DELL 450DEl.2
i486DX2, 50 MHz SYSTEM
• UTILIZES INTEL'S SPEED
DOUBLER TECHNOLOGY
• 8 MBRAM
• 230 MB (16 ms) HARD DRIVE
• ULTRASCAN 15FS MON!lOR
' (I S;< 1024 x 768 NI, . 28mm)
•ONE FLOPPY DRIVE (3. 5" OR 5.25")
· • MS-DOS5.0

N OW ONLY $3,399
LEASE: $1 26/ MO.

DELL 320SLi
.
i386SL, 20 Ml>lz SY?fEM
• "2MBRAM "·.
• 60 MB (l 9 ms) HARD DRIVE .
• VGA.REFLECTlYE b.CD : .•
_'(9 .5;' 640 x 480) .
"
,
• 3.6 LBS. INCLUDING BATIERY
• UP 10 4-HOUR l!A.TTERY LIFE
• MS-DOS 5.0/ MICROSOFT
WI OOWS3.l/LOTUSORGANIZER , _
/DELL KEYBO.\RD MOUSE
-

_, N OW ONLY $2,149
.,..,;, LEASE: $80/ MO.
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INTRODUCING
GUARANTEED
COMPATIBILITY.
We've discovered a common phobia among computer shoppers. They're afraid the
computer they're about to buy won't run everything they'll need in the future .
At Dell, one of our main goals when we design systems is compatibility. We have
a state-of-the-art lab where our engineers do nothing but make sure our computers
run other vendors' products. We configure our systems with third-party boards and
hundreds of packages in virtually every possible permutation. With thousands of
configurations behind our computers, we often find situations that will "break" the
Far particularly
cough sicuacions,
uc can rewrite
pares of che BIOS
for you.

system. Then we find a way to make it all work, so you don't have to.
We also have strategic relationships with the people who make those new products.
For example, if you have a problem with system software from Novell, Banyan,
SCO, Microsoft or IBM, we'll use our alliances with these companies to bring

everyone together to solve your problem.

WHAT ABOUT NEW PRODUCTS? As we said, our systems are designed to
be compatible today and tomorrow. But ifanewproduct is released, and your system
is not compatible, we can provide free BIOS changes, if that will make them work
together. For complex situations, we can modify the BIOS for you. And for the
~guarantee u.e' U
twrk wich you co
ensure compacibilicy
wich produces
introduced in che
future.

particularly tough problems, we have specialists in areas such as networking, UNIX®
and graphics. No one can predict the future. But we'll do everything we can to
make your system compatible as quickly as possible.

DOESN'T ANYONE ELSE GUARANTEE COMPATIBILITY? In a word,
no. Oh sure, you could probably squeeze a few vendors for some compatibility

~

T

constantly
create compacibilicy
sicuacions chac will
''break'' che syscem,
chen find a way co
mak irnvrk-so you
don' chaw co.

assurances. But when you try to get them in writing, they're a bit tougher to get.

OUR COMPATIBILITY GUARANTEE: Dell systems are designed and
tested to run all standard operating systems, application software, peripherals and
network operating systems developed for ISA and EISA architecture systems. If
you encounter a compatibility problem with your Dell Performance Series system
within three years of the original purchase, we guarantee Dell's engineers and
technicians will work with you to identify the cause ofthe problem and recommend
a solution. If the problem (other than software support for device drivers) can be
solved by updating your system, we'll provide the change at no charge. Or, in the
rare event we can't do that, you may return the system for a refund. You understand
that we can't extend the guarantee to software or devices that were never intended
to run on comparable ISA or EISA systems of the same vintage.1

Del.L.
800~545~ 7133
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INTRODUCING
GUARANTEED
RESPONSE.
Having trouble formatting your hard disk? Need somebody to explain the mysteries
of MS-DOS 5.0? Can't set your modem switch?
If you have a Dell computer, you can call us and get all the help you need without
umpteen call transfers or endless choruses of"Tie A Yellow Ribbon'.' We've put

,
J
.

.

We solu:! most
problems 0ter the
phone within
10 minutes.

together a remarkable system that enables our trained technicians to solve most
reported problems over the phone, usually in 10 minutes or less.
It works like this: Calls made to Dell Technical Support are entered into our system.
If our technicians run into a problem they can't solve, they access the Problem
Resolution Database. Chances are a similar problem-and solution-have been
entered in the past. We also keep a complete history of your own computer. Over
time, we'll get to know your system as well as you do. Maybe even better.
And the price of your system includes 7 day-a-week, 18 hour-a-day,* toll-free phone
support for as long as you own your Dell computer.

THE DELL WHATEVER-IT-TAKES APPROACH TO CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION begins the moment you receive your computer. For the first

30 days, you'll have a special toll-free Getting Started Helpline* staffed by people
who speak plain English, not Fortran. If you need system information, it's available
24 hours a day via our innovative TechFax line. Just dial up and the detailed
information you requested will be automatically faxed to you from the Dell Technical
24-hour system
inforrnation is
available on our

TechFax Line.

Library. We also have our own Dell Forum on CompuServe's Information Service
so you can see other users' problems, and more importantly, our solutions.
All these services haven't gone unnoticed by our customers. We've won PC \\leek's
Customer Satisfaction Poll an unprecedented eight times, won PC World's World
Class Award for Best Service, and ranked among the top of PC Magazine's customer
service and reliability survey.

OUR RESPONSE GUARANTEE: We guarantee when you call our technical
support center with a problem during operating hours (6AM-12 Midnight CT
daily),* you will talk to a technical specialist within 5 minutes. If you do not wish
to hold for a technician, we guarantee your call will be promptly returned by a
technical specialist within -one hour. In the rare event you don't reach a technician
or a technician doesri't call back within one hour, let us know and you will receive
your choice of a check for $25 or a credit of $25 toward your next purchase. 2

'Del.L™
800~545~ 7133
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INTRODUCING
GUARANTEED
We heard what people had to say about service they've had elsewhere, and it wasn't
very nice.
So instead of giving you the usual reliability story, we'll give you the straight scoop.

THE STANDARD SERVICE IS ANYTHING BUT STANDARD. When
we find out you have a problem, a trained technician will be at your desk the next
business day if necessary. The next-business-day service is backed by a $65 million
parts inventory. (That's probably ten times more inventory than most resellers'
revenue.) It's also supported by an overnight parts shipment and a field service force
~guaranteea

trained technician
wiU be at your desk
by the end of the
next business day,
ifneeded.

that boasts hundreds of certified NetWare" technicians.6
If our next-business-day service isn't fast enough for you, there is the option, in
many areas, of upgrading to Critical Care,~' 4-hour service.*
You can even sign up for these service commitments for as long as four years.
Think of them as long-term insurance against Murphy's Law.

HERE'S A NOVEL IDEA: WE'VE DESIGNED THEM SO THEY
WOULDN'T BREAK DOWN. For added confidence, we design our systems
from the ground up ratherthan rely on dubious imports. With quality components
rather than the rejects some vendors pick up on the open market.
Every Dell system is tested for extremes of heat, cold, vibration and shock. It
features specially designed air cooling systems to keep noise and temperature levels
low. Highly integrated systems boards minimize the number of connections and
parts, so there are fewer things to go wrong.

OUR SERVICE GUARANTEE: If there is a hardware failure with your
Dell system while under a service contract purchased from Dell and you notify us
before 5:00 PM CT, a technician, if needed , will arrive to address your problem by
the end of the next business day. In the rare event the technician does not arrive
as promised, let us know and your situation will receive top priority for resolution,
plus you will receive an additional month of service at no cost to you. 3

Del.L.
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INTRODUCING
· GUARANTEED
SATISFACTION.
If someone ever does a survey to find the response most hated by a computer
company's clients, it will probably be this: "It can't be done'.'
Companies that say things like that put their rules before your problems.
At Dell, we put your problems before our rules.
Depending on your circumstances, we offer a variety of specialized services like
comprehensive system integration and preconfiguration, and preloading of popular
and custom software.

GET MICROSOFT, INTEL AND NOVELL TO WORK FOR YOU.
We have close working relationships with industry leaders like Microsoft, Intel
and Novell, and can enlist them to help plot a corporate IS strategy.

If, after 30 days,
you're still not happy,
With the help of other business partners, we can do things like tailor a support
ue' ll giie your
money bock with no package for you or arrange remote diagnostics for remote sites.
questions asked.
Our flexibility goes beyond our own products. For large projects, we can acquire
and integrate over 5000 non-Dell products, so you don't have to go to a hundred
different vendors to get your system together.

OUR SATISFACTION GUARANTEE: To show you we mean what we
~·re more flexible,

to help you get the

most out of your
computing.

say, we'll give you a 30-day, no-questions-asked, money-back guarantee with
each computer.

THE LAST GUARANTEE. Computer companies are notorious for broken
promises. So, as you've read, we're not making promises. We're making guarantees.
Guaranteed compatibility. Guaranteed quick answers. Guaranteed fast service.
And guaranteed satisfaction.
Our philosophy of putting your problems before our rules is why two-thirds of the
FORTUNE 500"' buy from Dell. It's a philosophy that made us an $890 million
company. And it's a philosophy we'll continue.
We guarantee it.

Del.L.
soo,545,7133
W HEN CALLING, PLEASE REF ERENCE # 11 E73. IN CANADA, CALL 800-668-30 21.
HOURS, 7AM-9PM CT MON-FRI, 8AM-4PM CT SAT, 10AM -3PM C T SUN.
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Parallel processing is showing unparalleled performance,
and computing will never be the same
DICK POUNT AIN AND JOHN BRYAN

T

he computing landscape is littered with can't-miss technologies, such as
bubble memory and AI, that never fulfilled their promise. Until recently, par
allel processing was in danger of joining that not-so exclusive club. Now, with
the use of commodity RISC processors, advances in processor-to-processor
communication schemes, and solid support from mainstream vendors as disparate
as Sun Microsystems (Sparcstation I 0/Model 52), Oracle (running on NCUBE
hypercubes), IBM (reselling Parallan Computer superservers), and Microsoft (Win
dows NT multiprocessing support), parallel processing is breaking into the main
stream of commercial computing.
If you don't think you would ever use all the power parallel computing pro
vides, think again. Every time computer companies deliver more power in their desk
top computers, new applications come along that invariably soak it all up, and then
some. A 33-MHz 486 PC is grotesquely overspecified for running a word proces
sor under DOS, but it's only just adequate for running Windows. Next year, machines
based on the PS CPU from Intel will devour Windows displays, but they will in
evitably seem slow when trying to service multimedia functions (e.g., live-action
video or videophone communications) or advanced technologies (e.g., voice recog
nition). In the future, you ' II be measuring the perfom1ance of your desktop system
in BIPS (billions of instructions per second) rather than MIPS, putting your personal
computer squarely into what is today considered supercomputing territory.
Today, supercomputing means parallel processing. Your future personal computer
will take on many of the attributes of today's supercomputers. As Irving Wladawsky
Berger of IBM's enterprise systems division puts it, "Over time, lots of the techniques
from large systems will come to smaller systems." Even Cray Research, a longtime
holdout against the tide of parallelism, has announced a new parallel machine
based on the DEC Alpha microprocessor (see "RISC Enters a New Generation" on
page 141 ). Ironically, Cray Research's highly successful vector-processor ma
chines were once regarded as an alternative to parallel processing.

Computers and "Real Life"
The inexorable trend in personal computing is toward closer emulation of the real
world, largely because TV creates an omnipresent, if unconscious, minimum stan
dard for the electronic representation of reality (i.e., it's in full color, and it moves).
The less you know about computers, the less impressed you are likely to be by
112 BYTE • AUGUST 1992
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WHY PARALLEL?
Problem: You need 1 gigaFLOPS
of computing power.
Solutions:
Wait five years

Available today

about the future potential of SPARC.
In fact, some observers argue that advances in fabrication tech
nology will keep the "semiconductor wall" permanently in the fu
ture. Michael Slater, editor of the influential newsletter Micro
processor Report, doesn't foresee any ceiling on the number of
transistors that will fit on a chip. "The most important question to
ask," he says, "is what can be done economically today."
Thus, parallel processing isn't so much a replacement of cur
rent technology as it is a technology accelerator: It lets you skip
computing generations for a reasonable price. If you have an ap
plication that requires I gigaFLOPS (I billion floating-point op
erations per second) of computing power, you could wait five
years for the Intel P7 (or whatever it's called by then), or you could
use 20 i860s running in parallel today. For a businessperson, the
answer is crystal clear. Ditto for Michael Dertouzos, director of
MIT's Laboratory for Computer Science: "It's a lot easier to har
ness 100 horses than to grow one that's I 00 times bigger." How
ever fast a single CPU can be made to run, 20 of them, or 2000 of
them, working together, will run faster.

Types of Parallelism
Defining parallel processing isn't easy. The term Iiterally means
current personal computer software, and the more likely you are executing several processing instructions at the same time rather
to ask that Emperor's-new-clothes question: "Why isn't it as than one after the other (sequential or serial processing), as hap
good as the TV?" Experts know too much about the limits of pens in conventional systems. The problem is that parallelism
the possible (e.g., processor-to-memory bandwidths) to fully un
is creeping into the design of single-chip microprocessors. For ex
derstand what naive users expect. Making computers look simple ample, the Intel 860 can schedule four or five processor activities
and transparent will require more underlying computing power. on each cycle and carry out a floating-point calculation simulIn 10 years, your personal infor
taneously with two scalar
arithmetic operations. Many
mation console is likely to con
new so-called superscalar
tain a computer with the capabil
RISC designs have similar
ities of today's high-end scientific
architectures, which is often
visualization systems, which
a)
termed microparal/elism.
means 24-bit color, 3-D render
In addition, the rise of the
ing, real-time animation, hun
dreds of megabytes of memory,
coprocessor introduces a par
allel element into personal
and some form of parallel archi
computer architectures. It
tecture.
One rationale for parallel pro
isn't unusual to find a 32-bit
b)
display processor (e.g., the
cessing is based on the premise
TI34020), a 68020 CPU act
that the semiconductor industry
is rapidly approaching the limits
ing as a disk-cache control
ler, and a Weitek RISC chip
of MOS fabrication technology
and that the computer designers
acting as a PostScript raster
izer, working concurrently
will have to find other avenues to
with an Intel CPU in a single
realize the regular performance
PC. These, however, are cas
boosts that now come from gen
c)
es of special-purpose paral
erational advances in semicon
lelism; you cannot, for ex
ductors. If you boost clock speeds
ample, use the disk-cache
too far, you have a radar trans
mitter instead of a computer, and
controller to speed up spread
if you make the "wires" too thin,
sheet calculations.
This article examines gen
you run up against quantum ef
fects (e.g., electron tunneling) that
eral-purpose multiprocessor
make transistors unpredictable.
parallelism: the use of a num
Of course, even the experts dis
ber of general-purpose pro
agree on just how close the limits
cessors working in cooper
of MOS technology are. Intel, for
ation. This tighter definition,
however, still leaves a be
example, is still confidently pre Figure 1: (a) In a serial computer system, one instruction
dicting that one or two more or works on one data item at a time. (b) In SIMD machines, many
wildering variety of types of
ders of magnitude in performance data items are manipulated simultaneously by one instruction
parallel architectures to deal
can be achieved with smaller fea or by identical instructions on different processors.
with (for more details on
ture-sizes, faster clocks, and in (c) In MIMD machines, multiple processors act independently
parallel-processing classifi
genious caching schemes. Sun on d(fferent data items.
cations, see "Microproces
Microsystems is just as gung ho
sor Surf's Up," June 1991

PARALLEL ARCHITECTURES
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Special-Purpose Parallelism
!though SIMD architectures may
not be the best solution to gen
eral-purpose computing, they are
often the most cost-effective way
of achieving special-purpose paral
lelism. The processors in a SIMD ma
chine do not have to have the broad
range of capabilities that are required by
processors in a MIMD machine. They
can be simple, smaller, and better tar
geted than the processors in a MIMD
machine, making them a natural for
special-purpose tasks.
Two companies, one on each coast,
are among those bringing the benefits
of SIMD- low cost and targeted pow
er-to general-purpose computers.
Both take advantage of VLSI technol
ogy to fabricate processors that work
well on a restricted set of functions.
Both see their technology eventually
arriving on the desktop.
RSIC (Lincoln, MA) is working on a

A

massively parallel data compression/
decompression engine for the VME
bus, designed to ameliorate the prob
!ems of transmitting and storing the
enormous data sets that frequently ac
company compute-intensive applica
tions. RSIC has implemented a systolic
pipe that uses over 4000 VLSI proces
sors on one board. This level of inte
gration is possible because each chip
contains 128 of the specialized proces
sors that the application requires.
The systolic pipe architecture, which
chains the output from one processor
to the input of another, is an excellent
match for the textural substitution meth
od that RSIC uses for data compres
sion/decompression. In its current pro
totype design, the board can process
320 million bits per second.
Adaptive Solutions has developed
the CNAPS (Connected Network of
Adaptive Processors System) to solve

BYTE). Fortunately, the number of parallel architectures that
are now having an impact in the commercial mainstream is far
more manageable.

SIMD Architectures
It's traditional to divide parallel processing architectures into
two broad camps: SIMD (pronounced sim-dee), or single in
struction/multiple data, and MIMD (pronounced mim-dee), or
multiple instruction/multiple data (see figure I). SIMD com
puters execute the same instruction on many data values simul
taneously. The most obvious topology for a SIMD machine is an
array processor, which calculates a large two-dimensional matrix
of values in parallel by applying the same operation to every ele
ment.
Perhaps the first commercial SIMD machine was the OAP
(Distributed Array Processor), developed by Britain's ICL (In
ternational Computers) and now marketed by Active Memory
Computing. The best known and most commercially successful
SIMD machine, however, is the Connection Machine from Think
ing Machines. You can buy a Connection Machine with up to
64,000 processing elements, and the machines have been used
in applications as diverse as defense research and computer
animation.
The most remarkable aspect of the Connection Machine is
that it uses I-bit processing elements that can perform only a
Boolean combination of a I-bit read from memory with a I-bit in
ternal flag. A packet-switched router built into each 16-element
processor module effectively connects all the processors in the ma
chine to one another, which is how the machine gets its name. All
computations happen synchronously across the processor array,
in step with the clock.

problems that require billions of ma
trix-multiply operations per second.
Containing 256 special-purpose VLSI
processors and a 68030 control pro
cessor, the CNAPS can perform 20 bil
lion operations per second.
Adaptive Solutions applies all this
power to the pattern-recognition prob
lems you normally encounter in char
acter, handwriting, and voice recogni
tion and in neural-network simulations.
These applications are well-matched
to a SIMD approach because they re
quire enormous amounts of low-reso
lution data that is normally processed in
a repetitive manner.
With "deskside" systems available
today and board-level products to come
in two years, Adaptive Solutions intends
to provide the horsepower that will be
required before applications such as
continuous, speaker-independent voice
recognition become a reality.

SIMD machines are also showing up on the desktop as special
purpose subsystems residing on expansion cards. Among the ap
plications that can benefit from the SIMD paradigm are pattern
recognition and data compression (see the text box "Special
Purpose Parallelism" above).
SIMD machines are well suited for speeding up the matrix
calculations used by engineers in finite-element analysis, geolo
gists in seismic modeling, weather forecasters in atmospheric
modeling, and internists in image processing. They are less suit
able for general computing tasks in which the data is not naturally
expressible as a large uniform array.

Different Flavors of MIMD
MIMD, the alternative to SIMD, involves connecting a number
of processors that run different programs or parts of a programs
on different sets of data. Communication between the proces
sors is crucial. If two processors must cooperate on different
parts of the same problem, they must communicate results to
each other.
Based on how the individual processors communicate, you
can split the class of MIMD computers into shared-memory and
distributed-memory MIMD machines (see figure 2). Each has
important advantages and disadvantages.

Shared-Memory Multiprocessors
In a shared-memory MIMD computer, all the processors have
access to a common pool of memory, usually via a shared high
speed bus. This makes communication between processes easy in
principle-each processor leaves its answer in memory and tells
another processor the address at which to find the data. In prac
tice, things aren't quite so simple. When you have many fast CPUs
AUGUST 1992 •BYTE
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vying for access to the same memory, bus contention can bring the The Unix Advantage
whole system to a crawl, with most of the processors waiting Multiprocessing comes most naturally to multitasking operating
for a processor to relinquish control of the bus. The solution to thi~ systems that partition memory dynamically, which is why Unix
problem is well known, even in the personal computer world: variants are the most popular operating systems for commer
Add a cache. But when each processor has its own cache, the cial multiprocessing. Many systems manufacturers are betting on
the Corollary-developed multiprocess
data in the caches can become inconsistent.
There may be several versions of the same
ing extensions from The Santa Cruz Op
variable with different values (see the text
eration, SCO Unix System V release 3.2
Comparison of
box "Cache Coherency" on page 125).
with MPX. Seventeen hardware-platform
vendors have taken licenses with SCO,
The problems of bus contention and
MIMD Machines
cache consistency limit the number of pro
which gives them a substantial share of
Shared memory
cessors you can usefully put into a bus
the 80x86 market.
PROS • easy to program
What Corollary did to produce multi
based shared-memory computer (i.e., its
• lots of software
processing support in a standard Unix
scalability) to tens rather than hundreds,
• lower cost
package was to provide what SCO calls
certainly not the thousands that supercom
kernel threading. Generally, in Unix, the
puting requires. Typical bus-based shared
CONS • limited scalability
process is the atomic unit of execution.
memory computers run a multiprocessing
• cache-coherency issues
A scheduler brings processes to the CPU,
version of Unix and use a coarse-grained
• coarse-grained parallelism
where they execute until finished or in
parallelism, in which one Unix process is
Multicomputers
terrupted. Although not the same as the
run on each processor. This makes for easy
PROS • linear scalability
Posix standards committee ' s definition
programming: The operating system takes
• fine-grained parallelism
of threads, SCO MPX threads provide a
over the responsibility for allocating pro
degree of multiprocessor resource con
cesses to processors, and the machine can
CONS • difficult to program
trol not available in standard Unix.
look like a fast sequential Unix machine to
• relatively expensive
Unix support for multiprocessing does
the programmer.
• little software support
not end with MPX, however. The Posix
As you might expect, DOS is not a factor
1003.4 standard, also known as Posix.4,
in shared-memory multiprocessing. Al
though there are multitasking versions of DOS about, DOS is defines a set of extensions to Posix. l that include many features
not structured to cope with the issues specific to multiprocessing. important for both real-time applications and multiprocessing (see
Likewise, Apple ' s System 7.0 doesn't have native support for "Real-Time Posix" on page 177). Posix specifies an interface, not
multiprocessing, although that doesn't mean that the Mac can ' t do an implementation. This allows Posix-compliant operating sys
tems (e.g., LynxOS from Lynx Real-Time Systems and TC/IX
multiprocessing. Radius has developed RocketShare, a multi
processing extension to System 7.0 that lets you use multiple from Control Data) to provide all the benefits of Unix and mul
Radius Rocket accelerators in a single Mac (see the text box tiprocessing without compromising on real-time performance.
LynxOS, for example, is a real-time specific, Unix-compatible
"RocketShare Boosts the Mac" on page 126).

MIMD ARCHITECTURES
a) Shared-memory system

b) Distributed-memory system

~-Memory
---High-speed buses 

-

High-speed buses 

~~~~-

r~.-::=oz_.,,•

Figure 2: (a) In shared-memory systems, multiple processors communicate over a common bus through a common memory store.
(b) In distributed-memory systems, each processor has its own memory store and communicates via high-speed links.
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. INTRODUCING
AFFORDABLE CoMPUTERS
FROM TuE CoMPANY
lHAT'S ALWAYS Smon
FoRMORE
TuAN AFFORDABILITY.

TuE CoMPAO DESKPRO/i. So
A LIMITED PRICE LEADS
The company most qualified to advance the state of

times fast er than most

the desktop computer announces four systems that

popular video graphic
subsystems. So quickly, as

represent a breakthrough in R&D. At prices that
a matter of fact, you may

won't ruin your P&L. Reflecting the level of thinking

find your computer wait

and quality that you've come to expect from Compaq.

ing for you. Instead of the

At Compaq, there's a

enhance productivity.

other way around.

fundamental b e li e f held

The built-in COMPAQ

Its unique processor

by all of us that when

QVision 1024 Graphics

upgrade path ensures

response: the COMPAQ

Controller, for example,

that your PC won't be

DESKPRO/i Family of

allows you to scroll, re-

swept into obsolescence.

PCs. Four new systems

size windows and pull

Simple chip upgrada

loaded with features to

down m e nus up to ten

bility and a 64-KB cache

you se t extraordinary
goals, extraordinary peo
pie will meet them.
Rec e ntly, for exampie, you made it clear to
us that you wanted new
PCs, with everything
from advanced graphics
to audio capability to
affordabl e prices. Our

•This service is provided by contracted Service Providers and may rn1t h...: availab le in l:Crtain geographi c locations. Contact the Comp;i9 Customer Support Cente r f(lf' f urthcr
detai ls.
19 92 Compaq Computt•r Corporation. All l\ights Reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. COMPAQ DESKPllO Rcgistcn:d U.S. Patent and Trademark Ollicc. QVi~inn and
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LIMITED ThINKING.
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memory module option

unfamiliar dimension to

Add CompaqCare, a

provide quantum leaps

mainstream business com

new service and support

in performance. Without

puting: your voice. The

program with our free,

result of a collaboration

one-year, on-site* lim

between Compaq and

ited warranty. An Asset

Microsoft, it allows you,

Intel 386/25, 386/33, 486SX/25,
486/33 « QY ision accelerated
9raphics

« Chip

up9radability

« lnte9rated business audio « 4

Management Provision

In scrollin9, window resizin9 and

«3

accessin9 menus, our new QYision

« 3 drive /xi.Y'

among other things, to

that gives you and your

accelerated 9raphics beat the com

actually paste voice mes

network administrator a

sages into spreadsheets

snapshot of your PC's

and documents. Either as

configuration. And you

notes to yourself or as

have nothing short of a

voice-mail across your

system that breaks a lot

entire network.

of new ground. Without

MB RAM (expandable to 32 MB)

« Cache

memory standard

ISA expansion slots

« 84- MB to 5/0-MB hard drive
options « Multi -level security
features « Microsoft MS-DOS

petition by as much as IO to 1.

5 .0 as published by Compaq

And we've engineered
this breadth of technol

breaking the bank.
For more detailed in

You can paste voice messa9es into

Microsoft Windows 3 .l business

ogy right onto the PC's

formation, just call us

documents and spreadsheets with our
inte9rated business audio ij'Stem.

similar outlays of cash.

system board, preserv

at 1-800-345-1518, ext.

ing the small footprint,

210 in ·the U .S., or call

large storage capacity

us at 1-800-263-5868,

and expansion of the

ext. 210 in Canada.

The fully integrated

COMPAQ DESKPRO/i.

audio system brings an

Not to mention your

unprecedented, yet not

financial integrity.

We bet you'll be as ex
cited about the COMPAQ
DESKPRO/i as we are.

CompaqCare are trademarks of Compaq Computer Corporation. Product names mentioned herein may be tndcmuks an d/or registered ln<lcmark.s uf their respectin: companies.
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AN INEXPENSIVE PC ThA
FROM ThE CoMPANYl
What happens when the best computer engineers in the

an existing low-end com

world design a low-priced desktop PC? You get the new

puter company. ·
We could have farmed

COMPAQ Prolinea Line of PCs, perhaps the best
out all manufacturing.

value PCs in the world. What happens when a clone

We could have bought

maker designs a low-priced PC? You get what you pay for.

parts from the cheapest

When Compaq engi-

all the essential features,

neers set out to build an

there were a lot of op-

affordable, full- perform-

tions to choose from.

ance desktop PC with

We could have bought

vendor in town.
But then all we would
have ended up with is
simply another inferior,

*Thi~ sl'n·icc is provit!l'd by rnnt r<i<.·tcd Scrvic~· Providers and ml)' not bc a1·Jib.blc in certain geographic loc.:itjons. Cont>iCt the Comp.l<f Customi:r Support Center for further
1 l o • i,11I ~ 1('• 1992 Comp.ic1 Computcr Corpur;ition. All Hights Hcservcd. Printed in the U.S.A. COMPAQ Registered U.S. Pa.tent and Trademark Office . Prolinca. Jml

I'SAs Goon As A CoMPAO.
HAT OUGHT ToKNow.
low-priced clone. And

the virtues you've come

service and support pro

what we wanted was a

to expect from Compaq.

gram. Which includes

You can choose from

a free one-year, on-site*

three different models,

limited warranty, and a

opting for either Intel

host of other services.

low-priced

COMPAQ

computer.
Which is what you
told us you wanted.
So through some high
levels of chip integration

386SX/25 or 486/33 pro
cessing power.

And to go along with
our new line of PCs,

So whether it's expan

there's a whole new line

and some equally high

sion, storage, processing

of places you can find

levels

speed or a small foot

them. Give us a call for

print that you're most

more details.

of engineering,

Intel 386SX/25 « small
footprint « 2 MB RAM « 2 /SA
slots « 2 drive bays « 40- or
84-MB hard drive
Intel 386SX/25 « 2 MB RAM
« 3 !SA slots « 3 drive bays
« 84- or 120-MB hard dri ve
Intel 486/33 « 4 MB RAM
« 3 /SA slot s « 3 drive bays
« 84- or 120-MB hard drive
All models include hi9h-resolution
1024 x 768 video and pre
installed Micros<!fi MS-DOS 5.0
as published by Compaq

concerned with, there's

In the U.S., call us at

a model perfectly suited

1-800-345-1518, ext. 215,

to your needs.

and in Canada, just call

And each comes with

1-800-263-5868, ext. 215.

a high-resolution 1024 x

We think you'll be

All in all, the COMPAQ_ Prolinea
3/25zs PC sizes up quite nice!r· At a
mere 12.6" x 14.9" x 3.s;• it's one ef
the smallest footprints in the indust~)'.

All of our models are ba"cked by
CompaqCare, our comprehensive new
service and support pro9ram. For
details, just call 1-800-345- 1518.

pleasantly surprised at

768 video system.
design and just plain com

l

.......i-!

Most importantly; the

exactly how much the

mon sense, we've cut

new COMPAQ ProLinea

COMPAQ ProLinea PCs

costs in system design

PCs are backed not only

have to offer.

and manufacturing.

by the assurance of the

And equally surprised

While still managing

COMPAQ name, but also

by how little we're able

to deliver 100 percent of

by CompaqCare, our new

to offer them for.
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OUR NEWNOTEBO
MILLION BUCKS.WHICH (
MISl,EADING
Recently, our engineers set out to create a remarkably
different notebook computer. With all of the quality,
durability and features that you need. All at a sensible
price. The result, as you can plainly see, is a remarkably
different notebook. The new COMPAQ Contura PC.

One of the best things

Family of notebook PCs

ergonomic styling lies the

to happen to notebook

sets the standard for what

rugged, well -tested, well-

computing since the fold-

an affordable notebook

thought-out PC you ex-

down airline tray table,

ought to be.

pect from Compaq.

the COMPAQ Contura

Just beneath its sleek,

No substandard parts

• This service is provided hy a conlractcd Service Providt·r .ind may not be available in ccrt.1.in geographic locations. Contact the Compaci Customer Support Center for f urthcr
details.© 1992 Compaq Compulcr Corpontion. All Rights Reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. COMPAQ Rcgislcrcd U.S. Patent an<l Trademark OITkc. Contun and CompaqCare

OK PC looKS LIKE A

OULD MAKE Tu1s TuE MOST

Ao IN HISIDRY.
or components. No sec-

Lay your fingers on

ond-rate manufacturing.

the keyboard and they im

service and support pro

No logos stuck on the out

mediately feel at home.

gram, which includes a

side after somebody else's
guts went inside.
Thanks to high levels
of chip integration and

by CompaqCare, our new

This notebook also has

free one-year limited war

a unique ability to hiber

ranty good anywhere in

nate when left idle, sav

the world. And free on-

ing all open files to

site* service anywhere in

some of the smartest me

the hard drive and auto

chanical design this side

matically shutting your

of NASA, we've managed

notebook down. Preserv

1-800-345-1518, ext. 220

to engineer costs out and

ing your remaining bat

in the U.S., or call

tery life. Start up hours,

1-800-263-5868, ext. 220

days, or even years later,

in Canada.

Intel 386SL/25 with 64-KB cache
«4 MB RAM (up to 12 MB)« 60
or I 20-MB hard drive
Intel 386SL/20 «2 MB RAM (up
to JO MB)« 40- or 84-MB
hard drive« Both models: 6.2 lbs.
« 9.5" VGA display« Isolated
inverteduT'cursorcomrols <i: 3.5

hr.NiCd bauery (optional NiMH
battery) « Microsefi MS-DOS
5.0 as published by Compaq

the U.S. and Canada.
For information, call

you left off

We'll tell you more

the above, the COMPAQ

it. And we'll tell you

Contura notebook PCs

that you won't find an

support three internal

affordable notebook PC

Contura PC and you'll

power-conserving

that looks this good and

find a large, 9.5-inch

dems from Compaq.

screen beaming brightly.

The COMPAQ_ Contura PC features
an optional power-conservin9 2400
bps data/9600-bpsjax modem.

power conservation tool, Hibernation

also serves as an

ea~-to-use

placemark.

about it. We'll tell you
all the places you can get

Open either COMPAQ

ef the ~fj1ce
ef touch.

doesn't mean you're out

As well as a uniquely sophisticated

and you're right where

In addition to all of

the right stuff in.

just because you're out

mo

All of which is backed

works this well no mat
ter who you call.

arc trademark-.- of Compaq Computer Corporation. Product names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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AFFORDABILITY
RUNS DEEP.
Affordable prices aren't limited to

LTE Lite/2S Model 84 « LTE

our new products. In fact, we've

20 Model 30 « LTE 386s/20 Mo

Lite/2S Model 12 0 « LTE 386s/

lowered suggested list prices by

del 60 « LTE 386s/20 Mode l 84
SYSTEMPRO/LT Model 486 

« SYSTEMPRO/LT

up to 40o/o on COMPAQ hardware.

SX/2S -210

And even more on our list ofoptions.

TEMPRO/LT Model 486SX/2S

Mode l 486SX/2S S l O« SYS

In the past twelve months at
Compaq, we've incorporated

« DESKPRO

386s/20N Model

680 « SYSTEMPRO/LT Model

60 « DESKPRO 386s/20 Model

486/ 33 -210 « SYSTEMPRO/LT

major efficiencies in design, en

1 « DESKPRO 386s/ 20 Model

Model 486/33-SlO «SYSTEM

gineering and manufacturing

60 « DESKPRO 386s/20 Mo

PRO/LT Model 486/33- 1020

across our product line.

del 120

« DESKPRO

386/2SM

«

SYSTEMPRO 486/33-420 «SYS

As a result, you'll notice savings

Mode l 1 « DESKPRO 386/

TEM PRO 486/33-840 « SYS

on everything from our notebook

2SM Model 60 « DESKPRO

TEMPRO 486/33-2040

PCs to our desktop computers to

386/2SM Model 120 « DESK

our servers to our extensive list

PRO 486s I 16M Mode l 1 «

40-Megabyte Hard Drive «
60 -Megabyte Hard Drive « 84

of optional equipment. The right

DESKPRO 486s/16M Model 60

Megabyte Hard Drive « 120-Mega

computer at the right price.

« DESKPRO 486s/ 16M Model

byte Hard Drive« 210-Megabyte

The following list includes

«

DESKPRO 486s/2SM

Hard Drive « 340-Megabyte Hard

just some of the COMPAQ prod

Model 1 « DESKPRO 486s/

Drive« S10- Megabyte Hard Drive

ucts that are now more affordable .

2SM Model 60 « DESKPRO

« 240-Megabyte Drive Array

Obviously, when it comes to the

486s/2SM Model 120 « DESK

Pair « 420-Megabyte Drive

subject of affordability, we could

PRO 486/ 33M Model

1 «

Array Pair « 680-Megabyte

go on and on. But we'd rather

DESKPRO 486/33M Model 120

Drive Array Pair « 1.02-GB Drive

ta lk to you directly.

« DESKPRO 486/33M Model

Array Pair « I-Megabyte Mem

Give us a call and we'll tell

120

340 « DESKPRO SOM Model 1

ory Module « 2-Megabyte Memory

you where you can f ind new

« DESKPRO

Module « 4 - Megabyte Mem

COMPAQ products, not-so-new

DESKPRO SOM Model 340

COMPAQ products and the new

SOM Model 120 «

ory Module

«

8-Megabyte

PORTABLE 486c Model 120

Memory Modu le« 2-Megabyte

« PORTABLE 486c Model 210

Single-Socket Memory Module

Call 1-800-HS -1S18, ext.

SLT 386s/20 Model 60 « SLT

« 8-Megabyte Single-Socket

22S in t he U.S . , or in Canada,

386s/20 Model 120 « LTE Lite/

Memory Module « 32-Megabyte

prices for both.

call 1-800-263-S868, ext. 22S .

20 Model 40 « LTE Lite/20

Dual-Socket Memory Module «

DESKPRO 386s/20N Model 0

Model 60 « LTE Lite/20 Model

1.3 -GB Differential Interface

« DESKPRO 386s/20N Model 1

84 « LTE Lite/2S Model 60 «

Hard Drive. .. .
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Cache Coherency

T

wo types of caches are typically
used in shared-memory multi
processors. In a write-through
cache, all writes go to main mem
ory, ensuring that variables there have
the correct value. If other caches con
tain copies of the variable, they must
access main memory to update their
values. Write-through caches are very
good for maintaining coherency, but at
the cost of using a lot of bus bandwidth.
A write-back cache is more compli
cated and expensive to implement than
a write-through cache, but it uses less
bus bandwidth to maintain coherency of
the values in the caches. Each line in

a write-back cache is tagged with one of
four states: shared, exclusive, modi
fied, or invalid. When a processor reads
a line from memory that isn't in anoth
er cache on the system, it tags the I ine
in its cache as exclusive (a). All writes
to an exclusive line are made to the
cache and don ' t involve the system bus.
When a processor writes to an exclusive
line, it changes the tag to modified (b).
A processor can only write to a line
marked exclusive or modified.
The cache controllers on the system
are constantly monitoring, or snoop
ing, the memory bus. When another
processor tries to read a modified line

from main memory, the cache con
troller that owns the I ine intercepts the
request and places the modified value
on the bus to satisfy the read request
(c) . That memory line is then tagged
as shared. To write to a shared line, a
processor must first broadcast to all
other caches and have them mark their
copy of the I ine as inva lid (d). It then
marks its own copy as exclusive and
performs the write. The stale value in
main memory doesn't have to be up
dated until a cache is flushed. By not in
volving the memory bus for exclusive
and modified writes, the write-ba ck
cache maximizes bus bandwidth.

WRITE-BACK CACHE STATES
a) Memory read

bl Write to cache

c) Shared location

d) Write to shared location

Exclusive

Modified

Shared

•

Invalid

operating system that supports loosely (i.e., each processor is in
a separate machine and communicates over a network) and snug
ly (i .e., all processors are in the same machine and communicate
via a backplane, such as a VME bus) coupled multiprocessing.
Contrast this to MPX, which only works with tightly coupled pro
cessors that share a common processor bus.
Other Unix variants that offer multiprocessing are OSF/I and

•

Stale

NextStep, both based on the Mach operating-system kernel
from Carnegie Mellon University and Unix SVR4 MP V2 (Unix
System V release 4.0 Multiprocessing version 2) from USL
(Unix System Laboratories). Developed jointly by Bell Lab
oratories and Pyramid Technology, Unix SVR4 MP V2 is avail
able for Intel microprocessors.
Mary Hubley, Unix analyst for Datapro (a market research
AUGUST 1992 • BYTE
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RocketShare Boosts the Mac
JON UDELL

hen Radius launched the
Rocket, a 68040-based Mac
accelerator card, the product
was purely a CPU upgrade for
Mac II, Ilx, llcx, and !lei machines.
People swapped their Mac II SIMMs
onto the Rocket and left the host CPU
idle, riding the Rocket to stratospheric
performance. With the advent of Ap
ple's 68040-based Quadras, even dra
matic price reductions-from $3495
to $1999 for the 25-MHz model
could not prevent the launch window
from closing.
But Radius has an ace up its sleeve.
RocketShare, a software upgrade for
the Rocket, turns a Rocket-equipped
Mac into a network of two or more
Macs. Each Rocket gets a soft parti
tion on the Mac's disk from which it
boots a copy of System 7.0.1, and each
one maintains a virtual display in its
own memory. You manage multiple
Mac desktops with Radius' Mission
Control program. "It feels like you're
using Timbuktu [Mac remote-control

W

software]," says Gary Bringhurst, vice
president of Strata, "but all the ma
chines are nice and fast, and they're all
yours."
There are two flavors of Rocket-as
sisted multiprocessing. The brute-force
approach works with any application.
Can't wait 45 minutes for Photoshop
to complete the execution of a com
plex filter? Launch Photoshop on the
Rocket, start the filter, and shove the
Rocket into the "background" while
you continue to use the host Mac for
other tasks.
A more elegant approach works with
applications that can distribute them
selves across Mac networks. Examples
include rendering systems (e.g., Strata's
RenderPro, Ray Dream's DreamNet,
and Specular International 's lnfini
D/BackBurner) and distributed make
systems (e.g., Calliope's NetBuild and
Apple's MPW 3.2 remote tool server).
Because each Rocket runs System 7.0,
these distributed systems can use the
same Interapplication Communication

firm owned by McGraw-Hill, the publishers of BYTE), sees both
Unix SVR4 and SCO MPX as winners in the battle for the hearts
and minds of Unix system vendors and users, with Unix SVR4
coming out on top on large systems and MPX excelling on small
er ones. "People have a high comfort level with both USL and
SCO. They are solid companies," says Hubley.

New Contenders
New in the multiprocessing operating-system market is the forth
coming Windows NT (New Technology) from Microsoft. NT
supports threaded processes and will run on several hardware
platforms (e.g., the 386, 486, and P5 from Intel; the Mips R3000
and R4000; and the DEC Alpha). Its support for symmetrical
multiprocessing lets you use the same operating system on your
stand-alone machine and on a network-based shared-memory
system.
Although not essential to the eventual success of NT, Karen Of
fermann, associate editor of Data pro, thinks the ability of NT to
support multiple processors is important. "People don't plan re
alistically; they usually come down on the side of caution, un
derestimating power needs. NT's multiprocessing extensions
guarantee a growth path," says Offerman. As far as NT-rival
OS/2 is concerned, Offerman doesn't see its lack of multipro
cessing capabilities as critical: "OS/2 is doomed, but its lack of
multiprocessing extensions is only one of many reasons."
In the networking environment, several vendors have an
126 BYTE •AUGUST 1992

and Apple event services on which they
ordinarily rely.
The network-in-a-box that is a Rock
et-equipped Mac operates at greater
speed than a LocalTalk network be
cause its carrier is Nu Bus. Its speed is
largely untapped today because net
work-distributed applications tend to
be compute-bound rather than 1/0
bound. This speed, however, could be
come strategic as more distributed ap
plications emerge. That, in tum, will
require new software technologies that
can help developers carve programs
into distributable chunks. Radius says
it's working on a set of AP!s to sim
plify the process. Although Apple's
licensing of key system-software com
ponents to Radius is a clear endorse
ment of the RocketShare concept,
there's no sign of an Apple strategy for
multiprocessing-software support.

Jon Udell is a BYTE senior technical
editor at large. You can reach him on
BIX as "judell."

nounced support for multiprocessing as a logical extension to
the system markets they support. Notably absent is Novell, who,
while it conceivably has plans for multiprocessing, has not yet an
nounced anything officially.
On the other hand, Banyan Vines already has multiprocessor
support in place. It's essentially a Unix system kernel that was
adopted for a client/server architecture from the standard multiuser
model, with PCs as nodes rather than terminals. As a result, it was
easier to bring Banyru1 Vines up to multiprocessing speed than any
other network operating system.
Microsoft's LAN Manager runs under Windows NT, where it
has access to threaded device drivers and file systems. LAN
Manager will also support symmetrical multiprocessing options
through NT.

Chips for Multiprocessing
On the hardware side, companies are supporting shared-mem
ory multiprocessing at all levels of integration. At the chip level,
several major manufacturers have announced support for multi
processing. Sun Microsystems and Texas Instruments produce the
SuperSparc microprocessor and chip set, which has built-in sup
port for several multiprocessing models.
TheSuperSparc microprocessor is a 3.1 million transistor Bi
CMOS RISC CPU capable of executing up to three instructions
per clock cycle. A companion product, the SuperSparc Multi
cache Controller, supports cache tags and cache control for up to
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Programming in Parallel

T

here has been no single dramat
ic breakthrough in parallel pro
gramming to match the hardware
advances of the last year. Pro
gramming parallel computers is still
more difficult than sequential program
ming. SIMD and multicomputers are
more difficult than shared-memory ma
chines, which let you use the same large
global data structures that matrix-based
scientific and engineering programs
need rather than requiring that you par
tition your data between distributed
memories. FORTRAN programs for a
shared-memory machine can look
much like their sequential equivalents.
The introduction of virtual shared mem
ory (e.g., Performance Computing In
dustries' shared global objects) will
mean that this kind of programming
can be extended to distributed-memo
ry machines, too. This is a tack that a
number of universities are pursuing in
the development of High-Performance
FORTRAN.
The Linda programming model, in

which data packets are thrown into a
memory pool called tuple space and
retrieved after processing, is well suit
ed for shared-memory machines and
offers the advantage of hiding the real
ity of multiple processors from the pro
grammer (see "Getting the Job Done,"
November 1988 BYTE). Torque Com
puter has had some success in dissem
inating its Opal system, which includes
a portable C implementation of Linda
called Tuplex and a communications
architecture for Intel 860-based paral
1el machines running Unix. Torque
Computer has opened the Opal speci
fication to competing vendors.
Where distributed MIMD machines
are concerned, the advent of routing
networks has eliminated a great deal
of the heartbreak from programming,
because the network-operating-system
layer handles low-level message rout
ing and permits you to address mes
sage destinations using symbolic
names, independent of the underlying
topology. Meiko's CS-Tools C libraries

l MB of external cache on the MBus (Sun Microsystems' in
dustry-standard memory bus) and up to 2 MB of cache on the
Xbus (developed by Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center). The
Xbus was primarily designed for large-scale, massively parallel
machines.
Intel also has multiprocessing in mind with the PS chip. Sig
nificantly, it isn't necessarily the PS as much as its support log
ic that will enable multiprocessing. The dedicated cache con
troller for the PS, a modified version of the 486DX CPU cache
controller, supports the MESI (modified, exclusive, shared, in
valid) cache-coherency protocol.
Although the Mips R3000 does not have any intrinsic multi
processing capabilities, some versions of the R4000 do (e.g., the
R4000SC and the MC), especially in their support for an external
secondary cache. With interface logic in programmable-logic
devices or application-specific !Cs, the R4000 will support var
ious bus designs. Another recently introduced microprocessor
built to support multiprocessing is the DEC Alpha.

Multiprocessing Buses
The bus system in a shared-memory system is critical because it
not only handles processor-memory transfers but must also sup
po1t the system-cache-coherency scheme. Although some vendors
use proprietary processor buses, many are turning to third-party
buses, specifically the C-Bus from Corollary. An outgrowth of the
NuBus designed by Corollary's founder and president, George
White, the C-Bus has been licensed by several vendors of mul
tiprocessing systems, including DEC, ALR (Advanced Logic
130 BYTE •AUGUST 1992

typify this approach.
The implementation of switched vir
tual channels in the T9000 transputer
will have a similar simplifying effect
on the Occam language, removing the
crippling restriction of four channels
per processor and allowing truly topol
ogy-independent programs at last.
The irresistible rise of C has not si
lenced those who advocate high-lev
el languages (e.g., Prolog) and purely
functional languages as a way of
achieving transparent parallelism. And
these advocates are not all confined to
universities either. Thinking Machines
still offers Lisp as its principal pro
gramming language, and Parsytec has a
commercial implementation of Paral
lel Prolog. The European Esprit initia
tive is funding research on parallel
functional languages in several places.
One of the results, a language devel
oped at the University of N ijmegen in
Holland called Concurrent Clean, can
generate native code as efficient as that
from a C compiler.

Research), Everex, and Zenith Data Systems.
The C-Bus architecture is a dual-bus design featuring sym
metrical access to processor modules and links to a separate in
dustry-standard 1/0 bus (e.g., ISA, EISA, and Micro Channel
architecture). It uses a write-back cache-coherency scheme to
maximize memory-bus bandwidth. The target market for the re
sultant systems is primarily network servers.
Continuing this trend, Corollary's newest product, the C-Bus
II, is also a dual-bus design, but it features fully symmetrical ac
cess across both buses. Although originally developed to sup
port the 486 from Intel, the Mips R3000 and R4000, and other pro
cessors, the C-Bus II has taken a change in direction and will be
exclusive to the PS.

Complete Solutions
Many companies have stepped into the shared-memory multi
processing arena, focusing primarily on the network-server and
technical-workstation markets. Perhaps the best known multi
processing personal computer in the server marketplace is the
Compaq Systempro. The Systempro supports two 33-MHz 386
or 486 processors. Compaq supports several operating-system
options in the Systempro, each targeted at different segments of
the same market. These include SCO MPX, LAN Manager,
Banyan Vines, and Net Ware, although Novell does not take ad
vantage of the Systempro's multiple processors.
To keep two processors busy in a ne twork-server environ
ment, the Systempro comes with the Intelligent Drive Array sys
tem, which provides several network-fault-tolerant features while

WE DIDN'T HAVE TO PUT OUR
OPTICAL PRODUCTS ON PEDESTALS.
JERRY POURNELLE DID.
the ultimate in backup storage. Byte (12191)
' ' I am pleased to report that I'm sold. The
Pioneeer optical drive . .. is as solid as a rock. ... Thus,
Suppose you erase a file? Overwrite one you
I'm discontinuing testing. Now I'll just use the drive.
wanted to keep? And suppose your house burned
down? You don't have any off-site backup at all. ... I
.. . I now rely on the Pioneer erasable optical disks for
could remedy that by installing the DE-57001 on the
backup, for primary storage of really big files, and for
archive copies of software . . . you
network server and archiving on
that. .. . B11te (11191)
really need something so easy to use
I h·ave the DRM-600 running
that you'll routinely use it for
backup... the Pioneer DE-57001 will
not only with QEMM386.SYS, but
·do the job very well indeed. Recom
inside DESQview windows, which
mended. Blfte (9191)
· has the amusing result that I can
The.Pioneer six-pack CD-ROM
actually have several CD-ROM win
Minichanger is great. We've had it in
dows open at once.... It's surprising
operation for the best part of the year
how fast you can switch back and
now, on a number of different sys
forth among them... .The Pioneer
tems .... It has always performed
DRM-600 ... it's very convenient to
flawlessly ... it changes drives a lot
have a bunch of CD-ROMs available
faster than you'd expect it to .... It's
without swapping. Byte (1191)
really fast. ... Accesses that used to
It's quite intuitive [the
take many seconds are now nearly
Pioneer CD-ROM Minichanger]: no
instantaneous. Accesses that took
instructions are required .. ..
over a minute now take a few sec
Recommended. B11te (1191)
onds. I always did like the
This technology is ' '
JERRY POURNELLE
coming of age. Byte (1191)
Minichanger.... Now it's even bet
RENOWNED COMPUTER COLUMNIST
For more information or for a
ter .. . . Incidentally, the Pioneer
free VHS videotape "Pioneering The Future," about
Minichanger will work just fine with a Mac. Byte (10191)
Pioneer optical disk products, call 1-800-LASER-ON,
The Pioneer DE-57001 dual-purpose external
optical disk drive I've written about before. Log your
and find out why Pioneer is the leader in optical disk
wordprocessor to that, save early and often, and
technology.
PIONE~®
you'll have it all .... In a word, WORM drives look like
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MULTICOMPUTER TOPOLOGIES
a) Mesh architecture

...

b) Hypercube

CPU and
memory

Figure 3: The topology you use in a system depends on the nature of the application. (a) If most interprocessor communication
is local-within one or two nodes---a mesh architecture is most cost efficient. (b) When communication is more widespread,
a hypercube may he necessary to minimize latency.

delivering performance limited only by the bandwidth of the dual-bus system, with the CPUs communicating over the YSB
EISA bus. Compaq uses an IDA controller with up to four chan bus. This feature allows interprocess communication to scale at a
nels to simultaneously write to and read from as many as four disk pace with 1/0, which improves the bandwidth, responsiveness,
pairs. (See "Compaq's Reason to Believe in EISA," March 1990 and predictability of each CPU. The YME/YSB bus is capable of
BYTE.) Other companies staking out a claim in the multipro transfer rates of 40 MBps, and a system with eight CPUs is rated
at 264 VAX MIPS and 225.2 SPECmarks.
cessing superserver market are Parallan and NetFrame.
In the technical-workstation multiuser environment, Sun Mi
A new company, Kendall Square Research (Cambridge, MA),
crosystems offers several systems powered by the 40-MHz is taking another tack to sharing memory on a MIMD machine:
SPARC and SuperSparc CPUs. A major advantage of the Super It's using virtual memory. The processors work solely with vir
tual addresses and are decoupled from the location of the data,
Sparc systems is the increased size of the CPU cache; where the
Sparcserver 600s with older SP ARC chips can only be configured which is managed dynamically by memory management hardware
with 64 KB per CPU, the new SuperSparc servers ship with 1 MB so that data migrates to where it ' s needed. This approach can be
of local cache memory. This increased cache size reduces cache made scalable to large systems and is likely to be of growing
misses, decreasing MBus traffic, which in turn allows for less importance in the future. Kendall Square Research's AllCache ar
chitecture is the leading example of this field of development, us
attrition in performance scalability.
!CL, a SuperSparc Iicensee, bases a large part of its corporate ing 64-bit addressing, a ring topology, and advanced cache man
endeavors in the multiprocessing market. A major player in the agement to present the appearance of one huge memory space.
Because they share a common address space, shared-memory
European business market, !CL produces systems targeted at the
traditional minicomputer realm: upgradable business systems systems are, for the most part, transparent to application pro
that specialize in transaction processing, database manipulation, grams and application programmers. Thus, they are easier to
and real-time financial manipulation. Other vendors supplying program than other types of parallel machines (see the text box
shared-memory multiprocessing systems include Data General "Programming in Parallel" on page 130). On the other hand,
they are limited in the number of processors they can support, due
(A viion), DEC, ALR, Everex, Zenith Data Systems, and NCR.
Real-time computing is an important market in the general realm to bus saturation problems. To get much beyond the power of
of multiprocessing, because most real-time synthesis and appli eight or I 0 processors, you must get rid of the bus.
Shared-memory systems are used mostly as high-end graphics
cations generate more data than can be acted on by one processor.
Control Data Systems, the new name for the Computer Products workstations and as file and database servers on LANs in multi
Group of Control Data Corp. (Minneapolis, MN), has been mar user environments, where they run nearly any type of applica
keting the Series 4000 in the aerospace and
tion software. They are still considered
too costly and powerful for most individ
manufacturing-control simulation markets
ual users, but the advent of power-hungry
since the introduction of the Mips R3000
Shared-Memory
multimedia-based applications will un
CPU. The Control Data Systems' 4336 and
Applications
doubtedly see more multiprocessor sys
4339 are the only snugly coupled multi
tems on desktops.
processing systems available.
• file servers
Control Data Systems' Series 4000 sys
• database servers
Multicomputers
tems support various interprocessor proto
•
technical workstations
In a distributed-memory MIMD machine,
cols (e.g., NFS, TCP/IP, semaphores, and
• transaction processing
every computing node is a complete com
named and unnamed pipes) through a
puter, with its own local memory. These
LynxOS TC/IX port. Each platform is a
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do they
call it adongle?

of code.
It took time. Years in fact.
But he did it. He wrote the
most powerful computer
program in the world. Now
came the hard part. Selling it.
The Most Powerful
Program in the World
Determined to make those
long years pay off, he called
on every distributor, VAR and
dealer in the world. He drove
from Beantown to San Diego.
Flew from Dublin to Borneo.
Everyone loved the program.
So he sold a few. Only
a few.
Back in Boston he
waited. After a long year

with only 13 orders he set
out to see what happened.
As he drove across the
~ country and
~ flew around
~
the world he
discovered everyone
knew about his program.
Everyone had it too.
The Global Marketplace
From Paris to Prague, his
program was everywhere in
Europe. When he got off the
plane in Hong Kong he found
his program stacked to the
ceiling in every computer
store. Amazed in disbelief. he
bought a hundred cartons
of cigarettes and a hundred
pounds of Indonesian
coffee and flew
back to Boston.
Beaten, battered
and bruised he went
back to the drawing
board. This time he
would really
change the face of
the software industry.
He would develop a device
that would prevent
unauthorized distribution of
software programs.
Call It What You Like
He developed a hardware
key. His peers applauded his
efforts. Finally, a solid solution
for revenue protection.

But he didn't know
what to call it. He thought
of naming it after an exotic
place he visited in his travels.
Madagascar was a bit too
long, though.
"Name it after yon
Don!", urged his pee
So he did. Soon
everyone was calling
the key a dongle,
after Don Gall - 
the lonely software
developer who did
what he had to do.
You've Come
ALong Way, Baby
Today, dongles are different.
Fact is, they've come a long
way. Leading the
~ · industry with
~.) security solutions,
Rainbow Technologies
has changed the face of
hardware keys. They work
with multiple applications,
are programmable and
network versions control
concurrent usage. And
they're always transparent
to the end-user.
Sentinel Family
from Rainbow
Truth is, more and more
developers are using keys.
And the Sentinel Family is
the most widely used in the
world. In fact. over 6,000

developers use Sentinel from
Rainbow. Why? They are
simply the most effective,
reliable and easy to implement
keys on the market.

of "The Sentinel
Guide to Securing
Software." And see
1ust how easy it is to
install a hardware
key into your
application in just
minutes. Try it
with our low cost
Sentinel
Evaluation Kit.
Order one for
your DOS, OS/2, Windows,
Macintosh or UNIX based
application.
And remember, when
you need a dongle, you need
Sentinel - the only dongle
Don Gall would use.
CALL

800/ 852-8569
FOR YOUR FREE GUIDE
TO SECURING SOFTWARE

=E.ru1na
5ecuring the future of software

Some call it adongle. Those who know, call it Sentinel.
9292 JERONIMO ROAD, IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 92718 • 7141454-2100 •fa x 7141454-855 7

International offices arc located in the United Kingdom, Germany and France.
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machines are often referred to as multicomputers. Because other Cube, the Intel iPSC, and the NCUBE machines had processors
nodes cannot see into a node's private memory space, results that were hard-wired into a hypercube formation, a topology
must be passed between nodes over a communication network. chosen because it gives the best trade-off between the longest
Distributed-memory MIMD architectures are also called mes path between nodes and the number of physical connections re
sage-passing architectures.
quired at each node. In a system where messages have to be re
The performance of a multicomputer is as much affected by the ceived and passed on by each node they pass through, the com
speed of its communication network as it is by the speed of the munications delay, or latency, is more or less proportional to
processing elements. Perhaps it would be better to say that the bal this longest path. For example, you can connect 16 processors as
ance between communication-time and computation-time in a a 4-D hypercube, with four connections per node and the longest
message-passing machine varies from problem to problem, ac path between any two processors being four nodes. For 256 pro
cording to the algorithm used and the topology and perfmmance cessors, an 8-D hypercube topology only doubles the required con
of the communications network utilized. Applying more pro nections to eight per node, and the longest path increases to eight
cessors to a problem on a message-passing computer does not en nodes. If the connections are processor-to-processor and involve
sure improved performance because the machine may spend all additional hardware, the hypercube is unbeatable, because it min
imizes both the extra hardware and communication latency you
its time communicating while half its processors lie idle.
There are as many ways to connect
incur as you scale the system.
The arguments about topology have
distributed processors (the topology of
become less vehement recently, be
the multicomputer) as there are ways to
Multicomputer
cause there's a definite movement away
use a constructor set, and most of them
from fixed topologies and toward user
have been tried by someone, somewhere
Applications
selected topology controlled by a rout
(see figure 3). Pipelines, arrays, meshes,
• supercomputing
ing network. Instead of connecting all
cubes, hypercubes, trees, rings, and to
• "grand challenge" problems
the processors directly together, you
ruses all have their advocates. In fact,
• database servers
connect them to a fast-routing network
disputes about topology tend to take on
• computational servers
(as pioneered by the Connection Ma
an almost theological intensity (mingled
chine), which uses switches to make
nowadays with a shrewd commercialand break virtual connections between
ism, because millions of dollars of DOD
nodes, in much the same way a packet-switching telephone
acquisition funds are at stake).
Most multicomputers are built with commodity RISC chips. It's network does. The motto of this movement might be, "Switch
hard to justify spending your own money designing a processor es are cheap, wire is expensive."
If the switches are designed to cause the minimum delay to
when every month a semiconductor company announces the
fastest-yet CPU. You can argue over whether the Intel 860, messages that are just passing through, then communication la
SPARC, DEC Alpha, Hewlett-Packard Precision Architecture, In tency will scale slowly as you add more nodes to the system.
mos T9000 transputer, IBM RISC System/6000, or Texas In For example, switches that buffer each message in memory be
struments TMS320C40 is the better chip to use, but with the odd fore passing it on would be quite unsuitable. Fortunately, it's
exception, everyone now buys off the shelf. The economies ofvol relatively easy to devise switches that check the message's in
tended destination by reading a short address header but let the rest
ume production speak for themselves.
of the message pass unimpeded. By using multistage networks of
nonbuffering switches, it's possible to get close to the theoretical
Going Upscale
Scalability is the biggest advantage that multicomputers enjoy over ideal of a (virtual) connection from every processor to every oth
shared-memory machines. It's the reason for their existence. In er. Parallel computers that use switching networks usually have
shared-memory systems, adding processors to a system can de a software layer to handle the setting of the switches at the op
grade performance due to bus saturation. With multicomputers, erating-system level (usually a version of Unix), and they present
you can almost linearly increase computing power by increasing the programmer with a higher-level interface that hides the me
the number of processors; in the ideal case, I 0 times more pro chanics ofmessage routing.
cessors would mean IO times more throughput. Scalability is a big
issue because it doesn't just happen. You must design it in, and Practical Multicomputers
it's not easy to do. Simply adding processors to a distributed The most serious impediment to the widespread commercial
MIMD computer will not help if you're adding processing pow adoption of multicomputers is that they are notoriously difficult
to program. This has prevented the creation of a commercial
er without adding the equivalent communications bandwidth.
Scalability is the hot issue now because suddenly there's a m ulticomputer-software market, restricting multicomputers
clear winning post for high-performance parallel-computer de mainly to government research labs and universities. Multicom
signers: to make the first teraFLOPS computer. Why a teraFLOPS puter researchers are taking two approaches to getting these ma
computer? Well, !000 gigaFLOPS (i.e., I trillion FLOPS) is a nice chines into the mainstream. One is to come up with better software
round number; the sporting aspects of a race are heaven sent for development technologies. The other is to apply the machines
publicity and marketing departments; and it corresponds to a to tractable problems in the commercial world.
Ron Buck, NCUBE's vice president of marketing, thinks that
real, if small, market demand. There are flagship applications
(e.g., modeling global climate change, quantum chromodynam "the future of multicomputers in the commercial realm lies in
ics, and the human genome project) that can use this much pow client-server applications." In addition to its traditional niche in
er now. Even using the fastest RISC chips likely to be available the supercomputing market, NCUBE wants to provide database
in the near future, a teraFLOPS machine will require thousands and computational servers for LANs. In the former case, NCUBE
of processors, hence the obsessive interest in scalability (see the is working actively with Oracle to port the Oracle relational
text box "The TeraFLOPS Machine" on page 135).
DBMS to NCUBE's massively parallel architecture. The sys
Topology can have an important effect on scalability. Pio tem is in beta testing and should be announced this fall.
neering message-passing machines 1ike the Cal Tech Cosmic
A multicomputer as a back end makes a great deal of sense in
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The TeraFLOPS Machine
lthough you won't see a tera
FLOPS machine on your desk
top soon, you may see pieces of
one. Your next desktop machine
may owe a lot to one or more of the
machines-all contenders for the tera
FLOPS crown-described below.

A

The GigaCube
The GigaCube from the German firm
Parsytec is a scalable, distributed MIMD
design based on the Inmos T9000 trans
puter (see "The Transputer Strikes
Back," August 1991 BYTE) and its
companion chip, the CI04 packet
switching router chip. The GigaCube
is a cube-shaped module containing 64
transputers, whose peak performance
should be about I gigaFLOPS, hence
the name. (See the photo.)
The conceptual unit of the GigaCube
is a "cluster" of 16 transputers that be
haves as a single processing element.
Each of the four clusters in a cube is a
circuit board hold ing 17 transputers,
4- 32 MB of DRAM, and four CI 04
routing chips. The extra transputer in
each cluster provides fault-tolerance. A
cluster is connected to each of its neigh
bors by eight transputer links via the
CI 04 routers, giving a bidirectional
bandwidth of 160 MBps between clus
ters, or about I gigabyte per second for
the entire cluster. This is almost equal to
the bandwidth available within a cluster,
which suggests good scalability.
The logical topology of a network
can appear anyway you like. Parsytec
claims that it can implement a I 0-di
mensional hypercube with a sustained
bandwidth of 5-12 MBps between
neighboring nodes.

tion networks: the Control Network,
the Data Network, and an "invisible"
Diagnostic Network to isolate faulty
components and trace errors. The Con
trol and Data networks are memory
mapped into the local memory space
of each node so that processors can talk
to each other without a costly call to
the overlying operating system, which
runs on each control processor.
The Control Network is responsible
for synchronous operations that involve
all the processors in a partition. It can,
for example, broadcast a value to every
processor or combine the values from
all the processors into one answer in
just three memory cycles.
The Data Network supports asyn
chronous bulk data transfers between
processors, and it consumes no pro
cessing resources in transmitting mes
sages. The Data Network topology com
bines features of hypercubes and "fat
trees," so it provides 20 MBps of band
width between any group of four of the
nearest neighboring processors, I 0
MBps of bandwidth between any 16
neighbors, and 5 MBps of bandwidth to
processors outside the nearest 16 neigh
bors. Processors can, however, "lend"
spare bandw idth to others in their
group. This networking model ensures
the scalability of the CM-5.

Another teraFLOPS contender, PCI, is
a consortium of the U.K. companies
Meiko and Parsys and the French firm
Telmat. PCI was formed earl ier this
year with the intention of producing a
teraFLOPS machine by next year.
PCI's CS-2 depends on two new
communication chips. One chip, code
named Elan, is an MBus-compatible
packet-communications controller com
bined with a virtual memory manager.
The other chip, Elite, is a fast eight-way
crossbar switch used to build a multi
stage network. Elan and Elite make the
machine's physically distributed mem
ory look like one shared address space
to the Solaris operating system.
The computing nodes in the CS-2
are based on the 50-MHz SuperSparc
chip and the Fujitsu VP2000 super
computer on a chip. Each node has twin
SCSI-2 disk controllers so that you can
load data directly into a node, result
ing in 1/0 bandwidth that can be scaled
with the rest of the machine.
TheCS-2 architecture promises a tera
FLOPS machine from only I 000-2000
nodes. This would be far more manage
able in terms of power consumption,
cooling, and physical size than PCI's
main competitors.

NCU BE's NC 3

Thinking Machines' CM-5
Thinking Machines' CM-5 is built from
tens, hundreds, or thousands of single
board nodes that contain a general-pur
pose SPARC processor with 8-32 MB
of DRAM on a 64-bit bus. Computing
nodes also have two custom 64-bit vec
tor arithmetic accelerators capable of
128 MFLOPS. A ne twork interface
provides a 64-bit synchronous inter
face between nodes.
The CM-5 uses three communica

Performance Computer
Industries' CS-2

The GigaCube 's modules can be
stacked to build walls with up to
16,084 processors.

The latest company to jump into the
teraFLOPS race is NCUBE. When re
leased in I 994, the NC3 is expected to
produce 6.5 teraFLOPS by linking over
65,000 of NCUBE's nC3 micropro
cessors. By giving each processor up
to 640 MB of interconnect bandwidth,
NCUBE expects to reduce the maxi
mum message-passing latency in the
system to 5 milliseconds. To load the
enormous data sets required by such a
system, NCUBE plans to significantly
upgrade its distributed 1/0 capabilities.
To make programming easier on the
NC3, NCUBE will build in the capa
bi lity of letting software see the dis
tributed memory as a single-level ad
dress space. It will offer programming
tools and parallelizing compilers to sim
plify porting applications to the NC3.
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a client-server environment. It provides more power than a unipro
cessor or a shared-memory machine can, yet its greater com
plexity i~ hidden by the client-server architecture. With this ar
chitecture, the server is a black box. Applications and users don't
have to know how it works; they simply send queries and get
responses. In preliminary tests, NCUBE claims that its 64-node
Oracle server executed a record-breaking I 07 3 tps (transactions
per second), achieving $2500 per tps.
Computational servers are a new category of machines. They
provide high-speed number crunching to client workstations at
tached to a network. The drawback to computational servers is that
there's no standard way to format a computational query, as there
is with Structured Query Language and relational databases.
Further standardization is needed before computational servers
become widespead.
Of course, you don't have to wait for such standardization if
you develop your own applications. Companies such as Micro
Way produce parallel processing subsystems that fit into ISA ex
pa nsion slots and act as coprocessors to your system. The Micro
Way Quadputer gives you the power of four Inmos transputers
for your scientific, technical, and imaging a pplications.

All Systems Go
The future of parallel computing has never looked better than it
does right now. It is targeted squarely at the booming network- and
database-server market (which is expected to exceed $50 billion
by 1995, an improvement over today's $20 billion, according to
Datapro) and at the nascent computational-server market. With
shared-memory machines a commercial reality and multicom
puters knocking at the door, parallel technology has taken that a ll
important first step out of the lab and into the marketplace.
For a couple of shaky years, the difficulty of parallel-software
development caused widespread disillusionment and the demise
of several first-generation vendors. Now the remarkable progress
of commodity RISC processors is combining with advances in the
understanding of communications networks to produce a tech
nology that can solve real problems in the real world-and do it
faster than any other technology on earth. •

Dick Pountain is a BYTE consulting editor based in London.
You can reach him on BIX as "dickp." John Bryan is a free
lance technology writer and consultant based in San Jose, Cal
ifornia. You can contact him on BIX clo "editors."
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AMD Delivers The World's Fastest 386s.
The great 386 race is over. And the clear winner full 32-bit 386 performance to the desktop.The
is the Am386 microprocessor family
.
Am386SXL-33 CPU makes 33MHz the stan
dard for 386SX machines both at the
The fact is. no other 386 micro
desktop and for battery powered
processors available today can rival
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applications.
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project, but the finish dates varied by as
much as five months. CA-SuperProject
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RISC Enters a
New Generation
FEATURE

An insider's look at the development of DEC's Alpha CPU

RICHARD L. SITES

R

ISC has emerged over the last l 5 years as the model
of choice for the design of general-purpose processors.
Its success best indicates the degree to which it has de
livered on its initial promise. The basic concept works
well : Reduce the instruction set to only the most frequently
used, single-stage instructions and give the language compil
er greater responsibility for handling complex operations. But
most processor architectures using the RISC approach were
conceived several years ago and, to varying degrees, are bur
dened by assumptions made then.
In 1988, an engineering task force was charged with de
signing a new architecture to succeed DEC's VAX. The task
force decided on a clean-sheet RISC design, of which I was a
coarchitect. The project was code-named Alpha.
Planning for the Alpha project began in the fall
of that year. We did not set out simply to build a
faster VAX or just another RISC/Unix machine.
And because we solved compatibility issues with
existing Ultrix and VMS applications at the out
set, we were free to create a kind of RISC wish list.
One factor in our decision was recognizing that
the industry's 15 years of RISC use provided a
valuable historical vantage point from which to
examine what RISC had become and what im
provements might be made in design fundamen
tals. As a result, Alpha embodies some new think
ing in RISC development.

of 18.4 exabytes ( exa is the prefix for I 018). The architecture
provides 32 integer and 32 floating-point registers and supports
longword (32-bit) and quadword (64-bit) integers. It also sup
ports four floating-point data types: IEEE single (32-bit),
IEEE double (64-bit), VAX F_floating (32-bit), and VAX
G_floating (64-bit).
The task force decided to define a true 64-bit architecture,
because Alpha was conceived as having a design life of 25
years, with the final iteration having a l 000-to- l perfonnance
advantage over the first Alpha system. Only those who ride the
very crest of the wave, using the highest of the high-end ap
plications, need 64-bit addressing. But, like so much else in
computing, user requirements for address space change with

What Is Alpha?
Alpha is both an architecture and the start of a
family of processors and systems. It is intended to
be more than a proprietary solution. Its architec
ture, hardware, and software technologies will be
licensed to third parties.
Alpha's load/store RISC architecture performs
all operations. between 64-bit registers. Memory is
accessed through 64-bit, little-endian byte ad
dresses, yielding an addressable memory space
ILL USTRATION: RAP HAEL LOPEZ © 1992
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time. Users outgrow address space at about 0.6 bit per year, so Al
pha's 64-bit addressing capability should be enough for the next
25 years.
The architecture is also designed to be used in systems that
will eventually range from palmtops to massively parallel su
percomputers. Embedded applications are also envisaged.
The first Alpha processor (the 21 064-AA) is a dual-instruction
issue, 200-MHz CMOS chip with a theoretical peak throughput
of 400 MIPS. An Alpha processor optimized for embedded ap
plications is also in development.

Chips Define the Possible
The microprocessor has had as much impact on the economics of
computing as it has had on the performance of computers. As a
result, any new CPU is likely to be conceived as a single-chip de
sign. The result of this drive for chip-level implementation of
RISC architectures is that advances in processor power are linked
closely to advances in semiconductor technologies-processors'
designs are scaled to chips, and chip technology is driven to ac
commodate new processors. This interdependence of technologies
affects the basic strategies of RISC-chip vendors and computer
systems manufacturers.
One response of large computer manufacturers to this depen
dence on semiconductor technologies has been to develop their
own research, design, and production capabilities for chips and
semiconductor processes. DEC took control of its chip-dependent
destiny many years ago. As a result, it has considerable expe1ience
in semiconductor design and manufacture, currently manufac
turing 80- to I 00-MHz VAX processor chips in a 0.75-micron,
three-metal-layer CMOS process that has a (conservatively rat
ed) 200-MHz capability.
Like any large technology-based company, DEC has an in
ternal base of technology that results from many research projects,
past and present. Some of these projects have been aimed at ex
ploring processor designs, including RISC designs, and their re
sults have contributed to Alpha's k_nowledge base.

performance-not just clock-speed performance, but also MIPS
level performance. Clock speed can get only so fast-at present,
a I 00-MHz clock speed stretches the limits of most silicon tech
nology (although due to some decisions made during chip layout,
the first Alpha processor runs reliably at 200 MHz). Even with
newer chip technologies, clock speed will probably increase by
only I 0 times-not enough to deliver the I000-fold increase in
performance envisioned for Alpha over 25 years.
What's needed are added dimensions for multiplying MIPS,
and these must come through multi-i11structio11 lau11ch-the abil
ity to issue more than a single instruction per clock cycle-and the
ability to connect processors in parallel configurations. Few of to
day's RISC architectures are capable of issuing multiple in
structions, and those are limited to two-way launch or, in some
cases, the types of instructions they can launch simultaneously.
Also, few RISC processors have the inherent communications
capabilities for running in parallel-processor configurations of
more than two or four processors. Some other architectures require
strict read/write ordering between processors, which is difficult
to achieve quickly across multipath routing networks in mas
sively parallel-processing systems. Other architectures have only
primitive atomic-update facilities that depend on holding con
trol of a single shared-memory bus.
Last, RISC designs are optimized for Unix. For example, they
provide hardware (coprocessor) instructions for manipulating a
Unix view of virtual memory management. Another way archi
tectures can be optimized for Unix is by providing register win
dows that depend on a low frequency of context switching. Also,
some Unix design features are intended to achieve source-level
compatibility among platforms. But that compatibility is also
potentially limiting: Because they are optimized for Unix, they
are, in effect, prop1ietary to Unix. Unix is ce11ainly a key operating
system, but there are sure to be other impo11ant operating systems
playing on users' desktops du1ing the next 25 years. Any RISC ar
chitecture that strives for longevity will want to accommodate
them all, without a hardware bias.

The State of RISC

Alpha: Reapplying RISC to RISC

As an approach to processor architecture, RISC has delivered
on speed, economy, and, to a degree, portability of source code.
But some serious shortcomings in current-generation RISC im
plementations limit architectural longevity-the ability of a pro
cessor family to evolve into greater realms of performance over
time. Given Alpha's design life and performance growth targets,
architectural longevity was a primary design goal.
Architectural longev
ity involves a number of
ACTION SUMMARY key factors. The first is
address-space capacity.
Today,
only the largest
Users of desktop computers
CAT scans or IC simu
will have a new and exciting
lation applications push
the limits of the virtual
computing alternative by 1993:
address space provided
a true 64-bit machine, based
by a 32-bit word length.
However,
just I 0 years
on DEC's Alpha CPU, that runs
ago, few applications
three of the industry's leading
pushed the limits of 16
bit virtual addressing.
operating systems several
As any computer archi
times faster than anything else
tect knows, people use
up the power and space
that fits on a desktop.
you give them and then
ask for more.
The second factor is

With longevity as a guiding philosophy, we based our deci
sions on what to keep and change from current RISC designs.
For instance, we kept the standard RISC functional concepts and
dimensions: the load/store type of operation, where the only
instructions that access memory are load or store instructions (no
specialized instructions); the (then) standard 32 integer registers
and 32 floating-point registers; and the 32-bit-wide instruc
tions.
We reapplied the principles of RISC to processor design to
get maximum clock speed. In other words, we looked as hard
for what we could leave out of the design as we did for what we
could put in it. As a result, we rejected any special registers, such
as those for maintaining condition codes or multiplier quotients,
and we worked to minimize instruction and register complexity.
The critical importance of parallel execution as a means of
ensuring continued performance growth led to making the Alpha
architecture capable of launching more than a single instruction
with every clock cycle. The first implementation of Alpha is a
dual-issue machine, capable of executing two instructions per
cycle; future implementations may well be designed to launch
three or more instructions in parallel.
Another crucial difference between Alpha and other contem
porary RISC designs has to do with increasing performance
through parallelism, but this time into multiprocessor imple
mentations. Ready compatibility for multiprocessing carries
many design implications-particularly in memory design and
timing and instruction sequencing. For example, the load
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SONY ENHANCED
DATAGRADE DS.
DESIGNED TO SAVE
YOUR BUSINESS.
NOTYOUR
BIRTHDAYS.
rn

The more infor:mation your business generates, the more you stand to lose. Because

Laid not all the 8mm tapes used by business are designed for business.

•

.

So before risking valuable data to a tape made for saving video memories, rely on
new Sony En·hanced Data Grade D8.
This compact 08 cartridge starts out where our video grade leaves off, holding up
to 5 gigabytes, for today's high-capacity storage and archiving. With data security
features you'd only expect from the inventor of the 8mm video format.
For instance, new D8 has a more durable media for greater data integrity, taking over
1,POO .full back-ups, to keep )four- business moving forward.
The shell is mad~ to resist warping, while an improved lid"· reduces friction thriough
over 10,000 openings and closings. The result is a shelf life that will exceed 30 years
under recommended conditions. So your data will be around when you need it.
Since lost data can cost your business its lifeblood, trust yours to the safest place of all.
Sony Enhanced Data Grade 08. A memory worth celebrating.
Circle 156 on Inquiry Card.
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Operating-System Independence

ALPHA'S PALCO DE
User

application

Personal
computer

Alpha

Figure 1: Operating-system independence is the goal of
Alpha's PAlcode. PAlcode consists of subroutines that handle
context switching, memory management, and other primitives
specific to each operating system. PAlcode is similar
conceptually to the BIOS of a personal computer.

locked/store-conditional sequence Alpha uses for atomic up
dates can scale well with processor (not main-memory) speed.
In the absence of actual interference, a different atomic update
can be done on each processor simultaneously. And the rules for
multiprocessor read/write ordering and the inclusion of the
Memory Barrier instruction allow complex, high-bandwidth
interconnection between processors. If these and other multi
processing support features were not part of the architecture, the
additional overhead for extra handshaking and control logic
would impose severe limits on implementations of multipro
cessors.
One last break with RISC tradition occurs in Alpha: The ar
chitecture is not optimized for any operating system. This inde
pendence was mandated by the immediate need to support mul
tiple operating systems-initially, DEC's VMS, Ultrix, and
OSF/l. We took the mandate to support multiple operating sys
tems as an opportunity to give Alpha true operating-system in
dependence-an attribute that will be even more important in
the coming decade.

ALPHA 21064 PROCESSOR

To accommodate existing VAX and Mips software, we came up
with two sophisticated binary translators. The translators will let
customers move executable programs to the new Alpha platform
without having to recompile their source code.
For more complex operating-system primitives (e.g., those for
context switching, memory management, and interrupt and ex
ception delivery), we adopted from an earlier project, called
Prism, the concept of an instruction library-actually regular
RISC instructions but running in a privileged mode-called PAL
code (Privileged Architecture Library code) (see figure 1).
P ALcode consists of optimized subroutines activated by in
structions, called PALcalls, that specify that certain operating-sys
tem primitives be performed. These primitive routines are then
drawn from the I-cache (instruction cache) or from main memo
ry and run in privileged (no-interrupt) mode.
In fact, PALcode is analogous to a PC's BIOS firmware: Both
serve as a kind of insulation between operating system and hard
ware. In Alpha's case, PALcode is software, not firmware, and it
permits Alpha to act (and be designed) as a single , unbiased
hardware platform. The hardware can then be optimized through
different PALcode implementations to run various operating sys
tems.
Perhaps even more important, the PALcode concept opens
the door to newer operating systems that are just now in devel
opment or planning stages but might predominate five, I0, or
20 years from now.

Taking Aim on Performance
Thanks to the translators and PALcode, we were free to create the
fastest RISC architecture we knew how. Based on the reasons I
discussed earlier, we decided on a full 64-bit architecture-one
with a flat, unsegmented 64-bit virtual address capability. A 32
bit architecture would run slightly faster at first implementation,
but we would pay the penalty within five or 10 years, when grow
ing applications would demand a new-or kludged-architecture.
As for processor speed, we worked with our chip-design en
gineers toward a clock-speed goal of200 MHz-that's 5 nano
seconds, or about the time that it takes a beam of light to travel
5 feet.
Additionally, we were able to call on some of the most high
ly respected compiler experts in the industry. This is extremely im
portant, because compiler technology is the key to optimizing
hardware-register interactions in RISC architectures and to opti
mizing RISC system pe1formance in general.

Designing the Chip
Integer
execution

Floating
point

execution

Figure 2: A voiding bottlenecks is the goal of the Alpha core
architecture, shown here with distributed floating-point and
integer registerfiles and execution logic.
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Building dual-issue capability in the first Alpha processor meant
making some tough decisions-notably in register organiza
tion-as well as confronting some basic RISC assumptions, par
ticularly in functions such as instruction interaction and multi
instruction pipelining.
The first area, organization of the processor's hardware regis
ters, was critical to getting high performance in mixed-integer/
floating-point operations. By definition, RISC processors make
frequent use of hardware registers for integer and floating-point
calculations, and register allocation plays an important role in
RISC compiler effectiveness.
One important factor in chip layout involves the physical lim
its of electron speed and distance across the silicon. To get opti
mum speed, integer registers should be placed as close as possi
ble to integer arithmetic hardware, and floating-point registers
should be placed near the floating-point adder and multiplier.
Performing simultaneous integer and floating-point operations
from a single register file would require more than six read/write

INTRODUCING
THE WORLD'S SMALLEST,
LIGHTEST 386 COLOR
NOTEBOOK COMPUTER.

Sharp, the world leader in LCDs just created a
notebook that delivers spectacular color and
features in an incredibly compact size. To make
your sales demonstration, engineering design,
or presentation more brilliant than ever before.
Introducing the extraordinary Sharp PC-6881
notebook computer. With 256 simultaneous
colors and an extra-wide viewing angle, it's the
best LCDVGAcolor screen available.
The PC-6881 is also packed with features: A
convenient built-in trackball for Windows®and
graphics applications. Sophisticated power
management with suspend/resume and suspend
to-disk. 2 MB of Ram expandable to 8 MB. Plus
aSuper VGA port with simultaneous display.
The PC-6881 even has room for the
technology of tomorrow: An IC card slot to add
memory,modem or the latest input/output
devices. Upgradeable Flash BIOS. And optional
expansion unit for AT compatible cards.
Sharp does all this and more while breaking
the 6 lb. barrier. Now that's Sharp Thinking.
To find out more on the new standard in note

Circle 96 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 97).
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MULTl-INSTRUCTION PIPELINE
Popular
Space-Saver
Keyboard

I

$98.00
First successful alternative to conventional keyboard saves 60%
desk space with a foot print of27.3 x 15.2 cm. Has full travel tactilly
responsive keys with standard left-right spacing for easy touch typing.
100 keys, compatible with IBM XT/AT PS/2. Many language versions
available.

$995.00
This 10" black on white monitor is easy-to-read , ye t comQact .
Resolution is 640x480 with sharp, flicker-free image. Sha'"P.'s hi gh
refresh rate, triple supe rtwisf nematic tech no1ogy wit h back
lighting prov1des a super bright, low radiation screen with a wide
V1ewing angle. The adjustabl e monitor base is only 29x14 cm. It
Jets you mount the LGD monitor on vertical surfaces or fold for
transport. Comes with 1.5 m cable and VGA adaptor card. No
external power required. IBM AT compatible.

Diskless
LANStation
$1995.00
Combines Space-Saver Keyboard, LCD Monitor and 20 Mhz 386sx
CPUw/2 Meg RAM (4 Meg optional) in a single very small
footprint (27.4 X 26.0cm). Network ready with 10 Base2, 10 BaseT
NE-2000 compatible network adapter built-in. Unit does not fold
for portability.

1-800-DATALUX

1 year warranty on all products shown Order direct from stock with 15 day
full return privileges. Visa, MasterCard, AmEx charges and COD
accepted. OEM and reseller volume discounts available.
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a ,

g : Clock
' cycles

Figure 3: Multi-instruction pipelining requires paying special
atte111ion to instruction interaction. In this example ofafour
way machine, the instructions E and J cannot execute u111il the
result of A has been computed. However, special bypass
logic-a standard architectural attribute-sends both E and J
the results of A at the same time the results are entered into
the A register, so they don't have to wait an extra cycle.

ports (e.g., for sending two numbers to the integer hardware and
two to the floating-point hardware and receiving the return val
ues, as well as accessing memory for normal load/store opera
tions). This would create a circuit bottleneck and slow down per
formance.
Thus, we implemented a partitioned register file rather than a
combined file and placed the integer and floating-point registers
on opposite sides of the chip, close to their respective hardware
and with separate paths to main memory (see figure 2). Each
file contained 32 64-bit registers; thus, Alpha's performance
was faster using the two small files rather than a single large
file.
Compiler designers within DEC helped influence our deci
sion. Most compiler designers would prefer a combined ti le, but
having gained experience with pa rtitioned files, DEC designers
assured us that compiler performance would not be adversely
affected.

A voiding Speed Traps
Once the register-file design was finalized, our quest for a high
performance multiple-issue architecture dictated that we chal
lenge some RISC assumptions. We looked for other elements or
functions that might slow down (or tie up) a multi-instruction
pipeline, and we then made several important secondary deci
sions.
Three examples of functions common to early or current-gen
eration RISC machines and not included in Alpha are special
registers or register operations, arithmetic overflow traps, and
branch-delay slots. Adding functional complexity to registerop
erations would mean adding extreme complexity-and on-chip
clutter-to the decision logic that controls register usage during
pipelined operations.
To keep _operations as simple as possible-critical to heavily
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register-oriented RISC architecture-Alpha limits instruction
interaction to reads and writes of registers or memory. There are
no special registers, such as condition-code registers or multi
ply quotient registers, and there are no complex operations (e .g.,
"load four registers and check for bytes of 0").
Alpha also reduces complexity in arithmetic operations. ln
Alpha, there are no "precise" arithmetic exceptions (there are,
however, precise fault reports for memory management). An
arithmetic exception can occur when the result of an arithmetic op
eration overflows its registers.
Some RISC architectures look ahead to see if a complex in
struction (e.g., a double-precision divide) might cause an overflow.
If that looks likely, they will halt all other instructions until that
divide is completed. However, such an instruction can take 30 or
more machine cycles, and it may not overflow after all.
By contrast, Alpha gives no special treatment to complex
arithmetic instructions. Overflows, which are extremely rare, are
reported only when they have occurred. This saves valuable
processing cycles for those instructions not affected by the
overflow, significantly speeding up multi-issue processing and
pipeline operations. (However, Alpha contains a Trap Barrier in
struction if you want precise reporting of arithmetic excep
tions.)
Another RlSC artifact eliminated from Alpha is the branch-de
lay slot. Branch delay is a means of keeping the instruction
pipeline full even during branch instructions-when a natural in
terruption occurs in the control of sequential program execu
tion.
In branch delay, the branch instruction is delayed and the fol
lowing instruction is sent to the pipeline. In a multi-instruc
tion-issue architectural family like Alpha-one that may span
several generations of implementations-it would be impossi
ble to maintain binary compatibility across all platforms if
branch delay were used. The reason? Different platform im
plementations would react differently: Some would send just one
instruction, another might send two, and another (future) ar
chitecture might send four, six, or more instructions into the
pipeline.
In place of branch delay, Alpha uses several mechanisms that
avoid the delay time caused by branch instructions (see figure 3).
These include adding predictive logic that anticipates branch di
rection many cycles before the branch is resolved. When used with
an optimizing compiler, this results in fast prefetching, in the
right direction. Also, Alpha can use some bits in a branch in
struction to provide a hint of the jump target-another way to pre
pare the instruction logic to handle the branch.

Alpha as an Open Architecture
DEC has embarked on a program to license the Alpha technolo
gy in chip, board, or box form, and with varying degrees of ad
ditional software, to third-party vendors and developers. Already,
DEC has announced some Alpha license agreements, and we
anticipate more in the near future.
In addition to large-system vendors, the company expects that
some PC makers will adopt the Alpha engine.Thus, you may see
it in desktop- or even notebook-size packaging in the not-so-dis
tant future. •

Richard l. Sites is a senior consultant engineer for DEC's Semi
conductor Engineering group in Littleton, Massachusetts. Pri
or to joining DEC in 1980, he worked at IBM, Hewlett-Packard,
and Burroughs. At I BM, he worked on software for the precur
sor to the first RISC machine (the 801 ). Sites holds a Ph.D. in
computer science from Stanford and a B.S. in mathematics from
MIT. He can be reached 011 BIX c/o "editors."
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STATE OF THE ART

REAL-TIME
COMPUTING
Real-time technologies are widening the scope
ofwhat we can control with computers
JOHN A. STANKOVIC

R

eal-time systems are those in which the correctness
of the system depends not only on the logical re
sults of computation but also on the time at which the
results are produced. Real-time systems range from
simple microcontrollers to highly sophisticated,
complex, distributed systems. They directly control much of
what we depend on in our world. A cursory survey of famil 
iar real-time systems might include the microcomputer con
trolling your automobile's engine; the process-control sys
tems that refine gasoline, manufacture medicines, bake bread,
and generate electric power; and the flight-control systems
in a modem airliner, the A TC (air traffic control) systems that
guide it safely on its way, and the ticketing system that re
serves your seat. All these systems depend on real-time control.
Real-time applications are growing in number, and so is
our dependence on them. Because of this, it is important to un
derstand the current technology and its limitations and to de
vote significant effort toward improving the technology.

Real- Time Systems
Typically, a real-time system consists of a controlling sys
tem and a controlled system. For example, in an automated fac
tory, the controlling system is the computer and human in
terfaces that manage and coordinate activities on the factory
floor. The controlled system is the factory floor itself, with its
robots, assembly stations, and assembled parts.
A controlling system interacts with its environment based
on the information from various sensors and inputs. The real
world environment with which a computer interacts can be
viewed as a controlled system. The information presented to
the computer must be consistent with the actu'al state of the en
vironment, or the actions of the controlling system can be
disastrous. This makes periodic monitoring of the environ
ment and timely processing of sensed information a must.

Timing Is Critical
The timing-correctness requirements of a real-time system
arise from the system's role as a controller. For example, ifthe

computer controlling a robot does not command it to stop on
time, the robot might collide with something. In many real-time
systems, severe consequences result if the timing and logi
cal-correctness requirements of the system are not satisfied.
The most common timing constraints for tasks are either pe
riodic or aperiodic. An aperiodic task has a deadline by which
it must finish or start, or it may have a constraint on both start
and finish times. With a periodic task, a period might mean
"once per period T" or "exactly T time units apart."
Low-level application tasks,
such as those that process in
formation obtained from sen
sors or that activate elements
Real· Time Computing
BY JOHN A. STANKOVIC
in the environment (through ac
154
tuators), typically have strin
gent timing constraints dictated
The RTOS
by the physical characteristics
Difference
of the environment. Most sen
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sory processing is periodic. For
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example, a temperature monitor
of a nuclear reactor core should
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be read periodically so that
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any changes can be detected
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promptly.
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tem initialization, while others
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namically. The temperature ex
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More complex types of timing con
straints can also occur. For example, spray
painting a car on a moving conveyer must
be started after time Tl and completed be
fore time T2. Aperiodic requirements can
arise from dynamic events such as an ob
ject falling in front of a moving robot or a
human operator pushing a button on a con
sole.
Time-related requirements can also be
specified in indirect terms. For example,
the value of completing a task can be spec
ified to increase or decrease with time.
Similarly, an inexact but fast answer might
be more valuable than a slow but accurate
answer. In other situations, missing x dead
lines might be admissible, but missing x+ I
deadlines might be unacceptable.
What happens when timing constraints
are not met? The answer largely depends
on the application. A real-time system that,
say, controls a nuclear power plant or a
missile cannot afford to miss timing con
straints on critical tasks. Resources need
ed for critical tasks in such systems have to
be preallocated so that the tasks can exe
cute without delay. In many situations,
however, some leeway does exist. For ex
ample, on an automated factory floor, if
it is estimated that the correct command
to a robot can't be generated on time, it
may be appropriate to command the robot
to stop or slow down (allowing more time
to produce a correct command).
In a real-time system, the characteris
tics of the various application tasks are
usually known at the outset and might be
scheduled statically or dynamically. Typ
ically, periodic tasks are specified stati
caII y, and aperiodic tasks are specified dy
namically. When the periodic temperature
monitor of the aforementioned nuclear re
actor senses a problem in the core, it can
invoke another aperiodic task to activate
the appropriate elements of the reactor to
correct the problem (e.g., to force more
coolant into the reactor core). In this case,
the deadline for the aperiodic task can be
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ACTION SUMMARY

Real-time applications bring the
power of computers to bear in
controlling much of the modern
world. The optimized technolo
gies developed for these appli
cations are advancing and en
tering the mainstream
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statically determined as a function of the
physical characteristics of the reactions
within the core. On the other hand, the
deadline of a task that controls a robot on
a factory floor can be detem1ined dynam
ically depending on the robot's character
istics, such as its speed and direction.

Accommodating Change
In a statically scheduled real-time system,
the characteristics of the controlled sys
tem are assumed to be known before the
system is designed. Thus, the nature and
sequence of the system's activities can be
determined off-line before the system be
gins operation. Static systems are quite
inflexible but are likely to achieve low
run-time overheads. In practice, most ap
plications involve a number of compo
nents that can be statically specified along
with many dynamic components.
Most currently implemented real-time
systems are static in nature, but next-gen
eration systems will have to adopt solu
tions that are more dynamic and flexible.
This is because these systems will be large,
complex, and physically distributed among
different sites and will function in uncer
tain environments. More important, they
will have to be maintainable and extensi
ble due to their likely need to evolve and
their projected long lifetimes. Because of
these characteristics, real-time systems in
general need to be fast, predictable, reli
able, and adaptable.

Real-Time Means Predictable
One long-held misconception about real
time computing systems is that fast oper
ation is their only requirement. Speed is
usually a necessary attribute, but a real
time system must also be able to meet ex
plicit deadlines. Being fast on average does
not guarantee that a deadline will be met.
If a real-time system can be shown to be
able to meet its deadlines (using a worst
case rather than an average-case analysis),
it is said to be predictable.
Predictability has many meanings; for
the purpose of this article, it means that
when a task or set of tasks is activated, it
should be possible to determine its com
pletion time, subject to failure assump
tions. This must be done taking into ac
count the state of the system (including
the state of the operating system and the
state of the resources controlled by it) and
the tasks' resource needs.

Characterizing Real-Time Systems
Building a real-time system is a task that
can range from simple to extremely com
plex. The difficulty depends on the sys
tem's characteristics. Five of the most im
portant characte1istics are discussed below.

Granularity of deadline and compllla
tion time of tasks. In a real-time system,
some tasks have deadlines or periodic tim
ing constraints. If the time that elapses be
tween the point when a task is activated
(i.e., required to be executed) and the point
when it must complete execution is short,
then the deadline is tight and the granu
larity of the deadline is small. This im
plies that the operating system's reaction
time has to be short and the scheduling al
gorithm to be executed must be fast and
very simple.
Tight time constraints may also arise
when the deadline granularity is large but
the amount of computation required is also
great. In many real-time systems, tight tim
ing constraints predominate; therefore, de
signers must focus on developing fast and
simple techniques to react to this type of
task activation. In general, the tighter the
deadline, the more difficult the design task
will be.
Strictness ofdeadline. This refers to the
value of executing a task after its dead
line. There is no value in executing a hard
real-time task after its deadline has passed.
A soft real-time task retains some dimin
ished value after its deadline, so it should
still be executed after that point. Differ
ent techniques are usually used for hard
and soft real-time tasks. In many cases,
hard real-time tasks are preallocated and
prescheduled to ensure that all of them
make their deadlines. Soft real-time tasks
are often scheduled with non-real-time
scheduling algorithms, with algorithms
that explicitly address the timing con
straints but aim only at achieving a good
average-case performance, or with algo
rithms that combine importance and timing
requirements. Hard real-time tasks are
more difficult to deal with than soft real
time tasks, and dealing with both types si
multaneously is even more difficult.
Reliability. Many real-time systems op
erate under severe reliability requirements;
that is, if certain tasks, called critical tasks,
miss their deadlines, a catastrophe may
occur. These tasks are usually guaranteed
to make their deadlines by an off-line anal
ysis and by schemes that reserve resources
for critical tasks, even if it means that those
resources are idle most of the time.
The requirement for critical tasks is that
all of them should always make their dead
line (a 100 percent guarantee), subject to
certain failure and workload assumptions.
However, too many systems treat all tasks
that have hard timing constraints as critical
tasks when in fact only some are truly crit
ical. This can result in erroneous require
ments and an overdesigned and inflexi
ble system. It is also common to see hard
real-time tasks defined as those of critical
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Safety by Formal Design
RICHARD MARLON STEIN

oftware safety has become a
paramount concern for many
real-time applications, especial
ly those that depend on comput
ers to control their processes or prod
ucts. Medical instruments have become
substantially more capable-and ex
pensive-because of the flexible diag
nostic power enabled by embedded
computers and software. But these ma
chines that are intended to preserve life
could go awry and end it (see "Com
puters Out of Control , " February
BYTE). In one tragic example, a radi
ation therapy machine, the Therac 25,
fatally overdosed two people and seri
ously disabled several others because
there was a bug in the dosage-editor
control software.
To prevent mishaps like this, new
techniques in software engineering
must be developed. Formal methods of
specification pioneered by the Pro
gramming Research Group at Oxford
University present an attractive ap
proach to better software safety.
A formal method is basically a math
ematical proof of design. The Pro
gramming Research Group devised the
Z notation, a specification language
based on set theory and first-order pred
icate logic to express a system's func
tionality. The specification's schemata
embody mathematical descriptions of
the individual requirements imposed
on the system. A schema enumerates
a precise mathematical proof of func
tionality that eliminates the ambigui
ties of the English language or graphi
cally based CASE tool--design philos
ophies. The rigors of mathematical log-

S

importance with strict deadlines. It's im
portant to keep a clear separation between
these notions because they are not always
related.
Size ofsystem and degree of coordina
tion. Real-time systems vary considerably
in size and complexity. In most of today's
real-time systems, the entire system is load
ed into memory, or, if there are well-de
fined phases, each phase is loaded prior
to its beginning. ln many applications, sub-

ic and set theory are used to specify the
detailed operation of the system, which
can be proven right or wrong with the
laws and axioms of mathematics.
Formal specification methods are ex
traordinarily popular in the U.K. Many
projects, including IBM's CICS (an on
line transaction processing program)
and the Inmos transputer, were de
signed with formal methods; this ap
proach resulted in substantial savings
during the testing and integration
phases of each product's life cyGle. For
mal methods have also been used to
specify digital oscilloscopes and real
time operating-system kernels.
Formal methods represent the an
tithesis of the ad hoc school of soft
ware engineering. One must undergo
a multiweek training process to devel
op the skills needed to produce proba
bly correct schemata and acquire the
ability to transliterate a specification
into software. Industrial concerns are
reluctant to switch to formal methods
because of this training expense. Uni
versities that adopt formal methods as
part of their computer science curricu
lum could offset this cost, however.
Industry can gain from formal meth
ods in several ways: Product quality
will improve; and software develop
ment costs will drop, since less time is
spent patching software that is proven
correct before the latter phases of the
life cycle (e.g., code, integration, and
testing)-where mistakes become pro
gressively more expensive to correct
are reached. Product liability and in
surance premium costs account for a
substantial part of business decisions

systems are highly independent of each
other and there is limited cooperation
among tasks. The ability to load entire sys
tems into memory and limit task interac
tions simplifies many aspects of building
and analyzing real-time systems.
But for large and complex next-genera
tion systems, having completely resident
code and highly independent tasks is not
always practical. Moreover, solutions can't
be based on virtual memory because of

to build a system in the first place. A
formal specification can be used to es
tablish proof of product Gorrectness
that it behaves precisely as it should
and thus absolves its developer from
liability if it should fail under circum
stances outside the scope of its intend
ed use.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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the substantial unpredictability it causes.
Increased system size and greater coordi
nation requirements give rise to many new
problems and complicate the notion of pre
dictability.
Environment. The environment in which
a real-time system is to operate plays an
important role in the system's design.
Many environments (e.g., an automobile
engine or an assembly line) are very well
defined. Designers think of these as deAUGUST 1992 • B Y T E
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terministic environments. Even though
they may not be int1insically deterministic,
they are controlled. These environments
give rise to small, static real-time systems
where all deadlines can be guaranteed at
the outset.
Even in these simple environments, re
strictions on the inputs are needed. For ex
ample, if an assembly line that can cope
with only five items per minute is given
more than five, the system will fail. Taking
this approach enables an off-line quanti
tative analysis of the timing properties.
Since you know exactly what to expect
given the assumptions about the environ
ment, you can usually design and build
these systems to be predictable.
The problem is that the approaches tak
en in relatively small, static systems do
not work for larger, more c;omplicated, and
less controllable environments. Consider a
next-generation real-time system such as
a team of cooperating mobile robots on
Mars. This system is large, complex, dis
tributed, and adaptive. It contains many
types of timing constraints and needs to
operate in a highly nondeterministic en
vironment and evolve over a long period of
time. It is not possible to assume that this
environment is deterministic or to control
it well enough to make it look determinis
tic. This type of dynamic real-time sys
tem operating in a nondeterministic envi
ronment is required for many applications.
But many new answers are required be
fore reliable and safe systems of this type
can be built.

Real-Time Operating Systems
The operating system is the focal point for
next-generation real-time systems (see
"The RTOS Difference" on page 161 ). It
must provide basic suppo11 for predictably
satisfying real-time constraints, fault tol
erance and distribution, and integrating
time-constrained resource allocations and
scheduling across a spectrum of resource
types. These resource types include sen
sor processing, communications, CPU,
memory, and other forms of 1/0.
Future developments in real-time oper
ating systems and kernels could simplify
applications design, especially through
more direct support for developing pre
dictable and fault-tolerant real-time appli
cations. One aspect of this support will be
in the form of scheduling algorithms. For
example, the design and analysis of real
time applications is simplified if the op
erating system can perform integrated CPU
scheduling and resource allocation in a
planning mode so that collections of co
operating tasks can obtain the resources
they need at the right time to meet timing
constraints.
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Further, if the operating system retains
information about the impo11ance of a task
and what actions to take if the task is de
termined to be unable to meet its deadline,
then a more intelligent decision can be
made about alternative actions. In turn,
graceful degradation of the performance
of the system can be better supp011ed rather
than resulting in a possible catastrophic
collapse of the system. Kernels that suppo11

A

distributed

real-time operating
system must use
an open-system

approach.

-

retaining and using semantic information
about the application are sometimes re
ferred to as re.flective kernels.
Real-time kernels are also being ex
tended to operate in highly cooperative
multiprocessor and distributed-system en
vironments. This means that there is an
end-to-end timing requirement that in
cludes all processing and communications
tasks. The distributed system must com
plete this set of tasks before a deadline
(possibly with complicated precedence
constraints).

Directions for Distributed Systems
Much research is being done on develop
ing time-constrained communication pro
tocols to serve as a platform for supporting
user-level end-to-end timing requirements.
The Mars project (see reference I), the
Spring project (see reference 2), and a proj
ect currently under way at the University of
Michigan (see reference 3) are all at
tempting to develop such protocols.
The Mars project uses an a priori anal
ysis and then statically schedules and
reserves resources so that distributed exe
cution can be guaranteed to make its dead
line. The Spring project's approach sup
p011s dynamic requests for real-time vi11ual
circuits (which have a guaranteed deliv
ery time) and real-time datagrams (i.e.,
packets of data that have a best-effort de
livery) integrated with CPU scheduling to
guarantee the application-level end-to-end
timing requirements. The Spring project

uses a distributed replicated memory based
on a fiber-optic ring to achieve the low
er-level predictable communications prop
e11ies. The work at the University of Michi
gan also supp011s dynamic real-time vi11ual
circuits and datagrams, but this project is
based on a general multi-hop communi
cation subnetwork (i.e., one that goes from
one network to another).
Research is also being done on devel
oping real-time object-oriented kernels to
suppo11 the structuring of distributed real
time applications. Although no commercial
products of this type are yet available, one
company has developed this technology
as a foundation for its distributed real-time
control systems (see "Objects in Real
Time'' on page 187).
Applications requiring predictable dis
t1ibuted-systems technology differ widely.
To handle this diversity, a distributed real
time operating system must use an open
system approach. It is also important to
avoid having to rewrite the operating sys
tem for each application area with differ
ent timing and fault-tolerance require
ments. A library of real-time operating
system objects might provide the level of
functionality, performance, predictabili
ty, and portability required. For example,
a library of real-time scheduling algmithms
should be available that can be selected
depending on the run-time task model be
ing used and the load, timing, and fault
tolerance requirements of the system.

Directions in Scheduling
Recent research into real-time scheduling
has been fruitful. Theoretical results have
identified worst-case boundaries for dy
namic on-line algorithms, and complexity
results have been produced for various
types of assumed task-set characteristics.
Queuing-theory analysis has been applied
to soft real-time systems covering algo
rithms based on real-time variations of
FCFS (first come, first served), earliest
deadline, and greatest computation time.
We have seen the development of schedul
ing results for imprecise computation, a
situation where tasks obtain a greater val
ue the longer they execute up to some max
imum value. More applied scheduling re
sults have been produced with an extensive
set of improvements to the rate-monoton
ic (i.e., deterministic) algorithm; these in
clude the deferrable-server and sporadic
server algorithms, techniques to address
the problem of priority inversion, and a
set of algorithms that perform dynamic
on-line planning.
We have also seen practical application
of a priori calculation of static schedules to
provide I 00 percent guarantees for critical
tasks. These guarantees are based on many
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(oftentimes unrealistic) assumptions. If the
assumptions are a poor match for the en
vironment (which is more likely in a dis
tributed environment), the system will miss
deadlines with I 00 percent guarantees.
For all the scheduling results outlined
above, the trend has been to deal with more
complicated task sets and environmental
characteristics. While many interesting
scheduling results have been produced,
there are only piecemeal solutions. Still
required are analyzable scheduling ap
proaches that are comprehensive and in
tegrated. For example, an overall approach
must be comprehensive enough to handle
preemptable, nonpreemptable, periodic,
and aperiodic tasks; tasks with multiple
levels of importance (or a value function);
and groups of tasks with a single deadline.
The approach must also accommodate end
to-end timing, precedence, and placement
constraints; communications, resource,
and fault-tolerance requirements; tight and
loose deadlines; and normal and overload
conditions. Finally, the approach must be
integrated enough to handle the interfaces
between resource allocation and CPU
scheduling, 1/0 scheduling and CPU
scheduling, real-time communications
scheduling and CPU scheduling, local and
distributed scheduling, static scheduling
of critical tasks, and dynamic scheduling of
essential and nonessential tasks.

Real-Time Architecture and
Fault Tolerance
Real-time systems are usually intended for
specific purposes. In the past, architec
tures that suppo1ted such applications tend
ed to be special-purpose, too. The current
trend is to use more off-the-shelf compo
nents to produce more generic architec
tures. For this article, I'll consider how
architecture affects the computation of
worst-case execution time and supports·
fault tolerance.
A program's worst-case execution time
is dependent on the system hardware, the
operating system, the compiler, and the
programming language. Many hardware
features that speed up the average-case be
havior of programs pose problems with
regard to worst-case behavior. For in
stance, caches, pipelining, DRAMs, and
. virtual memory lead to highly nondeter
ministic hardware behavior. Similarly,
compiler optimizations tailored to make
better use of these architectural enhance
ments contribute to poor predictability of
code-execution times. Additional compli
cations include system interferences due
to interrupt handling, shared memory ref
erences, and preemptions.
Many real-time system architectures
consist of multiprocessors, networks of
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uniprocessors, or networks of both unipro
cessors and multiprocessors. Such archi
tectures have the potential for high fault
tolerance but are also difficult to manage so
that deadlines are met predictably. Fault
tolerance must be designed into the sys
tem from the beginning, encompass both
hardware and software, and be integrated
with timing constraints. In many situa
tions, the fault-tolerant design must be stat
ic due to extremely high data rates and se
vere timing constraints.
Ultrareliable systems need to use proof
of-correctness techniques to ensure fault
tolerance properties. Primary and backup
schedules computed off-line are often
found in hard real-time systems. New ap
proaches are also being taken in which on
line schedulers predict when timing con
straints will be missed, enabling early
action on such faults. Dynamic reconfig
urability is needed, but little progress has
been reported in this area. Also, while con
siderable advances have been made in the
area of software fault tolerance, techniques
that explicitly take timing into account are
lacking.
Since fault tolerance is difficult to
achieve, the trend is to let experts build
the proper underlying support for it. Sori1e
examples of primitives that support fault
tolerance include the implementation of
checkpointing, reliable atomic broadcasts,
data logging, lightweight network proto
cols, synchronization support for replicas,
and recovery techniques. Making these
primitives available to applications sim
plifies the creation of fault-tolerant appli
cations. However, many of these tech
niques do not carefully address timing
considerations or the need to be predictable
in the event of a failure.
The integration of fault tolerance and
real-time scheduling can make a system
more flexible. For example, the use of an
imprecise computation model or a plan
ning scheduler gives rise to a more flexible
approach to fault tolerance than static
schedules and fixed backup schemes.

programming language used must provide
features tailored to these rules and con
straints, limit its features to enhance pre
dictability, and provide the ability to spec
ify timing, fault tolerance, and other
information for subsequent use at run time.
The execution time of each primitive of
the kernel must be bounded and pre
dictable, and the operating system should
provide explicit support for all the re
quirements, including real-time require
ments. New trends in the operating-sys
tem area include· the use of microkernels,
support for multiprocessors and distribut
ed systems, and real-time threads.
The architecture and hardware must also
be designed to support predictability, fa
cilitate analysis, and provide for growth.
For example, hardware should be simple
enough so that predictable timing infor
mation can be obtained. And the resulting
system must be scalable so it can meet ad
ditional computing needs as the system
evolves.
Research is required to address all these
issues in an integrated fashion. To satisfy
this need for systems integration, various
centers for real-time computing have been
established, such as CRICCS (Center for
Real-Time, Intelligent, Complex Com
puter Systems) at the University of Mas
sachusetts-Amherst. Finally, although it
is beyond the scope of this article, addi
tional research is currently focused on the
development of real-time databases and
real-time Al. •
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ou're with a very important customer
at a remote site. Bad time to discover
that the file you need isn't on one of
the 200 floppy disks in your brief case. You
even brought your removable cartridge, but
unfortunately your customer doesn ' t have
that type of drive. You would have brought
it on you· re notebook. but you exceeded the
limited capacity or your drive last year .
Now there's only one thing left to do. Panic.
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THE RTOS
DIFFERENCE
Real-time applications make unyielding demands on an operating system,
but proper design can deliver an operating system that's up to the challenge
KEVIN D. MORGAN

M

any features found in today's op
~rating systems are i~tended to
improve a computer s average
throughput rate. But by defini
tion, a real-time application's performance
isn 't measured by average execution rates;
many literally pass or fail based on the
time required for each execution of an
algorithm or kernel service call. For ex
ample, consider a temperature-control al
gorithm that's overseeing a sensitive chem
ical process. If the algorithm executes
within its predefined time limit every in
stance but once, and that one delayed ex
ecution allows the process to go exother
mal (i.e., run away uncontrollably), is the
control system a successful design?
Common operating-system features that
spell high performance for general-pur
pose applications can spell fai Jure for real
time applications. Factors that are key to
understanding real-time operations include
an understanding of RTOSes (real-time
operating systems), how they differ from
standard operating systems, how they're
affected by common computer features,
and how they're advancing.

RTOSes
Real-time computing applications require
operations to complete in a fixed time pe
riod. The types of time-limited operations
vary greatly, as does the degree of diffi
culty that a computer system may have in
meeting its timing limits. And the conse
quences for failing to meet timing limits
range from mere inconvenience, to sig
nificant financial losses, to the loss of hu
man life.
Because of the broad scope of real-time
computing, the attributes and design al 
ternatives of RTOSes are very broad. In
ILLUSTRATION: JAVIER ROMERO DESIGN. INC. © 1992
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this article, I'll examine these attributes
and design alternatives, take a detailed
look at some of the unique and techno
logically advanced aspects of RTOSes,
and explore the interplay of real-time re
quirements with state-of-the-art hardware
designs.

Attributes of RTOSes
RTOSes can usually be characterized as
having unique requirements in five gen
eral attribute areas: determinism, respon
siveness, user control, reliability, and fail
soft operation.
Detenninism is the tendency of a system
to perform an operation in a well-defined,
or "determined," time period. A fully de-

13\ITE
A computer must have an opti
mized operating system to per
form real-time applications.
Knowing how these operating
systems affect real-time per
formance is critical to under
standing such applications.
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terministic system performs operations in
the same amount of time, every time, in
dependent of surrounding conditions. Con
versely, a fully nondeterministic system
is one for which operation times have no
guaranteed upper boundary.
All operating systems, including
RTOSes, exhibit behavior that is less than
fully deterministic; one of the key char
acteristics of RTOSes is their degree of
deterministic behavior. The maximum
amount of time a high-priority device in
terrupt is delayed from interrupting the
computer system is called the IACKL (in
terrupt acknowledgment latency). A non
real-time operating system may have a
long IACKL- in the range of tens or even
hundreds of milliseconds-while an
RTOS's IACKL will typically have an up
per boundary of anywhere from a few mi
croseconds to a millisecond. Note how the
difference in determinism between an
RTOS and a non-real-time operating sys
tem is largely a matter of degree. This is
true of every characteristic of real-time
systems.
Responsiveness is the ability of a system
to respond quickly to an event. Because a
synchronous event (e.g., a process send
ing a message to another process) induces
a well-defined series of operations whose
speed is important to the performance of
any computer system, responsiveness to
synchronous events is usually not a key

difference between real-time and non-real
time systems . Asynchronous events-in
particular 1/0 interrupts-are the area in
which real-time systems have more strin
gent requirements.
Interrupt response times have several
important components. The first is the
maximum amount of time the acknowl
edgment of an interrupt can be delayed;
this attribute is more properly considered
a component of determinism. The second
component is the amount of time required
to initially handle the interrupt and begin
execution of the !SR (intem1pt service rou
tine). This time is dependent on the type of
the !SR; if the !SR involves a user task,
and hence a context switch, then the max
imum delay time to initiate and then per
form the context switch becomes a signif
icant response factor. The third component
is the amount of time needed to actually
service the interrupt. The fourth compo
nent is the effect of nested inten-upts on
the system's response time. Intenupt nest
ing occurs when one interrupt occurs, fol 
lowed by further interrupts, prior to com
pletion of the first. The degree to which a
system allows and handles interrupt nest
ing affects deterministic behavior and re
sponsiveness.
Response time-I/O interrupt response
time in particular-is critical for real-time
systems because they must meet real clock
time requirements imposed by individu
als, devices, and data flows that are exter
nal to the computer system. The RTOS
interacts with and/or controls external sys
tems· via I/O. Hence, I/O responsiveness
and determinacy of 1/0 operations are key
characteristics of real-time computing sys
tems.
User control in a general-purpose time
sharing operating system is limited so that
the operating system can be designed to
provide specific services with their own
attributes of fairness and response times.
Such operating systems include some de
gree of user.control, such as which class
es of users are to be given preferential
treatment. But the operating system makes
the final decisions about which processes
to run now or later, which 1/0 to perform
now or later, and so forth. The operating
system makes these decisions to balance
individual service requests with attainment
of overall performance objectives, which
are usually measured in terms of through
put (i.e., jobs completed per unit time) and
interactive responsiveness.
An RTOS gives ultimate control of the
system's behavior to the user. The user
may <'Ctually be a restricted set of the sys
tem's total user community, but that "user''
has a broad set of capabilities for control
ling system behavior.
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This user controllability starts with the
concept of fixed, user-specified priorities
for task execution. This is not the only
scheduling policy that a real-time system
may provide, but it's the most common.
The system's letting the user specify the
relative priorities of tasks allows the user
to specify throughput and/or responsive
ness goals for the system on a much finer
basis than a "do the best you can overall"
request. For example, the tasks that ac
quire data from a jet engine test system
can be given high prio1ity to avoid the loss
of incoming data, while the processing of
that data can be given a lower priority.
User controllability does not stop with
task prioritization; it extends to every area
of the system. A real-time system will al
low the user to specify such characteristics
as the use of paging or process swapping,
what processes must always be memory
resident, what disk transfer algorithms are
to be used, what rights the processes in
various priority bands have, and so on.
Frequently, real-time systems give users
priFileged capahility-that is, the right
for a user process to switch into privileged
mode, the mode that's strictly forbidden
to any process in a time-sharing system
except the kernel itself. This allows a user
process to do such things as turn off the
entire interrupt system to ensure that a
time-critical operation executes without
losing control of the CPU and violate
memory-protection mechanisms in order
to do high-performance data transfers di
rectly to a memory-mapped I/O device or
some other process. The right of a user
process to switch into privileged mode is
one of the few attributes that do not exist in
a non-real-time system; it provides the ul
timate in user control.
Reliahility in an RTOS means that the
system can run continuously for extend
ed periods-frequently years-without
failure. Almost all personal computer users
have had their computers hang up on them;
after a quick reboot to solve the problem,
they simply grumble and go on working.
But a real-time system failure that requires
a reboot is likely to be catastrophic, be
cause real-time systems frequently con
trol real-world systems. Losing control of
processes in a manufacturing plant can
cost millions of dollars; losing control of
processes in a fly-by-wire airplane can
cause loss of human life .
Reliability in an RTOS also means en
suring that critical real-time processes are
able to execute by letting them preallocate
all required resources. Resource depletion
by non-real-time processes cannot be al
lowed to cause the application's real-time
requirements to go unmet.
Fail-soft operation is a concept that re-
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suits from applying fallible computer sys
method of write-back disk caching is fre
quently incompatible with the require
tems to mission-critical applications. All
computer systems, even those with re
ments of a real -time system, because it
dundancy and failproof software, some
makes it difficult to guarantee that no data
times fail. A modern operating system, will be lost if system operations terminate
for any reason; data written to the cache
such as a standard Unix system, will per
form a panic operation when it detects a but not transferred to disk will be lost if
corruption of data within the kernel. The the system crashes.
These five attributes are the key areas of
panic operation causes a failure message to
print out on the system console, may dump difference between a real-time system and
a non-real-time system. The actual attribute
the memory contents to disk for later fail
ure analysis, and terminates execution of values of an RTOS are determined by the
design choice made by its developers; I'll
the system.
An ideal real-time system, on the other explore these choices next.
hand, will never perform a panic opera
tion. Instead, when a kernel data com1ption Design Alternatives for Real Time
is detected, steps are taken to either correct · RTOSes vary widely in their organization,
or minimize the problem. The user (or a models of computation, feature sets, and al
user sun-agate, such as a specific user pro
gorithms. They range from single-task,
cess) is notified of the failure. The system
dedicated control systems in which all I/O
continues executing, possibly with some is performed via polling and the kernel
degradation of pe1formance or degree of size is only a few hundred bytes to large
overall service. The notified user process Unix-style systems that claim to provide
can then take appropriate steps at an ap
time-sharing services, transaction-pro
plication level. These can range from im
cessing capabilities, and real-time opera
mediate shutdown of the entire system in tion. In this section I'll break down the
a graceful manner to bringing a backup key implementation alternatives for real
system on-line or sounding an alarm. This time systems so you can better understand.
type of behavior is referred to as fail -soft compare, and contrast the plethora of ~
terns that are branded "real-time."
operation.
Design alternatives that significantly af
Another characteristic fail-soft require
fect the unique attributes of RTOSes can be
ment for RTOSes is file system consis
tency and data integrity during a system
classified into six broad areas: memory
failure, crash, or power-down. The Unix
model, tasking model, binding model,
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PROTECTED-MEMORY MODEL
Kernel code

Process 1 code
Process 1 data

Kernel data
Process 1 with
personal computer
and stack
Process 2 with
personal computer
and stack

Shared data
explicitly
attached to by
process 1 and
process 2*

* Must be programmed

to allow shared
memory access

Process 2 code
Process 2 data

Figure 1: The protected-memory model reserves protected data a11d code areas
for each process. Provisio11sfor shari11g data between processes must be specially
programmed.

reentrancy model, inten-uptibility model,
and degree of modularity. I'll look at each
and also consider the most common com
binations of design choices.

Memory Model
There are two fundamental types of mem
ory model that can be used for an RTOS:
a global address space with no protection
between tasks, and separate address spaces
with some form of protection between
tasks. A global memory model is your only
choice when the target CPU provides no
protection facilities. Such processors are
simple and inexpensive. But using a glob
al memory model with a processor that
has extensive address space-protection
facilities is a mismatch of software and
hardware.
Multitasking operating environments
are frequently implemented using a glob
al address space with no protection. The
advantage of this design is that task switch
ing can be pe1formed more quickly due to
the smaller amount of process state that
must be saved and restored for each con
text switch (since there is no per-task ad
dress and protection information) . And
since all memory is equally accessible by
all tasks, data sharing requires no special
programming. In a task-protected envi
ronment, the use of shared memory be
tween tasks requires special requests to
the operating system to create such shared
areas.
A drawback of the global memory mod
el is that it offers no protection between
tasks. Errant reads or writes from a task
are not trapped by protection hardware and
may not appear as an overt defect until
they are exposed by a change in the oper
ating environment after system deploy
ment. Additionally, the operating-system.
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kernel itself is exposed to possible cor
ruption by the user tasks; a dynamic failure
of a user task can cause complete system
failure. But in a protected environment,
the failing task alone would suffer a pro
tection violation and be signaled (and pos
sibly terminated) without affecting the en
tire system operation.
Current commercial RTOSes usually
fall clearly into one of these two models of
memory management; a few offer a choice
of either model.

Tasking Model
A real-time system design may utilize only
a single thread of execution; in such a de
sign, there is no concept of multiple tasks
or context switching between tasks. Such
non tasking systems come in two flavors:
one that allows interrupts and the execution
of an !SR asynchronously from the exe
cution of the main system task, and one
that does not allow for interrupts. The lat
ter pe1forms all 1/0 on a polled, rather than
an interrupt-driven, basis.
A single-task, polled 1/0 system is high
ly specialized and usually developed from
scratch for a specific repetitive operation.
It has the advantage of being highly de
terministic and responsive. It is naturally
coupled to ·a global-memory-model de
sign.
DOS is a single-task operating system
that allows asynchronous !SR execution.
Asynchronous ISRs are used to simulate
true multitasking in such systems. How
ever, most modern RTOSes provide for
true multitasking, if only because typical
applications with real-time attribute re
quirements involve multiple parallel op
erations that are most easily mapped onto
a multitask design. A feature related to the
tasking model and the memory model for

an RTOS is the provision of user-process
level threads, which I'll discuss later.

Binding Model
Multitasking RTOSes may be initially built
by a user with a fixed number of tasks m\d
a specific set of code for them to execute.
Such a system is said to provide static
bi11di11g. A system that allows a new task
with new code to be created and loaded
while the system is running provides dy
11amic bi11di11g.
Some RTOSes don't directly address
the question of static versus dynamic bind
ing; in fact, they don ' t address the question
of building a complete system environ
ment at all. These real-time kernels pro
vide a service for creating a new task, but
what code that task executes and how it
gets into memory is completely up to the
system designer using the real-time ker
nel product. Other systems provide flexi
bility by allowing a static system to be
prebuilt so that no dynamic loading need
occur and by providing operating-system
ervices that allow a new task, complete
with task-specific code, to be loaded from
an 1/0 device (e.g., a ROM or a disk) or
from across a LAN.
Statically bound systems are closely
coupled with a ROM-based real-time ap
plication, such as an automobile engine
controller. Dynamic binding is needed for
more dynamic environments, such as a
work-cell controller in a manufacturing
environment where the specific jobs to be
performed change over time.
Reentrancy Model
An operating system provities services for
user tasks. Some of these services are in the
form of code that 's bound with the task
itself; these are called libraries. Others are
provided by the operating-system kernel
and are invoked by a system call. The sys
tem-call operation changes the global sys
tem state from user mode to kernel mode.
In a multitasking environment, a task
can generally be stopped at any time and a
different task executed instead. A kernel
may or may not allow a task switch to oc
cur at any arbitrary time that a task is exe
cuting in kernel mode. If the system does
allow this, then the newly executing task
may in tum make a system call and execute
in kernel mode (or it may stop while in
kernel mode and start up again). A sys
tem that generally allows task switching
out of a task executing anywhere in kernel
mode is called a ge11eral/y ree11trant kernel.
A system that only allows task switch
ing out of a task executing at specific
points in kernel mode is known as a limit
ed ree/lfra11cy kernel. Reentrancy into a
kernel must be controlled because a kernel
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scans and manipulates global data struc
tures. These operations can fail-with
catastrophic consequences-if two such
operations are allowed to intermix due to
context switching and kernel reentrance.
A generally reentrant kernel still per
forms nonreentrant operations that must
be protected from reentrancy. One of two
techniques is used to accomplish this: Ei
ther context switching is temporarily dis
abled, or a semaphore is used to protect
access to the data structure or critical code
region by another process.
Kernel reentrancy control is the prima
ry driver of a key real-time system per
formance metric known as CSL (context
switch latency). CSL is the longest amount
of time that the system can delay the initi
ation of a context switch to a new ready-to
execute task that is of higher priority than
the currently executing task. If the cur
rently executing task is in kernel mode in
a limited reentrancy kemel, then the cuITent
task must continue executing until a pre
emption point is reached-that is, a point
where it is safe for the system to context
switch and allow the kernel to be reen
tered. The longest path between preemp
tion points then determines the CSL.
In a generally reentrant kernel, the long
est code path for which context switching
is disabled determines the CSL. However,
if semaphores are used for controlling crit
ical region or data-structure access during
critical operations, then a context switch
may be allowed, but the newly activated
process may make a system call that will
end up blocking (i.e., delaying execution or
going to sleep) because it needs access to
the critical region. Thus, the CSL is re
duced, but a possible delay of the high
priority task is created; this, in turn, de
creases overall system determinacy. I'll
explore this use of semaphores for criti
cal section management in a kernel more
thoroughly later on.
CSL is an important responsiveness
characteristic any time that processing of
1/0 involves the execution of user tasks.
Since 1/0 is normally bound for user tasks,
which in tum process the data in some way
and then do further 1/0, CSL is an impor
tant characteristic of an RTOS.
The original implementation of Unix
and its evolutionary successors use a pre
emption-point approach toward managing
kernel reentrancy and have a limited m11n
ber of preemption points (i.e., any time a
process is blocked waiting for an event,
the system allows a context switch to oc
cur). This approach means that the CSL
can be extremely large, since kernel op
erations in standard Unix systems can take
a long time. Early "real-time Unix " sys
tems addressed this problem by incorpo
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rating more preemption points. More mod
ern Unix approaches include revamping
the entire kernel to make it generally pre
emptible. These modern approaches are
often coupled with making the Unix kernel
suitable for symmetric multiprocessors, as
general kernel reentrancy is also needed
for high performance in these environ
ments. Most real-time kernels designed
from the ground up for real-time opera
tions use a generally reentrant approach.

Interruptibility Model
A kernel might also be reentered due to
the occurrence of an 1/0 interrupt. If an
interrupt is handled by some form of task
that requires a context switch in order to
execute, then reentrancy due to an intem1pt
is generally no different from kernel reen-

N

othing is free;

every optimization
in one area
imposes a cost
in another area.

trancy by tasks. If, as is frequently the case,
1/0 interrupts are handled by special ISRs
that run not as tasks but as special han
dlers in an intem1pt mode, then reentrancy
due to interrupts becomes a second type
of reentrancy that the kernel must handle.
One approach to interrupt-handler reen
trancy into the kernel is to simply shut off
110 interrupts any time the kernel is exe
cuting. This approach can work for ker
nels that are small or that have short paths
of execution. However, most modem real
time kernels provide extensive services
(e.g., LAN operations) that preclude us
ing such an approach.
The typical approach to interrupt-han
dler reentrancy is two-pronged. First, the
set of operations that can be performed by
an !SR running in interrupt mode is limit
ed to a specific set. The kernel designer
understands exactly what data structures
will be scanned and/or manipulated by
that set of services. Then, all scans or ma
nipulations of those data structures by code
in the kernel in ways that cause simulta
neous access problems are protected by
the CPU hardware's disabling of ac 

knowledgment of 1/0 interrupts for the
period of the operation. The maximum
time that 110 interrupts are disabled is the
IACKL, which, like the CSL, is a key per
formance characteristic of an RTOS.

Modularity
RTOSes serve in a wide variety of appli
cations and take many different forms to
meet the specific needs of these applica
tions. As a result, an RTOS must have a
high degree of modularity.
While an RTOS may be designed to
provide a fixed set of services, such a struc
ture limits its flexibility . For example, if a
kernel must have a complete disk-based
file system, then it is not suitable for a
ROM-based application that requires no
1/0 other than, say, RS-232 interactions. A
diskless workcell application that requires
dynamic process loading requires an op
erating system that can have a LAN man
ager and a process loader structured into it,.
Determinacy and Caching
Both RISC and CISC processor architec
tures make extensive use of data caching
(which, for the purpose of this article, will
refer to data and instructions) and caching
of address translations to improve aver
age system performance. But in computer
science, nothing is free; every optimiza
tion in one area imposes a cost in another
area. Caching imposes a significant in
crease in the nondeterminism of CPU op
erations, an area of particular sensitivity
for real-time applications.
The general concept of a data cache is
that of a small, high-~peed (and costly)
memory area that lies between a fast pro
cessor and the slower main-memory sub
system. When a byte or word of data in
main memory is accessed by the processor,
a contiguous memory area holding the data
item is transferred into the cache. This
contiguous memory area is called a cache
line; the typical size of a cache line is 16 to
64 bytes. The cache line is preserved in
the data cache in the likely event that fur
ther data from the same area of memory
will be accessed soon. Typically, data
cache accesses can be performed in a sin
gle processor cycle, whereas a main-mem
ory access causes delays in the range of
two to 10 cycles.
An address-translation cache (frequently
called a translation look-aside buffer, or
TLB) has the same function as the data
cache, but instead of holding actual data, it
holds information on how to translate a
virtual address to a physical memory ad
dress. A large block of such translation in
formation is held in main memory; only
a small portion of this information is held
in the address-translation cache at any one
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USER-LEVEL THREAD MODEL
Kernel c·Jcls
Kernel d1ta

Process 1 code
Process 1 data

Proces~ ;

1
Thread 11\
perso n<:.! computer/stack
Thread 1B
persor c. computer/stack
Thread 1C
personc. ' computer/stack

Process 2.
Thread 21\
personc: : computer/stack
Thread 28
personc:.1 computer/stack

Shared data
explicitly
attached to by
process 1
and process 2

Process 2 code
Process 2 data

Figure 2: A sy,:0;1 providing user-level threads is a protected-memo1y system

in that it proter:ts each process and the kernel, but it allows a process to comain
multiple thread." of'execwion The threads execwing within a process hm 1e
immediate s/1ared access to all global daw ·within the process.
time. TLB mi.s s·c~ can be far more costly
than cache misses and can require many
CPU cycles to kiok up and fetch the re
quired data frc:n memory.
The data- a Tl address-translation caches
dramatically imp;·ove average CPU exe
cution rates by reducing the number of
times the CPU mt.: st wait for a main-mem
ory access. Brt. r.s discussed earlier, the
performance of a real-time application is
frequently meas1red not by average exe
cution rates b·.11. by the time of each in
stance of the c:·:ecution of an algorithm or
kernel service call . Data and address cache
misses may cnusi! the execution time to
vary by as mud. as a factor of 20.

Block TLBs
The processo- i111 plementations of today,
such as the Mips R4000 and the Hewlett
Packard 7100, prnvide block-translation
facilities to allow t he operating-system de
signer to minimize nondeterminism due
to address-translation cache misses. TLB
entries usually •ranslate on a page basis
(typically 2-KB to 16-KB pages); the high
bits of an address select the virtual page
and are translated ~o a physical page, while
the low bits sel~ct the bytes or words with
in the page. The CPU assumes that indi
vidual pages w:: contiguous in physical
memory, but the virtual-address-transla
tion function ,11 lows contiguous virtual
pages to be scattered in physical mem
ory. Shifting scntiguous page location
from physical to virtual memory simpli
fies memory 1nrnagement for the operat
ing-system designer.
With a block-translation facility, units of
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contiguous physical memory larger than
a single page are translated by a single
block TLB entry. The first and most im
portant use of such a facility is to map all
the code in the kernel using a single block
entry, thereby eliminating all data-address
translation cache misses for kernel code.
Doing this requires that the kernel code
be physically contiguous in memory, but
since RTOSes always have fully mem
ory-resident kernels, this requirement is
easily fulfilled during system boot-up. The
next logical use of block TLBs is for map
ping as much of the kernel data areas as
possible to minimize address-translation
cache misses on kernel data accesses. Since
kernel data can be dynamically allocated
and deallocated, managing this data be
comes more difficult and is exacerbated
by the frequent restrictions on the place
ment and size of the contiguous memory
block to be mapped by the block TLBs.
Finally, a real-time system can provide
a program-execution mode wherein the
program is loaded contiguously into main
memory and mapped with block TLBs.
Again, memory management complexity is
increased due to the need to find or cre
ate contiguous free memory areas for pro
gram loading, but the benefit in increased
execution determinism more than out
weighs this cost. Real-time kernels that
use block TLB services and provide these
services to programs will be very popular
in the 1990s.

User-Level Threads
All modern RTOSes provide multitask
ing; they differ in the type of memory

model used. Some provide a global-mem
ory model, where all processes have im
mediate and implicit access to all loa•e•
code and data. In this model, data and code
sharing is automatic, programming is sim
plified, and task-switching times may be
reduced. The operating-system kernel in
such a system is usually not protected from
user tasks.
Other RTOSes provide a protected
memo1y model that defines for each pro
cess its own data and code areas that are
protected from other processes (see figure
I) . In this model, the operating-system
kernel is similarly protected from user pro
cesses, and system calls occur only through
controlled gateways, usually using special
instructions that either cause a trap or
change privilege levels and possibly jump.
Modern systems can provide the best
of both worlds via user-level threads. Such
a system is first and foremost a protected
memory-model system ; each process is
protected, as is the kernel itself (see figure
2). But in a system with user-level threads,
a process may contain multiple threads of
execution; each thread has its own private
program counter and stack, and hence its
own flow of execution through the pro
cess code and its own state. The multiple
threads executing within a process have
the advantage of immediate shared access
to all global data within the process. This
eliminates the need for special program
ming for shared-memory access, which is
a drawback of protected-memory-model
systems. At the same time, different pro
cesses can be used where data protection is
needed for security or reliability reasons.
Thus, the user-level thread programming
model allows an application to be parti
tioned into discrete sets of data and threads
that act on the data, with protection be
tween the sets.
The tasking facility in Ada is based on a
thread concept. In the past, Ada was im
plemented on multitasking systems such
as standard Unix by having an Ada run
time module at the process level that, with
in the single-threaded-process model sup
ported by the Unix kernel, would create
multiple threads of execution to support
multiple Ada tasks. The kernel itself would
view the entire Ada module as a single
process with a single program counter and
stack; the Ada run-time module would ef
fectively create multiple program coun
ters, stacks, and threads of execution with
in the process. The big drawback of this
implementation was that any time a sin
gle Ada task initiated a blocking l/O op
eration (e.g., a disk read), the Unix kernel
would block the process, which in turn
would block every Ada task.
Real-time systems (and some non-real
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time systems) are increasingly supporting
user-level threads within the kernel itself.
In such systems, a thread-not a process
is the object that the kernel schedules and
switches to, as well as the object that can
block 1/0 or an interprocess communica
tion facility (e.g., a semaphore or a mes
sage-queue read).
This type of system has substantial ben
efits for real-time applications. Since the
kernel deals with threads directly, each
thread can have its own independently de
finable user priority and can independent
ly block without affecting the continued
execution of other threads. The concept
of user-level threads presents a significant
new application-programming model in
which a global-memory model and a pro
tected-memory model are blended togeth
er to allow the best of both worlds.

tinues its list operations. Under ideal con
ditions, it will complete its operation and
unlock the semaphore, which will awaken
process B. The system will switch back to
B, which can then lock the semaphore and
continue its operation.
In this scenario, the highest-priority pro
cess, process B, is context-switched to im
mediately by the kernel. However, it is un
able to accomplish its task due to resource
locking by a lower-priority process. Hence,
a first-order concern for an RTOS design
er using a preemptive kernel model m·ust
be the number and length of times for
which resources are locked in order to per
form any system service. Note that a sys
tem may have excellent response charac
teristics in terms of starting the execution
of a newly awakened highest-priority pro
cess, but it may frequently allow that pro
cess to be delayed in a busy environment.

Reentrancy Control
with Semaphores
Reentrant kernels frequently use kernel
level semaphores to control access to crit
ical code regions. An example of a critical
code region is code that is doing an insert
operation on a linked list that is itself a
global data structure used by many areas of
the kernel. An attempt to delete a list item
for which the delete operations become
interleaved with the insert operations due
to process preemption (based on priori
ties) and kernel reentrancy can be disas
trous. A typical approach to this access
control problem is to attach a semaphore to
the linked-list data structure and require
any code that performs list operations to
first lock the semaphore and then unlock it
when complete. In this way, each list op
eration is guaranteed to complete before
the start of a new operation.
In a real-time system, such an approach
can lead to subtle but significant response
guarantee problems. Consider a case in
which process A, running at priority I 0,
has locked a list semaphore and is per
forming a list insert when a disk I /0
completion intemipt occurs. The disk driv
er JSR wakes up the waiting process B,
which is at priority 20 (in this case, 20 is
more important than I0). The kernel, being
preemptible, instead of returning to the in
ten-upted process A, switches immediate
ly to the more important and now exe
cutable process B, which then executes
a system call.
During the course of performing this
system service for process B, the kernel
needs to perform an operation on the list
that process A was using. An attempt to
lock the semaphore fails because A has it
locked. B is put to sleep until the list
semaphore is unlocked. The system now
switches back to process A, which con
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20, the system doesn't allow an interme
diate-level p1iority process (e.g., C at 15)
to preempt A and hence delay B.
The p1iority-inversion solution presented
here is simple, but the implementation can
be quite complex when requirements for
nested locked resources are considered. A
semaphore-lock alternative that avoids this
complexity is to disable context switch
ing for the duration of a critical (i.e., non
reentrant) operation. One trade-off in
volved is that a context switch-off period
can delay any switch, regardless of whether
the target process will use the data strncture
undergoing a nonreentrant operation. The
proper design approach will use a context
switch disabler for frequently used data
structures, and semaphore locks for infre
quently used data structures. But before
you assume this to be a simple answer, re
member that the frequency of use of data
strnctures is highly application-dependent.

Alternative Scheduling Policies

T he frequency
of use of
data structures
is highly application·
dependent.

RTOS designers must consider an even
more subtle and dangerous condition that
can occur in the above scenario. Consider
what happens if, after A starts execution
again after B has blocked on the sema
phore, another 1/0 completion interrupt
occurs, this time waking process C at pri
ority 15. Because A is less important than
C, a switch to C occurs immediately. Pro
cess B (which has priority 20) is now ef
fectively waiting for process C (which has
a lower priority) and will continue to wait
until process C gives up the CPU of its
own accord.
This problem is called priority inver
sion; its solution is known as priority in
heritance. With priority inheritance, the
owner of a locked resource temporarily
inherits the priority of any requester of the
resource. It is easy to see why from the
above scenario. Process B, at priority 20,
needs process A, at priority IO, to com
plete its operation involving a locked re
source that process B needs. Hence, by
having process A inherit B's priority of

Real-time systems generally present to the
application designer a programming mod
el involving fixed, application-specific pri
orities. The only semantic content of these
p1iorities is a specification of how the CPU
should be allocated, assuming that more
than one process can be executed.
Application designers must map the
time-behavior requirements of their ap
plications into this programming model,
when in fact the real world is not orga
nized into such definite terms as "A is
more important than B, which is more im
portant than C." A may actually be more
important than B unless. A cannot be per
formed in time, in which case B becomes
more important and A should not be per
formed at all.
The classic example of this is when
there are two alternatives to solving a prob
lem of significance-for example, main
taining control of a half-ton steel rod trav
eling at 50 mph in an automated steel mill.
Data on its position and velocity must be
computed and outputs generated to keep
the rod on the proper track. If the overall
algorithm can be accomplished on time,
it is the most important task. If it cannot, a
shutdown program must take precedence
to prevent complete loss of control.
Problems described in terms of time
needed to complete requirements lie in the
realm of deadline .scheduling, a scheduling
policy for multiple processes in which each
process is desc1ibed in tenns of value func
tion over time, and the value of a result
increases over time to a maximum and
then decreases. A problem in which the
value of the result goes to zero abruptly
at a certain point is referred to as a hard
real-time problem, while one in which the
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value of a n~sult goes to zero gradually
over time is refen-ed to as a soft real-time
problem. The role of the deadline scheduler
is to schedule processes so that no process
completes with a zero-value result and the
overall set of values is maximized.
To perform deadline scheduling, the
scheduler must know the completion val
ue over time and the resource (i.e., CPU
and 110) load and execution time require
ments for every process in the system.
Deadline scheduling is a reality in the
world of the real-time-application devel
oper. The classic approach to ensuring that
a task with a serious deadline (e.g., loss
of the steel rod in the example above) is ac
complished within the time budget is to
overdesign the system, usually through the
use of dedicated computational power. The
problem of monitoring whether the sys
tem is going to complete on time, along
with the problem bf specifying exactly
what the value of completion over time is
to the operating system, is avoided.
Deadline scheduling is proving to be a
useful technology in the world of human
interfaces and multimedia systems. Such
systems have limited computational pow
er, because users are willing to spend only
limited amounts of money on specialized
multimedia-processing hardware. But these
systems are asked to perform a large num
ber of tasks, regardless of whether they
can·accomplish all of them effectively. As
a result, multimedia systems require that
the system designer either make a priori
judgments of the values of solutions over
time or provide the user with a method to
specify these time/value functions. For ex
ample, is receiving an incoming fax mes
sage without en·or more or less important
than responding quickly to a user request
for the display of a graphical image? At
what point does minimizing further delay
of an image display outweigh handling the
incoming fax? A simple relative task-pri
ority specification mechanism will proba
bly not suffice (i.e., "always do displays
before handling incoming data, regardless
of loss of transmitted data"), unless failures
due to overloading are uncommon.
Multimedia systems, an increasingly
popular type of real-time system, are like
1y to drive deadline schedulers into the
mainstream in the 1990s. Deadline sched
ulers will ensure that multimedia systems
meet their users' needs based on what these
users define as the value functions for their
systems' tasks. •

Kevin D. Morgan is an RTOS software de
velopment manager at Hewlett-Packard
in Cupertino, California. You can reach
him on Internet at kmorgan@cup.hp.com
or on Bl X c/o "editors."
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WE'RE LOWERING
OUR STANDARDS
Sound Blaster"' is the PC sound standard,
and its new low price makes it sound better
than ever. Its great quality sound, multiple
source sampling and text-to-speech capa
bility makes ordinary computer games
anything but kidstuff.

NOW JUST $149.
Just a few dollars more moves you
up to Sound Blaster Pro Basic.
With stereo sound, 7software titles,
20 voice capacity and CD-ROM
interface, it's the number one
choice for multimedia. It'll even
play your music CDs.

NOW JUST $229.
Sound Blaster Pro ratchets the
standard up one more notch with
all of the above, plus a complete
MIDI kit with adaptor and
sequencer and even more soft
ware. So it can handle everything
from Fugues to Funk.

NOW JUST $299.
lr computer retailer or call us today at 1800 998-LABS.
CREATIVE LABS, IHC.
Sound Blaster isa trademark of Creative Labs, Inc. Al lother marks aJe owned by their respective companies. ©1992 Creative Labs, Inc. All rights JeServed.
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Behold the newToshibaT4400SX
notebook-the first 486SX computer
to offer all the power and performance
of a desktop computer while freeing
you from the tyranny of the nearest
electrical outlet.
For starters, the T4400SX offers
a 25 MHz 486SX microprocessor with
8Kintemal cache,
U!Jgradable to a
full 486DX. Plus
an 80or120 MB
hard drive and
(ou can use ou1 credit cardstandard 2 MB
sized memory modules to
RAM, expand
expand standard 2MB MM
to lBMB foradded speed and able to 18 MB.
multi-tasking capabilities.
TheT4400SX
is the only notebook computer that
offers a high-speed Gas Plasma screen,
which means no mouse blur. And its
100:1 contrast ratio delivers seven times
the contrast ofa typical LCD display.
Or if you prefer, you can choose
our 9.5"diagonal LCD display, the most
state-of-the-art LCD available, with
uncompromising clarity from the black
and white ultra thin screen.
Both offer a 640 x 480 VGA high
resolution display as well as the graphic

LCD screen.
For familiarity and ease
of use, the T4400SX has a full
function keyboard with standard
size keys and key spacing.
The Nickel Cadmium bat
:ery provides more than 3.5
i.ours ofcomputing power. Our
A.utoResume feature allows
you to shut down and start up
precisely where you left off.

•

•

And for added expandability and
connectivity, there are built-in parallel,
serial, video, keypad/board, mouse
and bus expansion ports.Theres even
Ifyou choose the
9.5" diagonal LCD
display, you i;;et the
versatility of 64
gray scales as well
as high-resolution
640x 480 VGA on
the black and white
ultra thin screen.

a dedicated modem slot for an optional
internal cellular-ready, 9600 bps fax or
standard modem.
All that in an ultra-strong ll.7"Wx
8.3"Dx2.2"H carbon fiber-reinforced
case weighing only 7.25 lbs that fits into
half a briefcase.
If you'd like to know more about the
T4400SX notebook computer, or any
On those occasions
when you're actu
ally at your desk,
you can plug your
T4400SX into

all standard
desktop hard
ware connec
tions and ex
pandability.

of our full line of Toshiba portables, call
us at 1-800-457-7777.
We'll send you information that
can lead to only one conclusion about
desktop computers:
Going. Going. Gone.
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STATE

OF THE ART/Real-Time Computing

REAL-TIME
POSIX
Posix is bringing the benefits of portability and openness
to real-time applications
RICHARD MARLON STEIN

R

eal-time systems are everywhere:
in cars, VCRs, microwave ovens,
supermarket checkout counters,
video games, telephones-the list
is almost endless. For example, the im
provement in the fuel efficiency of auto
mobiles is partially due to EFI (electronic
fuel injection). EFI uses an embedded
computer system that controls the engine's
fuel supply virtually instantaneously in re
sponse to changing commands from the
accelerator pedal. Like all computer ap
plications, real-time applications derive
many of their capabilities from the char
acteristics of their operating systems.
Below the surface of a real-time appli
cation sits the operating-system kernel.
Since it is the core of the application, it
must be extraordinarily robust and stable.
Rather than attempting to provide equal
access to all processes, as does a time
share system that runs batch or interactive
jobs, an RTOS (real-time operating sys
tem) is tuned and sculpted by the applica
tion, much as an athlete is trained for a
specific event.
A real-time computer system is actual
ly a simulation that generates a predictable
result within a predetermined amount of
time. The application exploits an RTOS
to achieve a specified level of fidelity in the
simulation-no more or less than required.
Using system calls, the application con
structs a tightly orchestrated simulation
th at may consist of many separate pro
cesses, each designed to contribute in a
unique capacity.
The RTOS kernel insulates the appli
cation from the host sil icon by abstract
ing the bare state machine into a usable
interface. This abstraction mechanism al
lows software engineers to design portable
ILLUSTRATION : JAVIER ROMERO DESIGN, INC. © 1992
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REAL-TIME POSIX

IEEE POSIX

The IEEE Posix standards commillee comprises 16 distinct working groups.
Each focu ses on a spec~fic aspect of open-systems computing.
Group

Charter

1003.0
1003.1
1003.2
1003.3
1003.4
1003.5
1003.6
1003.7
1003.8
1003.9
1003.10
1003.11
1003.12
1003.13
1003.14
1003.15

Open-system architecture
Posix application interface
Shell and command utilities
Testing and verification methods
Real-time extensions to Posix
Ada language bindings
System security extensions
System administration
Transparent file access
FORTRAN language bindings
Supercomputing profile
Transaction processing
Protocol-independent network access
Application environment profiles
Multiprocessing application environment profiles
Batch services

software. Until recently, Unix was the fo
cus of portability and open-system initia
tives; real-time applications were not as
aggressively courted by operating-system
vendors. But although real time has long
been the province of specialized operat
ing-system products, it's finally entering
the age of open systems through the ef
forts of the working groups of the IEEE's
Posix standards committee.

Portable Applications
Through Posix
In 1988, the IEEE adopted its standard
I 003 .1, called Posix. 1, which defines a set
of system calls, interface definitions (in
cluding arguments), and ranges (which
must be supported by a vendor's Posix im-

El\ITE

ACTION SUMMARY

Real-time applications are built
as custom systems, which
greatly increases the cost and
complexity of developing them.
The efforts of the working
groups of the IEEE's Posix stan
dards committee are bringing
the benefits of portability and
openness to real-time systems.
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plementation). Unix has been promulgat
ed as the baseline for the Posix standard
since the early 1980s, and it is endorsed
by government agencies like NASA and
NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology) and commercial groups like
Unix International and OSF (Open Soft
ware Foundation). Unix supports the OSI
(Open Systems Interconnection) reference
model, where one application can be eas
ily moved between different platforms.
The OSI model serves as the vehicle for
application mobility across a range of plat
form hardware, from workstations to su
percomputers. Vendors of mainframes
were slow to endorse this model at first,
but workstation manufacturers, including
Hewlett-Packard and Sun, quickly em
braced this standard. Software publishers
support it because it means that they no
longer have to invest in creating and sup
porting many platform-specific versions
of their products; they can write an appli
cation on one platform and simply recom
pile it on another platform with little dif
'iculty.
The Posix class of standards embraces
tar more than standard operating-system
interface definitions; the table lists the
Posix working groups and their charters.
The Posix standards committee recognized
that real-time applications have specific
needs, and IEEE standard 1003.4 (on real
time extensions) and standard 1003.4a (on
threads extensions) and its companion stan
dard 1003. 13 (on application environment
profiles for real-time applications support)
supply a solid foundation for addressing

the real-time computing domain.
Since they are mature (albeit draft) stan
dard documents, these three official Posix
standards (collectively called the Posix.4
standard) will provide software publish
ers with a unified and ver satile set of
system services that cover the complete
spectrum of RTOS capabilities and appli
cations. Some vendors are currently de
veloping implementations based on these
mature drafts. At least two companies have
announced Posix.4-compliant products:
DEC (Maynard, MA) has introduced its
OSF/I operating system, and Lynx Real
Time Systems (Los Gatos, CA) has an
nounced LynxOS.
The standard does not specify imple
mentation mechanisms, but it does man
date that Posix.4-compliant vendors must
state performance data for all the exten
sions under a variety of timing and
machine conditions. Such performance
metrics are essential for applications pub
lishers who use the Posix.4 extensions in
their simulations and products. For end
users, comparison shopping is simplified
by the publication of performance met
rics. Verification of Posix vendor perfor
mance metrics will be accomplished
through standard testing laboratories li
censed by NIST.

Beyond 1003.1
The Posix extensions are grouped into cat
egories and include binary semaphores,
a synchronization mechanism useful for
guarding access to a device or memory re
gion shared between competing processes.
A semaphore helps protect a simulation's
critical functions by controlling which pro
cesses can alter specific devices, files, or
memory regions. When properly used,
semaphores ensure determinism.
Process-memory locking prevents an
operating system from swapping out
blocks of data from virtual memory to disk.
Most real-time simulations cannot afford to
wait for a machine to fetch swapped data
and executable instructions from a slow
mass-storage device; the Posix extensions
provide system calls that lock data and in
structions in RAM.
The Posix extensions also provide
shared-memory facilities. Multiple pro
cesses can efficiently exchange informa
tion (or pointers to information) through a
common physical location. The Posix.4
extensions allow the file-system naming
conventions to be used for creating and
operating on shared-memory segments.
Shared-memory att1ibutes (e.g. , write and
read '.1ermissions on a per-process basis)
can be specified, and this feature can add
security to an application. Multiprocessor
platforms are also able to take advantage
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REAL-TIME THREADS
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ground control
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I
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Satellite spin rate alert

Figure 1: (a) Process I uses a standard Unix si gnat handler to report satellite spin-rate data. This impleme/lfation leads

to a race condition, where the display output may become garbled due to the asynchronous illferrupt condition overriding the
normal out put instruction stream. (b) When the process is implemented as a thread that runs concurrelltly with another peer,
the race condition is eliminated; the output will appear normal under all circumstances. This implemelltation uses a thread to
perform the warning-message output. It blocks until the signal is receii 1ed; then the peer thread blocks, the warning message
is displayed, and the other peer resumes.
of this facility.
Priority scheduling and the capability
to specify either round-robin or priority
based policies, like FIFO (first-in/first
out), are also specified by the Posix ex
tensions. In round-robin scheduling, pro
cesses with the same priority are given
equal time slices of the processor, and the
process dispatcher cycles each one in a
continuous loop. With a FIFO policy, mul
tiple processes are permitted to execute,
and the first one that is available at a giv
en priority level runs. If the process is

preempted by a higher-priority process
or blocked because of an 1/0 operation, it
is then moved to the end of the priority
queue.
Asynchronous eve/lf notification allows
an important mechanism to report when
operations that are independent of the cur
rently running process are complete. 110 to
a disk file is slow, and a process may
choose to perform this operation asyn
chronously and continue running the body
of its context. At some later time, the asyn
chronous activity may complete; the call

ing process receives notification of this
and can judge whether it was completed
successfully. A timer's expiring or an ex
ternal process's sending a message are ad
ditional examples of asynchronous events;
since the context of the executing process
may not reach the part of the code body
that tests for these conditions, an asyn
chronous event handler processes these
events. The Posix.4 extension establishes
timer resolution with a fine granularity.
Control of the temporal state can be spec
ified in nanoseconds, and both absolute
AUGUST 1992 • BYTE
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POSIX.13 APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT PROFILES

Device drivers
Memory management
Multiprocessors
Most Posix.4
functionality except
real-time file systems

Multipurpose
Posix.1, Posix.2/2a, and Posix.4/4a functionality; networking; windowing;
programming languages; memory management; high-speed mass
storage; special interfaces; network support; display devices; mix
of real-time and non-real-time processes.

Figure 2: The applicatio11 e11viro11me/lf profile core of Posix .13 is the mi11imal
profile. Successively larger a11d more robust applicatio11 e11viro11mellf profiles build
011 this core.

and relative timing is permitted.
The Posix.4 standard enumerates other
services that are important to real-time
computing, such as support for asynchro
nous I/0, extended and reliable interpro
cess communication for the proper order
ing of messages, and real-time files for
use by transaction processing and data
bases. A real-time file system permits di
rect I/0 transfers (in which buffering sys
tems are bypassed), preallocation of file
sizes, the organization of contiguous files,
and aligned transfers of data from memo
ry to the I/0 device. Synchronized I/0 is
also supported by real-time file systems, af
fording a reliable mechanism for data
transfers by verifying that thedata stream
has been received and written by the I/0
device. Transaction-processing and data
base-commit operations can make use of
this function.
All these services have been agreed to
by the Posix.4 working group as substan
tial and important enhancements to the
original Posix. l interface. Header files that
define constants and symbols for accessing
real-time functions are also specified by
the standard. Special processing privileges
are not necessary to use these functions.

Following a Slender Thread
One area of standards activity that remains
to be hammered out is that of thread ex
tensions. A thread is a lightweight pro
cess that exists within the context of a par
ent process. A thread differs substantially

from a child process created via the Unix
f o rk() call, which causes the entire pro
cess space to be replicated-a heavy and
expensive operation. A thread uses the ad
dress space of its parent and thus requires
far less overhead to create, manage, and

B

efore Posix.4,

operating-system
vendors carved
niche markets for
their products.

execute than a child process does. A ma
chine must maintain far less state infor
mation for a thread, and it runs within the
confines of the parent, but it can be sched
uled with different scheduling-policy and
signal-handling capabilities (see figure I) .
The Posix 1003.4a working group is
trying to agree on how much context a
thread must carry and how asynchronous
event notification (i.e., signals) will be
dealt with by a thread. Until these issues

are resolved, Posix.4a will not become part
of the full Posix.4-standard release.
Threads are useful in shared-memory
multiprocessing environments, where idle
processors can pick up the slack by rnnning
threads spawned from larger contexts.
Threads become trivial to manage when
simulations run on silicon that supports
microcoded process schedulers with con
text-switch times of I microsecond or less.
Software overhead is nonexistent on these
CPUs. Standard CISC and RISC compo
nents do not support this microcode mech
anism, although at least one processor, the
SGS-Thomson/Inmos transputer, does.

Mapping a Real-Time Hierarchy
Before Posix.4, operating-system vendors
carved niche markets for their products.
The Posix 1003 .13 working group com
mittee (on application environment pro
files) examined these commercially suc
cessful products to discern the scope of
RTOS support for real-time application
domains. The committee identified the
four real-time profiles: minimal, controller,
dedicated, and multipurpose. Each more
complex profile requires substantially more
operating-system services and resources
than its simpler siblings (see figure 2).
The minimal application profile is used
in embedded systems that are largely au
tonomous and drive few I/0 devices; no
mass storage is used. A single Posix. l pro
cess is used with interrupt handlers for all
computation in such systems. An exam
ple of a minimal-profile product is the
fim1ware that controls a VCR, video game,
or microwave oven.
The controller real-time profile adds
structured device I/0 and memory man
agement and accommodates RAM disk
storage and Posix. l signals. Mass storage
can be used but is not required.
The dedicated real-time profile adds
multiple processes and processors. Most
of the Posix.4 extensions are needed except
for a real-time file system.
The multipurpose profile consists of the
entire Posix . I and Posix.4 functionality
and includes the capability for interactive
use, as in a flight simulator. Networking
can be used, as can threads, window man
agement systems, and high-speed I/0 de
vices for mass storage.
These standard profiles can be imple
mented simply with a Posix. 1- and Pos
ix.4-compliant product through the con
figuration of a system with the minimal
Posix.13-standard kernel symbol defini
tions. A system administrator can enable or
disable any range of Posix . I or Posix.4
functionality and thus tailor the kernel to
meet the needs of a particular installation
or application.
co111i1111ed
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Hassle-Free Printer-Sharing
ForYour Local Area Network
]etLAN lets you plug your HP LaserJet printers
directly into your network... anywhere.'
Here's how you can connect your HP
LaserJet printers where you want them:
near your network users. Without sacri
ficing centralized file servers for LAN
maintenance and network security.
Without the expense of dedicating a PC
as a print server. And without software
that degrades performance and hogs
memory on a user's workstation.
Simply slide ASP's ]etLAN'" print server
card into the 'Optional VO' slot of your
HP LaserJet II, IID, III, or IIID. Connect it
to the existing twisted-pair or thin-wire
cabling anywhere on your Ethernet LAN,
the same way you'd add an additional
PC. It's that easy! The]etLAN installs in
less than five minutes. There's no need to
shut down the network for installation,
and your existing Novell software is all
you need.

. Jetl..AN Speeds Up LAN Printing!
The]etLAN enhances LAN performance
and improves printing speed for graphics
and complex documents . And because
JetLAN plugs directly into your printer
and your existing network cabling, there
are no individual PC-to-printer cables,
external boxes or power supplies to clut
ter your office. Your system security is
enhanced because there's no keyboard
or monitor for access to the network.
Maybe your network users are tired of
wasting time running across the building
to get their laser printer output.
Or you've tried to juggle between secu
rity needs and printing convenience
when you've located your file servers.
And ended up compromising both.
Then take control ofyour network. Place
your printer near the people who need it
- with ]etLAN. From ASP, your "hassle
free workgroup solutions" specialist.
To order your fetLA N, or for further
information, call:

1-800-9 LAN ASP
Dept 81402
International 408-746-2965

ASP COMPITTER PRODUCfS, INC.

160 San Gabriel Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, USA • Telephone: 408-746-2965 • Facsimile: 408-746-2803
JetLAN is a trademark of ASP Computer Products, Inc. All other brand and product names arc trademarks o f their respective compan ies.
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~six

must

eventually be able
to provide support
for massively
parallel computers.

Short Memory
The Posix-standard effort has so far avoid
ed attempts to unify memory models
among processor and machine architec
tures. While support for uniprocessor and
shared-memory multiprocessor systems is
intrinsic, no mention of scalable parallel
processing architectures has been made.
Posix must eventually be able to support
massively parallel computers (also called
multicomputers), which are the acknowl
edged future of the computer world.
The memory model associated with a
distributed system stands as a great barri
er that unnecessarily complicates software
engineering for multicomputers. A Posix
based memory model like that supplied
by Linda (see the bibliography) can make
distributed memory transparent to an ap
plication programmer and greatly simpli
fy his or her chore. Until this occurs, mul
ticomputer software will remain expensive,
since no portable standard memory model
exists. The sooner this standard arrives,
the sooner these powerful machines can
be applied to the complex environmental,
engineering, and scientific challenges that
await solutions. •

Richard Marlon Stein is a freelance writ
er residing in Santa Clara, Cal(fornia. He
can be reached on Internet at nns@
well.sf ca.us or on BIX c/o "editors."
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AnswerYour Really Tough Questions with SPSS forWindows.
Complete Data Management and Editing
'The data management capabilities are excellent- even better than
dBASE."-William O'Hara, PhD., Patrick Associates. Enter data or read it

Learn Fast, Work Fast
"Ifs extremely easy to learn and use. With just the
little bit of Windows experience Ihave, Igot through
without touching the manual."- John J. Kalamarides,
GreelMlich Associates. The 100% Windows interface

directly from Excel:" Lotus~ dBASE®and SOL™ databases, then edit it and
use it many ways - easily.
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In-depth Statistics
"/haven't run into a
statistical calculation
Ineeded that Icouldn't
find." - Thomas W.
Gruen, CBA Service
Corp. Use correlations,

Automatic Statistical Graphics

like histograms, boxplots and scatterplots
automatically; theres no relabeling or
respecifying.

Coses ...

r!onparamclric Tcs ls
Multip le Response

'The graphics are superb. Integrating
the charting capabilities directly into the
statistical procedures was a brilliant
move:·- Zvia Segal Naphtali, Resource
Mobilization Inc. Create statistical charts

~i s l

Bepon Summa ri e s in Rows ...
Rcpon ,Summari es In Column s.. .

crosstabs, regression
and more.You won"t
grow out of this package.
Purch ase price

What factors influence purchases? Is service quality high? Are dosage levels optimal? You need answers you can be
confident in. But, you can't do in-depth analysis with your spreadsheet or database- they only give you simple sums
and percentages.
MICROSOFT®
Don't stay locked in a spreadsheet cell. Breakout with SPSS® for Windows'." Subset, sample, aggregate, explore,
WrNoows.•
COM~TIBLE
summarize, poke, prod, slice and dice your data to get the answers you need. Analyze surveys, dig into databases,
improve quality, conduct research studies, forecast sales and prepare reports with ease. All without writing complex
macros or queries. Find relationships, see patterns and trends, determine significance and use the past to predict the future.
Learn fast, work fast. Prepare for your analysis quickly with SPSS' full-featured Data Editor. Choose from a broad range of statisti
cal routines that produce full-color charts automatically. Hot button between charts and related numerical output. Share information
using DDE and OLE. Put together a great presentation with our business graphics, reports and tables. If you need help, the docu
mentation is full of statistical "how to;' and experienced technical support is just a phone call away.
For a limited time, you can get answers to your really tough questions at a really special pric~.

Call 1(800)543-5835 now for details.
Chicago· Washington. DC · Chertsey, UK· Gorinchem,The Netherlands· Munich· NewDelhi ·Singapore· Stockholm· Sydney· Tokyo · And Distributors Worldwide.
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Computer Repair
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Get Your Free

Jameco Catalog Today.
Call Our 24-Hour
Toll Free Number

1•800•637•8471
Buy exactly what you want, when you
want it, at competitive prices - with complete
confidence in performance. Monumental results are yours with
one phone call to Jameco, your natural electronic and computer
product resource for over 18 years.
Awide product selection, expert technical phone support and
information exchange assure that you find exactly what you want.
Our 24-hour toll-free direct or fax ordering team stands ready.
Most items are in stock Same-day shipping is standard and
one-day delivery always an option. Our large inventory and
eficient operation mean consistently competitive prices. And our
quality-tested products are warranted and backed by a 30-day
full refund guarantee.
Shop on your schedule: from your office, lab or home.Just open
our catalog, it's your resource for products and services whether
your setting is in the home, at school or in business. Call our
toll-free number to obtain your free catalog.
Discover our commitment to your convenience and satisfaction.
Make your next electronic and computer product purchase
directly from Jameco. See why so many people, year after year,
continue to naturally choose Jameco electronics.

Perfect Resource Jor
Sa'Ving Money!
Boost your computer power with Jameco
high performance components. Plug in a
new motherboard, more memory, or aco
processor. Add a high-capacity hard disk
drive, high-resolution monitor, video card,
and more. Our technical support phone
team helps you make perfect upgrade
selections for your system. Install all items
yourself or we can do ii for you. Ask for
details. Either way, our team backs your
every step. Power-up and Save!

J~~~!?"
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

Motherboards, Computer Cases,
Keyboards, Power Supplies and Monitors
All trademarks are registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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1355 Shoreway Road, Belmonr, CA 94002
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Outside US: 415 • 592 ·8097
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S;xstem Architect kicks into overdrive:
Too~y's Price/Perfonnance CASE Leader
Now Offers Schema Generation.
No w you can build applications even
faster with System Architect's new data
base Schema Generator. And System
Architect is so easy to use, even begin
ners will be productive in no time.

Integrated Data Dictionary/
Encyclopedia.
Customize your own data dictionary I
encyclopedia, and get multi-user sup
port with and without a network.

NEW: Schema Generator.

Advanced Features.

Translate entity models, captured in our
encyclopedia, into schema for DB2,
Oracle, INGRES, SQL Server, RDB,
Progress, Paradox, SQL Base, AS400
(SQL), XDB, Sy base, and Informix.
Generate data definitions for C or
COBOL programs. And create Windows
user dialogue panels.

Take advantage of normalization, rules
& balancing, requirements traceability, a
network version, import/export capa
bilities, custom reporting, an extendable
data dictionary, auto leveling, CRUD
Matrices, and automated documentation
(enhanced 2167A -- call for availability).

NEW: Screen Painter.
(Call for availability.)

called System Architect "truly a price/
performance leader."
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Develop screens for Windows, Presenta
tion Manager, or character-based appli
cations. The screens you create are then
linked to our encyclopedia.
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products.
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Multiple Methodology Support.
Work with such methodologies as De
Marco/Yourdon, Gane & Sarson, Ward
& Mellor (real-time), Entity Relation dia
grams, Decomposition diagrams, Object
Oriented Design (optional), State Transi
tion diagrams, Flow Charts and SSADM.

Generate schema .fi·om cmiry diagrnms .

A Proven CASE Product.

FOR THE REAL-WORLD
CASE SOLUTION, CALL
(212) 571-3434 TODAY.*

IEEE Software Magazine called System
Architect "a usefuC wellPOPKIN
planned, affordable
CASE tool." CASE Trends Software & Systems Inc.
found System Architect
11 Park Place, NY, NY 10007
Tel:_( 212 ) 571  3434
"to be extremely easy to
Fax.(212)571 -3436
use.. . . w1'ti1 many
features that are com
pletely lacking in higher
priced competitors."
Toshiba said "System
Architect stood out from
many other prospects."
Srdl'lll ArchitL'Cl logt:i is a tradem<1rk of Popkin Softwar(' & Systems ln1..·orporC1ted. Other
produc t names u$cd herein are for identification purpost>s only anJ m.1y bt> traJem;irks of
And System Builder
the ir rt>~pective n nnp.1nics. Specifications subject to change wit hout nolice at the solt•
discretion o f !ht.• company. Product th.•livery subject to it\'c"lil.ibilily.

•w orldwide sales: Italy 39-49-8700366; Germany 49-(0)6151-82077; Sweden 46-8-(0)626-8100; Benelux: 31-(0)]406-65530; England 44-(0)926-881186; Elsewhere 1(212)571-3434
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STATE

OF THE ART/Real-Time Computing

OBJECTS
IN REAL TIME
Object-oriented technologies and optimized real-time systems
are enabling the next generation ofcontrol
HARRIS KAGAN

0

bject management, distributed com
puting, and open systems are driv
ing profound advances in comput
er technology. They are also being
reinterpreted and augmented, with some
equally profound results, for a whole range
of applications that may not be instantly
familiar to some people. However, recent
developments in support or these applica
tions will have instantly recognizable ben
efits.
Distributed systems can have an over
whelming degree of complexity. Add to
that the unforgiving requirements of real
time performance and the nonstop relia
bility that is required for distributed con
trol, and these systems become too much
for a general-purpose computer to handle.
Yet users of DCSes (distributed-control
systems) demand to have the ability to use
them on standard computers and to have
them interoperate seamlessly with the rest
of their corporate information systems (see
the text box "The Process-Control System"
on page 189).

Object Orientation
Using the right type of object orientation
can be the key to making real-time dis
tributed systems work. I'll review the ba
sics of object orientation, provide examples
of how it can be applied within a specific
area, and discuss how it can be adapted to
systems in general. While DCSes repre
sent a segment of computing that's usual
ly neglected in general discussions about
computing, they offer some surprising an
swers to the challenges of disllibuted real
time systems.
In distributed real-time computer sys
tems, objects are meaningful data con 
structs that have a dynamic quality and a
ILLUSTRATION; JAV IER ROM ERO DESIGN, INC. © 1992
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unique identity (so they can be easily iden
tified and communicated with). A DCS
can be viewed as an integrated collection
of many different objects working in con
cert (although the total system is greater
than the sum of its parts). In their simplest
form, objects can be such things as print
ers, ports, and logical. devices. As objects
become more complex, they have inher
ent and implied hierarchical structures and
many attributes. An object can also be a
user with certain privileges and attributes
(e.g. , passwords, user/group/world, and
read /write/execute).
It"s easy to relate to an object such as a
printer- a physical device usually refer
enced as a logical device-whose dynam
ic attributes are simple things like off-line
or out of paper. Complex objects become
more abstract as their number of attributes
and internal hierarchical construction in
crease. An object in a DCS is traditional
ly a portion of the process under control,
such as a valve in a pipe or a distillation
column in a refinery. The attribute of in
terest in a valve is its flow, and its param
eter is its rate of flow or percentage of
opening. A distillation column has many
attributes addressing temperature, flow ,
density, and pressure, along with many as
sociated parameters.
The object types commonly found in
DCSes today are control objects (e.g. ,
tags); simple variables created by appli
cations for shaiing data; complex vaiiables
of airnys, strings, data structures, and nest
ed or hierarchical control objects; and log
ical and physical devices. Working with
objects requires a valuable system resource
known as object management.

Object Management
Object management can be viewed as a
specific set of functions supporting change
or event-driven data between various ap
plications and stations on a network. What
makes it so valuable is that it has the abil 
ity to define objects by type, allowing a
convenient way to organize and arrange

11\JTE

ACTION SUMMARY

Object-o riented technologies
are the focus of concentrated
research. Developers of con
trol systems are putting results
of th is research to work in real
time applications and systems.
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data. A sampling of common object types
might include control objects, shared vari
ables (e .g., data created by applications),
logical devices (e.g., alarm loggers and
applications), and physical devices.
Object management supports the no
tification of a change within an object
greater than a del'ined change limit. There
are two benefits here. The first is that this
notification is change driven, essentially
providing data by exception. This negates
the need for sof"Iware polling. Whenever
the point of interest changes, it triggers a
notification to the client from the server

Al

DCSes place

a supreme value

on securit y.

that the change occu1Ted and that new data
is available. Data-by-exception models
greatly reduce the network load under nor
mal conditions, because if a value doesn't
change, there is no communication.
The second benefit of change notifica
tion is the ability to specify a change lim
it or dead band (i .e., a range in which
changes have little interest). If the point
of interest is a measurement of tempera
ture, you might only want to know about
changes that exceed 1 percent of the range
of your measuring device. Setting change
deltas provides a noise filter within a real
time system.
Object management also fully supports
a client/server model, providing a high de
gree of security. This includes the ability to
automatically logically reconnect a com
munications path that physically gets bro
ken and is restored.
The final benefit of object management
is its suppon for unique object names. This
provides an unprecedented level of valid
ity security. An object on a network that
you share data with must be the object you
expect it to be. There can be no ambiguity
about whether you're working with the
correct data or object.

The Client/Server Model
A client/server model forobject manage
ment is, pragmatically speaking, an ex
tension of the operating system in a mul
titasking environment. The applications
that must share data and objects need to

do so in a timely and secure way, and the
physical locations of the parties involved
must be transparent to the applications.
Using the client/server model for ob
ject management, you can think of the ap
plication that needs the data object as the
server and the application that sends the
data as the client. In a distributed-control
environment, objects must be shared in
real time between peer stations on a net
work. The extent of peer-to-peer commu
nications depends c)n the capabilities of
the station doing the actual control, the
deterministic nature of the peer-to-peer
communications, and the requirements of
the application.

Real-Time Control and Objects
Objects can form the basis for real-time
control in a DCS. The basic unit of a con
trol object is a block, an algorithm that
performs some common function. For ex
ample, a PIO block is a proportional/in
tegral/derivative algorithm with standard
parameters that can be manipulated. A
block's parameters (e.g., set point, output,
measurement, high alarm level, and low
alarm level) are modified through the con
figuration processes and by software con
nections to and from other blocks. The set
of available control blocks form the bui \d
ing blocks for the desired control scheme.
From the template of an analog input
block, a user can set the specific attributes
of the various parameters and create a
uniquely named analog input block for a
specific set of input points.
In a hierarchical structure, it is conve
nient to group a set of blocks together as a
compound. The primary attributes of a
compound are that its set of blocks can be
alarmed, displayed, and manipulated to
gether. Thus, the compound itself becomes
an object. The compound can then be nest
ed into other higher-level objects; each
higher-level object may have its own pa
rameters as well as all the information em
bedded within its subobjects. The infor
mation is simply referenced so the data
flow is clean and fast. This hierarchical
structure allows a change to some aspect of
a parameter within a block to become im
mediately available to the highest-level
object (i .e., a compound) associated with
that block, as well as to any other client
in the distributed system with a logica l
connection to that block.
Security
All DCSes place a supreme value on se
curity. There is often the risk of loss of
human life or tremendous liability due to
lost production should a DCS fail. Many
process plants and their control systems
are expected to run for years without ever
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The Process-Control System
nless you grow your own food,
spin your own cloth, hunt with a
bow and arrow, never drive, and
never get sick, you depend on
process control in many ways that you
probably don't recognize. Process con
trol is the technical and economic en
abler of chemical, oil, and gas refiner
ies; textile and paper mills; food and
drug manufactu1ing; mining industries;
municipal water and sewage treatment;
and, of course, power generation.
The processes and end products of
all these industries are obviously dif
ferent. Yet from the standpoint of a
control system, they offer many simi
larities. Each has data to be acquired,
control decisions to be processed, com
munications lo perform, reports to gen
erate, and more. But these similarities
are of type, not detail. The challenge
is to develop a control system that ad
dresses the tremendous but unique com
plexity of each application without rein-

U

shutting down; the phrase "7x24" (for sev
en days a week and 24 hours a day) is of
ten used to modify terms like opem1io11, re
liahility, security, and performance when
discussing DCSes. Software upgrades to
existing systems must be made while the
systems remain running.
Security in the DCS world means relia
bility (i.e., robustness), validity (i.e., getting
the data you expect to get every time),
availability of system resources, authen
tication, and encryption. Objects help pro
vide security in an open and distributed
system. Of the five above-listed concepts
of DCS security, the most important ones
are validity and availability.
Validity means data integrity-in other
words, getting good data. This is a securi
ty issue, because anything that adversely
affects the quality or integrity of the data
poses a security risk. Availability is the
probability that the system resources re
quired for operation are available at any
time they are needed. Availability can be
addressed as a subset of authentication
services.

Authentication
Authentication is simply the verification
of a user's identity. The object in this case

venting a thousand new wheels each
time.
These control systems are usually
called distributed process-control sys
tems, or DCSes. A modem DCS has
three points of view: the control sys
tem, the computer system, and the in
formation management system. The
primary attribute of a DCS is its abili
ty to control a process via the execu
tion of various algorithms in real time.
The very nature of process plants is
such that this control needs to occur
over large physical areas and must be
supervised by many individuals. This
profile leads to a major feature of the
computer system view-that the sys
tem must be distributed.
The information management sys
tem view grows naturally from the role
of the DCS as the heart of a process
plant. The DCS is a key source of in
formation for the whole organization. In
addition to controlling the process, in-

is the user of the system, and the authen
tication mechanism is the password-pro
tected accounts that he or she uses. Ob
jects as data constructs must have names,
and object management requires a facility
to guarantee that those names are unique.
Any entities in the system that need to
share data first need to find each other and
validate that they are sharing data with
whom (or what) they expect to share it.
Finally, the entities need to evaluate the
extent to which the data will be shared or
modified (i.e., the privilege level of the
interaction).
The fundamental way in which objects
are guaranteed to be unique is through a
declarations process. When an object is
created within a running system, it needs
to announce its arrival. This is broadcast
via a systemwide communications ser
vice that all members of the system need
to address. Should a duplicate name exist,
the manager or the object with the origi
nal name responds; the new object with
the duplicate name is not entered within
the local object manager's name lists.
DCSes require an attachment service so
that when running networks are merged
they can share and resolve naming con
nicts.

formation from the DCS is central to
inventory control, shipping, receiving,
engineering, management, training,
maintenance, analysis, and even mar
keting and sales forecasting. The DCS
must process lots of information quick
ly, communicate among many stations
and nodes securely, and make data
available in a clear, understandable way
across many boundaries, stations, ap
plications, and networks. Any user of
data in the system should have the abil
ity to get any data anywhere, and get
it in time enough to take effective ac
tion based on it.
These requirements dictate that a
system from one vendor must be open
to other vendors' systems, networks,
software, and instrumentation. In fact,
today's DCS can be described as an
open, industrial, real-time, object-ori
ented, hierarchical, change-driven,
fault-tolerant, redundant, distributed
process-control system.

Environments,
Objects, and Security
Each of an object's attributes defines a
constraint, quality, or special ability of the
object or its behavior. For example, you
could define the security attributes of an
object such that its data is available only to
other objects of a certain class.
When operational environments are
managed as objects, the flexibility of the
system increases significantly. Typical op
erational environments within DCSes are
provided for process operators, who man
age the process; process eng inee rs: who
define the process and its constraints; plant
management users, and maintenance per
sonnel.
In a DCS, an operating environment
may be further specified for an individual
operator. Such an operator's environment
gives him or her access to a subset of ap
plications and process displays. For ex
ample, an individual operator may be al
lowed to set values to controllers via the
display but may be blocked from canceling
an alarm or altering a data log. One dis
play may behave differently in different
circumstances, depending on the environ
ment from which it is invoked. An environ
ment object defines the degree of security
AUGUST 1992 • BYTE
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from the client side, while the security at
tributes of a control object enforce securi
ty compliance.

more. Modifications to a system's config
uration can be complex, especially in a
global system where all system attributes
need to be known by all the elements in
Connection Management
the system. The strict operational require
Distributed computing obviously depends ments of real-time control applications fur
on communications and connections. But ther add to the complexity. For the DCS
the relationships between communications designer, the challenge is to develop an
services and objects in a real-time system architecture that allows systems to become
are not so obvious. The nature of a dis intelligently adaptable to change. DCSes
tributed system requires that data be shared must be modifiable on-line in a way that is
via some message protocol. For a DCS, transparent to the system's applications
however, facilities for message identifica and to the process it's controlling.
tion, delivery, security, and po11ability are
Much of the complexity of system mod
of the most importance. Both one-time ification can be reduced by combining an
communications and change-driven com object-oriented system with intelligent ob
munications are critical to the crnTect func ject-oriented applications. In terms of sys
tioning of a real-time system. In a DCS, tem configuration, any application can be
a one-time message is generally thought trained to know enough about objects to be
of as a get or a set, either of which needs to able to handle new ones with ease. For ex
be performed in a timely way. A get is a ample, consider the addition of a new con
reading of a single data value; a set is the trol station to a running DCS (a common
writing of a value. Control objects always occurrence). In this case, the new control
have attributes and parameters that are get station is non-self-hosting; it requires boot
table and settable. These parameters have services from another station. There are
their own attributes regarding who has the two different methods that can be used for
this common modification-a traditional
privilege of performing these operations.
Other communications are best served . approach and an object-oriented approach.
In the traditional approach, the system
when messages are delivered over a se
cure connection. A secure connection pro configuration must be modified to identi
vides a notification to both ends if it should fy the new station by a logical name, place
break, and it guarantees the order of de it within a node, and assign it to a station
live1y of message traffic. Because an object management group and to a host file serv
manager requests communication services er. After the configuration decisions are
and is notified of the status of communi made, the process is completed by the ex
cations, it has the ability to automatically ecution of an installation program that cre
reconnect the client and server logically ates whatever files and database changes
should a connection be physically broken are needed. In some cases, this infonnation
and rejoined. This auto-reconnect func needs to be made available to every other
tion has the advantage of allowing objects station or file server on the network. The
to migrate. A unique object (whether it's new station is then physically installed in
software, hardware, or logical) can move the system and booted up . If the new sta
from one place to another in a way that is tion is of a completely new type or is a
relatively transparent to the applications device previously unknown to the system,
tracking it. In the DCS world, these capa upgrades must be made to the system-con
bilities are key to providing security.
figuration, system management, and soft
The network objects and process ob ware-installation software.
The object-oriented approach is very
jects in large systems are subject to fre
quent change due to periodic maintenance different. The new control station is simply
of the system and process plant. But the plugged into the running system. The new
overall functioning of the system and the station, which in this case is a non-self
plant must continue during maintenance, hosting control station, starts putting out
and users must have the ability to control, boot requests. Since all host stations are
redirect, and compensate should certain aware of all the other stations in the ob
ject-oriented network, some simple tasks
areas of the plant get into trouble.
can be performed : The system manage
ment program can alert the system ad
Configuration Management
System configuration encompasses the ministrator that there is an unfulfilled boot
layout of hardware and software as well request occurring on the network, and a
as the definition of physical, logical, and human system administrator can invoke
application relationships, including li the system-configuration application. This
censing, hosting relationships (for stations application can determine that the unso
that aren't self-hosting), logical device licited boot request is from a control station
declaration, device backup designations, by looking at the semantics of the boot
110 port assignments, configurations, and station message object. The configuration
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software has enough information at this
point to know where the station is located
(via node addressing), what image and
base applications are required, which file
server is best suited to be the host file serv
er, and what the minimal configuration
questions that require human input are.
This example illustrates what happens to
simply add a new station to the network;
completing its integration to the DCS re
quires additional work. The information
management requirements depend on the
applications involved. The database for
physical objects usually requires some re
configuration to deal with the new data
associated with this new station. The ap
plication requirements are addressed by
additional applications or reconfiguration
of existing applications to deal with the
added functions and capability brought
on -line by the new station . This means
new control algorithms must be added to
the station, new control objects must be
created for the control database, and new
hardware must be added to the system for
the control station's connection to sensors
and actuators.
The information and application aspects
of reconfiguration are managed by smart
objects that are cloned from object libraries
and modified for their new roles. Often
the only thing needing change is the top
Jevel name of the objects. Library objects
can include displays and their display ob
jects, control objects, application objects,
environments, and individual operators.

The Future of Real-Time Systems
The purpose of working with any system is
to manage data and to be in control of all
the information that is important for the
completion of your work. Real -time sys
tems have special needs, but if you can
design a real-time system, you can use it to
run non-real-time applications as well.
Object management research needs to
continue to provide higher-level constructs
that are simple and easy to use. Standards
need to be developed, and applications
need to take advantage of them. Correct
object management will create the foun
dation for dissimilar systems' sharing data
in a relatively seamless way.
While objects have the ability to pro
vide a framework for organizing and shar
ing data, they must be managed in a way
that provides correct access and security.
Combining objects with distributed real
time systems is a natural evolution. •
Harris Kagan is an architect for systems
development and engineering with The
Foxboro Co. (Foxboro, MA) . You can
conwct him on Intemet at hkagan@
foxboro. com or on BIX c/o "editors."

BEFORE PROTECTING
YOUR SOFTWARE..
I

...against piracy and unauthorized use,
make sure that your protection system has
all the following ~ ualities:

A GOOD HARDWARE KEY
Hardware-based software protection
systems are now the standard worldwide.
However, not all keys are the same. A good
key should have all the
following features:

t/ Compatibility and transpa
rency. The key should work
without any problem on your
customers' computers. The
user should be able to forget
the key after connecting it.

t/ Unbreakable

electronics. A
customized ASIC (Application
· Specific Integrated Circuit)
component should be
integrated in the key. This
prevents reverse engineering
and makes cracking virtually
, impossible.

t/ A unique and inaccessible
software developer's code burnt into the
ASIC. (This code should not be held in the
key's mem01y, where it can be read and
altered.)

t/ A Head/Write Memo1y inside the key
should he available on demand. The
memory should be writable in the field, on
any PC, without any special programming
equipment.

t/ Very low power consumption, enabling
the key to work even under the worst
power conditions, on PCs and laptops, with
or without a printer.

t/ An "Envelope" installation program .

AND THE BOnOM LINE:

Such programs enhance security while
making it possible to protect a software
even without its source code.

we offer some of the most competitive
prices in the market.

t/ Sophisticated antidebugging and
encryption mechanisms.

HASP®, THE PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE PROTECTION
SYSTEM, OFFERS YOU ALL
THESE FEATURES AND
MORE:
HASP was designed by a team of computer
experts, professional c1yptologists, and elec
trical engineers. As a result, HASP keys are
supported by what is probably the best soft
ware in the market, and the HASP system
has worked on eve1y computer it has been
tried on. In addition to all the features
mentioned above, HASP provides:
t/ A Full A11thnrintinr
System for
protecting
dozens of
programs
using only
one key.

Since it's practi
cally impossible to
crack or duplicate
a key having all
the features
mentioned above, a
pirate will usually go for the
software linking the protected
program to the key. Therefore,
check that your protection soft
ware has all of the following:

t/ A Linkable Protection JYiodule
with which calls can be made to
the key from any point in the
protected program.

To learn more about why so many
professionals have chosen HASP, please
contact:

1 ~LADDIN
J)

t/ AVirus Detection option that can be
incorporated in the protected program ·to
check whether it has been infected by a
virus or tampered with in any way.

t/ Several HASPs can be connected one

-JDOS,
t/ Operating systems supported:
SCO Xenix & Unix-386, OS/2,
WINDOWS, AIX, AUTOCAD, !'HAR-LAP,
ERGO and HATIONAL DOS Extenders.

t/ NetHASP provides full support for
protecting DOS and WINDOWS software
under network environments, including
Novell dedicated & non- dedicated
servers, Lan Manager, Lantastic, Banyan,
DLink, and all NET-BIOS based LANs.

IN A TEST CARRIED OUT BY
AN INDEPENDENT LAB,
HASP WAS THE ONLY KEY
WHICH WAS NOT
BROKEN*.
Circle 67 on Inquiry Card.

tseH uved :::it., Iel-Av1v, Israel

P O.Box:l 1141 Tel-Aviv 6lll0
Tel: 972-3-5375795
Fax: 972-3-5375796

In North America:
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SOFTWARE SECURITY

t/ A Pattern
Code Security
System (PCS)
enabling parallel processing of multiple
calls by the Linkable Protection Module.

behind the other.

POWERFUL
SOFTWARE

Since 1984, HASP h as enabled
thousands of software producers in
more than 40 countries, including
several Fortune 500 companies, to
protect their software.

306 Weymouth St.,
Dix Hills, NY 117 46, USA
'fi" 800-223 4277
516-586 2845
Fax: 516-586 1602

V

Australia Conlab Pry. Ltd., Tel: 3 8985685,
Fax: 3 8995759 V Belgium Akkermans bvba,
Tel: 3 2338826, Fax: 3 2315438
V Czech oslovakia ATLAS Ltd.,
Tel+Fax: 2 766085 V Denma r k SC Metric a/ s,
Tel: 42 804200, Fax: 42 804131
V Fran ce Logidara Intl., Tel: 50707375,
Fax: 50753144 V Germa n y CSS GmbH,
Tel: 201 749860, Fax: 201 748644
V Greece Unibrain SA, Tel: 1 6856320,
Fax: 1 6474943 V Holla n d Akkermans BV,
Tel: 45 2414 44, Fax: 45 245515 V Ita ly Parmer
Data S.r.l, Tel: 2 33101709, Fax: 2 347564
V Kor ea Hanil System Inc., Tel: 2 5639161,
Fax: 2 5538079 V New Zealand Training
Solutions, Tel: 4 5666014, Fax: 4 5697190
V Poland Sys1herm Tel: 061 45065,
Fax: 061 324134 V Portugal Futurmatica Lda.,
Tel : 1 4116269, Fax: 14116277
V Spain PC Hardware, Tel: 3 449 3193,
Fax: 3 3337497 V Switzerland Opag AG,
Tel : 61 7112245, Fax : 61 7115355
V Taiwan Tern Ltd., Tel: 2-5219676,
Fax: 2-5425939 V Turkey Mikrobera Ltd.,
Tel: 4-'1677504, Fax: 4-4670274
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When the competition is good,
you have to be better. And the
critics agree: DR DOS@ 6.0
delivers more ofwhat todays
PC users are looking for in a
state-of-the-art DOS operating
system. That means better
performance:

1991

MS·DOS
Version 5.0
Perfonricmct

Memory hondting

Excellent

VeiyGood

User inte.rfrtce

Very Good

Very Good

Speed

Good

Very Good

Compotibi1tty

VeryGooll

Very Good

Excellent

Very6ood

Setup

Good

Very Good

Ease of learning

Very Good

VeryGood

Ease of use

Very Good

Error handling

Sotisfoctory

Good
Salisfoctory

Documentation

Support

Sotisfuc!ttfY
Safisfoctory
Excellent

7.6

7.1
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'.' .. tops [MS-DOS 5) with
better disk performance, Jaster
task switching, access to more
RAM, and improved security,
while providing full WindowSn,
support." PC World, January 1992
Flawless operation of all your
PC applications, with
advanced capabilities that help
you be your productive best:

Digital Research and DRDDS are registered trademarks. and MemoryMAX. DiskMAX. TaskMAX. ViewMAX and Filel\NK are <rademarks of Digi1al Research Inc. Novell and 1he Novell logo are regisiered <rademarks
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~:.complete MS-DOS 5compat

ibility with morefeatures and ,
. " PC Magazine, November 12,1991
fu nctwns.
And acomplete package of
indispensable utilities that
normally would cost nearly
$400 extra:
.JI t val ue."
... an exceuen

"

lnfoWorld, November 4, 1991

Find out today why DR DOS
6.0 is the best DOS. And the
best value, too. Get the facts by
fax: l-800-955-DOS6. ~~nt?o2.
Or call us today for details
and the name ofthe
DR DOS reseller nearest you:
1-800-274-4DRI.
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Circle 102 on Inquiry Card.

MONITORS: Beyond VGA
AND STANFORD DIEHi

The BYTE Lab tests 24 high-resolution color
monitors for PCs and the Mac and tells you how
to choose the display that best fits your needs.

"... the 15-inch Optiquest
2000D, priced at $795, is the
overall performance leader,
followed closely by... Although
earlier we warned you against
using monitors smaller than
16 inches, the price gap
between a 16- and a 15-inch
monitor is sufficiently large
to compel us to recommend
a 15-inch monitor over the
pricier 16-inch displays."
BYTE May 1992

Optiquest, Inc.
9830 Alburtis Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Tel: (310) 948-1185
(800) 843-6784
Fax: (310) 949-2231
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STATE OF THE ART/Real-Time Computing

REAL TIME
GOES HOME
Home information appliances are coming,
with multimedia features and areal-time operating system
KEN KAPLAN

A

fusion of computers, TV, and tele
phones will soon bring new kinds
of entertainment and information
services into the home, to an ex 
tent almost unimaginable today. Tech
nologies to deliver these services are now
emerging; some are already available. The
"home information appliance" of the future
is beginning to take shape.
It is probably a small box atop or built
into your TV. It contains the equivalent
of a Mac Classic plus powerful audio and
video decompression and signal-process
ing engines (see figure I). It has a CD drive
and a telephone/cable TV wideband digi
tal-network interface. It has no keyboard
just the usual wireless remote control with
a small joystick or trackball added. And
it costs about $200.
The software foundation will be based
on RTOSes (real-time operating systems)
and specialized, consumer-friendly graph
ical inte1faces that look more like network
news graphics than Windows or Motif.
Today, you find real -time software in a
wide variety of intelligent products and in
systems used mostly in industrial, mili
tary, and scientific applications. The de
velopment of these new interactive multi
media products wi II spread real-time
software far beyond its traditional niche .
The first example of this new genre is
the CD-I (Compact Disc Interactive) sys
tem introduced to the consumer market in
October 1991. It looks like a CD player
and hooks up to a TV like a VCR. In ad
dition to playing normal audio CDs, in
teractive multimedia CD-I offers high 
quality natural images, high-fidelity sound,
and complete interactivity. For instance,
you can take a self-directed tour through
the Smithsonian. Children can watch a
ILLUSTRATION: JAVIER ROMERO DE SIG N. INC. © 1992
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ARCHITECTURE OF HOME MULTIMEDIA APPLIANCE
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Figure 1: The architecture ofa home multimedia appliance has most of the same

components as a /ow-end PC, with digital video and audio decoders added.
The CPU and RTOS manage the .flow of data from the optical disk or network
inte1face to the decoders and run the GUI.
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ACTION SUMMARY

Your TV and a CD-I device will
soon become a means of re
ceiving multimedia information
and other services. The back
bone of the technology is an
RTOS (real-time operating sys
tem) based on OS-9. The RTOS
allows for precise synchroniza
tion of audio and video, as well
as for the multitasking neces
sary to handle multiple re
quests for the service. The new
services will include interactive
games, access to electronic
databases, and home shop
ping.

cartoon, recolor its characters, and even
change the soundtrack, and then play back
"their own" version.
Researchers at Philips Electronics and
Sony, the developers of CD-I, quickly re
alized that an RTOS was essential for use
with their technology. They chose the OS
9 operating systelll as the basis for CD
RTOS, the ROM-based RTOS in every
CD-I player. A key factor in the decision
was OS-9's open-ended reconfigurabili
ty, necessary for supporting multimedia
1/0 and other future extensions.

Why Real Time?
Video and audio information coded digi
tally can be stored and COllllllunicated
llluch like any other kind of data. There is
a critical difference, however: Sound and
pictures have a temporal (ti Ille-based) de
pendency. Silllply stated, they lllust be
played back at exactly the sallle speed they
were recorded, with nearly perfect syn 
chronization. A tillle shift of lllOre than 10
milliseconds between motion video and
its audio track results in something re
sembling a badly dubbed movie.
If you want digital audio and video as
part of an interactive lllUltimedia program,

the applications software must be able to
both control and sense the current play
back point of the audio and video lllateri
al. This also involves precision timing. For
example, a delay in the deli very of a block
of audio data can produce a noticeable
click or pop in the sound.
The source of the multimedia data is an
input stream typically delivered from an
optical disk, a high-speed telecolllmuni
cations interface, or any other mediulll ca
pable of delivering data at a real-tillle rate.
For full-screen, full-lllotion video with
high-fidelity stereo sound, the Ill inilllulll
data rate is about 1.5 Mbps (or about 150
KBps). The processor and operating sys
tem need to accept and manage this high
speed input stream while simultaneously
perforllling other tasks, such as accepting
input frolll the pointing device, updating
the user-interface display, and running the
application program.
An RTOS provides an excellent soft
ware foundation for multimedia applica
tions. The multitasking capability provides
a concurrent programming paradigm that
is well suited for multimedia program
ming. The RTOS also provides other es
sential services, such as real-tillle syn
chronization, interprocess comlllunications,
and fast interrupt handling. Popular oper
ating systellls such as MS-DOS and Unix
can't handle applications with real-time
attributes easily (if at all).
The fact that many applications must
go around DOS has caused headaches for
designers of DOS emulators that run on
other hardware (e.g., Mac and Unix work
stations). It also has had lllore insidious
effects. Because DOS fails to provide a
usable, hardware-independent application
environlllent, PC prograllllllers have to
write code to support nine or lllore differ
ent video display lllodes, several kinds of
pointing devices, and perhaps a half-dozen
brands of sound processor boards. The
user is often forced to run elaborate in
stallation and setup prograllls. DOS is def
initely not consulller-friendly.
A good RTOS avoids these problems
because it provides a fast, versatile, ex
pandable, and hardware-independent 1/0
system. The systelll using it can be ex
panded or improved in the future without
affecting existing application programs.

You Should Be in Motion Pictures
MPEG (Motion Picture Experts Group),
an industry standards COllllllittee, has de
vised a standard for digital colllpression
and decolllpression of full-screen, full-lllo
tion video. It is likely to be the ubiquitous
standard for digital video for lllany years to
come. In all probability, TVs of the future
will have MPEG input jacks.
c1111ti1111ed
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simpler memory management,
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programs that run incredibly fast.
Only Zortech C++ from
Symantec delivers all that today.
Zortech is the leader in ship
ping 32-bit C++ technology. Our
commitment to cross-platform
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platforms.
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support for leading third party
utilities, libraries, and other
tools, means your solution
options are completely open.
And will stay that way.
Ifs all in there.

Everything you need tD start writ
ting C++ code for Windows, DOS,
and OS/2 l.x comes in one box, in
cluding editor, compiler, global
optimizer, debugger, linker, and
libraries. There's nothing else to buy.
So visit your dealer right now to
get the only 32-bit C++ compiler you
can buy today. Or call 1-800-554
4403 for an instant FAX Data Sheet
(enter 830).
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Real Time and
Digital MotionVideo on LANs
JIM LONG

ultimedia and digital motion
video are finally becoming
practical for commercial desk
top computing. Digital video
will first appear in applications such as
training, education, factory-floor ref
erence, retail point-of-sale, and video
databases. It will then expand into gen
eral office environments as video an
notation, video mail, teleconferencing,
and fancy presentations become com
monplace.
For these applications to become a
reality, cost-effective multimedia-ca
pable systems need to be available. The
keys to creating these systems are video
compression technology, real-time syn
chronization subsystems, and real-time
networking.
Networks are important because the
characteristics of multimedia data, es
pecially audio and video components,
require shaiing data among many users.
Most multimedia applications (e.g.,
training and documentation systems)
support workgroup or enterprise-wide
organizations. In addition, future ap
plications such as desktop video con
ferencing will mandate networked so
lutions.
To be effective, popular compres
sion technologies must be integrated
into desktop operating systems and net
works in a real-time fashion . But most
desktop systems, networks, and servers
are designed to handle transaction-ori
ented applications in a time-sharing
fashion . Local and network operating
systems share scarce resources (e .g.,
CPU , bus, memory, and network band
width) democratically among many
users. Too many requests spread out
resources and slow everything down.
This is a nuisance for transactional ac
tivities like word processing, databases,
or spreadsheets. For video, the delays
can be disastrous.
Audiovisual streams demand a Fed-

M
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AUDIOVISUAL DATA-FLOW BOTTLENECKS
Storage
su bsystem

Cli ent

Server

Hub

LAN
Network topology
and protocols
Audiovisual files

Internetwork
access

Network
interface

Central processor,
bus or backplane,
operating system
Continuous,
not random,
access

Real-time
control, not
time-share

Flow control more important
than integrity

Give video
priority

Figure A: Because most networks are not designed to allow a consistent,
continuous flow ofdata, they present several bottlenecks to the smooth control
of audiovisual data. Each network component pictured here presents an
opportunity for delay or interruption. Access from the storage subsystem needs
to be continuous, not random. Co111rol over the CPU, bus, and operating
system must be in real time, not time-shared. Flow control through the network
is more important than imegrity. And video data must have priority over
textual data in getting to the client.

era] Express attitude: They absolutely,
positively have to arrive at the client
computer on time, regardless of net
work traffic flow. Video is not either
slow or fast : Either it works, or it
doesn't. Therefore, managing data flow
is key to all multimedia computing, es
pecially on networks. The important
network function for audiovisual media
isn't fair allocation of resources or er
ror-checking; it is making sure that data
flows at the proper rate between the
server and client, or between client and
client, and guaranteeing that data ar
rives on time. Ensuring proper data
flow is particularly difficult for normal
networks because of the many bottle
necks that exist in the client/server en
vironment.

Bottlenecks for Digital Video
Along the digital path that connects the
disk drive on a server to a client com
puter, these bottlenecks slow or inter
rupt the audiovisual stream. The bot
tlenecks occur in the disk drive, the
system bus, the processor, the network,
and the various interfaces and buffers
between the parts of the system (see
figure A).
The trick is to make an asynchronous
system (i.e., computers and packet net
works) behave in a synchronous fashion
(like a telephone call). To accomplish
this, buffers are usually placed through
out a system to even data flow. While
they are useful , buffers are not a
panacea. For either live or stored video,
keeping buffers filled requires a real

REAL TIME GOES HOME

time approach. If a buffer is almost
empty, you cannot wait for another ap
plication's printing request to finish be
fore filling it.
Making the buffers large reduces
their real-time demand. But this can in
troduce latency and, even worse, it can
introduce jitter if the system designer
relies more on probability effects than
on deterministic management. (Latency
is the delay between a signal being sent
and received; jitter is a breakup of the
video stream caused by underrunning
buffers.)
Latency and jitter issues are particu
larly demanding when supporting mul
tiple, live, full-duplex teleconferences.
Buffers can also require significant
memory and CPU resources if the op
erating system manages them by means
of many memory-to-memory copies of
the same data, as is common in most
systems.
Add the fact that a server or a net
work is dealing with dozens of video
streams, sometimes several needing syn
ch ron iza tion to one desktop, and the
real-time buffer management issues be
come extremely complex. Normal serv
er file systems do not have the deter
ministic scheduling ability that is
necessary to handle this complicated
problem efficiently.
Buffer management is one part of an
overall, end-to-end, flow-control func
tion. For the network, this means that
instead of normal asynchronous re
quest/receive communication between
two computers, streams should be ini
tiated and then paced via communica 
tion designed to tune the stream flow
depending on whether it is arriving too
fast or too slow. Pacing also requires
real-time scheduling.
Most of today ' s network protocols
have little regard for timely delivery.
They are usually so concerned with er
ror control and acknowledgments that
they can't keep up with a high-speed
continuous stream. Special lightweight
pacing protocols are needed to handle
video streams and also to coexist trans
parently with other protocols. Such pro
tocols can be designed to be more effi
cient for streaming data by eliminating
some of the functionality found in pro
tocols such as TCP, which is meant to
cover many other applications and types
of networks (e.g., en-or control for 9600

bps voice lines).
Finally, because video streams have
to be handled differently than other data,
network devices and computers must
be able to distinguish between the two.
In fact, video should be given prior
ity-another real-time feature. For ex
ample, if, over a short period of time, a
network device capable of handling I0
Mbps is flooded with 7 Mbps of video
and 7 Mbps of other data, it must be
able to ensure that the video informa
tion gets through while delaying the
other data.

Potential Solution
The good news is that cost-effective so
lutions are at hand that coexist with tra
ditional systems and add real-time net
work and server functions. The real-time
functions ensure that the video streams
are managed in a timely and reliable
fashion . In fact, by adding real-time ele
ments, you can meet the challenges of
networked video applications without
installing expensive new networks or
specialized client platfOims. Large multi
media network solutions (i.e. , 40 to 60
simultaneous video streams) can use
common IOBase-T Ethernet networks
and new switched Ethernet hubs, pre
serving the existing client network in
terface hardware.
The video streams in such a network
can be managed by a real-time stream
ing data application server tuned for the
demands of video by efficiently man
aging disk arrays and real-time video
network protocols. Video protocols can
operate in parallel with traditional net
work se1vers on the same network to en
sure timely delivery of real-time multi
media streams.
Such a configuration w iII allow users
to access both their current networked
applications as well as new video ap
plications. This solution provides the
foundation for the integration of video
into current and future desktop appli
cations. The solution also brings video
to the desktop in an easily installed,
cost-effective manner and offers a pow
erful user interface.
Jim Long is president of Starlight Net
works, Inc. (Mountain View, CA), which
is developing a real-time digital net
working environment. You can contact
him on Bl X do "editors. "

MPEG combines a number of com 
pression and coding techniques to squeeze
motion video into a digital data stream.
The highest compression is achieved with
a OCT (Discrete Cosine Transform), which
effectively codes interframe differences.
The quality, size, and resolution of the de
coded picture depend on the data rate used,
which is adjustable. At 1.5 Mb, the pic
ture is slightly better than what you would
get with VHS videotape. At 2 Mb, laser
disc quality is achieved. And from 5 to I0
Mb is HDTV territory.
An MPEG decoder IC requires parallel
processing with a combined effective
throughput on the order of 100 MIPS. It
also has to be economically mass -pro
duced, at a price of a few tens of dollars at
most. Several companies claim to have
working silicon now , and Philips has
promised to ship CD-I players with MPEG
before the end of this year.
MPEG needs a real-time software en
vironment. Once compressed, video data
cannot be manipulated by an application
program. So, many MPEG-based systems
will have a second video "plane" that will
appear "on top" of the motion video. VCRs
and TV receivers with on-screen controls
usually use this technique so that control
graphics (e.g., channel and volume graph
ics) do not completely cover the TV pro
gram. Multimedia applications will use
the overlay graphics plane for several
things, including menus, captioning, and
controls.
Take a movie player application as an
example. An application program (or task,
in real -time jargon) is playing continu
ously running MPEG motion video. A sec
ond task (the user interface) draws VCR
type control icons (e.g., pause and fast
forward) on the graphics overlay plane ,
covering only a small area at the bottom of
the screen. Now the viewer uses the point
ing device to move the cursor to an icon.
The user-interface task continuously re
ceives pointing-device input coordinates
and correspondingly updates the overlay
graphics plane to redraw the cursor as it
moves. When the viewer pushes the se
lect button, the user-interface task signals
the motion video task, which then com
mands .the MPEG decoder and the input
media controller hardware to execute the
requested function.
Real multitasking is necessary to run
the motion video application and the user
i nterface programs simultaneously. Some
precise timing may also be needed to give
smooth, clean cursor motion. Often, the
user-interface task will be synchronized
to the video-display timing (using inter
rupts), so graphics updates are done only
during the vertical retrace time.
co111i1111ed
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And Now Answer the Phone
Another big step is connecting the multi
media box to wideband telecommunica
tions networks (e.g., telephone networks,
cable TV systems, and direct-broadcast
satellite systems). Some of the potential
services that can be provided are quite in
teresting. You will be able to renta movie
without visiting a video rental shop
you'djust dial it up. You could tune into
almost any sports event being played any
where, perhaps even choosing the camera

PUT AN END TO
SOFTWARE PIRACY!
Meet the growing family of security keys
from Software Security.
Each one a specialist at enforcing your
license agreement in virtually any user
environment you can think of. Whether
it's DOS, UNIX, Macintosh or OS/2.
Whether it's a single user installation or

angle and controlling your own instant re
plays. You can have instant access to al
most any home-shopping catalog (with
minicommercials and product demos).
The information sources will be "con
sumer-oriented," so they may include ac
cess to libraries around the world; finan
cial services such as banking, investments,
and insurance; perhaps even in-depth re
views of that new car you've been dream
ing about.
The network is basically a data pipe be-
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a LAN.
Simply connect the appropriate key to a
single user computer, or a non-dedicated
file server in a network, and you control
all access to your protected application.
Users, however, won't even know it's
there. The keys are transparent and won't
impact software functionality or the ability
to make back-up copies. Normal node
and LAN operations are L•naffected.
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Stamford, CT 06905

Proudly Made in the USA

The Ultimate Protection
For Software Publishers

tween your home and a server at a remote
information warehouse. It delivers stan
dard-format packets of multimedia data
at a constant rate. The technical require
ments are eased since the high-speed data
stream need flow in only one direction.
It's easier to send high-speed data in one
direction than in both directions concur
rently.
To communicate back to the remote
server, only a relatively low data-rate "re
verse channel" for control is needed
even a few thousand bps is adequate in
most cases. The reverse channel may be
a completely different medium; the use of
cellular phone-like radio transmitters has
even been proposed. It is generally better
to have the reverse channel be an integral
part of the network interface, because the
high-speed incoming channel and the re
verse channel can be routed together
through the network. Also, the reverse
channel may be used to communicate with
the network itself (e.g., to dial a number).
Network interfaces are a traditional ap
plication for RTOS software . Most data
communications equipment depends on
embedded RTOSes . Fast interrupt re
sponse, synchronous and asynchronous
1/0 capabilities, and the ability to rapidly
respond to events (e.g., in flow control and
error correction) are all essential for data
communications.
The server providing the multimedia
data must have multitasking capabilities
to handle many callers simultaneously. It
must also retrieve and transmit data with
precision timing.

So When Will It Happen?
It's starting now. CD-I is here. Philips an
nounced it will ship a CD-I player with
full MPEG by year's end. Several tele 
phone and cable TV companies say they'll
have small-scale trials or demos of"video
on-demand" services early next yea r.
Based on the current status of the tech
nology and some assumptions about the
amount of money consumers are willing to
pay forthese magic boxes, it will probably
be three to five years before there is sig
nificant widespread deployment of net
work-connected multimedia. This can be
extrapolated from the historical price
curves of the key semiconductor compo
nents. So it is probable that CD-I will be
the first widely used consumer multimedia
product. CD-I players with network inter
faces may even become universal home
multimedia decoders/controllers.•
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5.25"), Ultra VGA 1024NI Monitor (14", 1024 x768, .28mm),
MS-DOS 5.0/Microsott Windows 3.11Mouse

Dimension 486DX/33 i486DX 33 MHz System
4MB RAM, 212 MB Hard Drive, Dual floppy Drives (3.5" and
5.25"), Ultra VGA 1024NI Monitor (14", 1024 x768, .28mm),
MS-DOS 5.0IMicrosoltWindows 3.11Mouse

12,199
Lease: $81/MO.

12,699

Lease: $100/MO.

Dimension 486SX/25s i486SX 25 MHz System
4MB RAM, 212 MB Hard Drive, Dual floppy Drives (3.5" and
5.25"), Ultra VGA 1024NI Monitor (14", 1024 x768, .28mm),
MS-DOS 5.0IMicrosott Windows 3.11Mouse

Dimension 486DX/33s i486DX 33 MHz System
8MB RAM. 212 MB Hard Drive, Dual fklppy Drives (3.5" and
525"), Ultra VGA 1024NI Monitor (14", 1024 x768, 28mm),
MS·DOS 5.0IMicrosoft Windows 3.11Mouse

11,499

Dimension NL20 i386SL 20 MHz System

11,799

Dimension NL25 i386SL 25 MHz System

Lease:$55/MO.

Lease:$67/MO.

*Actu• .l cle«.ler prices may vary. t:i.Service prov·ided /Jy BancTcc Service

2 ~B ~AM, 40 MB Hard Oriva, Weight: 6.~lbs. including battery,
Minimum battery life: 2.5 hours, Edgelit VGA LCD (8.5' Diagonal,
640 x480), MS-DOS 5.0IMicrosottWindows 3.11Mouse

2MB RAM, 60 MB Hard Drive, Weight: 6.3lbs. including battery,
Minimum battery life: 2.5 hours, Edgelit VGA LCD (9.5' Diagonal,
640 x480), MS-DOS 5.0IMicrosottWindows 3.11Mouse

Co 17JOrC11 io u~

On-site service may not Ve available in

cer tain remote locations. OLeasiug arrm1ged /Jy l easi 11g Gr ev p, I nc. i 386, i48(i and liw I ntel I nside Logo are trademarks of In tel
Corporation. MS-DOS and Microsojl are registered trademarks and Windows is a tradema rk ofMicrosojl C0>1ioration. FO /i.'TUNE
500 is • · registered trademark of The Time Inc. Magazine Company. Dell disclaims propl'ietal'y inlerest in !he marks and ·11a?Ues

of other s. © 1992 Dell Computer Ce17Jorlllion . All r ig/us reserued.

SOLUTIONS FOCUS1mstributedNetworkMonitors

SURVEYING

FAR-FLUNG
NETWORKS
Distributed monitoring

I

n the weedlike growth that typifies net
work development, there's usually little
and analysis tools
time for central planning or analysis.
give you a bird's-eye
Network administrators hurry instead to
deliver solutions, mixing systems from
view of network
different vendors, bridging remote segments
developed to match different needs, and tweak
activity-even if your
ing whatever needs tweaking to keep the net
network spans the globe work running. But where a hastily concocted
LAN can be unwieldy, a far-flung, multiseg
ment network can simply grow too big to man
BRUCE H. HUNTER,
age with the usual black magic. Worse, it can
TOM MAHONEY,
develop problems that you can't solve without
MICHAEL HURWICZ,
gaining a network wide perspective.
STEVE LARSON, AND
Fortunately, as networks have grown in size
BARRY NANCE
and complexity, management and analysis
tools have grown in sophistication. Among
the most powerful of the new generation of
tools is the distributed network monitor. Distributed monitors constantly gather in
formation on network behavior, allowing savvy administrators to solve problems,
tune for performance, and plan for growth even on W ANs (wide-area networks).
This month, we review six distributed monitoring and analysis systems: Concord
Communications' Trakker; Hewlett-Packard's LanProbe System; Network General's
DSS (Distributed Sniffer System); Novell's LANtern; ProTools' NCS (Network
Control Series); and TTC ' s (Telecommunications Techniques Corp .'s) NetLens
Analyzer and NetLens Probe. Because large networks are so incredibly complex and
the tools required for their analysis so demanding, this month ' s Solutions Focus takes
a different tack than usual. Instead of presenting our customary head-to-head,
BYTE Lab-based analysis, we took the six products to be reviewed out into the field
and asked five experts familiar with real-life, large-scale network problems to in
stall, run, and evaluate them.
With a distributed monitoring or analysis system, you get a picture of the activ
ity on your entire corporate network, no matterthe size. Generally, these products
are not tools for emergency repair or diagnostics, although you can use them to track
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ACTION SUMMARY

WHAT NETWORK MONITORS DO
These sophisticated network
management tools let you
monitor, and often analyze,
network activity across
multisegment networks.

• LIKES
Analyzing traffic across an entire
WAN presents an excellent
perspective on network use
and can help in design and
expansion; centralized access
means less travel for network
gurus; good analysis tools can
aid .network management
novices.
• DISLIKES
Each of these systems is
expensive; some don't allow
monitoring of diverse networks.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
Direct comparisons are not
possible, because each system
ran in a separate environment.
However, each product has
qualities to recommend it:
Trakker for all-around excellence
on Unix-based networks;
Network Control Series for
superior analysis tools; LANtern
for a usable, useful interface;
LanProbe System for low-cost
distributed monitoring; and
Distributed Sniffer System and
Netlens Analyzer for
administrators already familiar
with stand-alone versions.
1~

-

down faults. Instead, they play a daily role
on your network, providing invaluable
constant tracking data.
Vendors tout their systems as tools for
"proactive" network management. You
must decide up front whether you can af
ford this powerful, elegant-and expen
sive-approach. Most of these systems
run to tens of thousands of dollars for mon
itoring several segments. Of course, for
enterprise-critical networks, these costs
pale beside the cost of downtime.

A Closer Look
All the systems share a basic architecture:
a central monitoring console and remote
data-collection units residing on individu
al network segments. The data-collection
devices capture packets from different pro
tocol families at multiple protocol layers.
Depending on the sophistication of a sys
tem's analysis tools, this raw data can be
AUGUST 1992 • B YT E
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FEATURES OF DISTRIBUTED NETWORK MONITORING SYSTEMS

Distrihuted monitoring and analysis systems allow you to keep close tahs on multi segment networks. All divide the work
hetween remote data-collection devices and a centralized console, but similarities end there; protocol support, price, and
sophistication ofanalysis tools set each product apart. ( • =yes; o = no; NIA = not applicable.)
Concord
Communications
Trakker

Hewlett-Packard
LanProbe System

Network General
Distributed Sniffer
System

Monitor

Segment monitor:
stand-alone,
25-MHz MIPS
R3000-based unit

HP 4991A LanProbe
segment monitor:
stand-alone monitor
unit, includes
internal modem

Sniffer Server:
stand-alone
monitor unit

Console

Trakker console:
software only
(Includes SunNet
Manager);
requires SPARC
workstation

HP4993A
ProbeView
console:
HP Vectra 386/25
running
ProbeView manager
software

SniffMaster
LANtern Services
Console:
Manager
386/25 PC
software
running
console; requires
SniffMaster
386 PC running
software;
Windows 3.0
kit version
with network
(requires 386 PC)
card
available

Foundation
Manager:
software console
analyzer;
requires OS/2
1.3 or2.0
with network
card

NetLens Analyzer:
PC with
network card,
software;
kit version
(requires PC)
available

Pricing

Segment monitor:
$6000;
Trakker console:
$18,000

HP 4991A
LanProbe: $2995;
HP 4993A ProbeView
console: $10,730;
ProbeView manager
software: $5000

Sniffer Server
LANtern
(Ethernet): $8995;
Network
SniffMaster
Monitor: $4495;
Console:
LANtern Services
$16,995
Manager: $4995

Cornerstone
Agent:
$1295;
Foundation
Manager: $8995

NetLens Probe:
$3995;
NetLens Analyzer:
$15,990

•

•
•
•
•
0

Topology support
Ethernet
Thin-wire Ethernet
10Base-T
Token Ring
ARC net
Local Talk
Mixed-segment topologies
Protocol support
Seven-layer decodes

Decodes

Link-layer monitoring

•

•
•0
0
0

N/A

•
•

0
0
0
0
0

•
•
•
•
0
0

0
0

None

TCP/IP, NetWare,
LAN Manager,
AppleTalk, PC
LAN, DECnet,
3Com

TCP/IP, NetWare,
Apple Talk,
3Com, PC-LAN,
DECnet

None

TCP/IP, NetWare,
LAN Manager,
Apple Talk, PC-LAN,
Banyan Vines,
DECnet, 3Com,
SNA,XNS

TCP/IP, NetWare,
Apple Talk,
PC-LAN,
ISO, DECnet,
3Com

All link -level
protocols

All link-level
protocols

Banyan Vines,
SNA,XNS

TCP/IP, AppleTalk,
NetWare, Banyan
Vines, DECnet,
OSI, 3Com,
XNS

All link-level
protocols

All link-level
protocols

All link-level
protocols

Display capabilities
Network map
Filtered packets
Network usage
Packet statistics
Error statistics
Miscellaneous
Out-of-band communication
Remote monitor configuration
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•

0
0
0

•
•
•
0

•

TCP/IP, DECnet,
AppleTalk, IPX,
OSI, Banyan
Vines, SNA

Monitoring and alarms
Node statistics
Segment statistics
Networkwide statistics
Network load
Broadcast rate
Short-packet rate
Collision rate
Unknown station
Duplicate address
Cable break

•
•

•

•

•

MIBI

MIBl,MIBll

MIBI

MIBl,MIBll

MIBl,MIBll,
RMON

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
0

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

0

•

•

0

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
0
0

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

NetLens Probe:
stand-alone
monitor unit

0

TCP/IP, NetWare,
Sun NFS, PC-LAN,
DECnet, AppleTalk,
XNS, X.25, ISO,
Banyan Vines
TCP/IP, NetWare,
Sun NFS, PC-LAN,
DECnet, AppleTalk,
XNS, X.25, ISO,
Banyan Vines

•

LANtern
Cornerstone Agent:
Network Monitor:
software
stand-alone
monitor and
monitor unit
analyzer requires
PC running OS/2
1.3 or 2.0
with network card

TTC
Netlens Analyzer
and Netlens Probe

N/A

TCP/IP, AppleTalk,
NetWare, Banyan
Vines, DECnet, OSI,
3Com,XNS

•

ProTools
Network Control
Series

•

TCP/IP, NFS,
DECnet, LAT

Management protocols
SNMP alarms
SNMP MIS support

Novell
LANtern

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
••

•
•

•

0

•
•

0
0
0
0
0
0

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

0

•
•
•

•

•

MIBl,MIBll,
AMON

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

0

•
•
•
•

•

0

DISTRIBUTED NETWORK MONITORS

processed to present network administra
tors, sitting at central consoles, with a va
riety of information about their networks.
The most sophisticated systems can pro
vide an analysis that decodes packets at
all seven laye rs, covering much more than
network hardware.
Network General ' s DSS takes a some
what different approach from the other
monitoring systems. Most of them simply
capture data on the distributed probes and
communicate packets or filtered packets
back to the console monitor, where all
analysis takes place. DSS , on the other
hand, conducts both capture and analysis
o n the remote devices; the central console
is simply a vie wer that enables you to elec
tronically visit remote monitors on the net
work.
Concord Communications' Trakker is
a hybrid of the architecture of the DSS and
probe-based systems. Trakker conducts
much of its high-level analysis at its re
mote segment monitors.
All these systems work alongside
SNMP consoles and manageable devices.
Many of these devices support the com
mon MIB (management information base)
databases of SNMP, including MIB I and
MIB II. In theory, at least, that means you
should be able to share network tracking
data among probes from different vendors.
However, only ProTools' Network Control
Series and TTC 's NetLens Analyzer sup
port SNMP 's remote network monitor
MIB, RMON, which will probably be the
first practical vendor-independent plat
fonn for sharing data among probes. (HP's
recently announced LANProbe II , not
included in this review , also supports
RMON .)
In a comparison of distributed monitor
ing systems, at least two factors are abso
lutely critical. First, the system must sup
port your physical network topology and
be able to decode the protocols you use.
The systems support a wide range of pro
tocol families, so the protocol requirement
is usually easily met. However, many sys
tems are limited to one of a few types of
physical topologies, and only a fe w sys
tems will let you monitor various network
types simultaneously.
Second, consider the cost of each system
and the related costs of its requirements.
Most have both a hardware and a software
component, and support requirements can
range from a 386SX-based PC to a Sun
Microsystems workstation.
In the follo wing sections, each review
er presents his perspective on a distributed
monitoring system based on personal ex
perience. You will find the details of pro
tocol support, prices, and configuration
summed up in the features table.

Concord
Communications'
Trakker

Segment monitors work with Trakker
software that runs on a central SPARC
system under SunNet Manager. As sys
tem administrator, you monitor all net
work activity through this central Trakker
console.
Segment monitors analyze network
transmissions, storing the results in Trak
ker's MIB. The Trakker console gathers
info1mation from the MIBs stored by each
segment monitor. There are literally thou
sands of data objects in Trakker's MIB;
these objects are further divided into sec
tions based on protocol suites. Trakker
monitors can also detect alarm conditions
and send a notice to the console through an
SNMP agent. Trakker coordinates all its
information through intelligent analysis
software, using its knowledge of each pro
tocol to map communications from sev
eral protocol layers into dialogues between
nodes on the multisegment network.

Bruce H. Hunter
Real-Life Trakker
ere's what Unix network people real
ly need: a mechanism that makes it
possible to watch each network segment, in
real time, without interfering with the net
work. Indigenous Unix tools like e the r
f i nd, ne tst a t , and ping don't cut it,
as most of them are limited in scope and
operate on a single protocol layer. Other
tools are available, but these often require
network polling, adding to network traf
fic- something that administrators are
constantly trying to minimize in the first
place. And even if you have the most com
prehensive tool set, you won't have all the
information you need, because these in
dependent tools were not designed to work
together. Sun Microsystems' SunNet Man
ager was a step in the right direction, but it
requires agents to interface network ele
ments with SunNet Manager, and such
agents may be hard to come by.
Concord Communications' Trakker is,
finally, the realization of an ideal Unix
network tool. It monitors the network at
all times without slowing it w ith constant
polling. It operates at all internetwork pro
tocol layers, decoding most protocol fam
ilies. And most important, it ties all its
capabilities together under the capable or
chestration of a single monitoring console.

H

Architecture
Trakker uses dedicated microcomputers
(called segment 111011i10rs) to monitor each
segment. Each of these small ( 12- by 12
by 31'-inch) 20-MIPS machines attaches
to a network segment or subnetwork
through a standard MAU (multistation ac
cess unit). Segment monitors don't require
a video monitor or keyboard except during
setup.

Installing any system this far-reaching is
bound to take time and effort. Installing
the segment monitors takes very little time,
but preparing the console monitor is non
trivial. You will have to regenerate some
kernel options, enabling semaphores and
using a generous setting for maxuser s.
Concord Communications recommends
24 MB of real memory, along with IO MB
of disk space for the product and 72 MB of
swap space.
Trakker's segment monitors run $6000
each, and you' I I need one for each seg
ment. The Trakker software will run you
an additional $18 ,000, but if you already
own SunNet Manager, you may be able
to talk a deal.
Trakker ran error-free as I evaluated its
capabilities on my company's Unix net
work, which consists of a large number of
workstations. Trakker never hung or got
confused, and it never did anything un
tidy. Even more amazing, it blessed me
with error-free operation in spite of my
inexperience with the tool.
I was surprised at how many minor
problems I picked up on our well-designed
and well-tuned network. I found time dae
mons taking much too much CPU time,
persistent error messages from an NFS
(Network File System) client trying to ac
cess a file that was no longer there, and
similar errors that would have gone unde
tected without Trakker. Most valuable of
all, I was able to track my NFS traffic day
by day; I got a look at the real work habits
of my users, noting how constantly and
predictably they loaded each segment. It
was clear that if we used Trakker over a
prolonged period, we could postpone the
expense of another network redesign by
AUGUST 1992 • BYTE
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fixing the errors Trakker showed us and
redistributing the workload accordingly.
What struck home for me was Trakker's
convenience. Once it's set up, it's perma
nent. Analysis tools like protocol analyz
ers, in contrast, are clumsy, because you
have to lug them around and plug them
into whatever network segments you need
to analyze.
One thing I appreciated most as a Unix
system administrator was that I could use
Trakker from the Unix side of the network.
The monitor program we use for our con
centrators is a fine tool, but because it runs
on DOS, it's not readily available to any
one but the network administrator. How
ever, on today's networked sites, Unix sys
tem administrators also need access to
network tools, since about 70 percent of
their work is network-related.

once installed, it stays installed; it's a clean
solution. It requires little maintenance and
takes no toll on the network it's entrusted
to watch. And while not inexpensive,
Trakker costs less than the tools and soft
ware needed to duplicate its functions
piecemeal.

Bruce H. Hunter of Folsom, California,
has heen a Unix systems administrator/or
over 12 years. He is the author of seven
hooks, the latest ofwhich is Unix Systems:
Advanced Administration and Manage
ment (Macmillan, 1991). You can reach

him on BIX c/o "editors" or on Internet
at editors@hyteph.hyte.com.

Documentation and Help
Trakker's voluminous documentation is
thorough and excellent. You get separate
guides to installing the segment monitor,
monitoring TCP/IP and NFS, and tracing;
there are also individual guides to LAT,
DECnet, and the data-link layer.
Some guides (e.g., the Internet monitor
guide) are so thorough they provide a re
view of the basics of network protocols,
encapsulation, and network layering for
both the TCP/IP and OSI stacks. I was
able to cover all the documentation in just
two evenings, including a quick review of
the console user's guide, which I needed
after using the tool for the first time. Be
sides the printed manuals, Trakker also in
cludes an excellent, hypertext-based help
tool built on FrameMaker.

Dazzling Scope
Trakker's most important feature is its abil
ity to work at all network layers and with
all protocols. Early network analyzers
could not easily format protocol layers
above the data-link layer. Later analyzers
and monitors improved, but none of them
can compare with Trakker, which tracks
down the TCP/IP family, the UDP family
(including NFS), DECnet, and LAT. Trak
ker also offers link-level monitoring of
NetWare, AppleTalk, and PC-Net proto
cols. In addition, Trakker formats protocol
information before presenting it to the ad
ministrator, so you don't have to be inti
mately familiar with the details of each
protocol.
The dazzling scope ofTrakker's abilities
is, in the long run, its most impressive at
tribute. Monitoring all protocols at all lay
ers, Trakker offers the functions of most
basic Unix network tools, as well as the
capability of a protocol analyzer and net
work monitor. Trakker is easy to use, and
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Hewlett-Packard's
LanProbe System
Tom Mahoney
omprehensive network management
strategies require three main compo
nents: instrumentation to collect perfor
mance data, an integrated network man
agement platform, and integrated database
applications. HP's LanProbe distributed
analysis system provides instrumentation
for Ethernet networks. It also sets the
framework for an integrated management
platform.
LanProbe System consists of one or
more Ethernet monitors, or LanProbes,
that attach directly to thin or thick coaxial
cable or, via an external transceiver, to
fiber-optic or unshielded twisted-pair ca
bling. Each LanProbe monitors one Ether
net segment. LanProbes report network
activity to a central console, an IBM AT or
PS/2 workstation running ProbeView,
HP's Windows-based monitor program.
(HP also offers a fully configured HP Yec
tra PC as a console option.)

C

Using LanProbe
Installing and configuring the LanProbes is
a cumbersome and time-consuming pro
cedure; you need to determine and con
figure an IP address for each one. You
must also configure each LanProbe for the
specific medium, setting each for twisted-

pair, coaxial, or fiber-optic cabling. As I set
up LanProbe on Connect Computer's cor
porate LAN, I had a few problems with
these requirements. Dealing with media
incompatibility required assistance from
HP technical support, which provided help
ful advice.
Once past the messy setup, LanProbe
performed well and was very easy to use.
ProbeView runs as a Windows applica
tion and makes good use of its GUI. Probe
Yie w provides basic and detailed infor
mation about Ethernet LAN performance.
It monitors vital LAN parameters and gath
ers useful statistics, such as valid packets,
collisions, errors, and broadcasts. Probe
Yiew displays current activity levels of
individual nodes as well as overall per
formance trends.
LanProbes can communicate with the
ProbeView console through either the net
work or remote (out-of-band) connections.
Remote probes connect through a dial-up
connection or a data switch. A program
called Probe View Alert Manager handles
remote control of each probe, allowing
the network administrator to configure
each monitor and set access passwords.
Each LanProbe comes with an internal
2400-bps modem. As an alternative, you
can attach a faster external modem to the
RS-232 serial connection. HP's built-in
modem provides data compression to
speed up data transfer; still, LanProbe's
remote operation is intended for down
loading accumulated statistics at periodic
intervals, not for continuous reporting. To
make collecting data easier, the Probe
Yiew console can initiate an automatic
download from each probe at predefined
times.
There is no real limit to the number of
probes that can report to a single console;
the probes-per-console limit is more an is
sue of network management philosophy.
For example, in a decentralized environ
ment, a company division may want to
monitor its own networks using a small
number of LanProbes. In a highly central
ized company, on the other hand, all net
work information can be forwarded to a
single group. HP claims that one of its cus
tomers runs 75 LanProbes reporting to a
single Probe View console.

Protocol Support
LanProbe monitors a wide array of proto
cols in many different families, including
TCP/IP, OSI (Open Systems Interconnec
tion), NetWare, Banyan Vines, DECnet,
AppleTalk, and XNS stacks. The LanProbe
monitor is limited to Ethernet networks at
the data-link layer, however, handling
802.2, 802.3, and SNAP protocols.
If you want to decode packets, you'll

Take The Lead!

lsn1t it time you experienced the benefits of
object-oriented prqgramming?
You can with Dataflex 3.0.
Dataflex's comprehensive 4GL, robust class
libraries, object-oriented program generators
and proven database management system pro
vide you with a complete library of tools for
application development.
Generating complete object-oriented programs
is as easy as clicking on AUTOCREATE in
Dataflex's menu system. Utilizing Dataflex's
many other language features lets you create
fully customized CUA applications.
Experience faster development, easier mainte
nance, re-usable code and better looking
applications now with Dataflex 3.0 for $795. ·
If you currently use anether 4Gl or program
ming language, the cost is only $125,* a sav·
ings of $670.
The benefits of object-oriented programming
are available now. Don't get left behind.
Take the lead...with Dataflex!
Call 1-800-451-FLEX for complete Dataflex
information and the dealer nearest you.
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need to purchase the Probe View Protocol
Analysis option from HP. The analysis
software allows you to decode and exam
ine packets; it includes a 1ibrary of 28 fil
ters to enable searching for specific types
of packets.
LanProbe System also provides infor
mation about network utilization, valid
packets per second, valid bytes per sec
ond, broadcast packets per second, errors
per second, and collisions per second. It
maintains trend data about various net
work parameters, such as valid packets,
multicasts, broadcasts, CRC (cyclic re
dundancy check) and alignment errors,
collisions, and jabber.
LanProbes can deliver alerts (HP jar
gon for alarms) to the ProbeView console
when a significant network event occurs.
An alert might signal, for example, that
network collisions exceeded a threshold
or that a log buffer reached maximum ca
pacity. Alerts include the type, date, and
time of the triggering event and the seg
ment and network where the ale11 occurred.
When an alert has been received, the Alert
Manager icon pulses red, with an accom
panying beep; you can read the alert mes
sage by simply clicking on the icon. All
alerts are automatically logged.
LanProbe includes solid SNMP support.
The ProbeView Alert Manager will for
ward alerts to SNMP management stations
on the network regarding cable test alerts,
relevant echo alerts, duplicate IP alerts,
and statistics alerts. ProbeView will also
forward the SNMP MIB data maintained
by agent devices when polled by an SNMP
management console and send SNMP
traps when alert thresholds are exceeded.

Pluses and Minuses
The most useful feature of the LanProbe
System is its ability to present current or
daily trend data in a clear, concise graph
ical format. The daily trend option enables
you to view trends over a 30-hour period.
Another strength is ProbeView's Windows
orientation; an export option from Probe
View lets you easily transfer monitor data
to other Windows applications.
The LanProbe System has its limita
tions. The initial setup takes a consider
able amount of time. Also, LanProbe does
not support Token Ring LANs, at a time
when most large corporate environments
have heterogeneous networks that require
an integrated approach to network man
agement.
LanProbe isn't cheap, but compared to
some of the more full-featured analysis
systems like Trakker and the Network
Control Series, it's an economical alter
native. Each LanProbe sells for $2995,
and the Probe View software costs $5000.
210 BYTE • AUGUST 1992

The optional Protocol Analysis capability
is another $2000. HP will supply a turnkey
Vectra 386 system ($ 10,730) as the con
sole, or you can buy a compatible 386
based system.
LanProbe has a role to play as a key
data-gathering subsystem in a compre
hensive network management system. Its
SNMP support and forwarding of SNMP
alerts are important allributes. But for so
phisticated protocol debugging and trou
bleshooting, systems such as Network
General's Sniffer or HP's own Network
Advisor are probably better tools. Lan
Probe lets you capture data on monitoring
activity, save it, and export it to Network
Advisor.

Tom Mahoney is a senior consultant with
Connect Computer Co. in Eden Prairie,
Minnesota. He 's had over JO years' di
rect experience with LAN s and extensive
experience in the areas of strategic sys
tems planning, internetwork design and
implementation, systems integration, and
network management. You can contact
him on BIX clo "editors."

Network General's
Distributed
Sniffer System
Michael Hurwicz
omewhere, deep in the heart of the
mathematical chaos that rules the uni
verse, it is written that network problems
will always multiply faster than network
gurus. Budgets for guru artillery, such as
protocol analyzers, follow equally per
verse laws. The result is the familiar sight
of the lone network troubleshooter racing
from glitch to glitch with protocol analyz
er in hand.
Network General's DSS permits the
breathless guru to run less and work more.
TI1e DSS is a remote-control protocol-anal
ysis system from the maker of the popular
Sniffer protocol analyzer. It combines re
liability and high performance with low
impact on the network. And for those who
currently use Sniffer, the fact that DSS

S

is a Sniffer work-alike is, of course, a ma
jor advantage.

Not a Probe
What is the DSS? First, it is not a probe
based system. True, both types of systems
capture packets, and both consist of re
mote units and central consoles. Beneath
these surface s imilarities, however, lies a
world of difference.
A probe captures packets and sends
summary information or filtered data, or
both, back to a central console. The central
console then analyzes the data. The DSS
also has remote boxes (called Sniffer
Servers) that communicate with central
consoles (called SniffMaster Consoles).
Like probes, Sniffer Servers capture pack
ets. However, in contrast to probes, Sniffer
Servers also analyze. The central consoles
just act as screens for "movies" generated
on Sniffer Servers. No packet-capture data
or summary information changes hands.
There is one exception to this rule: Snif
fer Servers send SNMP alarms to Sniff
Master Consoles, which then consolidate
them. SNMP alarm consolidation is a "by
the-way" function for most users, howev
er. It's hardly a sufficient reason for laying
out the bucks for a DSS.
Sniffer Servers cost between $5000 and
$11,000, depending on configuration. The
SniffMaster Console PC board and soft
ware cost $7995, and Network General
will provide a turnkey system for $16,995.
A DSS with two or more Sniffer Servers is
always cheaper than the same number of
stand-alone Sniffers.
Troubleshooters famili"r with the Snif
fer will see only minor differences in the
DSS. Monitoring functions, which Net
work General has brought into the Snif
fer from its Watchdog Network Monitor
product, are also in the DSS. The moni
toring function provides statistical sum 
maries of traffic for individual stations and
the network as a whole, and it generates
alerts when selected ·variables exceed user
defined limits.

Network Load and Performance
Network General helps ensure reliable
communications by allowing users to route
DSS communications out of band. There
are two ways to do this. First, SniffMaster
Consoles can connect to Sniffer Servers
via telephone, using modems (at rates of up
to 9600 bps). Although screen updates are
rather slow in this mode, the phone lines
are guaranteed to be 100 percent indepen
dent of the LAN. In addition, each Sniffer
Server has two LAN adapters: a monitor
ing adapter and a transport adapter. The
transport adapter is used for communicat
ing with the Sniff Master Console, and the
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monitoring adapter is used for monitor
ing. These two adapters can be on two dif
ferent networks.
In my tests, I had both the transport
adapter and the monitoring adapter on the
same network. In this configuration, if the
transport adapter put a lot of traffic on the
network, it could cause problems. Fortu
nately, the DSS, by its own count, peaked
at less than 0.2 percent network utiliza
tion on the 10-Mbps Ethernet network.
For comparison, a single IBM PC doing

word processing peaked at about 1 per
cent when saving a file.
Network loading, by the way, is one
area where the DSS is preferable to probes.
Probes often don't put a tremendous load
on the network, because they're config
ured to capture only packet headers and
to filter out all but a few specific types of
packets. However, if the console needs to
look at a lot of data, a probe can load the
network to an unacceptable degree. The
DSS, in contrast, uses almost no network

Ir
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bandwidth, no matter how many packets it
captures.

Limitations
The DSS is a solid, high-perfrnmance, full
function tool that can save you money.
However, it does have some limitations.
For one, communication between Snif
fer Servers and SniffMaster Consoles de
pends on particular protocols. Token Ring
servers support NetBEUI and NetBIOS
over IPX. The Ethernet server supports
TCP/IP and NetBIOS over IPX. Network
devices such as routers often block Net
BIOS packets. If a device, such as a router
or bridge, prevents the selected protocol
from operating between the DSS server
and the corisole, the troubleshooter will
be reduced to using a slow serial connec
tion.
Another limitation is that a single Snif
fer Server can provide just one view of the
network at any given time. Even though
two different consoles can access the same
server simultaneously, they'll see the same
thing. (Both their keyboards will also con
trol the server.) With probes, on the other
hand, each console can request and receive
different data or summaries. Those con
soles can be configured to display that data
in a number of different ways, too. In ad
dition, there's generally no problem with
having three, four, or half a dozen con
soles controlling and getting information
from the same probe, in comparison with
the DSS 's limit of two consoles per Snif
fer Server.
The DSS's segment-by-segment or ring
by-ring view of the network is also a draw
back. Since each Sniffer Server sends
screen infomiation, not captured packets or
summary information, the DSS console is
not in a position to consolidate data from
multiple segments or rings. (The one ex 
ception to this rule is SNMP alarms.) If a
router or bridge malfunctions, it's likely
to affect all the networks to which it's con
nected. In a probe-based system, the con
sole could potentially create a list of all
rings or segments in which a particular
type of error packet exceeds a certain rate.
The console could list devices, such as
routers, that appear on more than one of
those rings or segments. With the DSS,
you would have to flip from screen to
screen and perform those correlations
manually.

Let Gurus Guru
The DSS should have great attractions for
current Sniffer users who have multiple
geographically dispersed networks and not
enough protocol-analysis gurus to go
around. It will enable gurus to respond to
problems from a central console, making
212 BYTE • AUGUST 1992
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responses quicker, avoiding travel ex
penses, and allowing gurus to concentrate
on guruing rather than sprinting.
On the other hand, if you're not com
mitted to a particular protocol-analysis
tool, consider a probe-based system as an
alternative. Probe-based systems are like
ly to be less expensive, and in some ways
they're more flexible than the DSS.
Michael Hurwicz., a consultant and writer
in Eastsound, Washington, specializes in
LANs and E-mail. You can contact him
via MCI Mail, Sprint Mail, or AT& T Mail
as "mhurwicz" and on BIX c/o "editors."

Novell's LANtern
Steve Larson
ovell 's offering for centralized net
work management for large Ethernet
N
internetworks is LANtern, a sophisti
cated tool made easy to use by a well-de
signed user interface. It provides network
managers with information for everyday
maintenance and also offers diagnostic
functions for the "everyday" emergency.
There are two components to LANtern:
the LANtern Network Monitor, a rack
mountable data-collection device that con
nects to an Ethernet segment, and the
LANtern Services Manager, the compan
ion management software that gathers and
interprets network data.

Lighting Up LANtern
Installation of the LANtern Network Mon
itor is simple plug-and-play: Just connect
a transceiver from the port on the back of
the device to your Ethernet segment. Once
the connection is made, the data light on
the monitor begins to flash immediately,
indicating data collection. The network
monitor runs on thick, thin, or twisted-pair
Ethernet networks.
The LANtern Services Manager re
quires a powerful hardware platform: a
386-based PC running Windows 3.0 or
higher and a network card with an OD!
(Open Data-link Interface) driver. The ODI
requirement is where some users may have
problems. If you ' re lucky enough to be
using one of the cards that the Services
Manager supports out of the box (i.e., No
214 BYTE •AUGUST 1992

veil and 3Com cards), the software auto
matically sets up the drivers for you. If
you use any other kind of card, you 'I I have
to acquire a driver and obtain configuration
information from the manufacturer.
The LANtern Services Manager can
communicate with the network monitors
by various methods: serially via a null mo
dem cable from a PC to a network monitor,
via dial-up by attaching a modem to the
monitor's serial port, or over the LAN us
ing IP. Clearly, IP is the preferred option
for performance.
When communicating on the LAN, the
Services Manager automatically detects
any LANtern Network Monitors that are
connected to a local Ethernet segment. For
the Services Manager to detect monitors
connected to other Ethernet segments, your
LAN must be bridged or have a router that
will pass IP packets.
I tested LANtern on the twisted-pair
network of Connect Computer, using a
third-party network card in a 20 -MHz
386SX-based Services Manager console
workstation. I recommend a faster ma
chine, as system response time was slow
when LANtern displayed several graphs
simultaneously. I configured two Network
Monitors on Connect's home-office LAN,
one on each of our bridged Ethernet seg
ments. Once problems with the setup of
the ODI drivers were rectified, the Ser
vices Manager was able to automatically
detect both Network Monitors on our net
work. For testing purposes, I also hooked
up one Network Monitor via a null mo
dem cable. Serial communication was slow
but acceptable on an isolated basis; you
wouldn't want to use serial communica
tions as an everyday option.

Tracking Statistics
LANtern can track several protocols, in
cluding IP, !PX, and DECnet. I used a
Novell LANalyzer to place packets of var
ious protocols on our test network with
varying levels of traffic. The LANtern Net
work Monitor detected and tracked ev
erything I sent to it, which included !PX,
XNS, DECnet, SNA, and other protocols.
For the advanced administrator, the ability
to track these different protocols on a large
Ethernet internetwork is essential for main
taining proper network performance levels.
Particularly impressive is the Services
Manager's real-time utilization tracking
of a segment.
LANtern 's statistics tracking is very
good; the system stores statistics records in
Btrieve databases on the Services Manag
er console. Novell has made it easy for
less experienced administrators, as well
as seasoned network pros, to scan LAN
tern 's vast databases. The Services Man

ager includes a long list of preset statis
tics combinations, which you can view as
a real-time graph. These combinations al
low even a relative novice to find trends in
what might otherwise be a heap of obscure
statistics.
One particularly useful feature is LAN
tern 's ability to make customized real-time
graphs based on statistics you select. There
is also an option to generate a list of Ether
net devices describing protocol, packet
destination, MAC (media access control)
address, and many other statistics. This
feature lets you track the activity of a sin
gle network device. One useful option that
LANtern unfortunately lacks is a way to
display infmmation graphically on stations
specified by protocol.
LANtern includes alarm support for pa
rameters that exceed user-defined thresh
olds. This allows the manager of a large
internetwork to receive alarms of network
conditions before they reach a critical
stage, as well as receive alarms that indi
cate current problems. A bar graph pro
vides an easy way to set thresholds for vi
sual, audio, and logged alarms. LANtern
can generate an alann on utilization thresh
olds, CRC (cyclic redundancy check) er
rors, local collisions, remote collisions,
short and long packets, jabber, and other
typical transmission errors.
There are no preset limits on the number
of Network Monitors that the Services
Manager can track; it's purely a function of
the amount of available disk space on the
console. If you track a lot of data, LAN
tern 's Btrieve databases can quickly out
grow available disk space.

Check It Out
Overall, LANtern 's statistics tracking and
diagnostic features are very good. Antici 
pating that some users may be intimidated
by the wide range of data that LANtern
collects, Novell has created a Services
Manager interface that's easy to use. Basic
statistics analysi s is well documented in
the user's guide for the Services Man
ager, so anyone can use this system after
spending a couple of hours with the system
manuals.
The documentation has some short
comings. The system manuals should offer
more troubleshooting documentation for
dealing with installation problems. Fur
ther, although LANtern was able to pick up
all the protocols we used for testing, the
system documentation on all the protocols
supported is sparse. More details on pro
tocol support would be useful.
LANtern Network Monitors cost $4495.
Novell also offers an entry-level version
called the LANtern Network Monitor
LTD, which is limited to monitoring a
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maximum of 32 stations, for $2495. LAN
tern Services Manager software sells for
$4995.
All in all, LANtern Network Monitor
and LANtern Services Manager constitute
an excellent product for proactive Ethernet
internetwork management. It's easy to use,
and it ran without problems.

Steve Larson is a systems engineer at Con
nect Computer Co. in Eden Prairie, Min
nesota. He has more thanji've years of in
ternetwork design, implementation, and
troubleshooting experience, and special
izes in WANs, network-to-mainframe com
munications, and applications integration.
You can contact him on BIX clo "editors."
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paq all make such devices. You can also
use NCS on Ethernet LANs with a wide
variety of Ethernet network adapters.
Multiple FMs can share data; for ex
ample, one FM node running Token Ring
and another running Ethernet can share
and report statistical data from each LAN.
You'd need to set up a Token Ring/Ether
net bridge in this situation to let NCS
process the network management packets
from the other LAN.
Each CA gathers statistics on its LAN
and reports results, on request, to the cen
tral FM. FM and CA use SNMP to ex
change statistics. The components did not
appear to slow our router's performance,
but you can configure FM and CA to ex
change data less frequently if you find that
NCS 's i1iternal communications are
putting a significant load on your network.
CA can operate by itself on the local
console. You can monitor network loads,
set alarms, or generate a map of the nodes
on CA's segment. According to ProTools,
CA can also report its findings to any
SNMP console that uses RMON, MIB I,
or MIB II.
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ProTools' Network
Control Series
Barry Nance

T

he growth of my company, PRC, has
forced us to move 18 people, along
with a file server, into a new office across
the street. Novell's Async Remote Router
created a WAN Iink between our old and
new LANs, and Pro Tools' NCS (Network
Control Series) let me monitor the two net
works from my desk. I wanted to make
sure both the LANs and the link between
them stayed healthy during the reconfigu
ration of PRC's networks. BYTE asked
me to review NCS at just the right time.
NCS is a software-only product, con
sisting of two modules: FM (Foundation
Manager) and CA (Cornerstone Agent).
FM sells for $8995; each CA (one per seg
ment) will run you $1295. You use FM as
a master console and CA as a remote slave
on each outlying network. Both compo
nents require a 25-MHz 386-based com
puter running OS/2 1.3 or 2.0. You must
also use a Token Ring adapter that offers
a "promiscuous" mode of operation. This
mode lets applications software see all the
frames that circulate the LAN ; Protean,
Olicom, Ungermann-Bass, IBM, and Com

Up and Running
You use your own PCs, copies of OS/2,
and network adapters to run NCS. You'll
want to plan ahead to make sure all the
pieces are ready at the right time. Installa
tion itself is a snap. The documentation
includes a Customer Information Guide
for obtaining technical support, a Getting
Started Guide with installation steps and
tutorials, and a thorough User's Guide.
NCS decodes MAC control frames,
SNMP, TCP/IP, XNS/IPX, NetBIOS,
NetWare NCP , IBM/Microsoft SMBs ,
Banyan Vines, IBM SNA, and DECnet
protocols. You can associate a different
name with each network node (ProTools
says that future versions of NCS will be
able to obtain these names automatically
from the network operating system), and
NCS uses DDE to exchange data with
products like Microsoft Excel. NCS can
also import frame-capture files from Net
work General's Sniffer.
NCS's menu options are SAA/CUA
(Systems Application Architecture/Com
mon User Access) compliant, but the tool
bar of icons gives you the quickest access
to NCS functions. The Acquire icon tells
NCS to begin capturing frames. The Play
back icon sends previously acquired
frames across the LAN. The Remote icon
connects FM to one of up to 256 remote
agents (e.g ., a CA). The DDE icon lets
you export NCS statistics. The Transmit
icon lets you generate network traffic; it's
password-protected .
You use the Alarm icon to set up thresh

olds to tell NCS to notify you when MAC
layer error frames, high network load, or
unusually large or small frames occur. The
Filter icon lets you categorize and see
frames between specific nodes or cate
gories of nodes on the LAN.
The Map icon shows a graphical dis
play of the nodes on the LAN. You can
see total traffic or, with filtering, traffic
between specific nodes or kinds of nodes.
The Statistics icon lets you see up to 16
simultaneous summaries of network and
workstation activity, including frame-size
distribution, errors, and network load.
One of NCS's nicest qualities is its
strong graphical orientation. For example,
you set up filtering by graphically attach
ing filters through a visual programming
tool.

NCS in Action
The first thing you should do with a net
work analyzer is baseline your LAN, to
establish what's nmmal for your network.
NCS offers automatic baselining-a nice
feature. After you let NCS observe your
LAN, it automatically sets up alarm thresh
olds for you.
The next most handy feature of NCS is
GeoGraph. When you drag the Map icon
to the main window, NCS draws a map of
your LAN (local or remote). You see the
message traffic between nodes on the LAN
in real time; you can instantly see who is
hogging the network.
If you 're not an expert LAN trouble
shooter, don't worry-NCS's Network
Consultant screens, in OS/2 hypertext
(.INF) format, offer a range of helpful ad
vice. For each of about 35 typical prob
lems, you see symptoms, a problem de
scription, and a proposed solution. NCS
ships with a Iist of solution files, and Pro
Tools says that it will continually expand
the list of typical problems and solutions in
the database. A partial list of problems
("B" through "C" in the NCS help file)
shows entries for broadcast storm, buffer
overflow, cable fault, cache problems, and
connector fault .
Problem descriptions are detailed and
comprehensive, and they are obviously
written for a general audience. A typical
description for cable fault suggests that
the faulty cable may be lying next to vi
brating equipment or may be too near a
device that generates electrical noise.
ProTools designed FM and CA to help
you proactively prevent network problems.
Both modules do a good job of decoding
and analyzing LAN packets at all levels .
The statistical reporting functions enable
you to view bar graphs and tables depict
ing your network's workload in a very use
ful fashion.
co111i11ued
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Developers Say ...

Accountants Say ...

End Users Say ...

"Hardlock is Networking! Now
everyone on the Network can
access my application without
having the Hardlock on their
PC. NET Hardlock's interface
allows me to easily limit the
number of simultaneous users
without having to build this up
myself. Since NET Hardlock
contains an algorithmic
response ASIC, I'm assured
of the highest level of copy
protection effectiveness.
Glenco's software interface
choices couldn't have been
easier to use!"

"NET Hardlock is a welcome
addition to the Hardlock family
of revenue protection products.
Now limiting and expanding the
simultaneous user portion of the
license agreement is the easy
part! Our costs are lowered and
the end user benefits - it's a
perfect solution!"

"NET Hardlock is the easiest
protection system I've ever
used! Once the NET Hardlock
is plugged in, I don't even know
it's there. Now the application
can find the NET Hardlock
regardless of which PC I'm
using. We can easily add more
users to the license without
shipping Hardlocks back and
forth. Just knowing the software
developer is paid for their efforts
makes me feel confident that the
next upgrade is coming and my
investment is secure!"

Other products in the Hardlock Family:
Hardlock & Hardlock with Memory (Single User)
Hardlock DES (Data Security)
Hardlock SE (Workstations)

• For a distributor in Europe contact Fast Electronic GmbH, Tel: 49 :89 -53 8-800~0 Fax: 49-89-539-800-40
In Korea contact Finecom, Tel: 82-2-690-5811 Fax: 82-2-605-57 29 · In Brazil contact HT-MACH, Tel: 21-257-0314 Fax: 21-235-6808
In Chile contact Datasoft S.A., Tel: 562-246-7443 Fax: 562-208-0591
In Peru contact V.C.H.I., Tel: 51-14-440537 Fax: 51-14-475984
Fodnternotionol _information circle 106, For End-User inform~tion circle 1 07 on Inquiry Card•
.i
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Rack &Desk
·chassis
FOR

DISTRIBUTED NETWORK MONITORS
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XT/AT/286/386/486
111111111111111111111111111111

Integrand's unique packaging design uses
modular construction. We have 3 basic
models for ISAIEISA bus computers. Over
90 interchangabfe modules allow you to
customize them to nearly any requirement.
We make drive enclosures and rackmount
keyboards too. Integrand offers high
quality, advanced design hardware and
strong support. Why settle for fess?

Rack & Desk Models
Accepts Most Motherboards and Passive
Backplanes
Doesn't Look Like IBM
Rugged, Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow &Cooling
Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized
200 & 300 Watt Supplies, UL, CSA, TUV
Reasonably Priced

Three Models: Drawer, Shelf; and Panel
Reasonably Priced
Call or write for descriptive brochures,prices
or applicctions assistance:

INTEGRAND
_

RESEARCH

CORP

8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291

209/651-1203
FAX 2091651-1353
We accept VISA and MasterCard
IBMIXTIAr rMIBM •286IJ861486 TM INTEL D<ives and computer boards natincluded.
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TTC 's NetLens
Analyzer and
Net Lens Probe
Barry Nance

T

TC's distributed LAN-monitoring tools
allowed me to watch over the same
process I analyzed with ProTools' NCS:
the creation or another segment in PRC's
LAN . As with NCS, it was an ideal time to
review a distributed monitoring system.
T wo NetLens Probes accompanied the
NetLens Analyzer. The NetLens Analyz
er is a Compaq Portable III running Com
paq DOS 3.31 with 640 KB of RAM and a
Token Ring board. The NetLens Probes
are se lf-contained devices (not PCs) that
you attach to each remote LAN. The
NetLens Analyzer acts as a central con 
sole from which you can see activity from
each or the network segments. The
NetLen s Analyzer queries the NetLens
Probes on each segment to gather LAN
traffic data. A proprietary TTC protocol
carries data between the analyzer and the
probes. TTC oilers both Token Ring and
Ethernet versions; however, a single ana
lyzer and its probes can monitor only one
type or physical network.
Although the NetLens Probes must send
captured packets back to the NetLens An
alyzer for analysis and decoding, I didn't
notice any performance problems. Com
munication between Probes and Analyzer
us ing the TTC communication protocol
on our Token Ring LANs didn't hamper
the passage or normal NetWare traffic
through the router.
Token Ring NetLens Probes cost $3995
each, and you'll need one for each ring.
The NetLens Analyzer, including the host
console, costs $15,990. The company also
sells a NetLens Analyzer kit, consisting
of a network adapter and software you in
stall in one of your own PCs, for $12,450.
TTC' s network adapter, built into the
NetLens Analyzer I reviewed, contains an
on-board 80186 CPU running at 16 MHz,
as well as a Texas Instruments TMS380
Token Ring controller chip.

Installation and Configuration
Installing the TTC products is a simple
matter of attaching them to your LAN. If
you need to reconfigure a NetLens Probe,
you connect an asynchronous terminal, or

a PC running communications software, to
the Probe' s se rial port. To install the
NetLens Analyzer computer, you connect
a LAN cable to its network adapter.
The TTC documentation does n ' t as
sume that you're a networking expert. The
user's guide clearly spells out how to run
the different tests, and the Packets and Pro
tocols booklet helpfully explains the un
derlying theory on which NetLens Ana
lyzer works.
The NetLens Analyzer can decode
TCP/IP and UDP, MAC frames, LLC,
ISO, CONS/CLNS, Banyan Vines, IPX,
NetBIOS, and NFS protocol s. The Net
Lens Analyzer model that I evaluated also
decodes the higher-level NetWare NCP,
IBM/Microsoft SMBs, and IBM SNA pro
tocols. You use the TADDMOD utility to
associate names with the individual node
addresses on your LANs. The TMAKE123
utility does a good job of converting test
results into files that you can import into
Lotus 1-2-3.

Living with NetLens
The menu options for NetLens Analyzer
are traffic-display modes. You can choose
alarms, development, performance, statis
tic s, summary, test, traffic generation,
open, and errors. You use the alanns mode
to warn you about error conditions on the
local or remote network, selecting from a
variety of conditions. You can set an alam1
to tell you when network traffic gets above
a certain level, the rate of MAC error
frames exceeds a certain threshold, a new
stat io n joins the ring, a station has not
transmitted anything for a long time, the
ring is beaconing, a station has lost contact
with a neighbor, or the active monitor has
failed.
The development mode lets you debug
a new protocol or IPX/NetBIOS applica
tion if you 're writing software that sends
and receives packets. Performance mode
can show either packets per second or net
work load. Summary mode shows aver
age load, peak load, and error rate. The
other modes offer s imilar summary-level
information. NetLens Analyzer has a fa
cility to log all frames to a disk file so that
you can look at them later. NetLens Ana 
lyzer implements password protection to
prevent unauthorized use of the traffic gen
erator or the development-mode analyzer
function .
To activate remote probes, you choose
one or more (by name if you've config
ured it that way; otherwise, by net wo rk
address) from a list of up to 50 remote de
vices. Except for the open test, which you
can't run remotely, all the NetLens Ana
lyzer modes operate the same way whether
you are monitoring a remote probe or

Your 10-vendor networkjust went down. The LAN
people blame the WAN people. The data center
people blame the bridge/router people.

And you didn't go to INTEROP.
YoJve got choices. One is to struggle through the incredible pace of technical
•Executive INTEROP: The Business of Network Computing
evolution or hope throughosmosis that you learn whatever it tctes to find asolution. With aspecial focus on IANs and IAN integration into the corporate network, Join
Howcrd Anderson of the Yankee Group and take ahigh-level look at open systems,
The indusuy's premier Interoperability Conference and Exhibition bring together
downsizing, legacy systems and the changing demands of end users.
the leading vendors, most powerful technologies, comprehensive tutorials and
conference sessions in an all-new format It's four conferences in one.

•Global INTEROP: Building Internet Infrastructures
Focus on SNMP/CMIP network management and security, X400, OSPF, Frame
Relay, SMDS, ATM and SONET, FDDl/CDDI, SMT, Client-Server issues, wireless
networks and more.

There are also all the features you've come to expect: over 40 infonnation-packed,
two-day tutorials, as many as 100 conference sessions, world-renowned instructors
and speakers, over 400 exhibitors all running live on a global internetwork, and
fascinating Solutions Showcase'" Demonstrations.
Come and learn the answers you need, well before you need theml

• SNA INTEROP: lntemetworks in the SNA Environment

INTEROP 92 Fall, San Francisco
26-30 October 1992
Moscone Convention Center
Call for your 48-pagebrochure
1-800-INTEROP ext.139

Concentrate on migrating SNA networks to the internetwork architecture, and
achieving the price-performance of large multiprotocol internetworks.

•Desktop INTEROP: PCs and LANs in the Enterprise Network
Join internetworking expert Craig Burton of The Burton Group in exploring how
you can benefit from network services like messaging, directay and file. Tcrget
second-generation network applications, today's state-of-the-art, aid the future
of NetWare.

·1KNOw1rwORKS

llQIWJNTERQP.
F

A

L

I SAW IT AT INTEROP"
L

ID 1992 lnterop Company, 480 San Anlonro Road, Su11e 100, Mountan V~w. CA 94040, 1·800·776-6676, outsld< or ti~ US Call jlS-941-3399, fAX 415-949-1779
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Gain speed in your
problem solving
and confidence
.
1n your answers
with Maple V...

3-0 Tube Plot created with Maple V.

T1e symbolic math software for
engineering, science, and
education professionals.
Maple, developed at the University of
Waterloo, is today's most complete symbolic
math package, and it's now available from
MathSoft. the makers of Mathcad. Maple's
comprehensive library of over 2,000 built-in
functions and easy-to-use interactive
environment delivers a maximum strength
program in a surprisingly uncomplicated
package.
•Provides power and flexibility.
You won't believe that something so
powerful runs on everything from
supercomputers to computers with as
little as 1MB of memory. And Maple's
flexibility makes it easy to share files
across all platforms . It's completely
programmable ... and Maple's user
interface supports natural mathematical
calculations, so you can request an
infinite variety of computations and graph
your output in two or three dimensions.
• Use for a wide range of applications.
Maple is ideal for a wide range of
applications, including helicopter blade
design, VLSI design, chemistry, satellite
guidance systems, econometrics, electrical
engineering, and applied mathematics 
to name just a few. Maple frees you from
the "bookkeeping" of complex calculations
and lets you concentrate on modeling and
problem solving.

Call us toll-free at 800-628-4223
or use this coupon to request
more information on Maple.
In Massachusetts call 617-577-1017 or
fax this coupon to 617-577-8829.

[ I

Yes! Tell me more about Maple.
Name._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Title_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company or institution _ __ _ __ _
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ __ __ .State_ _ _Zip_ _
Phone( _ _)_ __ _ __ _ __ _

895

Mail this coupon to:
MathSoft, Inc .
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
USA
Maple
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running locally on the analyzer. When
you're connected to a remote probe, the
NetLens Analyzer screen shows a happy
face that blinks to indicate that the con
nection is sti ll active.
Protocol analyzers show LAN traffic;
it's up to you to figure out how the traffic
relates to the work you do in your office.
The first step is to baseline your LAN. I
used the NetLens Analyzer's statistics
mode to baseline both the local and re
mote networks. After a half-day of moni
toring, I used the figures from the full
statistics screen to set alarm thresholds for
both networks. From my desk, I could
watch the critical link between the routers,
as well as the tile server on the remote net
work. I could monitor traffic at other
nodes, too.
NetLens Analyzer's detection and dis
play of Token Ring faults is its strongest
feature in a Token Ring network. The an
alyzer maintained an accurate log of all
the errors that occurred on each LAN
receiver congestion, line en-ors, burst er
rors, and things like that. For example,
NetLens Analyzer showed a pattern of re
ceiver congestion errors at one of the re
mote workstations. I then installed a better
performing network adapter in the office
across the street. The next time I fired up
NetLens Analyzer, it told me I had cured
the problem.

A Useful Tool
In standard configuration, the NetLens An
alyzer and NetLens Probes decode four
layers of protocol, up through the trans
port layer of the Open Systems Intercon
nection reference model. Decoding all
seven layers, which you'd want if, for ex
ample , you need to see file-redirection
packets, is an option. The protocol sup
port in the standard configuration is more
than adequate for diagnosing and isolat
ing hardware problems and for analyzing
network traffic loads.
With the TTC system, you have to do
the work of associating names with net
work nodes and determining what's nor
mal for your network. You also have to
spend the time and effort to understand
and analyze the network message traffic.
Overall, though, I found NetLens Analyz
er a reliable, useful tool. And the well
written documentation helped me make
sense of the LAN activity, both locally
and remotely.•

Barry Nance, a programmerfor the past
20 years and a BYTE contributing editor,
is the author of Using OS/2 2 (Que, 1992),
Network Programming in C (Que, 1990),
and Introduction to Networking (Que,
1992). Barry is the Exchange Editor for
the IBM Exchange on BJX, where you can
reach him as "barryn."
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T560i

ANNUAL
WIN AWARD

Yes, it displays images that crisp. Yes, it does

With flicker-free 1280 x 1024 ultra high resolu

Take a closer look at your nearest

conform to the strict new Swedish MPR II and

tion and .26mm trio pitch, the 17-inch FLEXSCAN

NANAO dealer today, or for more

TCO guidelines, the world's toughest VLF and

T560i gives you more work space without sacrific

information call NANAO.

ELF emission standards. Yes, it does

ing desk space. For those who prefer a

have an intelligent front control panel.

larger work area, the FLEXSCANT660i's

Yes, it is a NANAO monitor. And the

20-inch screen size is ideal.

closer you get, the better we look.

With the innovation and ergonom

Take a close look at the increased

ics of NANAO's FLEXSCAN T-Series
monitors, no other monitor can come

clarity and brightness of Trinitron
technology through graphic appli -

T660i

close.

cations such as CAD, Desktop Publishing

T560i won the 1991 BYTE

and Windows, and see their true colors.

AWARD OF DISTINCTION.

Trirttron.

Wi~!

1-800-800-5202

That's why the

and FLEXSOW are trademarks of 1ht'ir respecli\•e companies. "Sa!ellile" g1aphic images created by Jeri)· D. Flyr1n, Design Engin(.'(.>r, Cocoa Beach, FL. "lunar

1-310-325-5202 (CA)
Fax: 1-310-530-1679
landing~
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OL400
_____

._,_..-.,..__..

Ol\!DATA

OL400

- - - - 1fo .

In June 1990, Okidata's
OL400 personal page printer
won a PC Magazine Editors'
Choice award. The editors
praised its overall performance
and value - applauding its
graphics and text quality, and its
wide selection of built-in type

faces and fonts. All at the lowest
suggested list price of any page
printer available.
In November 1991, Okidata's
new OL830 Adobe® PostScript®
printer won the same coveted
award. Once again, the editors
praised our printer's overall per

-.i1 t&

formance and value. They found
it to be the fastest of a// 8-ppm
printers tested in PCL (HP em
ulation) graphics mode. And
considering its record-setting
low price, they rated it "the best
inexpensive PCL/PostScript
printer available".*

er.
OL830
- - -- - ~~ -

Both printers come equipped
with an impressive list of standard features - including fu.11
HP Series II software com patibility, and the industry's only 5year printhead warranty. Plus a
choice of options to tailor either
machine for your specific busi-

...

ness or home-office application. ceptable, but outstanding perAnd both come with
formance and value.
one additional standard
Call 1(800) OKIDATA
feature: the Okidata
for the name of your
OK! It's our pledge to
nearest Okidata dealer,
you that every product
and ask him to show
bearing our good name
you bot.h award-winning
will deliver not just ac- OIQQA~ OI(! page prmters.

OK•I
OK'.

We don't just design it to work. We design it to work wonders~
* REP RINT ED FRO M PC MAGAZI NE, 11126191. PC MAGAZ INE A ND TH E EDITORS' CHOICE AWARD ARE REG . TMs OF ZIFF-DA VI S PUB LI SHI NG. ADOBE A ND POSTSCR IPT
ARE REG. TM s OF ADOBE SYSTEMS INC. OKI DATA AND THE OK I DATA DK1 ARE REG. TM s OF DKI ELEC TRI C INDUSTRY, CO .. LTD.
"WE DON'T JUST DESIGN IT TO WO RK. WE DES IGN IT TO WORK WONDERS", IS A REG. TM OF OKI A MERICA I NC.
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Postscript's Middle Class
rice, speed, and resolution. These
features are at the top of the list
printers that raise
when BYTE readers go shopping for
a printer. If you need a model capable of
the bar without
handling the PostScript page-description
language, price no longer is the obstacle
breaking the bank
it once was. You can get a good
PostScript printer for less than $1500 (see
"Penny-Wise PostScript" in the October
STAN WSZOLA AND
1991 BYTE). But what if you 're less con
DAVID L. EDWARDS
cerned about price and more interested in
getting sharp output at a relatively brisk
clip? Then, you need to take a look at the middle class of PostScript printers.
The good news is the list of machines that fall into this category is growing.
More manufacturers are adding technology for enhancing the look of printed
text, particularly text in small point sizes, without raising prices exorbitantly.
They're also incorporating faster processors to boost output rates. While these
midrange printers cost more than basic "white bread" PostScript models,
prices have fallen to a level that most companies can afford.
In this month's BYTE Lab Product Report, we compare 11 midrange print
ers that offer PostScript capability with a bit of icing on top: Apple's Laser
Writer Ilg, Dataproducts' LZR-960, Epson America's EPL-8000, GCC Tech
nologies' BLP IIS, IBM's LaserPrinter 10, LaserMaster's TrueTech 1000/4,
Mannesmann Tally's MT-908, NEC Technologies' Silentwriter2 990, New
Gen Systems' Turbo PS/400p, Texas Instruments' microLaser Plus PS 17,
and XANTE's Accel-a-Writer 8000. For those willing and able to go a step
above, we also look at the QMS-PS 1700, a more expensive, high-resolution
printer designed for use on a network (see the text box "High Speed, Sharp
Graphics, and Lots of Connections" on page 234 ).
In general, midrange PostScript printers distinguish themselves from
penny-wise models by offering print speeds of at least six pages per
minute and resolutions of at least 400 dots per inch. (Our list includes a
couple of exceptions, but units that don't meet these criteria compensate
by providing either enhanced resolution or considerable processing speed.)
We chose the current group of printers to give you an idea of the depth and
breadth of capabilities covered by the term PostScript compatible-and to
see just how little or how much you must spend to get better-than-basic
PostScript quality.
Our selections present a wide range of features and capabilities: engines
from several manufacturers (including one for the GCC Technologies BLP
IIS that is based on LED-array technology rather than on laser technology),

The BYTE Lab tests
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engine speeds ranging from 4 to 17
ppm, and resolutions from 300 to IOOO
dpi. Support for PostScript versions
also varies (see the text box "Post
script: Level 2 and Clones" on page
227) . List prices start at $1399 for the
microLaser Plus PS 17 and climb to
$7995 for the QMS-PS 1700, but base
price doesn't always provide a good
point of comparison. Some manufactur
ers sell printers ready to run PostScript;
others offer PostScript capability or suf
ficient memory to run PostScript as
options that can add several hundred
dollars to the price tag.

Drivin' the Toner
At the heart of every printer is an engine.
The Canon engine, in its various ver
sions, turns up in half of the review units:
the Apple LaserWriter Ilg, LaserMaster
TrueTech l 000/4, NEC Silentwriter2
990, NewGen Turbo PS/400p, QMS-PS
1700, and XANTE Accel-a-Writer 8000.
There's good reason for this engine's
popularity. It's easy to maintain, and the
toner and drum share a single cartridge
that slides easily into the printer. When
the toner runs out, you simply replace the
entire cartridge. The integration makes
the cost of a new cartridge relatively
high-replacements retail for around
$ l 00-but Canon cartridges are widely
available, so you can shop around for the
best price. Cartridges also may be recy
cled, which means you can sell depleted
ones to a "remanufacturing" operation
and purchase recycled, replenished car
tridges for considerably less than the cost
of a new one.
Other printers that follow this all-in
one design include the Epson EPL-8000,
built around a 10-ppm Minolta engine,
and the Lexmark IBM Laser Printer I 0,
based on IBM's own IO-ppm engine.
Epson and IBM cartridges are not as

YEs I
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ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT MIDRANGE POSTSCRIPT
PRINTERS DO
These printers deliver the
industry-standard Postscript
language (or compatible
alternative), relatively fast
printing speed, scalable fonts,
and high resolution.
widely available as the Canon cartridges,
and the prices may run a 1ittle higher
because they can be used only in printers
with those engines. You also will have a
harder time selling a used cartridge from
one of these printers, because many
remanufacturers deal exclusively with
Canon cartridges.
The Texas Instruments microLaser
Plus PS 17 and the Dataproducts LZR
960 use Sharp engines rated at 9 ppm.
Installing these units ' separate toner and
drum cartridges is a little more difficult
than with the simple Canon engine, but it
can be more economical because you
may replace just the toner or the drum.
Further, what you lose in convenience
you make up for in efficiency, because
printers built around Sharp engines offer
a more compact design.
The Mannesmann Tally printer, which
has a Konica engine running at 8 ppm,
also uses separate drum and toner car
tridges, which fit into a lift-out tray. You
must work quickly when servicing this
machine, however. The photosensitive
drum lacks a cover, and prolonged expo
sure to bright light could damage it.
The Okielectric engine in the GCC
BLP IIS uses an alternative technology:
an LED array that produces very nice
output. This design means that the Oki
electric engine is somewhat simpler
mechanically and therefore has fewer
PHOTOGRAPHY: SCOTT PARl< ER I AVIS STUDIO © 1992

moving parts that may break. Unfortu
nately, it is also our least-favorite engine
to set up and replenish. The toner comes
in a metallic cylinder. To add tone r, you
remove the old cylinder and pop in a new
one, rotating it a half-turn to release the
powder into the toner well. The cylinder
remains in place, but you may get a bit
dirty during refills, because there is no
protective case between you and the
cylinder.

You Need More Than a Fast Engine
Engine design and ppm ratings are
important but, when it comes to Post
Script printers, they tell only part of the
story. Fast engine speed simply won't be
that beneficial if the printer's controller
spends a lot or time interpreting the
PostScript code before sending it along to
the print engine.
To give you the full picture, our suite
of benchmarks included start-to-finish
printing tests (see the text box '"Testing
PostScript Speed and Compatibility" on
page 232) . The fastest printer in the
BYTE LatHests proved to be the QMS
PS 1700, with its 17-ppm engine and 25
MHz Intel 80960CA RISC microproces
sor. A laser printer that packs such pure
brute force is just what you need for a
networked printer. or course, you pay
for this level of performance. The QMS
is in a class above the other units

• LIKES
Good output, especially crisp
text; Postscript compatibility;
falling prices.

• DISLIKES
Postscript still is slow. It
requires a fast microprocessor
and plenty of RAM to keep up
with a fast computer. Replacing
toner and drums can be
expensive.

• RECOMMENDATIONS
Most economical is the Tl
microlaser Plus PS 17.
However, the more expensive
Epson EPL-8000 beats the Tl
at speed and quality of output.
Our champion for sharpest
output is the 1000-dpi
LaserMaster TrueTech 1000/4.
If you're shopping for a fast
network printer, check out the
QMS-PS 1700.
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reviewed here and is included as an
index of sorts that shows what's avail
able when you go beyond the midrange
of PostScript printers.
The fastest truly middle-class print
ers---candidates more likely to end up on
a desktop-are the NEC Silentwriter2
990, the NewGen Turbo PS/400p, and the
Dataproducts LZR-960. All use a Weitek
RISC processor; the NEC and the Data
products use the 8200 running at 16
MHz, while the NewGen has an 8220
running at 16 MHz. All also have reason
ably fast engines. The lone printer to use
the 16-MHz AMD 29000 RISC processor
is the 8-ppm XANTE Accel-a-Writer.
Rounding out the field are the printers
that use a variety of Motorola 68000

microprocessors. The fastest of this
bunch is the Apple LaserWriter Ilg, with
a 25-MHz 68030. Behind it are the Texas
Instruments microLaser Plus, with a
68000 running at 12.5 MHz, and the
IBM, with a 68020 running at 16.7 MHz.
Our speed benchmarks clearly illustrate
the benefits of coupling RISC processors
with reasonably fast print engines.
Of course, the final product matters as
much as processing time, and all the
printers we tested produced good-look
ing pages of text and graphics. Only
after looking intently at the fine details
under a magnifying glass were we satis
fied that we had singled out the printers
capable of producing the highest quality
output. (See the text box "'Do You Real-

ly Need All Those Dots?" on page 230
for guidelines on choosing the printer
with the right resolution.)
Eleven midrange printers with such
varied capabilities, designs, and features
offer a lot to talk about-too much, in
fact. In the discussions that follow, we
focus on the five midrange models that,
in our estimation, are the cream of this
middle-class PostScript crop. To see how
the remaining six stack up against the top
five and our "token" high-end PostScript
model-feature for feature and bench
mark for benchmark-see the table on
page 228 and the figure on page 232.
The printers that didn't make the cut
certainly aren't slouches. They simply
fall short in one respect or another,

HOW THE O UTPUT LOOKS

These enlarged output samples show
how each printer handles different types
of printing jobs. The top row of sam
ples, extracted from the background of
a black-and-white photograph, demon
strates each printer's control of contrast
and resolution when working with
ha(ftone images. The middle row of
samples shows how each printer does
when dealing with ve1y fine detail; the
trick is to print tiny text without filling
in the holes of letters such as o and e.
The bottom row ofsamples, a closeup of
a diagram of a printed circuit board,
shows each printer's ability to produce
thin, curved lines and angles. Good
toner distribution is one of the keys to
successfully printing small text and fine
lines; if toner spatters, output suffers.
You be the judge.
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Postscript: Level 2and Clones
ostScript Level 2 clears up the
confusion over the many different
PostScript revisions, unifying
them under one release. Level 2 offers
support for CMYK (cyan, magenta,
yellow, black) color images, composite
fonts, support for extended character
sets with special positioning require
ments, and optimized text and graphics
operators currently used in Display
PostScript systems. The new release
also includes language additions, such
as file-system extensions to support
hard disks and cartridges. The Level 2
language also addresses a major com
plaint about PostScript: its slow perfor
mance. Level 2 caches predefined

P

perhaps providing print quality that is less
than exceptional or print speed that is
below average.
One printer that didn't make our top five
but that definitely deserves careful consid
eration is Apple's Laser Writer Ilg. With its
Canon engine and Motorola 68030 proces
sor, the Ilg did well in our speed tests. It
also offers something Apple calls Pho
toGrade technology, which permits it to
print 65 shades of gray-a helpful capabil
ity if you work with a lot of scanned
images. In addition, the LaserWriter Ilg
incorporates Apple's FinePrint technology,
which smooths the edges of text. To our
eyes, however, the print samples from the
Ilg did not look significantly better than
pages from other printers in this report.
While this is a good printer, and one that
networked Mac users will likely scarf up,
the $4599 asking price gives us pause. The
I 000-dpi LaserMaster True Tech I 000/4
costs over $I 00 less than that.

EPSON EPL-8000
Epson's EPL-8000 resides on the out
skirts of the midrange PostScript neigh
borhood. It has a resolution of merely
300 dpi but, with help from Epson's res
olution-improvement technology, man
ages to produce sharp output. Its rated
I 0-ppm engine speed is among the high
est of the printers we reviewed. With a
base price of $1995, it stands out as a
real bargain. But, beware; you need to
spend a little more to bring it into the
PostScript class.
First, count on installing the PostScript

forms and patterns, compresses data,
and handles memory and resources
more efficiently.
Although printer makers are moving
to Level 2, and several manufac-turers
have started shipping Level 2 printers
(see the features table "Midrange
PostScript Printers Compared"), the
move to provide.Level 2 compatibility
is only beginning to gather steam. For
most users, Level 2 won't make a sig
nificant difference except for work
involving color images.
Nearly every printer manufacturer
offers a PostScript-compatible device,
but PostScript compatibility no longer is
the exclusive province of Adobe. Its

Identity Card, which costs $649; then,
you'll need to boost RAM from the stan
dard I MB to at least 1.5 MB. You can
add memory: by adding a 0.5-MB chip
set or by installing a 2-MB expansion
board. Setting up the Epson and adding
PostScript and memory is easy.
The EPL-8000's Minolta engine fin
ished second only to the high-speed QMS
in our page-printing test, taking just 22
seconds to complete the task. Its perfor
mance in the Genoa tests for CAD and
precision-drawing applications and in the
tests for word-processor graphics, howev
er, was below average.
Epson's Resolution Improvement
Technology produces smooth and sharp
lines, graphics, and text. You can change
the quality of the printout from the con
trol panel, simply by adjusting the degree
of enhancement from light to heavy and
printing out a test pattern to check the
results. The unit's print resolution for text
is among the highest of the printers we
tested (see "How the Output Looks" on
page 226).
The EPL-8000's printer emulations
include the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Ill
and Epson ESC/P modes, which cover
applications written for Epson 9-pin and
24-pin printers. The printer has two built
in interfaces, one Centronics parallel port
and one RS-232C/RS-422 serial port;
you can install optional interface cards if
you need a third channel for input. You
may connect as many as three computers
to the Epson EPL-8000, which can
switch automatically to the channel
receiving the data.
A printer offering PostScript compatibil

success has spawned a host of
PostScript "clones." The Mannesmann
Tally MT-908, for example, uses a non
Ado be interpreter: PageStyler from
Destiny Technologies, and the Laser
M aster TrueTech I 000/4 relies on
Microsoft's TrueImage PostScript. Dur
ing benchmark testing, we turned up a
few problems with the Mannesmann
Tally implementation that prevented us
from printing several test pages. The
True Tech I 000/4, on the other hand, did
just fine.
In general, PostScript clones do the
job, especially if you look for a version
written by a respected software devel
oper such as Microsoft.

ity and enhanced resolution at a relatively
good price, the Epson EPL-8000 is an
excellent choice if you produce primarily
text documents and need fast printouts.

IBM LASERPRINTER 10
The IBM LaserPrinter 10 Model 4029
030 is based on the Lexmark 4029 printer
engine, a standard engine for Lexmark's
entire LaserPrinter line. But unlike less
expensive LaserPrinter models, which use
a Motorola 68000, this LaserPrinter uses a
Motorola 68020 running at 16.7 MHz. It
also uses a high-capacity toner cartridge
rated to produce 15,000 printouts.
Like most of the other units in this
report, the IBM Laser Printer 10 has a one
line, 16-character LCD, three LEDs, and
eight buttons on the front panel for setting
up the printer and displaying printer sta
tus. Navigating through a multiline menu
tree using a one-line display is annoying,
but at least the user's guide is well written
and provides detailed instructions on how
to configure the printer.
The LaserPrinter I 0 comes standard
with I MB of RAM (expandable to 9
MB) and three emulations: HPGL, HP
PCL4 (with 12 bit-mapped fonts), and
IBM Personal Printer Data Stream (with
I 0 bit-mapped fonts and 26 scalable
Adobe Type I fonts). If that's not enough
variety, you can plug IBM's proprietary
font card into the unit's two slots.
Adding PostScript to the LaserPrinter
I 0 requires installing a circuit board on
the printer controller board. The Adobe
PostScript option costs $499; the HP
co111i1111ed
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MIDRANGE POSTSCRIPT PRINTERS COMPARED
Engine life, microprocessor,memory,and typefaces are some of the features that distinguish one PostScript prilllerfrom another. (e =yes; O =no; NIA =1101 available).
Company

Apple Computer, Inc.

Dataproducts

Epson America, Inc.

GCC Technologies, Inc.

IBM/Lexmark

LaserWriler Ilg

LZR-960

EPL-8000

BLP llS

IBM LaserPrinler 1o

$4599

$2195

$2648..

$2599

$2395

Engine manufacturer

Canon

Sharp

Minolta

Okielectric

Lexmark

Prinl resolution (dpi)

300

300

300

300

300 or 600

Integrated

Separate

Integrated

Separate

Integrated

Model
Price
Standard Features

Integrated/separate drum and toner
Rated speed (pages per minute)

8

9

10

8

10

Operating noise level (dBA)

50

50

50

53

50

300,000

180,000

300,000

300,000

N/A

6000

10,000

5000

5000

20,000

8

2

Engine life (no. pages)
Monthly duty cycle (no. pages)
Standard memory (MB)
Maximum memory (MB)
Microprocessor/speed (MHz)
Interface'
Dimensions (H x W x D in inches)
Weight (lbs.)
Power consumption (watts)

4

32

10

7.5

4

9

68030/25

Weitek 8200 RISC/16

68000/16.67

68000/16.67

68020/16.7

A, R, SCSI, Ethernet

A, P, R, SCSI

P,R

A,P,R

P,R

8.6 x 20 x 18.5

10.5 x 13.6 x 15

10.5x18.8x15.1

5.24x17.7x17.7

10.2 x 14.2 x 20.6

45

33.5

40

24.2

33.6

900

700

850

800

750

1 year

1 year

2years

1year

1year

Standard capacity tray (no. pages)

200

250

250

200

200

Maximum capacity with optional trays

400

500

500

400

700

Letter, legal, A4, B5

Letter, legal, A4, B5

Letter, legal, A4, A5, B4

Letter, legal, A4, B5, C5

Letter, legal, A4, A5, B5

Warranty

Paper Handling Features

Paper sizes handled
Prints envelopes

•

•

•

•

•

Face up or down

Face up or down

Face up or down

Face up or down

Face down

Envelope tray,
paper trays,
external hard drive

Paper trays,
envelope feeder

Paper trays,
Postscript Identity Card

Printer emulation cartridge,
interface adapters

Paper trays,
font cards,
envelope feeder

No. resident typefaces

35

35

27

35

26

Has font cartridge slots

0
0

2

2

0

0
0

Output orientation
Optional equipment

Typographic Features:

Accepts HP font cartridges
Offers Postscript Level 2
HP-PCL 5 compatible
Autoswitching Standard mode/Postscript
Provides Windows print driver

Printer Emulation
'A =AppleTalk, P =parallel, R =RS-232C
..$1999 without PostScriptcard
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•
•0

0

LaserJet Series II

•

0
0
0

LaserJet Series 11

•
•
•

LaserJet Series If,
Epson printers

2

0
0
0
0

•

LaserJet Series If,
Diablo 630

0
0
Optional

•
•

IBM PPDS,
HPGL, HP PCL4

LaserMaster Corp.

Mannesmann Tally

NEC Technologies, Inc.

NewGen Systems Corp.

QMS,lnc.

TrueTech 1000/4

MT-908

Silentwriter2 990

Turbo PS/400p

OMS-PS 1700

$449S

$199S

$2999

$299S

$799S

$1399

$399S

Canon

TEC

Canon

Canon

Canon

Sharp

Canon

400or1000

300

300

400

300 or 600

300

300 or 600

Integrated

Separate

Integrated

Integrated

Integrated

Separate

Integrated

8

8

8

4

17

9

8

S3

47

so

S3

so

so

S3

1SO,OOO

300,000

300,000

1SO,OOO

1.S million

180,000

7SO,OOO

6000

sooo

sooo

3SOO

S0,000

10,000

2S,OOO
2

Texas Instruments, Inc.

XANTE Corp.

microlaser Plus PS 17 Accel-a-Writer 8000

4

8

1.S

9

s

4

16

32

4.S

16

Proprietary RISC/16

Intel 80960 RISC/16

Weitek 8200 RISC/16

Weitek XL-8220/16

Intel 80960CA RISC/2S

68000/12.S

AMD 29000 RISC/16

N/A

P,R

A, P, R, SCSI

A,P,R

A,P,R

A,P, R

A,P,R

9.1x17.9x 19

8.6x 1S.S x 1S.9

11x2Sx17

7.S x 16x13.S

19 x 21.6 x 22.4

10.9x13.4x14.2

9.1x8x19.S

9

2

38

31.9

49

23

106

33

so

870

600

870

sso

6SO

700

870

90days

1year

1year

1year

2 years

1year or 120,000 pages

1year

200

2SO

200

so

1000

2SO

200

4SO

sso

200

2SO

NIA

7SO

N/A

Letter, legal, A4, BS

Letter, legal, A4, BS

Letter, legal, A4, BS

Letter, legal, A4

Letter, legal, A4, exec.

Letter, legal, A4, BS

Letter, legal, A4, BS

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Face up or down

Face up or down

Face up or down

Face up or down

Face up or down

Face up or down

Face up or down

Paper trays,
sheet feeder

300-sheet feeder,
PageStyler Postscriptcompatible PDL

Letter or legal
paper cassettes,
Envelope cassette

SCSI interface,
2SO-sheet page tray,
font cards

Envelope feeder,
duplexing unit,
SCSI and Ethernet
interfaces

Turbo upgrade ,
(Postscript Level 2)
SOO-sheet feeder,
envelope feeder

Paper tray

13S

3S

3S

3S

S8

17

3S

N/A

2

2

2

2

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

LaserJet Series II,
HPGL, CCITT Group 4,
DEC LND3

LaserJet Series II

•
•
•
0

Microsoft's Truelmage

•

0
0

LaserJet Series Ill,
Epson FX-8SO,
IBM Proprinter XL24e,
PageStyler PDL

•
•

LaserJet llP

•

0
0

•
•

LaserJet Series II,
MPGL

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

LaserJet Series II
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Do You Really Need All Those Dots?

F

or most computer users, a 1000
dpi laser printer is overkill. Few
applications require a resolution
that fine. But if your work involves
printing technical drawings, scanning
in sophisticated images, or doing any
thing else that requires reproducing
shading or minute details, then you can
justify such an extravagance.
Printers that fall within the 600- to
800-dpi range offer plenty of resolu

PCL5 option costs $199. You can install
both options if you wish, but keep in
mind that you'll need at least 2 MB of
RAM to run PostScript, which means
you will need a $199 I -MB memory
upgrade or the $799 4-MB memory
upgrade. The PostScript board provides
only the basic 17 PostScript fonts; how
ever, you can add 22 scalable fonts with
a $399 font card.
But you may need even more memory
than that if you want to· take advantage
of another special feature: the option of
boosting standard 300-dpi output to
600-dpi output. Running in 600-dpi
mode with PostScript installed requires
5 MB of RAM .
The 600-dpi resolution of the Laser
Printer IO produces excellent quality out
put, thanks to IBM's Print Quality
Enhancement Technology. Like Epson's
Resolution Technology, PQET enhances
the appearance of characters by smooth
ing the edges through controlling the size
of the dots. Smaller dots reduce the
jagged edges of characters.
Although the printouts look great, the
LaserPrinter takes its time producing
them. Despite having a 68020 running at
16.67 MHz, the unit scored a disappoint
ing 0.73 in the BYTE Lab printer test
suite, one of the slowest times we
recorded.
Another, more minor, flaw concerns
the ports. Both of the printer's parallel
and serial ports share the same Centron
ics connector; you configure the appro
priate port through the printer's front
panel switches. If you plan on sending
data to the printer via a serial port, how
ever, you'll need to purchase a special
Centronics-to-DB25 adapter or cable.
The IBM LaserPrinter I 0 is a good solid
printer that produces excellent output at
600 dpi. Outfitted with the PostScript
card, it ranks as one of our favorite laser
printers.
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tion for fine detail. Generally, you can
use these printers to produce good
looking newsletters, brochures, and
proposals.
Practically everybody can benefit
from using a laser printer that offers
300- to 400-dpi resolution. The real
workhorses of the breed, these print
ers are designed to produce readable
output for letters, reports, contracts,
memos, and the like.

LASERMASTER
TRUETECH 1000/4
Laser Master's True Tech I 000/4 printer is
very different from the other printers cov
ered in this report. Not only does it sur
pass the others in resolution, producing
printouts at 400 by I 000 dpi and I 000 by
1000 dpi, it comes with a controller
designed to fit inside the host computer.
The card acts like any other high-speed
print controller. Because the controller
has its own on-board processor, a propri
etary RISC design, this setup places a
minimal load on the host PC's resources.
The controller board can vary the den
sity of individual dots, and LaserMaster
claims the printer can achieve resolutions
as high as 1000 by 1000 dpi in its so
called TurboRes mode. To support both
resolution levels, the company offers two
types of toner cartridges. One contains a
fine-grained toner formulated for the thin
1in es required for text; the other is
designed to handle the large dark areas
typical of graphics images.
With the TurboRes mode turned on,
curved lines and text characters appear
much smoother. The print quality in
both the 400- and I 000-dpi modes
places the True Tech 1000/4 near the top
of its class. In terms of speed, however,
it is only adequate.
The TrueTech 1000/4 is not based on
Adobe PostScript. Instead, it comes with
Microsoft's Truelmage PostScript-com
patible interpreter, which makes the print
er compatible with Windows 3.1 True
Type fonts . Despite its use of a PostScript
"clone," the TrueTech sailed through our
compatibility benchmarks.
The only sticking point with this print
er is the installation procedure. You have
to install the controller card in your com
puter, sacrificing a free 16-bit slot in the

process. In addition, you must assign the
card to a specific port, either LPT 1, 2, or
3, and set two DIP switches. Finally, you
have to run a program to configure the
controller for a base 1/0 address and IRQ
setting. During testing, we had no diffi
culty using the default address of I00
hexadecimal and IRQ!O, but you may use
other addresses and IRQs to avoid con
flicts with existing hardware.
The setup program also lets you
select printer emulation modes· (Post
Script, HP PCL, or both), install the font
manager software, and install the 135
TrueType-compatible fonts that come
with the printer. A complete installation
requires approximately 3 MB of hard
disk space. The separate manuals for the
controller and the printer cover installa
tion and operation, but this is not a
plug-and-play printer.
Although the TrueTech's high resolu
tion is exceptional, it isn't a printer for
the average office. Unless you do a lot
of desktop publishing and precision
printing, you probably don't need to pay
for resolution this impressive. But if
crisp text and images are what you want
most, check out the LaserMaster
True Tech I 000/4.

NEWGEN TURBO PS/400P
At only 23 pounds, NewGen's Turbo
PS/400p is a featherweight compared to
the other printers we te~ted, but it's a
heavyweight in terms of performance.
This compact marvel uses a 16-MHz
Weitek XL-8220 RISC processor with a
Canon engine, a combination that won't
keep you waiting long for printouts.
Its results on the Genoa test suite are
outstanding. An overall index of 1.93
places the PS/400p third from the top in
speed, right behind NEC's Silentwriter2
990. With another 2 MB of RAM added
to the standard 4 MB offering, you can do
double page buffering and increase print
ing speed by 75 percent.
Although it prints at just 400- by 400
dpi resolution, the Turbo PS/400p comes
with IET (Image Enhancement Technolo
gy) that smooths out curves, sharpens Iine
art and text, and enhances gray scales
all without noticeably affecting output
speed. According to NewGen, JET
increases resolution to an effective 600
dpi for line art and text. Results in the
text-resolution tests were excellent.
Font support for the Turbo PS/400 is
top-notch . You get 35 LaserWriter
IINT/NTX-compatible resident fonts and
some HP LaserJet Series II-compatible
fonts. NewGen also provides additional

--

~

Let's face it. Some things in this world were de
signed for speed. And other things, well, just weren't.
Take Pacific Data Products' PacificPage PE/XLrn and
Hewlett-Packard's Postscript Cartridge. Both give you
100% Postscript compatible output, but only one
delivers it with blazing speed. To be precise, PacificPage
PE/XL performs up to 8 times faster than HP or any
other standalone cartridge in Windows as well as DOS.
You're probably thinking that to get speed like this,
you'll sacrifice print quality or pay a lot more. Nope.
When we say 100% Postscript compatible output, we
mean it. You'll get exactly the same output as you
would from HP or Adobe. We're so sure of it, that we
back PacificPage PE/XL with a 60-day money back
guarantee of satisfaction.
As for price, just compare. PacificPage PE/XL
includes a cartridge, an accelerator board with 2 MB of
memory and, of course, its impressive speed for only

$14 more than HP's cartridge
and 2 MB of memory.
PacificPage PE/XL is easy
to install. Just slip the car
tridge in any LaserJet IIP, IIP
Plus, III, IIID, or IIIP, and slide the accelerator board
into the memory slot. It's compatible with all software
applications that support Postscript output.
Why wait? Call Pacific Data Products at
(619) 597-3200 ext.1212, Fax (619) 552-0889.
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FAST WINDOWS® PRINTING
WITH i96Q~ PROCESSOR

Testing Postscript Speed and Compatibility
or PostScript printers, it's not
enough to produce good-looking
pages. You want a model that
works fast and can handle all sorts of
software, too. To evalua te these print
ers' overall speed and compatibility, we
relied heavily on tests derived from the
industry-standard Genoa Technology
test suite, which involves printing over
700 pages of text and graphics using 48
popular Mac and PC applications. If a
printer can successfully make its way
through the tests, it's compatible for
most business applications.
The first speed benchmark, the Sin
gle-Page Test Index, suggests how
efficiently a printer handles short
memos or business letters (see the fig
ure, part a). We used Lotus Develop
ment's Ami Pro to generate a single
page business letter, timing each
printer from the time it began process
ing the PostScript code to the moment
the printer dropped the paper into the
output tray.
Next, we took 50 pages from the
Genoa suite and broke them into three
groups by application category: spread

F

Dataproducts LZR·960
Epson EPL-8000
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The results of both the First-Page
Test and Application Tests are indexed
to the Apple LaserWriter II NTX , a
$5000 high-end PostScript printer rated
at 8 ppm that BYTE typically uses as a
base! ine printer for tests such as these.
To round out the testing, we ran a
series of other benchmarks, the results
of which you won't see reflected in the
graphs below . That's because they
emphasize compatibility rather tha n
performance.
PostScript is a complex language, and
most applications--even groups of dif
ferent applications--don't fully exercise
its capabilities. To check out how each
of the review printers handles the com
plete range of PostScript capabilities,
BYTE ran each machine through Genoa
test pages designed to exercise every
PostScript operator. Of the 12 printers
tested, only the Mannesmann Tally,
which uses the PageStyler page-descrip
t ion language instead of Adobe
PostScript, choked during testing. Com
pany representatives acknowledge the
problem and promise an update that will
fix it.

BYTE BENCHMARK RESULTS

-

'"'
Apple LaserWriter Ilg

sheets, drawing programs, and word
processors (see the figure, part b). The
times in these three categories suggest
the level of performance you might
expect if you use the printer for these
types of applications. The spreadsheet
component of the Application Tests
Index includes pages from different ver
sions of Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft
Excel. The spreadsheet images have a
lot of heavily formatted text and a num
ber of three-dimensional graphs.
The drawing component involved
working with AutoCAD, PageMaker,
Ventura Publisher, and several illustra
tion packages. The CAD images we
printed contain thousands of thin, close
ly spaced lines and shapes, while the
DTP and illustration pages focus on
larger areas, intricate shapes, and com
plicated fill patterns.
The word-processing component of
the Application Tests Index eva luated
how well the printers handle pages of
text containing a variety of fonts. Print
ers that have trouble rendering compli
cated curves usually do better in this
area of the test.

I

IBM LaserPrinter 10
LaserMaster TrueTech 100014
Apple LaserWriler ti NTX
I

Mannesmann Tally MT-908"

'

NEC Silentwriter2 990

•

NewGen Turbo PS1400P
OMS-PS 1700
I

Tl microlaser Plus PS 1 7
XANTE Accel·a·Writer 8000

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

-=

1.8 0
•

1.0

2.0

Spreadsheets

l
3.0

s.o

4.0

D Drawing

•

6.0

7.0

8.0

Word Processing

• Failed to complete tests for spreadsheets and drawing.

(a) The first-page index tracks each printer's pe1formance on a
single page of text, comparing completion time against that of
the Apple LaserWriter II NTX. We started timing when the print
command was entered and stopped timing when the page fell
into the output tray. This test evaluates how efficiently a printer
can handle memos and simple business correspondence.
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(b) The application index rates the printers' pe1formance when
processing and printing spreadsheets, drawings, and pages of
text. All results are indexed to the Apple LaserWriter II NTX.
Longer bars indicate better pe1formance. Results for the Man
nesmann Tally printer do not appear because it failed to com
plete the tests.

our reasons to buy aTI tnicrolaser™printer.

•
•
Now there's a way fur you to put the
powerofMicrosoft®Windows™ on
paper- microLiser from Texas
Instruments.
Designed to be WindoWS<:Dmpatible,
there's a microLiser just right fur your
needs, whether you need a personal or
shared printer. Here's why: MacUser
L Compatibility With HP ~ ~ ~ ~1/2
l.aser]et'® emulanon and
Adobe® PostScripf' software, microl.aser
easily supports your demanding applica
tions. And with our Microsoft Windows
driver, set it and furget it with all Windows
applications.
Notonlydoes PostSaiptgiveyou scalable
outline funts and graphics, it also means
tint your microl.aser works in computing
Features
PPM
Emulation
Proa:ssor
Fonts
list Price

microLlser Plus
Basic
9ppm
HP LaserJet II
68000
14 HP Fonts
$999

environments like Windows, OOS®,
Apple®Macintosh®,OS/2® and UNIX®.
2. Performance '{J& POSTSCRIPT°
When it comes to W. So1twan1FromAdobo
printing high-quality documents fast,
microl.asei really makes you look~·
Ar_ either nine or 16 pages-per-minute,
microl.aser printers speed you through
documents in a huny. Plus PostScript
means what you see on your screen is
whatyou get on paper. You can even nir
hxhaige your microLiser with a RISC
processor fur blazing fast graphics.
3. Rdiabilify When~ buy a
printer, you wantitto ~rint And
print And print That s just what - .
the microl.aser does.
Take our personal microl.aser Plus fur

I

microuser
·Turbo
9ppm
9ppm
HPLJII/PostScript .HPLJll/PostScript ll
68000
RISC/8220
17 or 35 Scalable 35 Scalable
$1,399/$1 ,749
$2,249
microl.aser Plus

PS17/PS35

microuser XL
Turbo
16ppm
HPLJil/PostScript ll
RISC/8220
35 Scalable
$3,649

'a!lmple. With its highdutycyde of
10,0CO pages.per-month* and a standard
oneyear limited warranty**, you can rely
en your microl.aser to work the first time,
every time, fur years.
4. Value Startingas low as $999t, there's
a microlaser designed to fit any
budget From the single user all
the way up to a network Cosider this, too: microlaser's average cost
per ~ is only L9 cents:!:, while some
laser printers ave~ around 33 cents.
The microl.aser not only makes sense, it
saves you money, too.
For detllls on the ri£htmicroLiser fur
you and the name oftfie nearest dealer, call

a

1-800-527..3500.
The microlaser PSI? has cam ed die 1990 PC World Be.t!Buy
award; microlaser PS35 has earned thel990 ln~War!d~
Value award and 4~ mice from MacU.s<T, Oaob.r1990.

~ TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

• s...,J on ..Unw.d rypical .,_. •"For mo1e infunn•rion on servia: ~ options, call 1-800847·5757 in lhc U.S. and l.IJ00.26U314 in Canada tSuggo:so:d m:iil pria:-diealer pria:s may VI!'/. *llas<d on~ rilallpd<!!!
r:i~and~ l>lll'~r.aingbr..m consu!)uhlc. 3'4%llad<(100<r, cbeloperandOK:).mkroLlser i.s •a>demarlc offexaslnsuum<n1SlnmrporudMil:=oftand!XlS=~<ndmWb.andWriblo
i.s a~ ofMiooooft Cqrpcnation. .Adob<. Po<tScrip< and di ePo<tScrip< logo are regis1<red aadem•il:sofAdobe Sysn:ms lncmporao:d which may be regisa:red in a:nain juris.Jiaion~ U-Jet is a regi,....J ~o(~
r..:bnl. 1nc. Apple and 1'Uciiumhm: r<gisu:red tradernail:s ofAppleCompu1<r, Inc. OS/2 is• ~ aademarkoflnll!m3rion3' Business Machines Cmpororion. UNIX isa regis!Ered trademorkofAT&.T. 01992 '1116518

Circle 64 on Inquiry Card.

support for Bitstream Fontware, Adobe
and PostScript downloadable Type I and
3 fonts, and HP Soft Fonts. An optional
SCSI connection is available, which
makes it feasible to store even more fonts
on a hard disk.
Another bonus is the PS/400p's ability
to work not only with the Macintosh and
the PC but also with Sun workstations.
Automatic Recognition Technology rec
ognizes and switches interfaces and emu
lations so that the printer does not need to
be reconfigured when moved among the
three platforms.
Documentation is refreshingly well
organized and comprehensive, detailing
everything you need to know to get maxi
mum use from this machine. With the
manual in hand, you can't go wrong set
ting up the PS/400p. It provides sections
on software applications and emulations,
PostScript, maintenance, and trou
bleshooting. Hats off to NewGen for
well-written documentation.
In its class, the Turbo PS/400p is a
sterling performer in speed, resolution,
and font support.

XANTE
ACCEL-A-WRITER 8000
XANTE Corp.'s Accel-a-Writer 8000
printer gives you speedy output and true
600- by 600-dpi resolution. This $3995
unit's printing speed and output resolu
tion push it near the top of the midrange
PostScript ladder.
The Accel-a-Writer lacks some com
mon features, such as font cartridge slots
and optional paper trays, but it compen
sates for this with the way it handles
gray-scale printing, font storage, and
memory management. XANTE claims
that, when the Accel-a-Writer 8000 is
set to 600- by 600-dpi resolution, it
automatically enhances gray-scale
images, printing them at an equivalent
resolution of 850 by 850 dpi, with as
many as 197 gray levels. If you don't
need resolution this high, you can select
a 300- by 300-dpi setting from the print
er's control panel.
XANTE's Virtual Disk Technology, an

external hard drive emulator, lets you
permanently store as many as 30 down
1oada ble fonts in the printer's con
troller-in addition to the 35 fonts
already resident. You also can hook up a
hard drive to store 30 more fonts. To allo
cate more virtual memory for download
ing fonts or increase printer resolution or
processing speed, you simply change the
settings from the front panel, telling the
Advanced Memory Management system
to take charge.
The Accel-a-Writer 8000 gets its
horsepower by combining the Canon
engine with a 16-MHz AMD RISC pro
cessor. On our PostScript benchmark
tests, the Accel-a-Writer outpaced even
the LaserWriter Ilg in the First-Page
Test, the spreadsheets tests, and the
word processing tests. Dual-page pro
cessing, a technique that permits one
page to be printed while another is
being built in the background, improves
speed further.
Setting up the Accel-a-Writer should
be a breeze: You install the toner car
tridge and fusing pad, quickly configure

High Speed, Sharp Graphics,
and Lots of Connections
f you 're part of a workgroup that
generates thousands upon thousands
of printouts a month, you should con
sider buying a network printer. If those
printouts often contain graphics and
itty-bitty text, think about getting a net
work printer offering resolutions higher
than 300 dpi. If the workgroup uses a
combination of PCs, Macs, and Unix
machines, you ought to buy a network
printer with multiple interfaces.
You can get all these features in the
QMS-PS 1700 printer, a workhorse
built around a 17-ppm Canon NX
engine and a controller equipped with
Intel's 25-MHz i960 RISC processor.
This power translates into time savings.
In our benchmark tests, the QMS-PS
1700 shot out the first page in 21 sec
onds. More significant for people who
generate complex drawings or images,
the printer scored well in CAD test,
cranking out a page in about half the
time required by the fastest midrange
printers. Of course, the QMS-PS 1700
costs a good deal more than a typical
middle-class PostScript model.

I
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·Another feature that makes the
QMS-PS 1700 valuable to people who
print a lot of graphic images is that it
permits you to switch firom 300-dpi res
olution to 600-dpi resolution by press
ing a button on the front panel. Output
at 600 dpi looks very sharp. Images that
involve thin lines-engineering draw
ings or architectural plans-look partic
ularly crisp when printed out in the
QMS-PS I 700's 600-dpi mode. With
some printers, closely spaced intersect
ing lines are difficult to reproduce;
where lines converge, the printer lays
down a blob of toner. There's none of
that with this unit; thin, closely spaced
lines are clear and distinct. QMS says
that the machine's 600-dpi resolution is
only part of the reason . The use of
microfine toner, it claims, helps make
thin lines distinguishable and tiny text
legible.
Besides speed and high resolution, the
QMS-PS 1700 has one other laudable
characteristic: You can hook it up to just
about anything. The machine comes
equipped with serial, parallel, and

LocalTalk connections, all of which can
be active simultaneously. If that doesn't
fit your situation, you can buy Ethernet
(NetWare, TCP/IP, EtherTalk, or DEC
net) or Token Ring (NetWare) interfaces.
The QMS-PS 1700 also is multilin
gual. It can understand PostScript, HP
PCL (Laser Jet II emulation), and HP
G L (LN03 Plus also is avail able for
DECnet users). Employing what QMS
calls Emulation Sensing Processor tech
nology, the printer looks at the incom
ing data stream and automatically
switches to the appropriate language.
The user simply has to invoke the print
command.
At $7995, the QMS-PS 1700 isn't
cheap. It runs about a thousand dollars
more than the competing HP LaserJet
IIISi. But it does have several things the
IIISi lacks, including higher resolution,
a LocalTalk connector, automatic emu
1ation switching, 8 MB of memory
(compared with the IIISi's standard 2
MB), and 10 more Adobe fonts. For
some users, these features make the
extra cash outlay worthwhile.

Printer Sharing That Maximizes
Your High Speed PCs And Printers
,.

'

c

"'

•·.•

HIGH SPEED PRINTER SHARING

486 PC running at 33MHz into the
Model 24Sll DES
4 Page CAD file: 2.38MB

Print Time per Page·
min:sec

Model 24Sll
2.38MB file
Input Time
min:sec

HP lllSi

HP Ill

HP II

PC Parallel Output

0:40

:14

:27

1:10

Parallel Output via Tran·x LPT-460
Parallel Extender at 460k baud

0:52

:14

:27

1:10

PC Serial Output at 115.2k baud

3:26

:52

:52

1:10

These results were obtained in lab tests using BayTech F-Print and with LS-lC installed in the HPlll.
Speeds will vary depending upon the application program being used.
*Time between pages in multiple page print jobs, first page print time may be slightly longer.

/
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he Model 24SII DES Data Exchange System,
with total throughput speed exceeding 5.5M bits
per second, is the answer to your need for the fastest,
cost effective peripheral sharing available.
These high speeds allow computers and file servers
to off-load large text and graphic files to plotters,
modems, printers, and other computers at extremely
fast rates_

Outstanding Features:
• 5.SM bps total throughput speeds
• Up to 60,000 character per second parallel
communications
• 46,000 character per second serial communications
(printer sharing)
• Use with BayTech Tran•x parallel extension prod
ucts for data transmission to 46,000 characters per
second over 1000+ feet
• Expandable up to 24 ports
• Up to 8MB dynamically allocated buffer
• Full duplex communication at 115.2k baud for high
speed file transfer
• Device selection while in Windows® or graphics
programs

With more than 1.5 million connections, BayTech
has been serving customers worldwide for over 16
years. For high speed data communications, contact
a BayTech representative today!
Because Resources Should Be Shared

BayTech
Data Communications Products Division
200 N. Second Street P.O. Box 387
Bay St. Louis. MS 39520
Fax: 601-467-4551 Phone: 601-467-8231 or toll-free

All product or company names are trademarks of their respective holders.

800-523-2702

High Speed Printer Shoring • Parallel Extension • Statistical Multiplexers • Data Acquisition Controllers
Circle 199 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 200).
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996- IO IO
Circle 1105 on Inquiry Card.

GCC Technologies, Inc.
580 Winter St.
Waltham, MA 02154
(617) 890-0880
fax: (617) 890-0822
Circle 1108 on Inquiry Card.

Dataproducts
6219 DeSoto Ave.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
(818) 887-8000
fax: (818) 887-4789
Circle 1106 on Inquiry Card.

Epson America, Inc.
20770 Madron a Ave.
Torrance, CA 90509
(310) 782-0770
fax : (310) 782-5220
Circle 1107 on Inquiry Card.

Lexmark International, Inc.
740 New Circle Rd. NW
Lexington, KY 40511
(800) 358-5835
(606) 232-3000
fax : (606) 232-2380

QMS, Inc.
1 Magnum Pass
Mobile, AL 36618
(800) 523-2696
(205) 633-4300
fax : (205) 633-4866

Circle 1111 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1114 on Inquiry Card.

LaserMaster Corp.
6900 Shady Oak Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(800) 950-6868
(612) 944-9330
fax: (612) 944-0522

NEC Technologies, Inc.
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(508) 264-8000
fax: (508) 264-8488

Texas Instruments, Inc.
P.O. Box 202230
Austin, TX 78720-2230
(800) 527-3500

Circle 1109 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1112 on Inquiry Card.

Mannesmann Tally
P.O. Box 97018
Kent, WA 98064-9718
(800) 843-1347
(206) 251-5524
fax: (206) 251-5520

NewGen Systems Corp.
17580 Newhope St.
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
(800) 756-0556
(714) 641-8600
fax: (714) 641-2800

Circle 111 0 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1113 on Inquiry Card.

the printer, and connect the printer cable
to the serial, parallel, or AppleTalk port.
But in the real world, things aren't
always so straightforward and you might

need to do some twiddling from the con
trol panel. Unfortunately, the documenta
tion that came with the review unit
lacked instructions on using the control

Circle 111 S on Inquiry Card.

XANTECorp.
2559 Emogene St.
Mobile, AL 36606
(800) 926-8839
(205) 4 76-8189
fax: (205) 476-9421
Circle 1116 on Inquiry Card.

panel keys to configure the printer-a
major omission.
Hopefully, the company will rectify
this; in the meantime, XANTE is making

R1-1b lamp and say:
"J want vivid colol" fl"om an affo ..dable pl"intel".

/1

"J want vivid colo,. fl"om an affol"dable pl"intel".

/1

11

J want vivid colol" fl"om an affol"dable pl"intel"."

Jf th.at doesn't woo·k call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. 22J.

The PhaserlMll PXe color printer produces 16.7 million of the world's brightest, most vivid colors. It prints at 300 dpi onto transparencies or paper using
PostScript Language-Level 2. It works with PC or Mac applications, it's fast, it's networkable and at $4995, unexpectedly affordable. Rub for awhile, then call.

Circle 62 on Inquiry Card.

Tektronix
/

other improvements. As this review goes
to press, it announced plans to introduce a
new firmware release for the Accel-a
Writer, which reportedly will enable
autoswitching between various printer
languages. By this fall, the printer should
support PostScript Level 2.
XANTE has a very competitive
PostScript printer in the Accel-a-Writer
8000, a machine that certainly Iives up to
its name for resolution, performance, and
font-storage capabilities. But as with
many good things in life, you'll have to
pay for this excellence.

Picks of the Pack
With such a wide range of printers to
choose from, we simply couldn't narrow
the field to just one printer. Instead, we
grouped the printers into three categories
and picked the best printer from each.
In the "living with reality" category,
we chose the NewGen Turbo PS/400p. It
offers 400-dpi resolution, a 4-ppm Canon
engine, a Weitek 8220 microprocessor,
and built-in PostScript capability. The
quality of its output is excellent, even
when examined under magnification.
In the "speed at a good price" catego

ry, we went for the Epson EPL-8000. It
has a 300-dpi, IO-ppm Minolta engine, a
68000 microprocessor, and a I ist price
of only $1995. Fortunately, the EPL
8000's relatively low resolution doesn't
translate to poor-quality output; in fact,
its print quality rivals that of some
400- and 600-dpi printers . The Epson
also is quick at printing out pages of
text. There's a catch, though: The Post
Script Identity Card, without which the
printer can't handle PostScript, costs
extra. If price is your top concern, you
can't beat the TI microLaser Plus. But to
our eyes, its output isn't as sharp as the
top five.
In the "price is no object" group, our
choice is the QMS-PS 1700, a higher
priced and more capable model than the
other printers tested for this report. Its
600-dpi resolution, fast 17-ppm engine,
Intel microprocessor, ample paper trays,
and network capabilities, show what
$7995 can buy.
Whichever level of printer appeals to
you, your money may buy a lot more
soon. Most printer manufacturers already
offer or soon plan to offer middle-class
PostScript machines. Increased competi

tion promises to bring prices down, so
last fall's penny-wise models may soon
become, in terms of price, the dot-matrix
printers of the PostScript world. Today's
midrange models then will become
tomorrow's standard fare.
Still, not everyone needs a PostScript
printer. If most of your printing involves
memos and letters, you have no reason to
invest in one or these middle-class
machines. But if you want better resolu 
tion and speed, any of the printers we
looked at is worth the investment. Just a
$1399 outlay is enough to get you started,
or you can join the upper middie class
and get the I 000-dpi output of the Laser
M aster TrueTech 1000/4 for $4495.
Between those two price ranges lies a
variety of PostScript machines that will
fill the bill for people who need good out
put and don't like to linger around the
printer. The models spotlighted prove
that, in the PostScript world, middle class
doesn't have to mean dull and boring.•

Stan Wszola is a BYTE Lah testing editor.
David l. Edwards is a consu/talll to the
BYTE Lah. They can he reached on BIX
as "stan " and "dedwards," respectively.
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HARDWARE

No More Data Loss:
The BYTE Lab Tests
Six Disk-Array Subsystems
BILL LAWRENCE

ard disks are the weak links in
most systems. As the only me
chanical members of an otherwise
all-electronic environment, they
boast data transfer rates that are at
least an order of magnitude less than the
systems they are connected to. And be
cause a hard disk is a mass of mechanical
parts moving at high speed, the question is
not whether failure will occur, but when.
With the failure of any other compo
nent in a system, the road back to normal
operation is simple replacement of the
failed item. When a hard disk crashes, re
placement is just the beginning. The data
also has to be restored, and whatever data
was created between the crash and your
last backup is lost forever.
The tactic traditionally used by most
systems managers to minimize the dis
ruption of hard disk failure is disk mirror
ing. Disk mirroring is high-priced insur
ance; it requires that you buy double the
disk space that you actually use. Because
every disk and its data is duplicated, your
system can operate when a disk fails.
Another way to achieve nonstop opera
tion is with a disk-array subsystem. Basi
cally, a disk array is created when you join
two or more hard disks to make one logi
cal disk volume. An array configuration
can leverage disk I/0 performance by di
viding disk reads and writes more or less
evenly among the drives in the array. To
further enhance performance, drive con
trollers are often also duplicated.
In "File Servers Face Off" (February
BYTE), the BYTE Lab reviewed high 
performance file servers that use disk ar
rays to improve disk throughput and in
some cases provide data redundancy. The
systems discussed here take data protection
a step further. Five of the six systems I
tested provide the ability to replace and

H
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rebuild a failed drive without interrupting
access to your system, and some extend
this " hot-swapping" capability to con
trollers and power supplies as well. You
can add any of the stand-alone arrays dis
cussed here to the 386 or 486 CPU of your
choice, and some work with any SCSI 
compatible host.
I tested four systems that implement
RAID (redundant arrays of inexpensive
disks) level 3 or 5. (See the text box "A
RAID Primer" on page 241 for an expla
nation of the different levels of RAID.)
The four systems were the NetA1rny from
Ciprico, the Intelligent Array Subsystem
from Core, the Raider from Dynatek, and
the Raidion from Micropolis. Only one of
these systems had been on the market for
more than a year when my testing began,
and the remaining three had been released
within the preceding six months.
To see how RAID 3 and 5 technology
compares to more traditional solutions, I
tested two more common configurations,
NetSpa n from Legacy Storage Systems
and RapidAccess from MicroNet Tech
nology, that use mirroring (i.e., RAID lev
el I) to achieve redundancy (see the text
box " Disk Minwing: Protection Plus Per
formance" on page 244).

A RAID Reality Check
I tested each system on an Ethernet net
work running Novell NetWare 3.11. Each
array was connected to an AcerFrame
3000MP, a 33-MHz 486 EISA tower with
24 MB of RAM. Two workstations, a 16
MHz 386DX and a 10-MHz 286, rounded
out the test environment.
With each array, I ran a series of per
formance tests under normal conditions
and then disabled one drive and repeated
the tests. As a final step, I replaced the
failed disk and exercised the array's abil

ity to dynamically rebuild a replaced hard
drive.
My performance tests were designed to
keep the server's disk channels saturated
with a varied mix of read and write activ
ity. From the 386 workstation, 15,000 ran
dom reads of 4 KB each were performed
on a 128-MB file. On the 286 workstaPHOTOGRAPHY; SCOTT PARKER I A VIS STUDI O© 1992

\JTE

tion, 12 image files ranging from 2 to 3
MB in size were read sequentially in 512
byte increments. On the server, Net Ware ' s
Btrieve and Butil NLMs (NetWare load
able modules) were used to read 68,000
lines from a flat file and to write them as
records to a Btrieve database. All activities
were run concurrently and created a load

on the server's disk channel that you ' 11
hopefully never encounter in reality, at
least on a sustained basis.
The arrays showed a wide range of per
formance results, but some consistent pat
terns emerged. The redundancy provided
by the RAID 3 and 5 units extracts a sig
nificant performance penalty. Only one of

ACTION SUMMARY

•

WHAT RAID DISK ARRAVS DO
Disk arrays that implement the
RAID 3 or 5 specification
provide protection from disk
failure without the 100 percent
disk space overhead of a
traditional disk-mirroring
configuration. The equivalent
capacity of one disk in the array
is set aside for data redundancy.

•

LIKES
Protection from data loss without
paying for double the disk
capacity; the ability to replace
failed drives , power supplies,
and controllers without turning
off the system.

•

DISLIKES
Implementing data redundancy
comes at the expense of
performance. Many systems new
to the market have incomplete or
inaccurate documentation .

•

RECOMMENDATIONS
For the best mix of RAID
benefits, choose Dynatek' s
Raider. If fault tolerance is your
main concern, choose Core's
Intelligent Array Subsystem.

the four RAID 3 and 5 units provided per
formance equal to that encountered in a
similar single-drive configuration. On the
other hand, turning off redundancy and
running in a RAID 0 configuration on the
two units that supported this capability im
proved performance by almost I00 per
cent. The bottom line: With today's im 
plementations of RAID 3 or 5, you trade
performance for redundancy.
That's the bad news. The good news is
that all units flawlessly recovered from
the failure of a drive. With each system, ac
cess to the server and its data was not in
terrupted. A rerun of the performance tests
with one drive disabled showed that per
formance degraded a bit on most units but
not enough to be unworkable. With the
Ciprico NetArray, performance actually
improved slightly. Eve1y unit accepted and
rebuilt a replacement drive, again without
interruption of access to the server and its
data. Not once during any drive replace
ment and rebuild did the power switch
have to go to the off position.
co111i1u1ed
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DISK-ARRAY SUBSYSTEMS COMPARED

Prices of disk arrays vary greatly based on RAID level and operating-system support and capacities. ( • =yes; o
Ciprico
NetArray

Core
Intelligent
Array Subsystem

0

0
0

RAID levels
0
1
3
5

0

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Hot-swappable
components
Disks
Power supply
Controllers

0
0

Operating systems
supported
NetWare 3.1 x
NetWare 2.x
Unix
OS/2
DOS

•

0

0
0

Micro polis
Raidion

•

•

0

Redundant
components
Disks
Power supply
Controllers

Dynatek
Raider

0
0

0
0

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

0
0

Legacy
NetSpan'

•
•
•'

= no.)

MicroNet
RapidAccess'

•
•

0

0
0

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

0
0

0
0
0

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
0
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Array sizes
available
Minimum
Maximum

2 GB
3.4GB

1.3GB
5.2GB

660MB
4GB

680 MB
47GB

400MB
7.8GB

660MB
5.2GB

Price of
tested array

$33,495

$64,600

$32,320

$20,711

$34,900

$29,280

•

0

0
0
0
0

•
•
•

1

Provides only disk mirroring under NetWare.
' Supports RAID 5 under OS/2 and Unix.

BYTE BENCHMARK RESULTS

Ciprico NetArray

Dynatek Raider

Core IAS

Legacy NetSpan

Dynatek Raider

MicroNet RapidAccess

Micropolis Raidion

Micropolis Raidion
0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

0

Seconds

5

10 15 20 25 30 35

Seconds

Legacy NetSpan

Dynatek Raider

MicroNet RapidAccess

Legacy NetSpan
0

5

10

15 20 25 30
MicroNet RapidAccess

Second s

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

S!l,cdnds
Normal performance:

Performance with one drive disabled:

•

•

15,000 4·KB random reads on a 128-MB file
Read 12 2- to 3-MB image files in 512-byte
increments

•

Read 68,000 lines from an ASCII file and insert as
records in a database
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15,000 4-KB random reads on a 128-MB file
Read 12 2- to 3-MB image files in 512-byte
increments

•

Rea'd 68,0.00 lines from an ASCII file and inse'rt as
records in a database
·

Comparing disk-array pe1formance : In
every case, lower numbers indicate
better pe1formance . The 15,000 random
read test was pe1formed on a 128-MB
file, and disk reads were in units of4096
bytes. The sequential-read test was
pe1formed by opening and reading
sequentially (in 5 12-byte increments) 12
image files ranging in size from 2 to 3
MB. The database load test was
pe1formed using NetWare 3 .1 J's Btrieve
and Butil NLMs to read 68,000 lines of
an ASCII file and to insert each line as a
record into a Btrieve database. All three
tests were run concurrently. Some
arrays could be configured to more than
one RAID level and as a single drive. In
these cases, the array was tested in each
configuration available, and all results
are shown here.

Train with NRI,
and erepare
no~ for a high

paying career
m computer
programming!
Only NRI gives you real-world
programming skills in four of today's
hottest computer languages: BASIC,
Pascal, C, and COBOL And now
NRI gives you hands-on training
with a powerful new 386sx-based,
mini-tower computer system plus
programming software you
keep . .. everything you need for
advancement, a new career, even a
business of your own as a computer
programmer.

computer system,
complete with modem,
a full megabyte of
RAM, disk drive , and
monitor-all yours to
train with and keepl
Plus you explore
the extraordinary
capabilities of not one
or two but fotu- in-demand languages
You learn to design, code, run, debug,
and document programs in
BASIC, Pascal, C, and COBOL
Indeed, with NRl's complete,
at-home, four-language
training, you get what it
takes to handle any
programming task with
confidence.

'T Computer know-how:
The new meaning of success
Get in on the ground floor of one of
today's fastest-growing career fields:
computer programming. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics forecasts that job
opportunities for the skilled computer
programmer will leap 71. 7 percent
during the next 10 yearsl
Now, with NRI training, you can be
one of the increasing number of com
puter programmers using their skills to
build top-paying careers-even full- or
part-time businesses of their own-in
this high-growth, big-opportunity field.

'T NEW! The only
programming course that
includes a powerful 386sx
based computer system
and programming software
you keep
Right from the start, NRl training
gets you actively involved in the
challenge of real-world program
ming. You learn to create the
kinds of full-featured,
powerful
programs today's
employers and
clients demand.
And onlyNRl
gives you first
hand experience
with a
powerful
386sx-based,
AT-compat
ible, mini
tower

'T No previous
experience necessary
Train with NRI, and immediately start
getting the money-making job skills you
need to secure a future in computer
programming-no matter what your
previous background.
NRl's step-by-step lessons and
hands-on programming projects help
you first master the programming design

concepts used every day by success[ul
PC programmers. With your experi
enced NRI instructor on call
and ready to help, you go on
to learn programming in four
of today's hottest languages.
You then use your modem to
"talk" to your instructor, meet
other NRI students, even
download programs through NRl's
exclusive programmers network,
PRONET.
By the time you complete your
training, you have a clear understanding
of programming methods, languages,
and techniques ...and you're prepared to
take advantage of today's high-paying
programming opportunities.
Sec other side for highlights
of your NRI hands-on training
in computer programming
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• Now, as never before,
you can succeed as a
computer
programmer

Here's what makes your 386sx mini-tower
computer system the ideal programming tool:
T Full IBM POAT-compatibility

T 14" high-resolution monitor with tilt

swivel base

T High-speed 80386sx CPU with 20 MHz

clock

T 2400 baud, Hayes-compatible internal

modem

T 1 meg RAM (expandable on board); 6-+K

ROM

T MS-DOS operating system

T 1.2 meg. high-density S'/;" floppy disk

drive

T Prolessional compilers for programming
in BASIC. Pascal, C, & COBOL
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NRI at-home training
gives you everything
you need to build a
high-paying career as a
computer programmer.
Designed around a state-of-the
art computer system, your
training guides you
smoothly from basic
programming principles
through coding in
four of today's most
widely used computer
languages: BASIC, Pascal, C.
and COBOL
With NRI, you get the
hands-on experience and the
confidence it takes to master all
kinds of programming chal
lenges. And, by creating and
running your own full-leng th
programs, you build skills you'll
be proud to show any prospec
tive employer or client.

•Send today for your
FREE catalog
Prepare now for a high-paying
career as a computer program
mer!. See how NRI at-home
training in Computer Program
ming gives you the experience
and the know-how, the
computer and the software you
need to get a fast start in this
top-growth field. Send today for
your FREE catalog.
If the card is missing,
write to us at NRI Schools,
McGraw-Hi ll Continuing
Education Center, 4401
Connecticut Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20008
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DISK-ARRAY SUBSYSTEMS

ARAID Primer
sing arrays of three or more
disks to form a RAID (redun
dant arrays of inexpensive disks)
offers two benefits. The first is
performance. In a RAID implementa
tion, data is scattered evenly across ev
ery disk in the array using a technique
called striping. Overall throughput im
proves because each disk in the array
can more or less evenly divide the load
of system disk reads and writes.
The second benefit is data redun
dancy. Every RAID level but one spec
ifies a method whereby data is stored
redundantly on the array so that the
failure of one disk does not result in
data loss. Six RAID levels have been
defined. They differ in how they im
plement striping and redundancy.
RAID level 0: A RAID 0 array con
sists of a series of disks where striping
is the only RAID feature implement
ed. No provision is made for data re
dundancy. Because a RAID 0 array
provides all the performance benefits
of striping and none of the overhead
entailed by writing redundant failure
recovery data, it is the configuration to
choose when performance is important
and failure protection is not.
RAID/eve/ 1: RAID I arrays imple
ment disk mirroring along with data
striping. Each disk in the array is mir
rored by another; the second disk in the
mirrored pair stores an exact copy of
the first disk's information. In a four

U

Dynatek's Raider
ynatek ' s Raider
D
is the unit of
choice if you need the
best overall mix of
redundancy , perfor
mance , flexibility ,
and economy. It can
be configured as a
RAID 5 or RAID 0
array and provides
hot-swappable drives.
The Raider consists
of a compact tower
(called the Mountable
Module Depot) that can accommodate up
to five half-height drive/power-supply

disk RAID I array, you have two mir
rored pairs and the equivalent capacity
of two disks to use for data storage.
If all disks can perform reads and
writes simultaneously, disk mirroring
will probably subtly improve disk-read
performance, since a read request will
be satisfied by the first drive in the pair
to seek the information. Write requests
slow down because they have to be
completed for both disks in the pair.
RAID level 2: RAID level 2 is the
first to set aside the capacity of one
disk to perform data recovery for the
remaining ones. Striping is imple
mented at the bit level: The first bit for
a unit of information is written to the
first disk, the second to the second disk,
and so on. Because multiple error-cor
recting disks are required in an array,
RAID 2 is not commercially imple
mented for microcomputer systems.
RAID level 3: In a RAID 3 array,
striping is typically implemented at the
byte level, and one disk (often called
the parity drive) is set aside to store er
ror-correcting information. The error
correcting code stored by the parity
drive is calculated by performing bit
wise arithmetic on the bytes on the data
drives. In a process not unlike finding
the value of a variable in a simple al
gebraic equation, the missing byte on a
failed disk is calculated by using a bit
wise operation to combine the byte val
ues on the remaining disks and com-

combination modules. Since each disk
module includes its own power supply,
there is no master power supply to become
a single point of failure.
I tested a unit that consisted of five I
gigabyte drives, which resulted in a total
capacity of 3.8 GB when configured as a
five-drive RAID 5 array. Disk modules
ranging in size from 330 MB to 1.2 GB
are available. Dynatek packages an
Adaptec SCSI host controller and uses
Adaptec ' s NetWare disk drivers.
In addition to turning in the fastest per
formance results of any of the RAID 3 or
5 units tested, the Raider provided the most
flexibility. If you need to start small, you
can configure the Raider with a single
drive and add modules as your budget per-

paring that value with the value on the
parity drive. Commercial RAID 3 im
plementations often optimize disk-read
perfo1111ance by synchronizing the spin
dle rotation of each drive so that paral
lel reads of a range of bytes can be
readily performed. For this reason ,
RAID 3 units should be particularly
fast when doing sequential reads of
large files. RAID 3 performance suf
fers when doing heavy disk writes be
cause the parity drive must be written to
in every write operation.
RAID level 4: A RAID 4 array sets
aside a single disk in the array as the
parity drive. RAID 4 stripes in units of
disk blocks rather than bytes, a disk
block being the amount of data trans
ferred to or from the disk in one write
or read operation.
RAID level 5: A RAID 5 array
spreads the error-coll'ection data even
ly across the drives in the array. The
data is striped in units of blocks. RAID
5 arrays should handle multiple simul
taneous disk writes more quickly than
RAID 3 or 4 arrays, because no single
disk must be written to during every
write operation. Because they stripe in
block increments, RAID 5 arrays
should handle multiple simultaneous
random reads well, because each disk
can independently retrieve an entire
disk block. Error-correction data on a
RAID 5 array is spread evenly among
the drives in the array.

mits (although you 'JI have to reformat to
include an additional module).
The Raider's flexibility extends to the
failure recovery process as well. On a Net
Ware 3. Ix server, the Raider displays a
notice on the server screen when a drive
fails and creates an entry in its own Jog
file. An NLM and a DOS utility are pro
vided to enable you to perfo1111 the drive re
placement and rebuilding process. While
the interfaces for both utilities are cryptic
(you frequently have to use a 13-character
code to identify the drive you ' re working
with), they afford you better-than-average
control over the rebuilding process. You
can monitor the progress of the rebuild
and can even change the rate at which the
rebuild occurs during the process (with all
AUGUSTl992 ·BYT E 241
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the other units, the rebuild rate is set before
you start or is not tunable at all).
The documentation had no index and
was often inaccurate, and I had to call Dy
natek 's technical support several times to
get information that the documentation
should have covered. Dynatek reports that
new manuals are in the works that may be
available by the time you read this.
The Raider configuration that I tested
had a retail price of $32,320, putting it in
the average range for the units discussed
here. The system can be used with Net
Ware 3.1 x, OS/2, or AIX 3.2.

Core's Intelligent
Array Subsystem
ore's Intelligent Array Subsystem
(IAS) claimed several distinctions
during my array evaluation. It was the
slowest and most expensive but also the
most fault-tolerant.
Apparently, its engi
neers stressed rel i
ability and maintain
ability over perfor
mance.
The IAS, a modi
fied RAID 3 imple11 1 111111 ~111M11 11111111 1
mentation, is the unit
to choose if cost and
speed take a backseat
to nonstop availabil
ity. The unit sports .
three power supplies,
any one of which can
fail without stopping
the system. Drives, controllers, and pow
er supplies can be hot-swapped indepen
dently of each other. Even the power cord
has been engineered for reliability: It clips
securely in its socket to prevent accidental
removal. The unit comes with a good man
ual and toll-free technical support.
The IAS has a small LCD panel that
can be used to monitor and configure the
unit. The panel can be used to display the
status of the array's components and can
also be set to provide an a ctivity gauge.
You can carry monitoring and control a
big step further by connecting a PC run
ning OS/2 to the IAS's serial port. With
this PC running Core's IAS Monitor pro
gram, you can monitor and collect infor
mation on the performance and status of
the array and completely control the ar
ray's operation. You can also dial in to the
monitoring PC and control the array via
modem if required.
Notification of disk or other component
failures is handled via an audible alarm
and with a message on the LCD panel (and

C
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via the IAS Monitor program if you are
using it). The rebuild rate is fixed, but you
can monitor the progress of the rebuild
process. No failure or rebuild information
is available from the server console.
The unit I tested, the CPR-400, is
housed in a large tower and provides a us
able capacity of 4 GB. It costs $64,600 as
configured, which is about twice the cost of
the other arrays tested. Units ranging from
1.3 to 5.2 GB (and costing from $24,000 to
$74,600) are available.
The IAS is designed to be operating
system neutral. It performs all configura
tion and monitoring functions on its own
LCD panel or with a dedicated monitoring
PC, so it can be used with virtually any
SCSI-compatible host controller and op
erating system. The downside of this neu
trality is that no failure or rebuild infor
mation is reported back to the operating
system. I tested the IAS using an Adaptec
1740 and Adaptec ' s Net Ware drivers.

Ciprico's NetArray
he NetArray from Ciprico is a RAID
3 array with five drives. It provides a
good balance of economy and perfor
mance, but it comes up a little short on
hot-swapping capability. Its disks are the
only components that are hot-swappable.
I tested a unit with 3.4 GB of usable ca
pacity, which costs $33 ,495 as configured.
Units with capacities ranging from 2 GB to
3.4 GB and prices ranging from $24,495 to
$33,495 are available. You can also buy
the Ciprico tower cabinet and RAID 3
firmware without drives for $14,495.
The NetArray has several unique char
acteristics. In addition to providing the
second-fastest performance when operat
ing in normal mode, it offered even better
performance when operating with a failed
drive. All other RAID 3 or 5 units showed
a performance decrease when running with
a failed drive. The NetArray's manual also
includes instructions for connecting two
server CPUs, a primary and a backup, to
the same array. In the event that the first
CPU fails, you can quickly put users back
to work by using the second CPU.
Drive failures trigger an audible alarm
and a light on the array and are reported to
the NetWare server error log. Rebuilding
takes place at a rate that you set when you
load Ciprico's NetWare driver. You cannot
monitor the progress of the rebuild.
I tested the NetArray using Ciprico's
RimFire SCSI host controller and Net
Ware driver, which the company recom
mends for use on NetWare servers. The
RimFire is available in ISA, EISA, and
Micro Channel configurations.

T

Micropolis's Raidion

I

f this were a beauty contest instead of a
disk-array evaluation, the Raidion from
Micropolis would win hands down. With
the Raidion, a RAID 5 array, each disk is
housed in a separate module that includes
a power supply and controller. The mod
ules can be fitted together to build an
attractive tower that can be up to four units
tall.
The Raidion's low price alone makes it
worth considering. My test configuration,
a five-disk array with a usable capacity of
almost4 GB, costs $20,711, about $12,000
less than similarly sized arrays from Cipri
co and Dynatek. With its fully modular
approach, the Raidion can be expanded as
needed. Micropolis claims that configu
rations including up to 28 modules are
possible. Modules are available in 340-,
670-, I 030-, 1340-,
and 1750-MB sizes.
The Raidion works
only with NetWare
3 . lx, and it is the
Raidion NetWare
disk driver that im
plements RAID 5 er
ror correction and
striping. You can op
tionally configure the
array to be a RAID 0
implementation. Con
figured as a RAID 5
array, the Raidion was
the second-slowest system that I tested.
The Raidion's documentation has some
serious omissions. You probably won't be
able to install the array without calling Mi
cropolis 's technical-support department
(which fortunately can be reached with a
toll-free number 12 hours a day). A special
setting required when your file server has
more than 16 MB of RAM is not docu
mented, and if you use NetWare ' s normal
procedure to automatically create the start
up batch file that calls the Raidion disk
driver, the driver is started improperly and
will not initialize the array. A manual that
describes how to operate the utility used to
rebuild replaced drives wasn't finished in
time to be shipped with my unit (even
though the array has been on the market for
six months).
Once you get past these hurdles, the unit
works well. Raidion provides an on-screen
notice when a drive module fails . This no
tice is not written to the server error log,
which means that the on-screen informa
tion could scroll out of view before you
have a chance to see it. The other aspects
of failure recovery are handled well: You
can set a rebuild rate before starting, and
the progress of the rebuild is displayed

INTRODUCING THE
LANSTOR®DISK ARRAY.
NONSTOP STORAGE FOR
NONSTOP NETWORKS.
Today's Novell® networks operate
around the globe and around the
::=c:
.£.! clock. These networks require
. . . . . . .. much more than just
protection against data
- - --- --- Joss. They demand
uninterrupted network operation. Storage
Dimensions answers that demand with the new
LANStor Disk Array, delivering nonstop storage
for today's nonstop networks.

I

With its unique architecture and fully
redundant power supply modules, the
LANStor Disk Array pushes fault
tolerance to a new level. Hard disk and
power modules can be instantly "hot
swapped." Data is reconstructed on
line, on-the-fly. There's no system
downtime. There's no data loss.
The LANStor Disk Array is also
built for speed. Its independent
processor frees the server CPU from
time-consuming array management.
State-of-the-art Fast SCSI-2 drives
and adapters speed data throughput.
Add our award winning LANStor drivers
and you get array performance that's
second to none.
The LANStor Disk Array, in 2.1 to 4.2 GB
models. supports RAID 5 and adapts in
minutes for rack mount, tower or desktop
installations. Larger systems can be
configured to deliver more than 100 GB of
nonstop storage. For more information and
a copy of our white paper, "Fault
Tolerant Storage for Nonstop
Networks," call 800-765-7895
or write Storage Dimensions.
1656 McCarthy Boulevard.
Milpitas. CA 95035.

[I STORAGE DIMENSIONS
Circle 161 on Inquiry Card.
©1!J92 Storage IJlnmnslnns. LAi\Slor is a rcglstcrctl trademark nf SIOragc IJimcnsions.
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Disk Mirroring:
Protection Plus Performance

T

o see how the new RAID 3 and
RAID 5 disk arrays stack up
against the traditional disk-mir
roring approach, I tested two sys
tems that use disk mirroring to protect
against data loss. The first, the NetSpan
from Legacy Storage Systems, is a six
drive array housed in a tower enclo
sure. The NetSpan provides redundant
power supplies and hot-swappable
disks. My configuration consisted of
six 1.3-gigabyte drives and sells for
$34,900. Drive sizes of 249 MB, 420
MB, and 760 MB are also available.
Legacy provides two Adaptec host con
trollers and uses Adaptec's NetWare
drivers.

throughout the process.
Micropolis supplies Adaptec SCSI host
controllers for the server PC. You can con
nect one controller per module if you like
to maximize redundancy.

With OS/2 and Unix, the NetSpan
can be configured as a RAID 5 array.
Legacy has announced that it will re
lease RAID 5 support for NetWare in
the third quarter of this year.
I also tested an array comprising four
1.3-GB RapidAccess drives from Mi
croNet Technology. MicroNet supplies
its own host SCSI controllers and Net
Ware drivers, and each drive is housed
in a separate cabinet with a power sup
ply and controller. There are no hot
swappable components. MicroNet also
supplies drivers for DOS, NetWare 286,
Unix, and Xenix. The array I tested is
priced at $29,280. Drives of 330 MB
and 670 MB are also available.

A Solution That Works
The RAID 3 and 5 units discussed here
deliver what they promise. With only 20
percent of the total array capacity devoted
to data redundancy, they provide full pro-

COMPANY INFORMATION
Ciprico, Inc.
2800 Campus Dr.
Plymouth, MN 55441
(800) 727-4669
(612) 551-4000
fax: (612) 551-4002

Legacy Storage Systems, Inc.
25 South St.
Hopkinton, MA 01748
(508) 435-4700
fax : (508) 435-3080
Circle 1227 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1224 on Inquiry Card.

Core International
71 71 North Federal Hwy.
Boca Raton, FL 33487
(407) 997-6055
fax: (407) 997-6009

MicroNet Technology, Inc.
20 Mason
Irvine, CA 9271 8
(800) 553-7070
(714) 727-3300
fax: (714) 727-1913

Circle 1225 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1228 on Inquiry Card.

Dynatek Automation Systems, Inc.
15 Tangiers Rd.
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M3J 2B 1
(416) 636-3000
fax: (416) 636-3011

Micropolis Corp.
2121 1 Nordhoff St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 709-3300
fax : (818) 709-3396

Circle 1226 on Inquiry Card.
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Circle 1229 on Inquiry Card.

On both the Legacy and MicroNet
arrays, I ran my suite of performance
tests with and without disk mirroring
implemented (or in RAID terms, the
arrays were configured to level 0 and
level 1). I also tested a single drive from
each array to compare array throughput
to that of a single drive.
For both systems, RAID 0 perfor
mance was almost twice as good as the
single-drive configuration. With mir
roring implemented, performance was
only slightly degraded. The bottom line:
If you need protection from disk failure
but want to make the minimum perfor
mance sacrifice, use a RAID I disk
mirroring configuration.

tection from the failure of one disk. Since
all the units provide the ability to replace
and rebuild a drive without turning off the
system, nonstop operation becomes a re
alistic possibility.
With prices for a 4-GB array ranging
from about $25,000 to $65,000, the bene
fits of RAID technology obviously do not
come cheap. However, if downtime is ex
pensive-for example, if your airny is part
of the system that controls a manufacturing
line or is used to store data for a nonstop
emergency medical application-then the
costs for these arrays are probably easy to
justify.
Only one question remains. ls disk fail
ure so prevalent and devastating that it is
worth the elaborate precautions entailed
by a RAID 3 or 5 solution? Only you can
make that deci sion, but my own testing
experience served as a reminder of how
fragile hard drives can be. I tested six disk
arrays, which all together included 31 sep
arate drives. In three weeks of testing, two
drives failed.•
Bill Lawrence is part ofthe team that man
ages a 2300-node, 70-server network for a
major Western utility. He also writes ex
tensively about various computing issues
and is the author of Using Novell Net
Ware, 2d ed. (Que, I"/). You can con
tact him on BIX c/o "editors. "

OS/2 or NT + 50 MHz
If you are an OS/2 or Windows NT developer and
you are porting an application that needs robust
32-bit support, your wait is over. Microway is
currently shipping NOP Fortran-386/486 for
OS/2 or NT, along with our CIC++ and Pascal.
Our products work with the IBM and MS linkers
and can directly aocess their respective APls,
taking full advantage of the 386/486 gigabyte
address space. The biggest advantage of these
new 32-bit operating systems over DOS is their
ability to pre-emptively multitask, which

dramatically improves the speed of hard disk
1/0 and multitasking in general.

386, 486 and i860 Compilers

Number Smasher-860™

Our NOP family of compilers generate globally
optimized, mainframe quality code that runs on
the 386, i486, or i860 in protected mode under
Windows NT, DESQview, UNIX, OS/2, or ex
tended DOS. The compilers address 4
gigabytes of memory while supporting the 287,
387, Weitek, and Cyrix EMC coprocessors.
Applications can mix code from all three com
pilers and assembly language.To simplify your
ports, we offer Clearview, our full-featured,
windowing symbolic debugger that works with
DOS versions of NOP 386 and 486 compilers.

Number Smasher-860 is , the highest perfor
mance coprocessor card ever to run in an ISA or
EISA bus or as part of a transputer system.
Delivers up to 80 million floating point operations
per second at 40 MHz and produces 11.8 double
precision Unpack megaflops. The board comes
standard with an EISA or ISA interface, 8 meg of
high speed memory, and your choice of NOP
Fortran, CIC++, or Pascal for the i860 running
under MS-DOS, UNIX, OS/2, SunOS, or
DESOview ..... .. .. . ........ .. . 33 MHz: $5000
40 MHz: $6000
32 MB version: add $2500

NOP Fortran TM is a full F77 with F66 and DOD
extensions that is 99% VMS compatible. Also
contains new F90 features & MS compatibility.

i860 Vectorizers and Libraries

NOP CIC++™ runs in three modes: K&R with
Sys V and MS C extensions; 100% ANSI C;
and C++ Release 2.1 compatible.
NOP Pascal™ is a full ANSI/IEEE Pascal, with
extensions from C and BSD 4.2 Pascal.

NOP Language Pricing
NOP Fortran, CIC++, or Pascal - DOS
products indude NOP Tools and Extender. 486
DOS version includes Weitek support, royalty
free binder, and ClearView-386. All DOS com
pilers come with G REX, Microway's library of 160
MS C compatible lower level graphics and
hardware ilterface routines.
OS/2™ or NT . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . $595
386 DOS (includes Tools) .. . .... .. . $695
486 DOS (includes Tools, Royalty-free
DOS Extender and ClearView) . . . . . $995
3861486 UNIX V. 3 or V. 4 ... .. . ... $1195
i860 Compilers .. . . ........ . ... . $1995
(OS/2 is a trademark of IBM Corporation.)
ClearView-386™-our windowing 32-bit sym
bolic debugger that runs with our 386 and 486
DOS products . .. . . . ...... . .. . .. . . . . $195
NOP IMSL is a Microway port of IMSL mainframe
librarytothei860,486or386. Math Library, Slatistical
Library, Special Functions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2000
NOP Plot™ ... . . . . . .... .. .. . .. . . . . . $195
NDP/FFT™NDP or 80x87version . .. ea. $250
HALO Professional for 386. . .......... $595
NOP NAG™ Workstation library is a subset of the
NAG mainframe libraries. Has 172 routines for
differential equations and eigenvalue problems,
matrix operations, fitting curves, statistics, and
regression analysis .. . .... .. .. 386 Version: $895

Purchase a copy of our OS/2 or NT Fortran
compiler before August31stand take advantage
of our special pre-release price of $295.
Microway has also engineered a complete line
of 486 workstations which are ideal platforms for
both developers and users who are into number
crunching. Using removable hard disks, we can
set up a system for you that can be used for DOS,
NT, OS/2 and UNIX development! Scientists and

NOP NAG/860 is a Microway port of the NAG
workstation library to the i860 .... . ... . . $1495
NOP HAL0-860 includes HALO Professional
and an interface library which makes HALO
directly callable by the i860 . . . . . . . . . . . . $995
860 Vectorizer includes PSR VAST-2 which
converts a C or FORTRAN program into a new
program which calls the Intel Vector library.
Includes the Intel Vector Library and
Microway's i860 Profiler . ...... . ... . . . $1495
860Vector Library-Written for Intel, includes
over 400 vector primitives that take advantage
of the i860's cache, dual instruction mode, and
pipelined multiplier accumulator . ....... .. $495
IGL - a 3-D Graphics Pipeline that performs
geometry and rendering using routines which
use the i860's built-in graphics hardware: $495
Kuck & Associates CLASSPACK - Hand
coded, pipelined libraries for the i860.
• Basic Math Library ... .. .. . ..... $500
• DSP - Over 100 routines including 1 and
2-D correlations and convolutions. Does
1024 Complex FFT in 1 msec. .. . . .. $750
• Dense Array solver package . . . . .. $750

FASTCache-SX/Plus™-The "Windows Solu
tion". Converts your 286 into a powerful 25 MHz
386SX. Combines Microway's award-winning
FASTCache-SX accelerator with up to 16 meg of
extended memory. Features an Intel 486-style
16K internal cache and 387SX coprocessor sock
et Uses a 16-bit slot Outperforms most SX sys
tems! Installs in minutes in over 100 AT systems
induding AST, Compaq, Epson, HP, IBM, NCR,
NEC, Sperry, Tandy, Zenith and more!
FASTCache-SX-20 ... . . .... .. . . . .. ... $295
FASTCache-SX/Plus-25 . .... .. ....... $495

Circle 124 on Inquiry Card.

= Power!
engineers will appreciate the fact that our top
of the line 486 boxes use industrial strength
power and cooling-that's one of the reasons
why half of our Number Smasher-860s have
gone out in a 50 MHz 486 B3 workstation.
Another important reason is the fact that the
860 can save you thousands of dollars per
month in Cray or 3090 rentals.
For more Information, please call
Microway's Technical Support Department
at (508) 746-7341.

Since 1982, Microway has been serving the PC
community and we wish to thank all of our
customers for their continued support.

386/486 Custom Workstations
A Microway Black Tower is the ideal solution for
a cost-effective desktop system, personal super
computer, file or computation server, or industrial
PC. Microway workstations are used in corpora
tions, government research labs and university
engineering departments on applications ranging
from CAD to financial analysis, software develop
ment to basic research . They come standard with
two or more thermostatically controlled fans, 250
Watt motherboard power connectors, and
American-manufactured industrial grade power
supplies. Our 386 and 486 motherboards are
carefully burned i1 and tested. Top speeds are 40
MHz for the 386 and 50 MHz for the 486. Choose
from a full line of high quality options to customize
your workstation. The base system includes a
sleek, black tower case, a black tactile response
keyboard, four megabytes of memory, a 250 Watt
American power supply and one floppy drive.
Each system is backed up by a one year warranty
and t~e best technical support in the industry. Our
486B T was a recent Digital Review Target
Aw11rd nominee. Our B3 frequently goes out with
three to five i860 cards running NFS on UNIX.
With a peak throughput of 400 mega flops, this is
the most cost-effective way to boostthe power of
your Sun network. Microway systems have
earned an international reputation for outstanding
design, price/performance value and reliability.
386BT2-40
486B2 T-33
486B2r-33
486B2 T-50
486B 3 -50

ISA
ISA
EISA
EISA
EISA

64K cache
64K cache
256K cache
256K cache
256K cache

200W
250W
250W
250W
350W

$1395
$2495
$3395
$3995
$4495

WEITEK: 4167-25/33 . . ... . . .. $350/$995
3167-25/-33 ...... . . . ..... $200/$250
mW3167 Micro Channel-25/33: from $700
mW3167/80387 Board ... . ..... . . $200
INTEL: 287XL . . ..... . ... . . . .......$90
38716-33: $200
387-25SX:$130
25 MHz: $545
Overdrive 20 MHz: $425
RapidCAD . .. . .. . ... .. . .... . .. $350
Cyrix: SX20Mz: .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. $110
SX25MHz: $120
82S87 20 MHz: $85
DX33 MHz: $165
DX40 MHz: $195

The
Time
Has
Come•••
•

...to send for the latest copy of the free
Consumer Information Catalog.
It lists more than 200 free or low
cost government publications on topics
such as money, food, jobs, children, cars,
health, and federal benefits.
Don't waste another minute. Send
today for the latest free Catalog and a
free sample booklet. Send your name
and address to:

Consumer Information Center
Department TH
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

A public service of this publication and the Consumer Information Center
of the U .S. General Services .Administration
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05/2 2.0: A Mixed Blessing
JON UDELL

S/2 2.0 does just what IBM said it
would. It runs multiple DOS pro
grams. It runs Windows 3.0 programs
in a full-screen DOS session or "seam
lessly" alongside PM (Presentation Man
ager) programs. It runs l 6- and 32-bit PM
software. And it controls the whole show
with the unconventional new Workplace
Shell. To jam in all these features, IBM
had to code right down to the wire, with
varying results. Your satisfaction with 2.0
will be a function of how well its strengths
meet your needs.
What are its strengths? These include
excellent DOS multitasking, reasonable
support for Windows 3.0 software, and of
course the native OS/2 environment, which
features robust protection, a 32-bit flat
memory model, demand-paged virtual
memory, and threaded multitasking. Its
weaknesses? Performance, stability, and
ease of use don ' t yet meet the high stan
dards IBM set with OS/2 l.3. I'll focus
here on what's new in the final release of
2.0. For details on the complete feature
set, see "OS/2 2.0: It's a Family Affair,"
April 1990 BYTE, and "OS/2 2.0: A Pil
grim's Journey," December 1991 BYTE.

0

Meet the Workplace Shell
The most dramatic change since the last
version I reviewed is the Workplace Shell
(WPS). It was then incomplete and barely
functional. In its place I used the old 1.3
shell, which is not an option in the final
release. All of 2.0's eggs are now in the
WPS's basket. (There is a" l.3 look-alike
shell," but it is just the WPS in disguise.)
The WPS has inspired much passion
ate debate in its short life, so let me be
careful to explain why I think it is unfor
tunate that IBM mandates its use. I don't
mind that the WPS is non-Windows-like
and fully object-oriented-indeed, I find
these qualities refreshing. I do mind that it
is maddeningly slow and eminently crash
able. These problems probably will be
fixed. Until they are, though, I wish IBM
would give me back the old shell.
The new OS/2 desktop as implement
ed by the WPS bears superficial resem
blance to the Macintosh and to alternative
Windows shells such as NewWave and
WinTools. Folders nest within folders to
arbitrary depth and contain icons that rep
resent programs, documents, drives, or

The Workplace
Shell at 1024 by
768 pixels. Shell
objects include
printers, drives,
folders, datafi/es,
programs, and the
shredder (trash
can). Objects sup
port settings di
alogs appropriate
to their type. Fold
ers can show mul
tiple views of their
contents in sepa
rate windows.

printers. To open, copy, move, delete, or
print a document, you drag it to and drop it
on an appropriate icon. As with any system
that relies heavily on drag-and-drop, ef
fective use requires the ability to easily
search and navigate the folder tree.
The WPS, however, is way too slug
gish. When I opened a folder containing
just a few icons, the disk light blinked and
the task took a full 3 seconds to complete.
To reopen the same folder still took about
2 seconds-this on a PS/2 Model 70 25
MHz 386 with 6 MB of memory, using
HPFS (High Performance File System)
with its default 256-KB disk cache. When
I upped the cache to a megabyte, nothing
changed. Why? Partly because the shell
always rereads from disk, in case the con
tents of a network-resident folder have
changed, and partly because of the over
head of processing icons. On a Compaq
Systempro 33-MHz 486 with 16 MB of
memory, things sped up quite a bit, of
course, but you shouldn't need a screaming
machine to make the shell feel snappy.
Note that l 6-bit PM applications such as
PageMaker, Wingz, and DeScribe run
quite well, so this isn't an indictment of
the underlying system but only of its most
visible application, the shell.
Even more discouraging was the search
performance. To find all .EXE files on a
200-MB FAT (file allocation table) parti
tion took 3l1 minutes on the Systempro us
ing the WPS's integral Find utility. Con
trast that with 30 seconds using 2.0's own
Seek and Scan applet (miniature applica
tion), or just 10 seconds for the Windows
3.1 File Manager (on the same machine
booted under DOS). This is because the
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WPS reads extended attributes so that it
can satisfy abstract queries like "find all
text files," and also because its Find tool
dumps search results into a top-level fold
er in the form of shadows. Shadows are
special WPS objects that serve as aliases
for program or data files. They're among
2.0's niftiest innovations. You can create a
shadow manually by pressing Control
Shift while dragging a shell object. Iden
tified visually by a grayed title, shadows
help you form logical groupings of objects
without moving their physical referents.
But to create hundreds of shadow icons in
response to a search seems costly.

Desktop vs. File-System Hierarchies
There's another, more subtle, problem .
The first time I searched for .EXE files, I
couldn't find a file I knew I'd copied to
the disk. The reason was that the WPS's
Find tool, by default, searches the desk
top tree, not the file-system tree. The for
mer is, in fact, part of the latter, since the
desktop takes physical form as a directory
tree rooted in C :\OS!2_2.0_D. Within that
tree, WPS folders appear as subdirecto
ries, and WPS program and document ob
jects appear as files-but only if you use
the shell to create or move those f alders,
programs, and documents. I had used an
XCOPY command to download test soft
ware from the network, which meant my
desktop-oriented search had gone down
the wrong path.
Next, I reran the migration tool that cap
tures DOS, Windows, and OS/2 applica
tions as WPS objects and searched again
for .EXE files. Still no luck. Now the desk
top tree contained program icons, but no
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program files. The WPS stores program
icons not as files, but as extended attri
butes. Only a WPS drag-and-drop (or its
programmatic equivalen1) can actually
place files in WPS folders. Finally, I found
the right approach. Although the Find tool
defaults to a search of the desktop tree,
you can also tell it to search the file-system
tree starting at, for example, C:\. This
means, however, that the WPS does not
resolve the awkward structure clash that
plagues Windows in the form of the infa
mous Program Manager/File Manager di
chotomy. Existing DOS, Windows, and
PM applications create files, not WPS ob
jects. Alternatively, you can create WPS
objects that contain data and launch ap
plications. But once launched, these ap
plications typically present File Save As
dialog boxes that invite you to create new
files outside the WPS's purview.
There may be a better way. Internally,
the WPS uses an elegant OOP (object

\JTE
• WHAT OS/2 2.0 IS

An all-in-one PC operating
system that runs multiple DOS
and Windows applications along
with 16- and 32-bit PM sottware.
• LIKES

Great DOS multitasking;
reasonably good support for
Windows 3.0 software; and the
best platform for PM sottware.
• DISLIKES

The Workplace Shell, though
laudable, currently creates more
problems than it solves.
• RECOMMENDATIONS

OS/2 2.0 will meet the needs
of many OS/2 l .x users, as
well as some power users of
DOS/Windows. Not
recommended for average
DOS/Windows users.
• PRICE

Upgrade from DOS, $99
Upgrade from Windows, $49
• FOR MORE INFORMATION

IBM Corp.
Old Orchard Rd.
Armonk, NY 10504
(800) 342-6672
Circle 1223 on lnquir: Card.
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oriented programming) technology called
the System Object Model. With the Sys
tem Object ModP,l toolkit, which ships
with IBM 's WorkSet/2, you can convert
an abstract description of a class hierar
chy, along with its methods and instance
data, into C header files . Programs that
include these header files use the system
services OS/2 provides in SOM.DLL to
create and interact with objects belonging
to the class. The WPS is such a hierarchy,
and the developer's toolkit supplies the
header files programs need to interact with
WPS objects. The shell AP! exposed t)ere
is far richer than that available to Win
dows programmers. Moreover, the toolk
it includes the abstract descriptions of the
WPS objects and the translators that tum
those descriptions into header files.
What does all this mean? PM program
mers can readily create WPS-aware pro
grams that do not violate WPS ' s logical
storage model. Even better, they can cre
ate specialized WPS objects. Imagine, for
example, a "backup folder" that inherits
all standard folder behaviors but also cop
ies its contents to tape periodically. How
ever, only specially written PM applica
tions can exploit the shell AP!.

DOS, Windows, and OS/2
OS/2 2.0's virtual DOS machines work
quite well. Virtual DOS machines come
in two flavors. The default DOS box uses
a DOS kernel that OS/2 supplies. Alter
natively, you can boot a "specific" ver
sion of DOS-such as DOS 5.0-from a
floppy disk or a boot image built with
OS/2's VMDISK command. It's prefer
able to use the default DOS box, which
has a host of settings that you can twid
dle: EMS, DPMI (DOS Protected Mode
Interface), UMB (upper memory block),
and video memory settings, idle detection,
printer time-out, and many others.
If you want to run DOS block device
drivers, though, you will need to boot a
real DOS into the virtual DOS machine
and adjust settings by way of its CON
FIG .SYS. I've run network and CD-ROM
drivers in a DOS 5.0 virtual DOS machine
under OS/2 2.0, although, as I reported
last time, some network adapters (i.e.,
Tiara and Interlan) worked in this config
uration while others (i.e., Novell and Xir
com) did not.
Windows support also comes in two
flavors: full-screen and "seamless." Both
use the same basic technology. A Win
dows 3.0 standard-mode kernel, adapted
by IBM to act as a DPMI client with re
spect to the virtual DOS machine in which
it runs, in tum provides DPMI services to
Windows applications. In the full-screen
mode, Windows applications multitask on

a normal Windows desktop under the con
trol of Program Manager; in the seamless
mode, they occupy PM windows and obey
the WPS, which is a neat trick.
OS/2 2.0 includes both clipboard and
DOE transfer agents to carry these two
protocols across the Windows/PM bound
ary. The clipboard works well for stan
dard formats such as text, bit maps, and
spreadsheet ranges. However, while I've
seen the Windows-to-PM DOE transfer
working in IBM demonstrations, my own
tests failed to create DOE I inks between
PM DeScribe and Windows Excel or be
tween PM Wingz and Word for Windows.
IBM does not include the Windows 3.0
applets, but if you already own them, you
can move them into 2.0. You can't use the
Windows 3. 1 applets, for the same reason
you can't use them under Windows 3.0
they require the 3 .1 kernel.
Along with 3.0 applets such as Write
and Paintbrush, I've run PageMaker 4,
Word for Windows, Excel, and Turbo Pas
cal for Windows under OS/2 in both full
screen and seamless modes. Either way,
the virtual-DOS-machine overhead clear
ly takes its toll on Windows' performance
under 2.0. In a full-screen Windows ses
sion, B YTE's disk- and screen-intensive
PageMaker benchmark was more than
twice as slow on the Systempro, but only
a little slower on the PS/2 (relative to Win
dows 3.1 on the same hardware). The com
pute-intensive Excel benchmark, howev
er, ran just slightly behind native Windows
3.1 on both machines. Results for the seam
less mode were also split: PageMaker
did better (relative to full-screen mode);
Excel did worse. In no case did OS/2's
Windows performance outpace that of
Windows 3 .1 on the same hardware, and I
doubt IBM will continue to claim that 2.0
is a "better Windows than Windows." It is,
however, a pretty good Windows for OS/2
users who want to run Windows software
under OS/2.

Dig for the Gold
In the final analysis, OS/2 2.0 just isn't
quite finished yet. At times, when I'm run
ning multiple network-attached DOS ses
sions along with Windows and PM soft
ware, it lives up to its potential. But I have
to work harder than I should to get things
going, and the WPS detracts from both
performance and stabi Ii ty.
There's gold in 2.0, and power users
will mine it as we always have. But the
jobTequires more digging than most folks
will want to do.•

Jon Udell is a BYTE senior technical ed
itor at large. You can reach him on BIX as
"judell."
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Was Desqview/X Worth the Wait?
TOM YAGER

here's little argument: Almost every
DOS user would like to run multiple
programs at the same time. Users have
been looking to Windows, Desqview,
OS/2, and a host of other means of making
DOS multitask. Windows has been get
ting all the attention lately, however, be
cause it also provides a popular base for
graphical applications.
Not to be left behind, Quarterdeck has
put a new set of teeth in its old standard
DOS multitasker, Desqview. Desqview/X
brings industry-standard graphics, net
working, and distributed computing to the
time-worn DOS multitasking problem and
lights a fire under the competition by
adding support for extended DOS and
Windows applications.

T

Standing Alone
Installing Desqview/X is a bit of an ad
venture, but not because it's difficult. The
package includes two other Quarterdeck
products: the QEMM-386 memory man
ager and Manifest, a program that reports
on your system 's configuration. These two
work in concert to manage your extended
memory. QEMM-386's Optimize utility
sniffs out every last nook where memory
can be remapped to expand the standard
DOS space. This is the tedious part. In my
case, it rebooted my PC (a Tandy 4033
LX) several times to find the most effec
tive configuration. I can't fault Quarter
deck-there's no other way to find every
last bit of available memory space-but
this makes ins talling Desqview/X more
work than installing Windows or OS/2. If
you change your system's configuration,
you'll probably have to run Optimize
again.
Out of the box, a single copy of Desq
view/X does pretty much what Desqview
did-but with graphics. The X in the name
refers to the manner with which Quarter
deck chose to do the graphics: using MIT's
X Window System. What sets Desqview
apart from its competitors is that in addi
tion to being a good DOS multitasker, it is
also a fully functional X environment. It's
even possible, through the use of libraries
available from Quarterdeck, to port native
X applications to Desqview/X.
Since there aren't yet any Desqview/X
specific applications (except for the hand
ful of utilities and games provided with
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The Desqview/X
desktop with a few
applications.
Desqview!X al
lows multiple text
mode DOS and X
Window System
graphical applica
tions to share the
screen with a stan
dard-mode Win
dows session.
the package), you'll probably run the DOS,
extended DOS, and Windows applications
you're running now. Home base for Desq
view/X is the desktop, the X root window.
The default desktop is blank; you launch
applications by popping up a menu with a
mouse button. You can easily reconfigure
Desqview/X to start the Application Man
ager or any number of other programs au
tomatically on start-up. The screen shows
a loaded desktop.
You can run DOS and extended-DOS
text-mode applications in either fixed-size
or resizable windows . The scalability
comes from the inclusion of ATM (Adobe
Type Manager). No matter how you re
shape the DOS window, every character
remains visible. Thanks to Adobe's skill
with fonts, the characters remain readable
down to an impressively small size. Colors
and line-drawing characters are reproduced
perfectly in the window, as well.
You may also choose to run standard
mode Windows (not included with Desq
view/X), which appears in an X window of
a size you specify. What you see in that
window is the full Windows desktop; you
cannot launch Windows applications di
rectly from Desqview/X. Running stan
dard mode costs you Windows' virtual
memory support and prevents you from
running some applications and drivers that
require 386 enhanced mode.
Desqview/X lets you run graphical DOS
applications, giving them the full screen.
You don't lose control when a DOS pro
gram takes over the screen; just tap the
hot key and the Desqview/X main menu
will appear. Switching away from a DOS
graphics program will suspend it.

Standard Features
Doing a full X implementation is ambi
tious enough in itself (Desqview/X occu
pies seven high-density 3l1-inch disks), so
Quarterdeck doesn't lose points for fail
ing to include lots of standard applications.
I was a little surprised to find that there
was no equivalent to the Windows notepad
or Write, especially with ATM included
in the bundle. The included applications
are split among administrative, demon
stration, and game programs.
The administrative programs give you
lots of control over your system. One util
ity reports on memory usage, checks the
status of running applications, brings up
a copy of an application's window, and
kills a specified task. You also get a print
manager of sorts-a spooler that intercepts
printed output from multiple applications
and feeds them to your system's printer.
Both programs have full-screen, mouse
sensitive text interfaces that give you quick
access to information and changes.
Desqview/X adapts itself to individual
applications through DVP files, the equiv
alent of Windows PIF files. Created by
the graphical DVP Manager application,
DVP files contain information about mem
ory requirements, COM port usage, text
mode (fixed or scalable), starting window
size and position, and other program-spe
ci fic items. Everything you plan to run
should have an associated DVP file, and
these are kept in a reserved directory. DVP
files are first in the search path when you
request to run a program by name.
The included ATM shows itself most
obviously in its support for scalable DOS
windows. It is plugged into Desqview/X's
AUGUST 1992 • BYTE
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X server, so smooth Times, Helvetica,
Courier, and Symbol fonts are available
to Desqview/X-specific applications .
These programs also use ATM's print sup
port, which brings scalable fonts to a va
riety of popular dot-matrix and laser print
ers . For DOS applications, neither the
fancy fonts northe print support mean any
thing. DOS programs cannot use A TM to
spruce up reports. This was an oversight;
the Print Manager should have at least per
mitted the assignment of a standard ATM
PostScript font and size to use when DOS
text jobs are printed. Until Desqview/X
specific applications start to appear, the
real power of ATM's inclusion in Desq
view/X cannot be seen.
Aside from a couple of games (includ
ing the ubiquitous Tetris), the only other
notable standard application is the File
Manager. Although the Desqview/X File
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• WHAT DESQVIEW/X IS

It's an implementation of the X
Window System that allows you
to run multiple DOS, extended
DOS, X, and Windows programs
locally or remotely.
•

LIKES

Industry-standard (not
proprietary) system; strong
support for distributed computing;
standard scalable fonts.
• DISLIKES

Weak support for DOS graphics
programs; poor remote Windows
pertormance; no thi rd-parly
application support (as of this.
writing).
• RECOMMENDATIONS

Desqview/X is a stable,
standards-based system that fits
well into mixed-platform settings.
• PRICE

$275; optional TCP/IP module,
$200
• FOR MORE INFORMATION

Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(800) 354-3222
(310) 392-9851
fax: (310) 314-4217
Circle 1131 on Inquiry Card.
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Manager is Spartan compared to the Win
dows version, I quickly grew to like its
LapLink-style two-view interface (shown
as part of the screen).

TCP/IP Support

size. In addition, the windows lack border
icons for common operations I ike maxi
mize, close, and iconify. Quarterdeck de
fends this by claiming to support a
"Desqview look and feel." I'd have to say
that, as good as Desqview is at what it
does, it hardly makes a good model for a
windowing system.
On the plus side, I was able to sit at the
Opus SPARC system (running either Sun's
Open Windows or Integrated Computer
Solutions' X server) and call up a host of
DOS applications. Desqview/X happily
served them up, delivering them to the
Opus screen within seconds of my request.
Remote DOS sessions can't use ATM
scalable fonts, but Desqview/X includes
a set of prescaled fonts that you can copy
to and compile on most X implementa
tions. DOS text applications come up look
ing great-and in color. DOS graphics ap
plications cannot be run remotely, and after
running Windows remotely , I can under
stand why.
Quarterdeck deserves credit for its work
to make Windows 3 .0 or 3.1 run as a
Desqview/X subtask. It is standard-mode
only, and you can'tjust double-click on a
Windows program and have it run direct
ly, but Windows will run remotely. The
trouble with remote Windows is that, un
like X, it wasn't built to run efficiently
over a network. Performance is just bear
able and at times unacceptably slow. It
does work; I was able to run several Win
dows programs remotely without incident.
But performance is slow enough that I
can't recommend Desqview/X's remote
Windows capability except as an occa
sional convenience.

With Desqview/X, you can run any text
mode DOS program or standard-mode
Windows session on a remote system. It in
cludes support for NetBIOS and NetWare
SPX/IPX connections between Desq
view/X systems. With an optional mod
ule, it will also support connections with
TCP/IP-based systems, opening up a world
of cross-platform compatibility that Win
dows and OS/2 can't yet touch.
Using the TCP/IP module, a Desq
view/X-equipped PC can join a network of
Unix workstations, X terminals, and even
Macs and Amigas; practically everything
can run X these days. Its best link is with
Unix systems. I used FTP Software's ven
erable PC/TCP DOS TCP/IP module.
Unix X programs will run over a network
connection to your Desqview/X-equipped
PC, and your PC can provide DOS and
Windows applications to every X-capable
system on the network.
I tested Desqview/X in a Unix lab en
vironment. I set up connections between
Desqview/X on the Tandy 4033 LX, an
Opus SPARC system running SunOS/So
laris, and an Altos System 5000 33-MHz
486 running SCO Unix with Open Desktop
(SCO's X implementation). Desqview/X's
X server proved stable and even fast, once
I moved off the Tandy's standard Paradise
VGA card and onto an 8514/A card (which
also gave me the extra resolution many X
applications expect). The only serious per
formance problem involved the cursor; it
lagged considerably behind mouse move
Technical Achievement
ments and grew more sluggish as more There's much more to be said about Desq
windows were displayed. Aside from that, view /X. Technically, it's quite an achieve
I ran several Unix applications, including ment. How it will figure in the fast-chang
FrameMaker; Island Write, Draw & Paint;
ing desktop environment struggle remains
and an assortment of standard and home
to be seen. Much depends on how quickly
brew X programs, with only minor diffi
software vendors set about creating native
culties.
Desqview/X applications, because the
Desqview/X's standard-issue window DOS text-mode program is becoming a
manager (the program that lets you resize, rarity.
move, iconify, and otherwise manipulate
Like it or not, the graphical interface
your application windows) apparently rules the day, and Desqview/X's ability
lacks the color-palette management that to run Windows programs isn't enough.
some X programs expect. If you run an What it offers is an alternative to propri
application that sets up its own palette, etary, comparatively isolated PC graphical
that palette is imposed on everything you environments. None of them can match
run until the application is terminated.
Desqview/X's networking muscle or its
My other complaint is also window strength in mixed-platform settings. •
manager-related: Resize operations are
extremely awkward. You must place the Tom Yager is a BYTE technical editor and
mouse pointer precisely on the corners of author of UNIX Program Development
the window border to resize it, and in my for IBM PCs (Addison-Wesley, 1991 ). He
tests, the window manager often failed to · can be reached on BlX as "tyager" and
listen when I dragged the window to a new on Internet at tyager@bytepb.byte.com.
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Complete DBMS for C, C++ and VB
programmers - compatible with the data,
index and memo files of dBASE III/IV,
FoxPro 2 and Clipper. Try the super-fast,
super-small FoxPro 2.0 CDX index files!

• Multi-user
• DOS, Unix, OS/2 Support
• C++ Interface Included
• Windows 3 Data Entry
• Clipper~ C Translator Available

(Using Visual Basic? Try CodeBasic!)

The C Library for DataBase Management
TEL. 403•437•2410
FAX 403•436•2999
Europe
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#209 , 9644-54 AVE., EDMONTON, AB, CANADA

Circle 1S1 on Inquiry Card.
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Redefining RAID
to a gRAIDER rate
• 11

RAID is an advanced storage
technique designed to
efficiently secure on-line
information.
The RAID concept is
designed to speed up
access to files by
performing multiple,
independent transactions
simultaneously.
RAIDER embodies
DynaTek's mission to
optimize security and to
maximize speed and
capacity.

;•I c

11

RAIDER construction is an
ingenious, creative design
of superior craftsmanship,
manufactured in a quality
controlled production
environment.
It is a ruggedized, flexible,
but compact electronically
redundant disc array.
RAIDER is designed to
complement the security
obtained through disk
redundancy by utilizing
self-contained, "hot
mountable" modules.
It is built to maximize
RAID to a gRAIDER level.

ENGINEERING
RAIDER engineering is
the product of the
accumulated knowledge
of a brilliant team that
implemented disc
striping, mirroring and
RAID levels 3 and 5 in the
most practical way; a
team which is dedicated
to benchmark your
required implementation
and to optimize it for
your application.
It is highly innovative
engineering which goes
beyond the conventional
levels of RAID to the
extended redundancy
levels of RAIDER.

INTEGRATION
RAIDER integration is
accomplished using
Management Interface for
Raider (MIR), allowing
RAID administration on
operating systems across
different platforms.
Whether Novell or OS/2,
UNIX VS.4 or AIX - MIR
expands RAID to a
gRAIDER range.

RNDIR

The Future ofStorage

DYNATEK AUTOMATION SYSTEMS INC., 15 TANGIERS ROAD, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, M3J 281 TEL: ( 416) 636-3000 FAX: ( 416) 636-3011
Circle 191 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 192).
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NEC's Notebook Compromises for Color
WAYNE RASH JR.

N

EC Technologies' UltraLite SL/25C
is one of the first active-matrix color
notebooks to hit dealers' shelves. The
UltraLite is built around the Intel 25-MHz
386SL microprocessor, so it's fast.
Its backlit TFT (thin-film transistor)
LCD provides good color and delivers full
VGA resolution, yet it uses relatively little
power compared to earlier portable color
screens. More important, the UltraLite's
screen is fast enough to avoid the prob
lem of trails behind moving objects, such
as the mouse pointer.

Color Compromises
Portable-computer color screens are a com
promise. They can't soak up the power
that a CRT uses, or there wouldn't be a
prayer of running them on batteries. But
TFT displays still demand a lotofpower to
drive the backlighting, which must shine
through the color LCD panel. That means
there will always be a trade-off between
battery Ii fe and the brightness and bril
liance of a portable TFT display.
NEC has obviously chosen to favor bat
tery life in this equation; the backlighting
is somewhat dim (see the photo). You can't
use the UltraLite outside or in a brightly lit
office. Even under normal office fluores
cent lighting, the screen washes out to the
point of being difficult to see, and in sun
light, it's unusable. However, if you have
an office optimized for computer use, with
indirect, subdued lighting, you'll proba
bly be able to see the screen just fine.
Even with relatively low-powered back
lighting, the UltraLite demands consider
ably more power than comparable mono
chrome devices. NEC says that the nrnmal
battery life between charges is 1 hour, 18
minutes i fyou use the machine constantly
during that time. This closely matches the
I hour, 20 minutes I measured in actual
use. BYTE's battery-life tests (see the fig
ure) pegged the UltraLite's life at just over
2l-5 hours in typical conditions-far below
the times of monochrome SL machines
that BYTE has tested, but above those of
some SX-based monochrome notebooks.
NEC has made good use of the 386SL 's
power management features to extend life.
If you don't press a key, and if there isn't
anything happening on the screen for over
a second, the CPU clock drops to 6.25 MHz.
After a preset ~ime, all power-consuming

NEC's Ultralite SL/25C has a colorful, high-co/lfrast display, but the machine is
bulky, and the display can fade in bright light.

13\JTE - 
• WHAT Tl-E ULTRALITE SL/25C IS

NEC Technologies' low-power
high-speed notebook with an
active-matrix color display.
• LIKES

The Ultralite is fast, and power
management features provide
good battery life.

• RECOMMENDATIONS

Considering the premium you
pay for color and the added bulk
required for the display, the
monochrome version of the
Ultralite is probably a better
choice.
• PRICE

$6268 (as tested)
I DISLIKES

The Ultralite is big and heavy by
current notebook standards, and
it's hard to work with the display
in bright light.

• FOR MORE INFORMATION

NEC Technologies, Inc.
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(508) 264-8000
fax: (508) 264-8673
Circle 1133 on Inquiry Card.
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NEC'S NOTEBOOK COMPROMISES FOR COLOR

BYTE NOTEBOOK BENCHMARK INDEXES
Toshiba
T2200SX

•

NEC
Ullralite SU25C

•

Aquiline
Arima SN386SL

•

Everex
Tempo 386SX/20

DOS APPLICATIONS
Spreadsheet

Overall

Database

operations, such as reformatting a large
Word for Windows document or recalcu
lating a big spreadsheet, would make the
slowdown obvious, but most people don't
run those operations on notebooks very
often. The only obvious delays happen
when you bring the computer back to life
after it's been in the standby mode. That
can take a few seconds.

6
Better

Big

Worse

\7

WINDOWS APPLICATIONS
Word Processing

Spreadsheet

Database

Overall

Video

Battery Liie (Hour&)

B~er la
Worse

\7

DOS LOW-LEVEL
CPU

Disk

6
Better

2.52
Worse

\7

All results are indexed, and higher numbers indicate better performance. For each index in the DOS and Windows tests,
a Toshiba T2200SX running DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.0 = 1.
The BYTE low-level benchmark suite identifies re lative performance at the hardware level, breaking down performance
by system component. The results of these tests can help you to identify the relative performance ol a given subsystem
and to determine where performance bottlenecks may lie. For a complete description of these tests, see "BYTE's New
Benchmarks: New Looks, New Numbers," August 1990 BYTE. The BYTE tow-level benchmarks, version 2.2, are available
in the byte.bmarksconlerence on BIX, or you can contact BYTE directly.
BYTE's application perlormance suite measures the performance you can expect to see running a given application
category under a given operating environment. We test under two environments: DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.0. We test
three application categories lor each environment, running lest scripts using lhe following programs: Word Processing:
WordPerfect 5.1 and Lotus Ami Pro 2.0; Spreadsheet: Lotus 1-2-3 release 2.3 and Microsoft Excel 3.0a; Database:
Soltware Publishing Superbase 4 version 1.3 and Borland dBase IV. The data files and test scripts are available from
BYTE.

Benchmark results place NEC s Ultralite Sl!25C among the faster notehooks BYTE
has tested. Its hattery lzfe compares favorahly to that ofsome monochrome machines.
devices shut down as the computer enters
rest mode. Finally, after another config
urable interval, the machine shifts to stand
by mode, where the processor completely
stops. Standby mode requires only about4
percent of the power required during full
operation.
Replacing the battery is easy even while
you are using the UltraLite. The battery is
located beneath a panel in front of the
screen. If the computer is in use, you shift
it into standby mode by pressing a button
that is adjacent to the power switch, swap
the old battery for a new one (the UltraLite
will run for about 5 minutes with the bat
tery removed), and shift the computer back
into normal operation.
254 BYTE • AUGUST 1992

High-Speed Cruise
The UltraLite runs at a full 25-MHz clock
speed when it's plugged in, but you can
set the battery-power clock speed to 25 or
12.5 MHz. The lower rate extends battery
life. BYTE ran performance tests on a 4
MB version of the UltraLite (the standard
complement is 2 MB) running at 25 MHz.
As you can see from the benchmark graph,
that performance is respectable. In real
world use, the UltraLite is fast enough to
run Windows comfortably while at full
speed.
I was surprised that switching to half
speed battery operation didn't give me much
of a perception that the UltraLite was
slowing clown. Of course, CPU-intensive

No matter how you look at it, the UltraLite
is hefty for a notebook computer. At 9 by
l IJ.1 inches, it stretches the upper end of the
category boundaries. Its 2J.1-inch thickness
is probably too much for your briefcase,
and it weighs 7).1 pounds. When you carry
the UltraLite around for a while, you be
gin to wonder where the name came from.
Thickness also makes the UltraLite
harder to use. The front edge of the key
board rises I~ inches above the surface
on which it rests. This is high enough to
make typing uncomfortable .
Otherwise, the Ul traLite is well ar
ranged. The floppy drive is on the left side
near the front, leaving plenty of room on
the right side for a clip-on trackball like
the Ballpoint mouse . The 80-MB hard
drive is just behind the floppy drive. The
controls are easy to find: The power switch
is on the flat surface above the keyboard,
and the standby switch is next to it. The
brightness control is just below the screen's
lower-right comer. Serial, parallel, mouse,
keyboard, external floppy drive, and VGA
connectors are behind covers on the back
panel. The backpanel also holds a power
jack (concealed by a plug that' s hard to
remove but easy to lose) and a docking
station connector.
At just under $6000, the UltraLite is
reasonably priced-as these things go.
Toshiba charges, and Zenith plans to
charge, a lot more for its color notebook
computers (close to $8000). If, however,
you can live without a color screen, you
can save a lot of weight and thousands of
dollars and get longer battery life. If the
UltraLite's color screen were as bright and
clear as those of some of its competition, it
might be worth the cost; but the display
is just not that good. NEC's UltraLite
SL/25C is a good machine, but for six
grand, you should expect a great one . •

Wayne Rash Jr. is a consulting editorfor
BYTE and director of the Network Inte
gration Group ofAmerican Management
Systems, Inc. (Arlington, VA). He is coau
thor of two hooks for husiness network
users: The Executive Guide to Local Area
Networks and The Novell Connection.
You can contact him on BIX as "wayne
rash" or in the to.wayne conference.
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A Fresh Approach to Databases
RICK SCOTT
A

D

atabase programs are an invaluable
tool for keeping track of information,
but they can be difficult to learn and
use. Approach Software is trying to change
that with its new Approach for Windows,
which takes advantage of a graphical en
vironment to remove some of the fear and
loathing from setting up a database sys
tem. Approach is not only simple to set
up, but it also offers some unique features,
such as being able to easily access and
blend information from other databases.
Approach is a stand-alone relational data
base. But it can also serve as a front end to
databases created in dBase III Plus, dBase
IV, Paradox, or Oracle SQL. It is equally
suitable for creating files you can use with
those programs. Approach can mix data
from any of these three databases in the
same form or report, to a limit of I 0 data
bases per application.
The program can import and export in
formation in popular formats, such as Lo
tus 1-2-3, Microsoft Excel, and ASCII.
Approach can also store graphics in PCX,
TIFF, EPSF, BMP, and Windows metafile
famats. This is handy if you want to set up
a pictorial database, such as a personnel
directory. Besides text and pictures, the
program offers six other field types: Nu
meric, Boolean, Date, Time, Memo, and
Calculated. Approach is function-rich: A
calculation can use any of 81 predefined
functions, including trigonometric, statis
tical, date, conversion (i .e., numeric to
text), and string functions.
When you want Approach to sort a file,
just click on the fields you want to sort
on, in the order you want, and select as
cending (e.g., A to Z) or descending. Mul
tiple-field sorts are also possible. Approach
creates an index (which it calls a smart in
dex) on any field on which you do a find or
a s.ort. After a field is indexed, Approach
maintains the index for that field so that
subsequent fields and sorts are performed
faster. You can also define a field as an
Index field during data entry. Boolean,
Picture, and Memo fields cannot be in
dexed.
Approach comes with a macro feature to
record and play back a sequence of oper
ations. You can set macros to move to dif
ferent screens, switch a view, find a par
ticular record, execute a menu option,
move to the current record, or set a field to

To design a data
entryfleld with
Approachfor Win 
dows, you pick
fields from a pull
down list and then
select border and
label options. The
program lets you
preview the results
in a window in the
lower right cor
ner. The too/bar at
the top provides
push-button ac
cess to commonly
used operations.
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a particular value. As with everything else
in Approach, you define your macro's ac
tion from a list of options. Macros are the
closest thing to programming you'll find in
Approach, since it has no programming
language.
Making a database with Approach is a
point-and-click process. After naming a
new database and choosing its type (e.g.,
dBase, Paradox, or Oracle SQL), you

enter the field name, field type, and field
length. Approach extends the standard
types. For example, in dBase mode, which
is the default, you can have Text, Numer
ic, Date, and Boolean fields, as well as
Calculated fields. Building a formula fora
Calculated field is as simple as picking
the fields to be included in the calculation
and selecting the operators and functions.
Operators include standard math, such as

\ITE
• WHAT APPROACH
FOR WINDOWS IS
A relational database for Windows.
• LIKES
It's easy to use and has the ability
to access and use files from
dBase, Paradox, and Oracle
SQL. It also has good
documentation.
I DISLIKES
It's awkward to change lists when
conditions change or you make a
mistake, and it lacks mail merge.
• REQUIREMENTS
Microsofl Windows with 2 MB of
RAM and an EGA or better
monitor. To use Oracle SQL
databases, you need soflware
from Oracle.

• RECOMMENDATIONS
Approach is perfect for novices
and intermediate users, for those
who don't want or need a
database programming
language, and for people who
need to tap into data in dBase,
Paradox, and Oracle SQL
formats.
• PRICE
$399
• FOR MORE INFORMATION
Approach Soflware Corp.
311 Penobscot Dr.
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 306-7890
fax: (415) 368-5182
Circle 978 on Inquiry Card.
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AFRESH APPROACH TO DATABASES

The Key to

Other Databases
D.BARKER

and titles. For example, if you want to
move a field, you click on it and drag it to
a new position.
Putting together a report that presents
the data from a set of records or a whole
database is similar to designing a form
with Approach. Reporting comes in three
flavors: standard, in which each field sits
on a separate line; columnar, where each
record appears as a row; and summary,
which shows only the calculated results
of specified records.

On a Network
ne of the significant and unique
components of Approach for
Windows is the company's
PowerKey technology. The
program uses this technology to ac
cess and work with files from dBase,
Paradox, and Oracle SQL databases.
"With a PowerKey, we can give some
one access to a data type without them
having to learn a new database," says
Approach Software president Kevin
Harvey. PowerKeys are basically
DLLs. But they are not filters, Har
vey says: "They are full-blown
database engines that allow Approach
to act like a native database." Ap
proach doesn't build an intermediate
data file. It operates directly on each
native data type.

0

+,-,and so on, as well as<>,=, and ( ).
In design mode, you not only add and
position fields on the screen, you define
data-entry options as well (see the screen).
One option lets you define the value of a
field on a new record. You can force a de
fault value or the current date and time,
or you can select the value from the pre
vious record. A field can also be serial
ized, which is perfect for invoices or cus
tomer numbers. You can determine the
beginning and incremental values, too.
The database builder can set up param
eters to force you to fill in a field , in es
sence making the field required. Another
option lets you pick from a list of values
you define. Approach creates a drop-down
scrollable list for you during data entry.
The only limitation to this procedure is
that if you add an entry to the list, it ap
pears at the bottom of the list. You can
not reorder elements in the list unless you
delete all elements and rebuild the list from
scratch. This is a serious limitation and in
consistent with the flexible options that
Approach uses in the rest of the design
process.
The database designer can specify that
you match the value you enter to one that
256 BYTE •AUGUSTI992

PowerKeys bring several advan
tages. As Jaleh Bisharat, Approach
Software's vice president of market
ing, points out, corporations can give
Approach to their novice or interme
diate computer users, while their pro
grammers or database honchos can
continue using dBase, Paradox, or Or
acle SQL. "This allows corporations
the flexibility to provide appropriate
database solutions to a range of users,"
she says.
New PowerKeys will give Ap
proach the ability to tap into more
databases, such as SQL Server.

D. Barker is a BYTE Lah technical ed
itor. You can contact him on BIX as
"dharker."

is already in the specified field in another
record in the same database or in a joined
database. For example, you might want to
verify that a customer number in an order
form exists in the customer's database.
Approach makes this procedure extreme
ly simple-you just specify the database
and the field in that joined database by se
lecting files and fields from a list.
Joining database files is easy, too. You
open a database and select the field to be
used as the key to the second database.
When you select the second database, you
pick the corresponding field and click on
the Join button. That's all there is to it.

Designing Forms and Reports
Approach uses an object-based method
for designing a form. Basically, you start
out by choosing database fields from a
list, and then you click on the Add but
ton to put them in the adjacent Form
Fields list. Approach builds a default form,
which includes field prompts and room
for each field you've selected. You move
and resize these fields to make the form
look the way you want. In design mode,
you work with objects such as field
prompts, the fields themselves, graphics,

Approach will work with several LANs:
Novell Advanced NetWare 2.0A or high
er, Net Ware 386, Net Ware Lite, LANtas
tic, Microsoft LAN, IBM PC LAN 1.12
or higher, 3Com 3+0pen 1.0 or higher, or
Banyan Vines 2.1 or higher.
If someone else on the network has
made a change to the file you 're working
on, Approach will show you that change if
you use the Refresh command. If a fell ow
user modifies a record after your last re
fresh, the program alerts you to that and
asks if you want to override the modifi
cation. The program will lock a record if
you want to temporarily keep another per
son from making a change to it. After you
have made changes, Approach automati
cally locks the record while writing those
changes. When working with dBase or
Paradox files, you can specify "no database
sharing" if you don't want anyone working
with a file while you've got it. Further
more, you can guard files with passwords
so that other people can view them but
can't change them.

As Easy as It Gets
Approach makes the design and use of
databases almost effortless. It takes ad
vantage of point-and-click operation, the
hallmark of a good Windows (or any GUI)
application. Novices should have no prob
lem getting up to speed.
Approach still has some rough edges,
especially when it ' s building validation
lists. If you make a mistake or want to
make an addition later, you have to start
from scratch. Mail merge also needs to be
implemented.
·
As a stand-alone relational database pro
gram that can double as an easy-to-use
front end to dBase, Paradox, and Oracle
SQL databases, Approach is unique. If
your database requirements are straight
forward and you don't want or need a pro
gramming language, you can't go wrong
with Approach. •

Rick Scott is a technical writer and con
sultant based in Seattle, Washington You
can reach him on BIX clo "editors. "
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Macintosh Impersonator
....,

TOM YAGER

ife would be easier if everyone in your
company used the same kind of com
puter. In reality, however, most busi
nesses operate networks that include many
kinds of systems. Sharing data among
those various system types is hard enough.
Sharing applications among them is al
most impossible.
With Liken, Xcelerated Systems offers
a partial solution to the cross-platform ap
plications compatibility problem. Liken is
software that emulates a Mac, from its
68000 CPU to its system ROMs. Once you
install Liken on your SPARC-based work
station, you suddenly can run a wide as
sortment of Mac programs; no special
hardware or software (other than Liken
and the Mac system software) is needed.
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Preparing the Imaginary Mac
I installed Liken on a Sun Microsystems
Sparcstation IPC with 16 MB of memory
that was running SunOS 4.1 and Open
Windows 2.0. It installs using Sun's au
tomated extract unbundled facility,
and a vendor-supplled script takes it from
there. Take note: Each copy of Liken is
serialized, so before you can use it, you
have to call Xcelerated Systems to collect
an authorization key.
Liken's minimum requirements are
meager: S MB of disk space and an un
specified amount of memory. It ran well
within my Sparcstation IPC's 16 MB of
memory. To complete the installation,
you'll need a set of Mac system software
disks; the procedure and documentation
call specifically for version 6.0.7, and the
software must be on 1.44-MB floppy disks.
Even at BYTE, where there are lots of
Macs of various ages, I had trouble track
ing down the needed version and format.
Since newer Macs ship with System 7.0,
finding the older version to accommodate
Liken could be a challenge for some users.
The faux Mac that Liken creates is no
Quadra. Rather, you get a 68000-based
system with 4 MB of memory and a
monochrome display, with no math co
processor. It won't run System 7.0, it has
no networking support, it can't read 800
KB Mac disks, and it can't run Multi
Finder. These points are immutable (for
now). While all that seems mighty limiting
to many modem-day Mac users, there are
still a lot of systems out there with most of

Liken running un
der OpenWindows
with the pop-up
menu activated.
these limitations, so you 'II find plenty of
commercial software that runs in this en
vironment.
While Liken's primary job is to emulate
a Mac, it takes advantage of some perks
found only in a workstation environment.
For one, the monochrome display is con
figurable to a variety of sizes, from the
standard S 12- by 342-pixel resolution
"cute-little-Mac" display to an 1152- by
900-pixel resolution window that fills a
Sun monitor. Since Liken runs under Open
Windows, you can run it across a network.
The monochrome-only display emulation
perfmms reasonably well over a wire. Also,
Xcelerated Systems applied some imagi
nation to storing Mac files on the worksta
tion's hard drive. More on that shortly.

Feels Like a Mac
Liken loads and launches quickly, opening
a display window that dumps the typical
"happy Mac" boot icon in favor of a less
inspiring Xcelerated Systems logo. That's
quickly replaced by the familiar, cozy Mac
Desktop, and the similarity is more than
just skin-deep. Whenever you select the
Liken window and place the mouse point
er inside it, the virtual Mac owns your
mouse and keyboard. Mouse movement, at
least on the Sparcstation IPC, is only a lit
tle sluggish compared to the mouse move
ment in the root window. Performance of
other common Desktop activities-pull
down menus, resizing and moving win
dows, dragging items to the Trashcan, and
so on-varies in relative speed, but I
always found them bearable.
Liken has a pop-up menu (see the
screen) (activated by the Mac-superfluous
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ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT LIKEN 1.0 IS

Software for SPARC-based Unix
workstations that emulates a Mac.
• LIKES

Variable-size display, flexible file
system support, and simple pop
up menu control.
• DISLIKES

Configuration and compatibility
limitations, no networking, and
no System 7.0 support.
• RECOMMENDATIONS

A good start on what promises to
be an effective bridge between
Mac and Unix environments.
Version 1.0 is a little wobbly yet,
but it offers the neediest users
some early relief.
• PRICE

$695 for a single-user license.
• FOR MORE INFORMATION
Xcelerated Systems, Inc.
3944MurphyConyon Rd .,
Suite C201
Son Diego, CA 92123
(619) 576-3080
fox: (619) 576-2504
Circle 977 on Inquiry Card.
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right mouse button) that lets you mount a
floppy disk, CD-ROM, or hard disk vol
ume; change the display resolution; bring up
the on-line manual; or force an exit from
Liken. The menu is always available, re
gardless of what the virtual Mac is running.
The pop-up menu's volume-mounting
options point out some interesting traits
of Liken. It doesn't monitor the floppy
drive, checking for media the way the Mac
does. Instead, the drive is available tooth
er Unix applications until you insert a flop
py disk and ask Liken to mount it. Liken
can deal only with 1.44-MB floppy disks,
and it can't format them. Once they're
mounted, though, they can be handled just
like regular Mac floppy disks, and you'll
have no trouble exchanging disks with any
1.44-MB-capable Mac. And while Liken
can't automatically mount an inserted flop
py disk, it can eject one in the normal Mac
way. If your Sun workstation has a CD
ROM drive, Liken will let you read any
Mac-compatible CD-ROM. Again, Liken
doesn't seize control of the device until
you explicitly ask it to. On a multiuser sys
tem, that's the right way to handle device
usage.
Liken supports two flavors of hard disk
access: HFS (Hierarchical File System)
and UFS (Unix File System). HFS is the
format used on native Mac hard disks. A
Liken HFS volume is a preallocated Unix
file that looks to the Mac system software
like a formatted and initialized hard disk.
The UFS volume uses its own hierarchical
structure to store Mac files. While Mac
files stored on an HFS volume can be seen
only by Liken, UFS files are ordinary Unix
· files that Unix applications can read and
modify.

Feet to the Flames
Running a handful of popular Mac appli
cations turned out to be a challenge thanks
to Liken's lack of network support. De
spite the fact that BYTE's Mac and Unix
networks are linked with the venerable
Cayman Systems' GatorBox, I was unable
to get files copied from a Mac to the Sparc
sta tion IPC (through Cayman's Gator
Share) to read correctly under Liken. I fi
nally resorted to floppy disks, finding that
the latest version of Aladdin Systems'
Stuffit archiving utility crashed Liken.
When I used an older copy of the utility
things ran smoothly.
Claris Resolve ran mostly without prob
lems, and the display performance was
pretty good. Sometimes, though, Liken
would forget to refresh parts of the screen
during a scroll. The data was still there,
but I had to kick in another scroll to get
the screen refreshed. MacWrite II ran well
without any of Resolve's display anoma

lies . Beyond that, compatibility, as evi
denced by Xcelerated Systems' own man
ual, is a mixed bag. Many of the big names
(e.g., Microsoft's Word and Excel) make
Liken's compatibility list, while others
(e.g., Frame Technology's FrameMaker
and Apple's ResEdit) do not.
Liken supports an Apple Laser Writer as
an output device, routing Mac applications'
printed output through th e Unix line-print
er daemon. Since Xcelerated Systems
doesn't offer a LocalTalk card or adapter,
you need to use one of your SPARC sys
tem's 1/0 ports (serial or, in some cases,
parallel) or connect to a LaserWriter through
a network. Either way, your application
must use the system's printer driver that in
tercepts and reroutes the output through
Unix. Programs that want to use propri
etary drivers must be persuaded otherwise
or made to save their output to a file that
you can then print manually.

A Real Conclusion
On my Sun Sparcstation !PC, the BYTE
low-level Mac benchmarks showed
Liken's performance to be about half that
of Apple's low-end PowerBook (a 16
MHz 68000). TI1ere were both bright (tran
scendental floating-point operations) and
bleak (text-output) spots, but on a 25-MHz
SPARC system, Liken seems to pull the
weight of an 8-MHz 68000.
Once again, compatibility became an
issue as the graphics benchmark test froze
up. Liken didn't freeze, though, and I was
able to use the pop-up menu's Abo11 com
mand to shut down Liken.
Liken earned my respect for doing most
of what it promised and for not promising
to do more than it could. Both the docu
mentation and the company that created it
are honest about what Liken can and can't
do, so when the firm talks about the prod
uct's future, I'm inclined to take it seri
ously. This first release of Liken w ill be
followed by a series of intermediate up
dates, rolling in color, networking, System
7.0 compatibility, and a host of other things
that Mac users have come to expect.
Today, Liken is a convenience that can
help smooth out some sticky integration
issues for mixed-platform shops. Soon, if
Xcelerated Systems' plan works out, Liken
will grow into a product that even the most
dedicated Macophile will happily use. Giv
en what I've seen so far, I'm looking for
ward to the Likens to come. •

Tom Yager is director of the BYTE Multi
media lab and author of the forthcoming
book The Multimedia Producer's Hand
book (Academic Press). He can be reached
011 BIX as "tyager" or 011 the lntemet at
"t yager@b ytepb.byte .com."
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Power Tools for Visual Basic
JON UDELL

V

isual Basic was born to be extended.
Once you see the wonders you can
work with its native controls-menus,
buttons, list boxes, and text fields-you
lust for even more leverage. Visual Basic
can't really extend itself, however. An in
terpreted language that lacks pointer sup
port, it just isn't the right tool for build
ing high-performance objects that reach
deep into the Windows AP!. Instead, it re
lies on custom controls called VBXes (Vi
sual Basic Extensions). Written in C, these
extensions appear in the Toolbox and act
just like native Visual Basic controls. You
draw them on forms, modify their prop
erties interactively at design time or pro
grammatically at run time, and write code
to define how they respond to events.
Microsoft's new Professional Toolkit
for Visual Basic supplies a set of useful
custom controls and the development tools
you need to write your own VBXes. The
new custom controls (see the table) are a
mixed bag. Some merely add visual or
functional pizzazz to standard Visual Ba
sic controls. You can use three-dimen
sional versions of buttons and frames to
achieve a chiseled Motif-like look, or in
stant-change scroll bars that trigger change
events while the scroll indicator is moving.
Others take Visual Basic into new areas
graphing, common dialog boxes , OLE
(Object Linking and Embedding), multi
ple-document interfaces, pen input, and
multimedia.
Experimenting with these building
blocks proved entertaining, productive,
and sometimes frustrating. Why frustrat
ing? Because I achieved so much so quick
ly with the Visual Basic power tools, I
raised my expectations impossibly high.
Then reality set in . Also, I discovered that
some of the Toolkit's controls don't en
capsulate all the behaviors they should to
rate as fully general-purpose objects.

Building a Database Browser
My central example is the database brows
er (see the screen). This program uses five
Toolkit controls: Common Dialogs, Grid,
Graph, MDI Child, and (gratuitously) OLE
Client. It displays a FoxPro 2.0 database in
one MDI Child window, graphs selected
data in a second, and inserts an embedded
object into a third. For the database sup
port, I enlisted the help of Sequiter Soft-

The Grid control
serves as a
data/Jase hrowser.
The Graph control
renders the select
ed column of data
as a 3-D /Jar
chart. Both the
Grid and the
Graph controls
occupy the MDI
Child control, as
does the OLE
Client (mini
mized), which con
tains an emhedded
Painthrush image.
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ware's CodeBasic (the CodeBase 4.5 DLL
with Visual Basic bindings).
Using the Common Dialogs control to
put up a Windows 3. 1 standard File Open
dialog box (in response to my program's
File/Open command) was a delightfully
trivial exercise. At design time, I set the
control's Filter property to "*.dbf" so
that the dialog box would show only
database files. Then, to handle the event
triggered by the File/Open command, I
wrote one line of Visual Basic code (e .g.,
CMDialog.Action = 1) to select and
activate the File Open dialog box. (The
control polymorphically handles all five
common dialogs-File Open, File Save,
Color, ChooseFont, and Printer. The in
dex of File Open is I.) When my program
ran, the file selector displayed only .DBF
files. When I picked one, its name became
the value of the property CMDialog
.Filename. Nothing could be simpler.
At the heart of my application was the
Grid control. I easily converted it into a
naive database browser. Using CodeBa
sic functions to step through the rows and,
within each row, the fields of the database
named in CMDialog.Filename, I filled
each cell by updating the properties
Grid.Row and Grid.Col (with the
row/field counters) and Grid.Text (with
the contents of the current database field) .
Once loaded in this manner, the brows
er scrolled horizontally and vertically,
needing no lines of code to tell it what to
do. But this naive approach fell apart when
I switched from a toy-size database to a
real one. When I let the Grid control try
to swallow the whole database, Windows
promptly ran out of memory. Clearly, I
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• WHAT PROFESSIONAL TOOLKIT
FOR VISUAL BASIC IS
A collection of Visual Basic
extensions (custom controls) and
a toolkit for building VBXes.
• LIKES
It extends the Visual Basic
programmer's reach enormously
with plug-and-play support
for MDI Child, OLE Client,
Common Dialogs, and graphing.
• DISLIKES
Some controls, notably the grid
and pen controls, lack full
generality or sufficient access
to the underlying Windows API.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
No serious Visual Basic
programmer will want to be
without it.
• PRICE
$299
• FOR MORE INFORMATION
Microsoft Corp.
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
fax: (206) 936-7329
Circle 976 on Inquiry Card.
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POWER TOOLS FOR VISUAL BASIC

I

THE PROFESSIONAL TOOLKIT'S CUSTOM CONTROLS

I

Some of the new controls are prettier or more usejiil versions of existing
Visual Basic controls. Others break sign!flcant new ground.
3-D Check Box
3-D Command Button
3-D Frame
3-D Group Push Button
3-D Option Button
3-D Panel
Animated Button
Common Dialogs
Gauge
Graph
Grid

needed to make the grid act as a window
onto a portion of the database.
To make this happen, I added a row
pointer and had the load routine fetch only
as many rows as needed to fill the grid.
But then the vertical scroll bar broke. The
Grid control's automatic scrolling works
only relative to in-memory grid data. To let
a programmer do a manual override, the
grid's scroll bars would have to support
the Change event and the Value proper
ty, which they don ' t. Thus, there is no way
to write a scroll handler that fetche s, say,
rows 3500 to 3525 when you scroll to the
middle of a 7000-row database.
To work around this limitation, I had to
make the Grid control ' s vertical scroll bar
invisible and superimpose on it a standard
Visual Basic vertical scroll bar. This ap
proach worked, but it was awkward. When
I moved or resized the grid, I had to adjust
the extra scroll bar to match; doing that
programmatically so the grid could size
itself to a containing MDI Child window
was tricky.
A general-purpose object that can wield
tabular information is so enormously use
ful that I chafed at the Grid control's im
plicit restriction to in-memory data. It also
annoyed me that you can ' t edit the grid's
cells directly. Again, there's a way to work
around the problem. You can put up a text
box elsewhere on the screen and link it to
the current cell. But why not let the cell
itself implement a Ch ang e event, as text
boxes do, and cut out the middleman?

Adding Bells and Whistles
The Graph control launches a server pro
cess that supports a variety of graph styles.
I added a li st of these to my program ' s
Graph menu so that, once the Graph con
trol received the contents of the Grid con
trol's selected range, it could redisplay the
data as 3-D pie or bar charts or an area
260 BYT E ·AUGUST 1992

Instant Change Scroll Bars
Key Status
MDI Child
OLE Client
Pen Edit Controls
Picture Clip
Spin Button
Multimedia Device Control

chart. The Graph control probably should
support the Addltem method, though, as
does the Grid control. That way, the client
code's inner loop could send whole data
sets rather than individual data points.
I used the MDI Child control to create
containers for the Grid and Graph con
trols. The MDI Child control remedies
what had been a deficiency in Visual Ba
sic. It has a couple of restrictions, howev
er. First, you have to create all your MDI
Child windows at design time. If your ap
plication needs to conjure up windows on
the fly, you'll have to reveal ones you've
previously created and hidden. Second,
you can't draw directly on a child win
dow; you have to place a picture control in
the window and draw on that instead.
However, MDI Child windows work
nicely as containers for other controls. I
drew my Graph control on the surface of
an MDI Child window, so the window
owned the graph. The MDI Child control's
ClientWidth and ClientHeight prop
erties gave me the numbers I needed to re
size the graph in response to the window's
Re size event.
The OLE Client control can do a huge
amount of work very tersely. By setting
its properties, you can query the registra
tion database for the list of available OLE
servers, activate a server in embedding or
linking mode, copy linked or embedded
objects to the clipboard, and write objects
to or read them from binary files. Although
my application didn't need OLE, I put it in
just for fun. Four lines of code sufficed to
put an embedded Paintbrush object into
my third MDI Child window.
Separately, I tested the Professional
Toolkit's pen and multimedia support. For
the pen, you get HEdit (handwriting edit)
and BEdit (boxed edit) controls. These
will suffice for simple pen applications
but probably not for advanced projects.

The central Windows for Pens data struc
ture, the RC (recognition context), doesn't
appear as a Visual Basic property. Even
if it did, you'd be hard put to use it direct
ly, since an RC contains nested pointer
based structures that Visual Basic can't
mimic. As a result, some key parts of the
pen API, notably dictionaries, aren't open
to the Visual Basic programmer.
The pen control does expose one piece
of the RC: the "alphabet codes" that tell
the recognizer what kinds of characters to
look for. For example, you can set the
CharSet property by ORing the constants
ALC_LCALPHA and ALC NUMERIC
in order to recognize lowercase letters and
digits. But you can't use ALC_BITMAP to
specify an arbitrary set of characters, as
in the regular pen Software Development
Kit, since Visual Basic can't handle the
32-byte bit-addressable data structure that
recognition mode requires.
I used the multimedia control to build a
simplified version of Visual Basie's media
player. The control has a row of nine but
tons- Prev, Next, Play, Pause, Back, Step,
Stop, Record, and Eject-to which you
can attach MCI (media control interface)
commands. Somewhat strangely, the con
trol's Command property won't accept a
complete MCI command string such as
"play CDAudio from I to 4." To play the
first four tracks of a CD, you have to use
the following code:

MMControl. Devi ceType
"CDAu d i o "
MMContr o l.From = 1
MMControl.To = 4
MMControl. Command = "p l ay"
Easy enough once you get the hang of it,
but why not just send the MCI engine en
tire command strings at one crack?

The Bottom Line
I don't know of a quicker way to achieve
the result you see in the screen shot. At
the same time, I found myself wanting
many of the custom controls to be more
powerful and more general than they are.
Of course, you can write your own con
trols with the tools provided. The docu
mentation that comes with the Control De
velopment Kit does a good job of
describing the intricate dance that a VBX
must perform. And, of course, there 's a
thriving third-party market for Visual Ba
sic add-ons. Still, I'd like to see some of
the Professional Toolkit's idiosyncrasies
ironed out in a future version. •

Jon Udell is a BYTE senior technical edi
tor at large. You can reach him on BIX as
"Jude/I."
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Mac LC II: The Sequel
ROB MITCHELL
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ACTION SUMMARY

• WHATTHE MAC LC II IS

Apple's latest entry-level color
Macintosh.
• LIKES

This modular Mac offers 8-bit
color and 68030 performance
for $1200 less than the Mac llsi.
• DISLIKES

Single 68030 Direct Slot limits
expandability; no room for
NuBus boards or a second
internal hard drive.
• RECOMMENDATIONS

If you are choosing between
entry-level Macs, 5uy the Mac LC
II over the Mac Classic II if
you want a bigger screen or
color. Buy the llsi if you want
additional power and the ability
to add a NuBus board or an
internal hard drive.
The Mac LC II packs a 68030 CPU, 4 MB ofRAM, and 32-Bit QuickDraw capability
illfo a compact box.
n the face of it, Apple's Mac LC suc
cessor, the Mac LC II, doesn't look
like a great leap forward. The tiny,
12- by 15-inch pizza box (see the photo)
still includes on-board 8-bit color video,
a Superdrive, and a 40-MB hard drive. But
LC users longing for more-capable mem
ory handling will notice some major
changes: Apple has boosted system RAM
to 4 MB and replaced the 16-bit 68020
CPU with a 68030-the same 32-bit chip
that powers the Mac Classic II and the
Mac IIsi.
Thanks to the 68030's integrated MMU
(memory management unit), LC II users
can use virtual memory, and they'll be
able to take ad vantage of memory protec
tion when Apple system software supports
it. The LC II still clocks its CPU at 16
MHz, however, and Apple strapped the
new 32-bit 68030 to a 16-bit data bus. That
should put the LC II in the same perfor
mance class as the LC and at about the
level as the similarly designed Classic IL In
contrast, the IIsi, which runs the 68030 at

0

20 MHz and sports a 32-bitdata bus, will
remain a noticeably faster machine.

Little Faster, Lots Cheaper
The LC II held a slight edge over the Clas
sic II in both the low-level and the appli
cation benchmarks (see the table). The
small performance differential was con
sistent across all tests but isn't likely to
produce a noticeable improvement during
everyday use. The IIsi hasn't yet been test
ed under the BYTE Lab's new Macintosh
benchmark suite, so I've included test re
sults for the Mac SE/30 ( 16-MHz 68030
CPU; 32-bit data bus). The SE/30 outper
formed the LC II by a wide margin. Word
processing and database tests ran about I~
times faster, while scientific and spread
sheet applications ran two to three times
faster-thanks to the SE/30's FPU. The
IIsi sells for about I~ times the cost of a
comparably equipped LC II.
Except for the processor and memory
subsystem, the LC II's configuration de
tails haven't changed from those of the

• PRICE

$2298
• FOR MORE INFORMATION

Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996· 1010
Circle 1132 on Inquiry Card.

original LC, although the cost has dropped
considerably. Apple prices an LC II with
40 MB ofRAM, 256 KB of VRAM (video
RAM), a 40-MB hard drive, a keyboard,
System 7.0, and a microphone and mouse
for $1699. BYTE's base-model test sys
tem included a 12-inch 512- by 384-pixel
color monitor ($599). At the bottom line,
you can put a complete 12-inch color Mac
system on your desk for just under $2300.
The LC II's ROM supports 32-Bit
QuickDraw, although you can't use it with
out a 16-bit video upgrade or a 24-bit col
or board for the LC II from companies
such as RasterOps and Radius.
Inside, the LC II is extremely compact.
continued
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MAC LC II: THE SEQUEL
The system board, which measures a mere
8X by 7 inches, includes the 68030 CPU,
four ROM chips, 256 KB of SIMM
mounted VRAM, 4 MB of SO-nanosec
ond system RAM soldered onto the moth
erboard, and a few support chips. Two
empty SIMM sockets let you expand sys
tem memory to 6, 8, or 10 MB. To get to
I0 MB, you add two 4-MB SIMMs to the
4 MB on the system board, which gives
you a total of 12 MB. However, the LC II
uses the same memory controller ASIC
(application-specific IC) that's in the LC,
and that device can only address I0 MB.

Despite slightly faster disk times, the Mac LC II pe1formed about on par
with the Mac Classic II in the application tests. The Mac SE/30, which has a
CPU architecture that's similar to that of the Mac l!si, was 20 perce/lf to 35
percent faster in the low-level tests and up to three times faster in the
application tests. The SE/30 included a math coprocessor, which boosted
some application test results.
Mac Classic II

MacSE/30

Mac LC II

Low-level performance
CPU
FPU
Disk
Video

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.39
1.27
1.24
1.23

1.03
1.02
1.12
1.07

Application performance
Word Processing
DTP
Database
Development
Graphics
Scientific
Spreadsheet

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.47
1.27
1.59
1.47
1.79
2.37
3.01

1.01
0.92
1.03
1.02
1.18
1.08
1.00

Overall

1.00

1.85

1.03

68030 or Better
With the introduction of the modular LC II
and the compact Classic II, Apple is clear
ly migrating toward the 68030 as its en
try-level platform. The two machines are
similar in both price and performance.
The LC Il's Direct Slot makes it the more
flexible machine, but the deciding factor
for most users will be color. If color is what
you want, the LC II is the place to start. •

Rob Mitchell is a senior technical editor
at BYTE. You can reach him on BIX as
"rob mitchell."

All machines were tested running System 7.0.1 . Except for the conventional benchmarks, all results are indexed; for each test,
a Mac Classic II = 1, and higher numbers indicate faster performance. The floating·point benchmarks use the SANE library.
Comprehensive test results and detailed configurations are available for all machines upon request.
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Here's what a BYTE Deck advertiser has to say:

''Ten years ago we advertised in the very first BYTE Deck-the number of sales
leads we received was enormous! 1he BYTE Deck was so successful for us, that we
hm,e collfinued to use it over the past ten years!"
Lisa Tarpoff, Marketing Manager, Heath Company, Benton Harbor, MI
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For mai-iy of us, running power. Even the power to link up to 10
databases simultaneously.
·
a database is like mnrung
Something else you can harness is
an obstacle course. IT it
ha5 any relational.power at
existing data~ Approach is built for
Best Software
Winner
superb client/server.performance from
all, you'll get snagged on
the ground up. Using our exclusive PowerKey'"
programm~ng. Ifyou want
to share information with { . .
technology, you get something previously unheard
· ;~ther databases, you'll hit a . of: 100% compatib'ility with dBase~ Paradox~ or
·
'
)' wall. And, of course, there's 1 Oracle®SQL data. ·
the hurdle of
using a data
"Approac]ifo r Winab1o.s is ;r
,.. base over a ·
an amazing product with
featu res galore... No oilier .
network.
Windows database to dale ~~
Now some
as powerful or easy to use.. ,
You' II he as wowed by it as we
one's figilled out
were," says PC Computing.
a way around all
this. Fittingly, .i t's called Approach'"
for Wir dows'"-a remar~able new
Windows databas~. The first truly
approachabk one~ And the only one
that's both a stand.,aione database
with its own:relatiopal engine -,and
a front-end to o{her data., .
,-·
Break through the barriers of Windows databases. "Approach proves you can deliver a high performance
Approach is so easy anyone can / relational database anyone can use:· lauds Technical Director J. Dianwnd ofthe Windows User Group.
use it. It takes just minutes to bu~ld-a new database
Since Approach is also 100% network
or produce a professional report. You'd expect that
compatible (no set-up required), you can access,
from a database with this mueh speed. One that
manipulate, mix, update, and report on infor
includes a tightly integrated, built-in forms design
mation while others work on the same.file, in
package with extensive gr11phics tools, a slew of
either Approach or the native application.
~-: \ Jturnkey business templates,
So call.us· at 1-800-Approach oi:·~ee· youJ
·· ::=:- ~-=::-and a report generator.
local dealer. Because if you want the database
:::=:::.&
Everyµiing you need
path of least resistance, there's only one Approach.
to harness relational
r

APPROACH
0 1992. Approo.ch ~were Corporsti.on.

311 Penob5co1 Drh·e.. RKlwood Cily. CA

We've bottled all the graphics and layout
tcol..s you'll need. So even a firs t-time user
can produce ptcfei'sional reports in minutes.

Clrcle 190 on Inquiry Card.

94063. Appro3Ch ,aad PtrwcrKeyar~

11'dem• rk• of Apptt1a.eh Sofrwartt Corponalion.

C.OT

WindO\lo'lii it a lrademsrk of Mict0$0f1
All olhttr 1ni.dem11&:s a.reprnp~rti~ s of
1hcir rrspe!c1i \-C companies.

REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK
LANtastic Gets Faster
rtisoft's peer-to-peer LAN grew faster
this spring with the release of LAN
tastic 4.1. Like LANtastic 4.0, which
we compared with four other peer-LAN
systems in last November's product
roundup ("Peer LANs Offer a Low-Cost
Network Alternative"), LANtastic 4.1 is
an easy-to-install, inexpensive, and RAM
stingy alternative to a full-blown network
operating system.
LANtastic 4.1 cranks performance a
few notches beyond that of LANtastic 4.0
and is easier to use. The figure shows the
results of our peer-LAN benchmarks com
paring LANtastic 4.1 and some competi
tors. In our previous roundup, Performance
Technology's PowerLAN 2.10 smoked
the rest of the peer-LAN pack, including
LANtastic 4.0. But with Artisoft's latest
release, the gap has narrowed consider
ably; although PowerLAN is still the
fastest, LANtastic 4.1 comes in a very near
second. It shows especially dramatic im
provement in file-read speeds.
LANtastic 4. I offers several perfor
mance enhancements over its predeces
sor, including a faster NetBIOS, caching of
network resources, and improved record
locking. While record locking was not a
factor in our tests, the enhancements in
file-access time and transmission time
clearly make version 4.1 a quicker, more
resRonsive system.
Beyond performance, Artisoft has added
utilities that make the network easier to
use and manage. These include automatic
log-in, improved print handling and new
print commands, and several new System
Manager features. Artisoft has also up
dated LANtastic for Windows (its Win
dows interface) for the new release.
LANtastic has always been easy to run
and undemanding of system resources.
Adding fast to that list of attributes can't
help but bolster its popularity.

BYTE BENCHMARK RES ULTS
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QueryDOS: A Good File
Utility with One Flaw
ombine a DOS command-line inter
face, a dBase-style syntax, and an in
novative view of your hard drive, and
what do you get? QueryDOS, a file-ma
nipulation program from Backus-Naur.
Upon running QueryDOS 1.0, you are
greeted with a dBase-style dot prompt.
Each file and directory is treated like a
database record. If you are familiar with

C
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LANtastic 4.1
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lANtastic 4.1 comes close to toppling PowerlAN 2.10, the fastest peer lAN we've
tested. The newest lANtastic also easily out guns N ovel/'s NetWare lite. local tests
(timed directly on·the host machine) are included for comparison.
dBase commands, you will immediately
be able to start using QueryDOS without
referring to the manual. For example, the
Browse command shows a familiar colum
nar rep01t that you can scroll through. One
difference from dBase is that pressing Re
turn on a directory entry moves you
through the directory tree. As with dBase,
you can mark entries for deletion without
actually deleting them; marked entries can
be restored or deleted at a later time.
Although Query DOS can be used as a
command-line shell, it is best used as a
tool to quickly manipulate files. You can
set selection filters to restrict the displayed
files by date, time, size, name, file exten
sion, and fi le attributes. To copy all files in
a directory tree that are less than one week
old and greaterthan 2 KB long (and don't
have .BAK, .TMP, or .PRN as an exten
sion), you simply set a single-line filter
and then perform a recursive copy. When
copying to floppy disks, QueryDOS will
automatically prompt for as many disks
as it will take to copy the files. It cannot,
however, copy a single file that is larger
than a disk.
Unfortunately, QueryDOS exhibits an
anomaly with Novell networks that severe
ly cripples the product: It cannot access a
subdirectory on a network drive unless the
user has full access to all directories lead
ing to that directory, including the root di
rectory. This is unreasonable. In a typical
installation, the supervisor will not a llow
common access to root directories. With
out read access to the root directory,
QueryDOS users cannot access any sub
directories.
Backus-Naur has said that this was a

conscious design decision to allow only
the supervisor access to directories. During
follow-up discussions, the company told us
it intends to immediately change this func
tion to allow proper access.
Given this design change, QueryDOS
will be a very flexible tool for manipulat
ing files. As it is right now, however, it is
unusable in a network environment. •
-The BYTE Lab

Reviewer's N otehook provides new infor
mation-including version updates, new
test data, long-term usage reports, and
reader feedback-on products and prod
uct categories.
ITEMS DISCUSSED
LANtastic 4.1 ... .... ..... ........... ... ... $99
(up to 300 nodes; requires Artisoft
network interface cards)
LANtastic/ Al 4.1 .. .... .... .... $99/node
(works with third-party NICs)
Artisoft, Inc.
691 East River Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85704
(602) 293-4000
fax: (602) 293-8065
Circle 1221 on Inquiry Card.

QueryDOS 1.0 ........................$129
Backus-Naur, Inc.
920 Yonge St., Suite 200
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada M4W 3C7
(416) 323-0406
Circle 1222 on Inquiry Card.

CSS/3 m Complete Statistical System with over 1,000 presenta
tion-quality graphs fully integrated with all procedures and on-screen
graph customization • The largest selection of statistics in a single
system; in-depth, comprehensive implementations of: f.\plomlor)'
techniques; mulli-uriy tables with banners; nonpammelrics; dis
tribution Jilting; multiple regression;general nonlinear eslimt1
lion; logil!probit ana0'sis; general ANCOVA/,\!ANCOVA; stepwise
discriminant mw0'sis; log-linear ana0•sis;faclor mWQ'Sis; cluster
mmfrsis; multidimensional scaling; canonical correlation; item
mw0•sis!re/iability; sun1h•al ana0•sis; lime series modeling;fore
casling; lags analysis; quality control; process analysis; e.1peri
menlal design (with Tague/Ji); and much more • Manuals with
comprehensive introductions to each procedure and examples •
Integrated Stats Advisor expert system • Extensive data management
facilities (powerful spreadsheet with formulas; relational merge; data
verification; flexible programming language) • Optimized (plain
English menus/mouse) user interface: even complex analyses require
just few self-explanatory selections (CSS can be run without manual;
Quick Start booklet explains all basic conventions) • Macros, batch/
commands also supported • All output displayed in Scrollshccts "'
(d ynamic tables with pop-up windows and instant graphs) •
Extremely large analysis designs (e.g., correlation matrices up to
32,000x32,000) • Unlimited size of files; extended precision;
unmatched speed (Assembler, C) • Exchanges data (and graphics)
with many applications (incl. Excel®, Lotus 3®, dBASE IV®, SPSS®) •
llighcst resolution output on practically all printers (incl. Ill',
Postscript), plotters, recorders, typesetters • lllM compatibles, 640k
or more • Price: $595.
Quick CSS

TM Subset of CSS/3: all basic statistical modules
(incl. data management) and the full, presentation-quality graphics
capabilities of CSS/3 • Price: $295.

CSS:GRAPHICS™ A comprehensive

graphics/chart
ing system with data management • All graphics capabilities of CSS/3
and, in addition, extended on-screen drawing, 19 scalable fonts,
special effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management • llundrcds
oftypes of graphs • Interactive rotation and interactive cross-sections
of 3D graphs • Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration
of data; fitting; smoothing; spectral planes; overlaying; layered com
pressions; marked subsets • Unique multivariate (e.g., 4D) graphs •
Facilities to custom-design new graphs and add them permanently to
menu • Import/export of graphs and data, 15 formats • Optimized
(menu/mouse) user interface; even complex graphs require few
keystrokes: all graphs m this page can be produced from raw data in
less tlian 20 minutes • Macros, batch/commands also supported •
Unlimited size of files • llighcst resolution output on all hardware
(se c CSS/3) • IBM compatibles, 640k or more • CSS:GRAPHICS is
included in CSS:STATISTICA (available separately for $495).

Megafile Manager ™Comprehensive anal11ic data
base management system • Unlimited size of files (up to 32,000 fields
or 8 MB per record) • Mcgafilc Manager is included in CSS/3 and
CSS:STATISTICA (separately: $295).
CSS:STATISTICA

TM
A fully integrated system that
combines all the capabilities ofCSS/3 and CSS:GRAl'lllCS into a single
extremely comprehensive data analysis system • Price: $795.

Domestic shih $7 per product; 14-day money back guarantee.

ns1;1s;·;1T:-C,
2325 E.13thst. •Tulsa, OK 74104•(918) 583-4149
Fax: (918) 583-4376

STATISTICA/Mac ™ ACSS-compatible, comprehensi1e data analysis
and graphics system designed for the Macintosh • Large selection of statistical
methods fully integrated with presentation-quality graphics (incl EDA, muhiplots, a
wide selection of interactively rotatable 30 graphs; MacOraw-s~·le tools) • Unlimited
si1e of files • Exchanges data with Excel and other applications • Price: $595.
Quick CSS/Mac TM A subset of STATISTIC:VMac: all basic statistical
modules and the full, presentation-quality graphics capabilities of ST!ITISTIC1\/Mac •
Price: $295.

Overseas Offices: Statsoft of Europe (Hamburg, FRG), ph: 040/4200347, fax: 040/4911310; StatSoft UK (London, UK), ph: 0462/482822, fax: 0462/482855; SlatSoft Pacific (Melbourne, Australia) ,
ph: (03) 663 6580, fax: (03) 663 6117; StatSoft Canada-CCO (Ont ario) , ph: 416 -849-0737, fax: 416-849 -0918 ; Avail able From: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized Representatives
Worldwide: Holland: MAB Julsing, 071-230410; France: Version US (1) 40590913 ; Sweden: AkademiData 018-240035; Hungary; P&D Soft KFT 185-6868; Belgium: TEXMA 10 61 16 28; South Africa:
Osiris 12 663-4500; Japan: SOFEL Co. 03-3251 1195.
CSS. CSS:3. CSS:GAAPHICS, Megafi!e Manager. Quick CSS. STATISTICA, StatSol1. dBase !\'. Excel. Laius. MacDraw. Macinlosh, Postscript are tradema1ks ol their respective companies; SPSS is a regislered lradema<k ot SPSS. Inc
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former rattles off one-liners in Hebrew.
One tourist falls off his chair in uncon
e 'II be debating AI well into the
trollable laughter. "What are you laugh
twenty-first century, while the
ing at?" scoffs his friend. "You don't even
AI mavens keep refining their
understand Hebrew." The man on the floor
packages. The Turing test ("if
manages to gasp, "I trust these people."
you can't feel sure it's artificial,
Ponder that long enough, and you per
then stop complaining") gets shakier the
ceive a language existing as a purely social
more one thinks about it. Headlines last
phenomenon. In an extreme case, it need
November were affirming that the Turing
not even be comprehended. (My French
test had been passed by a program writ
may go blank, but I can tell this French
ten-to the amazement of the New York
man is friendly.) But AI languages are
Times-in Queens; half the jury thought
purely instrumental; either they link con
cepts without ambiguity, or else they do
it was maybe a person. The program, PC
Therapist, proved to be a pretty flaky mix
nothing at all.
Bright Air, Brilliant Fire
of stolid Eliza and zany Racter. Having
That's a sample, merely, of a rich and
Gerald M. Edelman
played with it, I can only assume that some
lucid discussion. No one denies that AI
jurors were going stir-crazy. (Play with it
has useful artifacts to offer. Expert sys
Codes, Puzzles,
yourself. The PC version of PC Therapist
tems, for instance, have repeatedly proved
and Conspiracy
their merit. As a general model, though, of
is $59.95 [plus $5 shipping] from Thinking
Dennis Shasha
Software, 46-16 65th Place, Woodside,
human cognition-well, it's doubtful if
NY 11377.)
we'll get much beyond PC Therapist.
Meanwhile, if reality makes your head ache, Dennis
Its rationale is disarmingly naive. I have a zillion phrases
Shasha's new book offers just the cure: a zany narrative
floating around in my head, and so has it. When I talk, I
fish up phrases and connect them, and so does it. So what's
studded with well-formed puzzles, all with attainable an
the difference?
swers. His sequel to The Puzzling Adventures of Dr. Ecco is
Well, the best explanation of the difference so far written
called Codes, Puzzles, and Conspiracy, and even if you set
tle for just staring at the puzzles, it makes an enjoyable read.
is Gerald M. Edelman's Bright Air, Brilliant Fire. If you
want, you can skip to the 40-page "Critical Postscript,"
A sample puzzle? Most are pretty intricate, but here's a fast
which goes deep into the fallacies of what Nobel laureate
one. Sixteen 4-bit words are possible: 0000, 0001, 0010,
Edelman calls "mind without biology," one phrase for soft
and so forth. You can pack them into a string and tell the re
ware-simulated mind.
cipient where to start counting; thus, 00I0110 contains 0010,
The Turing argument began by noting that wildly differ
0101, 1011, andOl 10. Quick now: On that principle, pack all
ent hardware configurations can get the same answer from
16 into one 19-bit string. Easy, wasn't it? Or was it?
a well-structured algorithm. So the algorithm is what matters;
Five contest puzzles (solutions due by 9-1-93) can win you
the hardware may as well be neural tissue. Thus, the brain/
round-trip tickets to London and a visit to the Hampton
machine difference vanishes. Something else that vanish
Court maze.•
es, Edelman observes, is any distinction between con
sciousness and logic. Experience becomes a meaningless
Bright Air, Brilliant Fire, Gerald M. Edelman, Basic Books,
1992, $25, 280 pp., ISBN 0-465-05245-2.
word. "The transitions of Turing machines between states
are entirely deterministic, while those of humans give am
Codes, Puzzles, and Conspiracy, Dennis Shasha, W. H.
ple appearance of indeterminacy. Human experience is not
based on so simple an abstraction as a Turing machine; to get
Freeman, 1992, $17.95, 242 pp., ISBN 0-7167-2275-5.
our 'meanings' we have to grow and communicate in a
Hugh Kenner is Franklin and Callaway Professor of En
society."
That leads to a discussion of human language, something
glish at the University ofGeorgia. His recent books include
radically different from FORTRAN or C. A clinching anec
Mazes and Historical Fictions. You can contact him on BlX
as "hkenner."
dote has two tourists in a Tel Aviv nightclub, where a per-
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FROM Al TO PUZZLES

THE USER INTERFACE
TOG on Interface, Bruce Tognazzini, Addison-Wesley,
1992, $26.95, 352 pp., ISBN 0-201-60842-1.
Designing the User lnte1face, 2nd ed., Ben Shneiderman, Ad
dison-Wesley, 1992, $43.95, 550 pp., ISBN 0-201-57286-9.

W

hen Apple introduced the Mac, it also introduced a set of
interface style guidelines to which the developer com
munity was to adhere. At first, this produced more criticism
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than praise, particularly since the earliest Apple-produced
software broke many of these guidelines. However, this ap
proach of insisting on a consistent interface has been prof
itable in the long run. Users now speak of a proper "feel" for
a Mac application. Developers who want to break with the
stated interface now spend more time considering this move.
Quick fixes are out of fashion; long-term solutions are more
acceptable.
For years, a primary keeper of the interface flame at Ap
ple was Bruce Tognazzini. For the last three years, he has in
teracted with developers by a column in the Apple Direct
ILLUSTRATION: MARK STEARNEY © 1992
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newsletter. This column explores the problems and perils of
implementing new functions. Tognazzini also helped clari
fy the baseline styles and operations of the Mac interface.
Along the way, he has compiled a set of principles and
guidelines that are important to anyone creating a program
that interacts with people. Although TOG on lnte1face is
based on his years of Mac experience, none of the guidelines
are specific to the Mac environment. Tognazzini presents
guidelines for interface development and user testing. His
principles cover the gamut from minimizing impact ofnew
releases on current users to affecting user behavior. For per
sona\, hands-on experience, this is the book to read.
Designing the User lnte1f•ce is a completely different
type of book. More than just a discussion of how to create us
able interfaces, this book delves into the known state of the
art in human factors, nonmainstream users, text versus graph
ics, keyboards versus mice, knowledge versus memory, and
other areas of vital importance to today's interface design
er. From guidelines for creating data-entry applications to
natural languages and virtual reality, Designing the User
lnte1face spans the technology from the mundane to the es
oteric. Shneiderman's book is a compact reference to a
rapidly changing field.

-Raymond GA Cote

METHODICAL NUMBERS
Numerical Methods/Real-Time and Embedded Systems Pro
gramming, Don Morgan, M&T Books, 1992, $36.95, 496
pp., ISBN 1-55851-232-2.

umerical Methods by Don Morgan is a slow, cautious,
methodical tour of the world of arithmetic calculation
by computer. A book with chapter titles like "Numbers, In
tegers, and Real Numbers" sounds tedious. Yet Morgan has
presented this potentially boring and frequently intimidating
subject in a professional and readable manner.
He starts with an overview of the basics (number repre
sentations, bases, and arithmetic principles) and immedi
ately relates them to the processor environment (bus width,
flags, rounding, and shifting). Although he gears the book to
ward Intel 8086 architectures, the algorithms and discus
sions are suitable to any processor.
Morgan next moves boldly into integers: addition and
subtraction, signed and unsigned, multi precision arithmetic,
decimal arithmetic, and four different multiplication algo
rithms. Fixed-point (real) and floating-point representations
receive similar treatment. He next moves to reading and
writing numbers and converting among various formats.
The closing chapter deals with elementary functions: alge
braic, trigonometric, and transcendental.
Numerical Methods presents the theory and reasoning
behind each algorithm. Multiple algorithms used to solve
identical problems are compared and evaluated in terms of
execution time, system resources, and rounding, precision,
and error differences. Numerical Methods provides suffi
cient information for you to decide on the most appropriate
algorithm for your application. Each algorithm Iis ting con
sists of a plain-English description fol lowed by a well-com
mented 8086 assembly language implementation. The book
includes all listings on disk, with a simple shell from which
you can exercise the code.

N

THE ARMCHAIR
TOURIST
Great Cities of the World, $79.95 per volume
lip on your headphones, pop in a CD, and travel
around the world on your desktop. Great Cities of
the World is available from InterOptica Publishing,
Ltd. (300 Montgomery St., Second Floor, San Fran
cisco, CA 94104, (415) 788-8788; fax (415) 788
8886.
InterOptica bills this series as a multimedia travel
guide. I looked at volume I, which includes Bom
bay, Cairo, London, Los Angeles, Moscow, New
York, Paris, Rio de Janeiro, Sydney, and Tokyo. A
second volume covers Berlin, Buenos Aires, Chicago,
Jerusalem, Johannesburg, Rome, San Francisco, Seoul,
Singapore, and Toronto. Great Cities doesn't provide
encyclopedic references, as Countries of the World
and the World Factbook do, but that's not the point. In
stead of exhaustive information on a city's history or
politics, you get a taste of the city by learning its ba
sic customs and viewing its most distinctive sights.
InterOptica has done an admirable job relaying the
intangibles-the distinctive "feel" of a city and its
heritage. A slide show flips through photographs of
important places while a narrator describes the sights.
Native music plays in the background. These slides
range from the obvious (the traditional view of Mos
cow's Red Square) to the poignant (Bombay's poor
huddled in tents against a backdrop of splendid
skyscrapers and apartment buildings). An essay on
each city conveys a general impression of the city's
culture and spirit.
Great Cities includes plenty of practical information
for the traveler: hotel and restaurant listings, popular
sights, transportation facilities, nightlife, the arts, and
recreational retreats. To plan your lodging, click on the
icon for hotels and make a selection from grand,
deluxe, moderate, economy, or airport. A map shows
the location of the hotels in each category. Click on the
text icon, and you get phone numbers, addresses, and
hotel rates.
The "Fast Facts" section offers information on
visas, communications, climate, and currency. It also
gives important addresses (e.g., police, postal, immi
gration, and tourist information). You can view a list
of foreign phrases or listen to the correct pronunciation
on your headphones by clicking on each entry.
The program runs under Windows, but it does not
have the feel of a Windows application. It has no
menu bar, nor any way to minimize the screen (i .e.,
turn the screen into a Windows icon). Great Cities is
nonetheless very graphical and highly entertaining.
It's not, however, very useful as a research tool.
Once you've hit the road, you'll need a good hard
copy guidebook to carry with you. Until then, you
can slip on your headphones and travel the world
from your armchair.

S

-Stanford Diehl

-Raymond GA Cote
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An enhanced service for BYTE readers that
gives you free information on products 
faster and easier than ever!
BYTE's new, enhanced reader service section, Your Direct Link, gives you a
direct line to free product information in every issue. And, the newly designed
Direct Link Card makes ordering easier than ever!
In the NEW Direct Link
section, here s what
you 1l find:
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Alphabetical Index to
Advertisers Including
Phone Numbers
Dial companies directly
to request product
information.
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Product Category Index to
Advertisers
Order information on
individual products or
complete product
categories when you return
the postage-paid Direct
Link Card.
Ordering by product
category is a new service of
Your Direct Link.

For example:
If you order information under
the general category of Printers,
you will receive information from
all advertisers listed under
that category.

New Enhanced Direct
Link Card
To receive free information
quickly, fill out and mail or
fax Your Direct Link
Card today!

Redesigned Editorial
Index
Free information is now
easily available from
companies covered in
articles, columns, or news
stories in each issue.
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UNDER THE HOOD
ANDREW
W
A N D J 0 E

DAV IS
B U R K E

DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSING

SPs (digital signal processors) have been around
for nearly a decade. They're responsible for the
sound clarity of CD players, the enhanced graph
ics of many laser printers, the high-speed head
positioning of hard drives, the increased func
tionality and speed of digital phones and modems, and the
imaging clarity and performance of many radar, sonar,
and medical-imaging systems.
Now, as multimedia applications enter the mainstream
of personal computing, DSPs are being positioned as the
engines that will make it all happen. They can enable
personal computers to handle high-performance video
and stereo-quality sound as well as perform a variety of
telephony and communications functions, including fax
ing, modem use, speech recognition, and speech synthe
sis. In this article, we'll survey the current crop of DSPs
from Analog Devices, AT&T, Motorola, and TI (Texas
Instruments); consider how DSPs work; and discuss how
they'll affect personal computing in the next few years.
In the 1960s, a group of researchers at AT&T Bell
Labs invented the set of techniques now known as digi
tal signal processing. The researchers were looking for
ways to recover information from signals that were dis
torted, noisy, or incomplete after transmission over long
distance phone lines and satellite links. The algorithms
they developed are used today in a variety of applica
tions, including audio, imaging communications, and
control.
DSP algorithms tend to swamp unassisted personal

D

ILLUSTRATION: RANDY L YHUS © 1992

computers. For any application A new breed of DSPs
requiring real-time response or
a high level of operator inter- looms on the personal
activity, DSP hardware is re
quired. Such hardware is typi computing horizon
cally available for personal
computers in the fo1m of specialized coprocessor boards
that can speed up DSP operations by 10 to 500 times.

Anatomy of a DSP Chip
A DSP chip is a microprocessor dedicated to the rapid ex
ecution of complex DSP algorithms in real time. The
classic DSP processing model involves inputting con
tinuous AID serial data to DSP memory, fast DSP pro
cessing, and DIA serial data outputs.
DSP chips aren't inherently faster than general-pur
pose microprocessors, but they are organized for repeti
tive arithmetic on orderly data. A DSP chip typically
features high-speed MAC (multiply and accumulate)
hardware that facilitates iterative algorithmic process
ing by enabling the chip to perform single-instruction
cycle floating-point multiplication with no accumulation
overhead.
DSP chips use 16-, 24-, or 32-bit words and are de
signed for either fixed-point or floating-point arithmetic.
The word length of a DSP chip refers to the size of its in
struction and data paths and varies by application (see
table 1). Adding two 16-bit data points will likely produce
a 17-bit result; multiplying the two inputs will produce a
AUGUST 1992 ·BYTE
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DSP APPLICATIONS AND THEIR PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
Table 1: The word length of the DSP chip refers to the .l'i::e of the instruction
and data paths. Requirements Fary by application.
Application
Dedicated drive controller
Computer graphics
Process control
PBX
Modem
High-quality audio
Graphics rendering
Robotic image processing
Instrumentation
Sonar/radar/missile guidance
Speech recognition
Multimedia

Word length (bits)

Fixed/floating-point

16
16
16
16
16
24
32
32
32
32
32
32

Fixed
Floating-point
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Floating-point
Floating-point
Floating-point
Floating-point
Flo a ting-point
Floating-point

32-bit result. If the native internal archi
tecture of the chip will not handle the re
quired length, then extra scaling opera
tions must be done in software.
It's important to note that a 32-bit float
ing-point chip often includes 40-bit accu
mulators for added precision during accu
mulation. Each 32-bit floating-point DSP
in a high-end multiprocessing imaging ap
plication might cost as much as $600. By
contrast, the 16-bit fixed-point DSP in a
speaking toy might cost less than $3.
Most DSP-based designs that use 16
bit processors are implemented using as
sembly languages. These applications re
quire tight code that will fit into the limited
address space of 16-bit processors. The
newer 32-bit DSP chips have larger ad
dress spaces and high-level-language sup
port and offer libraries of preprogrammed
signal-processing routines. Developers can
use tested and documented filters, com
munications protocols, and multimedia al
gorithms with these chips.
A 32-bit DSP delivers up to 25 MIPS
and 40 MFLOPS of computing power. In
addition to large address spaces, these
chips feature multiple register files, general
addressing modes, bit-manipulation in
structions, and integrated on-chip periph
erals such as DMA hardware, timers, and
serial ports. TI alone markets two dozen
different DSP chips divided into five fam
ilies. There are nearly a dozen 32-bit float
ing-point chips available today, and an
even larger number of fixed-point devices.
Table 2 summarizes the five 32-bit DSPs
discussed in this article.

32-bit DSP Architectures
Tl's TMS320C40 has separate 32-bit ad
dress and data buses for external access
and five internal buses for data, DMA, and
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peripheral support. Most notably, how
ever, it features six on-chip communica
tions ports that run at 20 MBps. These
ports support multiprocessor designs with
minimum glue logic.
With two processors, the standard sub
system architecture employs shared mem
ory; with more than two, the hardware
becomes far more complex, and the ac
companying software problems are leg
endary. TI is working on a parallel DSP
development environment to support a
four-TMS320C40 product for military and
other high-end applications. A key chal
lenge will be to develop a C compiler that
will partition tasks and an operating system
that can manage multiple processors.
The AT&T DSP3210 is intended for
personal computer applications. AT&T
wants to make the chip attractive to de
signers of motherboards and is openly tar
geting the multimedia market with its
VCOS operating system and multimedia
function library (see "Signal Processing
for Multimedia," February BYTE). Where
as the TMS320C40 is intended to multi
process with other TMS320C40s, AT&T's
DSP32 I0 is intended to multiprocess with
either an Intel 80x86 or a Motorola 680x0.
The DSP3 210 maintains a 32-bit bus-mas
ter interface to the system memory. This
makes it easy to add one or more DSPs in
parallel to the host CPU. The DSP32 I 0
supports both big- and little-endian byte
ordering, so it can share both data and
pointer values with Intel and Motorola
hosts. For real-time signal processing, the
DSP32 IO's on-chip SRAM (static RAM)
is loaded with code and data from system
memory before execution.
The Motorola DSP96002, like the
TMS320C40, was designed for multi
processing. But whereas the TI chip is op

timized for a loosely coupled architecture
using communications ports, the technol
ogy of the DSP96002 has a bus-oriented,
tightly coupled architecture.
The DSP96002 is arguably one of the
most powerful DSP chips available. It has
five on-chip buses and bus-arbitration log
ic, plus instruction cache and data memo
ries. In a single cycle (i .e., 2 ticks), the
chip can do a floating-point multiply, add,
and subtract while loading two registers
and doing a DMA transfer and four ad
dress calculations.
With a 40-MHz clock rate, the 96002
provides a performance of 60 MFLOPS
and 20 MIPS. It has two 32-bit memory
ports, each of which can access local or
shared memory. Each port also includes a
complete system bus that can be used to
access a slave processor's internal mem
ory. Originally touted as a multimedia en
gine, the DSP96002 has found a fit with
less cost-sensitive, floating-point-inten
sive image-processing applications in
which repetitive operations are easily split
among multiple chips.
The Motorola DSP56001/2 is the only
24-bit fixed-point DSP chip currently
available. The 24-bit architecture provides
higher accuracy and performance than ba
sic 16-bit DSPs without the larger memo
ry of a 32-bit fixed or floating-point DSP.
Next and Silicon Graphics workstations
use it for high-quality audio support. The
56002, which has a 20 percent faster clock
rate than the 5600 I, is the second genera
tion of this architecture. With a 40-MHz
clock rate and two clock cycles per in
struction, the new chip can perform 20
MIPS.
Analog Devices has taken a novel ap
proach with its latest floating-point DSP,
the ADSP-21020, by providing it with a
modified Harvard architecture: separate
data and instruction memories and buses,
and an on-chip cache memory for instruc
tions. But since most DSP algorithms re
quire two pieces of data as well as an in
strnction to execute, a Harvard architecture
alone doesn't quite go far enough in many
instances.
The ADSP-21020 is optimized for high
speed execution of algorithms that con
tain tight inner loops in which the cache
can be loaded with the instructions while
both on-chip buses are used for data. This
results in single-cycle execution of mul
tiply accumulates and an extremely fast
75-MFLOPS rating at 25-MHz clock
speeds.
The ADSP-21020 is designed to pro
vide unconstrained data flow to and from
the computation units. In every instruc
tion cycle, two operands can be read or
written off-chip to or from the register file,
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two operands can be supplied to the ALU,
two operands can be supplied to the mul
tiplier, and two results can be received
from the ALU and the multiplier. Like
other DSPs, the ADSP-21020 executes all
instructions in a single cycle.

A Closer Look at the DSP3210
Because DSP chips can do multiple oper
ations per instruction, they enable you to
do a lot of processing with very little pro
gram code. DSP operations include built
in looping and addressing, so the chips can
race through two data memories and a re
sult matrix at the same time. Doing multi
ple operations simultaneously eliminates
much of the algorithm bookkeeping that
makes many DSP algorithms so slow and
complicated on a general-purpose chip
such as the Motorola 68030.
For example, take a look at the AT&T
DSP3210. The instruction set of this chip
is well suited for image-processing appli
cations in a personal computer environ
ment. To support direct interfaces to stan
dard CPU data structures, the DSP3 210
contains instructions to directly manipu
late byte, integer, and IEEE floating-point
formats . This arrangement allows data to
be transferred directly into the DSP mem
ory space for processing and then returned
to the host processor.
Like other 32-bit floating-point chips,
the DSP32 l 0 provides extended logic in
structions that make the branching utilized
by high-level-language compilers much
more efficient. Logic functions are new to
DSP devices. In the past, their instruction
sets were limited mainly to math func
tions. The DSP3210 instruction set also
provides data acquisition functions to con
trol the collection and output of data sam
ples.

Instead of multiple buses and a Harvard
architecture, the DSP3210 uses a time-di
vision multiplex scheme to perform four
operations per instruction cycle. The chip
has seven functional units: a CAU (control
arithmetic unit), a DAU (data arithmetic
unit), memory (which is divided into two
banks), a bus interface, serial I/0, a OMA
controller, and a timer. The CAU and
DAU are the execution units and are the
heart of the chip. The CAU is a 32-bit in
teger controller that handles address cal
culations, branching control, and integer
and logic operations. It also generates ad
dresses for the operands of floating-point
instructions. DAU instructions can have
up to four memory accesses per instruc
tion, and the CAU is responsible for gen
erating these addresses using the post-mod
ified, register-indirect addressing mode
one address in each of the four states of
an instruction cycle. At a clock rate of 66.7
MHz, the CAU can execute 16.7 MIPS.
Because of the multiplexing scheme, the
DSP3210 can flexibly accommodate a va
riety of external memory subsystems.

Programming the DSP3210
DSP3210 assembly language instructions
are patterned after the C programming lan
guage. For example,

*rl++
*r3++

=

aO

=

al + *r2++ *

is a single instruction to multiply the two
floating-point values stored in the mem
ory locations pointed to by registers r2 and
r3, add the results to the contents of accu
mulator al, store the result in accumulator
aO, write the result to the 32-bit memory
location pointed to by register r 1, and post
increment pointer registers r I, r2, and r3.

The single DSP3210 instruction, which
can have up to four memo!)' accesses, has
many of the attributes of a pipeline. If sev
eral multiply-accumulates execute in suc
cession, then the DSP3210 automatical
ly pipelines the instructions so that one
instruction completes every cycle. The
DSP3210 pipeline can extend to four
stages, so the contents of an accumulator,
multiplier input, or adder input can be writ
ten to memory without requiring an addi
tional instruction. This is a key feature for
performing adaptive filtering and matrix
operations.
A typical signal-processing problem
might require the multiplication of a 1x4
matrix by a 4x4 matrix. This is also a com
mon algorithm used in 3-D graphics trans
forms involving a 4x4 by 4x 1 transform
on /1 points. Each point requires 16 multi
plies and 12 additions. On the DSP3210,
this can be accomplished in 22 instruction
cycles: six for initialization and 16 for ex
ecution (see listing I). The first three in
structions define the two input matrices
and the output matrix; the next three in
structions initialize three registers to be
used in the remaining post-modification
addressing instructions.
Each cycle takes advantage of the four
separate memory accesses allowed for the
calculation of one dot product: Fetch two
operands, fetch the next instruction, and
write the previous result to memory. To
perform !000 vector transforms with a
66.7-MHz DSP3210 would require just
0 .96 millisecond (16 x 60 nanoseconds)
after initialization if all the code and data
fit in on-chip memory. Otherwise, perfor
mance could degrade by one-half as the
single on-chip bus is used to access exter
nal data and program instructions. Of
course, clever DSP programmers modify

A COMPARISON OF 32-BIT DSPS
Table 2: Key spec~fications forj/ve popular DSPs. (NIA =not applicable.)

Clock speed (MHz)
Instruction cycle (ns)
Instructions
1024-point FFT (ms)
Pins
OMA channels
32-bit timers
Serial ports
Price
MFLOPS
MIPS
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325
6
2
None
$560
50

66.7
60
63
1.9
132
2

40
50
N/A
N/A
132

2
$60
33

40
50
133
1.047
223
2
None
None
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60

None
2
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NIA
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algorithm code to account for
the peculiarities of any given
chip's architecture; for exam
ple, with the DSP3210, the trick
is to try to keep off-chip ac
cesses to just one or two per in
struction cycle and pay no per
formance penalty.

Programming the
Motorola and Analog
Devices DSPs
With the Motorola DSP96002,
the 1x4 by 4x4 vector-transfor
mation algorithm takes three in
structions for setup and 19 in
structions for kernel execution.
Each of the assembly-level code
instructions has up to six fields of the

Listing 1: Matrix multiplication on the DSP 3210. The

chip's concise assembly language syntax resembles that
ofC.
rl = matA
r2 = matB
r3 = mate
rl5 = -12
rl6 = 16
rl7 = -44

/post modify by 4*(n-l)/
/post modify by 4*(n)/
/post modify by 4*((n-2)n+(n-l))/

aO = *rl++**r2++rl6
aO = aO + *rl++**r2++rl6
aO = aO + *rl++**r2++rl6
*r3++ = aO = aO+*rl++rl5**r2++rl7
{repeat for rows 2, 3, and 4}

form

fmpy.s d7,d5,dl fadd.s dl,dO
x: (r0)+,d6.s y: (r4)+n4,d7.s
The first field, called the op-code field,
tells the data ALU, address-generation
unit, bit-manipulation unit, or program
controller which instruction to perform.
The second field specifies the operands to
be used. The sample code above calls for
a single-precision multiply of d7 and d5
and storing the result to d l.
The third field, another op-code field,
specifies a floating-point add/subtract op
eration in the data ALU, and the fourth
field contains the operands for that opera
tion. The sample instruction calls for a
floating-point add of di and dO and storing
the result in dO.
The fifth field specifies an optional data
transfer over the x data bus (and the ad
dressing mode for the transfer); the last
field provides similar information for they
data bus. (The DSP96002's five separate
bidirectional 32-bit buses are the x data
bus, the y data bus, the global data bus,
the OMA data bus, and the program data
bus.) Performing 1000 vector transforms
with a 40-MHz DSP96002 would require
0.95 ms after initialization was complete.

The FFT (fast Fourier transform) "but
terfly" operation is another key signal-pro
cessing algorithm. It uses a complex in
put comprising real and imaginary parts
along with a complex coefficient with sine
and cosine components. The DSP32 I 0 re
quires six instructions to encode the inner
loop; the Analog Devices ADSP-21020
can encode the inner loop in just four in
structions (in a total time of 160 ns). Setup
takes up only one line of code that sets a
loop counter to the value in register 15 and
says to run until the loop counter (LCE)
expires (see listing 2).
The second line of the core loop shows
the power of the complex chip architec
ture. A single instruction cycle accom
plishes a floating-point multiplication, ad
dition, and subtraction together with a data
memory (elm) write and a program memo
ry (pm) read. The fourth term in the in
struction tells the DSP to get the data in
floating-point register fl3, write it to data
memory in location i2, and then modify
pointer value i2 by the value of mO, a mod
ify register. This is similar to the post-in
crement capability of the DSP32 I 0.
The ADSP-21020 has a program mem
ory for the storage of op codes and data
values and a separate data memory for
operands. Each memory has its own bus.

Listing 2: The FFT butterfly operation on the ADSP-21020. The chip's

instruction format includes optional fields for multiplication, addition, and
subtraction, as well as fields for manipulating data and program memories.
LCNTR=rl5,
fB =fl*f6,
fll=fl*f7'
fl4=f0*f6,
end_bfly:
fl2=f0*f7,

Do end_bfly until LCE;
fl4=fll-fl4,
f3 =f9+fl4, f9 =f9-fl4,
fl2=f8+fl2'
fl3=f8+fl2, fl0=f8 - fl2, /
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dm(i2,m0)=fl0, f9=pm(ill,m8);
dm(i2,m0)=fl3, f7=pm(i8,m8);
fB=dm(iO,mO), pm (ilO, mlO) =fO;
f6=dm(i0,m0), pm(il0,ml0)=f3;

The on-chip cache is used
only for instructions that re
quire the program bus for a
data fetch. In the butterfly op
eration, the first line of code,
which sets the loop counter,
would never be cached, but
the four lines making up the
loop would all be cached,
since they all have program
memory data fetches (reads or
writes) as part of the instruc
tion. Since the instruction is
in a cache, the program-mem
ory bus is free for a data trans
fer, and two operands can be
accessed in a single cycle.

DSP Applications for
Personal Computing
The success of multimedia applications
for personal computers will require the
ability to compress and decompress large
sound and video files to store them, trans
port them across networks and bus inter
faces, and play them back at normal full
motion-video speeds. DSPs can help. In
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group)
encoding, for example, a picture is bro
ken up into 8- by 8-pixel blocks that serve
as the input to a OCT (discrete cosine
transform); this reduces data redundancy.
The OCT coefficients are then quantized
using weighting functions optimized for
the human visual system, which is insen
sitive to some color and spatial frequencies,
and the resulting data is encoded using a
Huffman variable-word-length scheme.
To decompress an image, this process is
done in reverse. All these operations are
multiply-accumulate intensive and require
accelerator hardware to meet current per
formance demands.
Traditional software support for per
sonal computer DSP boards comes in two
flavors. If you need to roll your own DSP
application for filtering, noise suppression,
fax/modem/communications, image pro
cessing, or spectral analysis, you can get an
appropriate toolkit-an assembler, a link
er, a C compiler, and possibly a packaged
library of DSP algorithms. Or you can buy
one of the DSP applications that require
or support personal DSP peripherals. Ex
amples of these DSP programs include
FDAS from Momenta Data Systems,
Hypersignal from Hyperception, Signal
Processing WorkSystem from Comdisco
Systems, SpeechStation from Ariel, and
Spectrum Analyzer from Spectral Inno
vations. These applications typically target
speech or audio research, filter design for
electronics applications, emulation of spec
trum analyzers or oscilloscopes, and
radar/sonar research.
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New this year is support for DSP hard
ware from within non-DSP applications.
For example, several new products that
were announced recently allow users of
National Instruments' LabView program,
a leading data acquisition and analysis
package for the Mac, to boost performance
by adding a DSPboard and Lab View DSP
extensions to their systems. No repro
gramming is required , since the DSP
enhanced modules use the same inputs and
outputs as standard modules. Lab View is
supported in this fashion by both Spectral
Innovations, which makes Mac DSP
boards based on the AT&T chip set, and
National Instruments, which makes a
NuBus board that is based on the TI
TMS320C30.
Spectral Innovations' Lightning Effects
uses the same approach to beef up Adobe
Photoshop. Lightning Effects enables Pho
toshop to export a variety of operations
(e.g., filtering, blurring, scanning en
hancement, and image resizing) to a DSP
chip. These imaging operations, which
make heavy use of multiply/accumulate
operations, run up to 20 times faster with
Lightning Effects than they do on an un
accelerated Mac. However, other Photo
shop operations, such as screen redraw
ing and individual pixel--editing functions,
obtain no benefit at all from a DSP accel
erator.
In the future, DSPs will be incorporated
directly onto system motherboards rather
than taking the form of board-level add
ins. The state of the art is advancing quick
ly. In March, IBM , TI, and Intermetrics
announced an alliance to promote the
MWave subsystem, a fixed-point DSP
technology for multimedia computing that
will allow a single subsystem to handle
the processing that is done today by mul
tiple add-in boards. In April, AT&T for
mally announced its VCOS operating sys
tem, multimedia extensions, and DSP3210
chip, as well as strategic alliances with
several board companies and systems ven
dors.
Whether you are a radar/sonar re
searcher, a developer interested in multi
media education and entertainment soft
ware, or an end user who wants to be able
to talk to a computer and have it talk back,
there's a DSP-enabled personal comput
er in your future.•

Andrew W. Davis is an independent mar
keting consultant who focuses on data ac
quisition and image processing . .I oe Bur/.:e
is president and a founder of Spectral In
novations (Santa Clara, CA), which spe
cializes in DSP solutions for Mac users.
You can contact them on BIX clo "edi
tors."
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GREHAN

A SHARED RESOURCE
ACCESS MANAGER, PART 1

he world of multitasking and multiuser systems is
a world of careful coordination. Like aircraft jock
eying for a runway, programs vie for drives, print
ers, and other shared entities. When two or more
airplanes attempt to land on the same runway at
the same time, or when two or more programs try to ac
cess the same disk file simultaneously, a crash often re
sults.
The task of adequately managing access to shared re
sources is not a simple one. Before tackling that, I should
define just what constitutes a "resource"; the advent of the
Mac and Windows has given a new definition to the
term. I use it broadly to mean system assets that pro
grams use in either a multiuser or multitasking environ
ment (since the problem of resource management in a
single-user, single-tasking environment is trivial). Be
cause the resources are shared, they are often in limited
supply. This is the crux of access management: providing
a means of making these limited supplies available to
multiple programs.
Resources might include processors, memory, disk
space, printers, or virtually any peripheral device. For
the purposes of this article, I refer to such resources as
physical resources. A network printer is the quintessen
tial shared resource. Proper access management for the
network printer is an obvious requirement: It won't do to
have someone else's word processing document come
out of the printer intermixed with yours.
Entities other than physical devices can also be shared

T
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resources. These logical resources include printer queues,
files within databases, records
within database tables, and
even fields within records. In a

Here's how to manage
access to shared
resources in a multiuser

shared-memory system, you environment
might impose some segmenta
tion scheme as a means of han
dling memory allocation. These memory segments are an
other good example of a logical resource.
Logical resources are not physical entities in the same
sense as a printer or a plotter, but they always have a
physical component. Files exist as magnetic domains on
a hard disk platter, for example.
Logical resources are just as real as physical resources,
and mishandling access to them can result in problems
that are just as severe as those that occur when two pro
grams attempt to send data to a single printer. If two pro
cesses insert a row into a database table with no access
coordination in effect, the result is a tangle of data.
Whichever process's write operations execute last over
write the information laid down by the other process.
This situation-where more than one program writes to
the same dataand where the outcome depends on which
program gets scheduled last-is called a race condition.

Semaphores
The simplest way to provide access management is via an
active data structure known as a semaphore. Notice that
AUGUST 1992 • BYTE
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I've coined a new term here: active data
structure. I wanted to distinguish sema
phores from traditional data structures such
as bit fields, lists, and the like. Even though
internally a semaphore is just an integer
value, the semaphore's behavior depends
on how that value is manipulated.
Semaphores are most often used to con
troi access to critical sections of code in a
multitasking environment. A critical sec
tion is a portion of a program that only
one process can execute at a time-for ex
ample, that portion of an operating sys
tem's BIOS that seeks to and reads a sec
tor from the hard disk. Suppose that one
process begins to execute this section, gets
past the seek part, and is switched out to be
replaced by another process that begins
executing the same code. When the first
process switches back in again, the inter
rupting process has moved the disk head to
a different location on the platter. The first
process completes the critical section and
ends up reading a sector from the wrong
place.
As you'll see, a semaphore placed as a
guard to the critical section would allow
only one process through at a time. Each
task can issue a seek-and-read without be
ing interrupted.
Because a semaphore can literally guard
anything, it's a good, simple method of
access management. Semaphores come in
two forms: binary and counted. The bina
ry semaphore is the simpler of the two
forms, and you can visualize it as a tog
gle switch governed by a few special rules.
If you pretend that the switch guards access
to some resource, then the properties and
rules are as follows:
•Only one process has access to the
switch at a given time.
• If the process finds the switch set to
the off position, it can turn the switch
on and proceed to access the resource.
•If the process finds the switch on,
some other process is using the resource.
The process blocked at the switch must
try again later.
• Once a process has finished with the
guarded resource, it must tum the
switch off.
The first property guarantees that oper
ations are atomic. This means that a pro
cess in the midst of manipulating the sem
aphore is not interrupted; it keeps one
process from changing the switch behind
the back of another process. The second
and third properties describe the mechan
ics of the semaphore. The last guarantees
that a forgetful process won't leave the
switch on, stranding everyone following
it as they wait forever for the switch to re
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turn to the off position.
The switch might simply be a bit some
where in memory. Usually, operating sys
tems that support semaphores guarantee
the semaphore's atomic behavior by dis
abling interrupts while the semaphore is
being tested and modified.
A counted semaphore, as its name sug
gests, increases the possible states of a
semaphore beyond simply on and off.

Because a
semaphore can
guard anything, it's
a good method of
access management.

(Counted semaphores are sometimes re
f erred to as general semaphores.) Imag
ine a bowl of tickets, and imagine that a
process must be carrying a ticket to be per
mitted access to the guarded resource. The
new rules are as follows:
• Only one process can have its hand in
the bowl at a given time.
• If a process gets a ticket, it is allowed
access to the resource.
• If a process does not get a ticket, it
must try again later.
• Once a process has finished with the
guarded resource, it must return its
ticket to the bowl.
These rules parallel those of the binary
semaphore. A counted semaphore, how
ever, allows more than one process at a
time to access the resource. It's up to the
system to "initialize the bowl" so that it
holds an appropriate number of tickets at
start-up. An operating system creates a
counted semaphore using an integer value
rather than a single bit.
A counted semaphore would be handy if
you had attached four modems to one of
your systems on your network and desig
nated that machine as a modem server. In
this case, you would initialize the sema
phore with a count of four.

State Your Rights
A semaphore does not recognize different
types of access; a process is either admit

ted or denied access to whatever the sema
phore guards. In many cases, it's worth
while to provide different access rights
that identify what operations the requesting
process is allowed to perform.
There are two fundamental access
rights: exclusive and shared. All other
forms are elaborations on these two basic
types. You've probably encountered ac
cess rights in one manual or another, usu
ally in the section describing file access. If
you read the passages in the MS-DOS doc
umentation on file access rights, it's easy
to get out-and-out frightened. The same
applies to AppleShare documentation for
the Mac. Both texts present scary matri
ces of allowed and disallowed interactions
for a program attempting access of one
type while access of another type is al
ready in place. For now, I'll keep it simple.
A process acquiring exclusive access to
a resource has unrestricted and uncontest
ed access privileges to that resource: The
rest of the world is excluded. Exclusive
access is usually applied when a process
must make global changes to the resource
in question. Also, most physical resources
that permit only one user at a time-a net
worked printer or modem, for example
can only be accessed exclusively. Return
ing to the example of a networked printer,
suppose_your program and some other
user's program are both vying for access to
that printer. Whoever gets control of the
printer must obtain exclusive access to the
printer for the duration of the print job-
not just on a page-by-page basis.
Under shared access, a program has re
stricted access to the resource, as does the
rest of the world. Restricted access means
that the process is limited as to what type
of operations it can perform on the re
source. Most often, a process with shared
access performs read operations only. This
is simply called read-only access; it is fre
quently used in file management and
database systems.

Lock Your Valuables
The topic of access rights leads naturally to
the subject of file locking. After all, open
ing a file with exclusive access is often re
f erred to as locking the file. One variation
on the access rights discussed above is
multilevel locking. Multilevel locking
means establishing a variety of shared ac
cess levels-exclusive access is still ex
clusive access. Furthermore, you have to
define how different lock levels interact
with one another. The following example
illustrates why this is important.
A B-tree is a data structure that pro
grammers often use to manage database
indexes. B-trees consist of nodes, or pages,
that are fixed-length physical records. Each
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record is usually stored in its own disk
sector. Nodes carry key and pointer tuples
so that the logical structure looks some
thing like the diagram in the figure. Note
the relationship among nodes. Each node
(except the root) has exactly one parent
node. Every nonleaf node has one or more
child nodes. I won't distract you with the
formal details of B-trees here; instead, I
suggest you take any questions about those
details to "Trees 'n Keys," parts 1-3, Jan
uary-March 1989 BYTE.
What's important is how a database sys
tem manages access to a B-tree in the pres
ence of multiple users-some who might
be simply reading the index, and others
who might be in the process of updating it
by inserting or deleting keys. You want
users to conflict with one another as little
as possible, and you don't want one user
locking others out for no good reason.
One multiuser management technique
for B-trees uses three kinds of locks: read
locks, illfe/lf-to-update locks, and update
locks. A read lock is just what it says: The
program issuing the lock simply reads the
tree. Read locks assure the program that
no other program will modify the locked
node, putting the reader's local copy of
the node out of sync with the version on
disk. A read lock permits shared access;
any number of programs can hold a read
lock on the same node.
An update lock is an exclusive lock on
the node and indicates that the lock hold
er is in the process of modifying that node.
A program would issue an update lock
while inserting or deleting a key on a par
ticular node. Since an update lock is ex
clusive, it ensures that only one task can al

ter the node at any moment and that no
task can read a copy of a node that's about
to be altered.
The intent-to-update lock is tricky. It's
issued by a program that is about to per
form an update but is currently only gath
ering information about the structure of
the tree in the vicinity of the node or nodes
to be updated. For example, a program in
the process of inserting a key must first
execute a search operation to locate where
the key is to be placed in the B-tree. To
perform that search, the program must
snake its way down into the tree from the
root, collecting infonnation about the hold
ing capacity of the nodes it visits (i .e., how
much free space is on those nodes?).
Why collect holding capacities? Be
cause insert operations always begin on a
leaf node of a B-tree, and those nodes the
program is visiting on its way to the leaf in
clude the great-grandparent, grandparent,
and parent nodes of that leaf. Some of
these ancestor nodes will be modified if
the effects of the insert propagate back up
the tree. Such propagation happens if the
insert causes a node to become overfilled.
In that case, the node splits, and a selected
key from the node is moved up the tree to
be inserted into the parent node. The pro
gram can calculate how far the effects will
propagate using the capacity information it
collected on the way down, but this infor
mation is valid only as long as someone
else doesn't modify those nodes. The an
cestor nodes must remain unchanged until
the program completes the insert opera
tion.
That's where the intent-to-update lock
comes in. It allows a program to assure it-

self of the local integrity of the B-tree
throughout an update operation. An intent
to-update lock excludes update locks and
other intent-to-update locks, but it does
not exclude read locks, since a task that is
only reading the node will not modify it.
This allows good concurrent access to the
B-tree; many programs can continue read
ing in the vicinity of an update operation.
Before the actual updating begins, how
ever, the program must convert the intent
to-update locks into update locks on those
nodes it intends to modify. This will serve
to drive away any reading processes be
fore the program modifies the B-tree.
The above method uses three locking
levels. Furthermore, the interaction among
these levels is complex: Update locks ex
clude everyone, intent-to-update locks ex
clude update and intent-to-update locks,
and read locks don't exclude anyone.

Access Control as a Service
Thus far, I've introduced a smorgasbord
of access management techniques. Now
I' II examine how to bring all the ideas to
gether and build an access manager (some
times referred to as a lock manager) that
can act as a central switching station in a
multiuser or multitasking environment.
Such a manager might run as a background
task on a Unix system or as an NLM (Net
Ware loadable module) on a NetWare
server.
In the discussion that follows, assume
that I've created a server process that acts
as an access coordinator. Processes using
systemwide resources must first petition
this server for permission to access those
resources. (I refer to the tasks as c/iellfs to
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The search for a particular key always begins at the root. If the key is not found, the search concludes in a leaf node where
the key would be if it were in the tree. If the search is in preparation for an insert operation, the location where the search ends
is where the insert begins.
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make the client/server relationship clearer.)
The server either grants or denies pe1mis
sion. For now, I'll leave out the detail of
how the petition-grant/deny conversation
takes place; it could be any method of in
terprocess communication-a message
queue, sockets, or whatever.
The simplest model for access coordi
nation is a gate, with the server process
acting as gatekeeper. Any client lucky
enough to arrive atthe gate when it's open
passes through. A client that arrives at the
gate when it's closed is turned away and
must try again later. It's up to the server to
monitor clients passing through the gate
and-based on the number of clients, the
kinds of access they're requesting, and the
kinds of access the resource will pe1mit
determine whether to close the gate be
hind a client that has just passed through.
(This gate analogy bears a close resem
blance to the switch analogy I described in
my discussion of semaphores.)
A piece of p-code (from the client's per
spective) that follows this model would
look something like this:

while
(pa ss_thru g a te (
s e r ver_id , reso urce i d )
<...spin yo ur whe e l s ...> }
<... a ccess permitted...>

And so on. This creates a great deal of un
necessary network chatter.
Worst of all, no fairness is built into the
scheme. There's no guarantee that a coin
cident series of requests won't result in
one client getting turned away repeated
ly. Suppose client A has access to the re
source. Client B makes a request and gets
turned away. While B is waiting, A re
leases the resource but client C immedi
ately requests and acquires it. B tries again
and is turned away again, and while B
waits, C releases the resource and client
D gets it. The computer science technical
jargon for B's situation is starvation.

The

simplest

model for access
coordination is a
gate, with the
server process acting
as gatekeeper.

then become, "Let me know if I can have
access to this resource within the next I 0
seconds." Now the server has two re
sponses: "You've got it," or "Sorry, your
waiting time is up." This prevents a client
application from freezing when a resource
is tied up for an inordinately long period of
time.
You may also want to allow clients to
attach a priority to themselves that con
trols where they enter the waiting list. This
involves imposing rules such as, "A client
shall enter the list behind all clients of
higher priority and before all clients of
lower priority. Clients of equal priority are
serviced on a first-come/first-served ba
sis." With such a prioritization scheme, a
client task running in background could
be given a low priority, and high-priority
clients would tend to acquire access be
fore the background client.
Wheel-spinning stil 1occurs, but it now
consumes fewer network and CPU re
sources and is relegated to lower-level rou
tines where the application programmer
doesn't have to contend with it. P-code
for a request might now look like this:

result=get r esource(
serv er id,resource id,
prio rity, timeout );
if( result==ERR_T I MEOUT )
{

Here, the function pass thru
gate () returns a TRUE value ifthe serY=
er allows passage through the gate con
trolling the resource identified by re
s o urce id.
As short as it is, this scrap of p-code re
veals one of the limitations of this model.
Requests for access occur within a tight
polling loop. If the above client task is
running in a multitasking environment, it
could consume considerable CPU time as
it makes the same attempt over and over
again. You could eliminate some of the
overhead by writing the "wheel-spinning"
portion of the loop so that the current task
is descheduled for several time slices, giv
ing other tasks in the system a chance to
get some work done. You can do this eas
ily in a cooperative multitasking system.
It's not so easy in a preemptive multitask
ing system if descheduling calls are not
available to the application programmer.
Even so, if you're running on a network
so that the server is executing on a ma
chine separate from the client, then each
call to pass thru gate() translates to
traffic on the network. If the resource is
tied up, then any client's attempt to access
it will result in a series of exchanges with
the server that looks like a child nagging its
parent: "Can I go through yet?" "Not yet."
"How about now?" "No." "Now?" "No."
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<...cod e t o handl e time-out...>
else
What's needed is a queue-a waiting
list. When a client requests a resource that
is currently in use, that client is not simply
turned away, but is placed on a waiting
list for access to that resource.
In a simple waiting list, every task enters
at the bottom of the list. Access is granted
on a first-come/first-served basis. In the
scenario above, client B requests access
and is placed on the waiting list. When
client C requests access, it enters the queue
behind B. So, when client A finally gives
up the resource, B gains access. (In fair
ness to the lowly semaphore, most oper
ating systems that have built-in semaphore
functions provide a waiting list as part of
semaphore management.) Network traffic
is considerably reduced, since a client no
longer repeatedly nags the server. One
transmission goes out from the client, say
ing, in essence: "Let me know when I can
have access to this resource." The only
other transmission would come from the
server: "OK, you've got it."
There are several improvements to this
idea that let it work even more smoothly.
First, it's a good plan to put a cap on the
amount of time a client has to wait on a
resource. The client's transmission would

<...access allowed or some
ot he r e r ror...}
I've added the arguments priority,
which specifies the client's priority level,
and timeout, which specifies the num
ber of seconds the client is willing to wait
for the resource. I'm assuming that the
program blocks at get resource () un
til access is granted orthe request times
out. I also assume that if you're in a mul
titasking environment, get resource ()
does smart wheel-spinning.In other words,
while get resource () waits, it should
allow othertasks some CPU time slices.

At Your Service
I've written an access-managing server
that provides the capabilities described
above for Unix. I've tried to keep the low
level network communications routines
layered away from the higher-level code so
the intrepid programmer can more easily
move it to other operating environments
(e.g., NetWare). The access manager acts
as a systemwide librarian. Not only does it
provide a central repository where client
tasks can look up information on resources
(e.g., name, availability, and access rights
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SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED

pe1mitted), it also manages access to the re
sources under its control. If a client task
wants access to a resource, it must check
out that resource with the access manager.
Tasks awaiting an unavailable resource
are placed on a waiting list.
The access manager suppo1ts up to four
levels of locking and allows you to define
lock-level interactions on a per-resource
basis. You can define some resources to
have only one lock level (e.g., exclusive
only) and others to have multiple levels, in
case you want to implement the B-tree
multilevel locking scheme that I described
earlier.
I will describe the access manager's ser
vices in detail next month, but a few of
the most significant commands that a client
process can issue to the server follow:

While American business is trying to stay competitive with foreign companies, it's paying an
added penalty. The penalty of double-digit illiteracy.
Believe it or not, 'n million American adults can't read and write. Another 47 milt!on are literate
on only the most minimal level. That adds up to almost one third of our entire population .. .and
probably a disturbing number of your employees.
What does illiteracy cost you? Get out your calculator. Illiterate adults make up 50%-75% of
our unemployed. Every year they cost us an estimated $237 billion in lost earnings. They swell
our welfare costs by $6 billion annually and diminish our tax revenues by $8 billion.
Illiteracy costs you through your community, too. It robs the place where you work and live of
its resources. It undermines the potential of the people who make your products and the people
who buy them. No dollar figure can be assigned to this. But over the years, this may be the
costliest loss of alt.
What can your company do about this? It can join in local efforts to fight illiteracy. It can
volunteer company dollars and facilities for better school and tutorial programs. It can invest in a
more literate community.
The first step is to call the Coalition for Literacy at 1·800-228·8813 or fill out the coupon be
k7"1. Do it today. You may find it's the greatest cost-saving measure your company has ever taken.

A literate

America
is agood
investment.

r---------------.
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•Register a resource, which lets the client
define a resource and log it with the serv
er. The client must supply descriptive de
tails of the resource: its name, how many
clients can use the resource simultaneous
ly, how many lock levels the resource sup
ports, and so on. Furthermore, the man
ager provides resource templates, a kind
of object-oriented feature. This relieves
clients from having to transfer often-used
resource details: Once a resource template
is defined, a client can request the equiva
lent of "Register a resource of name so
and-so and use template such-and-such."
The template carries all the necessary ini
tialization details.
•Apply lock, which lets the client issue a
resource-lock request. The client specifies
the lock level and the maximum time it's
willing to wait for the resource. The serv
er compares the requested lock level with
any locks cuITently applied to the resource
and determines whether to place the client
on a waiting list or grant access.
•Remove lock, which is the reverse of the
apply lock command.
•Change lock, which lets the client change
the current lock level. For example, if you
were implementing the multilevel locking
scheme I described for B-trees, you could
use this call to change an intent-to-update
lock to an update lock.
Next month, I'll conclude with a close
look at the data structures and inner work
ings of the access manager. Since this is a
client-server arrangement, I'll also go into
the details of the client side and provide
a few programming examples. •

Rick Crehan is technical director of the
BYTE Lah. He holds a B.S. in physics and
applied mathematics and an M.S. in math
ematics/computer science. You can reach
him 011 BIX as "rick_g. "
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SOFTWARE CORNER
BARRY

NANCE

THE RIGHT PROFILE
or a certain development project, I
needed to know the exact times an
application opened and closed its
files. I also needed to know the
file-handle values and if the file
operations were successful. So I wrote 10
PROF (110 Profiler) and PT RACE (Pro
file Trace reporter), two utilities that can
help you keep track of file access.
IOPROF is a TSR program. You run it
once to load and activate the program.
Then you run the application you need to
profile. When you run IOPROF a second
time, the program writes its statistics to a
file and removes itself from memory. 10
PROF can record up to 1000 file opera
tions; it tracks file-open, file -close, and
file-creation events.
If you're trying to optimize the perfor
mance of an !JO-oriented DOS program,
you can use the information IOPROF pro
vides to tell you how much time your pro
gram spends doing file I/O operations, ei
ther on a local disk or on a network drive.

F

Tracking File Access
IOPROF intercepts INT 21 h and recog
nizes certain file operations as they occur.
Each of these operations is a DOS function

Profiling DOS file
access to hunt down
bottlenecks
call: open, close, or create a file. Written in
assembly language, most of IOPROF is a
table in which the program stores data
about each event. IOPROF time-stamps
each record by calling DOS function 2Ch
(Get System Time), with the time the func
tion call started and ended. IOPROF also
records whether DOS reported an error
(carry flag set) as it tried to do the opera
tion. I used MASM (Microsoft Macro As
sembler) 5.1 to assemble IOPROF. You'll
need the BIOS.INC and DOS.INC files
that come with MASM if you want to
modify the program. IOPROF takes about

25 KB of RAM, but most of that is the
aforementioned table.
PTRACE is the reporting program. It
reads IO PRO F's record file and displays a
formatted listing of filenames, operation
codes, file handles, and start and stop
times. PTRACE is a simple (56-line) Tur
bo C program that understands the layout
of IOPROF's table.
Listing 1 shows a sample report. In the
EVENT column, 3D is an open, and 3E
is a close. The ERR column shows whether
each operation succeeded or failed. You
can find out most of what you need to
know from this report by keeping track of
file handles. For example, to find out
which file was closed in a 3E operation,
you note the handle and look back through
the list of operations until you see a cor
responding 3C or 3D. •

Listing 1: A sample report from ?TRACE.

EVENT
30

FILE

HANDLE

cl .exe
0005

3E

MAC/Tom Thompson

EPR

START

y

11: 54: 31. 53
11: 54: 31. 97

UNIX/Ben Smith

Keep on Schedule with Notify

A GNU Debugger

wish I owned stock in 3M, because the bottom of my Super
Mac monitor is festooned with Post-it notes that act as re
minders for schedules and deadlines. If all you need are some
simple reminders, Steve Stockman's Notify 2.2 fits the bill.
Notify is a Control Panel that posts reminder messages on
screen through the Mac's own Notification Manager (i.e., the
part of the Mac OS that lets background processes send mes
sages to users). To set up Notify, you open the Control Panel and
enter up to 64 messages, each up to 240 characters long. Then
you schedule the time and date of each message's arrival. Mes
sages can be repeating (e.g., indicate a meeting every Friday at
2:00 p.m.), or they can time out (i.e., after a certain time or
date, the message clears itself). You can easily add, edit, or re
move messages to keep your reminder list current. Notify is
free, and it works perfectly. Thanks, Steve.

0

I

STOP
11: 54: 31. 65
11: 54: 31. 97

fall the products available through the FSF (Free Soft
ware Foundation), among the best known are the GNU
development tools: GNU's compilers and its sophisticated de
bugger, gdb. Richard Stallman was the author of gdb, but many
other programmers have performed work on this multilanguage,
multiplatform source code debugger.
Among gdb's features in the current release (i.e., edition 4)
are command history, watchpoints, dynamic switching between
object-file formats (including COFF, .o object files, and archive
libraries), and support for SunOS shared libraries.
The GNU debugger has been ported to most operating sys
tems, but it's particularly well known to Unix and DOS pro
grammers. Source code for gdb and the GNU's compilers can
be found on BIX, on most Internet anonymous FTP sites, and
on floppy disks from FSF.

Editor's note: Software Corner highlights public domain ,freeware, and shareware programs. The programs are available in elec
tronic format. See "Program listings" on page 5 for details. We solicit your contributions. We pay $50 for any program we use. Write
to: Software Corner, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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UNIX is changing the world of computers,
the world of business - quite simply,
changing the world. It's revolutionizing
office automation. It's required for U.S.
government computer contracts. It's the
backbone of information strategies
worldwide.
That's why you need UNIXWORLD - the
magazine that keeps you up to date on the
rapidly changing world of open systems
computing. Each issue brings you the latest
product trends and technical advances that
can affect your business. The inside story on
some of the biggest high-tech companies.
Easy-to-understand programming tips and
tutorials that can help your company use
UNIX to its fullest. And unbiased hardware

and software reviews to help you invest
wisely when you buy.
UNIXWORLD's in-depth features go beyond
dry technical facts to show how the pieces fit
together - to tell you what's important about
the advances and strategies that are
changing your world. And UNIXWORLD
consistently offers the freshest, most down
to-earth writing that you'll find in any
computer publication.

Subscribe nowl
Call toll·free:
1·800·251·9402 ext. 29

Subscribe today and recieve the next 12
issues of UNIXWORLD for just$ l 8.00 - half
the regular newsstand price. Save even more
by ordering for two or three years. You can't
lose- every subscription to UNIXWORLD
comes with a no-risk guarantee*.
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Buy with

ence
Reputable computer dealers
· will answer all these questions
to your satisfaction. Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing a more
successful and pleasurable
activity, The Microcomputer
Marketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
knowledgeable buyer will be a
successful buyer." These are
specific facts you should know
about the prospective seller
before placing an order:

Ask These Important
Questions
• How long has the company
been in business?

the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association, Inc.
6 E. 43rd St.,
Purchasing Guidelines
New York, NY 10017
• State as completely and ac
curately as you can what
merchandise you want in
cluding brand name, model
number, catalog number.

MMC

• Establish that the item is in
stock and confirm shipping
date.

• ls there an additional charge
for use of credit cards?
• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

(CJ

Direct M;irketing Association, Inc. 1'188

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing Association. Inc.

• Confirm th flt the price is as
advertised.
• Obtain an order number
and identification of the
sales representative.
• Make a record of your
order, noting exact price in
cluding shipping, date of
order, promised shipping
date and order number.

If you ever have a problem,
remember to deal first with the
• Does the company offer
seller. If you cannot resolve the
technical assistance?
problem, write to MAIL
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/o
• Is there a service facility?
OMA, 6 E. 43rd St., New York,
• Are manufacturers warran
NY10017.
ties handled through the
company?
• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?

This message is brought to you
by:

BEYOND DOS ·
MARK

EXORCISING
THE A20 POLTERGEIST
ave you ever seen a word pro
cessor display odd keystrokes un
der DOS 5.0 or Windows? It hap
pened to me while upgrading the
machines in my office. My mar
keting person, Donna, claimed that Word
Perfect for Windows wouldn't work with
DOS 5.0. I didn't have time to look into it,
so I uninstalled DOS 5.0 and put the mat
ter in the "things I will do eventually" pile.
But I kept hearing scattered reports of key
board problems with DOS 5.0.
Then Kris, a technical instructor, rein
stalled 5.0 on Donna's machine, "causing
WordPerfect and other programs to dis
play random characters." "Random char
acters?" I asked. "Will it do it right now
before our very eyes?" Kris said that there
seemed to be no way to make it stop doing
it. Grabbing my deerstalker cap and cala
bash pipe, I cried, "Quick, Kristina! The
game is afoot!" Along the way, I learned
that, believe it or not, you need the key
board's permission to address extended
memory. And thereby hangs a tale.

H

Address-Line Issues
A peek or two at the symptoms showed
that the characters weren't random at all.
Intermittently, the keyboard added a Shift
key to the keystroke, almost as if there
were a ghostly finger on the keyboard.
Like all good troubleshooters, I started by
emptying the CONFIG.SYS and AUTO
EXEC.BA T files. The problem went away.
While adding back the lines one by one, I
found the problem in DOS =HIGH.
This surprised me. Of all the nifty fea
tures of the memory managers that come
with DOS 5.0 and Windows 3. 1, the one
that seems to have the least trouble is load
ing DOS into the HMA (high memory
area). This is the memory space between
I024 KB and 1088 KB. (For you purists,
it's not exactly from I 024 KB to I 088 KB;
it's between 1024 KB and a point 16 bytes
below I 088 KB.)
The HMA is an artifact of a bug in 286
and higher CPUs. These "286+" chips
ILLUSTRATION: ROBIN JAREAU X © 1992

have several processing modes designed
mainly to accommodate multitasking and
handle large amounts of memory. Pro
tected mode is the keystone of Windows,
OS/2, and other advanced PC operating
platforms. To ma intain backward com
patibility with existing 8088 programs, In
tel included the 8088 compatibility mode,
or real mode. DOS was written to live in
real mode, but Windows and OS/2 are
changing that.
The original 8088 could address 1024
KB of memory, so you'd think that 1024
KB would be the limit for 286+ chips in

What to do about those
random characters
that sometimes appear
in DOS 5.0 and
Windows applications

J.

MIN AS I

real mode. But for reasons thatare too con
voluted to describe here, 286+ chips ad
dress just under I 088 KB of RAM in real
mode.
Suppose an 8088 program has its in
struction counter at the very top of memory
at location I 024 KB - I. (The addresses
start at 0, so the top address is I 024 KB 
1). When the processor tries to increment
the instruction pointer, it rolls over to lo
cation O,just as an automobile's odometer
does when it passes 99,999 miles. It does
this because the 8088 processor is built to
support I 024 KB of RAM, which requires
20 wires, or address lines, on the address
20
bus (2 equals I 024). These line numbers
go from AO to A 19. An 8088-based com
puter has no A20 address line and can't
communicate with memory beyond 1024
KB. A 286+ computer, on the other hand,
has more address lines : 24 for a 286,
386SX, or 386SL; and 32 for a 386DX,
486SX, or 486DX.
What happens when a program sets the
instruction pointer for a 286+ CPU run
ning in real mode at I024 KB - l and then
tries to increment the pointer? Instead of
rolling over, it moves up to 1024 KB and
continues to move up to nearly 1088 KB.
That's partly because there are address
lines above A 19. When your program first
rises above 1024 KB - I, it energizes the
A20 address line.

The Infamous A20 Gate
The presence of the A20 line troubled the
designers of the IBM AT, who sought
compatibility with the IBM XT. They re
sponded with the A20 gate, an electronic
switch on the A20 line between the pro
cessor and memory. When the AT (and
all subsequent PCs) powered up, the gate
opened, keeping A20 signals from reach
ing memory. This lets a 286+ more fully
emulate an 8088 : The addresses wrap
around, and the top of real-mode memory
becomes truly I 024 KB - I on a 286+
computer.
Then along came Windows. The A20
AUGUST 1992 • BYTE
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HANDS ON/BEYOND DOS

A

MESSAGE
To OUR
SUBSCRIBERS

F

ROM TIME TO TIME WE

make the BYTE
subscriber list avail
able to other companies
who wish to send our
subscribers material about
their products. We take
great care to screen these
companies, choosing only
those who are reputable,
and whose products,
services or information we
feel would be of interest to
you. Direct mail is an
efficient medium for
presenting the latest
personal computer goods
and services to our
subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers
appreciate this controlled
use of our mailing list, and
look forward to finding
information of interest to
them in the mail. Used are
our subscribers' names and
addresses only (no other
information we may have is
ever given).
While we believe the
distribution of this infor
mation is of benefit to our
subscribers, we firmly
respect the wishes of any
subscriber who does not
want to receive such
promotional literature.
Should you wish to restrict
the use of your name,
simply send your request to
the following address.

IJIJIE

Magazine

Attn: Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 555
Hightstown, NJ 08520
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gate must close before protected-mode
programs like Windows can address ex
tended memory, and the keyboard con
troller controls the A20 gate. This con
troller, which is an 8042 chip on most
286+ motherboards, is a microcomputer
in itself. It has a CPU, RAM, and ROM
all built into a single 40-pin DIP. This de
sign explains why resetting the computer
with the Ctrl-Alt-Del keys doesn't do the
same thing as turning the power off and
on again. Pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del just resets
the CPU. That doesn't do any good when
the keyboard processor crashes.
Microsoft addressed the problem with
DOS 5.0 and Windows 3.0 with HI
MEM.SYS and the WINA20.386 driver,
respectively. Windows 3.0 came first. Then
DOS 5.0 arrived, with its ability to load
DOS high by twiddling the A20 line. Win
dows' 386 enhanced mode creates virtual
DOS machines, but the standard DOS ma
chine that WIN386.EXE creates-the vir
tual machine manager under Windows
3.0-doesn 't know anything about the
HMA or the A20 gate.
The WINA20.386 driver solved that.
WIN386.EXE in Windows 3.1 knows
about the HMA, but the installation pro
gram doesn't remove the now-irrelevant
device=WINA20. 386 line from your
SYSTEM.IN! file; you should remove it
yourself after upgrading. And if you're
not loading DOS high, you don't need
WINA20.386 at all.

The Poltergeist Problem
If you use OS/2, you don't have to worry
about the A20 line; the software closes the
gate (connects the A20 line) and goes on.
DOS is a different story. Prior to version
5.0, DOS just opened the gate and left it
open. Now you can load programs into the
HMA. But when you put any program
pmticularly DOS-into the HMA, the A20
gate swings open and closed as though in
a windstorm. That causes a problem on
some PCs when the keyboard controller
can't open and close the gate quickly
enough. Bombarding the keyboard con
troller with A20 requests can make it be
have erratically in its primary duties, lead
ing to the Shift-key specter I described
earlier.
What do you do if you have this prob
lem? Start by checking your CMOS set
tings. Many motherboards, particularly
those built with the Chips & Technologies
chip set and the AMI BIOS, feature.a "fast
A20" option. If you've got such a mother
board, make sure it's enabled in your com
puter's Setup program. Also, look for this
feature the next time you're buying a PC
clone.
·
Next, check the keyboard controller.

Just as BIOSes sometimes require updates,
so does the keyboard controller. If you
have an AMI BIOS, you'll see the words
American Megatrends, Inc. on-screen
when you tum on your computer. At the
bottom of the screen, you' II see what look
like serial numbers, followed by -Kx. The
x will be the version number of your key
board controller. I've seen -KA, -K8, -KD,
and -KF. You want the KF version to avoid
A20 problems.
Don't think that just because you've got
a new computer you have version KF. I
recently did work fora large defense agen
cy that had just received a pile of new Ev
erex computers equipped with the K9 con
troller. Keyboard controllers sell forunder
$75 and aren't too hard to find; just check
the ads in the back of computer magazines
for BIOS upgrade vendors. Donna now
has a new keyboard controller, and all is
well . There may, however, be a cheaper 
way out.
Under DOS 5.0, HIMEM.SYS manip
ulates the A20 gate. You've probably no
ticed the "A20 handler enabled" message
when HIMEM loads. And you now know
that the keyboard controller is the control
point for the A20 gate. But that's not the
whole story. PS/2 computers use an en
tirely different approach, as do the AT&T
6300 Plus, Philips computers, the Acer
1100, and many others. To address this
problem, HIM EM has a /machine:
switch. You invoke HIMEM.SYS with the
/m: n parameter, where n is a number from
1to16.
If your PC misbehaves with HIMEM,
try all the machine types-but make sure
that you've got a bootable floppy disk on
hand first. QEMM owners can use the IG
NOREA20 and UNUSUAL8042 options.
I find that if you've got a problem PC,
QEMM is better at handling A20 troubles
than HIMEM. However, before you go
out and buy QEMM or a new keyboard
controller, try all the HIMEM machine pa
rameters.
Here's a final suggestion: The DOS ver
sion of WordPerfect is more sensitive to
this type of problem than are other pro
grams, because it programs the keyboard
controller directly. Invoking WordPerfect
with the Ink option may alleviate the prob
lem.•
Mark J. Minasi runs seminars around the
world on OS/2, Windows, and PC trou
bleshooting. He is based in Arlington, Vir
ginia. You can contact him on BIX as
"mjminasi."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill lane, Peterborough, NH

03458.

ASK BYTE
Missing Megabytes

I

recently bought a 130-MB Seagate
ST! 144A IDE hard drive for my
Yendex/VTI Turbo 55 computer, which
is a 12-MHz 286 machine. When the re
tailer formatted the drive, he could get
only 124.7 MB. He claims my machine's
BIOS is outdated and won ' t support the
higher-capacity drive, but my local ser
vice center insists that the ST! l 44A has
a formatted capacity of 124.7 MB.
The drive installation instructions state that "if you
have a system BIOS that offers a user-defined drive type,
select from the following drive configurations." When I
go into Setup and attempt to enter I 00 I cyls, 15 heads, 17
sectors, 130.7 formatted MB, it's not accepted.
Is there a BIOS upgrade for my machine? I would like
to get all I can from my new hard drive.
Jeffrey A. Sawyer
Woonsocket, RI

I can understand yourfrustration knowing that 6 MB of
hard disk space in your computer is inaccessihle. Unfortu
nately, there are no replacement BIOS source codes for
your machine.
You could run an installation and management utility
like SpeedStor or replace the motherboard. SpeedStor
takes the place ofyour missing "user-defined drive type"
and lets you configure your drive any way you want. It
sells for $!00 from Storage Dimensions, Inc. ( 1656 Mc
Carthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035, (408) 954-07 JO;fax
(408) 954-0517). A new motherboard will cost anywhere
from $100 to $500, hut you should he ahle to reuse all
your internal expansion hoards.
Your hest option, however, may he to do nothing. The
missing 6 MB is slightly less than 5 percent of the total
disk space. Run your system with only 124 MB . When you
finally do hump up against the hard drive' s storage limits,
motherhoard prices will prohahly have dropped some
what, and you can pick up a bargain.--Stan Wszola

Lifesavers
ow long should I keep my computer turned on-on a
day-to-day basis-to minimize wear and tear and
maximize its life? I have a Leading Edge D/L T386SX
Plus laptop with a 40-MB hard drive, 2 MB of RAM, and
a VGA screen.
Except for mechanical wear and tear on the keyboard,
screen hinges, and so forth, what are the main factors in the
wear and tear leading to the breakdown of a computer? I've
heard that "thermal variations" are the main cause.
Andre Pilon
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

H

When you turn on a computer, the sudden rush of current
stresses the system's electronic components. The same
thing happens when you turn on a light. That's why most
light-bulh failures occur at this time.
With older desktop computers, leaving them on was the
hest practice. This left all the internal components at a
steady temperature, and they experienced no stressesji·om

powering on. Current laptop computers
use smaller components and generate
less heat, so thermal variations aren't a
serious problem. Computers like yours
also use power management circuits
that turn off unused suhsystems or put
the entire machine into a sleep mode
when not in use. This conserves hattery
power and lengthens the computer's life.
Spinning down the hard drive limits
wear on the drive spindle and motor.
Shutting off the backlighting on the dis
play increases the life of the fluorescent tuhes.
My suggestion is that you leave your computer on for
most ofyour workday and shut it off at night. I also sug
gest investing in a good surge suppressor/power condi
tioner.---Stan W szola

A Capital Offense

I

need to check the spell ing of 300 MB of ASCII text
data, but all the spelling checkers I have seen tag every
proper noun. This has tripled the time it takes to check my
data. Is there a spelling checker that will not tag words
that begin with a capital letter?
S. Spencer
Levittown, NY

None ofthe spelling checkers I know about ignore capital
ized words. Indeed, ignoring capitalized words presents
its own prohlems since the first word of each sentence will
not be checked.
Your problem lies in generating a list of valid names
for your spelling checker. A product called Moby Words
contains, among other things, a list of over 15,000 names
culled nationwide from telephone books. You could feed
this list into your spelling checker and create a private
dictionary. Moby Words is available from Illumind (571
Belden St., Suite A, Monterey, CA 93940, (408) 373
1491 ).
Another possibility is to create your own list of valid
names. A rather tedious yet straighrforward method is
presented in the Unix environment. Running the spell
utility on yourfile creates an output file containing one
unrecognized word per line. The sort and uniq (i.e.,
unique) utilities can then create a sorted list of unspelled
words. The sorted list groups all the capitalized words to
gether. You manually proof these words by removing the
incorrectly spelled items and feed the list back into your
spelling checker.
Many such Unix-style utilities are availahle for DOS,
hoth commercially and in the puhlic domain. For informa
tion on commercial utilities, contact Austin Code Works
(11 JOO Leafwood Lane, Austin, TX 78750, (512) 258
0785) or Mortice Kern Systems, Inc. (35 King St. N, Wa
terloo, Ontario, Canada N2J 2W9, (800) 265-2797 or
(519) 884-2251; fax ( 519) 886-8619). •
-Raymond GA Cote
The BYTE Lab welcomes yo11r q11estions. Address correspondence
to Ask BYTE, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458. Yo11 can also send BIX mail clo "editors."
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WHEN
YOU NEED
SOLUTIONS,
NOT JUST
ANOTHER
. BOARD!
Let a Quatech Sales Engineer
show you the value of quality,
service and support.

COMMUNICATION
Quatech produces a full line of serial and parallel adapters for PS/2,
PC-XT, AT and compatible systems available in RS-232, RS-422,
RS-485 and Current Loop. Selectable addresses and interrupt
capabilities are featured in our multi-port/user, SDLC, HDLC, and
X.25 adapters. Software and 16550 UARTS are available.

DATA ACQUISIIION
Qua tech has developed a full line of data acquisition products for the
IBM AT and compatibles. These high performance, low cost boards
provide analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog, and digital input/output
functions. A/D and DI A converters are equipped with 8, 12, or 16 bit
resolution, and sampling rates up to 1 MHz.

1-800-553-1170
QGUATECH

Made
in
U.S.A.

Corporate office: (216) 434-3154, FAX (216) 434-1409, 662 Wolf Ledges
Pkwy. Akron, OH 44311 U.S.A. International: Australia/lnterworld Elec
tronics 03-563-7066, Canada (Western)/lnterworld VCR 604-984-417 1. ·
England/Diamond Point International 634-722-390. Finland/Lab Hitech ,
OY 358-0-804-2522. France/Elexo 33-l -6930Q880. Germany/ Jupiter Electronic Systems 06181 /7504 l. Israel/
RCM Lte . 972-0:3-5447·885. lt aly/N .C.S. Computerl·t alia 0331I770-tll6 , Netherlands/ACAL Auriema 040-816565
Korea/Seim Boo Enterprise Co. 02-078-7457. IBM PC-XT. AT and PS/2 are register~d trademarks Gf IBM Corr::i.
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Circle 146 on Inquiry Card.

BUYER'S GUIDE
Mail Order
The latest offerings from vendors supplying products of all
leading manufacturers at extremely competitive prices.

298

Hardware/Software Showcase
This categorize• four-color display section makes
it easy to find Hardware an d Software products from a
wide variety of manufacturers and suppliers.

336

Buyer's Mart
From Accessories to Laptops to Word Processors,
you can easily find the dealers you are looking
for in this directory of products and services.

345

Moduless Upgradeables

Carry AGreater
Lode In The Future

asy and inexpensive upgrades are
built right into your Lodestar Starflex
computer. Unlikeconventional modular
upgradeable systems from other Com
panies, you can upgrade your Lodestar
Starflex system at a fraction of the cost
all the way from 386DX to 486SX or
486DX, at any clock speed.
Thanks to our unique non-proprietary
Moduless Upgrade design, Lodestar
Starflex systems can be upgraded by
simply plugging in the new chip and
oscillator that comes in their inexpensive
upgrade kit. Another bright idea from
LodeStar-It's just that simple !

E

E

veryLodeStarcomputerisfully loaded
with value. This includes unsurpassed
quality throughout. To make certain of
this. every system is individually pre
tested and burned-in for 72 hours prior to
shipment. And of course, we stand be
hind our quality with our comprehensive
Five-Way Personal Guarantee. You will
see this quality all the way from our
StarView SVGA Non-Interlaced Monitors
withflicker-freeimage, to our own StarKey
extended keyboards. And we pack in
even extra value by pre-loading MS DOS
5.0 & Windows 3.0, aswellasaHi-Res400
DPI serial mouse on every system. And
our systems can be upgraded to include
optional cache, RAM. more hard disk
capacity, larger monitor. and a host of
other enhancements you may require.
Add it all together - stellar perfonnance,
brilliant quality, and guarantee that out
shines all others -andyou've got Lodestar.

LodeStm 386-40C

LodeStm 386-33C

LodeStm 386-25

$1579

$1549

$1339

AMD 80386/40 Processor
4 MB RAM on board
Intel 80386/33 Processor
64K Cache RAM (EXpandable to 256KJ
85 MB IDE Hard Drive w/Cache
64K Cache RAM (EXpandable to 256K)
4MB RAM (EXpandable to 32MBJ
Teac l.2MB 5.25 " & l.44MB 3.5" Drives
4MB RAM (EXpandable to 32MBJ
I 25 MB IDE Hard Drive w/Cache
l MB SVGA Color Graphic Card
125 MB IDE HardDrivew/Cache
Teac J.2MB 5.25' & J.44MB 3.5' Olives
14" StarView 1024 SVGA Monitor
Teac J.2MB 5.25' & J.44MB 3.5' Drtves
I MB SVGA Non-Interlaced Color card
2 Serial, l parallel, & 1 Game port
I MB SVGA Non-Interlaced Color card
14' StarView 1024 NI SVGA Monitor
MS DOS 5.0 & MS Window3 .l w/Manual
14' StarView 1024 NI SVGA Monitor
~Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)
Starkey 102 Keyboard
~Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)
2 Serial. I parallel. & I Game Port
Hi-Res Serial Mouse
2 Serial, I parallel. & I Gane Port
MS DOS 5.0 &MS Window3 .l w/Manual MS DOS 5.0 & MS Window3.1 w/Manual
Desktop CPU (Vertical optional)
Starkey I 02 Keyboard
Starkey 102 Keyboard
486SX-20 $1489
Hi-Res Serial Mouse
Hi-Res Serial Mouse
386SX-25 $1239
Desktop CPU case (Verticals optional)
Desktop CPU case (Verticals optional)
(w/2MBRAM)

StmFlex 386-40 Cache

StmFlex 386-33 cache

StmFlex 386-25 Cache

UJ::gradable Series

UJ::gradable Series

UJ::gradable Series

$1689

$1659

$1569

UPJ!Cidable to 486SX-20, 486-33/50.

UPJ!Cidable to 40 Mhz & 486SX-20,486-33/50

64K Cache RAM (Extxmdable to 256k)
UmracJable to 33/40 Mhz & 486SX-20, 486-33/50.

LodeStar 486-50 EISA Plus

LodeStm 486-50C

LodeStm 486-33C

$2999

$2219

$1989

Intel 80486/33 Processor w/ SK Internal
Intel 80486/50 Processor w/8K Internal
Intel 80486/50 Procesoorw/ BK Internal
Cache & Built-in Math Coprocesror
Cache & Built-in Math Coprocessor
Cache & Built-in Math Coprocessor
2 x 32 Bit Local Bus Expansion Sloli;
256K Cache RAM
2 x 32 Bil Loool Bus £xranslon Slots
64K Cache RAM (EXp:mdable to 256K)
8 EISA Slots/6 Master Bus/2 Slave
64K Cache RAM (Expandable lo 256K)
4MB RAM (EXpandable to 32MBJ 60ns
4 MB (Expandable to 32MB) 60ns
4MB RAM (Expandable lo 32MB) 60ns
125 MB IDE Hard Drive w/Cache
210 MB Hard Drive w/Cache
125 MB IDEHard Drive w/Cache
Teac I .2MB 5.25' & I .44MB 3.5' Drives
32bit EISA Cache Controller Card
Teac J.2MB 5.25' & l.44MB 3.5' Drives
I MB SVGA Non-Interlaced Color card
Teac l.2MB 5.25" & l.44MB 3.5" Drives 1 MB SVGA Non-Interlaced Color card
14' StarView 1024 NI SVGA Monitor
Diamond 24bit SVGA Graphic Card
14' SlarView 1024 NI SVGA Monitor
(VESA Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)
15" 6FS Viewsonic Flat Screen Digital Monitor (VESA Std for 72 Hz Flicker-Free Display)
2Serial, I parallel & I G:ime Port
2 Serial, l Parallel, & l Game Port
2Serial, I parallel, & I Game Port
MS DOS 5.0 & MS Window 3.1 w/Manual MS DOS 5.0 & MS Window 3.1 w/Manual MS DOS 5.0& MS Window 3.1 w/Manual
Starkey 102 Keyboard
101 Keyboard &Hi Res Mouse
Starkey 102 Keyboard
Hi-Res Selia! Mouse
Med Vertical Case
Hi-Res Serial Mouse
Mid Vertical or Desktop Case
486SX-50DX2 $2799
Vertical or desktop Case
486-33 $2599

486-SODX2 CADstation

LodeStar 486-33 EISA

$3079
LodeStar 486-SODX2

$2189
Intel 80486/DX2-50 Processor w/8K Int.
*Mid & Full Verticals mar beaddlllonal on some systems.

486-33 WINstation

$2399

$3629
256K Cache RAM Memory
8 MB RAM & 210 MB Hard Drive
17" SVGA-NI Color Monitor
32 Bit S3 lMB Local Bus SVGA Card

8MB RAM & 210 MB HD.
32 Bit l.ocal Bus SVGA Color Card
(I MB RAM & Provide 32.768 Colors)

•
Circle 217 on Inquiry Card.
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Why Choose SCSI?
5 Good Reasons
· Handles up to 7devices (0 floppy)
w/one controller
· Supports CD-ROMs, Tape, DATs, Scanners
and more
• Bus Mastering 1/0
· Use "Workstation" Quality (and
Performance) Peripherals
• Works with ST-506, ESDI Drive
Controllers and !DE Controllers

Quantum
MB
120
240
425

INTL

EXTL

399
659
999

479
729
1069

Maxtor
MB
120
213
340
535
760
1.2G

INTL

EXTL

$359
499
949
1249
1399
1899

$439
569
1049
1349
1549
1999

Fujitsu
MB
330
520

DAT

Toshiba

INTL

EXTL

$1099
1249

$1199
1349

MB
830

INTL

EXTL

$1499

$1599

INTL

EXTL

$1599

$1699

2. 6 - 5 GB Compression DAT

WREN
MB
330
480
600
630
1.2G
1.6G

Model
APSDAT
APSDAT

INTL

$1299
1249
1399
1649
1899
2799

EXTL

$1449
1349
1549
1749
1999
2949

SyQuest
Model
SQ-555
SQ-5110

Bare
$379
499

Additional SyOuest Cartridges
44MB - $75 BBMB - $109

• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee • All products carry a 30 -day money
back guarantee. Your risk in the transaction is the cost of shipping.
·Disk-for-Disk Replacement Warranty· Quantum, Maxtor, SyQuest and
DAT drives carry a two-year "parts 1J labor" disk-for-disk replacement
warranty. WREN, Toshiba, Micronics products and SyOuest cartridges
carry a one-year "parts 1J labor"' disk-for-disk (board-for-board)
replacement warranty. Fujitsu drives carry Fujitsu's five-year warranty.

1399

1499

Desktop and Portable Units
DATs Archive-based Mechanisms
All Tape Drives Include Sytos Plus

Microni cs
386SX
386DX
386DX
486DX
486DX
486DX

ISA 25
ISA25
ISA/33/Cache
ISA/33/Cache
EISA/33/Cache
ISA/50/Cache

Toshiba
CD-ROM
3301B

$259
399
449
859
1199
1449
Bare
$579

• Mounting Hardware 6 Cables Included • All hard drives include
rails, extenders and data cables required for standard operation. Board
products are populated but without RAM.
• Toll-Free Technical Support • Toll-Free Technical Support, 9am to
7pm Monday thru Friday, Central Standard Time. As often or for as long
as you need.
• Prices 6 Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice •

M-F 7AM-9PM CST

SAT IOAM-4PM CST

Visa/MC, Discover, AMEX-No Surcharge
International: 1-816 478-8300 FAX: 1-816 478-4596 (24 Hrs) Toll Free UK: 0800-897-545 Toll Free Australia: 0014-800-125-875

Alliance Peripheral Systems, 2900

s; 291

Hwy., Independence, MO 64057

1-800 235-3707

Enjoy an Explosion of Red Hot
Savings this Sizzling Summer!

-:1-800-438-6039
Network

Starter Kit 2mbps/AE2 ....
..325/459
Starter KitAE3 ................................ 539
Lan Ca rds 2mbps/AE2 . ..... .. 129/199
Lan Car/A E3 .
.. .. ........... . 229
N .fir~n • sta ti on .
.. ....... .. 419
Novell Lile 1.0/ starler kit .. ... .... 69/399
Novell Lile Add-on kit .
... 209
Netware 2.2 5/10 User ... ,.. ..479/1099
Netwa re V.2 .2-50 user ..
. 189 9
Netwar e 3. 11 20/100 User 1899/3648
Nelware 3. 11-10 User . ............. .. 1375
Ethernet NE 1000/NE2000 ..... 129/155
NE 3200 .
. 669
SM~cess Server ......
.. ... ...... 1595

PC130/PC 130E ...... ....... ... ......... 75/99
PC600WS/PC600FS ..
129/209
HUB 8-Active/4-Passive ..... ..... 249169
Ethercar d 6 bil/ 16 bit .. ... ... .. ... 14 9/169
T oke n Car d e bil/ 16 bi t. ........ 349/399
10 Base· T Card e bll/16 bit. .. 1e5/205
3608TP 10BT concen lrator ...... 409
3106 16 bit Ethernet 10BT coax .. 159
TH:ifii~'lfc'l:\?J'i\.JB BT cone 12 port 709
T C4045 16/4 T oken Ring ... ...... ... 499
T C615 1-11 16 por l smar t hub .... 679
TC6242/TC6242· TP+ .... .. .
... 69/99
TC6245/TC6245·TP+ ...
.. .. 199/219
t

i

• '.

.

~

~

Network Software
Lotus 1-2-3 2 .3 server ... ..... ......... ..... 559
Lotus 1-2-3 2.3 node .. ....
.. ........ 339
l olUs 1-2-3 3.1 serve r .
... .. . . .... 625
lotus 1-2-3 3.1 node .. .. .... ...
. 409
Wo rd Perfect Ollice - 5 user ......... .... 289
Wordstar 2000 LAN-3 pack ...... . .. 259
Peachtree Network Accounting ...... . 489
Borland D Base IV Server-3 users .. 795
Borl and D Base IV LA N-1 user ....... 249
Borland Qualro Pro V.4.0 nlwkable. 319
1 addilional user .. ..... ........... ......... 259

M~~~fif~~~~~o ~~~~Pr~~n~ e~~~-~ - :· : .. ~~~

0

1

Microsoll Windows 3 .1 .... ..... ... ........ .. .. 89
Nor ton PC Anyw here V.4.5 ....... ...... 11 9

~o{:~~ ~u~nJ:r~e{:n~:~:~. -~-~-~ ---:·-·. g~~

X Tree Net/ tor Unix ...... ......... .... 319/189
Procomon Plus Net.w o rk 5 pack ...... 325
Foxpro La n 6 user ..... ..... ... ............. .. 515
Close-Up Lan 2user/8 user .. .. . 249/479
Close-Up lan/16 user . .
. 609

Software
Aldus Pagemaker .... ....

g~~~~ ~r<;;J~e~~~~~-

Printers

Monitors

3COM
3C503 Etherlink Iii 5-pack ... .. 1e9/799
3C503TP 10 Base T .
... 229
3C505B Ethernet Plus ....... ... .. .. .. 579
3C507 Etherlink 16 . ....
... 279
~Ri9§8H~ CA Ethern et ....
.. . 269

PAt fAGs 'o><Jc'""""

Fial White ML4571 ........... .......... 119
CVB 4995 Syncmaster 2E ........... 269
c frtVM 4967 Syncmaster 3E. . .. 299
546e/546e NI .... ...................... 2e9/329
.. .. 399
3436 Multiscan .28 .. .
1760 17" VGA.28 ................ .......... e69
N A1:J~~5432' ....
229/275
.. ............ 10 19/11 99
............ . 1175/1999

Drives
CONNER
120 ID E 3.5
. ...... 349
200 IDE 3.5 .... .. ........................... 549
/OMEGA
90 MB lnsider/Transportable579/689
Du al 90 ext..
......... ... 1495
MAGNAVOX
461RSEXTCDw/ soltware ..........399
MAXTOR
7120A 130 mg .
. 369
M l~'#& 210 m•~oI UT/'O"/n:r ...... 5 e 9

s!A'li'lf'r? Ext. Floppy 1.211.44 .. 199
ST251 - 1 42 mb MFM .......... .... .... 229
ST3096A e9 mb IDE . ............... 2e9
. . 379
ST 3144A 120 IDE ..... ..
SYSGEN-moblle disk
40/80/120 .
.. ..... 399/569/649
FLOPPY DRIVES
360K/1 .2MB/1.44MB ......... .. 59/59/59

Modems & Fax
ADTECH MICROSYSTEMS
Data tax 9600/2400 .. .. ....... ....... 68
.. 79
Data tax 9600/2400 wt Wi n .....
Datalax 96VI W/ V.42 Bis MNP5 ... 99
PockelFax modem 9624 ........ ...... 105
PocketFax modem9624 wt WIN . 115
Smart Connect 2400INT w/MNP5. 65
CARD I NAL
2400 INT/EXT
.. 62/e4
2400 INT/EXT w/MNP . ...... ..... e9/99
.. ..... 249/279
9600 INT/EXT .... .......
96/24 Fax modem JNT .
.... e9
HAYES
Ullra 144 V.32
... 749
Ullra 9600 ext .
..... 599
349
HE~erei~J,sgg~J~ c;···· · ·
··
IN ~Ji'l~ Pape r Fax 200/310 .... 999/1339

.... .. ... .. 469
1

···

.......... 689
.... ... 769

SA \f~Wilr s ... ........... ... ............ 329/439

9070U/90eOi
550i/560i

~~:l~~

Clipper 5 .0 .......
.. 4e9
Corel Draw .
.. .... . 365
Dbase IV 1.5
.. .. 489
Oesqview 386 .... .
. .. 129
Foxbase/FoxPro ..... ....... .... .... 195/449
FoxPro Distribution Kit.
... .... ..... 299
Freelance Plus
.... 309

~~1i~:~~4~J~f~\~~ :::::::... .......·· · 34·f;1g~~
t6:~~ rcrrmi»i~~~~s··: ::: ::::::: .· : : : .....::::::~~

Smart Suite/Upgrade ........ .. ..... 449/339
Microsoft Windows 3 .1/Word ...... 89/219
Microso ft Wo rd for Windows .......... . 319
Microsoft Excel for Wi ndows .. ......... 299
Norton D~s~top for Windows ............. 94
Norton Uttlilles 6.0 .
..... ..... 115
Norton AntiVirus .... ... .. .....
....... .. 85
Peachtree Ill Complete . ... .... ...... .139
Paradox V3.5
...... .. 489
Q&A 4.0
..... 249
Ouallro Pro .. .......... .............. . .......... 299
Ventura Desktop Publishing
.... 479
Word Perlect 5.1
..... ..... ......... 255
Word Perlecl for Windows . ............ 259
Wordstar 7.0/2000+ ..... ..... .... .2591225

Bulldog Systems
Bulldog's Standard Configuration

NEC MUL T/SYNC
3FGX .. .............

Satislaction Mode m 200 / 400. 309/409
US ROBOTICS
t 6.e HST ext. w/ ASL ......... ......... 569
Dual 16.e HST ext ............ .. ...... 749
Shared Access Kit.
.....,.. 649
Sportster 14.4 Fax int/ext ... . 3591399
Sportster 9600 Fax int/ext ., . 319/349
16.e HST ext. w/ ASL .
.. . 569
Worldport Palmtop Fax .
... ..... 179
9
489

CANON
LPB4+/LBP8+ ................... 919/1499
BJ 20 .. .. .. ....
. 399
BJ 300 / 330
.469/599
D/CONIX
.... ... 299/439
LXe10
............................ ... 155
AP 3250 ......
.. ... 2 19
.. .. 289/379
FX850/FX1050
LQ570/LQ870 ...................... 269/435
L01070/L01170 .................. 3751579
. ......... e49
LQ2550 . ......
Actio n l aser .
.. 679
EPLeooo ...
1295
EPL7500 ..
1e39
DFX5000/eOOO
.... 1269/2139

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Laser Series 111 / l ll D ........ 154 9/2599
Laser IIP/lllP .................... e69/1069
Desk Jet 500/500c ............. 439 / 759
IBM Laser
6P/1 OP .... ........ ....... .. ..... .. 1e25/2899
NEC
Sil entwriter 95 .
. 1469
OK/DATA
1e413eo .
............. 229/219
320+/390+ .... ..................... 314/437
32 1+/391+
................. 435/595
393+/393C+ ........................ 919/999
400/eoo LASER .
.. ..... 629/925
e20/e30 LASER . ............ 1249/1295
e40 LASER ...
............... 15e9
34 10 .
.. ..... 1299
PANASONIC
1123/1124i.
..... 199/275
1624/1654
.......... 339/539
2 1eo/2123
... ... 175/255
1695/2624
........ 369/379
44 10/ 4450i
....... 649/1079
4430/4455
.. .. 909/1719
OMS
PS 410ie15
........ 1529/2949
Co lor Scri pt 100 mode l 1Op .... . 4699
SEIKO
Label Pro .
.. ......... 129
LASER ACCESSORIES
Upgrade !or HP 111 1 mb . ..... ....... 79
Upgrade- HP Ill 2mb/4 mb 1091179
Pacific Da ta 25- N-1 .............. . .. 249
Pacilic P age PE/ PE XL .... . 269/649
Pacilic Connect 256K . ....... .. 249
Complete Font library ......,
249
Font Bank Cartridae 1.5 Mb ... 269

Mice & Misc.
Microsoll Mouse w /Windows 3. 1 .. 1 49
Microsolt Ball Point Mouse . .......... 1 18
Logitech Foloman. .. .................... . 495
Logilech Trackman Serial/Bus .... 69/85
Epson 300C w/ interface.
.... .... 1175
Logitech Sca n Man 256 ...... ... ....... 2 6 9
Sound Blaster Pro
. ... . ··- 189

PR':{g't1~~~ ~~ J1P'H'f'ii-;i'i"s" ··········

Chips

1MB SIMM eons ..........
4 MB SIMM eons ........ .

.... 39
. 139

1 year on· slte warranty!
386-SX/25 wieO ...............
.. ..... 1525
386·25 w/ 100 ......
. 1695
3e6· 33 (64K CACHE) w/100
1795
486-25 (256K CACH E) w/200 .... .... 2595
MAGNAVOX NOTEBOOKS
Metalis 3e6SX 16 w/ 40
....... 1349
Mel alis 386SX20 w/ 60 . ........ .. ...... 1649
Call for other configurations

Video Cards
A Tl
VGA lntegra 512K
.... e9
Graph ics Va nt age 1mb . ........ ..349
Graphics U ltra w/ 1MB
..... 459
8514 Ullra Plus w/ 1MB
.........3e9
VGA Wonder XL w/ 1mb .............. 189
BOCA
Basic VGA/S upe r VGA .... .... .. 63/129
CARDINAL
VGA 700/732 w/ 1MB .. ......... . 119/139
ORCHID
Prodesig ner Il w/ 1 mb
... 185
Fahrenheit 1280 degreewith 1 MB ...289
VIDEO SEVEN
1024i Plusw/512 .. .......
........ 95
........ 269
V RAM II 1 m b .....
Win . VGA w/ 1 mb _
.... 159

Memory Boards
AST
S i x Pack+w/384K XT ..
.. .. .. ..129
Six Pack2e6 w/OKA T..
...95
Rampage PC w/1 mb ...
.. .... 2e5
ORCHID
Ramquest 16/32 wOK PS/2........ 199
Ramquest e/16 w/OK XT/AT ....... 129
ACCELERATOR BOARDS
Orchld Ti ny T urbo 2e6/Ext ra.11 9/ 179
lntel lnboard3e6PCw/1 mb ...... .. .499

Tape Drives
ARCHIVE
40 Meg Int/Ext...
.......239/349
60 Meg w/Cont lnVExt... ............ ...579
COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS
DJ10 120 Meg Int Jumbo...
... 199
DJ20 250 Meg lnl Jumbo.
.. .......259
QFA 700 Meg Int.
....719
MICRO SOLUTIONS
40/120 Backpack
....365
e0/250 Backpack....
..................429

BULLDOG

.. .. ........ 199
.119/129

387-16/20 /25 .. .......... .. .... .. .. .. .. ........ 155
3e7-33 ........ .. ...... .
....... ........ .. 159
3e7-SX16/20..
.. .... 99/109
2e7XL .. ...........
..... e5
3e7-40 ........ .. M'EMi:iRY...
t99

Dual Floppy Drive • Super VGA Card
with 1 Mb RAM (1024 x 768) • 14 "
Color VGA Monitor (1024 x 768) •MS
DOS 5.0 • MS Windows 3.0 • Mouse •

610 Industrial Park Drive
Evans, Georgia 30809
PO Box 211043, Mar tinez, GA 30907
OPEN weekdays: 8 : 30 a .m. to 6 :00 p .m.
(706) 860- 7364 • FAX (706) 860-7358

9600 V.42 In t/Ext .............. .... 269/279
1.44 FX tax/modem lnl / Ext .... 350/389

INTEL
387·33 .. .........
3e7 -SX16/20 . .. C.YRtX

We guarantee all of our Bulldog
Systems and bundle ea c h one with a

COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
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SmartCaChery Plus:·the ·gro#;as.yt)ulgci:,: ·•· .
approach to SCSI controller~ . _.. ···'/
...

;

START WITH THE BEST .. :
DPT's entry level SmartCache-Plus .board offers
· unrivaled price/pefformance for single~ user~ ~..... ~.
systems. It features ISA or EISA bus mastering,
and universal SCSI disk compatibility for an PC
operating systems. SmartDriver software · '",. •·
· supports SCSl-2 peripherals like tape and . ·
optical drives.
- ·
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NOW ADD CACHING!

•

•

.t

•

Get DPT's·aw·ard--win6ing ca'C hlng·tech1,1 olqg·y in . ·
a plug-in module! Move up to disk caching ' ':, ·
speed without investing in a·newcontroller. With ·
·. an integral 512K cache,;the module.provides -up .·
to 5X P!'!rformance gains tori wor~stati ons , .~- ·. ··
power users, and small.multiuser systems . :.. .
' '!Y:.· .
.
~~: . I . ~-· ;' . .....· .. :·:·. -:.,.
.·

ADD MOF\E..USERS,·ADD MORE CACHE!

."
'

..

Plug in a 2· MB.or 4 MB memoryrnodule and ,•. .
accommodate up;to 18 users from a single card
slot, Ideal for medium-sized rietworks 'or . · -i .
m4ltiuser sy_
stems.
· •.- ·-..·,....
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.HOW. ABOUT DISK MIRRORING?

~·

.. .

DPT's SmartCache mirroring module provides
100% disk·fault tolerance by simultaneously
writing all data to a second "mirrored:' drive.-No· .
more data loss or costly system down-time aue
to disk failures. And unlike software mirroring·
. schemes, fault toleranc·e.is·achieved with no' ...
performance pen,alties. : . .
· :: •

.PLUS STILL MORE CAC!iE, / · ·: :,.
·. AND THEN SOME .. : .

''

· Cable over to DPT's 4 MB Cache Expansion Card, ·.
•·· then growyour' system to.16.MB by·aqding more
plug~ in memory modules·- enough power fo·r .
64-plus users! . .: ·
._
.• · - ·' . _
D PT has your s,ollition 7 no matter.how ..... .
youg row. Perf9rmance,'cornpatibility and 0~... .
.upgradability. make SmartCache Plus the ·
; only" ~CSI contrpll_er Y.O\i'ILever' need, Fo'r
1
- details, contact Distrlouted Processing ..·,· :
· Technology, 140_Candace Dr-ive, Mait- ·- - .
land, FL 32751.f'hon.e (407) _~ 30.-_55 22 ; ·
. FAx (407)26G-.5366.. -,'·;-. · •... ·.':

: ..
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Motherboards
Buy any RMB motherboard with SIMM memory and we'll install the
memory FREE. And we won't stop there ... Ralin will also run a full diag
nostic and burn-in your memory onto the motherboard at no charge.
It's service like this that sets Ralin apart from· our competition and
makes our 1st time customer a customer for life.
Model
No Memory 2Mb 4Mb
386 SX-25
'169
'259 '349
386SX-33
'199
'289 '379
386 DX-25
'235
NA '415
*386 DX-33
'299
NA '479
*386 DX-40
'299
NA '479
*486 DX-33
NA '825
'645
..486DX-33 Upgradable '715
NA '895
..486 DX-SO Upgradable '1095
NA '1275

386SX-25 MHz s169
25MHz processor speed
Headland HT18 80386sx chip set
IBM™ AT-bus compatible
AMI BIOS (64 Kb)
AMD CPU
Up to 16 Meg on-board RAM memory

*128k Cache Memory Standard

8Mr 16Mb 32Mb
'529
NA
'829
'559
'859
NA
'595
'895 '1555
'659
'959 '1619
'659
'959 '1619
'1005 '1305 '1965
'1075 '1375 '2035
'1475 '1755 '2415

•-zs6k Cache Memory

Future Upgradability: 486 DX-33 to --) DX-2/66 MHz
486 DX-SO to--) DX-2/100 MHz

Buy Smart...Buy RMB Upgradable Motherboards

w
eth&you"'
upgrading to avoid replace
ment costs or merely to
enhance your present
system, rely on the upgrade
specialists at Ralin for the
equipment and expertise
you need to get the job
done right and at a great
price. Our specially trained
representatives sell
thousands of motherboards
and upgrade components
every month.. _and our
volume purchasing allows
us to pass the savings on
to you.
Ralin offers a complete
line of brand name products
to complete your upgrade.
Use this check list of
key upgrade components
when planning your next
PC modification.

D Motherboard

D Memory
D Case w/Power Supply

0 IDE MIO card
D Floppy Drive(s)
D Hard Drive (IDE)

CaseU~~
~a
_d
_e
_s~~~~~~-1
If your computer case doesn't have room for more floppi es or tape back-up,
consider upgrading to a new Ralin case. Our cases offer the flexibilit y you
require at a price that can't be bea t.

D Keyboard

0 DOS 5.0
D Tape Backup
D Mouse

30-Day Guarantee

(l

Desktop Case sg7oo

Mini Tower s75oo

Full Tower s149oo

5-bay Desktop Case
200 watt Power Supply
(3 )- 5.25 inch bays
(2 )- 3.5 inch bays
16.3 inch, 16 inch & 7 inch

4-ba y Mini Tower Case
200 watt Power Supply
(2) - 5.25 inch bays
(2) - 3.5 inch bays
7 inch, 16 inch & 13.6 inch

8-bay Full Tower Case
230 watt Power Supply
(4) - Internal 5.25 inch bays
(4) - External 5.25 inch bays
Digi ta! Display

At Ralin, if your not
satisfied, we're not
satisfied. We offer a full
30-day guarantee on all
merchandise. Items can
be returned up to 30 days
following the material
invoice date_ Some
restrictions apply, call
a customer service
representative for details_
1-800-752-9512.

Call l-800-752-9512 today and talk to the
Ralin Policies
• Prices and ava il abili ty subject to change.
• Pu rchase orders are accepted, subject to approval.

• Not responsible for com patibility problems and typos.
• 30 day guarantee does not apply to software. Defective software
exchanged only.
• We do not charge your card until order i s processed.
• APO and FPO's please call for shipping charges or for credit ca rd orders
• Inco mplete returns are subject to a service charge.
• All returns other than exchanged items incur a I<Jlih re-stocking fee.
leave blank when mailing order and applicable charges will be added.
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To insure you r shipment arrives when you need it, Ralin uses
only th e most reputable modes of transportation ava ilable:

lftall

8!E

~~~-=-~

Circle 229 on Inquiry Card.

MPC Up&!_
ad
_e_s_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ralin MPC Upgrade Kit s595oo
Our MPC Upgrade Kit combines Philips, the inventor
of CD-ROM technology, and Creative Labs, The manu
facturer of the #1 selling Sound Blaster Pro MPC sound
card, with a bundle of the most popular CD software
to offer an unbeatable upgrade value.

Sound Blaster
Pro Package s195oo
• Sound Blaster
Pro sound card
• Sound Blaster
Pro software
bundle (6 titles)
•CD-ROM
software:
ChessMaster
3000 {MPC)
and Wing
Commander
with Ultima VI

Kit includes:
• Philips internal MPC
CD-ROM drive
• Sound Blaster Pro MPC
sound card
• CD-ROM Software:
-The New Grolier's
Electronic Encyclopedia
-PC SIG on CD-ROM
-ChessMaster 3000 {MPCJ
-Wing Commander
-Ultima VI

• Sound Blaster Software:
-The Talking Parrot
-Text to Speech &
Dr. Sbaitso
-Voice Editor II
-MultiMedia & MM Play
-CD Play
-FM Intelligent Organ

ConnnunicationsUp_~____~~~~~~~~~~~~
ades
zoom Telephonies
Zoom modems rate at the top of their class for compatibility and performance. The recipient
of numerous Editors' Choice awards, Zoom modems offer the quality and dependability that
you require at a price that makes them a true value. All Zoom modems are backed by a 7 Year
Warranty and are made in the USA.
2400 bps w I v.42bis and MNP 2-5

(AMC)
(AMX)

internal
external

$ 57.00
$ 65.00

2400 bps w/ v.42bis and MNP 2-5
9600 send & 4800 receive Fax

(AMC)
(AMX)

internal
external

$ 69.00
$ 82.00

2400 bps w/ 9600 bps send/receive Fax

(FC 9624)
(FX 9624)

internal
external

$105.00
$105.00

9600 bps modem w/ v .32, v.42bis, MNP2-5
and 9600 bps send/receive Fax

(VFP-V32)
(VFX-V32)

internal
external

$249.00
$269.00

14,400 bps modem w/ v .32bis, v.32, v.42bis,
MNP 2-5 and 9600 bps send/receive Fax

(VFP-V32bis)
(VFX-V32bis)

internal
external

$269.00
$299.00

If your printer is behind the times and can't keep up with your workload, consider an upgrade to the latest Star Micronics has to offer. Star's award winning
NX-2420 Rainbow 24-pin color printer can supply the letter quality, crispness and speed you need, plus seven vibrant colors to make your print outs come
alive. If it's laser quality you require, the Starjet ink jet printer can produce professional laser quality at a fraction of the cost of a true laser printer.

pr,•1!'..l~

NX-2420 Rainbow

Starjet SJ-48 ink jet

sz79oo

$28900

•
•
•
•
•
•

• 100 cps near laser
quality speed
• 360 x 360 dpi high
resolution available
• 4 near laser quality fonts
• 13 scalable fonts
with windows
• 2 paper paths
•IBM™, Epson™ and NEC™
24-pin graphics compatible

250 cps draft speed
83 cps letter quality
5 fonts
7 color output
10 Enhancement modes
User switchable
push/pull tractor

_ - ;

---

_I

Hours: 8:UU am to 6:UU pm Monday- Friday
Customer Service: 716-674-6267 • Fax: 716-674-2108
WE ACCEPT:

'e

I 1~

Circle 228 on Inquiry Card.

\NHOLESALERS, INC.
>.O. Box 450

Orchard Park, New York 14127
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DRIVES AND BACKUPS

SOFTWARE

Conner Hard Drives
3000
42MB 3.5" IDE 28ms $199
30104H 120MB 3.5" IDE l 9ms 399
3017 4E
170MB 3 .5 " IDE l 7ms 449
3204F
212MB 35" IDE 16ms 599
Seagate Hard Drives
ST351 AX 40MB IDE 3 .5"
209
ST251 · 1
40MB MFM28ms
249
ST3096A 89MB IDE 3.5" l 4ms 319
ST3120A lOOMB 3.5" IDE
349
ST3144A 130MB IDE 3.5" 16ms 399
Micrapolis
1654
161 MB ESDI HH l 6ms . . 749
1664
345MB ESDI HH 18ms . . . 999
Plus Development Hard Drive Cards
Hard Card llXL 50MB /I 05MB
CALL
Mountain Tape Backups
FS4000 40/120MB AT Int.
. . $239
FS8500 80/304MB AT IDE Int. . . . 499
Irwin Tape Back ·Up
Accutrak 120MB Internal Drive
179
Accutrak+ 250MB Internal Drive ... 299

Quicken

AST's Premium Exec Notebook computers pack the highest
performance, processing, and more standard features, into
aconvenientcompactpockogeweighing only 7 lbs.

~fiiilllll•iilll•

r

3B6SX/20 40MB 43V
3B6SX/20 60MB 63V
3B6SX/25 60MB 63V/4
3B6SX/25 BOMB B3V/ 4

The Premium Exec 386SX/20 and 386SX/25 include the
latest Rat panel display technology, providing high·resolu ·
tion VGA on a "paper white" screen, capable of supporting
32 shades of gray.
The New Premium Exec 386SX/25C offers passive
matrix color, 16 colors at 640 x 480 resolution w ith 64
9ro y shades, at a price other manufacturers charge for
sl°"'er speed monochrome systems.

Toshiba Disk Drive Kits
ND 04D 5 .25" l /2 HT 360K IPC/XT) $59
ND08DEG5 .25" 1.2MBIPC/AT) . . .69
ND 356T 3.5" l .44MB AT Kit .. ..... 69
Sony Disk Drives
3.5" 720K IPC/Xf /AT) . ..
. . . ... .59
3.5" l .44MB Slimline Bare
.59
3.5" l .44MB
. . . .. . .59

MONITORS
Packard Bell Color Monitors
B551VG 14 " 640x4BOl51mm) . $199
8538VG 14" 1024x 768 l.39mm)
279
8528SVGL 14" 1024x768lowRadiation
l.28mm) .. .. . .... . ... . .... . 349
8548SVGL 14" 1024 x 768 lawRadiotion
Non-Interlaced l.28mm)
.. 369
Panasonic Color Monitors
C-1381i 14" 1024 x 7681.28mm) $349
C-139514" 1024x 768 (.28mm) .. 449
leading Edge 14" Monitors
Mono VGA Monochrome
129
C39AD 1024 x 768 l.39mm) ..... 245
C28AD 1024 x 768 (.28mm)
... 299
C28M 1024 x 768
Multisync [.28mm)
........ 350
NEC Multisync Color
2A 14" 800x 600 . ............ 399
3FGX 15" 1024x 768
..... 659
4FG15"1024x768
.. . 755
5FG 17" 1280 x 1024
. 1450
SD 20" 1280 x 1024
. . . . . .. 1699
Sony 14" Colar
1304HG 1024 x 768 Multiscon .
589
1320 640 x 480 VGA
.. 349

COLOR ·
3B6SX/25C 60MB 63VI 4

Intel Aboveboard
Classic Merrory Bd. w/'ZM',/4MB . $2291299
Above Boord MC for PS/2 . .. ... . 249
Boca Boards
Boca 1/0 2 Ser., 1Par.
. .45
Boca 1/0 MCA 2 Ser., 1 Par.
.89
Boca AT Plus 0 K/2MB ..
1091209
Boca VGA Basic 640 x 480 .
.. 49
Boca VGA Basic BOO x 600 .
. ... 59
Boca SVGA 1024 x 768 .
119
Boca SVGA 1024 x 7 68

high resolution color

129

JOYSTICKS
Etronics Super Shoaler Joystick
Gravis Analog Joystick

$10.99
.. 31.99
Gravis Eliminator Game Card
. .24.99
Gravis PC Game Pod
.. .. 19.99

MICE
Etronics Smartee Mouse .

3B6SX/25C 120MB
123V/4

$25.00

IMSI Pet Mouse . ......... . .... 19.99
logitech Mousemon Combo . .
.69.99
logitech First Mouse Serial .
. .39.99
logitech Portable Trockmon ..... .99.00
Micrasah Ballpoint for laptops . 119.99
Microsoh Serial Mouse w /Wind. 149.99
MicrosohMouse Serial/Bus .
. . 79.99

Premium Exec 386SX /25
• 386SX/25MHz processor
• 60MB,80MB or 120MB fast
access, 2.5" lightweight HD
• 4MB RAM exp. to 8MB
• 3.5" l ,44MB FDD

CALL FOR
NEW LOWER
PRICES

& 3 86SX/25C Feotures:
• Ports: 1S, 1P, I Video, I KB
or mouse
• MS·DOS 5.0 from AST
• Free carrying case with
handle

AST ,AST logo and Premium are registered ond Exec is o trademark of AST Research, Inc.

Resume Pro .. .36.99
Presentation Task
Force ..... 124.99
PraCam Plus ..63.99
ProCom Plus
Windows
.84.99

Antivirus .. . .. 57 .99 Speedster · . ...59.99
Central Point Backup
V7 .1 .. . .. 59.99
Fawstbock for
indows · · · · 89.99
Fax Grabber .104.99
letterPerfect . . 94.99

GAJoho Pro
V4.0.
. 309.99
QEMM 386 V6 58.99
Stocker V2.0 . . 84.99
WinFox Pro . .. 74 ,99
XTREE Gold . .99 •99

We Stock 2500 Other Softwore Titles

All other product or brand nome sore trademarh or r cg i ~ ret cd lrodemorks of I heir respective compMies.

EPSON·~
~
&
0 IDATA
Dot Matrix
laser Printers
Call for Our I.ow, tow Prices. "

Fh'f!..;'li

HEWLETT
Genuine ~ ~ PACKARD
laser Toner Cartridges
HP9227 5 · LaserJet llP/llP+/ lllP . $59.99
HP92285 · U/U+/U 500+ . . .. 81.99f
HP92295 ·loserJet ll/llD/111/lllD . 79,99t
HP92291 • LaserJet lllSi . . .
.107.99'
Ink Cartridses
DeskJel/DeskJet Plus nk Comidges . 15,99t
DeskJet High Capacity Cortricfge . 23.99'
DeskJet Colorink Cartridge ... .. 25,99t

MATH COPROCESSORS

MEMORY UPGRADES fOR IBM

Intel Moth CoProcessors
8087
15MHz)
. .. . .. $85.00
80872
16/8 MHz) . .
. . 119.00
80871
I 1OMHzl
.... . . 159.00
80287Xl
16,8, 1OMHz)
and BOC287 (12MHz)
. 79.99

Legend IBM™ Compatible PS/2
Memory Upgrades
529802 2MB 30 -286
. $119
529828 2MB 70-E61,70· 121
. 119
529836 2MB 70·A21
.109
551029 2MB Exp. Bd 50Z, 60, 55SX299
Legend Memory available for Toshiba
laptops, AST, HP, Mac & Others. CALL

Troys
lower Cossette llP/llP+/lllP . . .. . .. 135
letter 11 /Legel Size t i llP/llP+/lllP 49 / 59
Envelope Troy It llP/llP+/lllP . . ..... .65
letter f legal Size ll/llD/111/lllD . . 52 / 60
Envelope Troy 11/llD/111/lllD . . . ... . .. 70
letter Size lllSi /legal Size lllSi . . 95 / 95

MULTIMEDIA

Executive Size lllSi . . . . . .
t t Requires Lower Cossette

80287XL T Compaq l TE/2B6,
.. 79.99
and Tandy 2800
80387SL
(16/20/25MHz) .. 119.99
80387SX
l16/20/25MHzl . . 119.99
80387
ll 6/20/25/33MHz)199.00
80487SX
120/25MHz)
. 459.00
Ropidcod I 16/20/25/33MHz) . 355.00
Overdrive processor 486SX/20
CALL
Overdrive processor 486SX/25 .. CALL
Cyrix Moth CoPracessars
18· 20MHz 80286)
82S87
83D87· 25 l16/20/25MHz) CALL
83D87·33 133MHz 80386)
FOR
83D87·40 l40MHz80386)
NEW
83S87 - 16 I 16MHz 80386SXJ LOWER
83S87· 20
83587 · 25

BOARDS & VIDEO CARDS

p~s4 Tab S~ar~~~4 • 99

"Complete 1ine Of
Premium Exec 3 8 6SX / 2 0 Feo tur es:
• 386SX/20MHz processor
• Ports: 1S, 1P, 1Video I KB
• 40MB or 60MB fmit·aceess,
or mouse
2.5' lightweight HD
• MS-DOS 5.0 from AST
• 2M8 RAM exp. to 8MB
• Free carrying case with
• 3.5" l .44MB FDD
handle

3B6SX/25 120MB
123V/4

3B6SX/25C BOMB B3V/ 4

FLOPPY DRIVES

PC Anywhere

Windows $17.99
386 Max · · · · · 5 4.99
Bodyworks · · · 39 •99
G.fu,~F\is119. 99
Cathy Dairy
Planner . .. . . . 34.99
Central Point

120MHz 80386SXJ PRICES
l25MHz 80386SX)

CHIPS AND SIMMS
All speeds . . . . . . .

-

~

. .... CALL

2400 Baud Internal w/!,oftwore

TRDNiCS _

2400 Baud External no software

2400 Baud Extemal w/V.42 nosoltwore

100% Heyes Compotible

A 2 YeorWorronty

DISKE'FfES

NEW 9600 Baud lnternal w/V.42 & software .
NEW9600 Baud External w/V.42 no software

ELB<·TEK

maxell.

3M

SONY.

$6,50
$7.99
57.99
3 112" i>soo
10.99
12.99
12.99
3 112" D5HD
3.99
5.50
4.99
5 114" DSDD
5 1/4" DSHD (18MA11
6.99
8.99
8.99
I
I
In addition to the above, we stack pre·lormalled & color diskettes.

31\rt

... . ' . .. $49
.... ..

2400 Baud lntemal w/V.42 & softw are

MODEMS
A

SoundBloster Pro ..
. .. $199.99
SoundBloster PC
.. . 99.99
Multimedia Int. CD ROM Drive
w/SoundBloster Pro
.. 579.00
LAB TEC SS· 100 Amplified Speaker 19.99
IABTEC SS-700 Amplified Spaeker 29.99
Sany CD-ROM 7205 Ext. XT/AT
w/loser Library
.. . 549.99
Includes: Compton's Family Encyclopedia.
Languages of the World/ Taolworks,
World A tlas and more.
Multimedia CD·ROM Software
Microsoh Multimedia Bookshelf for
124.99
Windows .
Greatest Book Collection
..... 32.99
Library of the Future . .
134.99
King'sQuestV .
39.99

$8.50
13.99
5.99
9.50

. 69
. 95
. 119
. 249
.. 259
~J \<!rbatlm.

I

$7.99
11.99
5.50
8.99

DATA CARTRIDGES
Pre·lormatted

Mouse System Omnimouse II

Regular
DCI OOAIM;n;I .
DC300XL/P
DC600A
DC6150
DC6250
DC6320
DC6525

w /Paint Bus/Serial . . . . 49.99/35.99

Coll for large quantity pricing.

. . 514.99
.20.00
.. 21.00
22.00
. .. 26.99
.. 29.00
.34.00

DClOOO(Mini) . . . . 514.50
DC2000(Mini)
14.99
DC2080 (Mini)
. . 19.50
DC2120 (Mini) . .
20.99
DCl .35GMagnus
.36.99
2000 Tope
Drive Cleaner
.. . . 19.99

DC600HC/1otomot1M 525.50
DC6150/Zetomot™
28.00
DC2000/Koppomot 1 "' 19.00
DC2000/Theromot™ . 19.00
DC2 0 80 /Rhomot 1 M
20.99
DC2120/Rhomol™
25.50
DC2120/Ximat™
25.50

Call for wholesale pricing on 3M

CORPORATE CUSTOMERS INVITED
We offer large bid opportunities. DUNS# 09·71B· 0517
OPEN ACCOUNTS··Net 30 terms ovoiloble to D& Boccounls roted
2A 1 or better. Actual freight charges FOB Skokie, IL. Phone {os indi
cated) o rfox orders lo: Corporate Accounts, 70 8-6 77-71 68 . Moil
P_O .' s fos indicated) to Dept. Cl 13 2
PREPAIOACCOUNTS--Use Viso, MoslerCord, check or money order
(no ca sh o r c.o .d .' s plea se ).W hen ordering by moil please coll in a d ·
vance for ~ ippiN] a n d handling charges. Shipmenh lo IL odd 7.7 5%
tax. Minimum ord1tt Sil 5.00.
8/92
Write for FREE catalog.

Circle 206 on Inquiry Card.

compute~ tape.

fouantity Discounts Available

Memory Boards
lMB MemoryU llP/llP+/lllP/111/lllD
2MB Memory U llP/llP+/lllP/111/lllD
1MB Memory LaserJet lllSi .
4MB Memory laser Jet lllSi

. .. ..95

149.00
249.00
115.00
325.00

HP LASERJET
ENHANCEMENTS
25 -IN·l FantCort.11/llP/llP+/lllP/lllCALL
25 -IN· l Font Cort. DeskJet 500/Plus $99
1MB Memory Boord llP/llP+/111/lllD ... 89
2MB Memory Boord llP/llP+/111/lllD . 129
Postscript Cort. for llP/llP+/llD/111/lllD 299

MODEMS AND fAX BOARDS
Internal Hayes
2400 Baud with Sohwore . . .
. $239
9600 Baud V .42 w/Sohwore . ... . 499

External Hayes (with software)
2400 Baud Smortmodem . .
. 279
9600 Baud V.42/Ultro 96 . . .. 499/599
Ha)1's O;ilirm 2400/9600 E>ct. . . . . . . CALL
Internal Hayes Compatibles (wilh soflworeJ
Practical Peripherals
2400 I 2400 V.42 . .
75/115
2400 IBM PS/2 .
199
9600V .42 . . . . . . . . . . . .
269

External Hayes Compatibles
Practical Peripherals
2400SA I 2400SA V.42
99 / 1 25
9600SA V.42 bis . . . . . . . . . . 279.99
2400V .42PocketModem w/Send Fox 159
Other Hayes Compatibles
Intel 9600 V.32bis wrth Sahwore ... 465
All U.S. Roboncs High Speed M cxlels . CALL
Intel SatisFAXtion
2400 mod,FAX:96/ 48 Send/Recv . . ..99
2400V.42 mod, FAX: 96 Send/Recv. 299
14.4 mod, FAX 14.4 Send/Recv.... 399
Practical Peripherals Fox Modems
2400 Baud Int. w /9600 SendJ0 ecv. Fox 99
2400 Baud Ext. w/9600 Scnd1RC<>. Fox 109
14400 V.32 Int. w/9600 Sen / Recv . Fax375
14400 V.32 Ext. w /9600 Send/Recv. Fax 399

Etronics Fox Modems
2400 Baud Int. w/9600 Send/Recv. Fox
2400 Baud Ext. w /9600 Send/ReCY. Fox

85
99

I Compute• Memory
zenith
PS/1286, l86SI
2MB
92F99lS ................................ S99
PS/2 l0/286
S121 lOFSl48 ......... SlS 2MB lOF5l60 •.....••• S99
PS/2lSSI; IS, 40SI, SOZ. 55SI; IS, 6S51; IS, 70
1MB 615060! ......... SS1 2MB 61S0604 ......... SB9
PS/27D-Al1; A61; B21; B61
2MB
6450608 ............................... S9S
PS/2 lSSI; IS. 4051, SS51; IS, 6S51; IS, l4FlOlll
4MB
l4F29ll .............................. S169
PS/2 lSSl;IS, 40SI
8MB
61S0129 ······-"·······--······· Sl49
PS/2 90, 95 !Instill In P•lrsl
4MB 6450128 ••.••.. S169 BMB 64S01l0 ....•.. Sl49
E1panslon boards for so and 60
2-BMB •12MB
149ns9 ········--·········-······· S269
ElpJnstan boards fOr all models 70 .and 80
MIMB •12MB
l4fl071 .............................. Sm

Zenith z.!86/20; 2S; l! >nd !3!
1MB ZAl800ME ••••.. $59 4MB
Zl!nlttu·386SX, 28&Pl+, MS
2MB Kit
Z-605-1 ................................. $99
zenith 486/SlET; m
4MB IA4200M2 •... S219 16118 IA4200M8 .... $699

Compaq

V!Cln QS/165; 20P~ RS/20PC; 2SPC, 20C
4MB Kit
01142Dr1642A ••••••••••••••••••• S179
Veru l86/16N, l86/20N
21B 02406A ......... $109 BMB D2404A ......... Sl29
V!Cln 486 PC nnstimn P~rs1
BMB 011S2A •·•••·••·
4MI D2151A ······-·· $179
V!Cln l86/25, 186/25T, llT llDStlllln PallSI
2MB
02l81A ................................. $99

DeslPID l86·20, 20! •nd 25
4111 ll<ldUlt
11l1l2-001 .......................... S179
4MB Bo"d
11l64S·001 •.••.......••............ Sm
DeslPID l86S/16
4111 ll<ldUll
1125!4·001 .......................... S179
4MB Board
1136!4·001 ......................... S259
DeslPro 286N, l86N, !8651/20, l86/25M, 186/SlM, 186s/
2511, 186S/1611; S""° IT, 48651/255; l86/255; Port 4861
218
1111689-001 .......................... S99
118
118690·001 ......................... S169
DeslPll l8611. 186M. s1.UmPl4 lT ll2·Blt !JP. BD•ntJ
8 Socllt Brd R/218 12916G+118688·001 ............ Sl79
DeslPrl l86/ll~ 186/ll~ S!SttmPID
6 SO!let Bnl •Im 116!69+115144·001 ............ Sl89

Jn

:•(,

I

•

::(i'

AST
8mD l86·SI, WS/286, l86
2MB 500510·002 •... SB9 4MB 500510·008 .• S179
Premium l86/25; ll, Premlllm II lB6Sl/16; 20
1MB R/WPB
500780·00! .......................... $69
Premium n !8651/20 and !8651116
4MB R/WPB
500780·004 ........................ S169
An Premium and Brno 48& Models

8MB R/WPB

500780·001 ......................... $l59

Hewlett•Packa•d

• ll1ll or
CPU • !Jp>lld CAOlE to 1211111/256111 •
•Ml SIDS • fql>IUI 10 llMI USlll!I St!IM~ • HI!! -nat •

25MHI 3865X ·····-··············- . l ~ •••••.•• $299
33MHZ 386 64111 CACHE ••••• ~
• r ....• $479
40MHI 586 64111 CACHE ·····-r. · · ~ ... $589
3!MHl 486 64111 CACHE ••••••• _, ~ \ ' ·-· $969
20MHZ 4865X 64111 CACHE •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $549

sm

NEC

I'

Data Maste•
soz lntern•l IOE - R/cont7Dller
BOMB •••...,•.,.......... $499 10SIB .................... $519
IBM P5/2 Mild 60; 65; BO; 90 & 95 lllttmal Scst . , . . . 
11!1111 ................... $849 15• ·--·········-· $919
18111 PS/2 Mod so &

""''""'.. 286/12; 51/16 >nd 51/20
21B 1111
0P·410·810l •..•..••..•••.•.••..••••• S99
POWtl1Httl86/20; 25
2MB APC-11655 •....•$!59 BMB APC-H656-.$B99
,......it l86/ll! •nd 186125!
2N
DH10-S101 .................,•..•. S219

Data T•avele•
Add • ll>rd llrln 10 dtsttl!p, l>pt!Jp or PC.
CODMCU to Pmll~ port .. rullltllg DOS lJ · · - ·
52MB - -···--- $499 10Slll - - - -- · $669

l

.1. h
Tnlt multltasllag, bat~groaad opera
llO!I for WladOllS 3.0, OS/2, and 38li

111 - - - SH

Comp~q

11B ·-·-·· S129

SK/Now! available for:

-

sm

11111 .......... s211
• .,,,.,........ S99

IBM Orlglaal AT & IT/286

1111 _ _ ~39

v AGI 1800A,1800B & 1800C
v AST Premium 286; amo 28li
v co._ PorQllle •~ OtstPro 286
v NEC Pt111t11bt1 28li+ & PO!bblt+

v

- - 1219

2111 ....-

v HP ES286/12& ES/8
v Epson Equity Ill & II+
v

T1000Sf;tf;llE, 2UODSl.-SX1,2200SI

4M8 ·-··-··· $169

sottware. Sl/Nt111! ltllproves ststem
perfOnaaate lrf up to 550%.

Dell
111 - . - 1109
2111 - -·S1St

C•id21q _ _ s119

IBM PS/2 25/286, 30/286, 50, 502, 60

Kingston Technology corp.'sSX·Nowl
istheundisputed performance champ.

IBM

·PC...,..... Oct29, 1991

20MHZ SX/Now! ..•. $309
25MHZ SX/Now! •.... $359

211 ·---- $179

illl .......... S249

1.41151 and lllSI

---S1&9

NEC
llltnllll281F; •. Sl/2alllll Sl/20
PrlSpoH 211

--18Mlllllt',lll,lll', OID
Zll DUSl---1119 4•B ----1119

--····- $239

8111 ····---5359

1111i •••.•.••.••• $459
T12001!, 1600 illlll 5100!
1310051. llDDSI nd SIC

2111 •••.•..•••.• $1115
211B •.•••.••••.• $105
0•1 ............ S169
'lMB ............ $169
218 ---···· $171

mD0
T1lOOSI

Tll400Sll •"' TAOO

4111 ......... , S!lll
2MI ............ $209

15100
T5200: mooc ..d TllOO

illl ............ $}49
8118 ........... $119
2MI ··········- $109
2111.-....... $109

B11B -···- Sl59

zenith____ 5129

• - - Sm

..Sltnl'Olll86Sl•"'5U:
-ortl8651
!llplrSPOrt 51;2161; 5ll11SPDft
!lpmPOrl 186; 2861
SlplrlPort l8k; stlllsl'Orl
TlltiolPlfll86;586t

_

•

_ _ $199

-·---· $111

•ut -

$109

- - -!"

we also have memory for

Zea•, san:1ro, Eve•ex,

211 - -1199

- --SW
-

- - $199

-- UH
M - - Silt

PllSpoHlM

2111 ............ S119
4~ ••...••••••• S249

Pacleard·Bell, Tl, Apple,
Sharp, AT&T, Panasonic.
Tandon, Epson, and morel

IOldaJ tbru Friday UM • SPI,
satllrdaY 10AB • SPM P.S.T.

1-800-535-5892
•

l l §E

or FAX your order!

1·714-588-9872
lnternatlonal orders

1·714·588-9866

11111tr11..--....111u•G11J

Z11 BMll-.. Sm 011 SJWl_S1t5
_,_._lllUISt
Ill IJOIJA - - S5I .... C20IU $159

_

-LIM..............
su.-

1•....·--·
 $129
11'51111
W

_

-

11lml -

$119

llE S EAll C H

8ouWmATPIOS 2 · • - - t a r • & l l l l l l

Pit l/A•••_.$20I

..............

----

- - ...... IDlllBllHL - - · ·
lllUl,,,,_IUlllllSUIUJd/W--....

• sa-me-JZU • sa-2111 --sm
m ••10-Sm M IH20-S•

-"DS/2.

-

llttll1-11111""""paet.

_,..._,

D-H11-lm 4E Plll!A-S20I

:in -400

*Sm •

----·
-IR
llllml-Stt -

•IZll ....... - ......... Stl9

•t• - -·-Slit

_.. _Stll -

•IZll ·-- --·-·· $191
Mloo9_.......,i.-....

tlllPlllA - f121

Plll!A-$111

-..
11111
- 9WGOO
59' 

BYTOB
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•II•
- -·-SMI
•118 ---5'11

80UJ"11AT l/OPlllS 2--.llOlnl.-•lfPlll

----~SI

M

-

111-1. . . .S. .

Internal, External, send/Recelle FAX
l<r811llllml-s:

sa-mo-Swt Z11 Plll!A-$221

Zll
-.S129 ....... lttll'llS

-

INC
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•

~SIT.111.ll'EW•llPlll-

• -~. moo;u. "900, 11V"9;Slt,
n101; n-. mDllSll. moasa. 13100, mao
•

llrlltlllPldOlt,~.-i,-

• 11C
mt, Im
.,...,....._,sooo
· lllllP
ilSTtlWmElllllllt
PnSpllll

•

_.......
....... _'""""
·...-----··--·--"'
All Megallertz MOdems lnelude:

,.,.,...._

·-...-..

• , .• ...,....
JIOOlfSlllldllt;
1.1211.GlllS-:

• -~tQlllDtlas
SMI

.....,.,_______ __

--------S210
lllltltlft-F•-:-·----htl
.

..................far . . lllU21.... -Dllt

--~-

sm

MOii orders to:
Plrst source International
~6 Argonaut, suite'"°
Aliso llle/o, CA 92656 USA
7f4/5BB-9B6fi
Tns and COC4ttltas: Mtmo" proda<ts an tllltd partf, riunltbctllms' part
1111\b«sartfortHr cocnfllt11C1. frtlglltWrtture aoa-rlfllndablt, Al°"
mlld119 fM 1'111 bt dl~td OI all IOCl-drifdtn tltlA.$. QOSleD«I. Hd
rtftlstdorOllC!llMonlln. lttclsustbetmrl..Sllttll.l15lll'rillttllGl'lllUI
dot11llttlba<111Ud~1111a . llttllmdltrdlaadlseAltbortntl011 nmbtr

ls ttCllllrtG. Pt1m :alld 1n11a11111ty an sallltti ta ttlHlt wttllofC. aoac..
l'lrdlastprlttS rttt11t1m1ofD1'111rar1Rlil. RrrtS011111 lirtm:itlon~la111at

111 rHpooslblr for 11ron lo t1pog1111fll ar pbol»tr~Plrl· WHlllbtat •t
1dn1Ustd lll'lct nlld oDlf oa ldHtlal llrads, offer aotDODd for Slllfls ar
DRAM. TTI1d1m1rtlandrttht1redtndu1artsai1olU11lrrHPfdtn1Gn1panJn:.

Circle 208 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 209).

Become a legend
before
•
your own time._____
•

I

•

What becomes a legend most? Find out for yourself as
you pilot the legendary B-1 7 Flying Fortress and lead a
10-man crew through the same flak-infested skies that
menaced the legendary flyboys of the Memphis Belle.
The most complete and accurate bomber simulation
ever produced, the B-17 Flying Fortress will have you
negotiating 25 perilous daylight missions over Nazi
occupied Europe.
You'll allocate crew members to their specific tasks.
You'll devastate strategic targets in dangerous bombing
runs. You'll take control of crew positions from pilot to
bombardier. And you'll even customize your own Flying
Fortress with historically accurate nose art.
So pick up your copy of B- 17 Flying Fortress today. And
experience a flight simulation of legendary proportions.
Circle 214 on Inquiry Card.

Actual screens may vary.

EN T ERTAINMENT

•

SOFT W ARE

For IBM PC compatibles!
For more information about exciting MicroProse products,
call 1-800-879-PLAV
© 1992 MicroProse Software, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE:

• 4MB RAM on 32MB
• DX 486-50MHZ, 256K Cache, AMI.................. $1,795.00
Motherboard
• DX 486-33MHZ, 256K Cache, AMI.. .... ..:.:·· ······$1,495.00
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel,
- · • DX 486-33MHZ, 256K Cache, MR .. .......~ .... ....$1,595.00
1 Game Port
• DX 386-40MHZ, 64K Cache, AMI.. ..................$1,195.00
• 2 Floppies, 1.44 &
1.2 MB (3-1/2" & 5-1/4")
• DX 386-33MHZ, 64K Cache, AMI.. .......... ...... .. $1,095.00
• DynamicScan, Su per
• SX 386-33MHZ, 64K Cache, AMI .... ...................$995.00
VGA Monitor .28 DOT,
1024x768, Tilt & Swivel
OPTION:
• lMB, Super VGA Card
Non Interlaced DynamicScan 72 SPVGA Monitor.
• 101 Keyboard,
1024 x 768, .28 DOT, 72HZ, Add ... .......... .... .......... ....$49.00
Non-Click or Click
•Min. 200W Noiseless
HARD DRIVES: - Call For Best Price
Power Supply
40MB 60MB BOMB lOOMB 120MB 300MB 600MB l.2GB
• 8 Expansion Slot
25MS 17MS 14MS 19MS 14MS 14MS 14MS 14MS
•Windows 3.1 and Mouse
(2600DPI)

486-50MHZ
256K Cache
Run Faster
Than 200MHZ

Windows
Accelerator
32K Colors

~

Less Than .3MS
W/IDE4MB
Cache Card

• 200MB, 14MS
• Hard Drive Caching
Card WI 4MB RAM
• Speed Less than .4MS -.............
• Expandable to 16MB
RAM
• Norton SI test higher/
than 300
•Windows, Accelerato/
• IMB VGA RAM 32K
Colors
• 16MB, RAM with
256KCache
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$3,289.00

• DynamicScan 72HZ,
Flicker Free
• .28 DOT, 1024 x 768
• Tilt and Swivel

The Best Application
for File Server, CAD
Station, Graphic Art,
Data Base

• Click or Soft Touch
101 Keyboard

I\'
°:.-/
I'

486-50MHZ, DX
256K Cache.........$949.00
486-33MHZ, DX
256K Cache.........$569.00
386-40MHZ, DX
64K Cache...........$259.00
386-33MHZ,
64K Cache...........$239.00
386-25MHZ, DX..$198.00
386-33MHZ,
64K Cache, SX ....$198.00

Teac 1.44MB .......$51.00
Teac 1.2MB .........$57.00
JPN 1.44MB ........$52.00
JPN 1.2MB ..........$58.00
HARD
DRIVES

Maxtor ..................CALL
Seagate ................. CALL
Conner ..................CALL
Western Digital ....CALL

GRAPHIC
CARDS

CASES & POWER
SUPPLIES

Trident, lMB .......$69.00
SpeedStar Stealth,
lMB ...................$249.00
Renoir Hi Color,
lMB ...................$189.00
Tseng Lab, lMB RAM,
32K Colors ......... $119.00

AT Mini Tower
W/200W .... ...........$66.00
AT Medium Tower
W/200W ............. .. $98.00
AT Big Tower Case
W/230W .............$149.00
AT Baby Desktop Case
W/200W ...............$89.00

We Offer Any CLtstom Configuration.
Lanstic. Novell Lan System.
All Systems Include The Following
Software Package That Even The Novice
Can Use.
•Easy Menu
• Word Processing
•Data Base
• Lotus Tutor
• Bible
• Real Estate
• Accounting
•Variety of Games and
•DOS Tutor
Educational Programs

Sunshine DOT .28,
1024 x 768 ..........$269.00
Sunshine N.I. SPVGA
Monitor .............. $339.00
DynamicScan .28DOT,
1024 x 768 ..........$289.00
DynamicScan N.I.
SPVGA Monitor..$389.00
NEC 3FGX.........$639.00
NEC 4FG ...........$769.00
MODEMS

& FAX

Int. 2400 MNP ....$49.00
Int. FAX & Modem
9600/FAX S/R ......$79.00
Int. 9600
Modem .. .............$299.00
Ext. 9600
Modem ...............$329.00

•Built in FAX, Modem
•Scanner• 1.44MB
Floppy Drive, Printer
Port, Serial Port
Complete........$2799.00
MISCELLANEOUS

Memory ................. CALL
Printers ..... ............CALL
AutoswitchFAX/Modem/Voice...CALL

SALES/ORDERS ..... 314-423-0044
FAX .......................... 314-426-4014

EXPORTING ........... 314-428-7734
TECH SUPPORT AND RMA
1-800-"DYNAMICSCAN USERS"

Test a DynamicScan System yourself with
a 30-day money back guarantee.
With the purchase of any DynamicScan
System, you will have access to unlimited
technical support with our "800"
DynamicScan Users Number.
Warranty-I Year On-Site Service to most
locations.

DynamicScan
10824 Page Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63132

Circle 2 2 4 on Inquiry Card.
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CONTROL UP TO 9& PC
FILE SERVERS WITH 1 KEYBOARD
AND MONITOR USING•••

COMMANDER
by cybe>c

=~~-- -;·

-----:--~~

• Select via Keyboard
• Dual access up to 250 feet
away (Optional>
• No external power
• Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/ AT
and PS/2
• "Autoeoot™" Feature
boots attached
computers without
operator intervention
• Shows PC power status

• PS I 2 Mouse support
available
• Each unit accommodates
from 2 to 8 PCs
• Up to 12 units can
be cascaded
• Mounting kit available
for 19" and 24" rack
installation
Dealer Program Available

- Cybex corporation
2800-H Bob Wallace Ave.
Huntsville, Alabama 35805.
PC, PC/XT, PC/ AT and PS/2 are trademarks Of
(205) 534-0011
International Business Machines corp .
...__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax <205> 534-0010 - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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Circle 203 on Inquiry Card.

Compu$ave
MAI L ORDER EX P ER IENCE SI NCE 19 85

COMPU$AVE
SYSTEMS
486-33 .......... 2317
486-50 . . . . . . . . . . 2419
All Systems include: 1.2 FD,
8MB RAM, 256K CACHE,
120 MB HD, 101 KB, 2 Serial,
1 Parallel, Diamond Stealth
w/1 MB Card, 14" NI Monitor

CALL FOR CUSTOM
CAD CONFIGURATION

BOARDS
Adaptec 1542BK . . 267
Advanced Digital ... Save
Alloy . . . . . . . . . .. Call
Artist WinSprint .... Call
Calcomp Draw Card Save
Computone ........ Call
Digiboard . . ...... . Call
Diamond Stealth . . 245
DPT Smart Cache .. Call
Hercules Grip Stat .. Call
Jovian Grabber .... . Call
Metheus 1104+16 .. 843
Anthem/Novell
NE-2000 .. ...... .. 152
NEC Graph Eng .... 594
Number Nine ...... Call
Orchid 1280-1mb ... 327
Plus HC20 .
. . . . 325
Plus HC40 . . . . . . . . 555
STB .
. . ........ Call
Trident . ........ .. Save
Vermont ........ .. Call
Video 7. . .
. .... Call

TAPE DRIVES
Alloy
Archive
Core Int
Everex
Iomega

Irwin
Maynard
Mountain
Tecmar
Wangtek
Summit
Call For Prices

MULTIPLEXERS
Mux 900 Series-4 Chan 726
Mux 900 Series-8 Chan 896
Mux 1600 Series-8 Chan Call
Mux1600 Series-16 Chan Save
Mux w/9.6 lntrl Modem 2138

X-TERMIN ALS
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix
Wyse XS

XP11 .... 1325
XP13 .... 1550
XP15 . . 1925
XP17 . . 2225
XP20 Series Call
w/KB .... 1342

Nat'l Orders (800) 544-8302
lnt'l Orders ( 602) 43 7-8208
Info (60 2) 437-8298

COMPUTERS

PLOTTERS

ALR Bus. V 386/33 1559
ALR Bus. V 486/33 1951
ALR Bus. V 486/50 4135
Acer 1120 UX . . ... 1059
Acer Pwr 500 486/33 2016
Acer Mate 386/20 . . 698
Acer 1125E 386125 . 1353
Samsung 386SX-25 . . . !J3.1
Samsung PM 486/33 . . 1690
Samsung SM 486/33TE 3722
Texas I TM2000/40 . 1267
Texas I TM3000/20 . 1845
Texas I TM3000/30 . 1970
Texas I TM3000/60 2650
axas I TM4000 . . . Call

AMT & Turbo . . . .. 1278
Calcomp 1026m . . 5600
Calcomp 2024 ... . 2957
Calcomp 2036 . . . . 3855
Calcomp 1044GT . . 8527
Calcomp 1070 . . . 15069
Calcomp 8902 . . . . 3029
Calcomp DM52224 10297
Enter SP600 .... . . 580
Enter SP-1800 . . . . 2625
Enter SP-2800 . .. . 3227
Enter SP-4820 ... . 4520
Enter SP-4830 . . 4584
H. I. DMP52 . . .
2002
H.L DMP61 ..... . 2429
H.L DMP161 ..... 2802
H.I. DMP62 . . ... . 3219
H.I. DMP162 .. . . . 3644
H.I. DMP162R ... . 4839
H.I. lmagemaker ..... 701
H.P. 7440A ........ 957
H.P. 7475A . .... . . 1368
H.P. 7475B . . . ... 1574
H.P. 7550B ....... 2919
H.P. 7570A . . . . . 2660
H.P. 7575A . . .... . 3199
H.P. 7576A . ... . . . 4199
H.P. 7595C (SX+) . 5254
H P. 7596C (RX+) . 6652
H.P. 7599B (MX+) 7703
Design Jet ....... 7702
Paint Jet .
. .... 751
Paint Jet XL . .. ... 1711
Paint Jet XL300 . . . 2535
loline 3700-8 . . . . . 2902
loline 4000-1 .... . 3243
loline 4000-8 .... . 3447
loline SG4000-1 . . . 3721
loline SG5400-1 . . . 8952
loline 7200-1 . . . . 10229
loline SG5000-M .. 4129
Roland DXY-1100 ... 752
Roland DXY-1200 .. 1027
Roland DXY-1300 .. 1371
Roland CAMM-1 . . . 1975
Roland GRX-300AG 3330
Roland GRX-400AG 4120
Roland DPX-2500 . 3433
Roland DPX-3500 . 4120
Roland DPX-4600 . 9997
Sticka . .. . ... ... .. 699
Sketchmate ..... .. 465
LTX-120 .. .. . .. .. 2058

DIGITIZERS
Calcomp 12x12-4 ...
Calcomp 12x18 ....
Hitachi
.. ..
Kurta XLP .
Kurta IS/1 12x12-4 ..
Kurta IS/1 12x18-4 ..
Seiko DT-3613 ......

299
600
Call
237
335
595
274

Summa Sketch II . . 290
Summa Sketch Pro. 524
Wacom SD510C . . .. 541
Call FOR LARGER SIZES
Cf\LCQ\f', SUMMA, KURTA

SCANNERS
Alps PSX300G w/OCR 1313
Calcomp " E" Size _8622
70436
Canon IX30F w/kit . 1319
H.I. Scan CAD .... 1998
Howtek ........... Call
Logitech .
Call
MicroTEK 600G .... 769
MicroTEK 600Z
1328
MicroTEK 1850 Slide 1724
Panasonic RS307U . 850
Panasonic RS506U . 850
Pentax 100
.. 587
Sharp JX320 . . .. 1015
Complete PC Flatbed 955
Complete PC
Full Page /GS & OCR 657
Page Scnr /GS & OCR 477

NETWORK
SOFTWARE
CALL

Phones Are Open Mon-Fri: 7 am -5 pm

CD-ROMS
CD Tech Porta Drive 712
Hitachi 1750S .. . .. 644
NEC CDR-73M .. . .. 577
NEC CDR-83M . . . . . 497
NEC CDR-36 Gallery 552
NEC CDR-73 Gallery 775
Pioneer DRM600 . . . 906
Sony CDU 541 w/Kit 515
Sony CDU 7211 w/Kit Call
Sony 7205N ....... 575

FAX (602) 43 7-8988

PRESENTATION
MONITORS

THERMAL
PRINTERS

Mitsubishi 33" .... 3495
Mitsubishi 37'' .... 5375

Mitsubishi S340 ... 8633
Mitsubishi S3600 . .. Call
Mitsubishi G650-10 . 4179
Mitsubishi G500A-10 3239
Mitsubishi G370-10 . 3420
NEC Colormate PS40 4550
Seiko CH5504 .... . Call
Seiko CH5514 .
. Save

MONITORS/
TERMINALS
Adds . .
. ..... Call
Amaazing CM 8428SX 309
Amdek 738N . . . . . 389
Arche .
. ... Call
CTX Super VGA . . . 317
CTX 5468 NI . . . . . . 350
Goldstar 1460+ ... 309
Goldstar 1620+ . . 750
Hitachi 20AS ...... 1839
Hitachi 2085M .. 1420
IBM 3151-310 . ..... 490
IBM 3151-510 . . ... 463
ldek 5217 .
. Call
Link MC 2 w/o KB .. 213
Link MC 5 w/o KB . 274
Link MC 6 w/o KB . . 345
Magnavox CM 9039 . 241
Mitsubishi SD4533C 438
Mitsubishi 1429C . .. 403
Mitsubishi 16L . . . 895
Mitsubishi 20L . ... 1837
Nanao T660
.. 2650
Nanao 9070U
. . . 834
Nanao 9080I . . .. 1055
Nanao T560I .
. 1934
Nanao F750I . . . . 2135
NEC 50 ... _. .... 1775
NEC 2A .... .... .. 406
NEC 3FGX .. .. .. .. 699
NEC 40-S .
. . 1024
NEC 4FG ..
. .... 843
NEC 5FG ..... . ... 1510
NEC 6FG ......... 3110
Seiko CM 1440 .. 461
Seiko CM 1450. . . 556
Seiko CM 2050 . . . 1836
Sigma Designs .
Call
Sony 1302 .
. . 557
Sony 1304 ........ 620
Sony 1604S . . . . 1048
Sony 1936 .
. .. 2353
Sony 1320 . .
351
Televideo 955
473
Televideo 965 .
373
Toshiba
. Call
Viewsonic . .
. .. Call
Wyse 30+W/KB . . . . 278
Wyse 50 W/KB . . 365
Wyse 60 W/KB .. . . 389
Wyse 150 W/KB .... 366
Wyse 160 W/KB ... . 431
Wyse 185 W/KB .... 355
Wyse 370 W/KB . . . . 900
Wyse 670 . .
. 453

PRINTERS
Alps . . . . . . . . . . . . Save
Canon BJ10EX . . . . 337
Canon BJ330
. . 546
Canon LBP-8 Plus .. Call
Canon LBP-4 Plus . Save
Citizen GSX-140 . . 280
Citizen 200GX .
. . 159
C. ltoh Cl-400+ ... 4032
C. ltoh Cl-800+ ... 5495
C. ltoh C5000 . . . . . 1359
Data Products ..... Call
Fujitsu DL3600 ..... 482
Fujitsu DL5600 .... 1192
Genicom 4470XT .. 9870
Genicom 4490XT . 11913
Genicom 1040...... .. . Call
Genicom 3840E ... 1761
Kyocera ........... Call
Lexmark .
. . . . Save
Oki data 391 + . . . 580
OTC 850XL .
. . 1386
Panasonic ......... Call
OMS PS-410. . . . . 1606
OMS PS-810 .
. 2681
OMS PS-815 . . . . . . 3739
OMS PS-820 ... 3553
OMS PS-825 . . . . . 3602
OMS PS-815MR ... 4072
OMS PS-825MR ... 4811
Oume Crystal Print/52 667
Oume Crystal Print II 1892
Oume Express Laser 2671
Seiko Smart Label Plus 169
Texas I. PS17 ..... 1205
Texas I. PS35
1481

MODEMS
Everex .... .... . .. . Call
Multitech 224BA ... Save
Mu ltitech 932BA . . . Save
Multitech 1432BA . . Call
Telebit T-1000 .. .... 459
Telebit T-2500 . . . . . . 627
Telebit T-3000 .
. . 627
US Robotics DS/E .. 835
US Robotics OS/I . . . 781
US Robotics HST/E . 585

Mailing Address: Compu$ave - 4209 S. 37th Street, Dept. S18, Phoenix, AZ 85040.

Prices reflect U.S. currency and are sub jcct to change without notice. We do not guarantee compatibility. DOA's arc replaced or repaired. Any return
requires a RMA#. 15% Restocking charge on returns. Our service dept. number is (602) 437 -8298. All products carry manufacturer's warranty only.
We do not honor rebates, extended guarantees or promotional programs. Mastercard and VISA are accepted. International orders add 5% . Please
call or FAX before ordering.

Circle 304 on Inquiry Card.
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3M DATA CARTRIDG ES

MONITOR COMBO'S

DC2000-3M
DC2000T-3M
DC2060T-3M
DC2080R-3M
DC2120-3M
DC2120R-3M
DC300XUP
DC600A-3M
DC6150-3M
DC6250-3M
D8-112-3M

Now's the time to add a Monitor Combo toyourcomputer
system. The VGA Combo's come with a 2 year warranty, and
work AT, 386 and 486 computer systems.
COMBO-MONO
$99
12" Monographics Monitor with controller card.
COMBO-VGA
$289
640 x480 VGA monitor with controller card and
256K video RAM. Works with AT or 386 computers.
COMBO·SVGA
$439
1024 x 768 Super VGA monitor with controller card
and 1MEG video RAM.

40 Megabyte
Thetamat for Colo. Mem.
Thetamat for Colo. Mem.
Rhomatfor Irwin 80
120 Megabyte
Rhomat for Irwin 80
45 Megabyte
60 Megabyte
150 Megabyte
250 Megabyte
8MM up to 5.0 GB

$14.99
17.99
22.99
15.99
18.49
22.99
18.29
19.99
20.99
24.99
12.39

3M DISKETTES
3-1/2" Diskettes
Part#
Description

GREAT
NEW PRICES!

HARD DRIVE COMBO'S
Now's the time to upgrade your computer system with our hard
drive combo's. Change your outdated MFM drive to a faster
more reliable IDE hard drive. Works with AT, 386 and 486
computers.
COMB0-40
$225
40 MEG IDE 28ms hard drive with controller card.
COMB0-105
$335
105 MEG IDE 15ms hard drive with controller card.
COMB0·130
$375
120 MEG IDE 19ms hard drive with controller card.
COMB0-210
$649
210 MEG IDE 15ms hard drive with controller card.

3.5DS
3.5DS/F
3.5DSHD
3.5DSHD/F

5-1/4" Diskettes
Part#
Description
5.25DS
5.25DS/F
5.25DSHD
5.25DSHDIF

Per Box/10

DSDD
DSDD Formatted
DSHD
DSHD Formatted

$6.99
7.49
13.39
13.99

Per Box/10

DSDD
DSDD Formatted
DSHD
DSHD Formatted

$4.89
5.39
8.49
9.19

IIT MATH CO-PROCESSORS

RM9502
M14401 BOCAV.32BIS, 14.4KModem Internal $269
Ml 440E BOCA V.32 BIS, 14.4K Modem External $349
BOCA Research FAX Send/Receive Modem. Uses Rock
well chip set, transmits and receives FAXES up to 9600
BAUD. Modem transmits and receives data up to 14.4K
BAUD. Includes Quicklink II Software. Made in the U.S.A.
and comes with BOCA 5-year warranty.
ZOOM MODEMS
AMC-2400 Internal 2400 BAUD Modem
$59
AMX 2400 External 2400 BAUD Modem
$69

100% Compatibility Guaranteed: 386DX, 386SX
and 286 systems &software. Lower-Power for
Portables • llT Lifetime Warranty  for as long as
you own the system • Faster than other math
co-processors
2C87-12
For286 up to 12.5 MHz
2C87-20
For 286 up to 20 MHz
3C87-16SX
For 386SX up to 16 MHz
3C87-20SX
For 386SX up to 20 MHz
3C87·25SX
For 386SX up to 25 MHz
3C87-25
For 386 up to 25 MHz
3C87·33
For 386 up to 33 MHz

MONITORS

BOCA 14.4K MODEM

RE1420

MON-05
MON-06
MON-10
MON-07

14" Monochrome VGA Monitor
(800 x 350, 400, 480)
14" Super VGA Monitor
(1024 x768) Unlimited Colors
- 2-year manufacturers· warranty
Monochrome TTL Amber
(720 x 348) 12"
Paper White TTL 14 "
CGAIRGB (640x240) 14"
VGA .41 Dot Pitch 640 x480 14"
- One· year manufacturers' warranty

$56
64
95
95
99
134
142

$139
$359
$89
$112
$219
$239

MEMORY MODULES
256KX9-80
256KX9-80SP
256KX9-70
1MEGX9-80
1MEGX9-80SP
1MEGX9-70
1MEGX9-70SP
1MEGX9-60
4MEGX9-60

256K x 9-80 NS SIMM
256K x 9-80 NS SIPP
256K x9-70 NS SIMM
1MB x9-80 NS SIMM
1MB x9-80 NS SIPP
1MB x 9-70 NS SIMM
1MB x 9-70 NS SIPP
1MB x 9-60 NS SIMM
4MB x 60 NS SIMM

$1300
15.00
14.00
44.00
46.00
46.00
48.00
48.00
Call

COMPUTER CASES
Part#

Motherboards
Mini, Baby
Mini, Baby, Full
Baby AT, Full
Mini, Baby, Full

Size
Power
Shipping 5·1/4"FDD 3.5"FDD 3.5"HDD
TallxDeepxWide
Supply
Weight
13"x16"x7.25"
230 Watt PS2 241bs.
2
2/1
1
1
2
230 Watt PS2 241bs.
3
6.5"x 16.75"x17.25"
212
6.75"x19x15.75"
230 Watt
261bs.
3
24.5"x17"x7 5"
250 WattL-Type 401bs.
6
2/1
2
All Computer Cases Come with LED Display.

Each
$89
$95
$119
Si 36

DISK DRIVES
DDD·04
DDD-05
DDH·06
DDH·09
DDH-10
DDH-11

5 1/4 inch DSDD 360K black faceplate $59
5 1/4 inch DSDD 360K beige faceplate 59
5 1/4 inch DSHD 1.2MB beige laceplate 59
3 1/2 inch 720K beige wlbracket
59
3 1/2 inch 1.44MB beige wlbracket
59
Same as DDH-10 without 5-114"
55
Mounting bracket. Fits in 3-1 /2" bay
3·1 /2" Drive Mounting Klis
$9.95
5.25KITFD Mounts 3-1 /2" Floppy drive in 5-1/4" Bay
5.25KITHD Mounts 3·1/2" Hard drive in 5-1/4" Bay

IIT XTRADRIVE SOFTW ARE
llT's XTRADRIVE Software creates asecond hard disk
- at afraction of the cost!
- Menu driven installation program
- Only compression product to supporl de-installation
- Power-loss salet•y feat ure during installation and
de-installation
- Supports EMS 4.0, Windows 3.0, 3.1, MS-DOS,
Dr. DOS
- Compatible with IBM AT, PS2 or compatible
- Free technical support
- Not XT compatible
XTRADRIVE·S llT XTRADRIVE Software
$79

1 (800) 531 • 5369

HARD DRIVES
ST-351A
ST-3120A
ST ·3144A
ST-1239A

40MB,28MSIDE, 3-1/2"
$209
105MB, 15MS IDE, 3-1/2"
$319
120MB, 19MS IDE, 3-1/2"
$359
210MB, 15MS IDE, 3-1/2"
$639
SCSI Hard Drives
ST-1239N Seagate 204MEG, SCSI, 15MS,3-1/2" $649
ST1480N Seagate 426MEG, SCSI, 14MS,3-1/2" $1399
MFM Hard Drive
ST-251
40MEG Fixed Disk without
Controller ST-251, 5-1 /4"
$259

11342 IH 35 NORTH• SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78233
(512) 637-3200
Hours: 7am-Bpm Monday-Friday· 9am-5pm Saturday CST· FAX: (512) 637·3264

MOTHERBOARDS
Features:
- Stereo DACs and ADCs
- Stereo Digital/Analog Mixer (Sixinput sources include
FM, CD audio, microphone, etc.)
- Stereo FM music synthesizers
- MIDI interface
- CD-ROM interlace and Joystick Port
- All cables and operating manuals
Each
Part#
Description
MB286-12
12 MHz 286Mini Motherboard
$99
MB286-16
16 MHz 286 Mini Motherboard
$109
MB386SX-25 25MHz 286 Motherboard
$159
MB386-33C 33M Hz 386 Motherboard
$299
MB486-33
33MHz 486 Motherboard
$659
Descriptions and Prices on Mother Boards
Subject to Change.

We Also Have CD·ROM
Software
SBPRO-CD
CD ROM DRIVE AND SOFTWARE
91 ·011 Sony .535, 340MS Internal CD ROM Drive with a 1·year warranty.

EXPANSION BOARDS
Part#
IFC-12
IFC-25
IFC -13
IFC-20
IFC-70

Description
Serial Board PC/XT
2Serial, Parallel, Game Board XT I AT
Parallel Board XT/AT
Game Board XT I AT 2 Ports
BOCA 2 Serial, 2 Parallel 110 Board

Each
$11
$16
$9
$9
$49

$490

Bundled with:
Reference Library Version 2.0
Book of Mammals
Groliers' Illustrated Encyclopedia 1991 with Audio
US/World Atlas
CD Game Pack 2 (12 Games)
CD SetGo Version 1.9

DISK CONTROLLER BOARDS
Part# Description
Each
IFC-14 2 Floppy Controller Board PC/XT
$13
IFC-15 Disk 110 Board Serial, Parallel, Clock,
Game PC/XT
$25
IFC-24 Fixed Disk MFM/ 2 Floppy Controller AT $69
IFC-27-2 AT 2/IDE 2/Floppy Controller
$19
IFC-28 Fi xed Disk Controller Board PC/XT
$47
XT MFM hard drive controller board.
ST -01 8-Bit SCSI Controller Board
$29
ST·02 8-Bit SCSI/Floppy Controller Board
$47
IN-2000 16-Bit SCSI Hard/Floppy Controller Board $189

Description
150 watt XT Power Supply
200 watt XT power Supply
200 watt AT Power Supply
230 watt Large Vertical Case
200 watt Baby Vertic al Case

Each
$39
49
59
79
59

KEYBOARDS
KBY·60

AT Style· LIMITED QUANTITIES

$19

ATslyle. 10 funclion key s. XT or AT

K-156

Enhanced Style Keyboard (XT,AT)

$35

101 keys wilh regularfootprint for XT or AT.
Size: 20 1/2"L x7 7/8"W x 1 13/16 "H.

K-160

Enhanced Style Narrow Footprint

$36

Small footprint ke yboard with 101 keys and three cable position
connectionto computer (left, center, right) for XT or AT. Size: 18 11
2"L x 6 1/2"W x 15116.H

K-158

Enhanced Style Small Footprint

$43

Compact keyboard swith 1011 102 keys. 22 percent smallerthan
regular foo tprint. Size: 15 3/4"L x 7 7/8"W x 1 131 16"H.

K-158-1
KBY-39

Small Footprint Spanish Language
Enhanced Style, 12 Functi on Key s,
XT or AT
KBY-TRACK
Keyboard/Trackball

BDCl=I
'''*''

102BY4

BOCA 110 2 by 4

BOCA MULTI PORT 1004/1008

POWER SUPPLIES
Part#
PS-150
PS·200M
PS-200
PS-230
PS-200MINI

AHigh-Performance Interlace Soluti on
- Supports 4 serial ports and 2 parallel ports. Parallel Port: LPTl , LPT2,
Selectable interrupts: IRO 5 and 7. Serial Port: COM 1-4, Selectable
interrupts: IRO 2, 3, 4 and 5
- Comes with two DB-37 to DB-25 cable adapters and one DB-37
connector/bracket assembly with ribboncable
- Made in the USA
- 5·year warranly
- Free technical support
- FIFO Buffering
l;if:••~··

$47
$49
$79

Keyboardwith 12 Function Key s and Trackball. M1crosoll
compa tible driver on a 5.25" disk. User selectable XT or AT. 386 or
compatible.

Acost-effective interface solution for serial devices.
Ahigh·speed, non-intelligent, multi-port enhancement board.Available
in two versions,the board provi deseither4 or8 ports on asingle board.
- Choose 4 or 8ports on a single board
- In stall multiple boards into one system
· Utilizes ST16C554 UART technology · each ST16C554 chip is
equivalent to four NS16C550s with FIFO buffering
· 8/16 bit interface
· Compatible with ISA &EISA systems
- One 6' RJ-11 cable with DB-25 adapter for each port and software
drivers
-Software Drivers on 5.25" diskette for SCO XENIX system
BB1004
V &SCO INIXsystem V. Software driver not required for
BB1008
PC-MOS/386

BOCA 4 Port Board
BOCA 8 Port Board

$119
$169

CALL NOW FOR
THE NEW 1992 CATALOG!
1 (800) 531-5369
TERMS: No surchatge oncredi1 cards. For C.O.D. orders add SS. C.O.D.
orders are cash orceshiers check Ollly. Minimum C.O.D. order is $25.
PO'Saccepted from appio'led accounis. Government, lnsli11Jtfonal and
Corpora1e Purcllase Olders welcor11e. FAX y01Jr order for faste1 service.
All orders under S99 will be assessed a S3 oandfing lee_Orders of S99 or
IJlore , no handUng charges. All shipping is FOB San Antonio, Te~as and
will be added lo invoice. Te~s res1denls add 8·1/4%,sales lax. All returns
require an AMAnumber and \Y0 ask that all 1e1urns are sent baek in the
oondnlonIn whlch you received them. A15%restocking fee wilt be
assessed on product that is returned in non·resareable col\dilion. Prices
are s~bject lo change. please call fOf curreni pricir)g. We aie no1
responsible for 1)1l09raphlcal errors. In ahurry? Fede1al Express your
order. 2nd Day EC0110my: $6.75 up to 20 lbs•. Overnight Priority' $1 5.50 up
10 2<I lbs.

VOLUME DISCOUNT
PRICES!

11342 IH 35 NORTH· SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78233
(512) 637-3200
Hours: 7am-8pm Monday-Friday· 9am-5pm Saturday CST· FAX: (512) 637-3264
Circle 197 on Inquiry Card.

Allex
Electronics

1 (800) 531 5369.
•

EISA II 486DX·50MHz System:
• INTEL 486DX-50 HMHz CPU with BK Internal Cache
&487 Math Co-P.rocessar
• 256K of External High-speed Cache RAM
• Super Tower Case with 11 Disk Drive Bays, Swivel Door,
300 Watt UL Power Supply & 2Coaling Fans
• BMB of High Speed RAM, expandable ta 64MB on board
• 32-bit EISA SCSl-2 Caching Controller with 2MB Cache
e.xpandable to 4M8
• 667MB 15ms SCSl-2 Hard Disk
• 1.2 MB & 1.44MB Floppy Disk Drives
• True 32-bit EISA SVGA Adapter w/ Hi-color
(32,000+ color capability) &1MB RAM
• 14" Non-interlacedVESA 72Hz Super VGA Monitor, 0.28dp
• 2·serial Ports & t ~arallel V.ort
• 10 I-key Mechanical Click Enhanced Keyboard
• 1,600dpi High Resolution 3-button Mouse
• MS DOS 5.0 &Windows3.1
• One Year On-site Service Included Free

486DX·50MHz local Bus CAD System:
• INTEL 486DX-50MHz CPU
• BMB RAM, 256K External Cache
• 17"Digitol 1280x1024 SVGA Monitor, 0.26dp
• Local Bus S-3Graphics Accelerator w/ 1MB RAM
• Caching IDE Controller with 2MB Cache
• 21 OMB 15ms IDE Hord Disk
• True 32-bit EISA SVGA Adopter w/ Hi-color
(32,000+ color capability) & 1MB RAM

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full Tower Cose with 300 Watt Power Supply
1.2 MB & 1.44MB Floppy Drives
2Serial Ports & 1Parallel Port
101 -key Mechanical Click Enhanced Keyboard
1,600dpi High Resolution 3-button Mouse
MS DOS 5.0 & Windows 3.
One Year
On-site Service
Included Free

The ATLAS Commitment:
• 100%Customer salislactian GUARANTEE • Highest quality products
• Most competitive prices
• Most knowledgeable sales stall • Most responsive technical stall

ATLAS INDUSTRIES, INC.

1-800-ATLAS-l l 12s5-2rn1
(310)478-6920 FAX (310)479-2334
ll 60 l Wilshire Blvd.,Suite 1820, L.A., CA 90025
Circle 230 on In ui

Card.

POWER to SHARE
with Printer Sharing Solutions
from Buffalo Products
Now your work group can share expensive printing equipment. Each member
of your team can have access to the maximum printing power of the whole
group. Using Buffalo Products peripheral sharing devices, each PC can be
connected to all of your output devices. Expensive, high-powered peripherals
(like high performance laser printers and plotters) can be shared by everyone.

Advanced Features + High Quality + Low Cost = Industry Leader
Buffalo Box Features:
Pop-up Menu &Windows Option
Easy Installation & Use
Rapid Data Transfer
User Upgradable Memory

SL
Model

Ports

SL

6 Ser/4Par

SLP

8 Par/2 Ser
4 Serial

HXS
HXM
HWP
HXP
HCP
AS31

2 Ser/ 2 Par
5 Parallel
4 Parallel
2 Parallel

AS41

4 Parallel
5 Parallel

AS81S

9Ser/1 Par

Circle 399 on Inquiry Card.

Reliable Automatic Switching

Memory
PCs/
Printers . Available
Any
Combination
Any
Combination
Any
Combination
Any
Combination

3/2, 4/1
2/2, 3/1
1/1
3/1
4/1
8/1

256KB-4MB
256KB·4MB
256KB-16MB
256KB-16MB
256KB-16MB
256KB-16MB

~;225

None

B175
$195
S79

None

Toll-Free Application Consulting

$595
$595
$295
S295
$295
$245

256KB-16MB

None

No PC RAM Memory Required

Priced
From

Toll-Free Technical Support
45-Day Money-Back Guarantee

HUF/ii
US and Canada Toll-Free
I

(800) 345-2356
FAX (503) 585-4505
Buffalo Products, Inc.
2805 19th St. SE, Salem, OR 97302-1 520
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POWERTCDOLS
by Lap ine®

• SOx FASTER GRAPHICS
32-bit local bus graphics accelerator
with the potent S3 accelerator chip.
Standard on LP-433L and LP-450L.

• 30x FASTER ACCESS
New 8MB Cache controller for 5MB
per second data transfer. 30x faster hard
drive access, available upgrade on all
Lapine Powertools.

• 32,000 COLORS!
Standard on all Lapine Powrtools.

• PROGAMMABLE KEYBOARD
Brand new microprocessor based Lapine.
101 key programmable keyboard.
Multiple functions with one keystroke.
Standard on LP-4 33L and LP-450L.

• FREE LOTUSWRITE® or
LOTUSWORK® [;;i. Wrwi<.< ' II
Your choice
with any system
purchase.

.I!

•-:.-

II

486-33Mhz
·§33
• 4MB (70ns) RAM
• l 25MB fast IDE hard drive with Cache
• TEAC® 1.2 and l.44MB nappies
*16-bit !MB SVGA card with 32,000
color Sierra® DAC chip
• 14" non-interlaced .28 1024x768 SVGA
monitor by OPT!QUEST®
• 2 serial/I parallel/! game port
• LAPINE 101 key tactile keyboard
•MS-DOS 5.0 and WINDOWS'" 3.1
with hi-resolution mouse
• 280 watt power supply
• FREE LOTUS WORKS® or
LOTUSWRITE® for WINDOWS FREE!

•
•
•
*
•
•
•
•
•
•

4MB (70ns) RAM 64K Cache
l 25MB fast IDE hard drive with Cache
TEAC® 1.2 and l.44MB nappies
16-bit I MB SVGA card with 32,000
color Sierra® DAC chip
14" non-interlaced .28 1024x768 SVGA
monitor by OPT!QUEST®
2 serial/! parallel/! game port
LAPINE IOI key tactile keyboard
MS-DOS 5.0 and WINDOWS'" 3.1
with hi-resolution mouse
280 watt power supply
FREE LOTUSWORKS® or
LOTUSWR ITE® for WINDOWS FREE!

•
•
•
*
•
•
•
•
•
•

4MB (70ns) RAM 64K Cache
125MB fast IDE hard dri ve with Cache
TEAC® 1.2 and l.44MB nappies
16-bit I MB SVGA card with 32,000
co lor Sierra® DAC chip
14" non-interlaced .28 1024x768 SVGA
monitor by OPTIQUEST®
2 serial/I parallel/I game port
LAP INE 101 key tactile keyboard
MS-DOS 5.0 and WINDOWS'" 3.1
with hi-resolution mouse
280 watt power supply
FREELOTUSWORKS®or
LOTUS WRITE ®for WINDOWS FREE

$1592
Your choice of de sklDl' or mi11i ul'right

• Same system as above with
$1892
8MB RAM and 200MB hard dri ve
• Caching hard drive controller
$CA LL

6-SOMhz
LP-450

• 4MB (60ns) RAM 64K Cache
• 125MB fast IDE hard drive with Cache
• TEAC® 1.2 and l.44MB nappies
*16-bit !MB SVGA card with 32,000
color Sierra® DAC chip
• 14" non-interlaced .28 1024x768 SVGA
monitor by OPT!QUEST®
• 2 serial/! parallel/! game port
• LAPINE 101 key tactile keyboard
•MS-DOS 5.0 and WINDOWS'" 3.1
with hi-resolution mouse
• 280 watt power supply
• FREE LOTUSWORKS® or
LOTUS WRITE® for WINDOWS FREE!

Your choice of desl11ol' or 111i11i_ ul'righ1

• Same system as above with
$1992
8MB RAM,and 200MB hard drive
• Caching hard drive controller
$CALL

$2292

486-33 local bus

486-SO local bus

• 4MB (70ns) RAM 64K Cache
• I 25MB fast IDE hard drive with Cache
• TEAC® 1.2 and 1.44MB nappies
*32-bit local bus S3 graphics accelerator
for 50x faster graphicswith up to
l 280xl024 resolution and 32,000 colors
• 14" non-interlaced .28 1024x768 SVGA
monitor by OPTIQUEST®
• 2 serial/I parallel/I game port
*Programmable IOI key LAPINE
keyboard
•MS-DOS 5.0 and WINDOWS'" 3.1
with hi-reso lution mouse
• 280 watt power supply
• FREE LOTUS WORKS® or
LOTUSWRITE® for WINDOWS FREE'

• 4MB (60ns) RAM 64K Cache
• 125MB fast IDE hard drive with Cache
• TEAC® I. 2 and l. 44MB noppies
*32-bit local bus S3 graphics accelerator
for 50x faster graphics with up to
l 280xl 024 resolution and 32,000 colors
• 14" non-interlaced .28 1024x768 SVGA
monitor by OPTIQUEST®
• 2 serial/I parallel/I game port
*Programmable I 0 I key LAPINE
keyboard
• MS-DOS 5.0 and WINDOWS'" 3.1
with hi-resolution mouse
• 280 watt pow er supply
• FREE LOTUS WORKS® or
LOTUS WRITE® for WINDOWS FREE!

LP-433L

LP-450L

$2542

2192
Your choice of desl11ol' or sta11dard ul'right

• Same system as above with
8MB RAM, 256K Cache and
200MB hard drive
• Caching hard drive controller

Your choice of clesluol' or srm1dard ul'rigl11

• Same sys tem as above with
8MB RAM, 256K Cache and
200MB hard drive
• Caching hard drive controller

$2592

Your choice of deslllol' or stcmdcircl ul'right

•Same system as above with
8MB RAM, 256K Cache and
200MB hard drive
• Caching hard drive controller

$2542

Your choice of desl11ol' or stamlarcl ul'right

• Same system as above with
8MB RAM , l56K Cache and
200MB hard drive
• Caching hard drive controller

$2942

. ~ _1'-The superstore with super Deals!
Hard
Dri11es

Chips and SIMM'S

~1~~l~hi~~KRAM

Western Digital
High performance
"Caviar.. series with 1"

~'b~~~ ~ie FJ'?~~· ~~~ K f£~.'.·call
2

AC2120 125Mb 1' 3.5' 14ms
AC2200 200Mb 1' 3.5' 14ms

Maxtor

7080A 80Mb
7120A 120Mb
LXf213A213Mb
MX1240 1.2Gb
Panther 1.2Gb

1' 3.5' 15ms
1' 3.5' 15ms
1' 3.5' 15ms
1' 3.5' 15ms
SCall Panther

IDE .... Call
IDE .... Call

IDE ... Call
IDE ...Call
IDE ... Call
IDE .... Call
1. 7Gb Call

Conner Peripherals

30104 120Mb
3.5" 19ms
IDE .... Call
IDE .... Call
3204
200Mb
3.5' 16ms
Call for
Quantum, Mlcropolis, Seagate. Also
controllers from Ultrastor, Always, WO etc.

Hard Dri11e cards

~;~~ g~~~~?~'n~n~ 6bit 9ms ....... 298

Hord Card ll XL 105Mb 16bit 9ms ....... 448

Backups
Colorado
DJlO
120Mb Tape Drive Internal .. 235
DJ20
250Mb Tape Drive Internal .. 315
QFA700 700Mb Tape Drive internal .. 779

100ns Cf' ..... 1.99
41256-80
256K RAM
8CXls DIP ..... 2.19
414256-80 256Kx4 RAM 8CXls DIP ..... 7.95
lMb-100
\Mb RAM
lOOns DIP ..... 5.49
lMb-80
lMb RAM
!frls Cf' ..... 5.99
Call for VIDEO RAMS & CACHE RAMS
Over 20,000,000 IC's In-stock Including We
Specialize In 4B6DX/25 & 33 Upgrades

SIMM Modules New Low Prices!

421000A9B-10 1Mbx9 lOOns SIMM ...32.95
421000A98-80 1Mbx9 80ns SIMM ... 37.95
421000A9B-70 1Mbx9 70ns SIMM .. 39.95
424000A98-80 4Mbx9 80ns SIMM ...... 119
424000A98-70 4Mbx9 70ns SIMM ...... 125
41256A98-80
256Kx9 80ns SIMM ..... 9.95
A21000A38·80 M:>x9 (3 Of') 8CXls ........ 34.95

Math coprocessors
AMO • .increase your
286 PC performance
IBM 8087 Genuine w/manuol .... S29.95
Intel-Coll for "OverDrive"
8087
5MHz ...... 79 80387DXP 16/33 .. 199
8087-2 8.'\1-lz ...... !l9 80387SX-16 .......... 128
8087-1 lOMHz .... 89 80387SX-20 .......... 144
80287XL all 286 ..... 89 80487SX-20 .... .. .... 499

~~~~~16

16MHz 169
83D87-20 20MHz 175
83087-25 25MHz 175
83087-33 33MHz 189

llT

Svquest
Wt>

Removab le 5.25' Drive int ... 308
88Mb
Removable 5.25" Drive int ... 469
Dual drive case w ith power supply ... 169

2C87-8 8MHz ...... 79
2C87 -10 lOMHz .... 85

83D87-40 '°"1-Q 239
83S87-SX16 :......... 114
83S87-SX20 .......... 129
83S87-SX25 .......... 149

Memory Upgrades

Floppy Disk Dri11es

Loser Printer Upgrades
HP llP/llP+/111/1110/lllf> ............. 2Mb ........ 124
Okidata OL400 .................... 2Mb ....... 148
Okidoto OL800/820 ............. 2Mb .. . .... 148
Panasonic 4420/4450i ......... 2Mb .. ..... 148
Coll for other models plus we stock most
Laser memory upgrades with OK RAM

Toshiba

ND04DG 360K
5.25 ' HH PC/XT ..... 59
ND08DEG 1.2Mb 5.25' HH PC/AT .... 72
ND3561GR1.44Mb 3.5' HH w/ATKit.. 72

ACP

360K
1.2Mb
720K
1.44Mb
2.88Mb
Call for

5.25"
HH .... ...... .... ................ 55
5.25"
HH .... ....
.. ..... 66
3.5'
HH .... ....
.. .... 59
3.5'
HH ........ .. ....
67
3.5 '
HH
............. Call
5.25" Mtg. Kit

Pacific Rim

1.2Mb External for any parallel port 235
1.44Mb Exlernal for any parallel port 235

MultiMedia

r2~r~o Laser library w/six CD's .... ..... 549

~~ft~~~~~d~:~:: : :::: 1~g : : : : gg::

Compaq LTE386s/20/Lite .... 1Mb
.. Call
Everex Tempo/l.X/16 .......... 2Mb ...... Coll
IBM l40SX ..................... ........ 2Mb.
. Call
Toshibo T2200/4400SX ..... 2Mb
.. Call
Toshiba T6400SX /D X ........... 2Mb.. ... Coll
Toshiba T3300SL .. ...... ........... 2Mb ....... Coll
Call for Zenith, Sharp, Tl, and more

Palmtoo Uparades:

HP 95LX 2Mo ... C'oil Paquet 1Mb .. Coll
Computer Upg rode5
AST Premium 3g6[.15,33 0~X 16/?I) .. . . .. Coll
Compaq DP386/33.486/ 33.SysPro .. .... Call
IBM 30-286
#30F5360 2Mb . Call
IBM 35.40.55sx.65.70 #6450604 2Mb ... Coll
IBM 90,95,P75
#6450902 2Mb ... Call
Call for NEC, HP, zenith, Leading Edge.

Creative Labs

Complete ali-ln-one MPC compatible
upgrade kit Includes: Panasonic CD Drive.
Sound Blaster Pro, five CD's. Microsoft
Multimedia Windows, Bookshelf,
Hyperglide. Games. drivers. cables.
connectors and more.
MultiMedia Kit internal .. .
.. .. ........ 579
Sound Blaster / Pro ... . ............. 129/229

l!!I

MediaVision

the
AddressWriter™

PC MultiMedia Kit int/ext CDPC . 799/1049
Pro Spectrum Plus/16 ...... . . ..... 239/299

NEC Technoloales:

CDR-36 Portable CD'POM .. ...
CDR-36 w / CD Gallery/PC .

.. 395
.. .. . 575

Input ae11iees

STAR

AddressWriter™
for PC and M AC only .....

$449
$ 189

LabelWriter II PC ................
LabelWriter II Plus .............. $

299

PC's BELOW COST!

2a6112

s239

80286/12 CPU • 3.5' Floppy • VGA
l Mb • 101 Keyboard • Dr. DOS 5.0
Monitor not Included

CPI MODEM BUNDLE!

2400 Baud $

45

95

with FREE Prodigy SoHwore
Easy -to-use. Free software to help
you get on-lin e fast and easy'

AMO CPU's Faster! High Performance! ~ Advanced

• Enhanced 101 Keyboard • IDE Hard Drives
~
• l Year Warranty • Mouse • Free MS·DOS
Feature by feature! Experience the AMO Advantage...
1r Warranty • FCC Class B/Ul • Documentation tFREE! With eoct
system....Coupon for Complete Accounting Software (S3500.00 ·

COMPllTER

386SX/33

386DX/40

486SX/20

486DX2/50

CPU
RAM

AMO
2MB

AMO
2MB

INTEL
2MB

INTEL
4 MB

FLOPPY
BIOS
CACHE

5.25 or 3.5"
AMI
32 K

525 or 3.5'
AMI
64 K

5.25 or 3.5'
AMI
8 K (inl)

525 or 3.5"
AMI
64 K

j 529.

I

I

1299.
699.
679.
~ ~~~~~'.zi.,~~?~-~c,~~~~ ~~~; ~~n~g~~'lf~c.
ACP Price

SHARP6781
Leading Edge 386SL-25MHz
Killer Notebook!!!
Notebook Computers
• Low Power Designs plus SCSl·2
386SL/20
80 Mb • 3.5" Floppy
• 2 Mb RAM expand up to 10 Mb
Buill-in Trockboll
• VGA-64 shades • Mouse
60Mb 11999 w/32k Cache
New! Color 386SL Notebooks
60Mb.•• 12799 80Mb...s2999
Coll for Color

s2175

Micro
D •

evtCeS

F==~~. ~

pnoro
may
VOi)'

1•

L
.!io- =·

386/SX20 Notebook
1 Mb RAM • 3.5" Fl oppy
30 or 60 Mb Hord Drive
5.8 lbs. • VGA LCD

$1099
with30 Mb

Software Special Purchase ...up to90% Off!
35,000 Packages in stock! Volume discounts-Call

Entertainment• Learning
~mte / fybljsher

~ ~

Electric Jigsaw Puzzle (Merill/Dual ....... 29.95
lite and Dealh/3.5
........ 49.95
Wunder Book/Dual ................
.. ... ... 49.95
.. ..... 59.95
Desert Storm/3.5/5.25/Moc .....
.. ..... 59.95
Dvorak on Typing .....................
Canis (Centron)/5.25 .................. ............ 39.95
Complete Craps/3.5/5.25 ...................... 59.95
Computer Comic (Keybd Comedy) .... 34.95
The Golf Doctor (One Step SWJ/Duol ... 59.95
Major Leag. Baseball (Mille)/ Dual .... .. .. 39.95
ProFootboll Analyst (Crespol/ Duol ....... 59.95
Puzzle Master (Centron)/3.5 ...... ............ 49.95
SuperCar Pack /5.25 .............................. 59.95
Young Math/MemoryLane/Duol ........... 59.95
Bible Tnvla (Genesoft) / Dual .. ................ 49.95
Colnbase 4.0/5.25 ...... ... .,,...................... 59.95

9.95
9.95
9.95
12.95
12.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
19.95
19.95

?;.;:w~~w~~~1!~ns~~~~s~,~~~)6'ua'1' ~g ~~ l~ ~~

Family Value Pack (Bundle)/5.25 ......... 79.95
Household Hlts/3.5/5.25 ............... .......... 99.95
l.Q. Smarts (Neurolytic SystemsJ/Dual .. 39.95
Run Your Own Train (Abracad.)/Duol .. 59.95
Scorekeeper(Kuhn & Col/Dual .. .. .... .. . 49.95
Sfickybear Preschool/Dual .... .... ............ 49.95
The Sky/5.25 .. ............... ......... .
69.95
Flowers (Garden Techl/Duol ................. 49.95
Quiz Control (Quick Study SWJ/5.25 .... 69.95
.... 49.95
Trees (Gorden Tech)/Duol
Bugs (Garden Tech)/Duol .......... ........ ... 89.95
MindViewer (Neurolylic Systems) /Duol ... 49.95
Japanese Lang. Explorer (Joims)/5.25 . 99.95
French Transparent Language /5.25 ...... 99.95
Spanish Transparent Language/5.25 .... 89.95

19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
24.95
24.95
24.95
29.95
29.95
39.95
39.95
39.95

Utilities• Productivity

The first printer specifically designed
to print envelopes. postcards and
labels. Great for the office. Time
saver. plus It received the "Industrial

Design Excellence Award".

ACP 3-button Mouse (limited supply) 14.95
CH Products Flightstick ........................... 49
Mousemon Combo/Cordless ........ ... 75/88
Logitech Trackmanserial /bus .... .... .. 69/ 72
Logitech Trackman Portable
104
Logitech Fotoman ............... ................ .. 599
Microspeed PC-Trac ser/bus .. .... .. .... 79/ 89

Advanced Computers AMD Power

2C87-12 12MHz .. 85
2C87-20 20MHz .. 99

SyDOS

Syquest 44Mb external (8-bit) ........ .. 649
Syquest 88Mb external (8·bit) ........... 749
Includes caching soflwore, manual. SCSI
card and SyDOS BIOS.

I

ACP will cust om

configure...call!

computer
Motherboards
Micronix
486DX2/50MHz w/256K cache ........ .... 999
486DX/33 w / 64K cache ...... ....... .......... 649
486DX/33 w/256 cache ........ .. .......... 699
.. ..... 999
486DX/50 w / 64K cache........
486DX/50(EISA)w/256Kcache ... ..... 1699
ACP
286- 12 half-size
....
89
386SX-20/ 25/ 33 .... ................. 169/1751179
386DX-40 ............... ............................. .... 279
486SX-25 ................ .. ...........
.. ...... 299
. .... 999
486/DX2/50 .. ............... .. ....

On-screen Help/ WordPerfect 5.0/Duol 34.95 5.95
On-screen Help/Lotus 2.0l(Geysar)DI .. 34.95 5.95
101 WordPertecf Macros (lnd.)/5.25 ..... 69.95 7.95
Diskette Labeler (Weed PotchJ/ Dual .... 49.95 9.95
The Computer Glossary/ Book ............... 26.95 4.95
The Computer Glossary/Duol ................ 59.95 9.95
Slice (lightning Word)/5.25 . ................ 99.95 19.95
Just The Fax /5.25/3.5 ............................. 59.95 12.95
Disc Director/Dual .................................. 69.95 12.95
Back Loader ............................. ............. 69.95 14.95
Double DOS/5.25/ 3.5 .. ................ ..... .... .. 99.95 14.95
Switch 11 /5.25 .................. ............ ............. 69.95 14.95
Home Office Productivity Pac(Bundle) .... 69.95 19.95
Home Finance Pack (Bundle) .......... ..... 99.95 19.95
Hotline (Smith Micro)/ 5.25/3.5 .... .......... 59.95 19.95
Outside In (Systems Compobll y) ........ 129.95 19.95
Personal Biz Base / 5.25 ..... .......... ... ...... 149.95 19.95
Post Cord Writer (Thomason)/Dual
88.00 19.95
DOS Partner /Dual
.............. 99.9519.95
Golden Retriever /Dual ..................... 69.95 19.95
Quick Up /3.5 .. ....... .......... ....... .... . ......... 99.95 19.95
Correct Grammar .. .. .............................. 99.95 29.95
DataMerge Sources 3.1 (DatoMerge) 139.95 29.95
hDC First Apps (hDCJWind ows/ Dual .... 99.95 29.95
Job Sketch (JlonJ/ Duol .... ............ .......... 99.95 29.95
Mall Master/3.5 ..................... .... ............ .. 69.95 29.95
Eye Relief (Sklsofl)/Dual .................. .... .. 295.00 99.95

GraDhics • DesktoD Publishina
My Pornt (SOddlebock GrophlcsJ/Dool 49.95 14)15

~~~~:,~~~~g;;pcxii'iMai<eiiis:25· : m~ J g~~

Christian Images PCX (f /Moker)/5.25 .. 69.95 19.95
PerspectlveJunlor(3DGroph.)/Dual . 149.95 19.95

Advanced computer Products,

Business and
Home Office
Retell value lo 74" $995
Your Choice only
JK LosserTaxes91 w/92 bk.
ResumeMole/5.25
ResumeMate/3.5
Retell value to 99" $1495
Your Choice only
Career Deslgn/5.25
Career Design/3.5
Meet Easy (Alex. Sys)/Duol
Make a list
Retail value to 99"
Your Choice only
CompuRite/Duol
Code Mate
Counterpoint
First Base (Excel Bus Res.)/D
Flex Forms (Corporote)/DI
Flex Forms (Personol)/Duol
Nvelope Plus
Personal Biz Bose/3.5
Thoughtline/Duol
Register Mate (Chomp)/D
Up Your Cash Flow (Gron.)
Race
Register Mate (ChompJ/D
Tlmeslips
Turbo Flow
Vehic le Record System
Retell value to 119" $2495
Your Choice only
Corporate Voice (Scond.)
Home Buyer (fin Tech)
Moil Moster/5.25
Pol Friday (Pyromld)/5.25
Retirement Planner /Dual
Power Billing/Dual
Relo ll value to 149" $ 2995
Your Choice only
Design your own Home/D
30 minute Negoclotor
Anylime Automate/Dual
Business&Personal Power Pk
Design yr own Landscape
Easy Order
Retell value to 199" $4995
Your Choice o nl y
TimeCiock I (Faught Dato)
Employee Handbook Bldr.
Merge Purge (Arclangent)
Power Quote/Dual
Project Outlook

SPECIAL OFFER!!!
Pick any 6 Business J
Home Office titles

s999s

Must be a mix ot6 different lities
from section above

lnc.~~m:J

1310 E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705 • FAX 714-558-8849 •Toll-Free 1-800-FONE ACP • Sales 714-558-8813
No
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BUY
HDI

I
I
I

'
I I

i

II

!

I

•

...- w

i

!

I

J

'
I

L.J

rl

I

~

l~1Mtt~t~l~I~
EDITORS'
CHOI CE

June 27 . 1989
M.ass. $'.orage t.\3)1 Orc:e1

~ REC~GNIZED LEADER!
Quantum
52MB QULPS52A ~
17ms 3.5" l"H ~
Bare Drive Kit $209
16 Bit Kit
$229
120MB QULPS120A ~
15ms 3.5" l"H ~
Bare Drive Kit $379
16 Bit Kit
$399
210MB QUPR0210A ~
15ms 3.5" HH ~
Bare Drive Kit $649
16 Bit Kit
$669

p ERI pH
42MB ST351A
~
28ms 3 .5" l"H ~
Bare Drive Kit $1 79
8 Bit Kit
$219
16 Bit Kit
$199

120MB TA3020A 16ms 3.5" l"H
Bare Drive Kit $359
16 Bit Kit
$379

~

~
$1199
$1219

425MB FJ2623S •
12ms 3.5" HH
Bare Drive Kit $1099
16 Bit Kit
$1249
520MB FJ2266S ~
12ms 3.5" l "H ~
Bare Drive Kit $1199
16 Bit Kit
$1349

MICROPOLIS
1034MB
120MB MX7120A
15ms 3.5" 1"H
Bare Drive Kit
$389
8 Bit Kit
$429
16 Bit Kit
$409
210MB MX 72 13A
15ms 3.5" l"H
Bare Drive Kit
16 Bit Kit

~

~
$599
$619

340MB MC1664.
15ms 5.25" HH
Bare Drive Kit $1099
16 Bit Kit
$1199

14ms 5.25" FH
Bare Drive Kit $2199
16 Bit Kit
$2349

660MB

1354MB

. .

HS MC1598

MC1568/1588

HS MC1528

16ms 5.25" FH
Bare Drive Kit $1499
16 Bit Kit
$1649

14ms 5.25" FH
Bare Drive Kit $2699
16 Bit Kit
$2799

All BARE DRIVE MITS INCLUDE

ALL 8 & 16 BIT MITS INCLUDE

All mounting hardware. "'Disk Manager"
form<1tt lng/partltlonlng softw:ue If
l'ICC()s.5.ary, and HDrs Hard Dri'.·o
Reference ManuaJ with complete
lns li\11.lllon IMhuctlons.

controller or Interface card. mountl"' kit
(3.5"' kit Inc. beige & black bezels), raUs,
ezibles, all mounting h.irdw:ire, ..Disk Man·
ager" software (if appaicable) and manu.11.

16-Bit host adaplOf hald/ flo ppy ..1 to 1 ··

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS · EVERYTHING YOU NEED!

HD! SALES: 602/350-1128
FAX 602/350-1150
NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
Purchase Orders
800/ 998-8014
FAX 602/ 350.1180
International: 602/350-1144
FAX 602/350· 1188
APO/FPO: 602/350-1145

210MB ST1239A ~
15ms 3.5" HH .....,
Bare Drive Kit $599
16 Bit Kit
$619

FUJITSU
513MB FJ2624A
12ms 3.5" HH
Bare Drive Kit
16 Bit Kit

1050MB ST41200N
15ms 5.25" FH
(B)
Kit $2099
$2249

130MB ST3144A ~
16ms 3.5" l"H ~
Bare Drive Kit $359
16 Bit Kit
$379

60MB ST277R·l
~
28ms 5.25" HH ~
Bare Drive Kit $219
8 Bit Kit
$269
16 Bit Kit
$279

c0

'tfra1on

106MB ST3120A ~
18ms 3.5" l"H ~
Bare Drive Kit $319
8 Bit Kit
$359
16 Bit Kit
$339

&):> Seagate

Order Status: 800/7294490

"

......

C ~····~'R

40MB CP3000
~
25ms 3.5" l"H ~
Bare Drive Kit $189
8 Bit Kit
$229
16 Bit Kit
$209
120MB CP30104 ~
19ms 3.5" l"H ~
Bare Drive Kit $379
8 Bit Kit
$419
16 Bit Kit
$399
209MB CP3204 ~
16ms 3.5" HH ~
Bare Drive Kit $609
16 Bit Kit
$629

~
ADD 1MB RAM
AS LOW AS $39
1MB x9 80ns $38
1MB x8 80ns $39
Add $2 for SIP

MEMORY FOR EVERY SYSTEM!

(ij•l;t·M•·];Ma-•
600MB

TALON
SONY
CHI NON
TOSHIBA

Internal

E<ternal

Hard Drives International
Insight Dlstrtbutlon Network, Inc.
1912 W. 4th St., Dept. HAO
Tempe, AZ 85281

All Systems Include:
6 Months ON-SITE Service
1 Year parts & labor warranty
Life time toll free technical support

:·---!!!33
..........
......... I"!

1.2MBfloppy, high-speed HD, 2serial
& 1parallel ports, SVGA card w/512K,
baby desktop case, 101 keyboard,
14" SVGA monitor 1024 x768 0.39mm.
MS-DOS™5.0 & MS-Windows™3.1.

:-- ....ii!!

-:::~I

..............

TM

MICROSOFT®

WINOOWSTM
COMPATIBIE

CONVENIENT PHONE ORDERING!
No high-pressure sales people.

• ~ 100% no risk, 30 day
.,. money back guarantee.

• ~ All Systems can be configured to your exact
.,. specifications and our tramed specialists
are available to discuss your applications
and make system recommendations .

• ~ 100% Q.C. & burn in. DOS 5.0
.,. & Windows 3.1 installed.

V Additional
savings are available on upgrades to
hard drives, momtors, and popular accessories .
V All systems MADE IN USA.

• ~ Gold authorized Novell Reseller, our
.,. Certified Engineers can help work out
your network requirements.

Model9870 •

386DX-25
~o
ZMB RAM ~
64K cache
lOSMB SVGA
System

i;.u,,.#.,,,.
~>-

$1,199

Model4200
486SX-25

•~o

i'>~

ZMBRAM ~
8K cache
120MB SVGA
System

~

$1,399

Model4330
486DX-33, 4MB Internal
RAM, 64K cache,
120MB HD, SVGA
System

$1,599

Model 4500DX2
486DX2-50, 4MB Internal i
RAM, 64K cache,
!
1ZOMB HD, SVGA
'
System

$1,799
·r·..

Call and order yours today I

1-800-358-8330
Canadian Dis tr. 604-27 5-1119

Fax: 510-438-0663

ORDER NOW AND RECEIVE $599 VALUE FREE

I

VISA

Government Purchases Welcome
GSA Contract No.: GSOOK91AGSS086-PS01
The Intel Inside Logo is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
All other trademarks are registered to the respective companies.
Sales tax. shipping & handling are extra. Eltech ad 7/92 V.1
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I

MS® DOS™ 5.0, Windows™ 3 .1, Microsoft® Works™
for Windows™, Microsoft® Serial Mouse, Mouse
Pad and Anti-Virus shareware by McAfee

llC

St., Fremont, CA 945:
Circle 207 on Inquiry Card.

11\JTE
d YESI

Enter my one-year ( 12 issues) subscription to BYTE for
• only $24 .95 . I'll save 40% off the single copy
price. Plus , I'll also receive BYTE's Annual Spec ial Issue FREE with my paid
subscription . If at any time I'm not satisfied with BYTE, I may cance l for a ful l
refund on all unmailed copie s

~

0 Payment enclosed

0 Bi ll me

COMPAMY _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __
ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _~
CITY _ _ __ _ __ __ _STATE _ _ __ .ZIP _ _ __
Please allow 6-8 weeks for del ivery. Basic subscription rate is $29.95. (Me xi co . $29.95 payable in U.S. funds .) Above
rates are for US delivery only. Please see table of contents for internationa l subscripuon rates.
IW 28 I 32

~
~I

I

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 42 HIGHTSTOWN . NJ
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE:

El'JTE

Subscription Department
PO. Box 558
Hightstown, N.J. 08520-9409

111 ••• 1•• 1•• 1.1 ••• 1.111 ••• 1.1 ••• 1•• 111 ••• 1.1,,,,11.1

Say Good-bye To
The Language Barrier.
Breakdown
A global computing event that unites , under one roof ,
today's connectivity experts for one targeted purpose - to
pronounce that networking is the universal language of
choice.

NetWorld 92
The United Nations Of Networking
NetWorld 92 is the talk of the connectivity industry. A
cutting-edge exhibition of conferences and seminars where
hardware and software developments are introduced,
discussed and demonstrated. A conference that speaks the
language ol productivity and translates ideas into action.
Whether you communicate over LANs, WANs or wireless
networks , or operate over diverse operating systems,
NetWorld 92 is your primary venue for innovative products
and services. Converse in many languages with industry
leading manufacturers and form a lasting connection that
can translate into increased efficiency and sales.

Educational Seminars
A Universe Of Networking Possibilities
NetWorld 92 presents an encyclopedic display of intensive
educational conferences and hands-on educational

seminars on internetworking . Digest state-of-the-art tech
nologies and processes that can propel your present
networking plans forward, allowing you to expand software
applications into new environments. And learn an unlimited
vocabulary that will place you at the forefront of future
strategies.

Improve Your Communication Skills
Don't isolate yourself and your company within the confines
of yesterday's network architecture. NetWorld 92 lets you
open your lines of network communication , resulting in
bottom-line benefits to your company .
For additional show information , contact Jodi Levine ,
Show Manager, at 201-346-1400 or Fax 201-346-1602.

NETW~RLD 92 Dallas
The Universal Language
October 13-15 , 1992
Dalla s Convention Center
Circle 562 on Inquiry Cord.

Bruno Blenheim Inc. • Fort Lee Executive Pnrk • One Executive Drive • Fort Lee, NJ 07024 • 201-346-1400 • 800-829-3976 • Fnx: 201-346-1602
NetWor\d Expositions in the U.S.A. and Europe are owned. produced and managed by Bru no Blenheim Inc. Ne\World is a servicemark of Novell. Inc . licensed exclusively in lhe U.S.A. and Europe lo Bruno Blenheim Inc.

HP Compatible Scanner

Scan Plus
It's Time to Get a Page Scanner,

From

$ 349

and up

Why you need a page scanner ?
Rotation, vibration, and unstable scanning speed are the worst
enemies to a hand-held scanner making resolution higher than 150 dpi
truly meaningless. Now, it is time to upgrade or buy a ScanPlus page
scanner that really works for you.

What is the usage of ScanPlus ?
With HP ScanJet Series Emulation, you can scan directly with most
software. For example, ScanPlus let you work with:
Image Software :
Picture Publisher /PLUS or PaintBrush IV Plus that allow you to edit
and enhance your pictures.
OCR Software, :
WordScan, Recognita, OmniPage, TextPert or Readright that can turn any
document into computer recognizable texts which can be edited, stored, and
neatly filed. OCR software can type I 0,000 characters within 2 minutes and
save you hours of typing time and truly computerize your office operation.

Type:

Desktop, Sheet-fed

Resolution:
300 dpi, enhanceable to 1,200 dpi
Scanning Area:
up to 8.5"xl4" longer if S/W allow

nTP software :

Ventura or Pagemaker to produce great looking document.
Presentation ~nftw11r1>·
Lotus Freelance or Harvard Graphics to tum out beautiful and effective
presentations.

Scanning Speed:
Single pass in color mode

Raster to Vector Conversion :
"Urattsman" to convert tor AutoCAD and other drawing programs.

Scanning Mode:
1. B&W I Halftone (l bit I pixel)
2. Gray (8 bit I pixel) 256 gray
3. Color (24 bit I pixel)
16.8 million colors capability

Communication:
ScanPlus lets you import images for your fax card turning your PC into
a full-featured plain paper fax machine.
Image Database:
Using ScanPlus Color 3000, you can input images for your image database
file and let your database display both texts and color images.

PLUSTEK USA, INC.

3350 Scott Blvd., #46
Santa Clara, CA 95054
In Canada (Ontario)
322PC-2
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Tel: (408) 980-1234
(408)980-5184
Tel: (416) 667-8092

Fa~

Circle 568 on Inquiry Card.

EasyCAD2
the#1Rated
CADS ~ are

.:...._____--j

I

Number 1in user
satisfaction-PC
Week poll.
~

1

More features, less money
guaranteed.

In competition against other top CAD
software ror performance, hardware
compatibility, ease of use and value,
EasyCAD 2 handily won the award that
counts most-User Sa sfaction (1989,
1990). Now the best is even better.

You Pay Only $199.00 for the

Pro~am CAD Users Rate

Number 1.

PC WORLD said it best, "This easy
to-leam program is blindingly fast, and
its ~exibility, wealth of features and

what EasyCAD 2
can deliver for just $199.00?

Exeanded, productivity
boosting associative
dimensioning.
EasyCAD 2's associative dimension
ing feature allows you to rotate, stretch
or change the scale factor of a draw
ing and all dimensions are instantly
updated to reflect the change. This
includes ordinate, angle, radius and
diameter as well as other dimension
formats. You never have to erase or
re-enter dimensions.
excellent user
interface match those of professional
programs cos ng thousands of dollars
more."
In fact, because it is written entirely
in assembly language experts say
EasyCAD 2's speed rivals CAD packages
costing up to twenty mes more.
So why spend well over $2000 to get

Plot to file means you can store
drawings on disk now and send it
to the printer later. And it supports
PostScript printer fonts and line weight
controls.

\Vhiskthrougheventhe
largest drawings.
An enhanced memory manager lets
you work through the largest drawings
faster than ever.

No other CAD software gives you so
many features for so little money (and
a 30-day money back guarantee):
Customizeable
pull-down menus,
script and macro
capabilities that
automate complex
or repetitive tasks,
DXF for exchang
ing drawings and
files with other
CAD programs and spread sheets. The
list goes on.
call 1(800)874-4028 now for more
information, plus the name of your
nearest dealer. Ifyou already own
EasyCAD, ask about our special tradeup programs.

437 S. 48th St., Ste. 106
Tempe, AZ 85281-9936
1(800)874-4028

<ll 1992 EvolutionComputing
EasyCAD2 is aregistered aademark ofEvolution Computing

i22PC-3

child·reach
(child-rech) n.

1. Formerly Foster Parents Plan, the largest non
sectarian sponsorship organization in the world
Founded in 1937 to help needy children and their
families overseas. 2. A way to reach a child and
family and release them from the crushing grip
ofpoverty. 3. A wonderful thing to do. 4. An
easy thing to do.
The above definitions do not come from a dictionary.
They come from the heart. If you want to do
something wonderful for a child and family
"f
overseas that's not a handout, but something
1~
that will touch them for the rest of their
lives, call 1-800-323-2822. Or fill out
and mail the coupon below.
~
r~~~reach. It'll do your heart

h
·
1a
h
c 1 reac

r------------------
YES! I want to know more
about Childreach.

Name
Address
City

State

Phone

Zip

M3011

Mail to: Childreach
155 Plan Way
Warwick, RI 02886-1099

L..-------------------

Circle 567 on Inquiry Card.

·WHY BUY FROM PC IMPORTERS, INC.?
• Oualhy Products at Reasonable Prices

~n~:,1~~r~~t~v~~t~::s

•
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386DX-33 Mhz System Package
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486DX-33 Mhz System Package

125

386SX·25 Mhz System Package

~ 0

1
ii

$799

Order Number: CFA-64

286-12/16Mhz System ackage

0 81

MONTHLY SPECIAL

~688

Order Number: CFA-52

1 Year Full Warrantee on Parts
30-Day Money Back Guarantee
Toll Free BOO Number
5NY!3f
Techhn 1~. Support
e.. ay pp..g
No surcharge on Credit Cards
C.O.D. & P.O. Welcome
At least 72 hour bum-In period
Member ofBetter Business Bureau
Exclusive lrrporter & Distrbutor of Ouallty Parts
Systems are Assent>led In USAI
Shp International Orders of Any Size

c

ver

14"

~-

'APJ;f

ea/d

SVll&r
Mltll·tt

..

~~

supply, 5 drive bays
, 1 amePo

~~¥.! COfWi'l~Le,.;~':'.llon Hr.Raz Mouse

•v-yodwlt .. ll'~~~~!I
pgraoe to 396u1'-40 Mhz add +$49 . .

Manyotherco1T4larnes promise to beat any price, we DO ITI Buy direct from the importer and saveI Our mtemsare backed 11Ywarrantee and 30 day money back tt you ilf~_ not satJShedl We stand
behind our prodUclS, arid you know we are fMlre to stay, not just a one shot deal. V1S8. & Master Card/ CW / Checks I P.O.s CJealers lnqurries welcome. All Squ~mem IS Nt:W with tactory warranty.
PrK:es are subject to change.
Member of

PC Importers, Inc.

...••N••.

30 Day Money Back

~ ~::~ =~~~:r sup~rt

~\
• I

(

c:

Boston, MA

Ca11 1·800·886·5155
Monday - Saturday: 9:00am to 5:30 pm EST FAX: (216) 464-3507
Kowloon, Hong Kong

••••

Made
In

VISA & MASTERCARD

U.S.A.

ADVERTISERS

NO SURCHARGE
C.O.D. AVAILABLE

Cleveland, OH

••••

Run a full- or half-page 4-color ad
reaching a portion of BYTE's U.S. readers
at unbelievably low rates  right here in this section!
Call today to learn more about BYTE's unique Regional
Advertising Section, located in our prominent Buyer's Guide.

•••
•

(603) 924-2651 or (603) 924-2637
322PC·6
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

SOFTWARE
WORDSTAR 6.0 or 2000 REL. 3.5

HARD DRIVES

&9seagate

excel same ones selling for over

$300.00 from our competitors.
We have thousands in stock

FOR SALE BELOW DISTRIBUTOR COST!

: $99

DE~L~:;~E~~~E

$99

I Fast Trax Disk Optimizer...................... $14.
I Lotus Metro•........•..••...••.....••...••........••....•• 9.oo
00

I ~; ;;';t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.~::::
I PFS Graph ..................•..................•.....•••.. 5.oo
I Windows3.1 ........................•......•....•.•.. 99.00
I
MONITORS
I
12" GREEN
[~
ll'lSCITIZEN
I MONOCHROME
$59 
I Tilt & Swivel Baae.......
NEVADA
I w MONO/TTL AMBER FIAT SCREEN •.... ::='.'.....................$99.
00

•• :!: ~g~

:~~~~:~~0::::: : :~~ g::::::

J~:::::

14" VGA ... .... ..... 1024X76B ..... ...(Non lntedoced)...... ...... .. $349. 00
. VGACARD.. ....... 256K hp IMEG...
.. .. ... $79. 00

I
TAPE BACKUPS
I (Tl.)WANGJEK Wonglec 5099EN2& drive, 6.5MB per
I
minute, PC 36 Conlroller, Menu Driven
I Soflwore, Easy inslollotion, DC 600 cartridge. list $999.00
I
YOURCOST $299

I 3111

I
I
I
I
I

MICROPOLIS c::;.-.:.·~R

This is not o misprint! These ore the

DC 200J [40MB113. 00 DC 300XLP l45MB1 14. 00 DC 6150 22.00

CABLES
1BM PS/2 Keyboard extension 6ft ..... .... .... ....... ............ 4. 00 ea
IBM PC Printer Par. 6ft.. .................................. ...... ...... . 4. 00 ea
Modem Serial RS232 6ft...............................
. ....... 7. 00 eo
!All cables available coll!l

ACCESS
llME

PART#

SIZE

ST351A
CP3000
ST251· l
ST3120A
CP30104
ST3144A
CP3017 4A
CP3204
STI 239A
MC1664
MC1624
MC159B
MCl52B

42MB (3 .5" /l"H)
40MB {3.5"/l"H)
40MB (5.2 5" /HH)
106MB {3.5"/ l"H)
120MB {3 .5" /l "H)
I 30MB {3.5" /l "HI
170MB {3 .5" /I "HI
209MB (3.5" /HH)
21DMB (3.5" /HH)
340MB {5.25"/HH)
660MB {5.25" /FH)
1034MB (5 .25" /FHJ
I 354MB (5.25" /FH)

!Aft

YOUR

COST

INlERFACE

28MSec

199. 00
209.00
219. 00
319.00

IDE
IDE
MFM
IOE
IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE
IDE
ESDI
SCSI
SCSI
SCSI

25MSec

28MSec
IBMSec
16MSec
16MSec
17MSec
16MSec
15MSec

15MSec
16MSec
14MSec
l.4MSec

00

399.
399.00
529. 00
609. 00

599.00
1,099.00
1499. 00
2199. 00

2699. 00

..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

·

M ~!~!~6~~RY

I
I
I
I

Hord drive, 360K Aoppy, Por-Ser·Clock, 12" Amber
Monitor, 10 l Key Keyboard. 6 monlh warranty.
COMPLETE HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS:

30MB·$379 40MB·$399
MEMORY BOARD

CQJIPUTERP£RIPl/l!RALS./1\C.

2MEG exp 4MEG
16 Bil. 2MB expandable lo &MB. (Uses IMB x lDipslWorks with
IBM AT, 386 ood compatibles. Expanded, Extended, 4.0 Lim
compallile 2MEG $79 4MEG $159

Hord Drives hove a l Year Warranty)

CLOSEOUT PRODUCTS

COPROCESSORS

infel .. ,.

803B<SllASEDMACHINES:

80387-16llMHz149.00
80387-2020MHz 179.00
802868ASEDMACHINES: 80387·2525MHz 189. 00
BOBB BASED MACHINES: 80287·6 6MHz 39. 00
80387-33 33MHz 199. 00
8087·5MHz, 54.00
80287·88MHz49. 00
80387·SXl6 124. 00
00
00
8087·2 BMHz 79.
80287· 10 IOMHz 89. B0387·5X20144. 00
00
00
8087-1 IOMHz 129· 80287-XL 99.
80487·SX20539. 00

......... $ 1 9. 00
. ......... 6. 0 o
NEC cul sheet feed & guides 2500/3500............
. 99. 00
38&K Boord for XT's, Par, Ser, Clock........................... 99. 00
IBM 6&50213 PC network adaptor.. ........ ................ . 99. 00
Foci! &565 Doisywheel &Ocps Printer.... ·-·-·· .............. 299. 00

STB Grophix Plus 2 Color & Mono Cord. ......
Mono Cord Text only.........

I

F-10 Tractors .......... ...... ...... ... .............. ........ .. .......... . 99. 00

POWER SUPPY
CONTROLLERS

150 WATT XT !DIRECT REPlACEMENT) .... 39. 00
200WATT AT (DIRECT REPLACEMENT) .... 39. 00

IDEHD/Floppy 39. 00 , 16BitHD&FLOPPY I :1 39. 00 ,
BBit HD only 49. 00
PCXTConlroller9. 00 , 16BitHordonly 19.00
Super Floppy (controls fourdrivesl I .2, 360K, 720K & 1.44
Drives 40. 00

360K Full KT 51/,
36a<V2 rfT.51h II
720K3'h "
1.2MB3'h"
1.&&MB 3''2 "
5'!. "Brockel>
Compaq 360K

n lfoyu compatible; supports extended AT Com·
mond Set. Comm 1·& & IRQ 3·5 & 7. On board speaker, software
& telephone cord. Internal $49 External.-'$'-7_9_ _~

UH«ll• • •

$19
$39

"

5 Year Warranty

80Ci::::I Boca Mod.em 2400 Baud

FLOPPY DRIVES

"'MITSUBISHI

MODEMS

5 Year Warranty

"~,:;:;~ :::;:~~o

1200 baud Internal $29

80Ci::::I Boca Fax Modem

$29
$5B
$59
$5

KEYBOARDS
1u111n+11+Send & receive 9600 BPS fox & 2&00 BPS
I
. ........ .... .. 29.oo
I I01 Key BM PC compatible.
tv\cdem. Hayes compatible. Oi board speaker.
, 4 .4 Bai.d 11.32 Bi~
........ 99.00
Mirror fox soltwore. Port oddress Com J.4. $ 8 8
Add S200
I IBM 3270 ........... .........i.i ·;;;;,r worronlyJ
l year warranty
$49
I
NEW REDUCED PRICING ON OUR LARGE SELECTION OF MEMORY PRODUCTS
I
In Touch with Tumorrow
---- PS/2MEMORY
MEMORY
MEMORY
I aJmAAJZ
~ ;.;:i~~
TOSHIBA MEMOQ:Y TOSHIBA
COMPAQ
MEMORY
YOUR
YOL.iR
MEMORY
llM
YOUR
I MODEL
EQUIV. PART#
COST
ADDED
EQUIV. PART#
COST
TOSHIBA MODEL
ADDED
18MPS/2 MOOEL#
ADDED
EQUIV.PART#
COST
113012-001
PC14 ·PAB311 U
1t9.
2MJl
92F9935
119.
I DESKPRO 286
512K KJT
59.
Tl OOOSE & XE/lE
IMEG
PS/l.386SX
118688-001
2MEG
PC14·PA8312U
169.
lMBMODULE
59.
Tl OOOSE & XE/lE
30·286
512KKIT
30F534B
31.
I ~!~~~6N,
2MBMODULE
118689-001
109.
2M8KIT
94.
30F5360
114.
T2000SX
lMEG
PCIB·PA83\6U
11870().()()l
OK BOARD
98.
I 386SX/20
PCIB·PA8317U
101...
T2000SX
2MEG
179.
LAOSX&N33SXIAPTOP
2MEG
79F0999
4MBMODUlE
118690-001
179.
<MEG
79FIOOO
208.
309.00
PC·PA8314U
T2000SX/T l0001E
4MEG
79F1001
BMEG
418.
299.00
609.00
PC-PA8315U
I DESKPRO
1MB·2MB BOARD
108069·001
T2000SX/TIOOOLE
8MEG
IMBStMM
6450603
50Z&55SX,65SX
59.
2MBBOARD
108069W71
348.
I 386/16
2MEG
PC·PA2000U
179. 00
T2000SXE/2200SX
2M8S!MM
6450604
94.
114.00
108071-001
IMBKIT
309.00
PC·PA2001U
T2000SXE/2200SX
dMEG
.dMBMOOJlE
40SX,
55SX.
65SX,
J5SX,
3515
34F2933
/
B7F9977
189.
4MB·BMBBOARD
108070-001
545.
PC·PA2002U
T2000SXE/2200SX
BMEG
619."
I
4MBKIT
108072-CX:H
259.
.50,50Z,55SX&60,65SX
2·BMBBOARD
1497259/6450609
349.•
109.00
PCl3·PA8306U
Tl200XE
2MEG
59...
35SX,lS,40SX
lMBSIMM
6450603
113633-001
lMB BOARO
129.
109.00
T1600
2MEG
PCB·PA8302U
I DESKPRO
4MBBOARD
ll363•HX)l
3865
269.
70-£61,061, 121 , P70
2MBSIMM
94.
645060<
T3100E
2MEG
PC9·PA83401 U
109.
lMBMODULE
113646-001
79.
I
TJIOOSX
2MEG
PC15·PA8308U
99.
70·A21 A61,B21,B61
2MBSLMM
6"50608
94.
4MBMODUlE
112534·001
209.
PC15·PA8310U
T3 100SX
dMEG
195.
80·041
lMBMOOUlf
6450375
98."
195.00
PC6·PA7137U
59.00
13200
3MEG
I DESKPRO
1M9MOOULE
113131 -001
64503 79
80·111, 121,311,321
2MBMOOUIE
129.
99.00
00
2MEG
PC
I
2-PA8307U
T3200SX
113132 -001
199.
I 386/20, 25, 286E 4MBMOOUtE
4M8MOOUlf
80·A21,A31
6451060
229.
195.00
PC 12-PA8309U
T3200SX
dMEG
4MBBOARO
113190-001
799. 00
35SX:lS&40SX
6450129
468.
2MEG
PC19-PA8318U
T3200SXC
109. 00
129.00
•••
\MB BOARD
113644·001
I DESKPRO
PCl 9·PAB319U
209. 00
T3200SXC
dMEG
2·BM880ARD
299. •
6450605
4MBBOARO
11 3645·001
279.
I 386/20£/25£
34FJOn
358 ...
2MEG
PC7·PAB301U
99."
2·14MBllOARD
TS\00
00
115144·001
128.
109.00
4·16MBBOARD
34F3011
488.
2MEG
PC10·PAB304U
T8500or
I ~:,:)~~ao/25/J3/3Jt ~~: ~gg~~
116561·001
389.
419.00
BMEG
T5200&T5200C
PC10·PA8313U
57SX,90,95,P75
2M8
115.
6450902
4MB
6450 128
199.
SYSTIMPRO
32MBMODUtE
I 16568·001
2950. 00
I
6d50130
LASER
PRINTER
MEMORY
8M8
469.
COMPAQ PORTABLES & LAPTOPS

EPSON

----

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

I

00

00

00

00

00

00

00
00

00

00
00
00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00
00

AU.70~&8fa

00

00

00

00
00
00

:

PORTABl.E
Ill

I
I SlT/286
I LTE/386
I
I u!/206
I PORTABLE
1 386
I

10733 1-001
107808·001
!078\ 1·001
107332-001

39.00
149.00
249.••
tt9.oo

!MB MODULE
.4MB MODUlE

110235-001
110237-001

512K KIT
1M8
dM8

117077·001
121125-001
121125·002

119.00
409. 00
149. 00
149. 00
339. 00

lMBBOARD
4M880ARD

117081-001
117081-003

69. 00
318...

lMBKIT
INTFC BD
4MB80ARD
4MBEXTBRD

107651-0DI
107707-001
107653-001
107654-001

149...
129. 1111
469...
469...

512KKIT
INTFCBD
EXPBD
2MBKIT

Circle 212 on Inquiry Card.

lME.G
l-G"2,2D,J,J0,3P,2P,2P•

"''"

IBM~4019,4Q19E

1BMtASeR4029
PANASON'C .U10/.U30
PANA9:JN'C4.420/U501
PAN.A50NC4450
PANASQ\1(4.455

""

129
89
119

2MEG~

109

169

Ill

169
109
319
109

209
119

'"

'"

lh!iG 2MEG

(MfG

"''"

269

NEC90,290
~410

129
TIXVPS17/PS35
J9
c.m::::Nl8P4
STARLS04
119
EP50N60<Xl,Acnct.il5R.
TOSHIBA PIG. LASER 6
PACKARD BEU FB9.SOO
OKl 400
119

229

'" '"
125

12l
Ill

169

~·
w•

199

SIMM MODULES
DESCR1PT10N
256X8
256X9
1MEGX9
4MEGX 9

tSONS

120NS

lOONS

3.00

4.o•
9 00

6.oo
14.00
39.00

0

SONS
70NS
60NS
a.oo 14.00
26...
17· 00
29. 00
39.00 44.00 49.00
139." 149. 00 159.00

Sipp oddd .00 eoch

16'

RAM CHIPS (DIPSI

AUGUST 1992 • B Y T E

323

I
I
I

4MB X 9-60NS SIMM-PC _
4MB X 9-7 0NS SIMM -PC
4MB X9-60NS SIMM-PC _
lMB X 9-lOONS SIMM-PC
lMB X 9-60NS SIMM-PC _
lMB X 9-70NS SIMM-PC _
lMB X 9-60NS SIMM-PC - , • 37 .00
156K X 9-lOONS SIMM-PC _ _ 9.0D

156K X 9-60NS SIMM-PC
156K X 9-70NS SIMM-PC
156K X 9-60NS SIMM-PC __
lMB X 8-lOONS SIMM -MAC
lMB XB-80NS SIMM-MAC .
lMB XB-70NSSIMM-MAC _
4MB X 8-80NS SIMM-MAC 4MB X 8-70NS SIMM-MAC _

IBM MEMORY
\IASOOAAO
21ABBOARO

""""""'
\~lBBOAAO

Il a:!~

.

POATAlllE

10lit36 1 SJ
1003131
140
10.WlS ru
11!lll
115
16S

2M890AR0
4MB80ARO

11a:il5

Sl<'KMOOUtE
2MBIAOOULf
4i.t8r.QOIJLE

~·035

1Q

92f9'335

110

m

"'

LTE.'216

"""' "'
'"" "'
"''""' """'
''"'" I
12ill<IUT

PORUBL£

..

S5Sl'5SX

4MBM00UlE llft'Sl:lor
8119911
MJMBBOARO

~

4·161A~80AR0

~50019

290

6-IS(t;OO

lSO

110

1010 1,ICIO
~Oll

2.&00

1036 "500
79f!iffl
16S
/;ilOCO

)C(l

rn1001
&1!<)129

6QI

•lll

f..:!tll~

'90

-

.......
OESl<PAOP

145

&S
225

EXPOOARO 11&100-001
,,6SIJ,ll,I 11808!001

2M6SIMM ll!SM ·OOI

110

4MBSIMM 111690-001

210

'8613lil,4165'2511,
8M6SIMM 12!817-001 460
&&6$11611
SYSTElllPROLT&86SXl25S.J86,2SS.PORTA81.E4&4C

NOTE:BMBSIMllFOAkSYSl'EllPRO.!i
PORTASlfSEAlESOHLY.
~

a1BBOARO

IC~(:t'm:tJI

2M680AR0 1mb'N71
1~'9MIT 1:&:11431
4U~B0M10 lo.i.0~1

8J.1660MIQ

\O&OIG

w1mn

1 1 8JOH~I

2MBMOOUl E ll!JGH~I
•MBMOOUlE ll!JllS·Oll

PORTABl£
IMBCA.AOl't-PWn U SIM
TIWISEUE.lE
2MBCAROPC·PW11U
160
POATABIET2000SX IMBCAAD PC18-PA1l16U
109
6T2000
~AallRD
l'Cl&- PMJllU
150
POATAB\ ET2000,
I MBC~RO
PCll -P l , JllU
J40
nOOGSX6T1000LE 8\IBO. RO
PC11-POJ1SU 740
'PORTAlll.E
2MBCAJID8
PC·Pl.200lJ
US
TlOCOSlE
~\il 8CAAD
PCJ'A.."OXllU
39S
W!CIJiO
l'C.P.l.2Clll2\J l!IOD
ll2200SI
POATAl!lET12CIOIE2!'3MOOUl.f PCl:l-P.l.SJOOJ
tH
POAT.lBlH1600 2M3MODW ft3.PAS:30W
HS
PORTA9LET310CE
51illnl'Q IAUQJ
t9
~llll't9°'®1U
115
PORrABLETJIOOSX 2f.IBl.IOOUlf PC\S-PMll!eU
11S
I MBMOOUlf
?C1 SP~8311l l
115
PORTABLE3200
lM SMOOl!U
PC6-PH1JTU
POATABlHl?OOSX
2'-IBKllPCl2·PA!JGIU
115
turn PC1HA6J03U
215
POATABLEt3200SIC
2M8Kll PC1,.PA!Jl8U
125
11,1,ern PC!9-P.l.BJ1JU 225
TUOOSX
WBC ARDPC.PAlOOlU
220
IMBCAAO PC·fl100tU
J60
8MBC4AD PC ·P'2005U
&ts
POATABLETS100
2MBMOD\JLHCl· P~ S l01U
110

rnooc

POWERBOOK
110.'110
QIJAOAAIOO

llACLC

BRAV0386SX

210
~

70

uo

m

4MBKIT 10i07U.ll\
lM660lRD 111.ll.00T IH
•VSBOlAQ 11j:J${Xl1
ZTS
IM6r.!OOl,Jlf ll l6 1HQ\
TS
'~BIAOC;.Jl£ 11alUIJ1
2XI
1VB60lAO lllfiU..'.1::1 1'5
4M680lR011)0.!5-001
275
lMSMOOlllE 113131-\IOI
75
•MSMOOIJl.E 11 lllH01
230
6SOCKETBO ll bSM-001 315
2MBMOOULE 1l51U·OOI
130
!MSMOOV..E 1155§1 -001
cao
32M8MODUtE !!S~S-001 2.700
8SOCWBD 1~160001
299

PREUIUll216
FASTA.lM
AOV·FASTA.lM
PREMIUM
WKSTl6'.386SX

FAS11l0.ll!Olll6
PAEMUll311&.'16C
PAEllUll
WKST ·'l86
PRElill UM

~·

w.1.cu.111.
ll Cl&SEf.lO
Iii.I.CUI
IASEAWAITEAE

um:.J

lfUG
116.1.CMVIOEO

2M<IMCX.

S12KIUT500510-00t

CO

l\16K ITSOOSI0·007
512KKIT 50051'-fi\0
1M8K ITSOOSlD·OOI
2MBKIT!i005\0.0(l2
tMBKlr SOOStl).00!
1MBKl 7S00510001
4.ISKIT ~10-~
512KICIT:..:»SIO.Q \O
2M8K!T 50.lS\0002

ISO
lS
60
105
105
ISO
205
35
105
65
HS
SS
60
S5
2tlS
360
295

1M6Ktr ~10-00J

•U.•

1't
,.,

liOTQOCl(WC.~1FQlll,,,.OIWO:[C3', 20kY

1119SJo1:1,1
Wl$Mil

U
li>::il~

IQ

io:

803860X-16 INTEL
8D3860X -10 INTEL
803860X-15 INTEL
803860X -33 INTEL
804860X-33 INTEL
804860X-50 INTEL
80486SX-15 INTEL
80486SX-10 INTEL
80386SX-16 INTEL
80386SX-10 INTEL
803860X-15 AMO
803860X-33 AMO
803860X-40 AMO
80386SX-15 AMO
80186-16
80186-10

MIOllll!A S300
~llOll L:A

m

""
550
NA
300
l.UOJJll:A 3t5
NA
550
MIJ2"J2ll·A
180
N!
640
N'A l ,500
M0?32tl·A 11>
N.A
'40
" 'A 3.000
l,l())14U.A
ts
UGS1lll·A 3SO
N;A ms
N:A
360
U05!1ll!A 109
1.1 om.L1A
SS
l.(li"J2LUA
170

4M6MOL
6MBMDI
0,18KIT
l!NBK1T
64.V.SKIT
.C.U.8K!T
19116K1T
61M6KIT
2MBSWM
8M BK!T
4!MIKIT
SMBKIT
S!2KSIMM
IMBKIT
I M8KIT
16M8K!T
"'A
1. 1..eeo HlJ61LL ·A
:Ht.IBKIT
MOM
2MBBO
N:1A
IMSBBD
NA
11.!SICIT
M ~21!
2MBKIT
M!l21l
IMBKIT
M0 101
16MBKIT
NA
mBKIT MOJ79.L·A
1Q.15 KIT
N!
1M!!KIT
"'6005
4~!BKIT
Mf:ro!i
16'-IBKIT
HA
Kif
li 0113
SOFlWlRE

650
75
!lO
550
750
50
IS
190
700
IBS
6SO
rs
1tS

650
SO

15

1'.4BMOO\li
4MBMOOULE
1M6KIT
2MB Kll
IM6KIT
16M6 KIT
IMBKIT
IGMBKIT
2MBKIT
Bl~l!KIT

11!10t(O)

TEllPOU:
TEllPOU20
TUtP0296

21ABMOOUI..!
F'Cl-OOOOS:UO S 110
2MBl.IODUIE PCl«IOOS4·00 200
Sl21<K H
NA
40
2M BK !T
Ill
125
1fAilKIT
II&
60
2MBKtT
t!A
125
4MBIC IT
IU
22S

""""'

Z16STEP12,16

1M8KIT
21\!BKIT
'MBKIJ

Z!6STEP230
386STEP
16.10.25
STEP33f>ll'.I

'"'""',,
"''""
"'

NEC MEMORY

05'16Sl.R5'10PC
OSl16Sl.ES<l1PC
0Stl6S&RMOPC
OSl2tlPC6R!ir.!SPC

IMB St.t~

WBSllAIA
4M6SIMM
6111151MM
2M6 SOl.l.M
aMBSIM'A
1M11KIT
2'.'.BKIT
4M!IKll
lVB KIT
4M6KI T
U.46MOOULE

02\StlA

om1•
02!5(.A
oms.1
Dnlll
0212.sA

60
100
225
60
100
Z2S
225
230

POWERllATE•
BUSINESS
311!-1'S
POWEAllATESX/20

01~
DI~

mm

01f.IG.I
01611A
Ol~m

125

~

450
125
450
6S
105
21s
SS
215
ISO

4~!890SET

POWERlilATESl115

POWEllMATE
335.'33E6,86.'2SE.
POWEMl.lTE
POATABLESX

PAO SPEED
21166JHSl•t6
PROSPEE0Sli20

16MBBOSET
J<M BBOSET

PC2S!i,ELPC3'6SX
NCREXPBD
l't:J86SX'20

11~BKIT

12'21~eo

t ·2M6EXPBD
8-l2M6EKPBD
16-32MBEXP60

OJEU2SE
32(lHU12N

2M BKIT
tMBKtT
8MB Klf
16M8KIT
32M6KIT
2MBKIT

IM6KIT
8MBKIT
IMBMOD UlE
IMBMOOl!lE
1MBM IT

31Hltll
l10·32Q.I
)\0-2HI
310-lfll
JUl-2191
310·15-0S
310-25!17
JICl -2iill

165
?95
IDS
111

~k'BKI T

310.2111

~8KIT

32SP.Olll3P.D
32S.ll0.320i.S,316
316SU210

""

EOUITY LTUSE
EOUlTVlTJl6SX
EOVITYl lE
316-'lS.20

...,.,,.

JIUl..20,.lSIZM

3•1466 $110
31!·2(61 230
l102lli!
420
310 2•69 790
N,'A I.ISO
l!O-mi
110

!:g

BMBKIT
1M 6Slll.M
2118SWM

lMBMOOlJL E
41.EMOOU LE
1MBl.40 DULE
2MBMODULE
IMB KIT
2t~BKIT

~

H
220
70

m

A&IBS!ll SCJO
'-'tl9511
36S
AMall l
Ila
MM361
AS.:«l'l l
61
/.3DS I01 111
~l31
66
Mt11101
116

......
'""" ...,,

m

HA

Sl7

"ru

m
1,2S0

(1.19KIJ()l'41G-5101 1150
SMBK\TOl'_.11Vi102
122
~MBMODIJLEQP . 4 10 ·$101
211
2·BMB BOOP·•llJ.!101
2/JJ
2M6KITOP·llD·il0J
14 0
2·8 M6BOOP-l lD ·&10i
UO
2MBKH OP.M·8103
140
2M8BO ~PC·llS55 SH
i.aMBBD ,\PC.HU] 1U
8MB80
IU 1,m
2MBMODUL;:: OP·41 ·5101 m
2MB"'°D!JLE M"C .H1~ 1 1 327
8MBMQOULE.l.PC-Mi5JXt 1,1K

SUPEASPOAT
21UUE
2116EONtY
21160HLY
SUlilSPORT

1~!BMOOULE

2MBMODULE
IJ.EMOOIJlE
"-'IMOOUlE
11ABMOOUl.E
2MBl.QOUl E
'MBl.QOUU
IMB~E

llASTERSPOAT

"'

MASTERSPOAT
St.SLC

~"'

.......,.,

"~

LBPlllUllPl.US

IMBMOOIJLE
2MBMOOUlE
4MBl.IOOULE
IMS60
2M86D
JMBBO

210
405
MllC-NBMEJ.12

UI

SUPEASPOAT
SX

PC·~UO
IMBllOOUlE
[1 · ~16
PC«40
ZMBK1T
NA
PC-4700Ml-200
1MBMOOULE
Cftl\
PC-&5<11COLORSTAA
21ABOOOU.E
NA

1Z2
19S
190

NOTEWASID
5
SANYO

*

1J,NB , IU~B

..."""'"'

1M6LIOOUlE
IMBt.IOOUlE
IMBBO
"·1880
2M6
PC -J1.21
SM9 Pc:-31-l?
1-31J.BBO Al'C-HISQJ
2-31.1860 H750•15t
31AB80750+\2)1S1

FUJITSU
AX110001

,,,..

HPOESKJET
PLUSSOO
NPIA SEA J Er

2'·1BKIT
2MSKIT
11A BK1T
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TWO COMPUTERS
CAN SHARE ONE
BACKPACK.

With Backpack, several
computers can share a
single tape drive. Backpack
connects quickly and easily
to the parallel printer port
of any PC compatible
or portable - without
interface cards or
tools! The Back
pack tape drive
is also easy to
transport, making
it ideal for trans

ferring data from one
computer to another. QIC
40 (40/120MB) and QIC 80
(80/250) tape, diskette and
hard drive models are
available. So share
and share alike! Call
today for more
information.

132 W. Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb, IL 60115
Circle 215 on Inquiry Card.

Mic:ra5alutian5
Computer Products

815-756-3411

Fax 815-756-2928
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For more information, or to order call:

(800) 969-COMP

ISS-1 000 The Basic Performer
286/20Mhz, I Mb RAM,
1-44Mb FDD, 40Mb HDD, 14"
SVGA Mono Monitor

ISS-2000 The Enhanced Performer
386SX/25Mhz, 2Mb RAM, I.2Mb
& 1-44MbFDD, IOOMbHDD, 14"
SVGA Color Multisync Monitor

ISS-3000 The Optimal Performer
386/40Mhz/64K, 4Mb RAM,
I.2Mb & 1-44Mb FDD, 125Mb
HDD, 14" SVGAMultisync Monitor

ISS-4000 The Premier Performer
486/33Mhz/64K, 4Mb RAM
1-2Mb & I -44Mb FOO, 200Mb
HDD, 14" SVGA Muhisync Monitor

ISS-5000 The Ul timate Performer
486/50Mhz/64K, 8Mb RAM
1.2 Mb & 1-44Mb FDD, 200Mb
HDD, 14" SVGA Multisync Monitc

$845.00

$1,395.00

$1,595.00

$2,295.00

$2,895.00

The lntersys Warranty Seal is your assurance of American quality, backed by a unique five-year guarantee!

[~] intersy~
326
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205th St., Bl03, Torrance, CA 90501, USA TEL: (310) 782-9731, FAX: (310) 782-9815
Circle 210 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 211).

•

Save 30% or More with Metrabvte-Compatibles
Our new series of CYDAS Metrabyte-Compatible
data acq ui sitio n and control boards offer both
much lower cost and valuable added features;
yet they maintain 100% Metrabyte-Compatibility.
And each board comes with a 3-year warranty.
Labtech Notebook is the undisputed industry
standard for real-time data acquisition and display.
Famous for it's ease-of-use, the new ICONview
mouse-driven interface has made Notebook even
easier to set up and use. #INST 200 ...... .... .....$975

#CYDAS
#CYDAS
#CYDAS
#CYDAS
#CYDAC

16F
16
8
BPG
02

100KHz, 16-Ch. AID Bd.
50KHz, 16-Ch. AID Bd.
20KHz,8-Chan .A/D Bd.
20KHz AID. Prag. Gain
2-Chan. 12-Bit D/A Bd.

Metrabyte
Price
$1165
$999
$425
$599
$299

Cyber Special Package Oller
Price w/Labtech Notebook*
$859
$2310
$1695
$799
$2144
$1649
$299
$1570
$1149
$349
$1744
$1199
$159
$1444
$995

a .
#CYDID 24
#CYDID 24H
#CYCTM 05
#CYMUX 16

24-Ch. (PI0-12 ) TTL 1/0
24-Ch. (PI0 -24) Dig. 1/0
5-Ch . CounterfJirner Bd.
16-Ch. Multiplexer Panel

$130
$185
$325
$399

$75
$95
$149
$249

$1275
$1 330
$1470
$1544

$995
S995
$995
$1095

Redlake's TapeCaster co nve rt s VGA
screen output to video for applications such
as recording animation and creating training
tapes. The TapeCaster is extremely easy to
use: no base addresses. no interrupts, no
software required - just plug and play.

RS-422 & RS-485 Serial Boards for Long-Distance

New 19" Rack-Mount Computers & Peripherals

For extended distances, or communication to multiple ~
devices, the RS-232 serial communications standard
·
is woefully inadequate. RS-422 signals can easily
"""
•
travel over 1. 2, or even 3 miles of cable. RS-485 ....,
~
allows up to 127 devices to be individually addressed
•
•
using just 4 wires. These boards provide the advan
tages. while programming is virtually the same as for
standard RS-232 serial ports. Questions? Call us toll-free for more information.

CyberResearch. Inc. offers a complete line of rack-mount computers and
da ta acquisition hardware. Affo rdable EIA 19" rack -mount monitors, printers,
keyboards, surge prote ctors, UPS's, &
I
other peripherals can seem impossible
to find, but at CyberResearch, they've
been a specialty of ours since 1984.
The rugged & reliable Elma keyboard
sl1own l1ere is made in tl1e USA. It
features extended 101-key layout. full
travel keys fo r touch-typing, and is only 1
....___ __.....___ _ _ _ _ _....___, rack-space (1.75") high. Call for information.

...$149
#COMH 038 RS-422/485 Serial Communications Board (XT Version)...
#COMH 039 RS-422/485 Serial Communications Board (AT Version) ..
... .. ... $154
Dual RS-422/485 Serial Communica tions Board (AT Version ).. ... $219
Qua d RS-422/ 485 Seri al Co mmunica tions Board (AT Version) ..........$395
#COMH 135 S rial Communications Utility Software & Device Drive rs.. ............. ..$75

#DIX 3010 Low-cost, Drawer-Mounted Rack -Mount Keyboard (not shown) .........$295
Slide-ou t. Rugge dized Rack -Mount Keyboard w/locking drawe r ... .......$395

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

SAVE 50o/o TO 70°/o

800-635-0300

386SX 60 Meg
NOTEBOOK
Famous Manufacturer
•
•
•
•
•

386SX
100 Meg

:J86SX 16
1 MB RAM Expandable to 3 or 5 MB
60 MB High Speed Hard Drive
1.44 3-1/2" Floppy Drive
VGA Screen High Resolution Backlit
640 x 480 32 Grey Scales

1199 •

• Removeable NiCad Battery, 2.5 hour
• 110/220 AC Adapter /Charger
• 82 Key Keyboard,
True 101 Key Emulation
• Serial, Parallel & External VGA Port
• 7-1/2 lbs.
• 1 O" x 12" x 2"

• 16 MHz 386SX
• 1 Meg RAM

• 386SX 16MHz Processor
• 40 Meg Hard Drive

• 1 Meg RAM Expandable to 5 Meg
• VGA Backlit Screen, 640 x 480
• 3-1 /2" 1.44 Floppy

• External VGA Port

•Battery
• 15 lbs.
• 12.9" W x 3.4" H x 14.9" L

• Serial & Parallel Ports

• 110/220 Voll Charger 50/60 Hz
• External VGA Port
• Ballery. AC Charger/Adapter

OPTIONS:
• Carry Case

• 42 MB Hard Drive

• Display 64 Color Palette
• 640 x 400 EGA/CGA and
VGA Mode Support

• Power Saving Features

59.
99.
99.

• 2400 Baud Modem
• 1 Meg Memory
• 4 Meg Memory

CALL

• Expansion Station

CALL

USS-.

• 3· 1/2" 1.44 Floppy

memory to 3 MB or 5 MB
119 .
• 2400 Baud Internal Modem
79.
• 20 Meg Hard Drive Notebook 999.

Famous Manulaclurer

• 100 Meg Hard Disk
• 3-1 /2" 1.44 Meg Floppy
• 110/220 Voll Charger

• 16 MHz 80386SX
• 2 MB Memory

39.

• 2 MB Memory - expands

386SX Notebook

• VGA Backlit Screen

• Serial & Parallel Por1s

NEC 386SX Color Laptop

OPTIONS:
• Carry Case

EVEN LESS

• 1

r

x 10" x 2", 1 lbs.

1 o9 9 •

OPTIONS:
• 2400 Baud Modem
• 2 MG Memory
•Carry Case

69.
119.
39.

• 128K
• 58 Keys

Palm Top

• 8 Lines, 40 Characters Screen
Word Processor- Compatible with Microsoft

Word.

Famous Manufacturers
LAPTOPS/NOTEBOOKS!!

NEC Panasonic Tl
Sanyo Toshiba Bo ndwell
More•

286/386SX/386SL
CGA/EGA/VGA
20140/60/80 Meg Hard Drives
Options : Case, Extra Memory
Modems...

Agenda - Master Scheduler organizing with
monthly, weekly & daily calendars.
Data Base - Holds names. addresses, phone
numbers. Can call through acoustic coupler.
Calculator - Contains trig functions square and
square roots.
World - Supplies current times & phone num
bers tor 400 cities worldwide.

486 SUPER VGA 105 MEG SYSTEM

-

•
•
•
•
•
•

799 •

Starting al

6" x 1-3/8" x 8-1/2"
2 lbs.
20 Meg
Includes AC Charger & Battery

• Connects to any printer port
• Great for laptops & notebooks

Data General
386SX Wal" About
OPTIONS:

• Quick cnargers

• car Adapters
•Modems
ads
• Numeric KeYP

29 .

386 & SX are trademarks ol Intel Corporation
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Other sizes
also available ..

•

...-_
-.

249.

l

101 Key Keyboard
• Battery Backed Clock
• Math Co-processor Socket

-------911!!!!!!!: .
• • •
, '1t11•~<"

CALL

9 Years

486SX 20 MHz Processor
1 Meg RAM
1.2 or 1.44 Meg Floppy
105 Meg Drive 19 MS
16 Bit VGA Card with 1 Meg
14" 1024 x 768 Color VGA Monitor
.28 DP

• 1 Parallel + 2 Serial Ports. 1 Game

Portable Hard Drive
•
•
•
•

299.

-

I

\.l•j.l)fo'

I

! ' e~

'~

• MS DOS
•

~' ~
Since 1983

TrueData
PRODUCTS, INC.

+ GW Basic

3 Bullen Mouse

1199.

to order:
1-800-635-0300
In MA 508-278-6555
All paekages shipped UPS and A.P.O:s. C.O .D: s add $4 .00.
MasterCard and Vi sa add 2% . American Express add4%. ALL
RETURNS must have AMAN (call 508-278-6555). You may be
subject lo a restocking tee. Shipping/handling charges non·
refundable. 1 year warranty unless otherwise noted . Pr ices/
terms/condilions subject to change wilhout notice. Corpar
ate P.0 .'s welcomed . lntematlonal orders also accepted.

MC, VISA, Amex, Discover

775 Quaker Highway, Rte. 146A. P.O. Box 347 , Uxbridge. MA 01569

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card.

BRAND NAMES

------- --- - -------- - -

LOW

PS/2 model 57SXLC-160 meg ............ 3095
PS/2 model 70-120 meg .....................3195
IBM model 40-40 meg ...... .... ..............1495
PS/2 model 70-A21 .............................4195
PS/2 model 95-320 meg ...................14950
***Monitor Extra***

Call for details

OTHER NOTEBOOKS
Tl TravelMate 4000, 386SX, 120 meg ........ ......... CALL
Compaq LTE Lite 386SL ............................. .... .... CALL
Toshiba 2200SX, 80 meg .................. .. ................CALL
Toshiba4400SX, 80 meg ..................
.. . .CALL
Toshiba 6400SXC, 120 meg. ..
.. .. ....CALL
Toshiba 3300SL, 80 meg ............................ ...... .CALL

5 users ..... .... ........... .. ....... .. .........695
10 users .......... ...... .. ....................1395
20 users............. ....... ......... .... .....1895
100 users .......... .... .... ................... 3795

i

Call for pricing on other brand name models

HITACHI
TALLGRASS
ARCHIVE
Made
in
USA

• Intel CPU with 4 meg RAM
• Desktop or tower case
• 2 serial, 1 parallel, 1 game (joystick) ports
• 101 AT enhanced keyboard
• 1.2 (5.25") & 1.44 (3.5") TEAC floppy drives
• SVGA card w/1 meg & SVGA 0.28mm monitor
•MS DOS 5.0 (complete w/manuals)
•MS Windows 3.1 (complete w/manuals) & mouse

486/50 with 200 meg HD ................ 2395
486/33 with 120 meg HD ................ 1995
386/ 40 with 120 meg HD ................ 1490
386SX/25 with 40 meg HD ............ .1195
One year limited warranty

Corporate Accounts
Welcome

Call for Discounts
on Volume

2995
Step 386-33 MHz System

2 meg, 64K Cache, 1.2 &120 meg
drives, 1024x768 SVGA Combo .......... 2595

AST NOTEBOOKS
Exec 386SX/25, 80 meg ......................... _ .:........2575
Exec 386SX/25, 120 meg ................................... CALL
Exec 386SXC/25, 80 meg, color ................. .......... 3195
Exec 386SX/25, 120 meg, color ................... .... .... CALL

Netware 386 V.3.11

TOSHIBA

4 meg, 256K Cache, 1.2 &
200 meg drives, SVGA Combo .......

Tempo LX 386sx/16 MHz
Notebook
3 meg, 60 meg hard drives, VGA .......1695

We Honor Manufacturer's
Warranties

~ N 0 V E L L SPECIALS

CITIZEN
OKIDATA
EPSON

486/33 MHz System

LEADER
SINCE 1983
We export to Europe, Asia
& the Far East

DeskPro Models
386/25M ..... ... ......................................2225
386/33M ..............................................2395
486/25M ..... ....................... ..... .............2650
486/33M ............. .................................3175
486/50L 120 meg ................................ CALL
*Call for other models - Monitor Extra *

WE STOCK

MEGACUBE EISA BUS
486-33 MHz System
8 meg, 128K Cache, ESDl ....... ............ 3695

PRICES

l'DmPAQ

250 users ............. ....................... CALL

----===~::-=£ VEREX

NEC
ALR
WYSE

~
NOVELL
Authorized
Dealer
LAN BOARDS
8 bit Arcnet
......75
16 bit Arcnet ...............160
Novell NE 1000 ...... ......160
Novell NE 2000 ...........175
8portActive Hub .. ......325
Token Ring Card ... ......399
Token hub 4-port .... .....355
Call for other
LAN Accessories

AST Bravo 386SX25 model 1.. ............. 1070
AST Bravo 386/25 model .....................2295
AST Premium 386SX20 model 1.........1295
AST Premium 386/33 model 1............. 2225

CD ROM/Multi Media
NEC CD ROM 36M .........................385
NEC CD ROM 73M ................... ......580
Sound Blaster Pro .............. ...... ...... 205

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
MICROSOFT
SUMMAGRAPHIC

Exports
Available
Circle 202 on Inquiry Card.

PRINTERS

LASER
PRINTERS
HP Laser lllSI ......3595
HP Laser 1110 .......CALL

Epson LO 570 . ............... 289
Epson LO 1170 .................565
OKIOATA ML320 ............... 315
OKIDATA ML390............. .. 460
Citizen, Panasonic .......... CALL

HP Laser Ill ......... 1495
HP Laser lllP ........CALL

HARD DISKS

Panasonic 4450 ...1295

CONNOR
CP30104 120 meg ........CALL
CP3204F 220 meg .. .... ..CALL
QUANTUM
Pro Drive 120 meg .........CALL
Pro Drive 240 meg ........CALL
MAXTOR , SEAGATE
MICROPOLIS, MICRONET

NEC Model 95 .......1465

CALL FOR ALL MODELS

HP llP Plus ...........CALL
OKI OL 800 ..........CALL
OKI OL 840 P.S . ...1720
Panasonic 441 O .. CALL

Computerlane

And
Consultant Orders

INTEL
PC MOUSE
CALCOMP

inc.

Outside California: 1-800-526-3482
Inside California: 818-884-8644 •FAX: 818-884-8253
7500 Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Canoga Park, CA 91303

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 -6, Saturday 10-6

ALL QUOTED
PRICES ARE CASH
PRICES ONLY
Visa, MasterCard
and
American Express
are higher
Prices subject to change
without notice.
*Quantities are limited

Compaq is a Reg iste red Trademark of Compaq. IBM is a Registrered Trademark of International Busi ness Machines.
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Standard Features:

•

Five I ti-Bit Expansion Slots
(3 full length availahle)

•
•
•
•
•

4 MB RAM Expamlahle to .12 MB
120 MB IDE H.D.D. up tn 500 MB availahle
1.2 MB F.D.D. anti 1.44 Mil F.D.D.
2 Serial I I Parallel Pons
16-llit 1024 x 7(18 SVGA Card with I MB RAM

MICKOl'KOCESSOK

PORTABLE

dt·s~rop

•
•
•
•
•

I0 I -Key detachable Keyhoartl
MS DOS 5.0
Nylon Carrying Bag
Optional CD ROM I Tape Backup I
Removable 11.D.D. I Multimedia Kit
W.:. cu s lom build each comp uter to your
spccirirations

P()f{TJ\IU,E

~1 ·1 1rt"sra1i o11

i 486 DX-SO

$3,235.00

$3,135.00

i 486 DX-33

$2,885.00

$2,785.00

i 386 DX-33

$2,245.00

$2,145.00

i 386 DX-25

$2,095.00

$1,995.00

• Monochrome VGA I MGA
CRT Display available
• Oplional Carrying Bag I
Ext. F.D.D. / LAN Adap1er

SVGA 386SX-25 $1,555.00

Please call for infor
mation on our other
fine products:
386DX-40 Notebook
386SX-25 Notebook
386/486 EISA/ISA Desktop

Optional padded hard case for
shipping your computer as bag·
gage or hy c.: ommon c.:arricr

•Call 10 conrim1 curren1 pricing. product specifications and configur~11ions. • All are subject lo change without notice• Purcl1ase orders subj ect to approval

• C.O.D. terms anti VISA I MASTER Credit Card honored• Prices tlo not include shipping anti handling• Please atltl appropriate local lax• One-year
warranty on parts and labor • Lifetime technical suppo rt • All trademarks and trad enames herein arc propcnics of !he ir respecti ve o wners

To Order, Call:

Mon - Fri 7: 30am lo 6:00pm (PT)

.,..O~:·r.,.I....•#~:·I.:..I....:1-;1c·. .r·fi!
. .....]= =~
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Bi-Link Computer Inc.
11606 E . Washington Bl v d . Suile A
Whitlier, California 90606
Tel: (310) 692-5345 Fax: (310) 695-9623
Tech Suppon: (310) 695-5166

-

VISA

Circle 237 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 238).

$

ACER 486sx - 16MB SIMM <4M x 36)
32MB SIMM <BM x 36)
COMPAQ SystemPro - 32MB MODULE
DELL 486's - 16MB KIT <2 s1MMs)
32MB KIT (2 SIMMS)
MAC llfx - 64MB KIT <4 s1MMS)
MAC QUADRA 950 - 64MB KIT (4 SIMMS)
MAC llci,llcx,QUADRA 900 - 64MB KIT <4
MAC QUADRA 700 - 64MB KIT (4 SIMMS)
SUN IPX,ELC - 16MB SIMM

s1MMs)

599.00
$ 1,999.00
$ 1,599.00
598.00
$
$ 1, 198.00
$ 2, 116.00
$ 2,076.00
$ 2,076.00
$ 2,276.00
$ 499.00

OTHER MEMORIES AVAILABLE...
IBM

COMPAQ

PS/l - 2MB
4MB
M30 - 2MB

$ 68
$ 149
$ 92

M50Z,55sx,65sx,70 - 1MB
2MB
M55sx,65sx70 - 4MB

$ 45
$ 89
$ 149

M70-A21A6U21 - 2MB
M40sx,35sx - 8MB
M57sx,90,95 - 4MB
8MB
M80-041 - lMB
M80-111.l21,3 ll - 2MB
M80-A21A31 - 4MB
16-BIT OK Exp Board
32-BIT OK Exp Board

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

90
299
155
309
65
99
195
128
155

AST
PREM. 386/'20C - 1MB KIT
PREM. 386/25 - 1MB
PREM. 486/25 - 1MB

$
$
$

65
45

PREM. II 486 - 1MB
4MB
8MB KIT

45
$ 45
$ 155
$ 310

PREM. II 1MB Exp Board

$ 469

HP

DP 386/20,20E,25 - 1MB
4MB
DP 386S/16 - lMB
4MB
DP 286N,386N,S/20 - 4MB

$ 66
$ 168
$ 66
$ 168
$ 149

M-Sr'STEMS - 2MB
4MB
BMB

$ 89
$ 149
$ 299

DP 386/33A86/25 - 2MB
SystemPro - 8MB
OK Exp Brd
DP 386S/16 lMB Exp Brd
DP 386/20,20E.25,25E
lMB Exp . Board

$ 96
$ 315
$ 335
$ 105
$ 105

DELL
325D,P;333D,P - lMB
4MB
420A25A33 - 2MB KIT
4MB KIT
8MB KIT
450DEA50SE - 2MB KIT
4MB KIT
8MB KIT

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

45
149
90
178
298
90
178
298

LAPTOPS

Vectra QS-16 - 2MB KIT
4MB KIT
Vectra 486 - 2MB
4MB
8MB
X-Statlon 700 Ser. - 2MB
4MB
8MB
9Cro/400tA25t - 8MB KIT
16MB KIT
32MB KIT
9CXXJ/425e - 8MB KIT
16MB KIT

$ 129
$ 229
$ 89
$ 149
$ 299
$ 89
$ 149
$ 299
$ 495
$ 999
$1869
$ 428
$ 828

APPLE
11,SE,SE/30 - 1MB
Classic - 1MB Exp. Board
SE/30,llcUlcx,llsl,LC &
Quad. 700,900 - 4MB
Quad. 700,900 - 32MB KIT

llfx - 16MB KIT
llfx - 32MB KIT
Quadra 256K V-RAM
LC 512K V-RAM

$
$

32

54

$ 115
$1120
$ 499
$1156
$ 30
$ 47

AST EXEC. NB - 4MB
COMPAQ LTE386 - 4MB
SLT386 - 4MB
DELL 316,320 LT - 2MB
EVEREX TEMPO - 2MB
IBM L40sx - 4MB

$
$
$
$
$
$

135
229
168
99
78
160

MAC POWERBOOK - 2MB

$ 104

NEC P.S. 286,386sx - 4MB
P.S. 386 - 8MB
P.S. SX/20 - 4MB
PANASONIC CF170 - lMB
T.I. TRVL-MT 300) - 2MB
TOSHIBA 100) - 2MB
200:JSXE - 8MB
3200SXC - 4MB
5200 - 8MB

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

200
429
200
55
80
108
388
160
315

PRINTERS
EPSON 600:J - 4MB

$ 229

HP l/PJ/UllDP - 2MB
Ills/ - 4MB

$ 108
$ 135

IBM 4019A029e - 3.5MB
4029 - 4MB
OKIDATA 400 - 2MB

$ 140
$ 135
$ 129

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

OTHER MEMORIES FOR:
ACER, ALTIMA, APPLE, AST, CHAPLET, COMPAQ, DELL EPSON, EVEREX, HP,
LEADING EDGE, IBM, NEC, NCR, OKIDATA, PACKARD-BELL, PANASONIC, PHILIP,
SAMPO, SHARP, SILICON GRAPHICS, SUN MICROSYSTEMS, TANDON, TL TOSHIBA,
TULIP AND ZENITH.

TERMS: C.O.D. CASH, VISA OR MASTERCARD.
COMPANY AND UNIVERSITY P.O.'S ACCEPTED UPON CREDIT APPROVAL

414 CLOVERLEAF DR., UNIT B, BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706

TEL. (818)855-5688

FAX (818)855-5687

All PRODUCT NAMES. TRADEMAAl<S AND REGISTERED TRADEMARKS ARE lHE PROPERTY Of lHEIR REPSECTIVE COMPANIES.

_

Circle 219 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 220).
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Circle 198 on Inquiry Card.

AMT
INTERNATIONAL
(COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS)
3074 LANDESS AVENUE · SAN JOSE, CA 95132
TEL : (408) 942-9695 · FAX: (408) 942-5509
COMPAQ MEMORY

1~ B6450603 ...

DeskPro 286-E, 386·20/20Ef2S
1MB 113131-001
..... 575.00
4MB 113132·001.. . 5169 00

-

DeskPro 286N, 386N and 386SX

Models 70·A21

2MB 118689·001... ... 5135 00
4Ml 118690-001.......... 5230.00
DeskPro386S

1MB 113646-001 ..
.. 599.00
4MB 112534·001 ....... 5195.00
DeskPro 386-33, 486-33 & SystemPro

2MB 115144-001 ......... 5185.00

AST MEMORY

559 00

2MB6450604 ..

>12K Krt500510 010 . S\900
2MB K,t 5005 t 0002 515000
Premium 386·16/20C
1MB Kit 500510·003 . 575.00
4MB Kit 500510004 ... 5t85.00
Premium 386-20
1MB Ktt 500510003 ..... 575 00
4MB Kit 500510004 ... 5185.00
Bravo·386SX

Kit 500510·008

5220 00

Premium 386·SX{2S{.33 & 486·25

1MB 500718-002 ........... 560 00 .
4MB 500-780 ............ 5195 00

2MB 6450608 .... .......... 599.00

VeclraOS/165
1MB
................... 565.00
4MB
..... 5185.00
Vecira OS{20PC, RS/2SPC and 2DC
1MB 01640A .............. 565 00
<I.fl 01 642A ..
.. .. 5170.00
Vtclra486PC

IMB 02150A _.
4MB 0215\A ..

.. .. 575.00
.. 5165.00

IBM PS/2 MEMORY

1MB6450375 ............. 575.00
2MB 6450379

512K Kil 30F5348 ......... .. 554 00
2Ml K'! 30F5360 .......... 595 00

IMB
2MB
1MB
4MB

Portable LTE 286 ...... 5125.00
PMeble LTE 286 ...... 5150.00
SLT-286 .................. 5140.00
5LT -286 . .. ............. 5350.00

COMP AC MEMORY

NEC MEMORY

599.00

Al Models 70 and BO

Z.14MBw/2M34F3077 . 5290.00
4· 16MB w/4M34f3011 .. 5350.00
1497259 ..... _5290 00

u-fB;IJ;i!lifoi,\ifoi·M•
Hewlett-Packardl~rJetllP,111

&mo

1MB3347<8 .............. 570.00
2MB 33475B ... .
.. 599.00
4MB33477B ...
.. .. 5185.00
Hewlett-Packard Laser Jet llP & 110

1MB 33443B
..... 575.00
2MB 33<44B
5 110 00
4MB 334<5B ............... 5175.00
IBM Laser 4019 and 4019e

1MB 1039137 ...
.. ..... 595.00
3 5MB 1038675 ......... 5195.00
2MB563-1880 ......... 5129.00

LAPTOPANO PORTABLE
MEMORY
TOSHIBA MEMORY

1MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
4MB
2MB

4Ml
Models 30·286, Exp . Board 1497259

5up.,Spon 286 & 286ES135.00
5uperSpon 286 & 286E5140.00
5uperSpon 5X/Alpha .. 5140.00
5upe,Spon 5)'JBeta ... 5140 00

Models 80·1 11/311

Canson LBP-811, 811R, 811T

HEWLETI·PACKARO
MEMORY

!MB
2MB
2MB
2MB

.. ... 5149.00

Mode ls 80·141

Z.8MB

4MB

.. 599.00

55SX,65SX, 34F.Jl77 & 34fJ011

4MB34F2933 .

Models 50, 50Z. SSSX & 60

Bmo-286, Wortl!l'llon

ZENITH MEMORY

Models 70·£61(121, SSSX, 6SSX
Models 70-£61/121, SOZ , SSSX, 6SSX

2MB
2MB
8MB

Model 10005E/XE
5110 00
Model 10005E/XE ...... 599.00
ModelT1200XE .. .. .. S99 CO
Model T1600 ......... 599.00
ModelT3100E . .... ... 599.00
Moeel T3!005X
599.00
ModelT3 1005X
519500
Model T32005X ........... 599 00
Model T32005X
5195.00
Mooel 5100 ..
59900
ModelT5200, T8500 .. 5110.00
Model T5200,T8500 . 5299 .00

1MB Prospeed 286 ........... 5170.00
2MB Prospeed 386 .... .. ... 5240.00

ZENITH MEMORY
Zenith Z·3B6(20f2S/33& JJE
1~B

2MB
4MB

ZJ\'l6/3800ME .590.00
ZA3600MG .. 5140.00
ZA3800MK ...... 5205.00

Zeni!hZ-386 SX

2MB

Z·605·1.......... 5125.00

MATH COPROCESSORS
INTEL

8087·5 MHz
570.00
8087-2 BMHz .
.. .. 570.00
8087-1 10MHz .... . ..... ..... 5135.00
80287 6 6MHz ...
.............. 579.00
8028/.8 8MHz ...
.. .......... 579.00
80287XL 8/IOMHz
589.00
8028/XTL 12MHz (La~op] .599.00
80287·10 IOMHz
589.00
80C287-12 \2MH1
5J09 00
803875X·16 .
5129.00
803875X-20 .. . . ...... 5135.00
803870X·20 ..
. ... 5140.00
803870X.Z5 _
5185.00

!Ol87DX·33

Sl95 00

804875X·20

5435.00
WEITE K
3167-20 20MHz .. .. ...... 5300.00
3167-25 25MHz .
5375.00
3167-33 33MHz .
5475 00
4167-25MHz
5575.00
4167-33MHz .
5700.00
CYRIX

82587XL
83087·16

569 .00
5125.00

LOWEST PRICES

•

SAME DAY SHIPPING

83087·20 ......
. ...... . 5125.00
83087·25 ....
.. ....... ..... 5130.00
83087·33...
. ..... 5140.00
83087·40 .. ...................... 514500
83587-16
595.00
83587·20
.. .. ... . 599.00
83587·25
5105.00
llT
2C8/.8 . ... . ... ..... ..... . .. .. ... 559.00
2C87-10 ...
.... 569.00
2C87·12 ...
572.00
2C87·20 ..
. 578.00
3C87·20 ...
... 5120.00
3C87·25 ...
....... 5125.00
3C87·33 ...
.. .... 5130.00
3C87·40 .......... ......... ..... 5139.00
3587·16
585.00
3587·20
........ 595.00
358/.25
.......... 5101.00

}SX . . . . . .

}SX

.

AMO

80C287·10 ......................... 535.00
80C287-12 ................. .... 569.00

ORAM 64X1

4164· 150 ...
. . .. 50.85
4164·120 ................................ 50.95
4164·100 ...
.. ............. 51.50
4164-80 . .. ................... 52.00
ORAM 64X4

4464·15
4464-12 ..
4464·10 - ·-

... 5150
.. 51.99
.... 52.50

OR AM 256XI

256Xl-150N5 ..
. . 50.85
256Xl·120N5 ..
. .... 50.89
~X I · tOONS .
.. ........ .. . SO. 99
256Xl.SON5
........ 5110
256Xl·70N5 ..
. . 51.20
556Xl·60N5 ............................ 51.25

395.33 w/ 64k cache ........ $239.00
386-25 Non-cact.i .. . .. .. 5220.00
386SX·16/25 ................ 5120/145.00

4,1,!J;l!,!;il:i•M;i+Jr!:t
BocaAT• ....................... $115.00
Boca XT or30 ................... 5115.00
O•chid16/32 ........ .............. ~ 2t;~ ro
OrcllK! B/16 ................... 5159.00
-Rampa t
....................... 595.00
5immpy Ram.. ..
. ... 5189 00
Tl R"'1 P5(1 .... _........... 5199.00

1X4 4X1 STATIC

DRAM 2S6X4

256X4· \OON5 ..
.. .... 54.00
256X4·80N5 ... ................ 54.25
256X4-70/60N5 ..
_$4 50
256Xl-STATIC COL

51258P·10

...... 5-0.99

51440<·80 (1x4] 5TI, ZIPP . . CAU.
514400-80 (1x4)ZIPP
CALL
51'4400-80 (1x4] DIPP
CALL
514400W (1x4) 50J .. _..... CALL
514100·80 (4x1) 50J ........... CALL

AAA 2800-08 ......................... 51.29

SIMM MODULES

AA1\ 2800·e7 ....
.. .........5135
AAA 2800·60 ....... _....... _.... 51.55
1X4·80 ZIPP . ............... ...... 515.00
1X4.S05TT ZIPP .
517 00
1X4·705TT ZIPP .. .. ..... 519.00

IBMHPE
ADO 12.00 FOR 51PP5

4Mx9·80 .
. .. 5125.00
4Mx9·70 ..
5129 .00
1Mx9·60 .
.. ..................... 538.00
1Mx9·10 .... - ....... ............ 535.00
1Mx9·80 ... .. .. ............ 536.00
1Mx9-70 ...
536.00
256x9-70
510 00
256x9·10 .
59.00
256x9·80 ..
... 510.00
256x9-60 ..
. 512 00

SYSTEM
486-33 w/ 64k cache
• 4M8 RAM • 1 2 & 1-44 • 1XI HO
•V GA • SVGA28 Mon~or • 101 KB
• MirHowerCase • DOSS.a

$1569.00

CASES
Mini-Tower
Mid-Tower

.......... 570.00
. ..... 589 00
...... 5119.00
-. ........ 595.00

Full-Tower
Desktop

'NARO DRIVES
44MB. 28ms.IOE . ........... 5190.00
89MB, 14ms, IOE ...
. . 5270.00
\30MB, 15ms, tOE .... . .. .... 5329.00
210MB, 15ms, IOE ............ 5539.00

APPLE·MAC

1Mx8-70 .
1Mx8-10 ..
1Mx8·80 ..
4Mx8-80 ..

535.00
.. 532.00
534.00
. 5110 00

MONITORS
VGA4114'
........... 5225.00
5VGA 28 14' In! ............... 5280.00
5VGA 28 14' Non-Int ..
5349 00
SVGA2514' Non·lnt ....... s~ 10.o::i
5VGA 28 17'
............ 5850.00

ORAM
ORAM IMGX1

1 MGX\-120N5
1 MGX1-100NX
1 MGX1-80NX .. .
1MGXl·IONX .. ..
1 MGX1·60NX

53 .00
... ....... 53.50
53.60
53.65
53.75

MOTHER BOARDS OK
486·33 w/ 256k cache .. ... 5899.00
486·33 w/64k cache ....... 5539.00
<865X.Z0/25 .
...... 5259/295.00

FLOPPY DRIVES
12MB. 5 25' .
........... 558 00
144MB, 3.5' .......................... 558.00

MODEMS
240~ps

Internal

. .. ..

FAX/MODEM
9600bps Int 51lff ax
2<00bi>s Mocem

Girl Scouts Care for the Earth
Girl Scouts have a
tradition of caring for the
earth. For 80 years we've
been recycling, planting
trees and cleaning
beaches.
This year, millions of Girl
Scouts nationwide are
working to help care for
our environment.
Won't you join us? Call
your local Girl Scout
council to find
out how.
GIRL SCOUTS

..
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$49.00

9600t>ps Internal . .... ......... 5299.00

585~00
599.00

"experts in portable intelligence"
PRICES COULD BE LESS BY THE TIME YOU READ THIS AD, SO PLEASE CALL FOR OUR MOST CURRENT PRICES

TOSHIBA
MEMORY

2MB.. $ 88
4MB..$188
8MB..$348

T1000SE, T1000LE, T1000XE,
T2000, T2000SX, T2000SXE,
T2200SX

•ALL CARDS
ARE FAST 70ns

SHARP PC-6220
GRID GRIOPAD 5121<11 MB
HP 95tJ< 512K/1 MB/2MB
MOMENTA PENTOP 512K/1MB
NCR 3125 NOTEPAD 512K/1MB
POQET 512K/1MB
SHARP PC3000/3100 512K/1MB
SHARP PC6700/6741/6781 512K/1MB/2MB
SHARP PC6800/6841/6881 512K/1MB/2MB
TOSHIBA T3300SL 512K/1MB/2MB

4 LB. NOTEBOOK

$1281$198
$1281$1981$398
$1281$198
$1281$198
$1281$198
$1281$198
$1281$1981$398
$1281$1981$398
$1281$1981$398

20MB HO W/3MB $758
40MB HOW/ 3MB $958
601118 HDW/3MB $1258

SHARP PC-6781
IOMB HOD W/8MB RAM

ONLY $2,378

NOTE: ALL OUR SRAM MEMORY CARDS CONFORM
TO PCMCIA/JEIOA/JEOEC STANDARDS

PLEAllNOTETIIAT WIAllE
LISTID INTlll! T -

AST COLOREXEC3B65Xf25C 120MBW/BMB RAM
AST COLOR EXEC 36SSX/25C BOMBW/BMB RAM
AST COLOR EXEC 36SSXf25C BOMB W/ BMB RAM
AST PREMIUMEXEC36SSX/25120MBW/BMB RAM
AST PREMIUM EXEC 386SXf25 BOMBW/BMB RAM
AST PREMIUMEXEC3865Xf25 BOMBW/BMB RAM
EVEREX ICMPO/l.X 3BBSX/20 120MB W/ 5MB RAM
NEC PROSPEED 4BSSXIC 120MBW /20MB RAM
TEXAS INSTR UMENTSTM3000WinSX 120MB W/SMB
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 WinSX BOMBW/ BMB
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS TM3000 WinSX BOMB W/BMB
SHARP PC-BBOOl120MB COLORW I BMB RAM
SHARP PC-6BB111lOMB COLOR WI BMB RAM
SHARP PC-B700/120MB WIBMB RAM
SHARP PC·B7B1180MB W/ BMB RAM
SHARP PC·B200/40MB W/3MB RAM
TOSHIBAT3300SL/1lOMBW/BMB RAM
TOSHIBAT3300SU120MBW/8MB RAM
TOSHIBA T 4400SX/BOMB LCD W /10MB RAM
TOSHIBA T4400SX/BOMBPLASMAW/10MB RAM

APPLE POWERBOOK 100/140/170 214/8MB.
AST PREMIUM EXEC 4MB .(70ns LP)
COMMODORE CLT2BB/3BB 2MB (70ns LP)
COMPAQ L TE/386s, LITE/20, LITE/251 MB/4MB
COMPAQ l TE/386s. LITE/20, LITE/25 BMB
COMPAQ SLT/2BB 4MB
COMPAQ SLT/386S 4MB
COMPUADD COMPANION/SX 2MB (70ns)
EVEREX TEMPOl\.X 2MB/4MB (70ns LP)
GRID 1720/1750 2MB
IBM l40SX 2MB/4MB18MB (70ns LP)
IBM N33SX 2MB/4MB (70ns LP)
IBM N51SX 2MB/4MB18MB (70ns LP)
IBM N51 SLC 2MB/4MB18MB (70ns LP)
MAGNAVOX METALIS 28B/386SX 4MB
NEC ULTRALITE 28BF 4MB
PANASONIC CF170/270/370 1MB/2MB
SANYO MBC -17NB/1BNB 2MB (70ns LP)
SHARP PC-6BOOIBB41/BBB1 2MB (70ns)
SHARP PC·8700IB7B1/8600/8BB1 2/4MB (SOns LP)
SHARP PC-B501 COLORSTAR 2MB
TANDY 1500HD 1MB
TANDY 2B1 OHD/3B1 OHO 2MB
Tl TRAVELMATETM3000 2MB 70ns).
TOSHIBA T1200XE 2MB
TOSHIBA T1600/3100EIT5100 2MB UPGRADE
TOSHIBA T3100SX/T3200SX 2MB/4MB
TOSHIBA T3300SLIT 4400 2MB/4MB/ BMB/BMB
ZEOS 28B/3BBSX NOTEBOOK 2MB (70ns)
ZENITH MASTERSPORT SX/SL/SLE /SLC 2MB (70ns)

n

$224B
$LOW
$300B
$2B7B
$250B
$CALL
$CALL
$2916
$237B
$ Q5B
$LOW
$LOW
$LOW
$LOW

SCALL
$12B
WOW/
$BB
$QB/$1QB
WOW/
$45B
NEW!
$32B
S21B
$5B
$BB
$QB
$Q61$1561$32B
$QB/$15B
$CALL
NEW/
NEW/
$CALL
$24B
NEW/
$22B
$5B/$BB
$BB
$5B
$CALL
NEW/
$14B
$5B
$BB
$5B
$7B
WOW'
$QB
$QB/$14B
WOW/
$LOW
$BB
$QB
WOW/

tote-a-lap
550 Pilgrim Drive , Ste.F, Foster City, CA 94404

PHONE: (415)578-1901 FAX: (415)578-1914
ORDERS ONLY : 1-800-9-LAPTOP
(PRIOR APPOINTMENTS ARE NEEDED FOR WILL·CALLS, PLEASE)

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card.

$1BB
APPLE LASERWRITER ltnlNT INn< 4MB
$1361$17B/$20B
BROTHER Hl·4/4V/4VPS 2MB/3MB/4MB
$13B
BROTHER Hl-BEAlD/BV 2MB UPGRADE
$11B/$19B
CANON LBP Blll1lllRl1lllT 2MB/4MB
$12B/$20B
C. ITOH-B 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$12B/$20B
EPSON ACTION LASER PLUS 2MB14MB
$11 B/$1 BB/$25B
EPSON ACTION LASER II 2MB/3MB/SMB
$1161$1BB/$256
EPSON EPL-4100 18000 2MB/3MB/5MB
$12B/$20B
EPSON EPL·BOOO 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$12B/$166
EPSON EPL-7000 2MB/3MB UPGRADE
$12e/$206
FACIT PBOBO 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$11B/$19B
HP LASEF\JET llnlD 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$1061$14B/$16B
HP LASERJETllPnlP+llllnllDnllP 2/3/4MB
$761$ 1161$15B/$16B
HP LASEFIJET FAX 1MB/2MB/3MB/4MB
$BB/$17B
HP LASEFIJET lllSi 1MB/4MB UPGRADE
HP DESIGN JET PLOTTER 1MB/4MB UPGRADE
$661$176
HP DESKJET+/500/500C 25BK UPGRADE
$5B
IBMll.EXMARK 401Q/E 2MB/3.5MB
$11B/$17B
$10B/$15B
IBM LEXMARK 4029 (All MODELS) 2MB/4MB
$13B/$21B
KYOCERA FBOOleoOA/BOOT 2MB/4MB
$1561$1 QB/$23B
KYOCERA F1200S 2MB/3MB/4MB
$156/$1QB/$23B
KYOCERA F3300/3300A 2MB/3MB/4MB
$12B/$20B
MANNESMANN TAllY 905 2MB/4MB
NEC SILENTWRITER 2 MO DEL Q0/290 /560/SBOP 2MB $13B
NEC SILENTWRITER 2 MODEL Q5 2MB
$11B
NEW/
$116
NEW/
NEC SILENTWRITER 2 MODEL.SB2P 2MB
$11B
OKIDATA OKILASER/400 2MB UPGRADE
51361$17B/$20B
OKIDATA OKILASER 80018202MB/3MB/4MB
OKIDATA OKILASER B30/640 2MB UPGRADE
$156
$11B/$19B
OLIVETTI PG-10B/20B 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$12B/$20B
PACKARD BELL PB-QBOO 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$1461$1BB/$22B
PANASONIC KX-P4410/4430 2MB/3MB/4MB
$1161$15B/$1QB
PANASONIC KX-P4420/4450i 2MB/3MB/4MB
PANASONIC KX-P44501MB UPGRADE
$116
NEW/
$1161$15B/$19B
PANASONIC KX-P4451 2MB/3MB/4MB
$13B
PANASONIC KX-P4455 2MB UPGRADE
$1361$17B/$206
OMS PS410 2MB/3MB/4MB UPGRADE
$1561$23B/$316
OMS PSB15 t~25 2MB/4MB/8MB UPGRADE
OMS PS1700 1MB/4MB UPGRADE
$BB/$17B
SHARP JX-Q500/9700 1MB/2.5MB/4MB
$1061$20B/$336
SHARP JX-Q500PS POSTSCRIPT 1MB UPGRADE
$58
STAR LASER PRINTER B 2MB/ 4MB UPGRADE
$1461$166
STAR/STARCRIPT 4/41112MB/4MB UPGRADE
$14B/$23B
TEC 1305B 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$1261$206
Tl MICROLASER/PLUS/17 ITURBO/XL 1MB
$56
$12B/$20B
TOSHIBA PAGELASER6 2MB/4MB UPGRADE
$116
UNISYS APQ210 2MB UPGRADE
NOTE: IN THE VERY SUM CHANCE THATYOUDOFINDA BETTER
PRICE ON ANY MEMORY UPGRADE, PLEASE LET US KNOW.

TERMS ANO CONDITIONS: All 68los fine!. Wo charge a 25% re-stocldng roe on ell
re fused shipment& and p10-approvod returns. Prloo& are aobjoct to change w/oVt
notloo, and reflect all tt1&h dl&oount&. Warranly on al marchand&e, excepl memo1y
upgrode&, I& ttuu Iha erlglnel manufacturer cnly, union previou61y agre ed upon and
&talod oo our Invoice. All &oftwaro, plue all merchancho lhat lncludo a rom blo&, are
not returnable lor cred it, and oro &ub joct to on oven exchange only. We accept
purchase ordor& horn credt·worthy \n&litulions, allhough p1k::es may be slightly higher
on some Item&. Wo will not &hip to any account with an overduo ba lanco. Purcha&o
pricoo al the tlmo of&olo aro final. Memory upgrade& guarantood 100% compotlblo.

TECllNICAL l_,.110MGUIDI
AS "TlE I.EMT EXPENIJVE
M~ llANUl'ACTURlll
APNIOVEll l'OR TOBllBA
LAPTOPS AND NOTEBOOKS" HI

TOSHIBA T5200IT8500
2MB/8MB UPGRADE

$88/$298
$88
1MB RAM UPGAlcDI!
SHARP PC-6220

11 TRAVELMATE TM2000
COMPUAOO COMPANION

HOD UPGRADES

40MB $388
60MB $598
EVERYONE CLAIMS THEY
WILL BEAT ANY
ADVERTISED PRICE. WE
DON'T EVEN CLAIM IT.
INSTEAD, WE JUST DO IT.
YOU BE THE JUDGE I
TOSHIBA T5200
200MB HO UPGRADE

$798
ALL1EMIJR'f UPORUE8

COMEWll!N AUFETIME
WIUl,RANY I A 48 HOUR
EXCHANGE GUARANTEE I

HOO UPGRADES
ASK US ABOUT HARO DRIVE
UPGRADES, UP TO 200MB,
FOR YOUR BRANO OF
LAPTOP OR NOTEBOOK.

SE HABLA ESPANOL
pregunte por Hector
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1\vowa sto rant atree
for lob ReLeaf

Nowtherearetwowaysyou
can plant a tree for Global ReLeaf.
You can dig in and do it yourself.
Or, you can pick up the phone and
dial 1-900-420-4545.
You see, even asingle tree
can make an important difference
in the kind of world we live in and
the kind of future we leave behind.
Trees provide shade, help keep our
air and water clean, and reduce

heat-trapping COiin the earth's
atmosphere, which is a major
factor in global warming.
That's why we've made it
easy for you to do your part for
Global ReLeaf. When you call our
special Action Line, the $5.00
charge actually pays for pl~nting
a tree while supporting Global
ReLeaf action across the country.
And, we'll also rush you detailed

information on Global ReLeaf.
So, pick up the phone and start
planting. Earth needs all the trees
you can plant. And that's why we
need you.

1-900-420-4545
Citizens caring for trees &forests since 1875

'l11c American
Forestry Association
P.O. Box 2000, Washington, DC 20013

CC:.::.:ER
84Mb DRIVE PACKAGE

• Mounts 3 flop py an d 4 hard drives
• Accommodaces std. & mini mocherboards

hard disk concroll er, cables
and inst ructions

~~~T~~·~·~·~~l~E~3 l 9.oo

~~,~~,~~PPllES ~lj
~"""A _,,

• l l0/220VAC, 50/60Hz
I
PS·l50
8088 150 watt ........ .... ...... .... ......... .. :'.".. $69.95
PMOOX 8088 200watt .......... .. .. .................. ..... $89.95
286/386/486 200 watt ............. .... ...... $89.95
PMOO
286/386/486 250watt .......... ........ .. . $129.95
Ps-250
Ps-300
286/386/486 300 watt ........ ............. $149.95

1024 x 768
NON-INTERLACED
VGA PACKAGE
• 0.28mm dot pitch mon itor
& high-resolution VGA card
• Resolution up ro 1024 x 768
in 256 colors*
• 5 l 2Kb video RAM
expandable ro l Mb
VGA·PKG·l024N .... .... . $499.95
VGA·PKG·l024+ 1024x768 interlaced VGA pkg .
VGA·PKG 640x480 interlaced VGA pkg......... .. ..
VGA·MON·l024 1024x768 interlaced monitor ...
VGA·MON·l024N 1024x768 non- interlaced men.
a

$469.95
$349.95
$349.95
$389.95

2400 BAUD MODEM
• Imernal data modem
• Hayes AT compatibility
• Incl. ProComm sof cware

MCT-241 ........ .... .. .

9600 BAUD EXTERNAL MODEM
&

• 20MHz Intel 80486SX CPU • 64Kb cache memory
on board (expandable ro 256Kb) • Expandable ro
32Mb on-board using 256Kb, I Mb or 4Mb SIMMs

Hayes

AT compatible • Asynchronous I synchronous

PART#
CP-JDOO
ST·351A
CP-30084
Sf.3096A
CP-30104
ST-3144A
CP-3204F

BRAND
Conner
Seogote
Conner
Seagate
Conner
Seagate
Conner

(0Kb inscalled) • Includes I ncel's "Vacancl socket

MCT•M486SX
.. .. .. ........... .. ...... $549.00
MCT·M486·50 Mini-size 50MHz cache 486 $1295.00
MCT·M486·33 Mini-size 33MHz cache 486. $895.00
MCT·C386·40
Mini-size 40MHz cache 386. $499.95
MCM386·33
Mini-size 33MHz cache 386. $449.95
MCT·M386·25 Mini-size 25MHz 386 ........... $349.95
MCT·M386SX·20 Mini-size 20MHz 386SX .. ..... $299.95
MCT·M386SX
Mini-size l 6MHz 386SX ....... $249.95
MCT·M286·16 Mini-size 16MHz 286 .... .... $149.95
MCT·M286·12 Mini-size l 2MHz 286 ........ ... $129.95
MCMURBO·lO Mini-size 10/4.77MHz 8088 .. $69.95

16·BIT VGA CARD

Note: Require' lMb RAl'li for 1024 x 768 in 256 colon

• CCITT V.42bis/V.32/V.22 bis/Bell 2 l2A

~

• CP-30084 84Mb, l9ms !DE
hard drive, 16-bir flop py/

• 2 digit LED display
CASE·lOOA .... ... ........................... $99.95
PS·l501W 250Wp. supply ........ $129.95
PS·300TW 300W p. supply ........ $149.95
CASE·50 Mini 286-style case ........ $59.95
CASE·70 Std. 286-style case ........ $89.95
CASE-120 ................................... $199.95
Mini-upright case w/200W power supply

• 8/16-b it 8088 and
286/386/486 compatible
• 640 x 480 in 16 colors
320 x 200 in 256 colors
• 256Kb video RAM
MCT·VGA·l6 ........ $49.95
MCT·VGA·l024+ 1024x768, 512 KbVGAcard$149.95
MCMDC·HD l .44Mb Roppr controller ............... $49.95
MCMDC·ED 2.88Mb inteWgent floppy controller $79.95
MCJ.IDEFH 16-bit IDE hard/floppy controller ..... $29.95
MCJ.IDEIO 16-bit IDE floppy/hard multi 1/0 .. .. .. $69.95
MCMIDEFH 16-bit IDE CACHE controller ........ $299.95
MCJ.IDE-8 8-bit IDE controller ...................... ..... $99.95
MCT·AIO Serial/parallel/game port cord ........... $49.95
MCT·AIO+ Two NS16550 serial/per/game port. $89.95
DFINET·400 16-bit Ethernet card...
... $149.95
GATEKEEPER PC security cord ..................
... $49.95
PCODE Diagnostic displa y card
.. .. .... ... $49.95

CAP.
42Mb
42Mb
84Mb
88Mb
120Mb
131Mb
212Mb

SPD.
28ms
28ms
19ms
16ms
19ms
16ms
16ms

PRICE
Sl99
S209
S299
5319
S379
S399
S599

TYPE
3.5" IDE
3.5" IDE
3.5" IDE
3.5" IDE
3.5" IDE
3.5"1DI
5.25" !DI

FLOPPY DRIVES
FDD·l.44A l .44Mb, 3.5", Beige $79.95
FDD·l.44X l.44Mb, 3.5'', Black. $79.95
FDD·l.2 l.2Mb, 5.25", Beige ..... $89.95
FDD·360 360Kb, 5.25", Black ............... $79.95
FDD·2.88A 2.88Mb 3.5" drive, Beige .. $149.95
FD-505 5.25" & 3.5" combo drive ...... $199.95

DYNAMIC RAM
PART#
41256·80
41256-60
414256·80
lMB-80
IM8·60
41256A98-80
41256A98-60
421000A98·10
421000A98-80
421000A98-60
424000A98·80
424000A98·60

Sill
256K 1 I
256K xi
256K 1 4
lM 1 I
IM xi
256K 1 9
256K x9
1Mx9
1Mx9
1Mx9
4Mx9
4Mx9

SPIED
80ns
60ns
80ns
80ns
60ns
80ns
60ns
IOOns
80ns
60ns
80ns
60ns

TYPE
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM

PRICE
1.69
2.39
5.95
5.99
6.49
14.95
16.9S
39.95
45.95
49.95
169.95
174.95

~!~oc~~r~~~d~~~!~a?RS infel•

software gu id e and Intel's lifetime warranty.

PART#
SPIED
PRICE PART#
SPIED PRICE
8081-2
8MHz 129.95 80381-SXP S25MHz 119.95
8081
5MHz
89.95 80387·DXP 33MHz 199.95
80281-XL !2MHz 94.95 80481-SX
20MHz 499.95

PR0·96E ................... ... ............. ............... .... ...... $399.95

FAX/MODEM/PHONE SWITCH
• Save phone line charges! • Supports fax, modem,
phone and answe ring machine from l phone line

FAXM·SWITCH ............
.......... .. ...... $119.95
FAX•SWITCH Without modem connection .....
.. . $89.95

BREADBOARD
ON·A·CARD

~ ~l1't

- - :':.

.i

.I? ' : I''
1
J~ ~ 1· 1 1

r

riming ci rcuitry

PDS·601 8-bit card ... .................................. ........ $79.95
PDS·6 l l 16-bit version .................. ............... ....... $89.95

WIRE·WRAP PROTOTYPE CARDS
JDR·PR2 8-bitwith 1/0 decode layout ................... $29.95
JDR·PR 10 16-bit with 1/0 decode layout ................ $34.95

PORTABLE IC TESTER
• Ttsrs the following 14 ro 20-pin

~

devices: 74 series rn, 40 & 4 S series
&

• Programs EPROMs, EEPROMs, '- ll!llQi!ii-.J
microprocessors, PROMs, PALIGALs
and ocher PLDs; tests logic & memory devices

• Optional adaptors available for PLCC, PGA, QFP
and mulciple DIP devices

• Solderless breadboard with 1/0, deccxle &

CMOS

UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER

41/44 series DRAM up ro l Mb

• Id enc ifies unknown part numbers

MOD·HIC ...................... .. ...... $129.95

ENHANCED
KEYBOARD

$4995
BTC·5339 l 01/102-key enhanced layout .......... $49.95

• Includes host adaptor card an d cable

MOD-EMUP .. .... ................

... $699.00

EPROM PROGRAMMER $11995
Programs 24-32 pin EPROMs
EEPROMs from 16 K-1024K

&

• Hex to OBJ convene r

• Vpp 5, 12 .5 , 12.75, 13, 21 & 25V
MOD·MEP•
......... $119.95
MOD·MEP·4" 4-EPROM progrommor unit ......... $169.95
MOD·MAC Host adaptor card & cable .... ............ $29.95
•Note: R equire~ host adaptor cord

EPROM ERASER $39 95
• Quickly and simu lcan eously ernses

up ro 4 standard EPROMs
DATARASE II .. ........................... $39.95

$1495

l·BUTTON MOUSE
• Accuracy 290 - 1450 DPI
• Opto-mechanical de sign
• \Xlindows 3.1 compatib le

JDR·MOUSE·3.
MOUSE·PAD

$14.95
.. $4.95

'-.:::;;;;::===~
-

CALL FOR YOUR FREE
JDR CATALOG TODAY!
FOR PC'S, SOFTWARE, MONITORS,
DISK DRIVES, KEYBOARDS, MODEMS,
CABLES, CONNECTORS, ICS,
COMPONENTS, PROGRAMMERS,
TEST EQUIPMENT, TOOLS & MORE!

-
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Add-In Boards

Industrial PCs and Data Requisition

SIGMA SIX™
• Industrial Workstation and Monitor
• Industrial Computer Chassis
• All·in-one Plug-in CPU Card
• RAM/ROM Disk Card
"Free 114 Pages Master Catalog tor Your Inqu iry"

~10m I

• Data Acquisition &Control Series
• Industrial 1/0 Series
• IEEE-488 Interlace Card
• 8/16 Port RS232 lntertace Card
• Application Software Package

AXIOM TECHNOLOGY CO.. LTD.
21l41e East Walnut Drive Unit H Walnut, CA 91789, U.S.A.

""""""",.,,.,..-=:::-::""
== CONI=-~ ® TEL: 714-598-9495. FAX: 714-598-997!i

Circle 276 (RESELLERS: 277) on Inquiry Card.

Six-in-One 1/0 Board
'>f

'1
'1
'1
'1
'1
'1
'1

AMT

10 Mbps NE 2000 Ethernet LAN
9600/2400 fax modem
Super VGA non-interlaced (70 Hz)
Flash Disk (DOS in ROM)
2 Serial, 1 Para Ilei port
Dual IDE FD/HD Controller
Software Configurable Interrupt
Lines (IRQ)
Windows Accelerator

Disk and Drive
Emulators

New
PCE/2-SR
SAAM Emulator

•
I 1·, 1
l .:!! ' ~ II 1. I : I

t.1

,--(
•

!

I

I

llllll lllllllllliJll ll!ll llll .

• Multiple models, EPROM, Flash, battery backed
SAAM technologies
Capacities from 1 BOK to 14MB, Single and Dual disk
emulation under MS DOS
Autobooting-on-board programming

Advanced Micro Technology, Inc.

123 University Pkwy., Pomona, Ca. 91768
Tel: (714) 598-6120 • (714) 598-7716

418 West County Road 0
St.

Paul, MN 55112

CURTIS, INC.
MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft

612/631-9512
FAX 612/631-9508

Circle 241 an Inquiry Card.

LAPTOP & NOTEBOOK MEMORY

MOTHERBOARDS
4B6DX-50MHz w/256K Cache
4B6DX2-50MHzw/256K Cache
4B6DX-33MHz w/64K Cache
3B6DX-4DMHz w/64K Cache
3B6SX-25MHz

5950
5B50
5525
5239
5129

HARD DRIVES
IDE:40MB,BOMB, 120MB, 200MB,
340MB, 450MB, 520MB
SCSI: 200MB,340MB, 450MB, 520MB,
667MB, IGB, l.3GB, l.7GB, 2GB

VGA BOARDS

16-bit IMB TrueCalor (16.B million colors)
16-bit IMB Hi-color (32,0DD+colors)

5195
SlSO

ATI Graphics Ultra, Orchid Fahrenheit,
S-3 Windows Acceloralor, etc.

LASER PRINTER MEMORY
HP lASERJH II, 110, llP, llP+, Ill, lllP, lllSI
lMB/2MB/3MB/4MB
FROM 569
IBM lASERPRINTER
Panasonic, Oki, Epson, Tashiba, Brather, C-ltoh, NEC,
Sharp, OMS, Stor, Tl, etc.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Floppy Drives, Tape Drives, Ethernet Adopters,
Keyboards, Mouse, Monitors, etc.

Toshiba 1000, 2000 , 220P, 3300,
4400, 6400 Series
Toshiba 1200, 1600, 3100, 3200, 5I00,
5200, B500 Series
IMB/2MB/3MB/4MB/BMB/16MB FROM 595
Compaq LTE, LTE/Lile, SLT
Apple PowerBook, AST, AT&T, Bondwell, Epson,
Everex, Goldstar, HP Palmtop, IBM, Librex, Leading
Edge , Magnavox, NEC, Packard Bell, Ponosonic,
Poqet,Samsung, Sanyo, Sharp, Tl, Zenith, etc.

MODEMS & FAX/MODEMS
2400bps, Modem, Internal/External 539/5B9
9600bps Modem, Internal/External 5275/5325
9600/2400bps FAX/Modem w/ V.42bis,
Internal/External
569/5119
9600/9600bps FAX/Modem w/ V.42bis,
Internal/External
5295/5345
l4,400bps Modem w/V.42bis,
Internal/External
5325/5375
14, 400bps FAX/Madem wIV. 42bis,
Internal/External
5345/5395

SIMMS
lMB x9-70/60/50ns
4MB x9-70/60ns

555CALL
555CALL

Circle 297 on Inquiry Card.
~-:u::

R VTF , Alf!":TJ<;T IQQ?

Let your
"true colors shine
through''
when you advertise your
computer products in
BYTE's
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
SHOWCASE
our newest, affordable,
4-color advertising section!

Call for more details:
(603) 924-2695
or (603) 924-2598

Add-In Boards • Communications/Networking

Communications/Networking • Computer Systems

Your Single Slot Solution

COMBINATION
MUITIPORf BOARD
3 Parallel, 4 Serial Ports
with Single Slot Expansion
Ideal for anybody with
a PC who keeps running
out of slots.

• Supports Windows,
Multimedia, OS/2, Novell
and DOS applications
Simple to install.
• For single-user, multiuser &
Simple to use. Save
networking- including
slots and money.
network servers
• 3 Centronics parallel ports
Perhaps the last
• 4 serial ports, full handshake
1/0 board
• ISA. EISA compatibility
you'll ever
• Ports easily conJigured
need.
• Easy connect remole panel
• Diagnostics software included.

Find out more. Call 1-800-782-7428.

~~:,
you can depend on.

Star Gale Technologies, Inc. • 29300 Aurora Road• Solo n, OH• 44 139 • 216-34 9-1860

FAX: 216-349-2056 •BBS: 216-349-2904 •INTERNET: custsvc@sgtech.com

LET YOUR COMPUTER DO THE TALKING!
Inte grated

• Auto-A1tenclant

Voice/ Fax Mail

intc: gratcs major voice/ fax appl ications plus •
proi;ram control into one full-featured h igh
•
performance software. PC-AT/386/~86 based.
Menu driven. Easy to use. Full suppor1 for
•
JU1ctorcx, Nc:w Voice, Dialogic, T'fl and Inte l
•
voice and fax ha rdwa re. Supports up to 24
voice lines and up to 8 fax line s.
•
·• voic~ lin ~s

llar<lwarc I Softwa r e srn mr"""

$

SigmaTech
Soft~vare
demo
H!H-3(18-41(1(1 or HI
2 ·~ hour~

l ml'~ :

,

GHH Producu Are All Hade in USA.

•

Fax Mai l

Partv/ Chat lines'
'

• Talking Yello \\' pages

Circle 298 on Inquiry Card.
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; THRU! · .
ii •l elemarketing •Call Processing
.... .

Other PUAT & PS/2 8530 based products
ava~able. Extremely competitive pricing. Call
for additional information

(714)752"9447 FAX (7 f4)752-7335

Gmm~

•

S-j{ 1X-11.i,'-; ;~

IOHOI Bismarck Ave. Nonluidge. CA 91326 USA
(lksellers/ Dealcrs/ Ol'Ms/ \'riv:ne labels ;ire welcome)

. ,. . .. _
·

High Performance 16 bit tlicroprocessor.
80X86 code compatible
·
I or 2 Serial Porll with Full Duplex DtlA
Um BSJO or BSCJO SCC chip
256k Dual Ported RAii (512k, ltleg •
optional)· ·
' ·
• Bk, I6k, 32k, 64k Window Size
(Programmable)
• RS232/RS422/RS4BS/YJS
• SOURCE CODE DEBUGGER Kit Available.

Telemarketing

Tel: (818) 368-6132 fax: (818) 368-7859 • Fax l3roacl casiing

PC/AT Dual Port Comm. Coprocessor
•
•
•
•
•

Call Processing

950 • Fax-on-Demand

Circle 285 (RESELLERS: 286) on Inquiry Card.

GMM. Syi:acl/CCP™. '.

Unlimited Aud iotex
Voice Mail

GMM Research Corporation
I 8092 Sk)'· Park South, Unit E
Irvine CA 92714

0
~
"

- .~j

. Transform your Pc'tXTtAT/386
into a mult1·1ine procpssln£1
comm.and center.i!llilligenlly

process your saTeS,
inquires, and messages.
Complete package.
mevelopi!r/OEM packages available)
VISA- MC-AME X-C OO

.

Mult"i-L"ine (Voice. Solu11on)
. $995

SINGl:.E LIN E (8igm0.uth)

... $295

For Sales or Information:

Call 1-800-685-4884
CALL t510) 522·3800.• FAX: t510) 522-5556

TALKING TECHNOLOGY, INC.
, 1125 ATLANTIC AVE.

• ~ LAMEDA .

CA 94501

Circle 243 on Inquiry Card.

NEW! SUPER FAST SPEED!
Order Toll-Free J-800-282-4835

Single Board Computer

PCSS-8F INTELLIGENT
SERIAL COPROCESSOR

• The PCSS-8F is a new faster ver
sion of our popular PCSS-81
Intelligent Serial Coprocessor. A
new real -lime slatus porl yields
higher data throughput.
• Up lo I28K byles or Dynamemory
for on lhe fly allocalion and re
allocation of buffer memor y. Does
not use any computer memory.
channels
per card.
, . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • Eight
(RS-485RS-232
or RS-422
optional)
OEM & Dealer In quiries Welcome d!

GTE

K '. INC.

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE & Sm'TWARE
P.O. Bo• 2310 •Bay SI. Louis, MS 39521-2310 U.S.A.
Order Toll-Free 1-800-282-4835 •Fu: 601-467·0935
Mississippi & Technical Supporl 601-467'.8048

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card.

AC/

SC286-16MHz 1/2 size SBC
SC386SX-25MHz 1/2 size SBC
SC386DX-33MHz 64KB Cache SBC
SC486DX-33MHz 64KB Cache SBC
All include:
2 serial poi1s & 1 parallel port
Floppy conlroller
IDE hard disk interlace
Watch Dog Timer
UNIX and DOS verifiea
Also Available:
Industrial Rack·Mount PC Chassis
Backplane: 4, 6. 8, 12, 14, 18, 20-slot

U.S.A.

1-800-886-ACI-3 TEL: 617·938-8020
Fax: 617-938-8037

International
Tel: 886-2-7582571 (Taiwan)
Fax: 886-2-7589615

Circle 289 (RESELLERS: 290) on Inquiry Card.
Alll.llST ICJCJ?. R V TI"

~~7

Computer Systems

Computer Systems • Disk & Optical Drives

Integrated Design Group

486 20-50 MHz Made i11 U.S.A
486-50MHz EISA
5-yenr Factory Warranty

Highest performance motherboards on the market.
Complete system/installation documentation.
Complete and barebones systems available.
DX-2 66 MHz .... ........ ....... ... ... .available soon
486 DX 33 MHz/64 K Cache ...... .... .. $615.00
486 DX 50 MHz/64 K Cache .. .. .... ...... .$CALL
486 SX all models .. .... ...... .... .. ........ .... .. $CALL
486 DX-2 50 MHz .. .............................$CALL
486 33-50 MHz EISA.. ...... ....... .......... .. $CALL
256 K Cache upgrade .. .. .............. .. ....$65.00
SIMM Modules per Meg ............ .. .... ....$35.00

MODEL CACHE
64K
486DX/50
4860X2/50 64K
64K
486DX/33
64K
486SX/20
64K
386DX/40
64K
386DX/33

OK
Board
1150
945
745
480
340
330

Base
System
1350
11 45
945

sea

MODEL CACHE
486DX/50 256K
486DX2/50 2564K
486DXl33 256K

MIPS
23.0
23.0
15.0

OK

Base

Board
1599
1399
1199

1799
1599
1399

All bare systems include a baby desktop,

540
530

IDE 2sl1p, 101-keyboard, 200 Watt power
supply. Tower system with
250 Wall power supply add $150.
FCC Class B, UL. TUV are available.

FEATURES

FEATURES

. 64/256K Write Back Cache
. Burst Mode Design
· Shadow RAM on Video & BIOS
. 64MB 32 Bil Memory Expansion
· Baby-size with Eight Expansion SIOls
. 100% UNIX, OS/2 & Novell Compatible
. One Year Full Warranty
·Made in USA

. 256K Write Back Cache
· Burst Mode Design
· Upgradable Architecture (66 Mhz)
· 64MB 32-bil Memory Expansion
. Proprietary Local for Video
· 100% EISA/ISA Compatible
·One Year Full Warranty
·Made in USA

386SX with IDE/2s/1p

l.D.G. (800) 964-4434
400 12th Street, Modesto CA 95354
FAX: (800) 964-4329

MIPS
23.0
23.0
15.0
9.0
10.8
8.3

TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT., INC.
47273 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538
Tel: 510·623·3818 FAX: 510·623·3840

Base
MODEL
386SX/33
386SX/25
386SX/20

BO ARD
210
199
185

System

410
399
385

All names mentioned above are trademarks of
their respective companies. Prices are subjecl to
change without notice.

Circle 262 on Inquiry Card.

Rackmount Solutions
RACK MOUNT COMPONENTS  OTY 25 PRICING
Rackmount Chassis 19'x7'x 17'
S183
Rackmount VGA Moni tors
S531
Ra ck mount Monit or Sh el f
$11 3
Rackm oun l Keyboard Shelf
SBB
RACKMOUNT PLATFORMS-Oly 1 Pricing
RMS286 -12
$549
RMS386-33 S1095
RMS38 6SX·16 $795
RMS486-33 $1695
System Plallorms include 7' Rackmount Cl1assis,
200W Power Supply, Motherboard, 1 OMS Memory,
IOE, FOC, 2-Ser, Par, 1.2MB or 1.44M8 Floppy Disk

· r=i ·
-· ~ :
.. --r ..
._. '•1 ,

Drive. 1 Year Warranty
RACKMOUNT CHASSIS - 15 Mod els up to 20 Board Slots
SLOT CPU BOARDS - 486, 386, 386SX, 286
RACKMOUNT MONITORS - Super VGA and Monochrome
RACKMOUNT CABINET- Modular from 21' to 96' high

.

11111llE"'
•

.1\~~r.~~·~·
\~.~~ WH

TEC:HNDlDC:'r INC:.

2468 Armstrong Street
Livermore CA 94550
(510) 447-2030 FAX: (510) 447-4559
Circle 268 on Inquiry Card.

LOW-LOW-LOW
Computer Systems I Notebook I Complete Network Solutions
J:~j,-f

ALR

sApple

rD1111'Aa

; avEREll-

ASr

and others

SURAH 386/486 ISNEISA
Compatible Computers
AMl/Mylex Motherboards
IOMega Bernouli Drives
CD ROMS Tape Backup
Mini-SCSI • Para llel to SCSI
Host Adapter
Trantor Systems
Pocket Fax Modem

SLIRAH inc.

LAN Cards/other products
3COM, Novell, Anthem, Gateway,
Protean & others
Hard Drives/Floppy Drives
IDE (Netware Ready)/SCSI
Also available for IBM, Compaq, Apple
Memor /Upgrades
DRAMS, SIMM Modules
Math coprocessors
Laser Printers/Scanners
Plotters/Digitizers/Software
44912 Osgood Road, Fremont GA 94539 USA
Phone: (510) 651-5101 Fax: (5 10) 651 -5241

1-800-543-1001 Nationwide Orders
UKFax: 081-855-9657

Circle 260 on Inquiry Card.
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RVTJ::. <lltr.lt"T JC)()')

SHARE A SIGEN 250MB PORTABLE
TAPE BACKUP & REDUCE COST/USER
No controller card required . Connecls 10 pa rallel port. Installs 1n
less lhan J minutes. G real for Laplops. 9.5 MBJmin transfer rate.

Capacity
60/ 100 MB 1/4" cartridge
250/500 MB 1/4" cartricfge
1200/2000 MB 4mm DAT

PJmm

--

BEST PC PROOUCTS

Supports
DOS, OS/2
Novell 286, 386
Unix, Xenix
Industry standard SYTOS Plus
software and Jar lile server based
NLM and VAP Tapeware.

-

~f

[l_I

= ==ii&IG'E.Nrl= =
Phone (408) 737-3904 •Fax (408) 737-3910

Circle 263 on Inquiry Card.

Data Acquisition •Keyboards •Memory/Chips/Upgrades

Memory/Chips/Upgrades

A

~

MemorySuperstore ... ~
Far the absolute best price & service call (BOOJ 800·7056.

4MB x 9-80/70 ***·
......... $130.00
4MB x 9-60 ...
. .................$136.00
256K x 9-80/70 ..
.... .... ................S11.80
1MB x 9·80/70 (9 ch ip) . ··-···· --·-·-·······--·S36.50
1MBx9-80/70 (3 chip)...
... .... ......S33.50
1MB x 36 -70' .....
.. ···-·--· · ....5170.00
2MB x 36-70' .... ----·--·-·--··-·-·---·-· ... .5268.00
4MB x 36· 10· *** . -·--···-··--·--·· ·· ---··---S560.00
Call for best price on a 30-pin & 72-pin
Modules. 2. 4, 8 & 16MB

*COMMUNICATION
* INDUSTRIALCONTROL
* PC INSTRUMENTS

* SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE

Sun EPC/IPX ***
De ll486
IBM AS6000
HP Apollo
Silicon Graphics
Nexl

Specialists in workstalron products Contact
us for current prices & new catalog
Laptop/Credit Card/Flash Memory
Apple Power Book * 4MB ...... ..............5260
AST Premiu m Exec. 4MB ..
···--· ·- -· 5210
AT&T Safari
4MB ,_ .. ...... ·····- .... $365
Bondwell B310
lMB ....
........$139
Compaq
LTE386s/20
4MB $278
1MB $88
LTELile/20.5
4MB $248
2MB $148
8MB 5578
LTE/286
lMB S88
2MB S138
SL T/286
1MB S88
4MB 526B
Goldslar GS520
4MB . _.
.......$330
HP 95LX . Pogel PC. Gnd Pad
SAAM Card
256K ................. S128
512K ..
......S158
1MB _ ................S248
Flash Memory
2MB . ... . ·· ········· S318
Packard Bell. Magnavox. Milsuba * *
2MB S150
4MB S290
Toshiba. T1 OOOSE/LE/XE,T2000SX,
T1 OOOLE. T2200 -SX , T2000SXE
1MB S88.
2MB $138
4MB $268. 8MB S478
Toshiba • Tl200XE
2MB •........ .. ... ..... $88
Toshiba •T4400 SX /SXC , T3300 , T6 400
2MB S198
4MB $348
6MB S488
8MB * S698
Zenilh Masters SL
2MB ................5126

"used in PS/2. CompaQ. Dell &
otherhigh-endsystems(386& 486}

Circle 251 on Inquiry Cord.

The Intelligent Solution For Data Acquisition

ANALOG 1/0
DIGITAL l /0

• lnpuls 111 :!351\ sampll's pc r sernnd
• Oulpuls lrJ 2501\ sa11111ll'S J>e r second

• 100+ s\;mcl;inl cemmands

FFT and Flll-filiering
Digil<tl Signal Processing at I 0 M JPS
16 MHz CPU wil h DRAM lo 512K

·~~:~.~';,','.1<ls in C MICROSTAR
L ABORATOIU Es}
2'.lfi5 l Wt h /\vcnt1 l' NE
Bellevue, \VA 9800.1
l'AX (2llG) 45:l -:ll9!l

Send for FREE catalog.
Or call us at (206) 453-2345

Canon
1MB ... ... ........ ....$125 .00
LBP 811/8llA1811T 4MB •. .... .. ···-····- .$190.00
Epson Action Laser 2MB .._.. _.. .......$125 .00
Action La ser II
2MB....
......S138.00
HP LaserJet llP.llPPls,lll.lllD.lllP.11.llD.lllsi
2MB ......$112 .00
4MB .... .S178 .00
HP Desk Jei ... . ............ ..........................S78.00
IBM 4029 ***
4MB ... . ......... ......S165.00
Sl1arp JX9500
1MB _
........S75 .00
OKI Laser OL400 2MB - ··-----·- .....S120.00
OL800/820
2MB __.
_ .S135 .00
4MB ..
. ....... .. 5210 .00
Panasonic
2M8 - .. . - ......513500
KXP4420. 44501
2MB _______ ..... ....$195.00
KXP4455
KXP4410
4MB .. ...............$215.00

PS/2: 35SXILS.40SX ,50Z ,55SX /LS ,57SX,
65SX/LS.70.70A21.B21 .B61 .90 ,95
2MB S89
4MB S170
8MB S268
DeskPro386/20.E .25.S/16,N.SX20.33M
2MB S89
4MB S170
8MB S268

DAI' 2.UXJ',_ Vala Arquisilim1 Pf'tKr5SOr' 04
20 MHz DSI' with Sl{AM to 961<
DAPL ni Operating System

~e

16MB
..... .S490
16MB .. .... .. . .. .......S560
16MB ........................$690
16MB...
. .......5690
16MB ........................5690
16MB ..
...............S520

(800) 800 7056

OR (805) 339-0305
FAX (805) 339-0353

-

rr.::;::;J
~

~COD

c::=a

ValumeDlscountslorCorporatlons.
VARs. Governmentand Universities.

Circle 253 on Inquiry Card.

CUSIDM KEYBOARD PRODUCTS

MEMORY

• Custom Key Imprinting- all brands!
• Custom Colored keys for IBM~ DE~
Wyse~ Key Tronic~ ~ and morel
• Full color keyboard remplates made to

COMPAO
TOSHIBA

HP
AST
PANASONIC
Tl EPSON
OKIOATA

your exact specifications.

• Cusmm and stock keytop label kits for
software support &. languages.
• Custom membrane&. fuD·travel keyboards.
• Expras turnaround services.
• A total line of keyboard enhancements.

leM.ldEMOJl.V

~~~ ~Mll!Qfil

L ASER 4019 40 19e
tM812MB!l .SM8

1MB12MB13MB /4MB

$79\0 9 169
LASER4029
1MB/2MB 4MB
$6999179

CUSTOM HaTLINE BOO 937-1337

llP lll lllDlllP

$6999 14 9 179
11110

KX -P44Z014450i
IM812M8ilM8/4M8
$79 10 9 149 189
KX·P4410'4430

1M912M014MB

1MB12M813MB14MB

$75 109 189

S99 129 169199

10.s.tilBe. L~f:IQf: MEMOBl'.
T1 000 l f,SE.1CE

CALL TOU

1M9J2M8

FR EE

SH 129

....

litillllllS

T3100 S X.'3200SX

1-l!OO
444·1 341

Si lt

BPS INTERNATIONAL

from the leader in Keytop lMOflations.. PD. Box 230 • Dept. BYTE
Cornville, Al. 86325

602

634~ 7515

FAX 602 634-4620
Circle 248 on Inquiry Card.

DYNAMIC RAM

P~ G.

80ns

60ns

DIP

' 0.82

' l.12

DIP

54.52

54.76

DIP

' 3.82

'4.17

SIMM

' 10.59

' 11.47

' 31.00

' 38.2t

-MATH CO -PROCESSORS
- ' 82.35

83587-25

' l tl.65

' 82.35

83D87-33

' 16 4.71

8038MX25 ' 120.75

83D87-40

' 189.91

8038/·DXP '199.00

2C87- t2

80287-Xl
80287-XLT

' 64.71

4M Bwdlorhp LJ'swi2MB $125.00
4MB
70 ns 1 31 .50
SI MM
1MB
4 0 ns 7 0.00
SIMM
1MB
53 ns 58 .00
SIM M
1MB
60 ns 39 .00
S IM M
1MB
BO ns 33.00
S IMM
4M x1
80 ns 19 .50
4 Mb ll
1M x 4
80 ns 20.00
4 Mbit
70 ns
4 .25
1M x1
1 Mb it
1.75
41256 256K x1 BO ns
4 .60
44256 256Kx4 80 ns

..

4464
0 28F010 12eKx8 150 ns $ 24.00
27C1 000 12eKxe 200 ns
6 .30
64Kxe 120 ns
4 .75
27C512
27128
16Kx8 25 0 ns
2.9 5

STATIC RAM
1 Mblt 128Kx8
62256 LP 32Kx8

Rea l $2 1.50
100 ns 5.60

Sat dnl. on Fed· Ex ordors roceived by:
Th: $-21 -4bs$6.25Fr: P· 11 lbS17.00
FED-EX COO +$5.00

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED , INC
24 ,000 S . Peo, ia Ave., Bemis, OK 74421
MasterCardtVISA or UPS CASH COD· No minimum order.
$ 1 for packing materials. Shipping and insurance extra.

Circle 292 on Inquiry Card.
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(918) 267 4961
•

-,.,.

Multimedia • Programmable Hardware

Memory/Chips/Upgrades• Miscellaneous Hardware •Multimedia

ROM BIOS UPGRADES

Make Your Image Fly !

AMI t AWARD t PHOENLX t MR BIOS

Capturing, Compression and Printing.

With our six ycot rs experience in the Rom Bios Busines$:, ynu can he sure we will direct
you lo lhc CORRECT SOLUTION for ALL YOUR ROM BIOS UPGRADE NEEDS.
We are a FULL STOCKING BIOS DISTRIBUrDR, and we have
THOUSANDS OF ROM BIOS UPGRADES. We have lhe Bios Upgrade for you. whelher
you have an Ori ginal IBM Compuler or one of lhe many Com palibles on lhe markcl.
FEATURESOF A NEW BIOS
+ SUPPORr FOR 360K. 720K. l.2 MB.
l.44 MB ANO 2.88 MB FLOPPY DRIVES
+ COMPLETE SETUP IN ROM
+ VGA ANO SVGA SUPPORT
+ NOVELL ANO NETWORK SUPPORf
+ FASTER l/O SPEED
+ DOS 5.0 SUPPORT

VideoPlus, Fu ll :\·lot ion, True Color, Windowi ng Image
Grabber Cont roller
~~~= -~
- =,,.. •\V1ndo.,.,1nl! r;n nlrnlk•ll h )
• 'l·~c ,'v, 11,\L

~~

I 11n11;11 ~11pr1uttnl
l11r1u1 Rc,nh1111111
· j ull l»1"1tLll.l'l Ou.1hl~ V1J.:u 1J,,0Jv.1dth
' ' ••n-lnll°r l.1ll°•I C.>utput '>1•1111••11.;J
• \ \ •r ..allk l llht~ 1111 ( 'a1\11.m·i1 V1dl•1 1h11J!?C'

+ SUPPORT FOR 46 DI FFERENT HARD
DRIVES. PLUS TWO USER DEFINED
+ IDE DRIVE SUPPORT
• FULL osn SUPPOlff
+ l'ASSWOROPROTEC!lON
+ FULL WINOOWS3.l SUPPORT
+ L~TESTVERSION8,AND MORE

ln ~11

·~

"' ~

~i 11 ~-h~I~ pnd~

_.

:!l;,.\4

J i.1.k fll:nt.ktuX -Yt:oonJm~ l l."'

..:

''~/ ~~

& Ii) C1 1!11r Kc) lll l;
" l1HkflC'nd,-n1 X-Y s~·al ml!
11tV u.Jc11 1mJ,l!t'
' .\t.S·l.>4'lS& W1 r..J11"'' \X
l)~· n;,11111 ir; l~ 1n~ Lihr.ir)' A \·;nlah lc

....

\1.m1(1ul..1r1rn1. hl11in,: . S1•1f.1!'.•'. R.:1r1l' \.1I

Picture Packer, 30: I Image Compress ion Software
for Windows 3.0
~\.1cniur y -Rc,iUcrll

14 3 Trlunf o Canyon Road • Wcstlak• Villag• • CA 913 61
Fax (805) 371-0012 ORDER (800) 422-9979 Local (805) :171-0055
• l'REF. cnlalog • Co rp.& Unn. l'Os urcurlrome • IJl'Ull!r•. uclt•omr • Vo lunll'L'l l!'t('n. 111 11"'
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Win Printer,

Cost EffectiH 800 DP! Laser Printing

· Jl ~h t - lthr U

e

Pron·"m_g. Thl· \1nfl' Pcmcrful YourCompuii:r. Th<.'
ra,tcr the Pr i ntmg Spl°cd
"\ladc·for \Vindu..... , Priming
·rnntmg \" .:r,a1i h1 ~ · _; W.1~' ..... ith :

time.
• Emulates th ru megabit

~X!l!l l>l'l\~:~:~.~·;;i:i~:~~~1.
1 1!~::\~~·r1 .1~:1~Si~-~~;~ F111ul;itc1r. PCIA

For Order. Ca1alog and Pri ce

Mon - Sa l.
' am - 6pm

GTE K·.INC.

f.l.amfai Cu1 ·;imon)!J. CA 917 .10

Tel : 7 1.l.. lfi0 -1400

:iil

-·

To Order Call 1-800-SILENCE

T he Card. .. do11 11 leave )'OU r complller withow it!

QUIET TECHNOLOGY INC.
P.O. Box 182 16

OrderNOW
for onl y:

West Palm Beach, FL 334 16

$59.95

plustnxifapplicablc
ptu.• S&l l
VISA. MustcrCurd accepted.
Dt.:a lc rs Welcome

Dealer lnfo./Fax: 407/683-6200
Circle 269 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 270).
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E ltors ram
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MODEL9000
EPROM PROGRAMMER
• Quick Pulse and intelligent
algorithms.
• Programs Eproms (up to
4Mb), EEproms & MPU ' s.
• Up to 57K baud.
• Ultra Fas t!

fl;n· in~ Proble ms With llig N;unc Pr odttt'ls or
Tiil'irTech Su ppo rt· Try UsAnd li e Pkaml.

Developers of Windows 3,Toolbook, Visual Basic use
our DLLs, Create SuperSound, SoundBlaster, Covox,
Disney Sounds; Import sound files from Mac, Amiga
IBM-PC DOS DIGITAL AUDIO from $20 ;;;:·~·;~::~:::~~:·;::;:;
USA Made High Quality,30 Day Money-Back Guarantee
• No Ex1ra Chargo for Technical Suppoll o n our products.
• Lll(E HAVING A CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER IN A PC .
• Fastest , easiest Edilor s with the m os1 f eatur es !or the price. • DOS Ellender Ver sion. Up To 16 MB Working Space.
• Simple hardwar e I sollwar e lnslallallon. NO OM A jumpers. • Programmer's Libraries for Popular Languages.

Products by Sil icon Shack, 4760 Cas tl ewood Drive, San J ose, CA 95129
Ph:408 • 446 - 4521
FAX: 408 • 446 • 5196

Tech. lnlo.?Orde rs : BOO - 969-4411 Ask for FREE PRODUCT CATALOG.
In

~·ur

l·:a.• t : l lll)'"ilrll' J• t"'""-

Im·~

Ttl:tLIJl'17 l.SJ')J fA..\: (UJj'J59.J ~ l ~ '•

s~?<"'°"~d.

S.,ynJfX. '>ounJC oN

'"

,.,,.s,,,,,..,.,

<>fS1"''"

s~ ..l l.J!
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(415) 244-9999
244-9279

or f ax your order lo ( 415)

For You~ Development Needs!

Digital Audio Authoring
Workstations $239 - $640

$ 9 1 .... -  - · 6;
4 ~i 1.lliiiiiit_.'..Jiiliiili~

GRANKCOR
Call 24 hours a day

Circle 293 an Inquiry Card.

Easy To Use Too!

-" ...,__

•:,.~ Iii
1 -··~ 1 ~

F;i x: 71.1--166-140\!

Why choose lhe A VP card and not lhc leading anli-vir us software?
Because unlike anti-vi rus software:
. . . . . ·. · . . .
A VP docs no t occupy RA M memory ...
/ j
• . ,-~ . '. -~;~ ,
t\ VP docs not waste lime scanning yo ur drives . ..
t\ VP is not vul nerable to vira l infection ....
1H ·~ ·· · · i~
.
: : . .: :
t\ VP provides an optional password l o p reven t
.
. : [ .
the unauthorized use of your compulcr .. .
itlllllUll
t\ VP does not requ ire software and therefore
you will not need constant updalcs. nor can it be inadverlanlly d eleted
t\ VP is easy lo insta ll , easy lo use and easy lo p ay for!

Mini-12VDC Silencer..
$69.95
Fail-Safe DC-Silencer
99.95
Laser Pr inter Silencer ............ ......... 99 95
AC-FanSilencer .. ........................... 99 95

~

Empire Computech

The card that provides a comprehensive and
continuous protection automatically!

Easy to install; built-in fail-safe. and 3 year warranty. THE Sll£NCER has to be heard
(or not) to be fully appreciated. Take advan tage of our 30 DAY NO RISK TRIAL
OFFER... and join the thousands of PC users worldwide who now enjoy THE Sll£NCER.

1

Ca ll:

NEW!
Virus Protection Power

THE Sll£NCER is an electronic device which monitors the internal temperaturewithin
your PC/Laser Printer and reduces the fans speed (and noise) to ensure proper cooling
is achieved - BUT NOMDRE .. .Typical noise reduction is 80% to 98%.

~~~~~er~.?i~,~d
.
•'''.'i"- .' i! ~
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REDUCE PC FAN NOISE BY 98°/o•••

.,.. 1--1, ,.•, ".

•

VISA

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card.

1~

Q u o lcs

1-800-446-1967

OEM & Dealer Inquiries Welcomed!
DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
P .O . Box 2310 •Bay St. Louis, MS 39521-2310 U.S.A.
Fax: 601-467-0935 .
Mississippi & Technical Supporl 601-467-8048

c~~·r::o;r:

~

• Lp~rade Kit fo r ;·ou r HP LaserJet Series Print er s .- \\"a il able

eproms.
• Battery Backed,
autoemulate.
• Communication
software included.

- ~··n~-~·

1o aucomatit-.illy An·c"an<l D•·t"ompn·"
Pit·turt.' File,
• Mfor<lahk Pril' t.' of S9~ . 00 wi1h S1.19.00
Ciiupon To" ;irU Purt·h;i....,,· iii P:i ck l..'f ("arU

' C11mp;i t1hlc v.ilh All .\bjw (iraph 11: hie
h1nn;1t: TWF. T,\l{(; ,\. l'C X. <ilF

ROMX-2XL
EPROM EMULATOR

- ~::-1

Progroin
Opl°ratc' Tran,parcmJ} .,...j1hin
Popular Appli~· ation' , u,·h a' :
-Aldu,Pagcmakcr
-Pl11110S1ykr

- 1>r<11na\K'Jlly S<i\'l'' Prcc1uu.. HarLID1,k
SpJn..' h~ 1(): I .... 11h \1inirnum 111l<•J:?l° ()ualil~
l.o" arkJ .'i: I "'!1h \.,() ll11.1gc Qu;i l i 1~ l.1"'
"Su pporh Full Color or Gr;1y -St·ak Jm;i);!l' hi~-,
·Suppiir1 , WinU1 1H' .l.f);111d .\IS -llCJS .'i.O

ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-282-4835

OEM & Dealer Inquiries Welcomed!
DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 2310 •Bay SI. Louis, MS 39521-2310 U.S. A.
Fu: 601-467-0935
Mississippi & Technical Supporl 601-467-8048

G TEK'. 1Nc.

Circle 247 on Inquiry Card.

Programmable Hardware

• Best Quality
• Lowest Prices
800/1 600/ 3200/6 250 BPI



CALL 1-800-859-8856

Ill ~

~guna Data Systems

2315 1 Alca lde Dri ve , Sui te B-3, Laguna H ill s, CA 92653
Te l: 714 -586-3010, Fax: 7 14 -586-553 8
Circle 2SO on lnauirv Card.

Circle 249 on Inquiry Card.
UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER, EMULATOR, & TESTER

TUP-400
TUP-300

$745.00
$575.00

NEW

• New Improved hardwareand software.
• Themost complete PC-based Universal Programmer,

I
I
I

•

Programs PLO (PAL, GAL, FPL, EPLD, PEEL, MAX,
MACH...), E(E)PROM, (up to iGMbit), Flash EPROM,
BPROM,Special PROM,MPU (87XX, 68XX, Z8, 1'50301,
PIC16XX, TMS320EXX,UPD7SPXXX,HD637XXX...).
Co,.ers DIP, PLCC,QFP,SOP,and PGA"ith8 to 8-1 pins.
Gang Progamming adapters available J\so
EPROM EMULATION capabili~··
Tests digital ICs and DRAMs (SI MM/SIP adapter available) .
Free software updates and new device added upon request.

• IC htanufacturers' appro,·al.

• \Ve ,JCcept Tr.1d,•-in, for A:\Y

l:)UI,

program mer.

1 1-year warranty, 30-day money-back guarantee.

• CJll .1bout our Rent·

CALLTODAY FORMORE INFORMATION.
Distributors ue welcome!

1ns1st..

800·729-8725

a-progrn mmer I emu),1 tor plan.

.... Tribal Microsystems Inc.
Tel (510) 623-8859
Ultl:F.11 44388 s. GRIMMER BLVD.. FREMONT, CA 94538 FAX (510) 623-9925

n you

TEL 619-57 1-5555 · FAX : 619-571-0982 ·EUROPE

Circle 264 an Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 26S).

ERLRND DRTR0
L:49·6172-35027 • FAX: 49-61 72-35028

Circle 255 an Inquiry Card.

Desktop 9-Track Tape Subsystem
#1 -selling 9-track system on desktop.
Oualstar's low cos t 1/2-inch 9-track Streaming
tapesystems bring full ANSI data in te rchange to
IBM AT, PS/2 or Macintosh, giving yo ur micro the
fr eedom to exchange da ta files wi th nearl y any
mainframe or minicomput er in th eworld.
Systems includ e DOS or Xeni x compatible
software, coupler ca rd and cables. High reliability
1600 or 6250 BPI ca pabilit y may be used for disk
backup as well as data interchange.

Over 2,000 devices, desktop
programmer for your IBM PC
with high speed & reliability
• Easy 10 use menu driven Soflware.
• Universal programming lor E(E)PROM,
Flash E(E)PRO M, Bipolar PROM , PAL, FPL,
PEEL, GA L, E(E)PLD. & Microcontroller, etc.
• Test TTUCMOSlogiclCs, & memory
(DRAM/SRAM).
•Life time free Soltware updales on BBS
& technical suppoit.
•I yearHardwarewarranly&30day
money back guarantee.
• Developed & made in U.S.A.
• Call lor demo disk.

Distributors are welcome!!

E(E)PROM programmer to 4-Mbit
e R OM MAS T ER: $149
E(E)PROM programme r 4 gang version
• RO M MASTER /4: $239
757 N. Pasloria Avenue Sunnyvale. CA 94006

(

4

0S)

_
524 1929

FAX (408) 245-7084 BBS (408) 245-7082

XELTEK

r:11/ 11c lntl:111/ S:nr

rtat~ilc ~nrl

.QURLSTRR®
. . . ------=---------· ... . -'-.-,--- --
9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth CA 91 311

© 1989 Oualstar Corp.
1 All oroduct and comoanv names and trademarks are the exclusive orooert vof their resoec tiveowner

Circle 266 on Inquiry Card.

MICROCONTROLLERS
• CProgrammable
• Dat aAcquisition
• Control /Test

• Excellent Support
•From $15 g Qty 1
• New Keyboard
Display Modules

w

Use our littl e Gianl™ and Tiny Giant™ miniature
controllers to computerize your product, plant or test
department. Features built-in power supply, digital 1/0
to 48+ lines, serial 110 (RS232 I RS485), AID converters
to 20 bits, solenoid drivers. time of day clock, battery
backed memory, watchdog, field wiring connectors, up to 8
X 40 LCD with graphics, and more! Dur $195 interactive Dynamic C™ makes serious
software development easy. You're only one phone call away from atotal solution.

N

D

0

w

5

~

-

• Local or ANSI color

,"'...

Z-World Engineering
1724 Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616 (916) 757-3737 Fax: (916) 753-51 41
Automatic Fax: (916) 753-0618 (Call from your fax, request catalog #1 8)

Circle 267 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 242 an Inquiry Card.
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CAD/CAM • Data Acquisitions

Education •Engineering/Scientific • Mathmatical/Stalistical
EARN YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE AT HOME

What have
Mercedes, Motorola and 3M
in common?
They all make high-quality products.
And they all use our PC Board Software.

EAGLE 2.6
Schematic • PCB Layout Editor • Autorouter
Many many 01her well-known
big companies as well as middlesized and small businesses use
EAGLE for designing !heir PC
boards. Why?
D Unlike many oiher PCB
programs, EAGLE has vir!ual
ly no limiia!ions. You can
design any board on your AT
compa1ible compu1er which
can be manufac1ured.

D EAGLE is ve1y low priced and
already with the first layou!
you will receive an immediate
reiurn on your inves1men1.

D EAGLE is ve1y easy 10 under
s!and and 10 use. This again
saves you money.

What do experts say about
EAGLE?
The Dec. 91 issue of EON listed
EAGLE as one of 1he hes!
produc!s of 1he las! six monihs.

&&a~
In. Computer Science

Get the opportunity and earning power a college degree confers-without
leaving home and without spending thousands of dollars.
•
•
•
•
•

Approved for tuition reimbursement by leading corporations
All COURSES BY CORRESPONDENCE
---•
AMERICAN
Most eo~rses interactjYe
INSTITUTE
Approved Ada course available
Qualified instructors available on telephone help lines COMPUTER

Phone: 1-205-323-6191•FAX: 1-205-328-2229
2101 BYX Magnolia Ave. • Suite 200 • B'ham, AL 35205

-SCIENCES

Electronics World + W ireless
World: " ...ii will t1 uickly become
!he sort of tool that you cannot
Jive wi1hou1..."
But we want you to find out
yourself. Call for our working
demo which comes with the
original manual.
$ 12
EAGLE Demo
EAGLE Layout Editor
$399
inc. drivers and libraries
$399
Schematic Module
Autorouter Module
$399

To order call toll-free 1-800-858-8355
CadSoft Computer, Inc. • 801 S. Federal Highway
Delray Beach, FL 33483 • Fax (407) 274-8218

Circle 281 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 283 on Inquiry Card.
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Make this your rrzeap" year with

JMP® Statistical
Discovery Software

Digital Signal Processing on the PC
This eight-page brochure describes plu g-in digita l si gnal
pr oce ss ing boa rds and so ftwa re fo r PC AT and
Mac intosh NuBus co mputer s. Rea l-tim e ana ly sis of
so nar, audi o, acoustic, and vi bration signals is made
poss ibl e on t he PC w i th DSP boa rds. Nat i onal
Instruments in tegrates the powerful fl oating-point DSP
ch ips developed by AT&T and Texas In strum ents into
innovative archi tectures on the plug-in DSP boards.

National Instruments
6504 Bridge Po int Parkway, Austin, TX 78730
(512) 794-0100
(800) 433 -3488 (U.S. and Canada)
Fax (5 12) 794 -8411
Circle 254 on Inquiry Card.

"This
application
can do the
jobs of as
many as
six sepa
rate
programs
and do
them all
well. Yet it
is not
overly complicated or bulky ... We believe that JMP
is an excellent value and will make short work of
all but the most demanding mainframe-oriented
data-analysis chores."

MacWEEK

Call today for a free demo disk and Points
of Interest from the leading name in data
analysis software...SAS Institute Inc. 919
677-8000. Fax 919-677 8166.
JM P is a regis tered trademark of SAS Institute Inc.
Copyright © 1992

Circle 258 on Inquiry Card.

Programming Languages/Tools

Programming Languages/Tools • UNIX

RS-232++
Greenleaf Comm++TM Asynchronous
Comm Class Library
Cttclass library for DOS, Windows 3.x and OS/2.
o Device independence through inheritance.
o Supports Zortech, Microsoft 7.0, JPI and Borland C++.
r:i IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles.
o COM1 .. COMB, and DigiBoard.
o Baud rates to 115,200.
o XON/XOFF, RTS/CTS flow controls.
o XMODEM, Kermit file transfer protocols.
u VT52, VTlOO subset, ANSI & TTY terminal emulation.
o Hayes modem control classes.
o Line and link level controls & status.
o Extensive examples help you get started with OOP
applications using
communications.
• FREE Source Code
• FREE Unlimited Support
• No Royalties
• Money-Back Guarantee
• Top Rated Documentation

1:J

8JJ
GREEllJU:N
5rf"' "~ '

APL

Complete APL system $60. PC, 386, WINDOWS.

J
Ken's new APL for teaching and research. Uses ASCII.
Shareware and documentation $24. Source $90.

Iverson Software Inc.
33 Major St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2K9
Fax ( 416) 488-7559
Phone ( 416) 925-6096

Cross Assemblers, Simulators,
Disassemblers
Processor Families:
8051
8096
8048
Z80
64180
6301
6805
6800
1802
6811
6502
68k
6801
ZS
8085
Join Thousands of Satisfied
Customers Worldwide.
Call:

CALL (800)523-9830 NOW!

Pseudo Corp
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Newport News, VA 23606
Tel: (804) 873-1947 •Fax: (804) 873-2154

Circle 256 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 244 on Inquiry Card.

CODE ®
R

U N NER

"'Makes your c TSRs
smaller than you
could imagine."

YOU CAN TRUST YOUR TAR ...
WITH THE MAN WHO WEARS THE STAR ..

Ma1k Davidson, Computer Language

[ CodeRunneR) The #1 TSR Library for C and ASM

I
I

CACTUS INERNATIONAL'"

functions in highly optimized assembler
•• 300+
I
Auto-Disposal of initialization code and data
schedulers, fast background COMs
•• Hotkeys,
Safe DOS use from TSRs, Network Friendly
hypertext help, Quick start templates
• Online
• Swap apps or graphics to EMS/XMS, spawn ...

[ Pick of the Professionals
"cream of the crop"
Tom Swan, PC World

Ma<kD.,idson. Computer Language

"excells in its TSR capabilities, coexistence with
other DOS applications and support"
Victor A. Volkman, The C Users Journal

"professional development tool that'll let you create
Gary Entsminger. Ml"o Comuoopia
compact, fast TSRs "

Omega Point.Inc

QIC02'" ,.,. """"
SCSI··
,.,. o......

s 99!!9
s 99!!9

UNIX TAR FOR DOS

A. Bradley Andrews, DDJ

"the size of any program you create with CodeRunneR

!p

DOS·TAR'" S285!l9

"highly useful "

Joe Campbell, Author C Programmer's Guide to Serial Communications

oint)

~gu~u ~n H~W'' 1

I

"not only solves problems, it inspires new possibilities.
I It is destined for the programmer 's Hall of Fame"

Wifl ·astound YOU"

13987 W. Annopoli-s Cl.

Ml. Airy, MD 217 71
800-S2S - UNIX (Sales)

Omega Point, Inc.
25 Birch Rd., Framingham, MA 01701
508 877-1819 FAX: 508 877-0915
Circle 296 on Inquiry Card.

1 · Trans ler large liles between UNIX & DOS wilh ease on lloppy or data cartridge.
2 - DOS-TAR'" can read or write standard UNIX or XENIX "tar· media on your DOS PC .

J · Your UNIX or XENIX computer can read DOS-TAR '"media with standard "tar·.
4 · Automatically converts file name and lilo data when translering lrom UNIX to DOS.
or DOS to UNIX.
5 · SCSI driver is incred ibl y last and reliable.
6 - Supports most SCSI tape drivers including Bmm Exabyte. 4mm Oat. Reel -to- Reel.
1/4 inch OIC·24, OIC·120, OIC - 150. OIC-525.
7 · The OIC -02 driver supports many controllers such as Everex, Archive . Wangtek,
Archive Fast Tape , and more.
8 - Can backup NOVELL'• or LANT AS TIC•• networks.
9 - Automatic unattended scheduling capability.
10 · Can position tape to any lile mark you want .
11 - Tape Drivers Stream in most cases with state -of -the - art double bullering .
12 - DOS easy lron t -end menu system wilh full color control. etc.
13 - Abili ty to "SALVAGE" Data from a !ailing hard disk with bad sectors.
14 - Volume number checking on restore prevents restoring out ol sequence.
15 · Non -destructive restore. option prevents clobbering
11

~~~s~i~~r i /i~~-ti on

16 mode.
17 - Master & In cremental Backup capability

~-------~-

'~~.~:~·~~:~.~==~~:~:~-:~.~:~~;;~~- ~-~::.~~'..:~. ::d'•
::;-,:;·,'. ·:·,;;~'.:::·;::.~:'..'. ::.~ ;·.: ::::.·::~.:.'.'.:::.'.~~'"'""' ···
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CACTUS.
INTERNATIONAL

Circle 299 on Inquiry Card.
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Windows • Books/Publications

Utilities • Windows

Dive Deeper Into Your Hard Drive
than ever before
No more DEBUG - Finds & executes
controller's on-board firmware.
No more FDISK - Full featured
partition table creator and editor.
No more SETUP - View and edit
BIOS drive type tab le, set CMOS.
No more FORMAT - DOS format
with operating system transfe r.
No more BIOS DRIVE TABLE LIMITATIONS
Custom drive type s for any bias .

•

YVT
lll1<

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS
RECORD TO VCR AND TV MONITORS.
PCX, TIF, GIF, and more file formats.
IBM PC /XT/AT Compatible, NTSC & PAL
VGA VIDEO GALA ...................$695.00 Three boards in one: 1) Its a Super VGAboard which replaces
your existing graphics board. 2) It has recordable output to VGRs and TVs. 3) Live video in ascalable
window and frame grabbing in 24 bit true color.
GALA GS .................................$595.00 Gre yscale (256
shades) real time frame grabber. 512 X 51 2 resolution. 640
X 480 optional.
HRT 512 -8 .......
............$995.00 Multifeatured {lUT.
video outpu t, overla yetc) high performance industr ial model
with a free image processing library. Rock solid Real time
capture, 51 2 X 51 2 with 256 shades of grey. Both PAL &
NTSG supported as well as non slandard rates.

For Complete Information: 1-800-926-8299

rivePro·

Limited Time Offer

FAX 3 0 3-443-3323
B BS 303-443- 9 9 5 7

$99.95

- .,lfffitli {f

.£ .,

MlCRff

P.O. Box 76. Lewiston. New York 14092 U.S.A.
Tel: 416·497-6493 Ext. 0101 Fax:4 16-497·1636 Dept. 0101

HOUSE

Circle 302 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 278 on Inquiry Card.

EllJTE
Breaks the 4-Color Price Barrier
with the Hardware/Software Showcase
See how affordable it is to advertise to BYI'E1s
500,000 computer professionals in this section!

•

Call for more advertising information:
(603) 924-2695 or (603) 924-2598

No clubs, memberships, or cards to return . Just the books you
want at really great prices!
COMPARE
Call toll free for titles you don' t see or to get catalog!

List

Wi ndows 3.1 Secrets, IDG, 980 pgs, 3 dis ks, 20% off 39.95
Windows 3.1 Intern, 800 pgs , t disk NEW!
39 .95
PC Intern, Abacus, 1320 pages, !disk NEW!
59.95
27.95
Running LANtastic, Bantam, 608 pages
Borl and 's C + + Handbook, 2nd Ed ., Bant.,896 pages
29.95
Turbo C + + for Windows Inside and Out,OSB0,450pgs 27.95
Objec tVision Developer's Guide, Bantam, 640 pages
26.95
Clipper 5: Developer's Guide, M&T, 1349 pgs, I disk 44.95
Paradox 3.5 Power Prag Techn, IDG, 754 pgs, t disk
39.95
Wind ows 3 .1 Prag Ref-Vol 1-4, MSPress,2280 pages 122 .80
Waite Gr oup Visu al Basic Super Bible, 744 pages
39.95
Undocumented W indows:Prog Gd to Resvd API Funes 39.95
Design of OS/2, 400pgs 40.95/34.81
Using OS/2 2.0 24.95

Ours*

31.95
34.05
50.96
23.85
25.55
23.76
23 .05
38 .20
33.95
104.38
33.96
33 .96
21.21

•ndd S3.:!S per book UPS shippin& in US. Call for other shipping rates or see catalog.
ILLUSTRATION B'V: JOANNE COUGHLIN

Color Fax@
ColorFax for Windows - only for those who
view the world in color.

We carry books from over 35 publishers and specialize in heavy
technical books for users, developers and trainers. Our experienced
staff can find the books you need. Two for one UPS shipping in
the US for 4+ books. We ship worldwide fastest or cheapest.

(COmpuBooks JO~
111e Discount Complllt:r Book People

Black Ice Software, Inc.
Crane Road, Somers, NY 10589
Tel: (914)277·7006 Fax (914) 276-8418
MIC I Visa I C.O.D. I Check
Circle 271 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 272).
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Route 1, Box 271-D
Cedar Creek, TX 78612, USA

G 0 CB K

Order Line

(800) 880-6818

8 AM - 5 PM CST Mon to Fri G MT +5

Voice & FAX

512-321-9652

24 hrs.on CompuServe

Circle 274 on Inquiry Card.

THE BUYER'S MART
A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

THE BUYER'S MART is amonthly advertising section which enables readers to
locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each BUYER'S
MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested readers in
requesting information from participating advertisers.
Effective January 1, 1992.
RATES: 3issues-$625 6issues-$600 12 issues-$525 13 issues-$500
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/MC Accepted.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

ACADEMIC COMPUTING

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline {23 characters maximum),
descriptive text {250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can
be accommodated) plus company name, address and telephone number. Do
not send logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months prior to issue date. For exam
ple: NoverrtJer issue closes on September 8. Send yru copy and payment to THE
BUYER'S MART, BYTEMagazine, 1 Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, tti 03458.
For mcre information calll MargotGnade at 603-924-2656. FAX: 603-9244-2683.

ACCESSORIES

BAR CODE

HEWLETT PACKARD

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM

• 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

::::i

LEARN PARALLEL PROCESSING
Transputer Education Kit

Buy- Sell - Trade

$396
Kit includes ready-lo-use PC add -in board with T400
transputer, 1MB of RAM, and PC interface. Complete with

Occam2 and C compilers, assembler, source -level
debuggers. example programs. and 1500 pages of

HP 9000 Workstations and Vectras also available.

documenlation (incl. schematics). Expandable!

T. E. Dasher & Associates

Computer System Architects

Add b a r codes and big gra phics characters I o your
progra m. Pri nt fro m ANY MS-DOS language. Bar
codes: UPC, EAN, 2 of 5, M SI. Code 39. Epson,
Oki, IBM dot matrix tex t up to :<i". LaserJ et up to 2".
Font cartri dges not required. $ 179-$239. 30-day
$$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions

4 11 7 Second Ave., S. Birmingham, AL 35222

100 Library Plaza. 15Nor th 100 East. Provo UT 84606-3100
(BOO) 753·4CSA
(801) 374-2300
FAX( B01) 374· 2306

Inquiry 701.

ColorPro
DraftPro
Draf!Master

LaserJet
DeskJet
AuggedWriter
Electrostatic Plollers
• Monochrome and Color

Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591-1108
(800) 638-4833

417-A Ingalls SL, Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(408) 458-993 8

(80 0 ) 345-422 0

Inquiry 705.

ACCESSORIES

RADIOACTIVE?
Pio! it on your PC wi1h The RM-60 RADIATION MONITOR
Ser,al or printer port. Detects: ALPHA• BETA• GAMMA• X-RAY.
MicroR, 1000 times the resolulion of slandard geiger counlers.
Excellent for tracking RADON GAS. Find sources. New: Version 2.8
+WINDOWS. Plot: • Background • Cosmic Rays • Clouds • Foods
Cal/Write for PC MAGAZINE review. • TSR • GM Tube
VISA/MC!EURO Phone orders. Not satisfied? Full refund.

800-729-5397 or Tel/Fax: (302) 655-3800
Aware Electronics
P.O.Box 4299, Wilminglon. DE 19807

Cor~.

$149.50

ASSEMBLER PRE-PROCESSORS
LISTEN up you ASSEMBLER nuts!
S-ASM Structured Assembler Preprocessor
·*- Adds high level verbs to 286 Assembly code
-. Generates the most efficient code ever

*

No regislers are used in verb generalion
-. Can preprocess any size source program
·• Increase your productivily by 400% or more

$49 Limited Time Special Offer so ORDER TODAY!!

Software Tools, Inc.
825 East Roosevelt Road Suite 182
Lombard. IL 60148 Call (708) 776-7061 for Info.

BAR CODE READERS
Keyboard emula ti on tor PC/XT/ AT & PS/2's, all
clones an d any RS-232 Terminal. Transparent to
yo ur o p e r a ting s y st em . Avai la b le w ith Ste el
wa nds, Las ers, Slo t & Magstr ipe Readers. Same
day s hip p ing . 30 -day m oney- back gu ar a ntee.
On e-ye a r w arranty. R ese ll e r discount s ava ila ble.

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway. Euless , TX 76040

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685·6232

Inquiry 706.

BAR CODE
CUT RIBBON COSTS
Re-i nk you r printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all
cartridge ribbons with just one inker! For crisp, black
professional print since 1982. You can choose from 3
models:
Manual E-Zee lnker-$39.50
Electric E·Zee lnker-$94.50
Ink Master (Electric)-$189.00
I

C

1000s of satisfied users. Money-back guarantee.

BORG INDUSTRIES

525 MAIN ST.. JANESVILLE, IA 50647
1-800-553-2404
In IA: 319-987-2976

LABELING SOFTWARE
On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flexible
design on one easy screen. Any (ormaUsize. Up ta 120
fields/label. 18 text sizes to 3"-readable at 100'. AIAG,
MIL-STD, 2 of 5. 128, UPC/EAN, Code 39. File Inpu t &
Scanned logos/symbols (PCX)- $279. Other programs
from $49. 30-day $$ back.

Worthington Data Solut ions
417-A Ingalls St., Sanla Cruz, CA 95060

(408) 458 -9938

(800) 345-4220

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE
•
•
•
•
•
•

MS/PC DOS SYSTEMS
9 & 24 PIN DOT MA TRIX
H-P LAS ER JET/PLUS/SERIES II
MENU-DRIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT
CODE 39, I 2/5, UPC A/ E, EAN 8/13
BIG TEXT & BAR CODE SOFTFONTS

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway. Euless. TX 76040

(800) 648·4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685·6232

Inquiry 702.

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE, AUDIO

BAR CODE READERS

Extend signals from PC with EXTENDER
Split signals with COMPANION/PC EXPANDER
Switch si gnals among PC s with COMMANDER

For PC, XT, A T, & PS/2, Macintosh, and a ny RS
232 te rminal. Ac ts like 2n d key board, bar codes
read as keyed data. Wi th steel wand-$399. Top
rated in independent reviews. Work s with DOS,
Xen ix, No vel l, Alloy, -ALL sof t wa re. Lase rs,
ma gstripe, & slo t badge readers. 30-day $$ back.

Boosts signals up lo 600 feet. Control up l o 96 PCs
with one keyboard, monilor and mouse.

CYBE X CORPORATION
2 80QH Bob W allac e Ave ., Hunt sv ille, A L 35805

Phone: 205-534-0011

Fax: 205-534-0010

Worthington Data Solutions
417-A Inga lls St., Sanla Cruz, CA95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

PORT ABLE BAR CODE READER
Battery operated, handheld reader with 64K RAM, 54 key
keyboard, real-time clock, 2X16 LCD display, and built -in

calculator. Supports WAND, CCD, and LAS ER. Built-in
program generalo r su pp ort s m ultiple pro gra m s and

da ta files. lntertaces to PC & PS/2 keyboards. RS· 232
terminals, and HAYES compatib le modems. 30-DAY

MONEY-BACK GUARAN TEE.

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Rega l Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685·6232

Inquiry 703.

TAKING

PC OVERSEAS? We've Got

220V I 11 SV Converters
All Wattages

Your Comerter & Cable Connection Source!
Cables• Books• Comput er Batteries
No. California's Laroest ~In-Stock" Compuler Supplies & Parts Inventory

(800) 321-4524 (CA)
(800) 548-7135 (US/Can)

ELECTRONICS PLUS inc .
Inquiry 704.

PORTABLE READER
Battery-operated, handheld reader with 6 4 K static
RAM, 2x16 LCD display, 32-key keyboard. Rea l
Tim e-C loc k . Wand o r laser sca nn e r . Pr ogra m

prom pt s and da ta checking through it s own key·
boar d. Easy data trans fer by RS-232 port or PC,
PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On-Line Reader. 30-day
$$back.

Worthington Data Solutions
417·A Ingalls St., Santa Cruz , CA 95060

(408) 458 -9938

(800) 345 -4220

BAR CODE READERS
Complete line of bar code reading hardware and software

for PC/XT/AT/PS/2 & ter mi na ls. Reads all major
symbafogies (39, 12/5, UPC/EAN). Laser scanners, badge
slol & mag stripe readers. We can assist in any slalionary
or portable application. 30 -day S$ back. 1 year warranly.
Reseller discount. We speak Spanish!

BARCODE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS
9 190 Palm Canyon Dr., Corona, CA 9171 9
(714) 277-19 17
F AX: (7 14) 277-1005

Inquiry 707.
AUGUST 1992 • B Y T E 3 45

BAR CODE

PRINT & READ BAR CODES!

The Standard Edition of KNOW-WEDGE for CODE 39
Complete with Stainless Steel Wand.
Includes FREE bar code printing software!

ONLY $159.00.
For alternative hardware or software solutions

CALL
COMPUTER RESOURCES GROUP
629 Silverdale Drive, Claremont, CA 91711
VOICE: ( 714) 624-8734

BBS: (714) 626-1054

Inquiry 708.

BAR CODE
Draws Air Conditioning Duct Parametrically In side
AutoCAD 3D Package $325 2D Package $125

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER
WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY
Keyboard wedges (lnlemaVExlemal) for IBM PC/XTIAT,
PS/2, and portables

RS232 wedges for WYSE, Link, Kimtron terminals
Bar code and label printing software
Full two-year warranty
30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
Ext ensive VA R/Dealer Discounls

c

rl

BAR CODE WEDGE & WAND: $188

DATA HUNTER

~

+ Duct Editor, Pop-Down Menu

~ ·1-

i;

Rises , Drops, Transitions , Tees

(5 12) 824-4106

Fax: ( 512 ) 824-4633

Inquiry 718 .

PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD-$ 195

LABEL SOFTWARE ••• $299.95

"EASY-PC" for single-sided and mullilayer boards lo

WYSIWYG for HP, Epson and popularTHEAMAL/lTR. Print
from ASCII. Screen, Command Line or Database

17"x17" with up to 1500 ICs including surface mounl.
Phenomenally fast and easy to use. Over 11,000

PORTABLE SOFTWARE $199.95
RS4221RF MGT SFT $999.95
DOS/NOVELUUN1X • Easy to use - Most Popular HWD
Also Inventory -Tool - Warranty- Asset $999.95 ea.

copies sold . Needs PCIXT/2861386 HERCICGAI

r'J

WINTERCAMP TECHNOLOGIES
(619) 788-9660

EGANGA. Output to l ase~eVi nk je Vdot matrix printer,
pen·plolter, ;:ihoto -plotter and NC Drill. Not copy
protected. VISAIMCIAMEX welcome. For full info circle
inquiry# or contact us directly.

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LTD.

PO BOX 1875, Ramona CA 92065

6181 Medford, Huntington Beach, CA 92647
(714) 892-5461
Fax 714-892-9768

Rectangular, Flex Duct

+ Reducers, Spinins, Extractors
+ Radius, Rounded, Mitered Comers

~ MC SQUARED CAD SUPPORT GROUP

46560 Freemon! Bl,d., Suite 206/Freeroon\CA94536/IS10) 440·2670
800-666-4BAR
FAX: ( 4 15) 623- 1372

Inquiry 712 .

(List $300) AGGRESSIVE PRICING!. .. Software·lransparenl PC
KEYBOARD EMULATION WEDGE DECODER autose1ects all
popular bar codes, wilh STAINLESS STEEL, RUBY -TIP WAND
(RS-232 add $30). MAGNETIC STRIPE readers/wr iters.
PORTABLE READERS . OPTICAL MARK (test form) readers.
TIMECLOCKS & facility enlry security. LASERS, CCD scanners,
slot (badge) readers, SOFTWARE lor bar code printing. Reseller
d scounts. 3Q.day money back.

~·Round,

c

~

Harding Way, SI. Ives, Huntingdcn, Cambs, England, PE17 4WA

FAX (619) 788-9690

Tel: 011-44-480-61778 Fax: 011-44-480-494042

Inquiry 713.

Inquiry 719.

BASIC LANGUAGE TOOLS
I. T. S. Bar Code Solutions
Bar codes are easy using our FULL line ol readers & prinlers.
They plug and play wilh your existing CPU/printer/terminals/
software systems in your office, store, truck, factory or
warehouse. ITS' bar code DOS programs print on matrix or
laser printers. 30 day refund. 1 year warranly. OEMNAR/
Dealer discounts.

BASIC TOOLBOX - $99

VIEW CAD DRAWINGS

Advanced BASIC libra1y for the serious MS BASIC POS 7 &
7. 1 and QuickBasic 4.5 programmer. Complele libra1y com
prised of nearly 350 routines inc luding the fo llowing: file
manipulation, string handling, mathematical, input fields, bit
arrays, mouse, array management, memory manipulation,
dos routines , list boxes, 2-0 lile scrolling/windowing, more.

SirlinVIEW allows non-CAD users to view AutoCAD

International Technologies & Systems Corp.
655·K North Berry SI., Brea, CA 92621 - Western USA
13 Welwyn Courl, Richmond, VA 23229 - Easlern USA

notes and hyper-link between files. Change views and
layers. Accurate! Query databases to locate & highlight
objects on the screen.
Also, linkable SirlinVIEW/LIB allows developers to add
viewing capabilities to their own applications.

CALL (409) 832-6510

Sirlin Computer Corporation

AMERICAN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY GROUP

25 Orchard View Dr., Ste.14, Londonderry, NH 03053

PO Box 1375, Beaumont, TX 77704

(BOO) 228-9487 (714) 990·1880 (804) 741-6725 (FAX) 990·2503

Inquiry 709.

DWG, DXF & HPGL files on PCs. Print, Plot, al1ach

(603) 437 -0727

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliab le, cost
effective data entry. They emulate your keyboard,
so scanned data looks just like it was typed in!
Choose from stainless steel wand, laser gun, card

slot reader, and magnetic stripe scanner. Also,
powerful Bar Code and Text printing software.

Great warranty. Generous dealer discounts.

BASIC Pop-Ups

AUTOCAD USERS

Want to add texl·based mouse integration, pull
down menus, pop-up windows, scroll bars and much

Increase your productivity with AutoMate/PRO™

much more to your Quick-Basic Programs? Then

• user definable icon menus • movable. resizable bird's eye
view • real-lime anti-aliasing • magnifying glass • real-time
pan & zoom • Quick Menu • True Clean feature • enhanced
shading support• suppo11s VGA & TIGA at any resolution

graphical display list software for Release 10(386) 11 & 12.

order the IB Library NOW. Only US$40. Includes
library, demo program with source a nd
documentation. Easy and quick to use. Dual Media.

Seagull Scientific Systems

Only $295.

UHLIK Software

15127 N.E. 24th, Suite333, Redmond, WA 98052

1-800-758-2001

Fax: (603) 437 -07 37

Inquiry 720.

Inquiry 714.

206-451-8966

Money-back guarantee.

Call Vermont
1-800-354-0055

GPO Box 1842, HobartTas 7001, Australia

Microsystems
1-802-655-2860

Inquiry 721.

Inquiry 715 .

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CAD/CAM

BAR CODE LABELER 2. 1

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

Supports l aser, bubblejet and dot matrix

The Resellers De ve lopment Program contains the
inside indus try information you need to start your own
computer products sales business fast, guaranteed! How
to set up accounts. order product catalogs, get financing
from the nation 's top computer product distributors.
Unlimited opportunity.

CONTOU RING MOTION CONTROL
FROM A PRINTER PORT! $
249
NEW
lndVEr~;rlrQNf~are
VISA/MC

printers; menu driven, easy to use . User
definable resolution/height, 1 or many copies/
batch. Supports 16 symbo logie s. Print
functional, low cost bar code labels' $99.00

SJ Programs

The Resellers First Resource Company
1860 E. Pass Rd., G ulfport, MS 39507
1-800-524-4 909
( 601) 89 6-177 5

1127 S. Patrick Drive, S.18, Satellile Beach, FL 32937
TEL: (407) 984 -1900
FAX: (407) 777-7600

Inquiry 710.

• Conlrols up to six step motors simultaneously.
• Linear and Circular Interpolation.
• New features to accommodate machine control.
• Easy·to·use DOS device driver. Super Manual.
• CAD·CAM interface available.
Corporation, 1422 Arnold Ave.
Roslyn. PA 19001 (215)657-4338
FAX: (215) 657-7615

. Ability Systems

Inquiry 716.

Inquiry 722.

CD-ROM
DATA INPUT DEVICES
Bar Code, Magnetic Stripe Readers & SmartCard Encoder/
Reader for microcomputers & 1erminars, including IBM PS/2
& others. DEC. Macintosh. AT&T. CT, Wyse, Wang . All
readers connect on the keyboard cable & are transparent to
all software. UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encoders,
& portable readers are also available.

TPS Electronics

4047 Transport, Palo Allo, CA 94303
415-856-6833 T elex 3 71-9097 TPS PLA
1-800- 526 -59 20
FAX: 415-856-3843

Inquiry 711.
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CD-ROM DRIVE & 10 FREE DISCS

NEW! Power Tools for AutoCAD®

High Perf or mance CD-ROM drive:

GT Express Professionol™ 3.0
The Leading Display List Software. Includes:

•

Up lo 1280 x 1024 resolution and 256 colors
TIGA. VGA, Super VGA. 6514 /A, SPARC

•

Flexicon m - User Definable Menus

•
•

Au toCUC 1 ~·

e

Powerful Utilities
- Productivity Breakthrough

ARTIST SOFTWARE
Free Demo Disk

1-800-999 -9678

Inquiry 717.

Fax# 612-631-7802

I~

DOSIMPC; Encyclopedia, Atlas, Mammals, Shareware,
Danger Hot Stulf, Games II, Wild Places, World View,
Crossword Cracker, Demonstration Disc . $499.00 {Plus
Freight)

Free Catalog (Overseas send $5.00)
~I

Hundreds of discs and optical products.

CD ROM Inc.

1667 Cole Blvd., #400, Golden, CO 80401
Or ders: 800-821 -5245
Qu es tio ns: 303-231 -9373
Fax: 303-231 -9581

Inquiry 723.

l

CD-ROM

*it . .Simlel
MSDOS CO-ROM: Find what you need. when you need
550+ meg in 8300 files have the best utilities, applications,
I

ed1tors, programming tools, source code, etc. Thoroughly

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

MULTIPROCESSOR BASED SYSTEMS

QUALITY CONVERSIONS

OS $50 up; Lan/Wan Batch job Oing & Scheduling $99,
Remote Conlrol $50 up. Multi·PC"s: e.g. 486-33=$999, 386·
33=$699, 286-20=$365; (case + t Meg+ 1.44FD/IDE + 10).
Components; Mulliprocessor, Transputer & accelerator
cards, Svga, Hd, Ram, MultiPc housing, switches & cables,
etc. Apps: Neural Nets, Distributed Apps., AL Your single
source for Lan/Wan/Pc multiprocessing.

indexed, BBS ready. Produced June 92. $24.95

* Unix/MSOOS Source CD·ROM: Stop reinventing the wheel.

600+ meg or source code, internet comp. sources.·, Sim tel Unix·
G, lots of MSOOS source. Tho usands of complete working
programs in C. Asm, Pascal, etc. March 1992. $39.95
"1$09660. fully guaranteed. Visa/MC/COD S&H SS. S10 air overseas.

MB Scientific

WAlNUT CREEK CDROM

7432 Lake Willis Drive, Orlando, FL 32821

1547 Palos Verdes Suile 260 Walnut Creek CA 94596
1 800 786 9907 +1 500 947 5996 +1 500 947 1644 Uax)

PH: (407) 238- 1451

Inquiry 724.

FA X: (407) 238-0324

In quiry 730.

COMMUNICATIONNOICE MAIL

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Fast, reliable with unlimited lengt h of source code. Conditional
assembly, complete se t of aritl1metic and logical operators. Opllonal
listing with sorted Cross-reference Table. Price St00.00 each.

SIMULA TOR-DEBUGGERS/DISASSEMBLERS

(KCI) K.l.S.S. Communications, lnt'I
34 Robbie Ave., Nor1h York, Ontario M3H 1Y4

Lear Com Company

Voice (416) 633·0351

Call 1-800-677-8885
Hours 8:00 AM to 5:30 PM Eastern Time
817 Main Street, Third Floor, Cincinnati OH 45202

Inquiry 736.

We olfer excellent lull·lunction simulators with built-in disassemblers
for the 8048/49, 8051/52. 8080/85, and Z80 controllers, and now ror
the 8096 and 80C196. with their unique features fully suppor1ed.
Prices from 5200 to 5300 each, with SS0.00 discounts !or XASM ...
SIM packages.

•Tavis Voice/Fax Mail (Hardware/Software) $1995
• Custom Software Application Specialist

Horan Data Services converts and translates data tolfrom
9-TRACK TAPE, 3480, 8MM, 4MM, Y." CARTRIDGES
AND ALL SIZES & DENSITIES OF DISKE TTES.
lhousands of formats suppor1ed including EBCDIC, ASCII,
databases, decicated and PC word processas and lypeselters.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

VOICE/FAX MAIL HEADQUARTERS
Affordable; Full Fea tured ; Menu Driven Voicemall
•Bigmouth $195 • Faxmouth $99 • Telemarket $79
•Tavis Talk 4 Liner (Hardware/Software) $1495

loorlrom virlually

ANY TAPE OR DISK FORMAT!

1-.

1
1

2440 Kipling St., Ste. 206, Lakewood CO 80215
(303) 232-2226 FAX (303) 232-8721

Fa x (416 ) 638-8512

Inquiry 725.

Inquiry 731 .

IBM PCi-TO•HP FILE COPY
FASTER

EASIER TO USE

Update version uses windows: Call for free demo! IBM

PC <lo> HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2,
compatibles to interchange files with Hewlett-Packard

Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9000s.

Oswego Software
Box 3 10
Oswego, IL 60543

708 / 554-3567
F A X 708 /554-3573

Inquiry 737.

COMMUNICATIONS

CROSS DISASSEMBLERS

SDLC, HDLC AND X.25 SUPPORT

ASSEMBLERS/DISASSEMBLERS

CONVERSION SERVICES

8051 , 8048, 8096 , 8080/85, Z80/180,
SPARC, 6800, 6809, 68HC11, 680XO,
65C02, 9900, OTHERS

Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from over
3000 formats including 3W', SY.", 8" disk formals &

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE

Use Sangoma ha1dware and ooftware to provide cost
effective, robust and easy-to-use SDLC, HDLC and

X.25 links from MS-DDS, UNIX, PC-MOS, etc.
All real time communication functions perforrred by
intelligent co-processor card.
Full function SNA emulation packages also available.

COMPLETE OPTIMIZED DEVELOPMENT TOOL SETS
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSIONAL

Sangoma Technologies Inc.
(416) 474-1990

1-800-388-2475

CALL (408) 773-8465

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. #8
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (800) Convert

FAX (408) 773·8466

Inquiry 732.

DATA RECOVERY

Lst yr dta?

RS232 DATA ACQUISITION

We can find it.

READ DATA FROM ANY SERIAL DEVICE
directly into ANY PC application-as if typed in! No
hardware, No programming! Many advanced
features, 2-way 1/0 etc. CALL FOR FREE INFO.
DOS ver. $129, Windows $199. 100% Guaranteed!

• Unsurpassed success rate• Fast turn around
• Prrority service available •Clean room
• Expertise in DOS, OS/2, Novell, Macintosh,
Unix, Xenix, Sun, DEC, Wang, Banyan Vines
and more

T.A.L. ·SOFTWARE WEDGE

ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY, INC.

2022 Wallace Street, Philadelphia, PA 19130
(B00)-722-6004, (215)-763-2620, Fax: 215-763-9711

6321 Bury Drive, Eden Prain·e, MN 55346

MN:1·800·872·2599 • CA: 1-800-752-7557

Inquiry 727.

Inquiry 733.

COMPILERS

Frontier Software Development Corp.
68-30 Harrow St., Forest Hills, New York 11375

Inquiry 728.

SECRET WEAPON for TECHNICIANS ONLY
Florida Engineer Robert Hurt has developed YOUR new Secret
Weapon lo resurrect dead PCs. PocketPOST test card is
LOADED with features to reduce your troubleshooting lime, bu!
small enough to hide in your pocket. Includes 180-page pocket·
sized manual PACKED with secret info, diagnostic soltware.
and FREE tech support. Experts say Pocke!POST is a ~potent
weapon against compuler ills." (Computer Shopper. May 92).
Compatible with XT, AT, ISA, ElSA, MicroChannel. Call NOW
for details.

DATA DEPOT Inc.

1710 Drew Street #5, Clearwater, FL 34615
813-44 6-3402
FA X 8 13-443·4377

Inquiry 738.

CONVERTING YOUR DISKETTES?
ENTRUST THEM TO US!

Compile your Pascal Program for 32·bit 80386 protecled
mode. Forget about memory limitalions. Gain speed. Fully
compatible with TP 6.0.
Royally·free Dos exlender. Over 250 new functions. Starting
with $150. 30-daymoney-back guarantee.

To order call: 1-800-934-FSDC
1-71 8·520·4197
Fax: 1-718-575-8038

DIAGNOSTIC

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

FS: PASCAL

I ~

2500 Word Processor & Computer formals,
3~ ",SY.", 8" Disks, Mag Tapes. Mag Cards. Cartridges,
Cassettes & 8 MM Cuslom Conversions, Programming
& Applications Development
DISK DUPLICATION
OCR SCANNING SERVICES
Cal us for Oualily, Best Prices and Quickest Turnar001d Time.
COMPANY COMPENDIA, INC., 55 E Washington St.,
#237, Oicago, IL 60602 TEL: 1·800·374·DISK FAX: 312·419-1390

EDUCATION
8.5. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE
The Amer ican lnstitule for Computer Sciences oilers an in
depth correspondence program to earn your Bachelor of
Science and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science
al home. S.S . subjects covered are: MS/DOS, BASIC.
PASCAL, C, Data File Processing, Data Structures &
Operating systems. M.S . program includes subjects in
Software Engineering and At1ificial Intelligence.

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES
2101 ·BY Magnolia Ave. South. Ste. 200, Birmingham. AL 35205

800-767·2427

205-323 -6191

Inquiry 734.

COMPUTER INSURANCE

ENTERTAINMENT

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER

THE #1 CHOICE

SAFEWARE Computerowners coverage provides
replacement of hardware, media and purchased
software. As little as $49 a year covers accidents,
thell, power surges and more. One call does it all.
Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5)

in disk & tape convers ion

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
(Local 614·262·0559)

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

Inquiry 729.

available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR

relms/LOGISOFT
PO BOX 61929, SUNNYVALE CA 94088

Inquiry 726.

word processors. Disk-to-disk conversions also
Scanning Services.

0

r~~ Ttr~l. ~~dd~gm~~~~~ait~o~~eri ~~~~e~~~rT~-~~~.'
Free test •Satisfaction guaranteed

Graphics Unlimited Inc.
3000 Second St. North, Minneapolis, MN 5541 1

(612) 588-7571 FAX: (612) 588-8783
1·800-745·7571

Inquiry 735.

Vegetable Garaen Design

SPROUT!
Planting tool produces a graphic vegetable garden
plan wilh correct plant and row spacing. Contains
database for 7 climate regions. Prints out garden

layouts, calendars, shopping lists, and reports.

IBM ... $59.95

Macintosh ... $79.95

Abracadat-a, Lt-d .

PO Box 2440, Eugene, OR 97402
To order or request lree catalog
Call (800) 451-4871
FAX (503) 683·1925

Inquiry 739.
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THE BUYER'S MART
ENTERTAINMENT

FONT

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS

FREE GAMES!

Call Today!

Free Font Program !with minor res1ric1ions1
• NewFase 3.0 •Scalable !ants on-the·lly for WordPerfect 5.1/5.0 • In
fini te font eflects • WYSIWYG previewer • Supports mosl printer/fax
boards• 150 font library• Network version available • Basic package
includes 40 fonts• Cyrillic and APL available• Regular $79 • Ca!I now
for FREE working program wilh minor reslrictions
"(Newfase) does what the bestsoltwareutilitiesare supposed ta do:
save you time and money, and make your work look goad." Karl
Siegnell. Capital PC Monitor. 11190

32 bit Microprocessor Trainer and Development System wilh
32 Bil User Bus. Upload, Download , Assembler and
Disassembler Onboard. The EVB- \\ uses the Se1ia\ Porto I
a Terminal or PC and is similar to 8 and 16 bit units featured
in many popular books. Other 8, 16 and 32 bit systems are
available.

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS
(619) 931-8111ext.511

41 Witherspoon SI., Princeton, NJ 08542
TEL 800-935- 5599
FAX 609 -497-0917

53 Games on 15/5.25" or 8/3.5" disks. It's
FREE! You pay only $5.00 shipping and
handling per collection. Credit cards only.
Foreign add $5.00 per package.

I

..

Inquiry 740.

Go,

NEMESIS,

Go

Chaos Manor User's Choice Award {BYTE/1990)

Toyogo, Inc.

(800) 869-6469

Digital Quad Maps

Micro_MQ_H_!._$AD™
(303) 988·4940

fax: (808) 396-4126

Inquiry 741.

HARDWAR8COPROCESSOR

Local Street Maps, State Maps, and World
Maps in DXF, PCX, PICT, PIG or TIF
Formats. Gigabytes of Map data available

PO Box 25460-Y. Honolulu, HI 96825-0460

(808) 396-5526

Phone URDA, Inc.
1-800-338-0517 or 412-683-8732

Inquiry 751 .

G.l.S.
Go - a Zen game. So appealing, it has endured 4,000

II

6B030 and 6BEC030

MicroPress

Inquiry 7 45.

years. So useful governments study it.
NEMESIS Go Junior entices novices or any age.
NEMESIS Go Master Deluxe satiales the addicled.
Windows. Macintosh and DOS versions available.

EVB

Inquiry 746.

DIGIT AL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
DSP products for I he IBM PC AT. Our TMS320C25 and
TMS320C51 based boards, with extensive software,
feature 250 Khz multi-channel AI D and D/A, up to 192
Kwords RAM, very high throughput to PC RAM and disk,
and are priced competilively with traditional Analog 10
boards. Call us about your applications.

DALANCO SPRY
B9 Westl and Ave., Roche s ter, NY 1461 B

Ph/FAX (716) 473-3610

Inquiry 752.

FINANCIAL SOFTWARE

HARD DRIVE REPAIR

INDUSTRIAL COMPUTING

BrainMaker:

Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc™

"The most fascinating computer soft 
ware I've ever seen ... learn about this
stuff." John Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks,
bonds, sales, inventories. Comprehensive
manual. Menus. 12,CXXl sold. PC or Mac.

THE Independent Provider, serving the Dealer,
Professional. Corporate, Government, and
Educational Buyer since 1985

Portable, Rack-Mount Industrial Computers
& Single Board Computers

Still only 5195!

Free Flyer: 800/284-8112, 916/477-7481

California Scientific Software
Inquiry 742.

APPLE II '" & MACINTOSH '"
SYSTEMS• PARTS• EXCHANGE REPAIRS
Call for a Catalog..

ADS Diagrammer is a Microsoft windows 3.0 drawing
tool that allows you to create complex software
diagrams faster and more easily than ever before!
Call for your free trial disk today!

Atlantic Design Systems

77 SprucewoOO Dr., Gillord, NH 03246
Phone: (BOO) 745-6095 or (603) 524-2943
Fax: (603) 524-3657

(BOO) 633-0446

Inquiry 753.

HARDWARE

INDUSTRIAL SOFTWARE

AS CI BUYERS CLUB™

RUN A PLC, CNC, DATA LOGGER ON YOUR PC
using our PCLog environment

If you're !ired of paying inllated prices for computer parls and
accessories. join the ASCI BUYERS CLUB''"· Low WHOLESALE
prices on all of loday's most wanted hardware items. SAVE ON:
Cases, Motherboards. Drives. RAM Chips, Video Cards, Modems
and much. much more!!!

EXAMPLE: TRIDENT SVGA Card (8900 Chip Sel) 1MB.. .
. ... ... ... $73.60
INFINITI 2400 Baud Modem W/Sottware ....... .......... ...... 537.95
ALL ITEMS FACTORY NEW WITH ONE YEAR WARRANTY.
FREE MEMBERSHIP WITH FIRST ORDER OVER S25.00. CALL OR WRITE

PCLog is entirely written in C. It easily transforms your
PC into a system that runs industrial applications.
OON'T WAIT! Download your free OEMO now at (142)453165

ELSIST

ALCO Sec./Com., Inc.
P.O. Box 7049, Hicksville, NY 11802
800-238-ASCI
let 516-935-1602 Dealer Inquiries Welcome FAX: 516-935-5231

Inquiry 7 48.

Inquiry 7 43.

P.O. Box H, Moreno Valley, CA 92556

205 BURLINGTON ROAD• BEDFORD, MA 01730

Inquiry 747.

Have you seen the latest breakthrough in
software diagramming?

Desert Microsystems, Inc.

INT'L: 617-275-4600 •FAX: 617-275-4848

FLOWCHARTS

$250

BQQ-274-5343

Desert Microsystems offers ruggedized portable and rack·
mount industrial computer systems. The PortaRack is 30 lbs ..
8-slots. aircraft atuminum. 200 Watt power supply, and can be
rack-mounted or carried: Rack·mount computers ol 8. 10. 14,
and 20-slots with passive backplane or molherboard design.
Exlended two-year warranty standard. All U.S. made.

Electronic Systems

Ir

Via Brodolini. 15, 15033 Casale MTO, Italy
PH. 142/451987, FAX. 142/451988, BBS. 142/453165

Inquiry 754.

LANS
FLOW CHARTING 3
•High resolution print outs ...
dot matrix or laser
• Mulli-page charts ...
portrait or landscape
• lmporVexport capabilities
• 35 shapes, 10 fonts, 4 line styles

(a;\

v

PATTON & PATTON

Call for free demo disk.!

800-525-0082 ext. 1317
So fl ware Corporation 455 CochraneC1., MorganHill. CA95037
See our ad on page T04

Inquiry 744.

MYLEX MOTHERBOARDS
33MHz. 64k IDE, 2SP&PP
S 595
20MHz, IDE, 2SP&PP
349
50/33MH z. 64k cache (baby) ISA 1195/895
50/33MHz, 128k, EISA
1995/1495
EISA/TIGA Graphics Adapler
1179
EISA/SCSI Adapter
695
Network lnlerlace !or EISA 32·Bit
325

386
386sx
486
486
GXE020 B
DCE376
LNE 390

2 Year Warranty

Beauliful Buffalo, New York USA

FAX (716) BB2-9650

Inquiry 749.

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129

RFF ELECTRONICS
1053 Banyan Court, Loveland, CO 80538

Phone: (303) 663-5767

FA X: (303) 669-4889

SC/FOX'" EMBEDDED COMPUTERS
~3n~~~~,$~~2~~~sCPL~~t~~n1 :.~~t'~!~ri~~~~;J,~_o MIPS burst.
WE Master/Slave System Conlroller SBC: II MIPS avg 70 MIPS burst.
uses RTX 2000 cpu. SCSI. 2 ser. 1ptr ports, lo 640K bytes.
S!and-Alone Single Board Computers; 18MIPS avg 60 MIPS burst, 3U
or tOOr IOOmm EUJocard- size using either SC32or RTX 2000.
Ideal !or embedded real-lime control, dala acquisition, robotics, and signal
processing. OEM software development system included.

SILICON COMPOSERS INC

(4151322-a153

20B California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

Inquiry 750.
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•Conned 2 or 3 PCs, XTs. ATs
• Uses serial ports and 5-wire cable
•Runs at 115K baud
• Runs in background. totally transparent
• Share any device, any lile. any lime
• Needs only t4K of RAM

Skeptical? We make believers!

Information Modes
P.O. Drawer F. Denton. TX 76202

B17-3B7-3339

Orders B00-62B-7992

Inquiry 755.

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS
RFFlow 2.0 is a pro fessiona l drawing tool for
flowchart s & org. charts. Requires Microsoft Win
dows. 100 shapes aulo adjust in size. Diagonal
lines and curves. Auto line routing and re-routing.
Click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart. Move
charts to other apps. via lhe Clipboard. Call for free
trial disk.

Try the 1st truly low-cost LAN

Factory Service

EXALINX, Inc.
(BOO) 992-5469

The $25 Netvvork

LAPTOP COMPUTERS
SAVE!

I LAPTOPS* NOTEBOOKS

I SAVE!

TOSHIBA• EVERE X •ZENITH• AT & T •TANDON
AST• SHARP • BONDWELL • ALA • LIBRE X
PANASONIC• ALTIMA •LEADING EDGE
PACKARD BELL• SAMSUNG • NEC• Tl • COMPAQ

•We ALSO carry accessories and sottware •

Computer Options Unlimited
12 Maiden Lane, Bound Brook, NJ 08805

(800) 424-7678 Need Help?: 908-469-7959
9-9 M-F 9-5 Sat. 6 days Worldwide Sales

Inquiry 756.

L
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LAPTOP COMPUTERS

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

IBM CONVERTIBLE

C and C++DOCUMENTAT/ON TOOLS

MEMORY-128K $79 256K $225

SE RIAUPARALLEL ADAPTER-$120
MONITORS-Monochrome $59

FIGHT PIRACY!

* EVERLOCK3.0 *
SOFTWARE COPY PRO TECTION

C·CALL ($69) Graphic-tree of caller/called herarchy.
C-CMT ($69) Generate, insert, update comrrent-blocks.
C·METAIC ($59) Path complexity, lines/stmts/comments.
C-LIST ($69) List, action-diagram, reformat programs.
C-REF ($59) local/global/parameter cross-reference.
C-DOC ($199) All 5 as 1 DOS program, <=15,000 lines.
Professional ($299) <=150,000lines, DOS, OS/2. Windows.

MODEMS-Standard $75 Enhanced $175
CRT ADAPTER-for monitors $99
Color $109

~~:~gocfc~~~7~ase $~~TTERY-$98

HARD DRIVES-20 Meg-$495 40 Meg-$695
MORE ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC.

COMPUTER RESET

6064 St. Ives Way, Mississauga, ONT, Canada L5N-4M1

P.O. Box 461782, Garland, TX 75046

(41 6) 85B-4466

Phone (214) 276-8072 BBS & FAX (214) 272-7920

Inquiry 757.

New Option Board Safe-New Remote Registration

New CPU LOCK-CD ROM LOCK and more
EVER KEY HA RDWARE LOCKS

*

*

Az-Tech Software, Inc.
201 East Franklin. Richmond, MO 64085
Call fora
(816) 776-2700
FREE
Demo (800) 227-0644
FAX (816) 776·8398

Inquiry 769.

Inquiry 763.

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS
DON'T DEVELOP NETWORK APPLICATIONS

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS

without NPPC, a powerful library sub-routine package that handles all
the delails of NelBIOS or IPX programming! NPPC suppo1ts high-level
program communicalions at the message level lor all se1ver/ client and
peer-lo-peer models. If you are using C or Assembler, NPPC allows
you to write a sinQle application that runs on BOTH IPX ANO NetBIOS
without any modillcations. NPPC is compalible wilh any true NetBlOS
emulator, therelore applications written wilh NPPC will work with most
LANs in the marke!place. We offer a 30 day money tlack guarantee.
NPPC for !PX or NetBIOS: $195.00, with source: $395.00

NEW LOW PRICES ON:
Battery Powered Printers
Portable Hard Drives
Laptop Expansion Systems
Backlites AND MORE!
Call for free catalog

SOFTWAREHOUSE CORPORATION

AX ONIX CORPORATION

326 State Street, Los Altos, CA 94022

(800) 866-9797

(415) 949-0203

Inquiry 758.

ACOUSTIC ADAPTERS
NEW 9600 bps
• World Wide Data Connection
• To 9600 bpserrorfree (w. V.32N.42 modem)

• For Executives, Journalists, Sales Professionals
• RJ-11 Modem Conneclion

• Self Test, Auto On/Off
• Smallest, Most Adaptable, Made in USA
• Call for lowest price in the industry

Information Machines
(818) 884-5779

Woodland Hills. CA

FAX: 818-884-5853

Inquiry 759.

Boost Your BASIC with ProBas!

I

Adds 938 new commands to OB and PDS
Written in assembly for speed
Gives your programs a professional look
Easy lo use, money back guaran1ee
Other add-ons for BASIC, C & Visual Basic avail.

FREE DEMO Disk AND BOOKLET
TeraTech

SQL 4GL CIM SOFTWARE
CimFacts consists of a family of SOL 4GL integrated
applications for organisations in manulacluring andtor
distribution. The SOL relational database is integral to
CimFacts . DOS & UNIX supported. Dealer Program
Available. Call for 16 page brochure.
• B~t Of Materials
• MRP & Inventory Control
•Numerical Control Programming • Cost Eslimating
•Proce ss Planning
• ProducVProcess Gosling
•Shop Floor Control
• Purchase Processingllnvoicing
•Just In Time (Jill Scheduler
• Accounts Receivable/Payable

3300 s.Gess"" De, Suit• 150
Houston. Tws 77083, USA Tt\(713) 784-4016

Inquiry 760.

(800) 447-9120 x128

Dept 126. Suite 360, 3 Choke Cherry Rd., Rockville, MD20650

ln1'1 (301) 330-6764 Fax (301) 963-0436 BBS (301) 963-7478

Quite Simply
The Best
Ways To

Protect Your Valuable
Software Investment

~~l~m~t~~ :~e~n~~As~gpgi~mo Disk

:
STOPVIEW"•'

STOPCOPY PLUS1"'

(800) 879·2224

BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

(301) 871-1094
14105 Heritage Lane, Sliver Spring, MD 20906
FAX: (301) 460-7545

Cop's Copylock II
T he professional soltware protection with
TRU E Machine Insta ll. Option Board sale .
Supports OS/2, Windo w s and Trace.

LINK Computer
lnt'I: + 45 31232350
US/CAN: 800-344-2545

Fax:+ 45 31238448
FAX: 408-923-7061

Inquiry 771 .

PUBLIC DOMAIN
FREE SOFTWARE for IBM®

BIT-LOCK® SECURITY

TRY US! GET 15/5.25" or 8/3.5" disks full of our
best selling software-FREE! Games,
Windows'", utilities, business, educational,
religion, home/ health. Pay $5.00 shipping/
handling per collection. Credit cards only.
Foreign add $5.00 per pkg. Call today!

Piracy SURVIVAL 10 YEARS proves effectiveness of
powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms. PARALLEL or SERIAL port-transparent
security device. Complemented by economical KEY
LOKT"' and multifeatured COMPU-LOCK 1 1.1 including
countdown, timeout, data enc1yption, and multiproduct
protection. (Dos/Unix/Mac), Also, access conlrol.

SMC SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS

(619) 931-8111 ext. 511

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122
(303) 770-1917

Inquiry 766.

ROM BIOS UPGRADES
YOUR SALES MESSAGE
about the special computer product or se1vice
that you provide belongs in print

THE BUYER'S MART
can help you reach computer professionals and
produce valuable inquiries for your company!

Call Margot Gnade1or moreinformation

603-924-2656
or

Fax: 603-924-2683
Inquiry 761 .

AMI, PHOENIX

&

MR BIOS

Upgrade your IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible. Also
386SX & 386 versions. Supports 2 user-defined hard
drives, 101 / 102 KB, 360, 720, 1.2 & 1.44 floppies,
setup in ROM. All Video, Windows 3.0 Diagnostic in
ROM AMI 286 & 386 versions only . CALL. New
version just came in.

Advanced Software
6 Stiles Road, #1A, Salem, NH 03079

800-835-2467 6 0 3 - 898- 2362
Fax: 603-890-1185

Inquiry 767.

NEURAL NETWORKS

OPEN SYSTEMS

?

Technical Crime is both Profitable and Low Risk
AM/CrySys 1 1.1 gives you the Banking Industry Solution
O US Govt. Approved Methods
O External & Internal Keys
O Protect. Authenticale Data
O Multiple Interlocked Arming

O Max. Performance, Min. Memory
O Key Manager and Distributor
O Fi les, Bases, Media, Messages
O lnler1aces and Utilities

N L I Systems Inc.

SCIENTIFIC CONSULTANT SERVICES, INC.

8100 Cherokee Street. Philadelphia, PA 19118
215-836-1 830, $395 (Visa/MCIAmex)

• PC Magazine Editors' Choice • PC Computing "Best
Product"• Mobile Oflice Mag Annual Award
Call for FREE Information Packet.

SCHERRER RESOURCES, INC.

Inquiry 768.

11

PO Box 103, 505 1 Nesttun, NORWAY
lnt'I: +47 510 5620
Fax: +47 510 5621

Inquiry 772.

THE AMISH OUTLAW
SHAREWARE COMPANY

Sell More with SALES ALLY
Client & Prospect Management Database, Word
Processor, & Notepad Autodialing, Reports, Alarms
Invoicing, Sales Forecasting, Networks.

516-696·3333

...

SHAREWARE

i860/486 NEURAL NETWORKS

20 Stagecoach Road, Selden NY 11784

,.._, .J

SALES/MARKETING TOOLS

Industrial strength, no frills, neural training tools aimed al
high-end platforms and experienced users. Special features
for developing networks with enhanced robustness and
stability. Converges reliably. We needed a good training
system, were dissatisfied with the commercially available
ones, so wrote our own. lnlerested? Also available: C
Library and pretrained neural network systems for financial
forecasting. Contact: Jeffrey Owen Katz, PhD,

Inquiry 762.

Completely menu ctiven
Defeats all Hardware/Software Copiers
No Source Code Changes
Mullliple Layering
No Damaged Media

Inquiry 770.

Inquiry 765.

MANUFACTURING/DISTRIBUTION

CimFacts

FAX: (415) 949-0208

Inquiry 764.

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION

•
•
•
•
•

**
* *DROER
* * *YOU*WilFREE
* *AGREATNEW
* * * * *GAME
**
WITH*EVERY
l RECEIVE

NOT LISTED IN DUR CATALOG ABSOLU TELY FREE
All OISKS HAVE EASY-TO-USE MENUS
SIMPLY TYPE "GO" TO ACCESS PROGRAMS
$3.00 PER OISK t-9 - $2.50 PER OISK 10-UP
3.5" ANO 5.25" OISKS SAME PR IC E
(IBM PUBLIC DOMAIN ANO SHAREWARE ONLY)
3705 RICHMOND AVE ., STATEN ISLAND. NY 10312
1-(800) 947-4346 or (718) 317-0198 FAX 1-17181966-4766

Inquiry 773.
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SOFTWARE WANTED

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
The

OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVELOPERS
Ex perienced software industry executives are
seeking opportuni t ies related to software
developed for commercial marketing. If you have
such software technology, please co nsider a
business relationship with a group of well-financed
software professionals.
For a confidential assessment of your sof twa re
product, please respond, using the Reader Ser
vice Inquiry Card. You will be contacted promptly.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

C Graphics Handbook
Roger T. Stevens

RAINDROPrM

Topics covered include: clipping techniques. 3D graphics
in C++, plotting pixels in 16 color modes, drawing horizontal
and vertical lines in both 16 and 256 color modes, filling
polygons and rounded rectangles, sample programs for
ROM BIOS services in C, and a disk of the C source code.
Paperb ack: S39.95

FAST, compact Pr tScrn Utility for end users ANO
developers. Hardcopy as fast as 10 secs. Average binary
size - 6 kbyte. 14 video graphic standa rds. Scale, rotate,
colorize and more. 'CALL' from user-written programs.
Complete 9- & 24-pin dot-matrix, inkjet, and laserjet library
$44.95 + 53 s/h.

July 1992, c. 800 pp./ISBN: 0-12-668320-4

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS

ACADEMIC PRESS

8106 St. David Ct., Springfield, VA 22153

Book Mklg. Oepl. #OBOB2. 1250 Sixth Ave .. San Dieoo. CA 92101
CALL TOLL FREE 1·800-321·5068

Inquiry 774.

(703) 440-0064

Fax (703) 455-8965

Inquiry 785.

Inquiry 779.

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
TIFF, PCX, TARGA, GIF, DIB, BMP , WMF, WPG

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
• GENERAL LEDGER
• ORDER ENTRY
• JOB COSTING
• BILL OF MATLS
•PAYROLL

GRAFMA TIC - FORTRAN callable graphics Library !or
crea ting 2-0 and 3·0 graphics, contour plots and solid
models. PRINTMATIC and PLOTMATIC provide high
resolution FORTRAN callable printer and plotter drivers for
your graphics. NO ROYAL TIES. $249.95 ea.

Import, export, convert, display and print images. DOS &
Windows versions included in one low priced, royalty free
package. Sample applications with complete source code.
Compatible with all major C, C++ compilers and all Windows
languages. Supports all flavors of each format up to 24
bits/pixel. 30 day satisfaction guarantee. $295

S99/S19B ea. + S&H

dATAMAR SYSTEMS

c red. Card-Check-COD
8586 Miramar Place, San Diego, CA 92121

(619) 452-0044

FORTRAN GRAPHICS

AccuSoft Image Format Libr ary

• PURCH ORDllNVNTORY
• ACCOUNTS RECV ABLE
• JOB ESTIMATING
• SALES ANALYSIS
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Suppo11s Microso!Vlahey/RM FORTRAN compilers

Jewell Technologies, Inc.

AccuSoft Corporation

130 Nickerson St., Suite 105, Seattle, WA 98109

160 E. Main St ., Westboro, MA 01581

(BOO) 223-9963

(aool 525·3577

Inquiry 775.

(508) 898·2770

1 (BOO) 2B4-2574

FAX (SOB) 898-9662

Inquiry 786.

Inquiry 780.

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

SCIENTIFIC VISUALIZATION

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE

boards. Over 75 routines callable from MS FORTRAN.
Up lo 1024x768 in 256 colors. 2·D & 3-D w/perspec
tive. Gouraud shaded polygons. Hidden surface
removal. Animation. Mouse & joystick support. Sca le
and rotate text. S l ore/relrieve in PCX format. $100
postpaid. No royalties. Call for free demo disk.

FREE 30 day trial
Tel:
Fax:
USA:

Mathematical Modeling On Your.PC
Science
Engineering
Business

graphics library for VGA and ET4000 Super VGA

Full featured, heads-down data ent1y
wilh two-pass verification, edit language,
operator stats, much more! Designed for
the PS/2°, PC, XT, AT or compatibles.
PCs from $395
LAN version available
Computer Keyes
21929 Makah Rd.,
Woodway, WA 98020

•
•
•
•
•

5562 Bells Ferry Rd .. Suite 233, Acwmth, GA 30102

TeVFAX: (404) 917-1309

Inquiry 787.

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING

SOFTWARE/DAT A COMPRESSION

>
>
>

FREE SOFTWARE
PACKAGING CATALOG

PostScript from C

Double your hard disk ZIPIT™
>

Continuous floppy archive of huge files.
Automatic creation of self-extract file.
One-step implodin g_of directory trees.
Transfer huge fi les between PCs.
Send $49. Visa/Ms/Check/MO.

Eve1ything you will need to Package, Distribute. and Ship Your
Soflware!! From manuals and binders to mailers arn shippers

c_ pslib function library
Order today for $195.00
and receive FREE source code!

DIRTRAN SYSTEMS INC.

Barton Creek Software

P 0 BOX 1207, ROSLYN PA 19001
Fa x: (215) 659-2029
Phone (800)995· 2501

2222 Western Trails Ste 106, Austin, TX 78745

512-441-8354

Inquiry 776.

...FREE CATALOG•••
Hice & Associates
8586 Monticello Dr ., West Chester. OH 45069

Fax 512-444-4554

Phone/Fax: 513 -777-B5B6

Inquiry 788.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
FREE TECHNICAL REPORT!

Analog Circuit Simulation

~IL

Just request info about the

• Filler Design

Extensive Mod el libraries
Waveform An aly sis
Repo1t-Ouality Plotling
Full SPICEprograms starting
at $95. Comple te systems
from $9 90

"CAD/CAM Developer's Kit" Series
C Libraries for CAD/CAM, Engineering and GIS Applications,
650+ routines for DXF inpuVoulput, graphical display, line/
arc/ellipse/NURB spline construction/editing, and much more
than can be described here.

Phone or FAX (617) 899-4350 for more information.

Call tor your Free Demo and information kit.

P.o. sox 110, san Pedro. CA 90733.0110
310·833-0710, FAX: 310-833-9658

Building Block Software, Inc.

TT
1•ntUSOL.

3 71 Moody Street, Waltha m, MA 02154

Inquiry 783.

Inquiry 777.

CAE SOFTWARE

"The Ultimate CAD/CAM/CAE Graphics Engine"

• ECA-2: Analog Circuit Simulator• AC, DC, Transient
Analysis• MonteCarlo, WCA • Interactive/lull nonlinear
• SAUNA: 3-0 Thermal Analysis • PC Bds, heat sinks, &
enclosures • All HT modes• Thermal parameters library
• ACTIVE: Switched Cap & Active Fillers• Order 1-50 of 5
cascaded lilters • (45) topologies• (8) Types
For FREE demo call:

TG·PROFESSIONAL v.4.0 the most complete CIC++ toolbox of 20 &
30 geometric roulines available today! Over aoo routines induding
NURBS, OXF, Graphics, Surlacing. Hidden Line. Volumes, Areas.
Transforms, Perspectives, Polygon (lnVUnion/Diff), Clipping, Tangents.
A ulilities libra1y with Graphics routines !or drawing using BGI or MSC
Graphics and more. Full source. 30 day guarantee. USA $500.00,
Foreign $565.00US. Use MSC, B&land CIC++, WATCOM C/386 or
Metaware High CIC++, Technical inlormation available.

Tatum Labs Inc.
1287 North Silo Ridge Drive, Ann Arbor Ml 48108

(313) 663-8810

Inquiry 778.
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LABELS

For your diskettes, plain or custom printed
dot matrix or laser printer . . . free samples

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

•
•
•
•

LABELS

LABELS

Inquiry 782.

• PC and Macin tosh CAE
• Schematic Entry
SPICESi mulator
• Mon ie Carl o Analysis
• Parameter Swee ping

Faster, Easier, more Powe1ful than other methods
Nonlinear Algebraic and Differential Systems
Solve For Any Parameter Values • No Programming
Complex • Vectors • Natural Mathematics Editor
Simulat ion • Optimization • Graphics

New Chico Solver 2.3 (916) 342·3279 Only 5399
Full refund for 30 days ii no1salislied. VISA/MC/PO#
Chico Software Company PO Box 5174, Chico. CA 95927

AEROSOFT CORPORATION

206/776/6443
2061776-7210
800/356-0203

Inquiry 781.

>

(206) 2B5· 6B60

•

Disk Software Inc.
2116 E. Arapaho Rd., &me 487, Richardson, TX USA 75081
Phone: 21 4·423-7288 • 800.635-7760 • FAX: 214-423-7288

Inquiry 784.

Weather Monitor & Weatherlink!
The ultimate in weather monitoring systems! A state-of·
the-ar1 weather station and a PC link allow you to view,
record, summarize, and graph weather information. The
perfect marriage of computer and weather technology.

DAVIS INSTRUMENTS
3465 Diablo Avenue, Hayward, CA 94545
1-800-678-3669 FAX 1-510-670-0589
BY20

Inquiry 789.

FREE CATALOG
A great selection of scientific software products
for plotting, non-linear curve fitt in g, chemical
e quilibri um, si mula t ion , statistics , symbolic
algebra, and more. Prices from $150. Ca ll:

1-801 -943-0290
MicroMath, Salt Lake City, UT 8412 1-0550

Inquiry 790.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

UTILITIES
Dynamic Memory Control will cure your RAM CRAM
problems on the fly by freeing up memory. Loads and
unloads TSRs and device drivers including network
drivers, without having to reboot. Eliminate multiple
CONFIG/AUTOEXEC files. Even converls TSRs and
drivers into self.removing programs. Order from: The
Conneclion $691·800·336-1166.

MicroPress, Inc.

Adlersparre & Associates Inc.

68-30 Harrow Street, Forest Hills, NY
Tel (609) 497-0008
Fax (609) 497-0917

501-1803 Douglas SI., Vicloria BC V8T 5C3
1
Tel: (604) 384-1118
Fax: 1604) 384-3363

Inquiry 791 .

Inquiry 796.

SOFWARE/SORT
I

-.

IJ

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

FPLOT turns your prinler into an HP pen plaiter.
Fasl hi-res, no jagged lines. Vary line widlh, color.
Screen preview - zoom, pan. Works with most
CAD programs. Supports mosl printers. Requires
DOS 2.1 or higher. $119+$3 S&H. VISAIMCIChk/MO.

Exlremely fast So1VMerge/Select utility. Run as an MS

DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Supports
most languages and lile types including Btrieve and
dBASE. Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and much
morel MS-DOS $149. OS/2, XENIX, UNIX $249.

(702) 588-3737

FPLOT Corporation

Opt-Tech Data Processing

24-16 Sleinway St., Suile 605, Astoria, NY 11103

P.O. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

71 8-545-3505

Inquiry 792.

Compare anti-virus soltware and the ViruStop PC lmmunizerCard
ViruStop
leading Software
Occupies Ram
NO
YES
Needs constant updates
NO
YES
Vulnerable to virus infection NO
YES
Takes time to scan drives
NO
YES
Can be deleted
NO
YES
Password Function
YES
NO
Network Compatibilit
YES
Requires Special Version
Cost (S&H extra)
$69 $80 and up, plus the upgrade costs

Multi-Voice Tools is a complete development Toolkit lor Pascal or ~c·
to access all the leatu1es lor most speech processing boards available
today. It helps you write MULTl·LINE VOICE APPLICATION systems in
minutes. A number of programming examples are provided. All
programs and libraries are delivered with source code.
Dialogic, Rhelorex, Pika, VBX: $599. Watson (Single Line): $99. ALSO
AVAILABLE: Fax Programmer's Toolkit (St99). Based on GAS
specifications. Visa/MC accepted.

ITI Logiciel

MUL TIX, INC. 4203Bellway0r., Suite 7, Dallas TX 75244
Tel: (214) 239-4989 Fax: {214) 239·6826 We accept MastelCardand VISA

4263 Cristophe·Cokimb, Montreal, Quebec, Can. H2J 3G2

TEL (514) 597-1692

FAX (514) 526-2362

Inquiry 798.

I

d
•

VISUALIZE YOUR DATA

Why You Want BATCOM!

MCAT transforms most marketing and social
science data to easily understood perceptual maps.
Communicate complex re lat ions with ease using
presentation quality charts. Most printers supported.
Demos available.

BATCOM is a batch file compiler that transforms your
.bat files to .exe files to make them faster. BATCOM
extends DOS with many new commands so you can
read keyboard input, use subroutines, and much more.
In addition, BATCOM protects your source code. No
royallies! Only $59.95. Order loday!

B retton-Clark

I

•I
I

•

.. J

STATISTICS

Wenham Software Company
5 Burley SI., Wenham, MA 01984

89 Headquarters Plaza, Morristown, NJ 07960

FAX: (201) 993-1757

(201) 993-3135

'·

Sorry, Anti-Virus Software

MULTl-VOICE®TOOLS

f'

Children

-

Inquiry 797.

SOFTWARENOICE/FAX

I

'1 let's
Be
Sure
Our

FREE UP MEMORY

VTEX Scientific Desktop Publishing
• Equations • Tables • Graphics • Scalable
Fonts • Supports most printers • WYSIWYG
previewer • F oreign Lan!)uages • Special
Symbols• Font Effects• Indices •Only $299
"TEX of Tomorrow"-Notices of AMS, March 1991.

(508) 774-7036

Inquiry 793.

_..._

Inquiry 799.

WINDOWS
AHyperlmage/document mano,J'ementsystem under
MS·Wlndows 3.x

NCSS 5.x Series - $125

Easy-to- use menus & spread sheet. Multiple regressi on.
T·tesls. ANOVA (up to 10 factors , rep. measures,
covariance). Forecas ting. Factor, cluster, & discriminant
analysis. Nonparamelrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics:
histograms, box, scatter, etc. Reads ASCII/lotus. Many new
add-on modules.

Displays mulliple windows of images and documents in true color or with
color matching. Associates text info. images or symbols to any piKel inside
an image. Easily switches from image to image through successive levels of
detail. Finds a Point ilside an image by entering its name e.g. address.
Organizeimagesandfilesinanetwork/relationaldatabase.Userscan design
their own information templates and search with multiple keys. Include a
powerful editor, File security & Treesearch. Link to clipboard. Pan andzoom
within images. Work wilh PCX, BMP, TIF, G1F, Postscript file Formats.
NetworkVers.Avail.

NCSS

329 Norlh 1000 Easl, Kaysville, UT 84037

Phone: 801-546-0445

Friendly Information Systems, Inc.
3'\:o"sJ t;i-~~3°o~~~~~i ~~-~~~6 $350

Fax: 801-546-3907

Inquiry 794.

Smart

And Fit
We know our children won't get
very far in the world without agood,
working knowledge of the "3 R's:'
That's why school is such an
important part of their lives.
But there's another part of their
education that's just as important to
their future - physical education.
The healthy hearts they develop
now will go along way toward
helping them grow into healthy
adults. And the good fitness habits
they learn can stay with them for
a\ifetime. So let's encourage our
children to exercise their minds.
But let's be sure they do the
same for their bodies.

Inquiry 800.

TRANSLATION

WORDPERFECT UTILITY

SOFTWARE LOCALIZATION

FONT/FAX Driver far WordPerfect!

Since 1980. IDOC has translaled hundreds of packages for the
world's most prominent computer lirms: Ashton-Tate. Borland. HP.
Sun Mlc ro syslnms. Novell and many more. We oiler FULL
SOFTWARE ADAPTATION WITH IN-HOUSE ENGINEERING,
TRANSLATION INTO ALL MA JOR LANGUAGES WITH IN·HOUSE
LINGUISTS. DTP SPECIALISTS. AND EDITORS. Wilh praduclion
and sales offices in Los Angeles, Dublin, Milan. Buenos Aires, and
Tokyo (Fall 92). IDOC is the leader in worldwide translation se1vices.

•NewFase • Scalable fonls for WP • WYSIWYG
previewer • Supports most printer/FAX boards • Basic
Package includes 40 fonls • $79 (plus S/H) • 150 fonl
library available • Yes! Cyrillic (Russian) and APL
fonts• Activate INTELSatisFAXtion boardwilhinWP!
Call 800-935-5599 for FREE working demo!

MicroPress

IDOC, an International Documentation Companv

1·800·336·9898 (U .S.)

•

GrowUp

41 Wilherspoon St., Princelon, NJ 08542-3225
TEL 800-935-5599
FAX 609-497-0917

353-1-284·4223 (Europe)

10474 Santa Monica Blvd, Suite 404. l os Angeles, CA 90025

Inquiry 795.

Inquiry 801.

L

•

The President's Council on
Physical Fitness and Sports
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YOUR DIRECT LINK
ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION

To order products or request FREE information, call advertisers directly or send
in the Direct Link Card by mail or fax! Let them know you saw it in BYTE!
Inquiry No.

Page No.

Phone No.

A

98

65·66 ABACUS SOFTWARE
147 800-451 ·4319
289·290 ACQUIR E
337 617·938·8020
195-196 ADVANCED
COMPUTER PRODUCTS
320 800-FONE·ACP
68 ADVANCED
MICRO DEVICES
138,139 800-222-9323
291 ADVANCED MICRO TECH
336 714-598-6120
67 ALADDIN
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM
191 972-3-5375795
197 AL TEX ELECTRONICS 314,315
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR
COMPUTER SCIENC E
342 205-323-6191
69 AMERICAN MEGATRENDS 101 800-B28-9264
70 AMERICAN SMALL
85 918·825·4844
BUSINESS COMPUTER
292 AMRAM
339 408-559-0603
198 AMT INTERNATIONAL
332 408-942-9695
APPLE COMPUTER INC
17
19
APP LE COMPU TER INC
APPLE COMPUTER INC
21
322NE -2 408· 732-6091
558 APPRO INT'L INC
263800-APPROACH
190 APPROACH SOFTWARE
APS TECHNOLOGIES
300 800-235-3707
409 ASP
COMPUTER PRODUCTS
182 800-952-6277
73-74 AST RESEARCH INC
169
211 416-756·0718
72 ATI TE CHNOLOGIES INC
230 ATLAS INDUSTRIES INC
316 800-ATLAS·11
297 ATLAS INDUSTRIES INC
336 800-ATLAS·11
86 800-445-5415
AUTODESK INC
75 AUTODESK INC
87 800-445-5415
104-105 AUTODESK
RETAIL PRODUCTS
108 800 -22B-3601
276-277 AXIOM
336 88·62-917-4550

B
199·200
237-238
450
271-272
402
80-81
82·83
78-79
76-77
279-280
404

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC
235
Bl LINK COMPUTER
330
SIX
359
BLACK ICE SOFTWARE, INC344
94UK-9
BLACKWELL S/W
11
BORLAND INT'L
BORLAND INT'L
12,13
BORLAND INT'L
15
BORLAND INT'L (INT'L)
CIV
339
BPS IN TERNATIONAL
BRENT
COMMUNICATIONS 94UK-10
317
399 BUFF ALO PRODUCT S
201 BULLDOG
301
COMPUTER PRODUCT
BYTE CARD DECK
262
BYTE REPRINTS
258
BYTE SUB MESSAGE
294
9415-30
BYTE SUB MESSAGE

299
2B3
84
85
86
219-220
438·439
87
410-411
274
88
304
91
89
90
413
202
577
92
187
241
395-397
203
93
232-233

c

CACTUS INTERNATIONAL 343
CADSOFT COMPUTER, INC 342
CANON USA INC
102
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CO
162
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CO
163
CITITRONICS
331
9415-32
CLARION SOFTWARE
COMPAQ
117- 124
COMPUTER CORP
9415-31
COMPEX
344
COMPUBOOKS
COMPUCLASSICS
100
313
COMPUSA VE INT'L
36
COMPUTER ASSOCIA TES
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 82,83
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 140
9415-16
COMPUTER QUICK
COMPUTERL ANE UNLTD
329
322MW-3
COMTECH COMP
COPIA IN TERNATIONAL
14 8
COREL SOFTWARE
39
CREATIVE LABS INC
173
336
CURTIS INC
CYBER RESEARCH
327
312
CYBEX CORP
cm
CYBEX CORP (INT'L)
CYRIX
201

800-523-2702
800-888·5369
800-227·2983
914·277-7006
0865-791-738
800·331-0877
800-331·0877
800-331-0877
800-444-1341
0423-566972
800-345-2356
800-438-6039
603-924-2596
603-924-2525
800-257 -9402
800-257-9402

800-525-UNIX
800-858-8355
800-221-3333
800·234-4232
800·234·4232
818-855-5688
305· 7B5·4555
800-345-1518
714·630-7302
800-880-6818
B00-827·1994
602-437-B208
800-CALL ·CAI
800-CALL·CAI
800-CALL ·CAI
415-861-8330
B00-526·3482
612·884·2144
708-682·8898
800-836-SCSI
800·998-LABS
612-631 · 9512
B00-394-3300
205-534·0011
205-534-0011

D
94-95 DATA ACCESS CORP
96-97 DAT ALUX CORP
433 DAWICONTROL
COMPUTER SYSTEM

Inquiry No.

209
146
9415·28
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B00-451-FLEX
BOO·DAT ALUX

99

100
101
101
303
188
552
570
102
242
204-205
414
224
572-573
191-192

Page No.

DELL COMPUTER
CORP (N.A.)
Clll
DELL COMPUTER
CORP (N.A.)
CIV
DELL COMPUTER
CORP (N.A.)
110A-B
DELL COMPUTER
110C
CORP (N.A.)
DELL COMPUTER
CORP (N.A.)
110D-J
DELL COMPUTER
CORP (N.A.)
111
DELL COMPUTER
CORP (N.A.)
202,203
DIGITAL CONSUL TING INC 357
DIGITAL MEDIA LABS 322MW·1
DIGIT AL MEDIA LABS 32250-2
DIGITAL
RESEARCH INC (N.A.) 192,1 93
DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER 341
DPT
302
DR HUGGLE &
PARTNER GMBH
9415·18
DYNAMICSCAN
310,311
DYNAMITE
32250-3
DYNATEK
AUTOMATION SYSTEM
252

Phone No.

Inquiry No.
430

800·626·8260
800·626-8260
800-626-8260
800-626-8260
800-626 -8260
800-626-8260
800-626·8260
510·43B·9046
510·438·9046
800-274·4DRI
303-447·9251
407-830·5522

207
295
555-556
563·564
2B2

ET VALUELINE / ELEK·TEK 306
9415-4
EL ONEX
ELTECH RESEARCH
322
EMPIR E COMPU TECH
340
EVOLUTION
322NE-5
COMPUTING
EVOLUTION
322PC·3
COMPU TING
EXALINX, INC
338

225-226
178-179
180·1B1
182-183
184-185
217

416·636-3000

121

800 -395· 1000
081-452-4444
800-358-8330
800·446-1967

557

602-967-8633
716·B83-2000

F
415 FAST ELECTRONIC
9415-2149-89-539800·20
GMBH
429 FIRST INT'L COMP
9415·19 88-62·717-4500
208-209 FIRST SOURCE INT'L
308 800-535-5B92
127,
128 800-U4FRAME
FRAME TE CHNOLOGY
129 800-U4FRAME
103 FRAME TECHNOLOGY

G
106-107
243
281
293
244
408
245
246
247

GATEWAY 2000
Cll,1
GATEWAY 2000
49-62
GLENCO EN GINEERING
217
337
GMM RESEARC H CORP
GRAMMAR ENGINE, INC
342
GRANICOR
340
GREENLEAF SOFTWARE
343
GREY MA TIER LTD
9415-7
GTEK INC
337
340
GTEK INC
340
GTEK INC

800-523-2000
800-523-2000
800-562-2543
714 -752 -9447
614-471-1113
415-244-9999
800-523-9830
0364-53499
800-282-4B35
800-282-4835
800-282-4835

H
HARD DRIVES INT'L
HEWLETT PACKARD
302 HIGH-RES TECH
I 08· 109 HONEYWELL
KEYBOARD DIV (N.A.)
248 HOOLEON CORP

321
25
344

800·998·B040
800-752·0900
ext. 3158
416·497-6493

181
339

800-445-6939
800-937·1337

I
110
407
579·580
111
287-288
113
114
112
177
210-211
249
294

30,31 800·PS2-2227
IBM CORP
ICONOGRAPHIC SYS 94UK-14
0280·B23573
322NE-6
IEPS
INTEGRAND RESEARCH
21B 209-651-1203
INTEGRATED
338 209-549-2354
DESIGN GROUP, INC
IN TEL CORPORATION
26,27 800·22B·5949
44,45 B00·53B-3373
INTEL CORPORATION
INTEL CORPORATION
159 B00·53B·3373
IN TER O P 92 FALL
219 415·962-2592
326 B00-969-COMP
INTERSYS
IOTECH
341 216-439-4091
IVERSON SOFTWARE, INC 343 416-925-6096

J
115 JAMECO ELECTRONICS 1B4,1B5 BOO·B31-4242
335 B00·53B-5000
JDR MICRODEVICES

Phone No.

9415·29

KEA SYSTEMS LTD
98
KEITHLEY METRABYTE
339
KINGSTON TECH
96
KINGSTON TECH
9415-14
KINGSTON TECH
9415-15

800·663-8702
508-880-3000
800-835-2545
714-435-2667
714-435-2667

L
275
250
119
164-165

0241-403114
314·423·0044
800-352-8778

602-967-8633

Page No.

K
116
251
117-118
416-417
418-419

L -COM, INC
337
LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS
341
LAHEY COMPUTER SYS
172
LANDMARK
RESEARCH INT'L CORP
105
LAPINE
318,319
LIANT
SOFTWARE CORP (N.A.) 271
LIANT
SOFTWAR E CORP (INT'L) 271
LIANT
SOFTWARE CORP (N.A.) 281
LIANT
SOFTWARE CORP (INT'L) 281
LODE STAR COMP
298,299

508-682-6936
800-859-8856
800-548-4778
800-683·6696
800·927 -3772
800·662-9866

800-662·9866

800-875· 7568

M

E
206

JEN ELECTRONICA

122
123
420-421
273
278
215
252
213
214

253
124
578
422
132
423
424

MAGIC/MSE (INT'L)
111
MANCHESTER
EQUIPMENT CO
322NE-A-B
MANCHESTER
EQUIPMENT CO
322NE-1
MARK WILLIAMS CO
167
MA THSOFT INC
215
MA THSOFT INC
220
MCGRAW HILL NRI (N.A.)24 0A-B
MEGADATA
9415-12
MEMORY SUPERSTORE
339
MICRO HOUSE
344
MICRO SOLUTION COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
325
MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD 339
MICROPROSE SOFTWARE 307
MICROPROSE SOFTWARE 309
MICROSOFT CORP
8,9
34,35
MICROSOFT CORP
MICROSOFT CORP
74,75
MICROST AR LAB
339
MICROWAY
245
MINNESOTA COMPUTER
EXCHANGE
322MW-2
MINOLTA GMBH
9415·25
MINUTEMAN
107
9415-22
MIX SOFTWARE
MORTICE KERN (MKS) 9415-17

516·435·1199
516-435-1199
800-627-5967
800·62B·4223
B00-628·4223
516·5B9·6800
800·800·7056
800·926-8299
815·756·3411
91B·267·4961
800·879-PLA Y
800-879-PLA Y

206-453 -2345
50B-746-7341
612-894-9811
0511-77000

519-884-2251

N
125-126 NANAO USA CORP
221
' NATIONAL
9415-32A-B
INSTRUMENTS
254 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 342
434-437 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
UK LTD
94UK·3
127 NEC
40,41
562 NETWORLD DALLAS
322PC·1
32250-1
569 NETWORLD DALLAS
323
212 NEV ADA COMPUTER
560 NEW ENGLAND
322NE-3
ELECTRONICS
NORTHGATE
COMPUTER SYSTEM 149- 153

800·800-5202
800·433-3488
800-433-3488
0635-523545
800·366·0476
800-829-3976
800·829-3976
800·654-7762
508·454-9192
800·345·B709

0
61 OKI DATA
222,223 800·0KIDAT A
296 OMEGA POINT, INC
343 508-877-1819
431 ON TIME MRKT/
KARSTEN PETERSEN 9415·20
040·43· 74 72
194 BOO·B43-6784
12B· 129 OPTIQUEST
130 OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY CO 47 B00-46B-B7BB
255 OVERLAND DATA INC
341 B00·729-B725

p
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS 231
131 PANASONIC
133 PATTON & PATION
553 PC IMPORTERS INC

7B,79
104
322MW-6

619-597 ·3200
ext. 2112
BOO·742-BOB6
B00-525·00B2
800-2BB·8989

Inquiry No.
561
567
571
134-135
136-137
138
425
139·140
141
142
568
401
143
565
120

144-145
256

Page No.

Phone No.

Inquiry No.

PC IMPORTERS INC
322NE·6 800-288-8989
PC IMPORTERS INC
322PC·6 800-288-8989
PC IMPORTERS INC
322S0-6 800-288·8989
PC POWER & COOLING
97 800-722·6555
PERISCOPE COMPANY, THE 2 12 800-722-7006
PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC 77 617 -661-1510
PHILIPS MONITORS
941S-2,3
PINNACLE MICRO
137 800-553-7070
PIONEER
131 800-LASER-ON
COMMUNICATIONS
PKWARE INC
38 414-354-8677
322PC- 2 408-980-1234
PLUS TEK USA, INC
POLYHEDRON
0865-300579
SOFTWARE LTD
94UK-10
POPKIN SOFTWARE
& SYSTEMS INC
186
PR OFESSIONAL
COMPUTER
322PC-5 408-263-0222
PROGRAMMER'S
PARADISE
67~9
800-445-7899
PR OGRAMMER 'S SH OP 276-278 800-42 1-8006
PROGRESS SOFTWARE
176800·4PROGRESS
PSEUDOCORP
343 804-873-1947

Q

146 QU A TECH INC
257 QUALSTAR CORP
QUARTERDECK
OFFICE SYSTEMS
269-270 QUIET TECHNOLOGY

296
341
256A-T
340

153
559
258
426
151
152
263
298
259
186
284

154-155
156
157
158
285-286
159-160
161
162
163
551

800-553-1170
818-882-5822
310-392 -9851
BOO -SILENCE

189
260
176
166-167

Page No.

Phone No.

s

S'NW ELECTRONICS
172
322NE-4 203-929-0790
SAi SYSTEMS
342 919-677-8000
SAS INS TITUTE INC
SEIKO INSTRUMENTS
061-022970
9415 -13
GMBH
SEQUITER SOFTWARE INC 251 403-437-2410
SHARP ELECTRONICS CO 145 800 -BE-SHARP
SIGEN
338 408-737-3904
SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE 337 818-368·613 2
SILICON SHACK
340 800-969-4411
148 800-275-6525
SIMPLICITY COMPUTING
SMARTMICRO TE CH
340 800-422-9979
9415-11 718-438-6057
SOFTLINE CORP
SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES 287
SOF TWARE SECURITY INC 200 800-333-0407
SONY (N.A.)
143
SPECTRUM S/W (N.A.)
103 408-738-4387
SPSS INC
183 800-543-218 5
STARGATE T ECH
337 800-782-7428
STATSOFT
265
STORAGE DIMEN SIONS
243 800-967-4246
STRATEGIC MAPPING
109 408-985-7 400
SUMMAGRAPHICS CORP
273 800-729-7866
SUMMIT
MICRO DESIGN
322MW·5 408-739-6348
SUNSOF T
2,3 800 -227 -9227
exl. 123
SUR AH INC
338 800-543-1001
SYMANTEC (ZORTECH)
197 800-228-4122
SYSTAT INC
99 708-864-5670

T

R
147 RAIMA CORP
81
148· 149 RAINBOW TE CH
133
228-229 RALIN WHOLE SALER S 303- 305
REASONABLE
SOLUTIONS
941S-32A-B
574 RECORTEC INC
32250-5
150 ROSE ELECTRONICS
63

800-327-2462
714-454- 2100
800-752·9512
503-776 -5777
800-333-9343

261 TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC 337 800-685-4884
262 TE CHNOLOGY
POWER ENTERPRISE
338 510·623·3818
344 81-3-5374-7890
300 TECTAMM
62 TEKTRONI X
236 503-685-3585
TEKTRONIX
237 503-685-3585
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
22,23 800-527-3500

Page No.

Inquiry No.

Phone No.

168 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
171 800-527-3500
64 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
233 800-527 -3500
TE XAS MICROSYS TEMS 71,72 800-627 -8700
169 T EXAS MICROSYSTEMS
73 800-627-8700
170 TOSH IBA AMERICA INC 174,17 5 800-457-7777
231 TOTE-A-LAP
333 800-9-LAPTOP
268 TRI VAL LEY T ECH INC
338 510-447-2030
264-265 TRIB AL MICROSYSTEMS
341 510-623-8859
216 TRUE DATA PRODUCTS
328 800-635-0300
941 S-20 408-432-9057
427 TU LI N TECHNOLOGY

u
432

239-240
171-172
405
•

UNISTOR
UNITRON
UNIXWORLD

160A-B 7 14-581-3442
9415-27 31-4937-90005
289-291 800-257-9402
ext. 29

v

VENTURA SOFTWARE INC 283
VERBATIM CORP
165
VERI DATA
94UK-4
VERM ON T
CR EATIVE SOFTWARE
7
173-174 VIEWSONIC
21 3

800-822-8221
041-248-1119
800-848-1248
800-888-8583

w

428 WA LKER, RIC HER &
QUINN
941S-9
175 WATCOM PRODUCTS INC
29
403 WESTPOINT CREATIVE 94UK-7
W INDOWS/DOS DEVELOPER S
941S-32A-B
JOURNAL
218 WORLDWIDE TECH
324

x
z

266 XELTEK

206-324-0407
800-265-4555
07 43-248590
913-841-1631
800-457-6937

341

408-7 45-797 4

267 Z·WORLD ENGINE ERING
341
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS 89-94
234 ZYXEL USA
285

916-757-3737
800-523-9393
71 4- 255-4101

• Correspond directly with company.

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF
Jennifer L. Bartel, National Sales Manager, 14850 Quorum Drive, Suite 380, Dallas, TX 75240, Tel. (214) 701-8496
Liz Cayman, Inside Advertising Sales Director, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, Tel. (603) 924-2518
NEW ENGLAND
ME, NH, VT, MA, RI, CT ONT ARIO
CANADA & EASTERN CANADA

SOUTHEAST
NC, SC, GA, FL, AL, TN, MS, AR, LA, KY
Ma1yAnn Goulding (404) 843-4782

Michael Lamattina (617) 860·6344

Patricia Payne (603) 924-2654

Patricia Payne (603) 924-2654
McGraw-Hill Publications

McGraw-Hill Publications
4170 Ashford-Dunwoody Ad., Suite 520
Allanta, GA 30319
FAX: (404) 252-4056

24 Hartwell Avenue

Lexington, MA 02173
FAX: (617) 860-6899
EAST COAST
NY, NYC, NJ, DC, DE, MD, VA, WV, PA
Kim Norris (212) 512-2645
Ariane Casey {212) 512-2368

Barry Echavarria {603) 924-2574
McGraw-Hill Publications
1221 Avenue of Amsrli:as2Blh Floor
New York, NY 10020

FAX: (212) 512-2075

MIDWEST
IL, MO, KS, IA, ND, SD, MN,
WI, NE, IN, Ml OH
Kurt Kelley (312) 616-3328
Ed Ware (603) 924-2664
McGraw-Hill Publications
Two Prudential Plaza
180 North Stetson Ave.
Chicago, IL 60601
FAX: (312) 616·3370

NORTH PACIFIC: Campbell, CA

SOUTH PACIFIC: Costa Mesa, CA

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
CO. OK, TX
Jennifer Walker (214) 701-8496
Bariy Echavarria (603) 924·2574
McGraw-Hill Publications
14850 Quorum Dr.. Suite 360
Dallas, TX 75240
FAX: (214) 991-6208

SILICON VALLEY, HI, WA, AK,
W.CANADA
Bill McAlee (408) 879-0381
Joseph Mabe (603) 924-2662
McGraw-Hill Publications
1999 South Bascom Ave., Suite 210
Campbell, CA 95006
FAX: (408) 879-9067

ORANGE COUTY
SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Beth Dudas (714) 753-8140
Jonathan Sawyer (603) 924-2665
McGraw·Hill Publications
15635 Allon Pkwy ., Suite 290
Irvine, CA 92716
FAX: 1714 )753-8147

NORTH PACIFIC: San Francisco, CA

SOUTH PACFIC: Los Angel es, CA

NORTHERN CA, OR, ID MT,
WY, NORTHERN NV. UT
RoyJ. Kops (415) 954-9728
Les~ Hupp (408) 879-0381
Joseph Mabe (603) 924-2662
McGraw·Hill Publications
425 Batte1y Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
FAX: (415) 954-9786

LOS ANGELES COUNTY, AZ,
NM, SOUTHERN NEVADA
Alan El Faye (213) 480·5243
Jonathan Sawyer (603) 924-2665
McGraw-Hill Publications
3333 Wilshire Boulevard #407
Los Angeles, CA 90010
FAX: (213) 480-5249

The Buyer's Marl (1¥2}

BYTE Deck

Margot Gnade (603) 924-2656
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03456

Brad Dixon (603) 924-2596
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Pelerborough, NH 03456

EURO·DECK
James Bail (603) 924-2533
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

Pet erborougb, NH Office: Inside Sales FAX: 603-924-2683

Hardware/Software Showcase
Mark Stone (603) 924-2695
Ellen Perham (603) 924·2598
BYTE Publicalions
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peter orough, NH 03456

SOUTHWEST,

Advonlslna FAX : 603-924·7507

Regional Advertising

Brian Higgins (603) 924-2651
Lariy Levine {603) 924-2637
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03456
BYTE International Dire.:t
Respons e Postcards

Ellen Perham (603) 924-2598
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mil! Lane
Peterborough, NH 03456

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SALES STAFF
Ron Cordek, Managing Director, European Operations
McGran-Hil/ Publishing Co., Wimbledon Bridge House, One Hartfield Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 3RU, England, Tel: 44 815456278, Fax: 44 815456294
GERMANY, SWITZERLAND,

AUSTRIA
Christina Barion
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Wimbledon Brndge House
One Hactlield Road
Wimbledon, London SW19 3RU
England
Tel: 44 81 545 6270
FAX: 44 81 545 6294
TELEX: 892191

UNITED KINGDOM
Michele Hams (44 81 545 6269)
Chrislina Barion (44 81 545 6270)
McGraw·Hill Publishing Co.
Wimbledon Bridge House
One Hartfield Road
Wimbledon , London SW19 3AU
England
FAX: 44 81 545 6294
TELE X: &92191 '
FRANCE, IT ALY

BENELUX

Ellen Pardede
Batenburg 105
3437 AB Nieuwegein
The Netherlands
Tel: 31 34 02 49496
FAX: 31 340237944

Zena Coupe
A-Z International Sales Ltd.
70 Chalk Farm Road
London NW1 BAN
England
Tel: 44 71 284 3171
FAX: 44 71 2843174

SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES
Zena Coupe
A-Z International Sales Ltd.
70 Chalk Farm Road
London NW1 BAN
England
Tel: 44 71 284 3171
FAX: 44 71 284 3174
ISRAEL

Dan Ehrlich
Ehrlich Communication International
P.O. Box 11297
Te1Avjv61112, Israel
Tel: 972-52-586 245
Tel: 972-52-586 246
FAX: 972-52·585 685

JAPAN
Masaki Mori
M cGraw · H~ l l'ubll!hing Co.

Overseas Corp.
Room 1528
Kasumigaseki Bldg.
3·2-5 Kasumigaseki,
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo 100, Japan
Tel: 81 33 581 9811
FAX: 81 33581 4018

KOREA
Young-Scoh Chinn
Jes Media !)ite1n.auona1
K.P.O. Box 576, Seoul, Korea
Tel: (02) 545-8001/2
FAX: (02) 549-8861
MAlAYSIA

Servex (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
H.K. Lin
5th Floor, Bena Tower
160, Jafan Ampang
50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: (03) 262·4592
FAX: (03) 262-4591

II

L

AUSTRALIA, HONG KONG

INDIA, INDONESIA
PAKISTAN, PHILIPPINES,
SINGAPORE, TAIWAN,
ASIA, PACIFIC COUNTRIES

Liwen Lee
Candice Lo
AcerTWP Corp.
19-2. Lane 231 .
Fu Hsing North Road
Taipei 10445, Taiwan
R.O.C.
Tel: (886) 2 713 6959
FAX: (886) 2 715 1950
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YOUR DIRECT LINK
PRODUCT CATEGORY INDEX
For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the
corresponding inquiry numbers on Your Direct Link Cardi
To receive information for an entire product category, circle the category
number on Your Direct Link Cardi
Category No.
Inquiry No.

Page No.

HARDWARE
2

ADO-IN BOARDS

291
69
72
297
276-277
410-411
187
241
552
570
204-205
429
302
115
430
124
136-137
146
228-229
285-286
261
427
403

ADVANCED MICRO TECH
AMERICAN MEGATRENDS
ATI TECHNOLOGIES INC
ATLAS INDUSTRIES INC
AXIOM
COMPEX
CREATIVE LABS INC
CURTIS INC
DIGITAL MEDIA LABS
DIGITAL MEDIA LABS
DPT
FIRST INT'L COMPUTER
HIGH-RES TECHNOLOGIES
JAMECO ELECTRONICS
JEN ELECTRONICA
MICROWAY
PERISCOPE COMPANY. THE
QUA TECH INC
RALIN WHOLESALERS
STARGATE TECHNOLOGIES
TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC
TULIN TECHNOLOGY
WESTPOINT CREATIVE

4

COMMUNICATIONS/ NETWORK/NG

199-200

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC
COPIA INT'L
GMM RESEARCH CORP
GTEK INC
L-COM, INC
ROSE ELECTRONICS
SIGMA TECH SOFTWARE
STARGATE TECH
TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC
ZYXEL USA

243
245
275
150
298
285-286
261
234

574
559
551
260
?62
336
101
211
336
336
941S-31
173
336
322MW-1
322S0-2
302
941S-19
344
184,185
941S-29
245
212
296
303-305
337
337
9415-20
94UK-7

235
148
337
337
337
63
337
337
337
285

5

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

289-290
558
73-74
230
219-220
87
577
96-97
98
99

ACQUIRE
337
322NE-2
APPRO INT'L INC
169
AST RESEARCH INC
316
ATLAS INDUSTRIES INC
CITITRONICS
331
COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP
117-124
COMTECH COMPUTERS
322MW·3
146
DATALUX CORP
DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)
Clll
CIV
DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)
DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)
110A-B
DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)
110C
110D-.J
DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)
DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)
111
202,203
DELL COMPUTER CORP (N.A.)
DYNAMICSCAN
310,311
306
ET VALUELINE/ELEK-TEK
941S-4
EL ONEX
322
EL TECH RESEARCH
338
EXALINX, INC
9415-19
FIRST INT'L COMPUTER
Cll,1
GATEWAY 2000
49-62
GATEWAY 2000
30,31
IBM CORP
INTEGRATED DESIGN GROUP, INC
338
INTERSYS
326
LAPINE
318,319
MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO
322NE-1
MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT CO 322NE·A-B
941S-12
MEGADATA
322MW-2
MINNESOTA COMP EXCHANGE
322NE·3
NEW ENGLAND ELECT
149-153
NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS
322MW-6
PC IMPORTERS INC
322NE-6
PC IMPORTERS INC
322PC-6
PC IMPORTERS INC
322S0-6
PC IMPORTERS INC
PC POWER & COOLING
97
322PC-5
PROFESSIONAL COMP

100
101
101
303
224
206
207
282
429

110
287-288
210-211
225-226
557
420-421
578
560
553
561
567
571
134-135
565
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Category No.
Inquiry No.

169
268
?16
32

RECORTEC INC
322S0-5
SAi SYSTEMS
322NE·4
SUMMIT MICRO DESIGN
322MW·5
SURAHINC
338
TECHNOLOGY POWER ENTERPRISE
338
71,72
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS
73
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS
TRI VALLEY TECH INC
338
328
TRUE DATA PRODUCTS
941S-27
UNITRON
89-94
ZENITH DATA SYS

6

DATA ACQUISITION

251
'53

KEITHLEY METRABYTE
MICROSTAR LAB
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

7

DISK & OPTICAL DRIVES

69

215
127
139-140
141
263
186
161
260

AMERICAN MEGATRENDS
APS TECHNOLOGIES
DYNA TEK AUTOMATION SYS
HARD DRIVES INT'L
MICROSOLUCOMPUTER PROD
NEC
PINNACLE MICRO
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS
SIGEN
SIMPLICITY COMPUTING
STORAGE DIMENSIONS
SURAHINC

91-192

Page No.

339
339
941S-32A-B

101
300
252
321
325
40,41
137
131
338
148
243
338

8

DISKmES/ DUPUCATORS

156
171-172

SONY (N.A.)
VERBA TIM CORP

1.0

GRAPHICS TABLETS/ MICE/ PEN INPUT

108-109
163

HONEYWELL KEYBOARD DIV (N.A.)
SUMMAGRAPHICS CORP

1.1.

KEYBOARDS

96-97
0
48

DAT ALUX CORP
HOOLEON CORP
NORTHGA TE COMPUTER SYS

12

LAN HARDWARE

199-200
203
93
134-135
260

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC
CYBEXCORP
CYBEX CORP (INT'L)
PC POWER & COOLING
SURAH INC

1.3

LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS

237-238
224
'29

.

Bl LINK COMPUTER
DYNAMICSCAN
FIRST INT'L COMPUTER
NORTHGA TE COMPUTER SYS
SHARP ELECTRONICS CO
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TOSHIBA AMERICA INC
TOTE-A-LAP
VERIDATA
ZENITH DA TA SYS

1.4

MAIL ORDER

195-196
197
198
201
219-220
202
395-397
552
570
115

ADVANCED COMPUTER PROD
AL TEX ELECTRONICS
AMT INT'L
BULLDOG COMPUTER PROD
CITITRONICS
COMPUTERLANE UNL TD
CYBER RESEARCH
DIGIT AL MEDIA LABS
DIGITAL MEDIA LABS
JAMECO ELECTRONICS

152
168
170
231
405

Category No.
Inquiry No.

275
217
212
153

JDR MICRODEVICES
L·COM. INC
LODESTAR COMPUTER
NEVADA COMPUTER
S"NW ELECTRONICS

1.5

MEMORY/ CHIPS/ UPGRADES

68
292
279-280
85
86
232-233
433
572-573
208-209
113
114
115
117-118
416-417
418-419
273
252
284
218

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES
AMRAM
BPS INTERNATIONAL
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CO
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CO
CYRIX
DAWICONTROL COMPUTER SYS
DYNAMITE
FIRST SOURCE INT'L
INTEL CORPORATION
INTEL CORPORATION
JAMECO ELECTRONICS
KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY
KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY
KINGSTON TECHNOLOGY
MEMORY SUPERSTORE
MICROPROCESSORS UNL TD
SMARTMICRO TECH
WORLDWIDE TECH

1.6

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE

187
433
246
111
269-270

CREATIVE LABS INC
DAWICONTROL COMPUTER SYS
GTEK INC
INTEGRAND RESEARCH
QUIET TECHNOLOGY
UNISTOR

1.7

MOOEMS/ MULTIPLEXORS

112
228-229
234

INTEL CORPORATION
RALIN WHOLESALERS
ZYXEL USA

143
165

181
273

146
339
149-153

235
312

cm

97
338

330
310,311
941S-19
149-153
145
171
174,175
333
94UK-4
89-94

320
314,315
332
301
331
329
327
322MW-1
322S0·2
184,185

1.8

MONrrORS & TERMINALS

125-126
128-129
425
173-174

NANAO USA CORP
OPTIQUEST
PHILIPS MONITORS
VIEWSONIC

1.9

MULTIMEDIA

84
187
552
570
295
302
568
228-229
259
62
403

CANON USA INC
CREATIVE LABS INC
DIGITAL MEDIA LABS
DIGITAL MEDIA LABS
EMPIRE COMPUTECH
HIGH-RES TECHNOLOGIES
PLUSTEK USA, INC
RALIN WHOLESALERS
SILICON SHACK
TEKTRONIX
TEKTRONIX
WESTPOINT CREATIVE

20

PRINTERS/ PLOTTERS

409
199-200
399

ASP COMPUTER PROD
BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC
BUFFALO PRODUCTS
HEWLETT PACKARD
MINOLTA GMBH
OKI DATA
OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY CO
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
PANASONIC
RALIN WHOLESALERS
SEIKO INSTRUMENTS GMBH
TEKTRONIX
TEKTRONIX

422
61
130
131
228-229
426
62

21.

PROGRAMMABLE HARDWARE

293

GRANICOR

Page No.
335
337
298,299
323
172

138,139
339
339
162
163
201
941S-28
322S0-3
308
26,27
44,45
184,185
96
941S-14
941S-15
339
339
340
324

173
941S-28
340
218
340
160A-B

159
303-305
285

221
194
941S-2,3
213

102
173
322MW-1
32250-2
340
344
322PC-2
303-305
340
236
237
94UK-7

182
235
317
25
9415-25
222,223
47
231
78,79
303-305
941S-13
236
237

340

-
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YOUR DIRECT LINK CARD

.

.

For free product information, mail your completed card
today. For quicker response, fax to 1-413-637-4343!

A. What is your primary job

1. Circle the
Numbers on
Your Direct
Link Card
Circle the numbers
which are found on ads
and articles in this issue
or circle the product
category number and
receive information on
all advertisers listed in
that category.

2. Print Your
Name and
Address
Answer questions "A"
through "E" and mail or
fax card to
1-413-637-4343.

3. Product
'information will
be rushed to
you from the
selected
companies!

D. What operating systems are you
currentl y using? (Ch eck alt that apply)
12 0 PCIMS·DOS
15 :J Unix
13 ::J DOS+ Windows
16 Q MacOS

function /principal area of
responsibility? (Check one)
1 D M!SIDIP

Name

2
3
4
5
6

Title

14 Q OS/2

0 Programmer /SystemsAnalysl
0 AdminstrationtManagernen!
:J Sales!Markeling
:J Engineer/Scientis t
OOlher

B. Wha t is your level of management
responsibility?
7 0 Senior-level

City

State

Phone

Fax

Product Category
Information
Circle the numbersbelowlor
inrormalion on the entire category
ol products you're interested in.
Hardware
1
2
3
Communications/Networking 4
Computer Systems
5
Data Acquisition
6
Accessories/Supplies
Add·in Boards
Bar Coding

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258

Zip

Disks & Optical Drives
Diskettes/Duplicators
Fax Boards/Machines
Graphics Tablets/Mice/
Pen Input
Keyboards
LAN Hardware
Laptops & Notebooks
Mail Order
Memo1y/Chips/Upgrades

Miscellaneous Hardware
Modems/Multiplexors
Monitors & Terminals

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

9 0 Professional

8 OMiddle-level

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD,
Dealer, CollSultant)?
10 0 Yes
11 0 No

Multimedia
Printers/Plolters

19
20
21
22
23
24

Programmable Hardware
Scanners/OCR/Digitizers
Tape Drives
UPS
Software

Business
CAD/CAM
Communications/Networking
Data Acquisition
Database

25
26
27
28
29

V 0 VAXMIS

E. For how many people do you
influence the purcha se of hardware
or software?
18 0 1·25
19 ·:::i 26·50

U Please send me one year of
BYTE Magazine for $24.95 and
bill me. Offer valid in U.S. and
possessions only.
August 1992
~

Educational
Engineering/Scientific

30
31

Entertainment

32

Graphics

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Macintosh
Mail Order
Mathematical/Statistical

Miscellaneous Software
On-line Services
Operating Systems
Programming Languages/
Tools
Security

20 D 51.99
21 0 100 or more

40
41

Shareware

42

Software Duplication
Spreadsheets

43

Unix
Utilities
Windows
Word Processing

44
45
46
47
48

General
Books/Publications
Recruitment
Miscellaneous

49
50
51

100
101
102
103

105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434

435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460

461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486

487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512

513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537

539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
55t
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
538 564

565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590

766
767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
788
787
788
789
790
791

792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817

818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843

844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868
869

870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895

896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921

922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947

1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140
114 1
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148

1149
11 50
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174

1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1188
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
t194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200

1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226

1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
t235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252

1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277
1278

1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304

259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283

284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308

309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333

334
335
336
337
338
339
340
34t
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358

359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
38t
382
383

384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
40t
402
403
404
405
406
407
408

591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615

616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640

641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665

666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690

691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
71 1
712
713
714
715

741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
761
764
765

948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963

973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997

998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022

1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047

1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072

1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097

1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122

1305
306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1312
t313
1314
1315
1316
1317
t318
1319
1320
t321
t322
t323
t324
t325
t326
t327
t328
t329

1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354

1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1361
1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377
1378
1379

1380
1381
1382
1383
1384
1385
1386
1387
1388
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1395
1396
1397
1398
1399
1400
1401
1402
1403
1404

1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429

1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435
1436
1437
1438
1439
1440
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454

1455
1456
1457
1458
1459
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1466
1467
1468
1469
1470
1471
1472
1473
1474
1475
1476
1477
1478
1479

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

99

716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740

964
965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972

YOUR DIRECT LINK CARD
For free product information, mail your completed card
today. For quicker response, fax to 1-413-637-4343!
See reverse side for
card.

1. Circle the
Numbers on
Your Direct
Link Card
Circle the numbers
which are found on
ads and articles in
this issue or circle the
product category
number and receive
information on all
advertisers listed in
that category.

2. Print Your
Name and
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Answer questions "A"
through "E" and mail
or fax card to
1-413-637-4343.
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YOUR DIRB01 LINK CARD
For free product information, mail your completed card
today. For quicker response, fax to 1-413-637-4343!

D. What operating systems are you
currently using? (Check all that apply)

1. Circle the
Numbers on
Your Direct
Link Card
Circle the numbers
which are found on ads
and articles in this issue
or circle the product
category number and
receive information on
all advertisers listed in
that category.

8 0 Midd'e·level

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD,
Dealer, Consultant)?
10 D Yes

Produc t Category
Information
Circle the numbers below lor
information on the entire catego1y

of producls you're interested in.

Name and
Address
Answer questions "A"
through "E" and mail or
fax card to
1-413-637-4343.

3. Product
information will
be rushed to
you from the
selected
companies!

Accessories/Supplies
Add·in Boards
Bar Coding

1
2
3
Communications/Networking 4
Compuler Syslems
5
Data Acquisition
6

Disks & Optical Drives
Oiskettes/Ouplicalors
Fax Boards/Machines
Graphics Tablets/Mice/
Pen Input
Keyboards
LAN Hardware
Laplops & Notebooks
Mail Order
Memmy/Chips/Upgrades

8
9

Miscellaneous Hardware
Modems/Multiplexors
Monilors & Terminals

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Prinlers/Plotters
Programmable Hardware
Scanners/OCR/Oigiti1ers
Tape Drives
UPS

11 0

19
20
21
22
23
24

1a D 1-25
19 0 26·50

20051·99
21 0 100 or more

D Please send me one year of
BYTE Magazine for 524.95 and
bill me. Offer valid in U.S. and
possessions only.

~

No

Educalional
Engineering/Scientitic

Entertainment
Graphics
Macinlosh
Mail Order
MalhemalicaVSlalislical
Miscellaneous Soflware

Software
Business
25
CAO/CAM
26
Communicalions/Nelworking 27
Dala Acquisition
28
Database
29

15 0 Unix
16 0 MacOS
17 '::J VA'f.JVMS

E. For how many people do you
influence the purchase of hardware
or software?

B. What is your level ot management
responsibility?
7 D Senior-level
9 0 P1olessional

Hardware

2. Print Your

12 0 PCIMS·DOS
13 0 DOS +Windows
14 0 0512

2 D Programmer/Syslems Analyst
3 0 Adminstratiorv'Managemenl
4 0 Sale~Markehng
5 :I Engineer/Scienlist
6 0 Other

On.line Services
Operaling Syslems
Programming Languages/
Tools
Securily

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Shareware
Sottware Duplication
Spreadsheels
Unix
Ulilities
Windows
Word Processing
General
Books/Publicalions

Recruitment
Miscellaneous

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
17 4
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434

435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460

461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486

487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512

513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537

539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
538 564

565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590

766
767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791

792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817

818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843

844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868
869

870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895

896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921

922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947

1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
t134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148

1149
1150
1151
1152
11 53
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174

1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
t 180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200

1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226

1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252

1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
t258
1259
1260
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277
1278

1279
1260
1281
1282
1283
t284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
1292
1293
t294
1295
t296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258

259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308

309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333

334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358

359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383

384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408

591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
61 1
612
613
614
615

616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640

641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665

666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690

691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715

741
742

948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972

973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997

998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022

1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047

1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1056
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072

1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1097

1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122

t305
t306
t307
t308
1309
1310
t311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
t318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324
1325
t326
1327
1328
1329

1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351
1352
1353
1354

1355
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1361
1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377
1378
1379

1380 1405
1381 1406
1382 1407
1383 1408
1384 1409
1385 1410
1386 1411
1387 1412
1388 1413
1389 t414
1390 1415
1391 1416
1392 1417
1393 1418
1394 ' 1419
1395 1420
1396 1421
1397 1422
1398 1423
1399 1424
1400 1425
1401 1426
1402 1427
1403 1428
1404 1429

1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435
1436
1437
1436
1439
1440
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454

1455
1456
1457
1458
1459
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1466
1467
1468
t469
1470
147t
1472
1473
1474
1475
1476
1477
1478
14 79

27~

276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283

716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740

74~

744
745
74€
747
74E
74f
75C
751
75~

75'.
75<
75~

75€
751
75€
75~

76(
761
76~

76'.
76'
76~

YOUR DIRECT LINK CARD
For free product information, mail your completed card
today. For quicker response, fax to 1-413-637-4343!
See reverse side for
card.

1. Circle the
Numbers on
Your Direct
Link Card
Circle the numbers
which are found on
ads and articles in
this issue or circle the
product category
number and receive
information on all
advertisers listed in
that category.

2. Print Your
Nameand
Address
Answer questions "A"
through "E" and mail
or fax card to
1-413-637-4343.

3. Product
information
will be rushed
to you from
the selected
companies!

For FREE product information from individual advertisers, circle the
corresponding inquiry numbers on your Direct Link Card!
To receive information for an entire product category, circle the category number
on your Direct Link Card!
Category No.
Inquiry No.
247
249
264-265
266
267

GTEK INC
IOTECH
TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS
XELTEK
Z·WORLD ENGINEERING

23

TAPE DRIVES

69
250
255
257

AMERICAN MEGATRENDS
LAGUNA DATA SYSTEMS
OVERLAND DATA INC
QUALSTAR CORP

24

UPS

132
134-135

MINUTEMAN
PC POWER & COOLING

Page No.
340
341
341
341
341

101
341
341
341

107
97

SOFTWARE
2S

BUSINESS

402
102
562
569
133
148-149
162

BLACKWELL SOFTWARE
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
DIGITAL RESEARCH INC (N.A.)
NETWORLD DALLAS
NETWORLD DALLAS
PADON & PADON
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
STRATEGIC MAPPING

26

CAD/CAM

90

70

94UK·9
140
192,193
322PC·1
32280-1
104
133
109

75
104-105
283
555-556
563-564

AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS COMP
85
86
AUTODESK INC
AUTODESK INC
87
108
AUTODESK RETAIL PROD
342
CADSOFT COMPUTER, INC
EVOLUTION COMPUTING
322NE-5
EVOLUTION COMPUTING
322PC·3

27

COMMUNICATIONS/NETWORKING

242
148-149
428

DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER
RAINBOW TECH
WALKER, RICHER & QUINN

341
133
941S-9

28

DATA ACQUISrrlON

254
434-437

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
342
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
941S·32A-B
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS UK LTD
94UK·3

29

DATABASE

402
82·83
91
121
147
151

BLACKWELL SOFTWARE
BORLAND INT'L
COMPU TER ASSOCIATES
COPIA INTERNATIONAL
MAGIC/MSE (INT'L)
RAIMACORP
SEQUITER SOFTWARE INC

30

EDUCATIONAL

65-66

ABACUS SOFTWARE
AMER INST FOR COMPUTER SCI
MCGRAW HILL NRI (N.A.)

3l

ENGINEERING/ SCIENTIFIC

414
281
164-165
122
123
157
166-167

DR HUGGLE & PARTNER GMBH
GRAMMAR ENGINE, INC
LANDMARK RESEARCH INT'L CORP
MA THSOFT INC
MA THSOFT INC
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE (N.A.)
SYSTAT INC

94UK-9
12,13
36
148
111
81
251

147
342
240A-B

941S-18
342
105
215
220
103

99

Categ"'Y No.
Inquiry No.

32

ENTERTAINMENT

213
214

MICROPROSE SOFTWARE
MICROPROSE SOFTWARE

33

GRAPHICS

92
103

COREL SOFTWARE
FRAME TECHNOLOGY
FRAME TECHNOLOGY
NANAO USA CORP
PACIFIC DA TA PRODUCTS
STRATEGIC MAPPING
TEKTRONIX
TEKTRONIX

25-126
62
2

34

MACINTOSH

402
166-167

APPLE COMPUTER INC
APPLE COMPUTER INC
APP LE COMPUTER INC
BLACKWELL SOFTWARE
SYSTAT INC

3S

MAIL ORDER

201
88
304
413
408
120

BULLDOG COMPUTER PROD
COMPUCLASSICS
COMPUSAVE INT'L
COMPUTER QUICK
GREY MATIER LTD
PROGRAMMER 'S PARADISE
PROGRAMMER 'S SHOP
SOFTLINE CORP

36

MATHMATICAL/ STATISTICAL

258
158
159-160
166-167

SAS INSTITUTE INC
SPSS INC
STATSOFT
SYSTAT INC

37
579·580
431
162

Page No.

307
309

39
129
127,128
221
231
109
236
237

17
19
21
94UK-9
99

Page No.

175

PSEUDOCORP
RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
SYMANTEC (ZORTECH)
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
WATCOM PRODUCTS INC

41

SECURITY

67
415
106-107
154-155

ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS
FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH
GLENCO ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE SECURITY INC

42

SHAREWARE

256
148-149
176
64

REASONABLE SOLUTIONS

343
133
197
233
22
23
29

191
9418·21
217
200

9418·32A-B

44

SPREADSHEETS

78-79

BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
MICROSOFT CORP
MICROSOFT CORP

301
100
313
9418-16
9418-7
67--ii9
276-278
9418-11

4S

UNIX

299
178-179
180-181
182-183
184-185
424
189

CACTUS INTERNATIONAL
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (N.A.)
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (INT'L)
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (N.A.)
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (INT'L)
MARK WILLI AMS CO
MORTICE KERN (MKS)
SUNSOFT

342
183
265
99

46

UTIUTIES

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

438-439
433
164-165
278
142

CLARION SOFTWARE
DAWICONTROL COMPUTER SYS
LANDMARK RESEARCH INT'L CORP
MICRO HOUSE
PKWARE INC
VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE

322NE-6
IEPS
ON TIME MKT/KARSTEN PETERSEN 941S·20
STRATEGIC MAPPING
109

47

WINDOWS

190
271-272
89
302
407
116
125-126
300
239-240

APPROACH SOFTWARE
BLACK ICE SOFTWARE, INC
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
HIGH-RES TECHNOLOGIES
ICONOGRAPHIC SYS
KEA SYSTEMS LTD
MICROSOFT CORP
NANAO USA CORP
TECTAMM
VENTURA SOFTWARE INC

48

WORD PROCESSING/ DTP

404

BRENT COMMUNICATIONS
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS

38

ON-UNE SERVICES

450

SIX
COPIA INTERNATIONAL

39

OPERATING SYSTEMS

102

DIGIT AL RESEARCH INC (N.A.)
MARK WILLIAMS CO
QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYSTEM

359
148

192,193
167
256A-T

40

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES/TOOLS

76-77
80·81
404
94-95
102
244
408
294
119
178·179
180-181
182-183
184-185
121
423
296
138
401
143

CIV
BORLAND INT'L (INT'L)
11
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
94UK-10
BRENT COMMUNICATIONS
DATA ACCESS CORP
209
DIGITAL RESEARCH INC (N.A.)
192,193
GREENLEAF SOFTWARE
343
GREY MA TIER LTD
941S-7
IVERSON SOFTWARE, INC
343
LAHEY COMPUTER SYS
172
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (N.A.)
271
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (INT'L)
271
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (N.A.)
281
LIANT SOFTWARE CORP (INT'L)
281
111
MAGIC / MSE (INT'L)
941S-22
MIX SOFTWARE
343
OMEGA POINT, INC
PHAR LAP SOFTWARE INC
77
94UK-10
POLYHEDRON SOFTWARE LTD
POPKIN SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS INC
186
PROGRAMMER 'S SHOP
276,278
PROGRESS SOFTWARE
176

144-145

Categ"'Y No.
Inquiry No.

15
8,9
74,75

343
271
271
281
281
167
9418-17
2,3

941S-32
941S-28
105
344
38
7

263

344
82,83

344
94UK-14

98
34,35
221

344
283

94UK-10
231

GENERAL
49

BOOKS/ PUBLICATIONS

274

COMPUBOOKS
UNIXWORLD
WINDOWS/DOS
DEVELOPERS JOURNAL

Sl

MISCELLANEOUS

188
177

BYTE CARD DECK
BYTE REPRINTS
BYTE SUB MESSAGE
BYTE SUB MESSAGE
DIGITAL CONSUL TING INC
INTEROP 92 FALL

344
289-291
9418·32A-B

262
258
294
941S·30

357
219
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EDITORIAL INDEX
For more information on any of the companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in
this issue, circle the appropriate inquiry number on Your Direct Link Card. Each page number
refers to the first pages of the article or section in which the company name appears. IS pages
appear only in the International and U.K. editions; UK pages appear only in the U.K. edition.
Inquiry No.

Page No.

Inquiry No.

A

G

112
1000 Adaptive Solutions
42, 249
1180 Adobe Systems
1280 Alpha Research
66
American Megatrends
293
AMIX
1B
Analog Devices
269
32
Ansa
18, 224,
1105 Apple Computer
1132
261, 266
978 Approach Software
255
Ariel
269
1221 Artisoft
264
Ashton-Tate
32
1182 AST Research
46
269, 293, 941S-5
AT&T
1151 ATl Technologies
95
Austin Code Works
295
1307 Autodesk
88

B
1222 Backus-Naur
1156 Bell Atlantic
Bell Labs
Berkeley Systems
1318 Blue Chip Technology
1177 Borland International

265
95
360
18
941S-10
32

c
70
1288 Cache Computers
18
Casio Computer
Cayman Systems
257
1159 Charles River Data Systems 201
Chips & Technologies
293
1224 Ciprico
238
64
1273 CMS Enhancements
Comdisco Systems
269
1001 Compaq Computer
112, 247
76
1293 Compatible Systems
941S-14
1320 Complus Network
1290 Compulink Management
76
Center
18
Computer Associates
204
1310 Concord Communications
1160 Concurrent Computer
201
1225 Core International
238
1147 Corel Systems
42, 95
1179
112
1002 Corollary
95
1154 Creative Labs
Cypress Semiconductor
18

D
1161

1106
1322
1163
1162
11 64
1226

Data General
201
Data Management
941S-5
Technology
224
Dataproducts
941S·16
DavisA/S
141,
177,
201
DEC
201
Diab Data
201
Digital Research
Dynatek Automation Systems 238

E
1165 Encore Computer
1107 Epson America

Page No.

201
224

F
94UK-2
Factorum
Fox Software
32
Free Software Foundation
288
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941S·18
GADC
Gateway 2000
95
Gazelle Systems
46
224
GCC Technologies
94UK·15
GEC Hirst Research
General Videotex
10
1299 Genus Microprogramming
80
GeoWorks
18
1297 Gpf Systems
80
Granite Communications
18
941S-5
Graphics Unlimited
1325
1150
1181
1108

H
1166 Hewlett-Packard
1311
Hyperception
1328 Hypertec Europe

18, 161, 177,
201, 204
269
941S-20

1304
1301
1168
1305

1169

1277

64
88
94UK·11

L
1300 Language Systems
80
1279 Laser Magnetic
Storage International
65
224
1109 LaserMaster
Leading Edge Products
295
1227 Legacy Storage Systems
23B
224
1111 Lexmark International
95
1157 Logitech
1005 Lynx Real-Time
112, 177, 201
1170 Systems

M
1110 Mannesmann Tally
1317
Marantz
1178 Mark Williams
Matsushita Kotobuki
Electronics
1302 Meca Software
1006 Meiko Scientific
1327 Memsoft
Meridian Data
1296 MetaCard

N
1009
1112
1312
1113

1313

Nantucket Software
National Instruments
NCUBE
NEC Technologies
Network General
NewGen Systems
New Technology
Next
Novell

1B
269
112
224, 249
204
224
941S-5
18
204, 255

0
941S·5, 94UK-2
Olivetti
95
1148 Ontrack Computer
1323 Orac Information
941S·16
Systems
Oxford University
154

p

K
1274 Keydata International
1306 Knowledge Revolution
Kodak

Page No.

1285 Microcom
70
1079 Microft Technology
941S·8
Micromega
94UK·11
1228 MicroNet Technology
238
1229 Micropolis
238
976 Microsoft
18, 32, 95,
1152
255, 259 293,
94UK-11
Micros Systems
18
1171 Microwave Systems
201
112
1008 MicroWay
94UK-11
Mission
1172 Modular Computer
Systems
201
Momenta Data Systems
269
Mortice Kern Systems
295
Motorola
1B, 269
1292 Motorola Codex
76
Moving Pictures
94UK·11
Expert Group

1003 IBM
1167
1223
1004

1B, 112,
154, 201, 247,
941S·5, 94UK·2,
94UK·11
112
ICL
295
lllumind
84
lmara Research
84
Index Solutions
Industrial Programming
201
941S-5
lnformix Software
84
Ink Development
Integrated Information
Technologies
18
Intel
201, 249, 269,
94UK-11
269
Intermetrics
lnterOptica Publishing
266
Iomega
65

Inquiry No.

224,
941S-10
94UK·11
37
941S·5
84
112
941S-20
94UK-11
80

1324 PACT
Palm Computing
Panasonic
1010 Parallan Computer
1011 Parsytec Computer
1272 PC Brand
Philips Electronics 195,
1275 Pinnacle Micro
1289 Positive
1298 Powersoft
Programming Research
Group
1314 ProTools
1075 Psion

941S-16
18
94UK-11
112
112
64
94UK-11
65
70
80
154
204
94UK-5

Q
1114
1326
1173
1131

OMS
224
941S-1P
Qtronix Computer
201, 941S·~
Quantum
Quar1erdeck
249
Office Systems
1291 QuickComm
76
Quorum Software Systems
18

Page No.

s

1303
1309
1153

1149
1284

Samsung Electronics
18
Sequiter Software
259
Silicon Graphics
18
Slate
84
Software Bisque
BB
The Software Toolworks
95
Sony
195, 94UK· 11
Spectral Innovations
269
STB Systems
66, 95

Storage Dimensions
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Los Angeles
September 21·23, 1992

P·an·l11111CI llPD
7 Conferences, 1 Spectacular Event!
I. Restructuring Business Processes Conference
2. Developing/Programming for Pen Conference
3. Systems Integration Conference
4. Windows for Pen Conference
5. Mobile Computing Conference
6. Hardware Technology Conference
7. Reseller Opportunities Conference

Learn from Pioneers in the Pen Field•••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conference Chairman: Ed Yourdon
Research Chairman: Portia Isaacson, Dream IT, Inc.
George Barlow, Distributed Micro Systems
john Butler, Microsoft Corporation
Madeline Duva, CIC
S. j mold Kaplan, CO Corp.
D. Bruce Walter, GRiD Systems
Plus Many More!

PLUS, a comprehensive Exposition
s9othghting over 100 leaders in the Pen
dev loper community including•••
American Management
Logitech
Systems, Inc.
MicroSlate, Inc.
Byers Engineering Company
Momenta
CalComp Digitizer
NCR Corporation *
Products Group
NEC Technologies
Communications
Notable Technologies *
Intelligence Corp. (CIC)
PEN PAL Associates*
FTG Data Systems
PenMagic Software, Inc.
Fujitsu Personal Systems, Inc. * PenSoft Corporation *
GRiD Systems Corp.
PenWare, Inc. *
IBM Corporation *
Scriptel Corporation
Ink Development Corp.
WACOM Technology
Kurta Corp.
*Co-Sponsors
Call Julie Adler at (508) 470-3870
for exhibitin information.

Circle 188 on Inquiry Card.
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Most young people have one
answer to this problem. They avoid
it until they're out of college. But
they could be getting solid work
experience while they're still in col
lege. With your company's help.
And ours.
We're Co-op Education. A nation
wide program that helps college
students get real jobs for real pay,
while they're getting an education.
But we can't do it without you.

Those real jobs have to come from
real companies. Like yours.
For more information on how
you can participate in this valuable
program, write Co-op Education,
Box 775E, Boston, MA 02115.
Not only will you be giving stu
dents a chance to earn money
and pick up the most valuable kind
of knowledge, you'll be giving
yourselves a chance to pick up the
most valuable kind of employee.

Co-op Education.
You earn a future when you earn a degree.

n!I

~~ A Public Service of This Publication© 1987 National Commission for Cooperative Education
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A WINDOWS NAVIGATOR FOR BIX
BIX Covers Computing Right!
Not only does BIX have gr~at information, now it has a
great user interface.
When you are up against a brick wall and need answers to
tough programming questions fast, BIX has the solutions you
need! Other online services cater to end users and computer
neophytes. BIX serves computer pros like you! On BIX, you
don't have to pan through mountains of trash to find the
golden nuggets. You get fast answers from people who know
computing.
BIX's Exchanges cover all aspects of computing in all
platforms and computer languages. And BIXnav makes
using BIX as easy as your other Windows applications.

Lots of New Files
BIX publishes hundreds of new files each month. You can
find files by date or keyword, and you can even download
them in the background with a simple click.

BIX is Affordable
Subscribe to BIX for only $13 per month. Connect to BIX
locally via Tymnet for only $3 per hour.* Or, choose the
20/20 Plan, where $20 per month covers your first 20 hours
of evening or weekend access. Additional time is only $1.80
per hour on the 20/20 Plan.* Once online, you can download
BIXnav for only $9.95.

Join BIX Now!
Using any communications program, dial 1-800-695-4882.
Enter "bix" at the prompt. When you are prompted for
Cirde 450 on Inquiry Card.
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"Name?" enter "bix.navigator" and
complete the online registration. Pay
by credit card for immediate access.
For additional information call
1-800-695-4775 or 617-354-4137.
BIX is a service of
General Videotex Corporation,
1030 Massachusetts Avenue, 4th Floor,
Cambridge, MA 02138.
617-491-3342.
*Rates listed apply for evening and weekend
access from within the contiguous 48 states .
Daytime access from within the contiguous 48
states is billed at $9 per hour.
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THE PRODUCTIVITY
MACGUFFIN

MANZI

uring the last presidential election year, while
most Americans focused on flags and furloughs,
I went out on the hustings to speak on the sub
ject of computers and white-collar productivi
ty. Following this ordeal, I vowed never to ad
dress the issue publicly again. But that's proven to be
impossible. The subject keeps cropping up, and no one
in our industry can afford to ignore it.
Alfred Hitchcock invented
Organizational
a term to describe the object in
his films around which all the
productivity hasn't
action revolves. He called it
the MacGuffin. It could be a
benefited from the PC
missing body, a bottle of wine
that
is not really a bottle of
revolution. Here's why.
wine, or whatever.
Organizational productivity
is the MacGuffin of the computer industry. It is the miss
ing return on investment after more than a decade of
heavy spending on information technology. During the
1980s, companies spent almost a trillion dollars on new
information technology, but productivity in the services
sector actually declined. ·
The situation has grown more serious since my lone
ly lecture tour. Global competition has intensified, and
most companies regard increased productivity-mea
sured in terms of lower cost structures, reduced cycle
time, and speed to market-as absolutely essential for
survival.
The situation is even more serious for companies in the
computer industry. If our customers are focusing with
renewed vengeance on productivity, and if we still can't
show how our products help deliver it, there is some
question about our own survival.
Fortunately, some good news is at hand. Fortune re
cently carried a story about workgroup applications en
titled "Here Comes the Payoff from PCs." It talks about
time savings of up to 90 percent from groupware. Of
course, one story in Fortune does not constitute a trend
especially when it's hot on the heels of still another arti
cle by Peter Drucker in Han1ard Business Review on the
new productivity challenge. Some may even take the
combination of the two as a negative indicator.
But clearly something is happening on the white-col
lar productivity front. In fact, two things are happening:
networks and mobile computing. With growth rates of
about 40 percent a year, they have become the twin en
gines for growth in the computer industry. Both trends are
related directly to the quest for improved productivity.

D
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Over the last 10 years, many companies have fallen into
the trap of technology for technology's sake. This has
not been entirely their own doing. They have had ample
encouragement from members of our industry, who have
never hesitated to trumpet their latest product release
with no thought to customers' business goals. In all the ex
citement, people lost sight of a few simple economic
truths.
The first is that real value in an organization is gener
ated not by machines, but by people. It applies not just to
computers, but to the steam engine, the printing press, and
the pencil. The second principle is that the greatest value
is generated not by individuals, but by teams.
Given these two principles, there was no reason to
think that PCs, by themselves, would increase produc
tivity. The PC revolution may have even made things
worse. As Amo Penzias, the Bell Lab's Nobel prize win
ner, points out, there is a net loss in productivity when in
dividuals must run errands between isolated machines.
It is no coincidence that networks and portable com
puters are booming at a time when companies are at long
last realizing gains from their computing investments.
Networks and portables-and the applications that both
need-address the basic organizational need for coordi
nation and collaboration. Networked applications enable
people to share information and work. Correctly designed
applications enable people to work together even though
they are not always connected (it is another fundamental
truth that people are not always in their offices).
Industrywide numbers on productivity gains are still not
in, but there is mounting evidence of tangible gains. One
of Lotus's customers, a worldwide consulting firm, has
connected its entire organization and uses networked ap
plications to leverage expertise. Knowledge throughout
the firm, regardless of location, can be applied to every
customer account. As a result, it is winning new accounts.
Another customer, a computer company, uses net
worked applications to capture and preserve the "intel
lectual capital" in its product development process, en
abling people to move from project to project without
the costly start-up time.
These are the sort of real, tangible gains our customers
have been looking for all along. We are clearly getting
closer to the elusive MacGuffin. •

Jim Manzi is president and CEO of lotus Development
Corp., a developer of applications software and infor
mation services in Cambridge, Massachusetts. You can
reach him on BIX c!o "editor.~. "
ILLUSTRATION: RICHARO OSAKA © 1992

lease : $126/Mo.

It's simple.The Dell 325NC wsts up tu
$635 less than the li.1shiba notebook.

Toshiba T3300SL

The Dell notehuuk has a wlur display.
The li.1shiba nutebrn1k is black and white.

$4,034

$3,399

Black and White

ColorVCJA Display

i386SL, 25MH:

i386SL, 25 MH:

4 MR RAM, 80 MR HD

4 MR RAM, 80 MR HD

Battery life: 3 hPUrs

Battery life: 3 hours

8.3"x11.7"xl.7"

8.5"xll"x2.3"

Our notebook has one-year natiun\\'ide
lapside service included in the system price.
If needed, a technician will get tu you usually
by the next businessday.6 (He'll either fix
ur rqilace the system and trnnsfer the data
if pussihle.)
Dell is one of the must all"arded
companies in rhe \\'urld.

re

Dell 32SNC

0\-er nm-thirds uf the FORTUNE 500"
null" buy fnim Ddl.
Hrnmmm. Cive it some thuught. Oby,
that's enough. Nu\\' give us a call and urder
a Dell 325NC wday.

Del.L
8oo,348,61 so

5. 9 lbs w/harrery

7.1 lhs ll'ihattery

Return tu dealer for

On-sire lapsidc

SCf\'icc.

St:ITice.

7AM-9PM CT MON-FRI. 8AM-4PM CT SAT. IOAM-3PM CT SUN .

MS-DClS 5.0/Micrusufr
Winduws 3.1/Micrusofr
13alll1iinr" Mouse

IN CANADA. CALL 800-668-3021. IN MEXICO. 91 -800.900-37.

75ource: Toshiba suggested re tail price as of 515192.

WHEN CALLING, PLEASE REFERENCE

# 11 E71.

BEFORE MAKING THE
FORTUNE 500, DELLWAS JUST
AN OUTSIDER LOOKING IN.
This year, Dell Computer Corporation broke into the
FORTUNE 500 for the first time ever.
Amazingly, it took us less than eight years to build an $890
million international business. Which, in all likelihood, includes
taking many customers from the better,known companies mentioned
in this ad.
This makes Dell, currently, one of the fastest growing computer
companies in the FORTUNE 500. And then some.
Hooorah. Yahoo. So what?
So, it's simple. We've made a lot of computers. And those
computers, well, they've made a lot of noise in the customer satisfaction
polls. In fact, we beat IBM and Compaq in every PC Week Customer
Satisfaction poll we've ever competed in. We also managed to win
53 product awards in 1991 alone.
Why?
Maybe it's because of our toll,free technical support. Maybe
it's because we usually cost 10,20% less than our larger competitors .
. Maybe it's because that price includes service which can get a trained
technician to your home or office usually the next business day.""
Or maybe, just maybe, we make a better computer.
That could be why over two,thirds of the companies in the
FORTUNE 500 now buy from Dell. So, you see, we were part of the
FORTUNE 500 even before we were part of the FORTUNE 500.
We'd like to be a part of your company too.
Why not give us a call?

•6AM-midnight toll-free phone support available beginning 8/l/92. 0 Leasing arranged by leasing Group, Inc. Outside the U.S., prices and configurations may va:y. i386 and 1he Intel
Inside Logo ore trademarks of Intel Corporation. FORTUNE 500 is o registered trademark of The Time Inc. Magazine Company. Microsofl and MS-DOS ore registered trademarks
and Windows and BollPoint ore trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. L).Service provided by Bondec Service Corp. On.site service may nol be available in certain remote locolions.
Dell disclaims proprielory interest in lhe marks and names of others. ©1992 Dell Computer Corporolion. All rights reserved.
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NOW WE'RE JUST
AN INSIDER LOOKING
/
DOWN.
Year-over-year% change in revenue for the most recently reported fiscal years

APPLE

COMPAQ

DELL

DIGITAL

HEWLETT
PACKARD

IBM

..
WHEN CALLIN G, PLE ASE REFEREN CE #l l E72.
HOURS: 7 AM-9PM CT MON .FRI, 8AM·4PM CT SAT, 10AM·3PM CT SUN.
IN CAN ADA, CALL 800·668·3021 . IN M EXICO, 91.soo.900.J7.

Circle 98 on Inquiry Card.
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THE BEST COMPUTER IN AMERICA,
POUND FOR POUND
FOR POUND AND A HALF.

At j1L11ettT3.5 lb.1, che /Jell' 320SLi ofjer.1 Je<l£iff~' '""' jimcrirm.1 1L'1wll, re,enl!d [flf sysrem1 cu-ice ics uei_~lu.
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Wn1'r~ noc rht! cml~· one uorki11g

/<1ce. /Jd/'s w/1-jiw su/JPJJn line' <1re
nou· JJ/>.."1 6 A1'vl Cr1 midnighc et en·
do\'.* Then.:'s ed..'iu JUlfioml'idl' un~sici:
,en:ice t1nd" 24-hJJur l~c/1Fm"'/ine. 6

Tlk1t'snJJCt1ll

:'>'"' i II Jind in here.

Comes .'ittt11dtird tl'ir/1 eu.:ryc/1ing y·u11 llt!t!d
co nm ett'n chi: rnci.-;c lwnlccire sufru ttrc:

MS-/)(JS'' 5.0. Mi,w,njr•Window, '"3.1
ond u ke:yhoord n11n1se.

110 Mil liard drire
t1nd11/JrnlOMll
"fRA,\I.

$2,149
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Jnodl:'m, cr1/m1cess1n;
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LEASE 0: $80/MONTH

Ycntr /1£1nds dcm'r gee .'inlttlfer j1L~C ll<!auc.se ~w1tr
CJJlil/lfrCer d"e'. SJJ Dell g"1~ the 320SLi "fir/I
85-i<e)' ky/irimd, indrrding '/J<'Cilfl ,c1wn m11 ·i~utirJ71
ke,·s in che Fnnilitff int~rtetl-T lmcu1r.
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-800;348;6149
WHEN CAlllNG, PlEASE REFERENCE # 11 EH2

IX·ec,r// ir" iwcebo"k. Ina ic',
<1crrwlh· 'mt1llt~: ]IL\C 7'/J' x I/" t1nd
JJnl)' I'!~" il1ick. Sn yrn r mighc <1ctlfirlly
hi:uble lo fie scnnc hrie{'>. in }'<Jiff briefcw;e.
Mc1)'be etcn ",midtvic/1 or rn.rJ.

HOURS, 7AM -9PM CT M ON -FRI. 8AM -4PM CT SA T, 10 AM -3PM CT SUN

Tl1i' '111<11/ numlx.·r .~er' \-ort <11/ these liig n11111'1ers:
20 MHz i386"'SL /m1,·e'·"n; 2 Mil "f /MM CiOM /3 /un·ddritc,
VGA /~ejhti1c (95''. 64Llx480) LCD. e.1cmwl 3S jl"/'I').
driw t1nd 1tlJ to 4 hrnff.\ ofmn-k Jium c/1e Ni Ml-I bcuie1y.

IN CAN ADA, CAll

800 - 668 ~ 3021.

IN MEXICO, 9 1-800-900-37.
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